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Abstract
Purpose: The focus of this article is on Swedish vocational students’ own thoughts about different types of knowledge and how these thoughts relate to the forming of their vocational
identities. The article reports on a study which investigates how vocational students handle
the division between theoretical and practical knowledge as they learn to become skilled
industrial workers. Theoretical and practical knowledge are often presented as dichotomies
in a hierarchy, where theoretical knowledge is more highly valued than practical knowledge.
The division between theoretical and practical knowledge is known in research as "the academic/vocational divide". This divide is particularly relevant to vocational students, as they
need to deal with both types of knowledge as they navigate between the contexts of school
and work.
Methods: This study is part of a research project on vocational students’ learning and identity formation. The empirical material is based on qualitative interviews with 44 students
enrolled on the industrial programme at Swedish upper secondary schools.
Findings: The study revealed three different ways in which vocational students handled the
academic/vocational divide: Placing higher value on practical knowledge than on theoretical knowledge, reinforcing the separation between school and work, and selecting theoretical subjects as useful tools for the future.
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Conclusions: Two conclusions drawn from the study are that students are aware of the status
differences and divisions between practical and theoretical knowledge, and that they handle
the academic/vocational divide in an active manner. Students make choices that will help
them form a vocational identity or that will give them opportunities for further education
and alternative careers. This article challenges and contradicts the image of vocational students as unmotivated and unintellectual, instead portraying them as knowledgeable actors
who make strategic choices for their future and are active in forming vocational identities
within vocations that require deep and advanced knowledge.
Keywords: Vocational Identity, Industrial Programme, Academic/Vocational Divide, VET,
Vocational Education and Training
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Introduction

All modern societies are influenced by an academic/vocational divide in some way (Young,
1993). At a societal level, the academic/vocational divide relates to aspects such as class and
gender, and reveals a lot about hierarchies and status related to different kinds of knowledge
and work (Niemi & Rosvall, 2013; Rose, 2008). Vocational education has been accused of
reproducing class by preparing working–class students for a working–class future (Arum &
Shavit, 1995). When it comes to gender, working class masculinities are generally viewed as
being incompatible with theoretical knowledge (Niemi & Rosvall, 2013). Theoretical knowledge has a higher status within the world of education, while practical knowledge enjoys a
higher status within the world of work. Vocational education is circumscribed by both these
partly competing sources of status (Billett, 2014).
Additional contradictions have been ascribed to the historical tension between the "outsider perspective" on vocational education, e.g. among power elites in society with a distant
view of practical knowledge, and the "insider perspective", i.e. those actors that are engaged
in skilled work and vocational education (Billett, 2014). In this article, the focus is on the
"insider perspective", i.e. the student perspective, including how various kinds of knowledge
are valued, transformed and recontextualised by students as they alternate between workplaces and school (Evans et al., 2011). When students are at school, they are subject to the
academic/vocational divide as an institutionalised part of the education system. This divide
is manifested in the physical contexts of schools, where vocational education and academic
education are often located in different buildings or parts of the school (Nylund et al., 2018).
Even within vocational education, the academic/vocational divide is present through a clear
separation of vocational and general subjects (Nylund et al., 2018). This separation, together
with the different logics that schools and workplaces operate with, present a challenge for
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students who are expected to integrate knowledge learned at school with knowledge from the
workplace (Baartman et al., 2018).
This study is informed by timely research demonstrating how vocational students integrate knowledge between school and workplaces (Berner, 2010; Gustavsson & Persson Thunqvist, 2018; Persson Thunqvist & Axelsson, 2011) when learning their vocations. Different
types of knowledge become relevant for vocational students (Rose, 2008) as they navigate
between the contexts of school and workplaces. Students need to make sense of and recontextualise (Evans et al., 2011) the meaning and relevance of theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of tension between the world of school and the world of work. However,
there is little research on how vocational students learning to become industrial workers use
and change knowledge between school and work. Therefore, this study aims to investigate
how vocational students handle the division between theoretical and practical knowledge as
they learn to become skilled industrial workers.
Forty–four vocational students on the industrial programme at Swedish upper secondary
schools were interviewed about theoretical and practical knowledge, how they learn vocational skills and the industrial vocation. Vocational education refers to Swedish upper secondary programmes that prepare students for working in specific vocations, while academic education refers to preparatory programmes for higher education or post–secondary academic
education. In Swedish vocational education, theoretical knowledge comprises both general
theoretical subjects and theoretical vocational subjects. In this paper, both types of theoretical subjects are referred to as "theoretical knowledge". In contrast to theoretical knowledge,
practical knowledge here refers to knowledge practised in the schools’ workshops, or during
workplace–based learning at companies.
The paper continues by outlining the theoretical framework, which includes the concept
of recontextualisation for analysing students’ learning and use of knowledge in and between
school and workplace contexts. Thereafter, previous research on the academic/vocational divide and its implications for vocational students’ vocational learning is presented. The theoretical section is followed by a presentation of the Swedish upper secondary school system
for vocational education, with a particular focus on the industrial programme. The method
section describes the data collection and analysis. Thereafter, the findings are presented in
three different themes that reveal students’ ways of handling the divide between theoretical
and practical knowledge. Finally, the findings are discussed, and the paper ends with conclusions and some practical implications of the study.
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Theoretical Framework

In this section, the concept of recontextualisation is presented. The concept of recontextualisation was selected to provide a way of analysing the students’ learning and knowledge use in
and between school and workplace contexts. Thereafter, research on the academic/vocational
divide and its impact for vocational students is described.

2.1

The Concept of Recontextualisation

The concept of recontextualisation describes the process of using knowledge gained from one
context in another context (Evans et al., 2011). When various types of knowledge move between different contexts, for example the contexts of school and workplaces, it is not simply a
matter of transfer, but rather a process of changing knowledge, context and people (Evans et
al., 2010). What constitutes a context is broadly interpreted by Evans et al. (2011) and includes
schools of thought as well as geographic places. Norms and traditions of different communities can also be understood as contexts (Evans et al., 2011). Both theoretical and practical
knowledge are, from the perspective of recontextualisation, viewed as contextualised (Evans
et al., 2011). Hence, Evans et al. (2011) challenge the view that theoretical knowledge, unlike
practical knowledge, lacks links to specific contexts, which is a view that has contributed to
the low status of practical knowledge and has further widened the theory–practice gap.
Furthermore, this perspective highlights the potential of the workplace as a locus for
knowledge production and learning (Evans et al., 2011). Thus, recontextualisation is a way
to handle the academic/vocational divide that shows the equal value of both theoretical and
practical knowledge (Evans et al., 2011). In addition, it is impossible in reality to distinguish
between theoretical and practical knowledge, as work often requires theoretical knowledge
which cannot be separated from practical knowledge (Niemi & Rosvall, 2013).
Knowledge gained at school needs to be changed and integrated with other types of
knowledge in workplaces to become useful to students (Evans et al., 2011). However, the type
of knowledge that is valued at school differs from the type of knowledge that is prioritised
at workplaces (Gustavsson & Persson Thunqvist, 2018). Gustavsson and Persson Thunqvist
(2018) found that school provides vocational students with knowledge that may facilitate
their workplace–based learning, where the students’ skills are further developed as they participate in daily work with more experienced co–workers. The students’ participation in daily
work with other workers is also important for the development of vocational identities, as
they are mediated by the norms, ideals and values from both work and school. Identifying
bridges between these contexts is therefore important for vocational students who move between school and the workplace (Evans et al., 2011).
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During workplace–based learning, students put both theoretical and practical knowledge to
use while learning their intended vocation, which is an important part of their vocational
identity formation (Gustavsson & Persson Thunqvist, 2018). Hence, the recontextualising of
knowledge can be viewed as a process that is closely connected to vocational identity formation (Evans et al., 2011). Vocational identity is here understood as a desire to live up to the
norms and ideals of a vocation (Armishaw, 2007), while being able to express motivation for
entering that specific vocation (Evans et al., 2010).

2.2

The Academic/Vocational Divide in Vocational Education

Within previous research on vocational education, two different but interconnected strands
of research are particularly relevant for this study: Research on the boundary between theoretical and practical knowledge, and research on the low status of vocational education relative to academic education and how to overcome the difference in status.
Firstly, concerning the boundary between theoretical and practical knowledge, Schaap
et al. (2012) suggest that vocational education is governed by two different rationalities; on
one hand the rationality of school, and on the other hand the rationality of workplace–based
learning. The rationality of school is associated with theoretical knowledge, while practical
knowledge is connected to the rationality of workplace–based learning. Vocational students
need to integrate their experiences from the workplace with what they learn at school and
vice versa (Baartman et al., 2018) in order to form a vocational identity (Gustavsson & Persson Thunqvist, 2018). As Aarkrog (2005) points out, both theoretical and practical knowledge are crucial for developing vocational competence, even though they are often being
portrayed as conflicting perspectives.
Secondly, regarding the status of vocational education in comparison with academic education, Chankseliani et al. (2016) illustrate how a combination of theoretical and practical
knowledge is often suggested as a way to address the status differences between academic
and vocational education. However, efforts to overcome these status differences by integrating different types of knowledge still tend to place a greater value on theoretical knowledge
by expecting it to strengthen and complement practical knowledge, and never the other way
around (Hyland, 2002; Rose, 2008). An alternative way to overcome this status hierarchy is to
stop comparing different types of education and knowledge, and to focus instead on the value
of vocational education in itself by reinforcing vocational skills and expertise (Chankseliani et al., 2016). In addition, Hyland (2002) suggests that, in order to overcome these status
differences between theoretical and practical knowledge, it is crucial to show the learning
potentials of vocational education that contains deep, advanced and continuous learning,
rather than merely focusing on pinpointing similarities between vocational and academic
education.
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The Academic/Vocational Divide – Implications for Vocational
Identities and Learning

Research on vocational education has demonstrated how the academic/vocational divide
has important implications for vocational students’ identities and thus their learning. It has
shown how vocational students are positioned in at least two different social identities. On
the one hand, in the dominant historical and educational discourse about the academic/
vocational divide (see e.g. Billett, 2014), vocational students are positioned as non–academics, lacking the intellectual capacity for theoretical work. On the other hand, vocational
students are positioned as (becoming) skilled workers, following advanced and demanding
vocations that require deep knowledge. Hence, while the former social categorisation implicates a negative identification, associated with the formation of marginalised school identities, the latter connotes a process of identification with future–oriented vocational identities;
it challenges one–dimensional conceptions of the academic/vocational divide in the context
of modernised forms of vocational education targeting skilled vocations (see Billett, 2014).
The image of vocational students as non–academic learners has been shown to be shared
by both vocational students themselves and their teachers (Brockmann & Laurie, 2016; Rosvall et al., 2017). In the classroom, the image of vocational students as being unmotivated for
theoretical general knowledge results in low expectations from teachers, which subsequently
leads to passive, low achieving students (Rosvall et al., 2017). Vocational education is often
viewed as an option for students who are uninterested in and incapable of acquiring academic knowledge (Nylund et al., 2017), while academic education is recommended to students
with higher grades (Tønder & Aspøy, 2017). In addition, low achievers from comprehensive
school are often guided towards vocational education, rather than academic education (Rosvall et al., 2017). The students’ interpretations of their own capabilities leave them feeling less
intelligent than their peers who are studying more academic educations (see Rose, 2008).
Atkins and Flint (2015) found that vocational students themselves say that they are considered to be stupid for choosing the vocational track over the academic. A common criticism of
vocational education is that it only provides short–term and context–dependent knowledge
(Beicht & Walden, 2015).
Another strand of research challenges this notion that vocational students are unmotivated low achievers in the classroom, and instead focuses on the deep and complex knowledge
they possess as skilled workers (e.g. Billett, 2014; Rose, 2008). In line with this, a recent study
shows that deep and advanced vocational knowledge is important for shaping vocational
students’ learning trajectories towards vocations in the industrial sector (Ferm et al., 2019).
This view of vocational students possessing advanced knowledge through work is a view
that contrasts with images of vocational students as unmotivated and unintelligent, and
instead demonstrates the complicated processes of problem solving (Rose, 2008) and the
high level of conceptual knowledge (Billett, 2014) that vocational knowledge comprises. In
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line with this perspective, the vocational students themselves tend to place high value on
their education, even though they are aware of the low status ascribed to it in comparison
with academic programmes (Atkins & Flint, 2015). In addition, they often express a sense of
contempt towards more academic forms of education and knowledge (Rose, 2008).
However, previous research has indicated that the learning that takes place at school can
be a valuable knowledge base for vocational students as they enter the workplace (Kilbrink et
al., 2014; Rintala & Nokelainen, 2019) and can also function as a springboard to a vocation
(Gustavsson & Persson Thunqvist, 2018). In addition, Swedish vocational education requires
for pass grades in several theoretical subjects in order for students to receive a vocational
qualification. Slaats et al. (1999) found that students’ own motivation to study vocational
education is often related to general goals concerning their future vocation, and their vocational qualification is viewed as a way to reach that goal.
Furthermore, vocational students tend to perceive theoretical courses or knowledge as
useful when it is directly applicable to their work (Schaap et al., 2012). Both vocational students and their teachers want to see more integration between theory and practice. However,
the curriculum and examination forms are presented as a challenge to this (de Bruijn &
Leeman, 2011), and the workplace offers limited opportunities to show students the connections between theory and practice due to the requirements for effective production (Kilbrink
et al., 2018). Hence, vocational students often experience weak links between theory and
practice (Rintala & Nokelainen, 2019). Presenting vocational education as an entity requires
close cooperation between the school and the workplace (FitzSimons & Boistrup, 2017), and
it is argued that students need to see their education as a whole in order to understand the
value of theoretical knowledge (Kilbrink et al., 2014). This study focuses on how vocational
students handle the division between theoretical and practical knowledge as they learn to
become skilled industrial workers in the contexts of both school and work, which has rarely
been examined in earlier research.

3

Research Context

The Swedish upper secondary school system consists of 18 programmes: Six higher education preparatory programmes and twelve vocational programmes. In the vocational programmes, the tension between theoretical and practical knowledge is visible in the way vocational education policies have alternated between prioritising general and workplace–related
knowledge (Persson Thunqvist et al., 2019). The two most recent reforms in Swedish upper
secondary education have switched between prioritising general theoretical knowledge and
workplace–based learning. The 1994 reform aimed to increase vocational students’ general
knowledge by expanding vocational education and providing the students who completed it
with general eligibility for higher education (Virolainen & Persson Thunqvist, 2017).
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In the 2011 reform, the pendulum swung in the other direction as the goal was to leave students better prepared for the labour market by increasing workplace–based learning (Persson Thunqvist et al., 2019). The 2011 reform is often portrayed as prioritising market value
and the needs of the labour market (Nylund et al., 2017). The stronger focus on workplace–
based learning than on general theoretical knowledge in vocational education was motivated
as an attempt to prevent unemployment and problems with young people dropping out of
upper secondary school (Andersson et al., 2015). However, the decreasing general theoretical
knowledge in vocational education is also suggested to lead to fewer opportunities for lifelong learning than academic education (Lavrijsen & Nicaise, 2017).
The vocational education examined in this article is the industrial programme, one of the
12 vocational upper secondary programmes. As with all Swedish upper secondary education,
the industrial programme lasts for three years. The industrial programme has four different
directions, all of which prepare students for different vocations in the industrial sector. Potential vocations after the programme include welder, machine operator, process operator
and operating technician. As with all other Swedish upper secondary vocational education,
the industrial programme includes a set of mandatory general theoretical subjects such as
mathematics, English, Swedish, history and religion. In addition, it also gives students the
option to study the additional courses in mathematics, Swedish and English that are required
for general eligibility for higher education. All vocational education also includes several
vocational subjects. On the industrial programme, these include chemical and mechanical
production processes, production development and welding.
Like all other Swedish upper secondary vocational programmes, the industrial programme is offered as two different models: either as school–based vocational education or in the
form of an upper secondary apprenticeship. Both models share the same subjects and learning goals; they differ only in respect of the amount of time spent on workplace–based learning. The school–based model must include at least 15 weeks of workplace–based learning,
while no less than half of the entire education time in the apprenticeship model should comprise workplace–based learning. The role of the workplace is twofold during the workplace–
based learning: It continues to be a place for production, while also functioning as a learning
environment for vocational students. Students are entitled to supervisors during their workplace–based learning, and they are there under the supervision of their schools.

4

Method

This study of vocational students’ ways of handling the academic/vocational divide, is a part
of a larger research project focusing on industrial students’ learning and identity formation
during their workplace–based learning.
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This sub-study was conducted by the author. A qualitative research methodology was employed. Data was gathered by conducting semi–structured interviews with 44 students enrolled
in the industrial programme at Swedish upper secondary schools.1

4.1

Selection of Participants

To gain access to the students, the principals responsible for the industrial programmes were
contacted with information about the research study. The principals then communicated
with the students enrolled on the schools’ industrial programmes and the selected students
participated in the interviews voluntarily. An important criterion for the selection of students
was that they had experiences of workplace–based learning within the industrial sector. The
participating students were between 18 and 20 years old. Thirty–three were boys and 11 were
girls. The sample has a relatively high percentage of female students in relation to students
commonly enrolled on the industrial programme. Eight students were in the second year
of the programme, while the remaining 36 were in their third and final year. Students from
both the school–based model and the apprenticeship model were interviewed. The students
came from six different schools which collaborated with local small, medium–sized and large
industrial companies located near the schools.

4.2

Data Collection

The interviews were conducted by the author and two other researchers who were involved in the overall research project. The three researchers all had experience of conducting
qualitative interviews. The interviews with the students took place at the schools and lasted
for about one hour each. To ensure coherence between the researchers, a semi–structured
interview guide was used and the first interviews were carried out in pairs of researchers to
calibrate the questions asked and their follow–up in the interview situation. The interview
guide contained questions about different ways of learning industrial work, as well as the
value and meaning of theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge. All interviews were
transcribed verbatim.

4.3

Data Analysis

Each interview transcript was repeatedly read in order to gain familiarisation with the material. The next step entailed identification of expressions of the students’ views of theoretical
knowledge – both general subjects (such as mathematics and English) and theoretical voca1 This sub–study is part of the abovementioned research project, which has been approved by the Regional ethics board in
Linköping (ref. 2014/438–31).
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tional subjects (such as welding). All the individual pieces of information about the students’
views of the theoretical courses were collected in one document and were thereafter analysed
in relation to one another. The students often compared theoretical knowledge to practical
knowledge, and the context of school with the context of workplace–based learning. In the
new document, the material was sorted into the following categories:
1. The students’ views of the relevance or irrelevance of theoretical and practical knowledge.
2. The students’ views of the relevance or irrelevance of aspects of theoretical knowledge.
3. The students’ views of their own and other industrial students’ conditions for learning
theoretical and practical knowledge.
4. The reasons the students gave for choosing, or not choosing, to study the optional theoretical courses that lead to eligibility for higher education.
5. The connection (or lack of connection) that the students found between theoretical and
practical knowledge.
In a second round of analysis, the empirical material under categories 1–5 was compared.
During this phase of analysis, three themes emerged showing how students handle the academic/vocational divide. These themes are placing higher value on practical knowledge than
on theoretical knowledge, reinforcing the separation between school and workplaces, and
selecting theoretical subjects as tools for the future.

5

Findings

The findings are presented in the form of the three different themes, each representing a way
in which vocational students on the industrial programme handled the academic/vocational
divide by using theoretical and practical knowledge.

5.1

Placing Higher Value on Practical Knowledge Than on Theoretical
Knowledge

One way in which the students handled the academic/vocational divide was to place higher value on practical than on theoretical knowledge. The students described themselves as
practically oriented people who prefered workplace–based learning to classroom learning at
school.
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I think it’s much more fun to be out on workplace–based learning than being in school. I learn a lot
more because I know what everything I do is used for.

Studying theoretical knowledge at school, such as reading course literature and carrying out
various written tasks, could even be viewed as a hindrance to the students’ acquisition of
practical skills at workplaces.
I like to do things practically. It’s a bit like it doesn’t exist if it’s on paper, but if I have it in front of
me it’s easier to understand.

The industrial students sometimes handled the divide by arguing that it was possible to manage the vocational workplace activities without any theoretical knowledge but not without
practical knowledge; therefore, the practical knowledge was more highly valued. The valuing
and mastering of practical knowledge may be interpreted as a crucial aspect of forming a
vocational identity as a skilled industrial worker. In the students’ ways of arguing for the
higher value of practical knowledge compared to theoretical knowledge, they also handled
the divide by emphasising that it was more important to know how to do the work than to
understand the theory behind it.
You can manage to weld without knowing the theory, but if you only know the theory and are not
able to weld well, you can’t exactly work with it.

The students’ valuing of practical knowledge was also expressed in what they said about
further education. Further studies were viewed as a second choice if they were to face an
uncertain labour market and unemployment, or if they wanted to change career path.
If I change my mind or if I can’t get a job, I will still have something to do while I’m unemployed – I
can go to school.

The industrial programmes’ courses that gave general eligibility for higher education often
created a conflict of interest for the students. In order to have the opportunity to participate
in these courses, they often needed to take time away from their scheduled workplace–based
learning. This choice presented a dilemma between the students’ ambitions to prove their
engagement at industrial workplaces and preparing themselves for alternative future options.
Faced with this dilemma, the majority of the students chose the workplace–based learning
rather than studying the courses that provided general eligibility. Therefore, they postponed
alternative plans to continue to higher education, instead prioritising the vocational route
that strengthened their vocational identity. As the students placed higher value on practical
knowledge than on theoretical knowledge, they also expressed identification and loyalty with
the workplace.
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5.2

Reinforcing the Separation Between School and Workplaces

The students talked about school and the workplace as two completely different contexts.
According to the students, the workplace valued concrete practical knowledge rather than
abstract, general theoretical knowledge which was associated with school.
R: What was it like getting used to it in the beginning, how to behave in the workplace and things
like that?
S: Well, in the beginning I thought it was a bit strange, almost a little nervous. Now it’s no problem,
it feels natural.
R: Can you give an example of that?
S: Well, it was a long time ago, I just know that I felt different, very different.
R: Different from school?
S: Yes? … I only know that it was completely different from school.

The separation between school and the workplace was also evident in what the students said
about the differences between vocational and higher education preparatory programmes;
the programmes were located in different buildings or on different sides of the school. The
students also separated activities performed at school and those performed at workplaces,
which were perceived as "doing something for real". The students’ alignment with the ideals
of the workplace can be seen as a sign of their identification with the world of work rather
than the world of school. The student quoted below compares a school with a strong focus on
workplace–based learning to a school with more theoretical knowledge, and argues that the
former is a better environment for learning the vocation.
Well if you look at for example (name of another school), they sit behind a school bench and read
about welding for the whole of the first grade, and then they have a workshop where they can do
some welding. And then they maybe do workplace–based learning for two weeks, then they’re
back at school for two weeks, and they continue like that. What kind of insight do they get into real
working life? Well I think that we get more of the practical knowledge, but their welding technique
and everything that they have read about may be better. But I think you gain more from being out
(at workplace–based learning) from the beginning and seeing 'this is what it’s like'.

The students’ separation of school and work created distance between the students on the industrial programme, whom they identified as workers, and the students on higher education
preparatory programmes, whom they viewed as theoretical learners. The students associated
studying theoretical knowledge with the school context, and they sometimes viewed it as the
opposite of working and living a real life.
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To just sit and write and study things that are totally unnecessary to know. I’m so sick of it, I just
want to get rid of it, get out there and make money instead, finally start living.

The students viewed practical knowledge as being connected to their reality, while theoretical
knowledge was generally defined as studying unnecessary subjects. Furthermore, the students rarely described the integration between theoretical subjects and practical knowledge.
However, when the value of theoretical knowledge was mentioned in the interviews, it mostly concerned the subjects of mathematics and English.

5.3

Selecting Theoretical Subjects as Tools for the Future

The students selected and made use of theoretical knowledge that supported their workplace–based learning. This meant that they handled the academic/vocational divide by attributing meaning not only to practical knowledge, but also to theoretical knowledge that they
thought was useful for mastering a vocation and forming a vocational identity. The students
spoke about theoretical knowledge as being useful in (at least) two different ways. The first
involved using theoretical knowledge as a tool to achieve their chosen industrial vocation,
while the second involved using theoretical knowledge as a tool for further studies.
The first way that students found theoretical knowledge to be useful was to gain access
to a vocational future within industry. The students described mathematics, Swedish and
English as important subjects to obtain a vocational qualification, and hence crucial for their
vocation as industrial workers.
Our vocational qualification here, well it means a lot, to have a pass grade in maths, Swedish, English and… we have another course that’s called 'Man and industry', which we are studying now. I
think they all automatically become really important to manage.

The students described mathematics as being useful in order to calculate measurements and
geometries in the workplace. One student reflected on how some of the older workers struggled in the workplace because they lacked mathematical knowledge.
Some older workers there (at the workplace–based learning) haven’t had the same education in
maths that we get today. And they’re always standing with a calculator, scratching their heads…

Language skills in English (and sometimes in Swedish) were also required in the workplace
to be able to read product descriptions and other work instructions during workplace–based
learning.
I can imagine that English skills are good to have because a lot of tools have English descriptions
on them and, well, if you want to be a travelling assembler, English can be useful.
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The students also described knowledge of English as useful when meeting foreign customers
and business partners. Theoretical subjects other than English, mathematics and theoretical
vocational subjects were sometimes also stressed as being relevant for learning the vocation
as skilled industrial workers. For example, students said that in history and civics, knowledge
about history and politics connected to industrial work were meaningful in order to gain a
contextual understanding of the industry and industrial development.
Theoretical vocational subjects learned at school were important in the sense that they
were used by the students to appear knowledgeable in the workplace and not look stupid in
front of their colleagues.
About half of what I’ve learned at school is from the workplace–based learning, from doing it for
real, not just on paper. But the knowledge I gained at school before entering the workplace has also
played a significant role.

The second way that students spoke about theoretical knowledge as being useful was as a tool
for proceeding to higher education. Some students saw that theoretical knowledge was like a
bridge to higher education or an alternative future career.
S: I have chosen to study extra subjects because it opens up possibilities for quite a lot of things,
if you want to continue studying, for example I could become a nurse, a speech therapist or something like that.
R: But working as a nurse or a speech therapist, that’s quite different from industrial work?
S: Yes, it’s very different, but I felt it could be something that I could maybe become when I’m older
or really tired of industrial work all of a sudden, then I still have other options.

The students who chose to study extra courses for general eligibility to higher education wanted to keep the door open for a possible future career change.
I want to become a firefighter, so I need to study Swedish and civics 2, I think. Some students in my
class have chosen courses in maths, Swedish and English. If they were to study more later, which
I don’t think they will, but if they want to, they wouldn’t have to go to municipal adult education
and take more courses.

Hence, theoretical knowledge could be used both to live up to the requirements of an industrial vocation and to deal with an uncertain future.
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Discussion

The findings of this study show that the students handled the academic/vocational divide in
three different ways: by placing a higher value on practical rather than theoretical knowledge;
by reinforcing the difference between practical and theoretical knowledge; and by defining
some subjects such as mathematics and English as useful for their future, and other subjects
as completely irrelevant knowledge. Firstly, by placing a higher value on practical knowledge
than on theoretical knowledge, the students turned the status hierarchy upside down (see
also Atkins & Flint, 2015). The students thereby changed the meaning of the academic/vocational divide; this implies that the meaning of theoretical knowledge gained in the school
context was interpreted as being less valuable than the workplace–based learning. The students highlighted the advanced, deep knowledge involved in their workplace–based learning
rather than focusing on finding similarities with preparatory programmes for further education in order to overcome the status hierarchy (see Hyland, 2002). In addition, the vocational
students tended to devalue the type of knowledge offered on preparatory programmes for
higher education (see Rose, 2008). Here, the recontextualisation was manifested as a sense–
making process in which the vocational students valued practical knowledge, and in which
they shifted the norms and traditions of school towards the norms and traditions of the world
of work. Society’s general view of practical knowledge as being less valued (e.g. Billett, 2014)
was challenged and opposed by the students, who instead ascribed a higher status to this type
of knowledge in the context of vocational education.
Secondly, the students both acknowledged and reinforced a separation between school
and work that was already institutionalised within society in general as well as within the
education system (Schaap et al., 2012). This separation was reinforced by the way that the
students talked about the completely different knowledge valued at the school and in the
workplace. They also spoke about how academic and vocational education was separated
into different buildings (Nylund et al., 2018) and into activities carried out at school or in the
workplace. In their separation of school and work, the students emphasised the workplace–
based learning and practical knowledge as being connected to the real world and real life, in
a way that school and theoretical knowledge were not. The contexts of school and the workplace implied more than just geographical settings; they were also interpreted as different
sets of norms and traditions (Evans et al., 2011). Hence, the education was not perceived as
an entity, which may prevent students from appreciating the value and utility of theoretical
knowledge (Kilbrink et al., 2014).
The students actively formed vocational identities by aligning with the norms and traditions of the workplace rather than those of school, and they viewed the logics of school and
work as completely different to each other (Schaap et al., 2012). This can be interpreted as a
rational response to the institutional settings of vocational education, where theoretical and
practical knowledge are separated and the goal is to prepare students for a future within a
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specific vocation. Furthermore, in the context of vocational education, the students reinforced the differences between theoretical and practical knowledge to such a degree that the
knowledge types seemed to completely lack connections to one another. Aligning with the
norms and ideals of industrial workplaces, the vocational students recontextualised theoretical knowledge as being completely separate from the world of work. The students’ alignment
with the world of work and how workplaces valued theoretical and practical knowledge can
be interpreted as crucial elements of their vocational identification formation as industrial
workers. This separation can also be interpreted as a response to the tensions and lack of
integration between practical and theoretical knowledge presented by their education, even
though vocational competence actually requires both types of knowledge (Aarkrog, 2005).
Thirdly, it is interesting to note the somewhat contradictory fact that students not only
reinforced the separation of practical and theoretical knowledge, but also bridged the divide
between theory and practice by selecting theoretical knowledge that they viewed as being
useful for their vocational future. This was a way of integrating the context of school with the
context of the work, which also seemed to be relevant for the students’ learning trajectories in
relation to their vocational identity formation within the industrial sector (Ferm et al., 2019).
The theoretical knowledge from the context of school that the students deemed to be
particularly useful was courses in mathematics and English, which could be used in the
workplace. The students put knowledge from school to use during their workplace–based
learning, and some theoretical subjects were more useful for achieving a desired future. As
Aarkrog (2005) notes, both practical and theoretical knowledge are crucial for learning a vocation. However, regardless of how much the school focused on the usefulness of theoretical
knowledge in industrial workplaces, the students themselves selected the types of knowledge
that were useful for doing the job together with more experienced workers at workplaces.
Real–life workplace situations invoked theoretical knowledge, activated it and changed it so
it could be integrated with the current workplace context (see Evans et al., 2011). This could
be the case when students read instructions in English in the workplace, or when they had to
calculate measurements in their work.
To conclude, the students’ ways of handling the academic/vocational divide were thus
connected to their learning trajectories (Ferm et al., 2019) in the form of future plans and
careers. Within industrial vocations, certain theoretical knowledge such as mathematics and
English were required in order to be able to handle the daily work, while other types of theoretical knowledge could instead be used to gain eligibility for further education in the future.
Hence, the students related to vocational identities in different ways as they put theoretical
knowledge to use in their skilled industrial work or used knowledge to keep the door open
for alternative vocational identities in the future.
Regarding their future transitions to employment after completing the industrial programme, the students often stressed the importance of a vocational qualification. To obtain
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this qualification, it was necessary to get a pass grade in several theoretical courses on the
industrial programme. The students often described this qualification as a crucial goal in
order to get an industrial job or change their career path, which motivated them to do what
was required to achieve it (see also Slaats et al., 1999). However, the students were rarely motivated to do anything beyond the general requirements, as it was the vocational qualification
that mattered and not the grade. This is a logical way of reasoning, as vocational students
have the opportunity to study the courses needed for general eligibility for higher education,
either during the vocational programme or later, through further education. Hence, they
had adjusted to the institutional conditions and handled them by aligning with work as their
prioritised alternative. This is consistent with their identification as industrial workers rather
than students.

7

Conclusions and Practical Implications

This study has contributed knowledge about how students handled the academic/vocational
divide by recontextualising knowledge between the contexts of school and the workplace in a
way that facilitated the formation of a vocational identity as industrial workers. The students
handled the academic/vocational divide as knowledgeable actors by changing its meaning,
placing more value on practical rather than theoretical knowledge. They also reinforced the
separation between the logics and activities connected with school and work. Furthermore,
the students saw the importance of having some theoretical knowledge as they recontextualised it as a tool for their future, by selecting knowledge that they perceived as being valuable
in industrial workplaces or for proceeding to higher education.
From the findings of this study, I draw two conclusions about how vocational students
handle the academic/vocational divide. The first conclusion is an awareness of the low status of vocational education and practical knowledge in dominant discourses on education
and knowledge within society. Hence, the students’ response is a consequence of the pervading institutionalised rationality of an academic/vocational divide in society. As a result of a
deeper analysis, a second conclusion can be drawn that portrays the students as active actors,
making conscious choices in order to become employable industrial workers or to proceed
with alternative careers in the future.
The students’ valuation and prioritisation of practical knowledge and their selection of
useful theoretical knowledge is to be understood as an active alignment with the world of
work and a rational response to the requirements of the labour market. The students are aware of what kind of knowledge is needed in order to become a skilled and employable industrial worker, and they therefore prioritise and select that knowledge. Hence, they bridge the
academic/vocational divide by bringing together practical and theoretical knowledge that is
relevant for forming an identity as a skilled industrial worker in the workplace. They are also
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knowledgeable about the requirements and options for gaining eligibility through continuing
education, to keep the door open to further education and alternative careers.
A potential limitation of this study could be that the students’ experiences are examined
in the context of Swedish vocational education, which in many respects differs from vocational educations in other Nordic and European countries, especially considering the large role
the school plays in Swedish vocational education (Persson Thunqvist et al., 2019). This study,
however, questions the view of vocational students as primarily unmotivated, incapable and
uninterested non–academics, which may also be highly relevant to vocational education in
other countries. It highlights the insider perspective by showing vocational students to be
knowledgeable actors in the process of becoming skilled industrial workers in vocations that
require deep and complex knowledge. The students’ valuation and selection of different types
of knowledge is a strategy chosen by them as knowledgeable actors, actively forming identities aligned with their prospective vocations in industrial work.
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Abstract
Context: Existing studies have explored the association between workplace training and wages suggesting that training participation may have a positive association with wages. However, we still know very little about whether this association varies between men and women.
Through its potential positive association with wages, training may balance wage differences
between men and women. In addition, the gender wage gap varies across the wage distribution. Differences in the association between training participation and wages for men and
women across the earnings spectrum may offer an explanation as to why the discrepancy in
female/male earnings is larger at some point of the wage distribution compared to others.
Approach: Using data from the Programme for International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) and unconditional quantile regression, this paper examines whether the
association between workplace training and wages differs between men and women at different points of the wage distribution across 14 European countries. To partly control for endogeneity in training participation, detailed measures of cognitive skills have been included
in the models.
Findings: Findings show gender differences in the association between training and wages
across the wage distribution. In most countries, results indicate larger training coefficients
for women than men at the lower end of the wage spectrum whereas they are larger for men
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at the top. This pattern holds across most countries with the only exception of Liberal ones,
where women benefit less than men across the entire wage spectrum.
Conclusions: The findings of this work reveal that distributional variations in returns to
workplace training follow a similar pattern across industrialized countries, despite their different institutional settings. Moreover, differences in training coefficients of men and women at different parts of the wage distribution suggest that training could reduce gender
wage differences among low earners and potentially widen the gap in wages among individuals at the top of the wage distribution.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, Gender Differences, Unconditional Quantile Regression, Cross-National Comparison

1

Introduction

A wide body of research has explored differences in workplace training participation by gender. Whilst earlier studies show that men are more likely to participate compared to women
(Avis, 2018; Blundell et al., 1996; Evertsson, 2004; Pischke, 2001), more recent ones suggest
that this long-lasting trend has reversed and, nowadays, females have higher chances to take
part in training compared to their male counterparts (e.g. Dammrich et al., 2016; Dieckhoff
& Steiber, 2011; Jones et al., 2008; O’Halloran, 2008; Simpson & Stroh, 2002). These findings raise questions about whether the job rewards often associated with workplace training
participation are also gendered. In particular, existing studies have explored the association between workplace training and wages suggesting that training participation may have a
positive association with wages (Arulampalam & Booth, 2001; Blundell et al., 1999; Ehlert,
2017; Gerfin, 2004). However, we still know very little about whether the association between
training and wages varies between men and women. One reason for this is that research on
the topic is somewhat gendered. Although a substantial body of literature has been generated around the topic of workplace training returns, existing research has largely focused on
the experience of males (e.g. Arulampalam et al., 2004; Arulampalan & Booth, 2001; Gerfin, 2004). Hence, empirical evidence on whether also women benefit from participation in
workplace training is lacking.
The study of differences in returns to workplace training between men and women has
important implications for social inequalities, for example related to the difference in median pay between men and women, the so-called gender wage gap. While on the decline in
many countries, the gap is a persistent feature of virtually every nation’s labour market (Blau
& Kahn, 2003). Explaining this gap has attracted much attention and existing studies on the
topic are numerous (see e.g., the international evidence in Blau & Kahn, 1996, 2003). Nevertheless, scholars still debate its underlying causes. Furthermore, research on gender wage
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differences has identified that the gap varies significantly across the wage distribution. Yet,
findings are inconclusive. Whilst some studies show a tendency for that to be higher at the
top (Albrecht et al., 2003; Huffman, 2004), others found larger gaps at the bottom (Arulampalam et al., 2007; Christofides et al., 2013; Nicodemo, 2009). Differences in the association
between training participation and wages for men and women across the earnings spectrum
may offer an explanation as to why the discrepancy in female/male earnings is larger at some
point of the wage distribution compared to others. Yet, whether the association between
training and wages varies between men and women has been under-researched and, to date,
no existing study explored whether it differs across the wage distribution. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, only Arulampalan et al. (2010) examined how workplace training returns vary along men’s wage spectrum in ten European countries. The current study advances
current research by considering also their female counterparts.
Cross-country comparative work concerned with gendered labour market behaviour has
stressed that institutional settings have an influence on women’s opportunities in the labour
market (e.g. Dieckhoff & Steiber, 2011; Grönlund & Magnusson, 2016; Wozny & Schneider,
2014). For example, literature on the gender gap in training participation indicates that it
differs considerably across countries thus suggesting that country-specific institutional arrangements shape differences in participation between men and women (Dämmrich et al.,
2016; Dieckhoff et al., 2007; Wozny & Schneider, 2014). Similarly, they may explain gender
differences in other labour market outcomes connected to training, such as wages. In this
paper, the study of the distributional gender gap in training effects across countries is related
to variations in welfare state regimes. To do that, we borrow from an approach that links gender-specific labour market outcomes to welfare state interventions (Mandel, 2012). Mandel
(2012) analyses the extent to which family policies contribute to the economic gains of women and emphasizes that family policy should not be expected to uniformly benefit women
of different classes. In fact, the mechanisms by which welfare state policies have been found
to affect women’s labour market attainments are by nature linked to their skills and position
in the labour market. This perspective is extended in this paper to explain gender differences
in training wage effects along the wage distribution in diverse contexts.
This article explores gender differences in the wage outcomes associated with training.
Specifically, it addresses the following research questions: Do workplace training wage returns differ between men and women across the wage distribution? If so, do they vary across
countries? The empirical evidence is drawn from 2012 data for 14 European countries from
the Programme for International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) and unconditional quantile regression (UQR). The interest of this study is to investigate training events
that happen at the workplace, after labour market entry. The definition of training available in PIAAC data suggests that training refers to formal courses of instruction, rather than
informal on-the-job training (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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[OECD], 2013). Given the cross-sectional nature of the PIAAC data, this analysis seeks to
describe gendered patterns in the association between workplace training and wages and not
to disentangle causal effects.

2

A Gendered Approach in the Study of Workplace Training Returns

An extensive literature has investigated the effect of training participation on wages, and
offers evidence that training might improve the wages of those who participate, although
results vary substantially across types of training and the related skills gained, as well as
countries. Existing studies suggest that general skills training (e.g. to maintain occupational standards) is associated with higher productivity (Barret & O’Connel, 2001) and wage
returns (Jones et al., 2011; Luchinskaya & Dickinson, 2019), while this is not the case for
specific training (e.g. induction training). Research on soft skills (for instance, communication, cooperation) also indicates that these are associated with significant wage returns (for
a review, see Balcar, 2014). In the UK, estimated returns to training range from 1% (Booth,
1993) to 18% (Booth, 1991). Positive effects of training on wages are found for Norway (1%
increase; Schøne, 2004), Switzerland (2%; Gerfin, 2004), and Portugal (3%; Budria & Pereira,
2007). The results for Germany are less clear, when confronting the finding of no return of
Pischke (2001) and a 5% increase of Mühler et al. (2007). Similarly, evidence is inconclusive
in France (no return in Goux & Maurin, 2000; positive return for job switchers in Fougère et
al., 2001). Due to different concepts and definitions of training across countries and datasets,
the comparability of results across countries is limited. A few studies circumvent some of
these limitations by exploiting cross-country data (see OECD 1999, 2004). Bassanini et al.
(2007) estimate a positive impact of training on earnings for most of the analysed countries;
this return ranges from 3.7% for the Netherlands to 21.6% for Greece and is sensitive to the
statistical method employed.
Although existing evidence suggests that training participation may improve individuals’
wages, only a few studies have investigated whether this association varies by gender. Brunello (2001) and the OECD (2004) found lower wage returns to training for women, whereas
some country studies found no difference, or even the opposite pattern (for a review, see
Hansson, 2008). Triventi and Barone (2014) found that women, on the whole, benefit more
than men from participation in adult learning activities. Through its positive association
with wages, workplace training might have a role in reducing wage differences and may be a
key policy intervention to tackle difference in wages between men and women. Research on
the gender wage gap also indicates that it is not equal across groups, but it is largest among
the highly educated (Evertsson et al., 2009), and in high-prestige occupations (Magnusson,
2010). Similarly, existing studies have shown that it is not constant across the wage distribution (Albrecht et al., 2003; Arulampalan et al., 2007; Christofides et al., 2013; Huffman, 2004;
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Nicodemo, 2009). These findings suggest that causes of gender inequality vary across individuals with different characteristics. Previous literature on the association between training
participation and wages has mainly examined whether it exists on average. Yet, individuals
have different capabilities to adapt to participation in training: some of them may exploit
the skills acquired through training more than others thereby generating differences in the
related wage effects.
Existing literature maintains that workplace training has a positive effect on wages for
several reasons: first, from a human capital perspective, it provides specific skills that increase
productivity and, in turn, wages (Becker, 1962); second, participation in learning is a signal
of high motivation and job involvement (signalling approach, Spence, 1973), which is positively rewarded by employers. Finally, training participation provides certificates needed for
promotion to higher ranked positions (credentialist approach, Collins, 1979) (for a review,
see Minello & Blossfeld, 2017). Despite widely used to explain differences in economic payoff deriving from training, these approaches have been challenged on several sides by other
social science disciplines as well as by scholars within the same field of economics. For instance, feminist economists have taken the distance from this position (for a discussion, see
England & Folbre, 2003). In particular, economic perspectives have been criticised for their
inability to properly account for the impact of skills on wage outcomes. Existing research has
pointed out that the human capital perspective alone cannot explain wage differentials but
it needs to be considered alongside other economic, social and institutional factors, such as
collective agreements and awards (Oliver, 2016). Economic theories, moreover, do not offer
a comprehensive framework to assess the impact of workplace training on wages of men
and women. One major limitation has been their failure to explain or critique gender-based
inequality and norms (Watts, 2003). Gender wage differences may, thus, be better explained
by considering the presence of occupational segregation and statistical discrimination in the
labour market.
Occupational segregation is understood as the different distribution of men and women
across occupational categories and industries where women tend to be confined in lower
paid jobs (Weeden & Sørensen, 2004). Empirical studies have shown that occupational segregation is related to the gender wage gap (Dolado, 2003; England et al., 2007) and there is
a common agreement in the literature that occupations with predominance of females suffer
from a wage penalty (e.g. Perales, 2013) and slower wage growth (e.g. Olsen & Walby, 2004).
Lower remuneration in female-dominated occupations may also constrain the payoff consequent to workplace training participation. According to statistical discrimination (Arrow,
1973) instead, because information is costly to obtain, employers often rely on beliefs about
group-level differences in factors related to productivity or other work-related traits. Due to
gender-specific roles and family constraints, women tend to have more discontinuous careers
than men; therefore, they are usually considered less attached to work and less productive. In
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contrast, men usually have more continuous participation in the labour market; this leads to
greater investment in their working career. For the reasons deriving from both occupational
segregation as well as discrimination, it seems plausible to expect women to experience lower
rewards to training than men. In addition, these dynamics may differ across the earnings
spectrum. Although Arrow’s (1973) original formulation of statistical discrimination was
assumed to apply equally to all workers, it is likely to be particularly detrimental for women
with high human capital resources, who are likely to also have higher earnings potential and
prestige. Existing research shows that the wage return to occupational prestige is higher for
men than for women; for example, Magnusson (2009) finds that the gender difference in payoff to prestige is especially pronounced in the upper part of the prestige distribution, among
high earners. The skewed division of family duties, in fact, makes it more difficult for women
than men to have wage promoting job characteristics in high-prestigious occupations (Magnusson, 2010; Blair-Loy, 2003). This means that, even when women and men achieve similar
occupational prestige, the payoff to prestige is higher for men (Magnusson, 2009).
Taken together, the outlined mechanisms indicate that women should benefit less from
training and that the association between training and wages should vary between men and
women along the wage distribution. Specifically, if we assume that statistical discrimination
is more detrimental for women in highly prestigious (and highly paid) positions, we should
expect women to benefit less than men at the top (Hypothesis 1).

2.1

Cross-Country Variation in Gendered Returns to Workplace Training

Comparative studies on gendered labour market behaviour have shown that institutional settings have an influence on women’s opportunities in the labour market in several dimensions
(e.g. Dieckhoff & Steiber, 2011; Grönlund & Magnusson, 2016; Wozny & Schneider, 2014).
For example, Wozny & Schneider (2014) find that a system of vocational education and training (VET) and skills geared towards firm-specific skills enhances the female training gap.
Similarly, institutional differences may affect gender differences in workplace training returns.
Overall, institutional regulations can affect the economic value of training via wage policies and collective bargaining. Centralised wage bargaining, for example, is aimed at reducing variation in wages (Badescu et al., 2011). It can, therefore, be expected that formal
adult education is also associated with less income variation in these countries. Although a
substantial number of existing studies confirm that wage-setting institutions affect the level
of wage inequality overall (Blau & Kahn, 1996, 2003; Mandel & Semyonov, 2005), no comprehensive framework exists that assesses variations in the association between training and
wages by gender across countries. In this paper, differences between men and women across
the wage distribution are related to differences across welfare states interventions and family
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policies. This approach has been borrowed by Mandel (2012), who tackles the study of gender wage inequalities by offering new insights on how welfare states policies interact with
socio-economic positions. Her argument is extended in this paper to motivate why gender
differences in training rewards should vary across the wage distribution in different contexts. In her work, Mandel (2012) maintains that the impact of welfare state interventions on
women’s earnings and, in turn, on the gender wage gap is conditioned by class. For example,
she suggests that extensive family policies which are aimed at favouring labour market reconciliation may also institutionalise work interruptions. While the latter favour low skilled
women, they also increase statistical discrimination, which is likely to hurt highly educated
and career oriented women the most. Or, similarly, centralised wage bargaining systems favour low earning women by reducing wage dispersion, because women are more likely than
men to be low paid. However, centralised wage setting institutions are not of any interest to
highly educated and high earning women, because these institutions compress wages; this
may reduce the wages which these women may reach and, additionally, raise the cost of outsourcing domestic services. Following from this, it is plausible to expect high earning women
to benefit less than high earning men from training participation in countries with more
developed welfare systems (Hypothesis 2).
Based on the welfare regimes and Varieties of Capitalism classifications (Esping-Andersen, 1999; Hall & Soskice, 2001), countries in this paper belong to four main groups. These
classifications distinguish countries on the basis of the generosity of the welfare states and
range from those who offer more extensive state policies, to those characterised by a minimal role of the state: 1. Social Democratic (Norway, Denmark, Finland); 2. Conservatives
and Central European (Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands); 3. Post-Socialists and
Eastern European (Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Poland); 4. Southern European (Italy,
Spain); 5. Liberal (Ireland, the UK).

3

Data, Sample and Empirical Strategy

This paper uses data from the Programme of International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC). This dataset is particularly suitable for this analysis for two main reasons. First, it
provides cross-national comparable information on workplace training and on a wide range
of background characteristics. Second, it includes an assessment of cognitive skills in three
domains: literacy, numeracy, and problem solving in technology-rich environments, which is
rarely contained in existing social surveys (domains are described in OECD, 2013). The analysis is based on the year 2012 and on 14 countries (listed in Table 1).1 The sample includes
individuals aged 18-65 who are in employment at the time of the survey. As wage regulations
1 Greece and Portugal are omitted due to gaps in the training data and because of the small estimating subsamples with usable
information for those countries.
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and training opportunities for employed individuals are different from self-employed, the
latter have been excluded. Also students and those in paid apprenticeship have been dropped
to rule out training forms that are not work-related. Final sample sizes are reported in the last
column of Table 1. The countries used different sampling schemes in drawing their samples,
but these were all aligned to known population counts with post-sampling weightings. Analyses employ sample weights in the estimations throughout.

3.1

Variables

The dependent variable is hourly wages. This variable in PIAAC data is defined as hourly earnings excluding bonuses for wage and salary earners.2 Wage measures are used in its logarithmic form to interpret the results as estimated percent changes in hourly wages. As these are
percentage effects, a similar coefficient across respondents’ wage distribution would translate
into larger absolute wage effects at higher points in the wage distribution.
The key independent variable is a measure of workplace training participation. Workplace
training is defined as a training session organized in the workplace or provided by their supervisors or colleagues in the 12 months prior to the interview. According to the PIAAC definition, training sessions should be characterized "by planned periods of training, instruction
or practical experience, using the normal methods of work" and include "training or instruction courses organized by the directors, managers or colleagues to help the respondent to do
their job better or to familiarize them with their new tasks" (PIAAC survey questionnaire).
The framing of the question suggests that the training responses should be interpreted as
more formal courses of instruction, rather than informal on-the-job training (OECD, 2013).
Control variables have been chosen based on their likelihood to affect training returns
and to vary by gender and are all coded according to standard, internationally comparable definitions. Education levels are defined according to UNESCO's International Standard
Classification of Education (ISCED 1 to 6)3, and account for differences across individuals’
background to participate and benefit from training and for gender differences in educational attainment (Blossfeld et al., 2016). Age is added in its linear and quadratic form to
account for differences across the life course. To account for differences in employment characteristics, models include dummies for occupation, part-time and firm size. The data on
occupation is defined using the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO88) and it distinguishes between professional and managerial, clerks and technicians, machine and elementary workers. At last, information on skill levels is included; this information
2 In the PIAAC Public Use File, earnings data for Austria, Germany, and Sweden are reported only in deciles. Continuous wage
information has been obtained from the German national data centre whereas it was not possible to obtain that from the
other two countries which have been, therefore, excluded.
3 Respondents who obtained their highest educational qualification abroad are excluded because a high degree of measurement error on the educational attainment variable can be expected for these respondents (Schneider, 2018).
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is used to control for –usually unobserved- differences between training and non-training
participants. The relevance of this variable will be discussed further in the next section.

3.2

Analytical Strategy

To estimate the association between training and wages at different quantiles of the wage
distribution, this paper uses unconditional quantile regressions (UQR) (Firpo et al., 2009).
Unlike the conditional version developed by Koenker and Bassett (1978), the main advantage of the UQR method is that it allows for an analysis of the effect of small changes in the
distribution of the independent variables on the unconditional quantile of the dependent
variable, not conditional on the covariates included in models. UQR involves calculating a
recentered influence function (RIF) to create a transformed dependent variable that can then
be analysed using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. The use of OLS in the second step
allows effects to be interpreted as the impact at the specified quantiles when some constant
increase in X is added to everybody’s value of X, controlling for the other covariates (Firpo
et al., 2009). In the case of a binary covariate (i.e. workplace training participation) the coefficient corresponds to a small increase in the probability of such covariate being equal to
1. Hence, the UQR coefficients of wages on training participation correspond to changes in
the overall median wage caused by a small increase in the proportion of trained workers. The
association between training participation and wages is estimated at the 10th, 25th, 50th,
75th, and 90th percentiles on a pooled sample of men and women. The model includes all
the control variables listed above and an interaction term to explore whether the association
between training and wages varies by gender.

3.3

Further Empirical Considerations

Selectivity and endogeneity bias are likely to affect the estimates of workplace training returns. The first refers to the different self-selection process within the group of men and
women in the labour market while the second to the possibility of training and non-training
participants to have different observed or unobserved characteristics. A few recent studies
have attempted to account for sample selection when implementing quantile regression techniques (see e.g. Nicodemo, 2009). These studies have generally applied a semi-parametric
adaptation of the Heckman parametric procedure for quantile wage regressions, as proposed
by Buchinsky (1998). However, any selection correction within a quantile framework suffers from significant challenges, also with regard to the general issue of the validity of the
instrument (to implement Heckman selection procedures). Hence, due to the lack of a good
instrument in PIAAC data, this approach was excluded.
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In the literature on training returns, the issue of training endogeneity is well known (e.g.
Luchinskaya & Dickinson, 2019). The problem arises because training participation may not
be random, but training participants may have different observed or unobserved characteristics compared to those who do not. In the absence of any corrections for the selection
problem, estimated coefficients of the effect of training on wages are likely to be biased. Unconditional quantile regression does not take the presence of unobserved characteristics into
consideration and this issue is likely to affect the estimates of this study.4 Given the cross-sectional nature of PIAAC, it is not possible to control for stable unobserved differences among
individuals. However, PIAAC includes information on individuals’ skills level, usually not
available in existing social surveys. A variable on numeracy skills5 has been added with the
aim to reduce the unobserved differences between those who participate in training and those who do not. This would increase the likelihood of the conditional independence assumption (CIA), which involves that participation in the program and the outcome are statistically
independent for individuals with the same set of observable characteristics, to be satisfied. It
is acknowledged that this approach does not overcome the problem of endogeneity, but it is
a further step in that direction and it differentiates this work from previous studies. Unfortunately, despite the inclusion of a wide array of control variables as well as measures of skills
level, the analyses performed in this paper do not fully account for unobserved differences
between trained and untrained individuals; this does not permit any causal claims about the
effect of training participation on wages. Moreover, unobserved characteristics (e.g. work
norms) are also likely to be gender specific. This may affect the estimates for men and women
differently. Dieckhoff et al. (2007) estimated separate models of training returns by gender
and found –after accounting for selection – non-significant effects for both men and women.
These results were valid for all the countries under analysis with the only exception of Germany. In the country, after correcting for selection, they still found a significant association
between training and wages for men, but not for women. Although direct empirical investigations cannot be performed with PIAAC data, existing studies suggest that accounting for
unobserved differences would reduce training estimates for both genders.
Another limitation of the analysis performed concerns the time when variables have been
measured. Whilst all the variables were measured at the time of the interview, the variable
on workplace training captures an event that occurred sometime during the past 12 months.
Thus, it is uncertain whether the background characteristics were the same when that took
place. This is particularly relevant with regard to the measures of skills level: if variables
included to partially control for omitted factors are themselves affected by the variable of
interest (i.e. training), we incur in the problem of proxy control (Angrist & Pischke, 2009).
4 Training endogeneity within a quantile regression framework can be tackled using the quantile treatment effects (Angrist &
Pischke, 2009). However, this method relies on the use of instrumental variables and has been, therefore, excluded.
5 Drawing on Hanushek et al. (2013), this paper uses only information on numeracy skills, because of a higher comparability
of numeracy skills across countries. Robustness checks have indicated no difference across measures of skills levels. Results
available upon request.
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Analyses show that training participation positively affects numeracy levels; therefore, estimates of training are expected to be downward biased.6
Another issue concerns the definition and time of measurement of training. The measurement of training may affect its associated reward. The human capital literature distinguishes
between general and specific training based on who finances participation. This distinction
is commonly used in the literature (e.g. Kauffman, 2015; McMullin & Kilpi-Jaconen, 2014).
PIAAC contains detailed information on training financing. However, in PIAAC some respondents report that there are no costs involved in training participation presumably neglecting the costs borne by the employers. To correct for this, the variable has been recoded and
the category "there were no costs" was incorporated to the employer financed category "yes,
totally" (because costs borne by the employers are totally borne by them). After the recoding,
the percentage of training financed by the employer adds to over 90%. Hence, this variable
does not have enough variation to be informative and to allow for a distinction between
employer- and employee-financed training. Also, the impossibility to identify when training
took place before the interview generates a high heterogeneity in the time span between the
measurement of training events and the interview, which may hinder the observation of the
real association between training and wages.

4

Results

Descriptive statistics on a breakdown of the hourly wage distribution of men and women at
different quantiles are displayed in Table 1. The q90/q10 ratio is used as a measure of income
inequality as it compares the wage of the richest 10 percent and the poorest 10 percent (a
ratio of 2 indicates that the top 10 percent earns twice as much as the bottom 10 percent).
Overall, results confirm the presence of wage differences by gender across all countries, with
men earning on average as well as across wage quantiles more than women. The 90/10 ratio
ranges from about 1.1 to 1.7 in all countries and it is generally higher for men, thus indicating
that the wage distribution is wider among men compared to women.
Table 2 shows training incidence across countries and average wage levels by participation status and by gender. Overall, participation rates range between 40 and 60% for men
as well as women in all countries, apart from France and Italy where participation is below
30%. Figures reveal the presence of gender differences in wages when distinguishing between
trained and untrained employees. On average, trainees earn more than those who have not
received training (p-value of t-test < 0.05) across all countries, apart from men and women
in Norway and women in the Slovak Republic.

6 Results available from the author upon request.
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Table 1: Breakdown of log of Hourly Wage, by Wage Quantiles and Gender
Country

Gender

Mean

SD

10th

50th

90th

q90/q10

N

BE

Female

2.76

0.40

2.30

2.73

3.21

1.40

1,296

Male

2.82

0.39

2.40

2.77

3.30

1.38

1,315

Female

4.59

0.48

4.09

4.61

5.05

1.23

1,163

Male

4.81

0.48

4.32

4.81

5.32

1.23

1,188

Female

5.16

0.34

4.80

5.16

5.52

1.15

1,992

Male

5.25

0.41

4.86

5.23

5.69

1.17

1,963

Female

2.71

0.34

2.34

2.68

3.14

1.34

1,458

Male

2.87

0.36

2.45

2.84

3.37

1.38

1,466

Female

2.45

0.40

2.05

2.39

2.96

1.44

1,782

Male

2.56

0.38

2.17

2.49

3.06

1.41

1,781

Female

2.54

0.49

1.95

2.54

3.14

1.61

1,396

Male

2.73

0.52

2.05

2.74

3.35

1.63

1,456

Female

2.76

0.51

2.20

2.71

3.40

1.55

1,471

Male

2.85

0.54

2.25

2.79

3.53

1.57

1,146

Female

2.33

0.46

1.75

2.27

2.86

1.63

888

Male

2.38

0.45

1.85

2.33

2.99

1.61

965

Female

2.74

0.50

2.27

2.71

3.22

1.42

1,395

Male

2.84

0.51

2.29

2.82

3.38

1.48

1,399

Female

5.26

0.33

4.91

5.26

5.62

1.14

1,361

Male

5.41

0.41

4.97

5.38

5.88

1.18

1,405

Female

2.66

0.57

2.07

2.59

3.36

1.62

1,475

Male

2.75

0.56

2.09

2.69

3.47

1.66

1,919

Female

1.59

0.50

1.24

1.47

2.12

1.70

649

Male

1.76

0.76

1.24

1.55

2.30

1.85

845

Female

2.12

0.51

1.53

2.07

2.76

1.80

1,089

Male

2.27

0.53

1.71

2.18

2.90

1.69

1,187

Female

2.31

0.48

1.79

2.24

2.95

1.64

2,617

Male

2.49

0.52

1.86

2.45

3.14

1.69

1,841

CZ
DE
FI
FR
GE
IRE
ITA
NETH
NO
POL
SLO
ESP
UK

Note. Wages are measured in the countries’ national currencies and transformed in logarithmic scale.
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Table 2: Mean log of Hourly Wages for Trained and Untrained Individuals, by Gender
Training
Incidence (%)

Wage if
Untrained

Wage if
Trained

Female

40.49

2.69

2.85

Male

42.67

2.77

2.88

Female

49.44

4.49

4.70

Male

58.98

4.76

4.85

Female

54.66

5.10

5.21

Male

50.99

5.20

5.29

Female

66.74

2.59

2.77

Male

58.13

2.77

2.94

Female

28.06

2.41

2.55

Male

25.78

2.54

2.62

Female

46.17

2.42

2.68

Male

48.39

2.59

2.87

Female

47.11

2.65

2.89

Male

52.29

2.74

2.95

Female

24.13

2.28

2.46

Male

23.50

2.35

2.47

Female

59.08

2.68

2.79

Male

56.55

2.79

2.89

Female

40.24

5.25

5.27

Male

43.00

5.40

5.42

Female

38.96

2.55

2.83

Male

35.67

2.64

2.94

Female

40.97

1.57

1.62

Male

42.63

1.71

1.81

Female

43.97

2.00

2.28

Male

46.60

2.16

2.39

Female

54.34

2.24

2.37

Male

51.37

2.39

2.58

Country

Gender

BE
CZ
DE
FI
FR
GE
IRE
ITA
NETH
NO
POL
SLO
ESP
UK

Note. Wages are measured in the countries’ national currencies and expressed in logarithmic scale.

Table 3 presents estimates of training participation along the hourly wage distribution for
each country and includes the interaction term between training and male (full models
available in Appendix Tables A1-A14). As described in the methods section, endogeneity is
not fully tackled in these models; this may affect the size and significance of training estimates across quantiles. The analysis of gender differences in workplace training returns at different quantiles of the wage distribution provides a detailed picture on the association between
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training and wages. Results indicate a variation in size and significance of such association
across the wage distribution, which would not be detected by an estimation at the mean. The
direction of the association, however, differs across wage quantiles as well as countries.
The central argument of this paper is that the association between training and wages
varies between men and women along the wage distribution, and that women are expected
to benefit less than men particularly at the top (H1). In addition, Hypothesis 2 relates to
differences across countries and suggests that high earning women gain lower benefits from
training than men, especially in countries with developed welfare states, with policies aimed
at helping reconciliation between work and family. Figure 1 shows UQR coefficients across
countries (patterned bars indicated statistically significant differences)7. In most countries
results show larger training coefficients for women than men at the lower end of the wage
spectrum whereas they are larger for men at the top. In detail, the positive sign of the interaction at the upper tail suggests that men benefit from training more than women, thus
supporting Hypothesis 1. However, it is worth noting that differences in coefficients of men
and women reach statistical significance only in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Poland and
the UK. Higher coefficients for men at the top of the wage distribution suggest that training
participation may contribute to the widening of gender gap in wages among high earners. In
contrast, at the lower end of the wage distribution, women show positive and significantly
higher rewards compared to men. This finding indicates that participation in training and
its rewards may reduce wage differentials between men and women at the lower end of the
wage spectrum.
With regard to cross country variations, the second hypothesis of this paper suggests that
high earning women should experience lower rewards from training compared to men especially in countries with developed welfare states. Results offer a partial support to this
hypothesis. In the Social Democratic countries, women show smaller coefficients than men
at the top and differences reach statistical significance at conventional levels (in Denmark
and Finland, but not in Norway). These results partly fit the argument developed by Mandel
(2012), who states that policy interventions aimed at reducing the gender wage gap affect
women differently according to their socio-economic status. This argument would explain
larger effects among women than men at the bottom, as they benefit from – for example –
higher employment protection and family friendly policies. In contrast, these same policies
negatively affect highly educated and high earning women. Although this explanation seems
plausible for Social Democratic countries, a similar pattern seems to hold across countries
thus offering little support to this hypothesis. Countries belonging to the Liberal group, such
as the UK and Ireland, offer an exception to this overall pattern. In the latter countries, women benefit less than men across the entire wage distribution (although differences do not
reach statistical significance at the lower end). This may indicate the high level of inequality
7 Full tables of results are available from the author upon request.
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in such countries, at a disadvantage of women. In addition, it may reflect the scarcity of family policies that do not offer any support to working women.
Table 3: UQR Coefficients of Workplace Training on Wages, by Gender
Country
BE

CZ

Training

GE

IRE

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.04)

-0.023

-0.035

-0.041

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.06)

Training

0.175**

0.111**

0.083**

0.011

0.037

(0.07)

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.06)

-0.032

-0.022

-0.024

0.028

-0.117

(0.09)

(0.07)

(0.06)

(0.05)

(0.10)

0.166***

0.084***

0.034**

-0.033*

-0.017

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.03)

-0.084**

-0.056**

0.019

0.082***

0.021

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.04)

0.142***

0.120***

0.047**

-0.0019

-0.021

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.03)

-0.079*

-0.066**

0.017

0.107***

0.150***

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.05)

Training

0.078***

0.051***

0.049***

-0.019

-0.057

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.05)

Training*male

-0.086**

-0.068***

-0.070**

0.020

0.019

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.07)

Training

0.266***

0.232***

0.138***

0.076**

-0.010

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)

Training*male

-0.125*

-0.051

0.015

0.078*

0.143***

(0.07)

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.06)

Training

0.010***

0.154***

0.117***

0.046

0.002
(0.05)

Training

Training

Training
Training*male

NETH

q90
0.009

-0.069**

Training*male
ITA

q75
0.056*

(0.03)

Training*male
FR

q50
0.086***

-0.025

Training*male
FI

q25
0.127***

Training*male

Training*male
DE

q10
0.084***

Training
Training*male

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.04)

-0.025

-0.071

0.0002

0.062

0.044

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.06)

(0.08)

0.160***

0.127***

0.149***

0.080

0.065

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.06)

(0.10)

-0.058

-0.013

-0.056

0.052

0.066

(0.07)

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.08)

(0.15)

0.106***

0.111***

0.083***

-0.000

-0.095***

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.04)

-0.040

-0.089**

-0.052

0.045

0.087
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Country
NO

Training
Training*male

POL

Training
Training*male

SLO

ESP

UK

Training

q10

q25

q50

q75

q90

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.06)

-0.004

0.015

0.017

0.053**

0.010

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.03)

0.029

0.044*

0.038

-0.030

0.012

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.02)

(0.04)

(0.05)

0.109***

0.205***

0.155***

0.118**

-0.068

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.08)

-0.037

-0.104**

0.052

0.119*

0.214**

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.06)

(0.07)

(0.11)

0.004

-0.020

-0.025

0.035

0.146

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.05)

(0.11)

Training*male

0.00238

0.0680*

0.0941**

0.104

0.0648

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.08)

(0.16)

Training

0.173***

0.147***

0.098***

0.097**

0.006

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.05)

(0.06)

Training*male

-0.116**

-0.040

0.037

0.102

0.098

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.06)

(0.08)

Training

0.043

0.082***

-0.010

-0.041

-0.051

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.04)

Training*male

0.0128

-0.002

0.097**

0.137**

0.103

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.08)

Note. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Note. Patterned bars indicate significant differences.

Figure 1: UQR Estimates of Training Participation on Wages, by Gender and Country

5

Conclusions

This paper has explored whether the association between workplace training and wages differs between men and women across the wage distribution. To date, research on gender differences in training rewards is scarce and, to the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first
study to explore gendered patterns of training rewards within a quantile regression framework. Using comparative data from the PIAAC study, this article has extended the knowledge
on gender differences in the wage effect of workplace training participation by investigating
how they vary across the wage spectrum and across fourteen European countries. This paper
assumed that women are rewarded less than men at the top of the wage distribution.
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Moreover, drawing from the study of Mandel (2012), it argued that extensive welfare state
interventions have different effects on women labour market outcomes, based on their socioeconomic status.
In all, results confirm that a distributional approach provides further insights in the study
of gender differences in training wage effects. Most countries display a statistically significant
interaction effect between training and gender at different quantiles of the wage distribution, which would not be detected by an estimation at the mean. In detail, in most countries
women have larger training coefficients than men at the lower end of the wage spectrum.
This pattern is, however, opposite at the top of the wage distribution. This trend holds for
all countries under observation, with the only exception of Liberal countries where women
experience lower training benefits compared to men across the entire wage distribution. The
finding of similar patterns across countries offers little support to the second hypothesis of
this paper. The latter was drawn by considering the work of Mandel (2012), who maintains
that the effect of welfare state interventions is conditioned by class, and that reconciliation
policies are appropriate to all women in a similar manner. A second conclusion that can be
drawn is that returns to workplace training for men and women follow a similar pattern
across industrialized countries and that the institutional differences characterizing the four
clusters of countries under examination are not fitted to describe them, at least with regard
to returns to workplace training.
The results of this study have important policy implications. They show that women have
larger training coefficients than men at the lower end of the wage spectrum whereas the size
of coefficients is smaller at the top, among high earners. Overall, higher training effects for
women at the lower end of the wage distribution across a considerable number of countries
suggests that workplace training participation may lower the gap in wages between men and
women in these contexts. Conversely, training may enlarge wage differences among high
earners. There is an agreement in the literature that women invest more in training than
men with regard to duration (O’ Halloran, 2008) and financing (Burgard & Görlitz, 2014). If
this holds also in the countries under investigation, lower returns for high earning women
indicate a disadvantage for them: despite investing more than men, women are not rewarded
to the same extent as men are. The exploration of differences in individuals’ investment in
training (in terms of, e.g., time and money) between men and women could shed additional
light on possible variations in training returns between them. The lack of reliable information
on training investments has not allowed addressing the investigation within this work; however, it is a fruitful avenue for future research. Lower training returns for women at the top of
the wage distribution suggest that participation in training may widen the gender wage gap
among high earners. This may be the result of higher discrimination among those who reach
high earning positions. Policies aimed at increasing gender equality encompass issues such
as work flexibility and paid parental leave. However, these do not appear to have lessened the
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gender wage gap; rather, they may potentially exacerbate it if employers consequently avoid
hiring women or reward them less due to costs incurred covering parental leave entitlements
(Chang et al., 2014).
Overall, the findings of this study indicate that although workplace training participation has been argued to become increasingly necessary in order to reduce social inequalities
(Kilpi-Jakonen et al., 2015), this may not be valid for all workers. Hence, current policy recommendations should not only focus on increasing participation rates but also pay greater
attention to equality in terms of training outcomes. In fact, participation in training may
not lead to a narrower gender wage gap if, as shown, women are rewarded less than men. To
address this, policy debates should focus on new strategies to ensure that work of equivalent
value is equally remunerated; this should happen regardless of the sex composition of the
work force (Findlay et al., 2009). In relation to this latter point, exiting studies suggest that
ad hoc responses to overcome gender segregation and attract more women into male-dominated trades should be developed in collaboration with a variety of actors involving industry,
government and trade unions (Struthers & Strachan, 2019).
This study also has some limitations, which need to be acknowledged. First, because of
cross-sectional nature of PIAAC data, it is not possible to establish any causal interpretation
of the empirical associations. Nevertheless, results are robust to the introduction of a rich
set of controls relating to socio-demographic and occupational characteristics, as well as to
a detailed measure of cognitive skills. Second, as the analysis of proxy control indicates, the
estimates of workplace training reported in this study suffer from downward bias.
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Abstract
Context: International scholarship and policy tend to depict national structures governing
Vocational Education and Training (VET) as uniform and devoid of internal differences.
This macro perspective neglects the numerous processes at the meso and micro level that
shape the structure and content of VET. This article focusses on professional associations
(meso level) in Switzerland to examine the heterogeneity of governance of individual VET
programmes that can exist within one country or one collective skill formation system.
Approach: Drawing on insights from historical institutionalism and research on corporatism, we argue that these differences are the product of the characteristics, traditional practices and styles of reasoning of the various associations involved in VET governance. Our
analysis is based on expert interviews and governance documents in two vocational areas:
Electrotechnology and food services.
Findings: We identify and decode an array of cooperative practices and show that collective
skill formation has a different meaning for different associations and, correspondingly, different occupations. Collaboration with state actors, unions, VET schools and single firms,
as well as voting procedures, differ considerably between associations. Furthermore, we find
that these different modes of governance are determined by associational characteristics
such as size, level of professionalization, location and established cooperative practices, as
well as traditional styles of reasonings.
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Conclusion: The findings indicate that the decisions taken are not always the product of
current day training requirements but of historically grown associational characteristics.
Thus, path dependencies are to be considered not only at a macro level but also at the meso
level. There is a multifaceted variety of governance approaches beneath the classification
"collective skill formation system". Associations are key in defining VET content, working
life structures and collectivity.
Keywords: VET, Vocational Education and Training, Governance, Collective Skill Formation, Historical Institutionalism, Corporatism, Styles of Reasoning in VET

1

Introduction

Over the past few decades, Vocational Education and Training (VET) has been assigned a
key role in coping with the challenges of globalization, digitalization and other sweeping
transformations of the 21st century. A recent Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) review of different VET systems found that "after a period of relative
neglect in many countries, apprenticeship and other forms of work-based learning are experiencing a revival" (OECD, 2018, p. 11). In this context, Switzerland has increasingly become
a role model, because it has a longstanding tradition of classroom instruction and on-the-job
training (the "dual system") that relies on a specific form of governance, labelled collective
skill formation (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012; Krummenacher, 2018).
Approaches that seek to transfer the Swiss model to other countries tend to neglect or underestimate the heterogenous character of "duality", particularly the plurality of coordinating
actors and multifaceted forms of cooperation and governance. Whereas differences regarding dual organizations are well-known and researched (Wettstein & Gonon, 2009), there is
a dearth of knowledge about different modes of governance. Scholars have advocated further
study of decentralized cooperation in vocational education, proposing that "…since actual
cooperation can rarely be imposed by law but happens on the ground, it is likely to vary along
regional, sectoral and occupational lines…" (Emmenegger et al., 2018, p. 5).
The particular characteristics of Swiss VET governance have been studied extensively and
compared to other countries (Rauner & Wittig, 2009). For instance, political scientists have
categorized Switzerland’s VET as a prime example of collective skill formation (Busemeyer
& Trampusch, 2012; Gonon & Maurer, 2012), decentralized cooperation (Emmenegger et
al., 2018), plural governance (Rauner & Wittig, 2009, p. 45) and public-private partnership.
While this focus on the national (macro) level dominates research, intermediary associations
(meso level) and single firms (micro level) have rarely been addressed, even though they are
crucial parts of collective governance.
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This article sheds light on the different practices behind those classifications at the macro
level by focussing on the meso level of governance, namely the professional associations. The
following questions guide the analysis: What are the associational characteristics of cooperation practices? What are the reasons for the various approaches? The article thus explores
not only the how of governance, but also the why; a crucial question that is neglected in many
studies (Benz et al., 2007, pp. 19–20; Rosenmund, 2019). Drawing on insights from historical
institutionalism and literature on corporatism, we will argue that the variety of governance
approaches is not only shaped by "rational" deliberations and requirements endorsed by each
occupation’s respective industry, but also by the path dependent characteristics, modes of
cooperation and styles of reasoning of each occupation’s responsible professional association.
To identify the different cooperative practices and decipher the driving logic, this study
focusses on the Swiss Commissions for Professional Development and Quality (Schweizerische Kommissionen für Berufsentwicklung und Qualität—hereafter referred to as "Commissions" or "Commissions B&Q"). These Commissions were created for every occupational
field following the VET Act of 2002, to oversee the content and quality of vocational training.
They generally consist of stakeholders from the state (cantonal and federal government authorities) and professional associations, but as the legislation does not stipulate clear criteria
for membership, professional associations from each occupation fill the Commissions and
determine their tasks. The Commissions—described as the "heart of collective governance
[Verbundpartnerschaft]" (Fleischmann, 2012)—are the optimal object of investigation since
they represent a neuralgic point for governance at the meso level that is directed by professional associations.
In this paper we provide insight into different modes of cooperation and the logic that
shapes them. Our analysis focusses on two occupational fields: Food services and electrotechnology. We conducted eleven in-depth expert interviews with chairmen and chairwomen of every Commission B&Q in the two fields. We supplemented the interview data with
information gathered from a variety of other sources, such as national and occupational regulations, and annual reports from professional associations. By decoding and disentangling
the cooperative processes, we contribute to a more nuanced picture of VET governance in
Switzerland, and thus one case of collective skill formation in particular.
In the first section, we provide an overview of the theories that inform our study and show
how our work relates to previous studies. Second, we describe our case selection strategy
and methodology. We then focus on empirical data by examining the variety of cooperative
practices and disentangling the different underlying associational characteristics and styles
of reasoning. We conclude by emphasizing that associations are key not only by defining VET
content, but collectivity and working life structures.
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Governance Regimes in VET

This article draws upon insights from historical institutionalism, research on corporatism and
associations in VET. Studies in historical institutionalism have shown that existing practices
develop stable developmental trajectories along path dependencies, which guarantee a continuity of established structures and processes (Beyer, 2015; Mahoney, 2000). Once put into
motion, developments gather strength, reinforce existing pathways, make breaks and radical
transformation unlikely and encourage incremental change to meet new requirements or
demands (Pierson, 2000). Thelen (2004) and Busemeyer and Trampusch (2012) applied the
approach of historical institutionalism to vocational education. Thelen argued that industrialized states and their vocational education systems are not converging globally. She stressed
that differences will remain because of "national production regimes" and observed that the
answer to the question of "why institutions take the form they do" is historical not functional
(Thelen, 2004, pp. 1, 26). Drawing on the work of Thelen, Busemeyer and Trampusch noted:
The establishment of a collective institutional framework is not the result of a rationalistic
process of deliberation among firms searching for the optimal skill formation strategy.
Instead, training institutions have deep roots in the history of politics and society, which
in the case of apprenticeships, often go back to the Middle Ages. (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012, p. 7)
VET systems cannot be seen only as need-oriented variables of companies. Rather, they must
ultimately be understood against the backdrop of a political culture that expresses itself in
"routines of processing and solving society’s problems of organization" (Rosenmund, 2019),
or in a "production or work order of a country" (Trampusch, 2014, p. 165).
It is exactly this aspect that is emphasized by the "varieties of capitalism" approach. "Many
actors learn to follow a set of informal rules by virtue of experience with a familiar set of
actors and the shared understandings that accumulate from this experience constitute something like a common culture" (Hall & Soskice, 2001, p. 13). In the Swiss case, this common culture corresponds to a "coordinated market economy" rather than a "liberal market
economy" (Hall & Soskice, 2001, p. 13). The former is distinguished by the fact that it designs
its qualification systems in a process of "collective skill formation" and thus expresses itself
through high levels of regulation and involvement of private companies. These constellations tend to bring about dual VET models, as found in Switzerland, Germany, Austria and
Denmark (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012). Comparative studies that rely on the "varieties of
capitalism" approach explain national characteristics of VET governance systems by way of
their respective political systems (Mayer & Solga, 2008; Bosch & Charest, 2008). These studies have been criticized for the fact that they tell us little about national particularities and
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the internal national differences between countries with the same political system (Goergen
et al., 2012; Gonon, 2016).
These national varieties would become visible by shedding light on decentralized VET
cooperation. Current knowledge about cooperation processes "on the ground" is limited,
even though it is a core element of collective skill formation systems (Emmenegger et al.,
2018). Research on corporatism can provide first indications of the idiosyncrasies of decentral cooperation. A corporatist governance is distinguished by the cooperation of state and
labour market stakeholders, represented in intermediary associations such as professional
organizations, as is usual in systems of collective skill formation (Culpepper & Thelen, 2008).
Studies on corporatism have shown that different work relationships and forms of social
partnership can be traced back not only to the degree of inclusion of social partners and
the degree of state control, but also to factors regarding companies, occupation and branch
membership (Culpepper, 2003, 2007; Meyrat, 2000; Trampusch, 2014). Associations have to
negotiate compromises between collective and company-specific interests (Behrens, 2017).
Swiss associations responsible for VET tend to (up to 97%) represent the employer’s interest
(Emmenegger et al., 2019) whereas unions—due to a path dependent development of Swiss
VET—are hardly represented in VET governance compared to those in Germany. Furthermore, studies have shown that associations act in their own right (Strebel et al., 2019a; Seitzl
& Emmenegger, 2019) and tend to unfold their own logic to maintain the status quo (HotzHart, 2008, p. 115). "The logics of occupations [and thus professional associations that are
responsible for them] build on reproduction and further development of existing structures
and programmes. Associations are thus less focussed on young people’s individual educational requirements and on research and innovation, but oriented towards a timely adapted
reproduction of the occupational offspring" (Bauder, 2008, p. 42).
This research on associations leads to two assumptions. First, we propose that the characteristics of associations influence their governance approaches in VET; second, drawing
upon historical institutionalism, we argue that over time, they developed specific cooperation practices and styles of reasoning that significantly shape their decisions. In other words,
we expect to find path dependencies (as hinted by Bauder’s logic of reproduction) at the meso
level of governance, much as at the macro level (as outlined by research based on historical
institutionalism). It is assumed that associations are like nation states, bound to their institutional legacy and, in a nutshell, not only functionally but historically informed.

3

Case Selection Strategy and Methodology

In order to explore the associational characteristics of cooperation and to shed light on the
reasons or reasonings behind these various approaches, this study analyses Commissions
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B&Q, their compositions and their ways of working. In the following, we contextualize these
Commissions within Swiss VET governance and highlight their significance.
The collective governance of Swiss VET is generally based on three institutional principles: Federalism, corporatism and consensus democracy. The last principle does not correspond to any formal constitutional rules, but to a practice developed over time that primarily
aims to involve a large number of individuals in consensus decision-making (Berner, 2013,
pp. 40–42). The corporatist structure of Swiss vocational training is characterized by a decentralized organization and cooperation of state and labour market actors (Oesch, 2011; Degen,
2012). Thus, responsibilities are shared between associations and the state (cantons and federal government). It is notable that the involvement of the associations does not occur compulsorily in chambers, as in Germany, but takes place voluntarily (Armingeon, 1997). The
cooperation between the associations and the state, and between the associations themselves,
is based on a legal framework that leaves a great degree of freedom and scope for negotiation.
This can result in partial conflict prevention (Gonon & Zehnder, 2016, pp. 49–50) and makes
cooperation dependent on a "shared logic of actions" (Emmenegger et al., 2018).
Swiss VET is therefore operationalized at three levels: The federal VET office (responsible
for general governance), the canton departments for economy and education (responsible for
implementation) and the employees’ and employers’ (professional) associations (responsible
for the content and specifics of occupational training). Presently, there are 146 associations
responsible for the 230 occupations in Switzerland. Four different types can be distinguished: company, professional, employee associations and specialized educational organizations
(Strebel et al., 2019b). Usually, one association is responsible for one occupation or occupational field. This means that they develop education plans and regulations for their respective
occupations and submit these to the federal office for approval.
In the wake of the VET Act 2002 and encouraged by the federal authorities, the associations started to establish Commissions B&Q. At the formal level, there are no unambiguous
overarching regulations for the Commissions, as they are not explicitly mentioned in the
VET Act (BBG 2002, Art. 8; Berner, 2013; Meyer, 2007). Although the law places responsibility for quality assurance with the providers of vocational training (and hence with the
associations), it does not stipulate how they must fulfil this duty. The subordinate Vocational
Training Directive (BBV 2003, Art. 12) is more specific, but it too affords the associations a
great deal of freedom. It imposes no conditions on how the associations determine the tasks
of the Commissions and only two conditions on how they determine Commission membership: (i) In addition to representatives from the respective associations, the committee must
contain at least one representative from the federal authority and (ii) must adequately represent Switzerland’s language regions.
The lack of concrete legal requirements led to the creation of an informal regulatory process, which in turn gave rise to written guidelines for the Commissions. The guidelines, deve-
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loped collaboratively by federal authorities, cantons and one of the umbrella associations, recommend that the Commissions periodically review VET curricula and quality, and update
them to meet changing professional demands (SGV et al., 2014, p. 3). This duty positions the
Commissions as very important actors in decentralized VET governance, especially with regard to the respective occupation’s regulation and curricula. The guidelines also suggest that
alongside the membership stipulated by the Vocational Training Directive, the Commissions
also contain representatives from the cantons and teaching staff (vocational schools) (SGV
et al., 2014, p. 6).
The professional associations are therefore largely free in determining the membership
and tasks of the Commissions B&Q. The composition and tasks of the board are formally
fixed in the Bildungsverordnungen (regulation for each occupation). The fact that all VET
stakeholders come together in these Commissions, yet the respective associations are (almost) free to choose the representatives and define the tasks, makes the Commissions B&Q
crystallization points of collective governance at the meso level. This means that they are
optimal objects of study to explore how associations cooperate and why they act like they do.
Our analysis focusses on the Commissions B&Q of two occupational fields: Food services
and electrotechnology.1 Research on corporatism has shown that branch membership can
influence associations’ characteristics of cooperation. These two representative occupational
fields have been chosen because they are different fields but have similarities with regard to
composition. This approach allows us to identify and decipher typical patterns of cooperation for the respective branches. Both fields cover a wide variety of companies, from the technologically advanced and internationally orientated to smaller, more traditional locally based
firms (Roth, 2007; Keller & Kurzen, 2012). In addition, the occupations they represent are
quite heterogeneous with regard to the required skills and the number of trainees2 (Stalder,
2011) and both are facing challenges—albeit for different reasons—in recruiting adequate
numbers of apprentices (cf. Berner, 2018; Staatssekretariat für Wirtschaft, 2016, p. 41).
In the field of nutrition there are six associations and in the field of electrotechnology
there are five associations that are accountable for the respective occupations, compositions
and tasks of the Commissions B&Q. They all belong to the category of professional associations, but differ with regard to size and professionalization: Some have up to 21 full time
employees, while others are staffed on an entirely part time basis.3
1 See Schweizerisches Dienstleistungszentrum Berufsbildung/Berufs-, Studien und Laufbahnberatung [SDBB] (2018). Food
services includes occupations in the fields of nutrition and food technology. Electrotechnology includes occupations from
the fields of electrical installation and electronics.
2 In total there are six occupations in nutrition (n) and 10 in electrotechnology (e). In 2016, four (1n + 3e) had more than 600
apprentices, seven (2n + 5e) had 100 to 600 and five had fewer than 100 (3n + 2e) (SBFI, 2020).
3 The field of nutrition consists of two big (Schweizerischer Bäcker-Confiseurmeister-Verband, OdA AgriAliForm), two medium-sized (Schweizerischer Fleischfachverband; Milchwirtschaftlicher Verein) and two small associations (Schweizerischer
Verein Arbeitswelt Müller/in; Arbeitsgemeinschaft Lebensmitteltechnologen/in). The field of electrotechnology consists of
two big (Verband der Maschinen-Elektro- und Metallindustrie, EIT.swiss), two medium-sized (Verband Schweizerischer
Elektrizitätsunternehmen; MultimediaTec Swiss) and one small association (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Lehrmeister von Physiklaboranten).
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Data collection comprised 11 expert interviews conducted with the chairwomen (n = 1) and
chairmen (n = 10) of the Commissions B&Q whose members are recruited by the responsible
associations.4 Interview data were complemented with documents, such as the regulations
of the different occupations (Bildungsverordnungen), where membership and tasks of the
Commissions B&Q are formally described, as well as annual reports from the professional
associations. The interviews were semi-structured, consisting of open questions (focussing
on the characteristics of cooperative practices) and problem-oriented sequences (focussing
on the underlying reasonings) (Kruse, 2015; Helfferich, 2011). The interviews were fully
transcribed and coded. For the first research question, concerning the associational characteristics of cooperation practices, the coding focussed on three key elements of cooperation:
Membership (who, how many?), recruiting and voting procedures, and ways of working.
These categories were derived from studies on corporatism, which have shown that these
aspects influence cooperation practices significantly (Culpepper, 2003, 2007; Meyrat, 2000;
Trampusch, 2014).
For the second question, concerning the reasons for the different practices, the categories were inductively generated by reconstructing the logic behind the association’s diverse
actions (Meuser & Nagel, 2009, 2010; Bogner et al., 2014; Bogner & Menz, 2009). Thus, in
contrast to the most popular approach of process tracing within historical institutionalism,
we tried to identify and decipher path dependencies via the reasonings or elaborations on
decisions put forward by the experts we interviewed. By doing so, we were able to extract
the following intertwined factors that explain the diversity of the Commissions: Age, size,
level of professionalization, location, financial strength, membership, established cooperative
practices and styles of reasoning.

4

Varieties of Cooperative Practices

In the following, we briefly outline the formal and informal profiles and practices of the
Commissions B&Q, i.e., how they govern. The characteristics or heterogeneity of associational governance is demonstrated by showing differences regarding board members, recruiting
and voting procedures, and ways of working.
All Commissions B&Q adhere to formal and informal guidelines regarding tasks and
membership, but this merely represents the lowest common denominator among the different associations. Differences are clearly evident between the different associations rather
than different occupational fields, since no governance pattern is evident within one of the
fields. For instance, some Commissions are allowed to operate detached from their professional associations. These Commissions may submit proposals for VET changes directly to the
4 	 Interviews lasted 60-90 minutes. They took place between March and December 2018, on the premises of the associations or
companies; one was conducted at the University of Zurich.
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national authorities, while the majority of Commissions must first submit their ideas to the
associations. The membership of the Commissions can also vary greatly despite all having
representatives from the federal authorities, cantons, professional associations and teaching
staff. For example, the number of members ranges from seven to 19 people. This is not only
due to the size of the professions but also to differences in recruiting practices between the
associations. Some Commissions have representatives from multiple associations whose
companies carry out VET; others have representatives from individual companies engaged
in VET and from companies that do not perform VET.
The number of school and canton representatives in the Commissions is similarly diverse.
Some Commissions, especially for smaller professions, have representatives from all the vocational schools. Many Commissions have two canton representatives (instead of the recommended one), as this may allow them to cover different language regions. In order to better
represent Switzerland’s two larger language regions (French and German), some associations
base important functions (such as president and secretary) in different locations.
Another area of difference is trade union representation. While trade unions tend to play
a marginal role in Swiss VET—particularly compared to Germany (Emmenegger et al., 2018,
p. 18)—this varies among the Commissions we examined. For some professions, worker or
union representatives take up to four spots on the Commissions; others lack a single employee representative.
Recruitment approaches are generally similar across all associations, as the general assemblies of the professional associations elect their representatives for the Commissions. In
many cases, these elections confirm the nominated candidates. This is because the post of
representative takes time and effort, and takes post-holders away from their day job. One
interviewee said "the [election] is always close to 100 per cent. And if it is not 100 per cent,
then this is because one person fell asleep (laughter) or person was too lazy to raise his hand.
So, it’s more about...signing off [on the nominees]" (Interview C).
However, there are major differences in voting rights. In some Commissions, all participants get one vote, but in others, the representatives of the federal authorities, cantons and
associations each have one vote, which forces consensus. School representatives tend to be
excluded from voting. In some cases, for specific topics such as funding, only industry representatives are allowed to vote.
Despite their differences in membership and forms of cooperation, the Commissions
share the same culture of cooperation across interest groups. Interviewees reported that the
Commissions rarely hold votes; though different interests exist, the members place much
value on finding a consensus. Most interviewees connected this approach to the consensus
democracy that defines Switzerland’s political culture. Metaphors such as "getting everyone
on board" and "broad support" were common in the interviews. The Commissions wanted to
avoid conflicts or the rejection of reforms because "we know each other in the branch, and
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thus we have to rely on being able to talk to each other. Creating fronts is useless" (Interview E). One interviewee referred to the people involved in the VET of one small profession
as a family (Interview G).
Company and association representatives regard the growing body of federal regulations
as inflexible, rigid and unreliable. Interviewees said the regulations allow little room for negotiation. In the past, the pressure mostly came internally, from companies. Now the pressure
is more external, especially with regard to the time frame for revising VET, as the Commissions are required to review the VET of their respective profession every five years. The
interviewees also criticized the recent requirement to base contents on competence models.
These professionalization trends were felt to present challenges to smaller and part time associations. One interviewee pointedly complained: "So [they] motivate me to go up a mountain, backpack full, heavy. And after I’ve barely arrived at the top, [they say], well done...but
look now, over there [is] the next mountain" (Interview G). These changes were felt to be less
controversial among associations whose companies possess professional training structures,
i.e., full time VET employees with dedicated time and expertise, because these companies
can shoulder the work for the associations and thus have more influence and room to manoeuvre.

5

Reasons for Different Governance Approaches

Since there are no patterns of governance discernible within one of the occupational fields,
the cooperation practices of the Commissions B&Q are not determined by the occupational
field. The various modes of governance arise from the different characteristics of the responsible associations (age, size, professionalization, location, financial strength and membership) and the cooperation practices and specific styles of reasoning developed over time.
Decisions are therefore not only made on a functional basis, but are historically informed to
a considerable degree. In the following, we shed light on these determining characteristics,
practices of cooperation and styles of reasoning.
Age, Size and Level of Professionalization
The Commissions B&Q tend to have more flexibility in governance if the association that
is responsible for an occupation was newly founded. This is because there are no historical
paths to determine a Commission’s tasks and practices.
Larger associations tend to see more politicized Commission elections. While smaller
associations complain that they have to "knock on doors" (Interview H) to recruit members
so that elections are usually decided unanimously, an interviewee from a major association
referred to his election as president of the Commission as a "fight" that ultimately turned
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on a dispute between the cantons rather than on the actual qualifications of the candidates
(Interview D).
Other associations explicitly choose to remain small to avoid politicized elections, although they could easily join larger associations. One interviewee reflected on the nature of
being a small association:
The advantage of being small is of course, I mean...as I said, I can pick up the phone and
maybe call...let's say 10 people. And then we can decide whether to do something what we
do...of course, being so flexible is an advantage. The downside is...this office does a lot...
let's say 80% (laughter) probably comes out of this office. (Interview C)
This interviewee’s company possesses professionalized training structures for generating these capacities, which is another example of how different the influence of single firms can be.
Professionalization plays an important role; some associations have full time personnel, while
others work with a small staff on a part time basis. Generally, the greater an association’s professionalization, the more its agenda is predefined and the more it is developed by its office
staff. Furthermore, associations with highly professional structures are increasingly involved
in drafting and developing national models and strategies, giving them greater influence at
the national level.
Location, Financial Strength and Membership
Both the increasing professional requirements and the geographical location of associations
and companies can encourage an accumulation of roles or positions within committees.
Companies located in central Switzerland or near associations are more likely to participate.
One interviewee reflected:
I find that [the participation of western Switzerland is] a bit difficult because...the sessions
always take place in Zurich, because that just makes sense. Because most of them come
from Zurich anyway. That means that they [the western Swiss] always have a long way to
travel. And hence they do not come very often...I find this this very problematic. (Interview C)
Likewise, an interviewee from another association in Bern emphasized that people would be
more involved if they were "around an hour outside of Bern and not just from Upper Valais
and from the Graubünden...But we try to do as good a job as we can" (Interview F).
The financial strength and infrastructural factors of the associations also play a central
role in cooperative practices. For example, associations tend to cooperate with others if their
professions are affiliated with the same vocational school, where they benefit from infrastructural "synergies" (Interview I) that are not exclusively professional. There are also associations
that work with others to create new professions to achieve a critical mass for key financing
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issues, especially high attendance in school classrooms. Infrastructural factors can also determine whether associations seek collaboration with others or seek to govern their profession
independently. For example, an association whose profession experienced a substantial decline in the number of trainees and which had not previously engaged in networking decided
to work with other associations and create a new profession. Instead of settling for a smaller
number of trainees, it is now looking to cooperate with other associations in order to maintain the size of its association and, in particular, to continue to fund its training centre.
The specific membership or characteristics of the companies represented by the association influences recruitment and cooperation practices of the Commissions. For example, it
is desirable for associations to create VET programmes that are as attractive as possible for
companies; the goal is to maximize the number of companies able to train the profession
with as much freedom as possible. One strategy is to formulate open VET regulations and
curricula. One interviewee described his association as:
More of an...association that brings together all those who cannot be trained in a large
profession...those who do not fit in come to us. And then we try to make the best of it.
Even if the situations can be very different. Even company size or products. [This is why]
our VET regulations and curricula are very, how should I put it? Not vague...[so let’s say]
non-specific. And afterwards, companies have to implement all this or translate it all for
themselves. (Interview A)
Existing market hegemonies are also reflected in the Commissions B&Q. For example, dominant companies usually have the financial resources to participate in several committees,
which affords them greater influence. As one interviewee told us:
So in this [association] of course, [name of firm] plays a big role because we have the majority. So…we have the largest...market share in Switzerland. This means that we have a
lot to say in all the committees because we pay more at the association level. (Interview A)
Another interviewee told us "those who pay more should say more and those who pay less...
should also have their say, but they simply have fewer votes" (Interview B). In particular,
more resource-rich firms can afford professionalized structures for training and employ dedicated personnel for VET, which improves their ability to get involved in VET or relevant
committees.
Established Cooperative Practices and Styles of Reasoning
The established cooperative practices have an impact on the presence of employee and trade
union representatives. For example, professional associations traditionally working with worker associations and trade unions typically include employee representatives in their respective Commission. Here too, however, one interviewee drew a distinction between industry
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and manual trades: "People in manual trades of course are not thrilled by...such things...and
the industry has grown accustomed to the unions...and is not scared by them" (Interview F).
The close relationship between cooperative practices and specific styles of reasoning is also
shaped by a sense of belonging to specific industries: "I have noticed that every industry, and
of course we are no different, primarily wants to tends to its own garden" and although cooperation does occur, no one thinks "out of the box". Rather, the cooperation that does take
place has "a lot of structures behind it, history behind it, personalities behind it" (Interview
F). What is striking—with implications for future reforms—is that associations are more
likely to collaborate with others or to create joint occupations if they are in the same industry, even though they might have more in common with professions in another industries.
Several interviewees said that older associations tend to be conservative: "I'm not saying that
they are dusty, but when it comes to bigger topics, they tend to do as they have always done"
(Interview D). Interestingly, one interviewee attributed this desire for continuity to the specific professional work, which consists of assembling elements designed to last for decades.
In other words, he believed that occupational activities have an effect on the thinking of the
companies and ultimately of the associations.

6

Conclusion: Associations Defining Collectivity and Working Life

Our focus on governance at the meso level has allowed us to unpack the concept of collective skill formation in Switzerland, which has various facets and meaning for different associations and occupations. Legislation from 2002 incorporated standardized elements into
the governance architecture of Swiss VET, such as the quality assurance Commissions B&Q
established for every occupation. However, our analysis has shown that the specifics associated with these structures—membership and cooperative practices—can differ significantly
between associations and therefore between occupations. This heterogeneity allows the associations to respond to their own specific needs and those of their members. However, our
analysis has also shown that some of the decisions are not directly attributable to VET or
functional negotiations, but rather, to the characteristics, specific cooperative practices and
styles of reasoning that the associations have developed over time. These findings are underpinned by the fact that no patterns of governance were found within one of the occupational
fields.
Overall, the findings indicate that the negotiations on the ground or, at meso level, are key
for VET governance in Switzerland. Associations not only shape the content of individual
VET programs—as their role is described from the macro perspective—but they define the
structure of working life and collectivity. The latter becomes visible in the different recruiting
and voting practices within the Commissions B&Q. A board where one or four representatives from the vocational school(s) are integrated will most likely develop or define different
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priorities. Furthermore, the fact that in some Commissions B&Q the school delegates do not
have a voting right will affect the decisions that are taken. The same applies with regard to
the integration of union representatives. Emmenegger et al. (2019) showed that the inclusion
of unions significantly impacts the time students spend at school. In a context of continuous
upskilling, the distribution between the time spent in the workplace and at school is crucial
(SBFI, 2017). Emmenegger et al. also distinguished between liberal (less union integration, like Switzerland) and social (constant union integration, like Germany) collective skill
formation systems. However, our examination of the meso level reveals that it is difficult to
make this distinction clearly, as some occupations in Switzerland demonstrate a high participation of union delegates.
In addition to the actual representatives in the Commissions B&Q, the associations or
their characteristics define collectivity or collective governance. This happens by the generation of different degrees of influence, either at the level of firms or associations. Despite
the constant emphasis on consensus democracy among interviewees (in some cases, even
using the metaphor of a family), there is an important role played by accumulated influence,
which points to hegemonic structures. For example, associations and companies with larger
budgets have more influence and a greater ability to shape VET than financially weaker organizations. This is because big budgets allow for professionalized structures and full time
staff instead of part time volunteers. As the pressure to professionalize increases, e.g., through
shorter review periods and competence-based curricula, these tendencies are likely to become more pronounced.
Furthermore, our findings indicate that associations not only shape individual professions but also the VET landscape and the general structure of working life. This is seen when
they prevent or encourage the merger of different occupations to become a larger occupational field. Furthermore, the specific forms of thinking that inform associations within an
industry, such as maintaining established infrastructures or carrying out traditional cooperative practices, may override "rational" objectives such as the similarity of training curricula.
Generally, the interviews stressed that many influencing factors are historically informed.
They described a persistent inertia, not only in "material" structures but also in ideas. Associations and companies tend to rely on an established matrix of ideas that resists new visions
and reforms. Our study focussed exclusively on two occupational fields, but it is reasonable
to assume that these findings are transferrable to other occupational fields, although some associations may introduce new forms of governance depending on their characteristics. Once
a certain path has been taken, domino effects— known in the literature on path dependencies as "increasing returns" (Beyer, 2005)—can occur. These can increase the importance of
individual companies and, in the long term, can establish new power structures. The effects
of a path are therefore not only evident at the national level, but also at the meso level, in the
governance regimes and paradigms of associations. It may prove challenging for VET gover-
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nance in collective skill formation systems to overcome well-established cooperation practices and styles of reasoning, move beyond unnecessary restrictions and think "out of the box".
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Abstract
Context: Exploring the design space is an important process in a design task. In this study,
we considered design space exploration for the learners in vocational education and training
(VET). The goal of the study was to investigate how they explore the design space while
focusing on the effect of a graph-like interface on the learner’s understanding of the design
space. With florists as the target profession, we investigated how the apprentices explore
design variations, what they would gain from such activity, and how we can support this
process.
Approach: We developed a web application called BloomGraph that allows learners to explore design variations. It provides a graph-based interface that enables the systematic variation of design. Using the BloomGraph application, we conducted an experimental study
with 44 florist apprentices in Switzerland to investigate the effect of the graph-based interface which provides a structured way of exploring the design space. The experimental group
was given the graph-based interface to explore design variations while the control group had
a linear-based interface. We compared them in terms of the number of bouquets explored,
time of exploration, diversity of bouquets explored, and the learning gain in terms of the
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understanding of the design space measured using pre and post-tests. We also analyzed the
strategies adopted by the participants for the graph navigation and the visual exploration
behavior using the eye gaze data.
Findings: Our analysis shows that the graph-based interface fosters a better understanding
of the size of the design space and more efficient navigation towards a goal design in terms of
the number of intermediate designs but with longer exploration of each intermediate design
compared to the linear-based interface. Regarding the behavioral patterns in graph exploration, the participants who showed more strategic behavior in the design choices acquired a
better understanding of the design space. Additionally, we trained a model that predicts the
next choice of a learner using eye tracking data. It provides a reasonable accuracy that opens
new possibilities for future studies.
Conclusion: The findings of this study support the feasibility of design space exploration
as a digital activity for VET learners and show how the learners can benefit from it. The
contribution of the paper includes the validation of the idea with florist apprentices and the
demonstration of how the process can be supported using a structured interface and the
learner behavior analysis. This paper shows how a design exploration activity can provide an
added value in the learning of an apprentice in a design-related VET system.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, VET, Learning Activities, Learning Experience, Design Exploration, Educational Technology

1

Introduction

The majority of the vocational education and training (VET) systems in Switzerland have a
dual-track structure where students learn in schools for one or two days per week while they
do an apprenticeship at workplaces for the remaining days. Their professional competence is
developed from their experience in the workplace and reinforced by the theoretical knowledge learned in school. The idea behind the dual-track system is based on the concept of
learning through experience, which has been explored with various theoretical models, such
as experiential learning and situated learning (Kolb & Kolb, 2009; Lave & Wenger, 1991). The
dual-track approach is particularly well-suited in VET systems when the profession involves
handcraft and practical design tasks since the importance of hands-on experience is greater
in such cases. For example, the jobs of wood craftsmen, fashion designers, jewelry makers,
textile designers, ceramic designers, gardeners and florists all involve the creation of new
designs where the practical experience plays a major role in their learning.
Although the dual VET is considered an effective system for developing professional competence, one of the main challenges is to provide a rich experience. The practical experience
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gained from a workplace is often limited to the specific situations to which the apprentices
are exposed and it does not usually cover the whole spectrum of the skills related to the profession. This limitation of experience is introduced by the type and the style of the workplace.
Some companies are specialized in very specific tasks within the profession. For example, a
florist apprentice working at an airport flower shop can be repeatedly making bouquets of the
same design for a welcoming purpose and it is unlikely that he or she will have much experience on wedding or funeral bouquets during the apprenticeship. Furthermore, companies
often establish their own style of design and the experience as an apprentice is biased towards
the style of the company. And lastly, the tasks given to the apprentices are usually distant
from the ones they will have to perform further down their career path. As an apprentice,
they may make the daily flower, but not get the chance to do the original designs.
Our interest is on how to enhance the learning experience of VET apprentices by supporting their exploration through digital variations of designs. Exposure to design variations
is an important part of learning in most design-related vocations. It can help the learners in
acquiring a better understanding of the design space which plays an important role in finding solutions to a design task (Dobricki et al., 2020; Kolodner & Wills, 1993; Kulkarni et al.,
2014; Tohidi et al., 2006). However, in the current situation, an apprentice in the workplace
may be tasked with making a single design without having the opportunity to explore many
designs and understand how the design is one of many possible solutions to the problem. For
example, imagine a florist apprentice who made a wedding bouquet at the workplace. Her
experience in the real world might end there, but with an additional digital activity, she can
expand her experience from making one bouquet to exploring many variations of the design.
In this paper, our focus was on florists as the target profession and we specifically investigate how we could support the exploration of the design space. In order to allow florist apprentices to explore variations of a design, we implemented a web application called "BloomGraph". BloomGraph provides a graph-based interface to navigate through flower bouquet
designs. The key concept behind the design of BloomGraph is the axes of transformation
– each axis of the graph leads to transforming a particular attribute of the design and, therefore, learners can systematically navigate the design space. We hypothesize the positive effect
of the disentanglement of design attributes on understanding of the design space. While it
is common in the field of cognitive science to consider design as an exploration of the combinatorial space of independent design features, it might not be the case for apprentices. They
might not be able to mentally construct multidimensional abstract space or feel comfortable
to navigate through it as they are often very much concerned by the concrete shapes of their
craft (Ngoon et al., 2019). This concern has triggered the question for our experimental study: Given a digital tool that provides variations of bouquet designs, how would florist apprentices explore the space? We investigate how they explore a set of variations focusing on
the effect on their understanding of the structure of the given dataset. Specifically, we address
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two research questions in order to achieve the goal: (RQ1) What is the effect of the graph
interface on the design exploration in terms of their understanding of the design space and
(RQ2) What are the strategic behaviors of the learners in the graph exploration?
Through this paper, we contribute to apprentice experiences in VET systems. We demonstrate how apprentices in a VET system can enrich their experience by exploring design
variations in the digital space and how they can benefit from this additional experience. The
experimental study presented in this paper shows how the learning outcome is affected by a
graph-based interface for exploration and the exploration strategy adopted.

2

Related Studies

The benefits of examples and variations in a design task have been demonstrated in many
studies. Exposure to design alternatives provides awareness of the design space of potential
options (Kolodner & Wills, 1993). Additional value is provided through the design process
as people recognize and compare the alternatives (Tohidi et al., 2006). When comparing
designs, learners are focused on the common relational structure, aiding abstraction of the
underlying schema (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The benefit of having examples in terms of understanding the design space is the core idea supporting our work presented in this paper and
tested in the reported study.
While having examples can provide some benefits in a design task, there are mixed results
to their effect in terms of design outcome. One negative effect is the conformity toward examples. The studies by Marsh et al. (1996) and Smith et al. (1993) show that design outcomes
are likely to contain features of the examples and the conformity effect is increased with the
increased number of examples. However, the negative effect of examples is debatable as there
are also many positive results in the literature. Exposure to multiple designs can reduce fixation in a design task (Jansson & Smith, 1991) and early and repeated exposure to examples
improves creativity in design (Kulkarni et al., 2014).
These mixed results may be due to the support that is provided around the use of examples. During the learning process, it is often not enough to just provide a resource to learners
but scaffolds may need to be provided to guide the integration of the resource into the learning process (Durkin & Rittle-Johnson, 2012; Kollar et al., 2006; Roll et al., 2011). In the
case of examples, it is important to investigate how people explore the given examples and
what is the effect of the exploration. Without exploration, people often interpret the frame
of the design problem too narrowly (Kershaw & Ohlsson, 2004) and designers may choose
a design concept too early and fail to identify a valuable direction (Cross, 2004). In terms of
the exploration strategies, Ball et al. (2004) compare novices and experts on how they make
use of examples in design analysis. In their study, experts show more schema-driven use of
examples than case-driven, with respect to novices. Najar et al. (2015) show that the students
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with higher levels of knowledge pay more attention to the schema of the data than the weaker
students. Our interest lies in the same domain as these studies. In this paper, we investigate
how people explore given designs while focusing on the effect on their understanding of the
structure of the given design space.
As the way one explores design examples has an effect in a design task, some studies have
investigated how to support the design exploration. Lee et al. (2010) propose an interactive
example gallery for a web design task. Their study shows that structured corpus navigation
can help users find inspirational examples and facilitate design. Ritchie et al. (2011) show
that a systematic design exploration tool can help users finding relevant and inspiring design
examples. Their tool allows users to explore the examples ordered according to the styles.
Some studies propose methods to generate design variations (Alhashim et al., 2014; Talton et
al., 2009); however, they focus on the algorithm rather than how they can be used in a learning context. Our study also proposes a design exploration tool for a design task, but what
differentiates it from the previous work is that it allows learners to explore the design space
by actively selecting what features to vary. We use the design variations that are systematically
generated based on the current design as a means of exploring the design space.
As we are proposing design space exploration as a digital activity that would take a part
in the learning experience of VET learners, it is important to consider how it can fit in the
context of VET. One of the issues in the dual VET systems is that apprentices often perceive
the gap between different learning locations (Taylor & Freeman, 2011) and the knowledge
learned often remains encapsulated in its original context (Renkl et al., 1996). The experience from workplaces is usually concrete as it is situated in the target field, however, the
experience per se is often not enough (Boud et al., 2013; Kolb, 1984). In order to enrich the
workplace experience and better connect to the knowledge from other contexts, Schwendimann et al. (2015) propose a pedagogical model called "Erfarraum" for designing educational technologies for dual VET systems. The Erfarraum model proposes the design of shared
digital spaces for reflecting on experiences acquired in different contexts in which VET takes
place. It does not refer to a specific technology for digital learning, but rather a framework for
designing a digital activity that allows bridging the gap that exists between different learning
contexts. And the activity in the digital space should allow learners to reflect on their realworld experiences by augmenting and enriching them. The design of our study is based on
the Erfarraum model where we consider design space exploration as a means of enriching
the real-world experience.
There have been some recent efforts in this direction to design a digital activity that fosters reflecting on experiences in dual VET systems. One of the ways that have been explored
is the use of online learning journals. Cattaneo et al. (2015) have studied the use of online
learning journals for apprentice chefs to capture workplace experiences and share them in
school classrooms. They reported positive results in terms of effectiveness and satisfaction.
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In a similar study, Mauroux et al. (2016) showed that promoting reflective writing in the
learning journals had a positive effect on the metacognitive learning strategies as well as the
performance on the final exams. Other digital activities that share the same approach include
augmenting video recordings from workplaces for chefs and car mechanics (Motta et al.,
2014), tabletop activity that allows simulating warehouse layout for logisticians (Cuendet et
al., 2013), and augmented reality application for carpenters that lets you apply loads and visualize forces on physical structures (Lucignano, 2018). These studies demonstrated positive
effects on VET learners in terms of their motivation and academic performance. Based on
the positive findings from these examples, this paper also studies how a digital activity can
enrich the experience of VET. Considering design space exploration as a means to achieve
the goal, our focus is on understanding the behavior of learners and how it affects the learning outcome.

3

BloomGraph

For this study, we have developed a web application called BloomGraph that can support
florist design exploration (Kim et al., 2019). The interface of the BloomGraph application
is shown in Fig. 1. As seen on the left side, the navigation graph consists of the center node
that shows the current bouquet design and four proposed variations around it. The proposed
design in each axis is a variation of the current bouquet in terms of a specific attribute: Color, form, texture and spacing. These attributes were chosen through discussions with florist
teachers to align with the concepts of bouquet designs that were being taught. When a user
selects one of the variations, it comes to the center and a set of new variations of that design
are proposed. Above the graph, there is a history bar that shows all the designs the user went
through. Using the history bar, a user can backtrack to previous designs. On the right side,
there is an interactive 3D viewer. The current bouquet design is shown in 3D and the user can
rotate or zoom in/out. In the viewer, the user can also see the names of flowers by hovering
the mouse pointer over them.
BloomGraph allows users to explore the design space as they follow the nodes in a graph.
In the graph, each axis leads to a different variation of the current design. By clicking the nodes in different axes, users can vary the design systematically in terms of the important attributes, thus providing a structured way of exploring the design variations. The attributes that
make the design are disentangled by the interface design so that learners can consider design
as the exploration of the combinatorial space of independent design features. As users go
through a series of designs as they travel along the nodes, the history bar is the way to show
them where they have been and where they are now. It allows users to not only backtrack to
previous stages, but also visually see the exploration path while going through the designs.
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The BloomGraph application is implemented using Meteor framework written in JavaScript.
For the front-end rendering, we used React and D3.js libraries. The interactive 3D viewer is
implemented using the API provided by BloomyPro (BloomyPro, 2019).

Figure 1: BloomGraph Application

4

Methods

In this section, we describe the details of the experimental study we conducted using BloomGraph and our analysis methods. As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of the experiment is to investigate how florist apprentices would explore the space of design variations
given the graph-based interface of BloomGraph.
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Experimental Setup

Participants
In order to recruit the participants for the experiment, we first contacted florist teachers in
vocational schools in Switzerland. Four teachers from three schools agreed to run the experiment in their classes. We did not have any criteria for eliminating students and invited all
the students from the classes to participate. As the result, 44 florist apprentices (43 females
and 1 male) participated in this study and they were aged between 15 and 61 years (M = 28.4,
SD = 15.2). The unbalanced gender ratio comes from the nature of the profession. The wide
range of the age is due to one of the classes being a retraining. Thirty-four subjects were in
their first year of the three-year program of the basic vocation education and the remainder
in their second year. All participants were asked to sign the consent form if they agreed to
participate after reading the information sheet. Participants under 18 years old had to provide a signed parental consent form, which had been distributed to them two weeks in advance
of the experiment.
Experimental Design
For the study, we used a between-subjects design with 23 participants in the experimental
condition using the graph-based interface of the BloomGraph application and 21 participants in the control condition using the linear-based interface. We controlled for the type of
the class and the school year when assigning the participants to the two conditions.
Procedure
The task for the participants was to select a bouquet design that is most appropriate for a virtual customer. Together with a florist teacher, we developed two scenarios that resemble realworld situations – first scenario for the birthday party of an old lady and the second one for
a wedding. Additional details given to the participants included basic customer information,
when and where the event was taking place, and their preference on colors.
The experiment started with the general introduction of the study. Participants signed the
consent form if they agreed to participate. Then they were asked to do a pre-test. Once they
finished the pre-test, we went through an example tutorial together so that they could familiarize with the interface. The tutorial was given in the interface that they were assigned to base
on the grouping. The example tutorial did not involve flower bouquets, but some simple geometric primitives so that they would focus on the interface, not the designs themselves. Once
they finished the tutorial, they were given the actual tasks of selecting the bouquet designs
for the virtual customers. They were asked to do two exercises, one for each scenario. The
order of the scenarios was counterbalanced. Once the participants completed the two tasks,
they were asked to do a post-test followed by a questionnaire to gather basic demographic
information and the feedback on their experience with the application.
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Materials
For the task, the participants either worked with a graph-based interface or linear-based
interface depending on their assigned condition. The graph-based interface was designed
as described in the previous section. It disentangles the four dimensions of the design space
and presents the bouquets in a structured manner. For the control condition, linear-based
interface is used and it is shown in Fig. 2. In the linear-based interface, four random variations of the current design are proposed in a linear formation. It is the same dataset as the
experimental condition, presented in an unstructured way. It resembles the way people go
through a catalog or a search result. In order to provide equal amount of information as the
experimental condition, each variation in the linear condition comes with a tag that shows
which attributes have been changed from the current design. As with the graph condition, to
control for the availability of other features, the participants had access to their history and
the 3D viewer. The difference between the two interfaces is the way we present the same data
and it is to test our hypothesis on the effect of a graph interface on the design exploration.

Figure 2: Linear Interface for the Control Condition in the Experiment
For each scenario, we created a set of bouquet designs. They were created systematically so
that users can vary one attribute of the design at a time. Each attribute could take one of three
values we designed (e.g., the color attribute, the main theme color of the bouquet, can be either red, pink or write). Combining the three values for each of the four attributes, the dataset
consists of 81 bouquet designs per scenario.
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To measure the participants' learning of the design space, we created pre-test and post-test
measures. In particular, we wanted to see if they could understand the bouquet design process as a combinatorial problem where a design is a combination of attributes that can take
different values. We were interested in how their understanding can be improved through
the BloomGraph activity. We designed two types of questions – one on identifying the design that shares an attribute with a given set of designs and the other on identifying the most
appropriate design that could be placed in a missing spot in a connected structure of designs.
The questions were multiple choice questions and the participants were asked to choose the
one that was most appropriate. Each test was made up of five questions of each type and each
question was worth 10 points, therefore the maximum score of 100 points. We created two
versions of tests and counterbalanced their use as a pre-test and post-test.
A questionnaire was given at the end of the experiment and it included questions on demographic information and their experience with the BloomGraph application. In terms of
their experience with their application, we asked five 7-point Likert scale questions on the
usability and satisfaction. Additionally, we asked them to provide an estimate for the total
number of bouquets in the given dataset for each scenario during the experiment. Estimation
on the size of the dataset is one of the factors that reflect the participant’s understanding of
the given space.
Measures
During the experiment, we collected data in two ways. All the interactions of the users with
the interface of the application have been logged. The log included the designs they went
through and the time stamp for each action. Using the log, we can analyze the behavior of
users and the strategies adopted by them. In addition to the application log, we recorded the
eye gaze of the participants. We used a screen-based eye tracking device from SMI and recorded the binocular gaze at 250 Hz. The purpose of the eye gaze recording is to investigate the
visual behavior of users.

4.2

Analyses

In order to answer the two research questions, we analyzed the data in two parts. The first
part of the analysis is to answer the first research question on the effect of the graph interface on design exploration. The second part of the analysis focuses on the behaviors of the
participants using the graph-based interface in order to answer the second research question
on the strategies adopted in the graph exploration. Details of the measures we analyzed are
described in this section.
In the first part of the analysis, to see the effect of the graph interface on the exploration
patterns of the learners, we compared the experimental group with the control group on
different metrics: Number of bouquets explored before making a choice, number of revisits
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to the same bouquets, total exploration time, and time spent per bouquet. We also compared
the learning gains between the two conditions. We used the difference between the post-test
and the pre-test scores as the learning gain. Another factor we looked at is the estimation on
how many bouquets they think there were in each scenario. We also investigated the diversity
of the bouquets they went through. The diversity measure was calculated for each participant
using the concept of entropy as follows:

Where N is the number of attributes of the bouquet design and M is the number of values that
each attribute can take. And pij is the percentage of value j for attribute i in all the bouquets
that one participant visited. In the experiment, N = 4 and M = 3.
In the second part of the analysis, we took a closer look at the experimental group in
order to investigate the strategies adopted in the graph exploration. As our interest is on the
strategy used for navigating different dimensions of attributes, we looked at the sequences of
the attributes that the participants selected, specifically the average number of consecutive
clicks on one axis. Higher number of consecutive clicks in one axis means exploring more
variations in terms of that attribute consecutively, or going deeper in that dimension. This
strategy can be described as more consistent in choices since it has a priority on the consistency in attributes. On the other hand, lower number of consecutive clicks in one axis shows
lower consistency in attribute choices, but higher priority on the diversity in exploration.
For example, Fig. 3 shows two click sequences where the colors represent different attributes
chosen to be changed. In our definition, Sequence 1 shows more consistent strategy whereas
Sequence 2 is less consistent. The purpose of using this measure to characterize the strategy
is to investigate the effect of the disentanglement of the dimensions on the exploration paths
with respect to the dimensions.

Figure 3: Examples of Exploration Pattern
Regarding the second research question, we also investigated the visual exploration behavior
using eye tracking data. In order to measure how visually explorative they are, we defined
visual-explorative-ness with the number of fixations on the four proposed variations before
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clicking one. This measure shows how much they visually explored the proposed options
for making a choice. We looked at the correlation between the visual-explorative-ness and
the consistency in the attribute choices in order to investigate the relationship between the
visual behavior and the exploration strategy. Lastly, we investigated how we can use the eye
gaze data to predict the next click of the learner. We used a support vector machine (SVM) to
train the prediction model with the features extracted from the gaze data. We extracted features from the gaze events before each click and generated feature vectors. The feature vector
included the number of fixations on each node, the time spent on each node, and the node
with the maximum time spent. We randomly selected 80% of the eye tracking data to train
the model and the remaining 20% was used to test the performance.

5

Results

As described in the previous section, we analyzed the data in two parts and we present the
results in this section. For the statistical tests, we used Kruskal-Wallis test due to the nonnormality of the distributions of data.

5.1

Graph vs. Linear Interface

Number of Bouquets and Exploration Time
Comparing the exploration behavior in the two conditions, we first observed that the number of bouquets participants explored for a task was significantly different (χ2 = 8.60, df = 1,
p < .01). In the graph condition, they explored fewer bouquets (M = 13.2, SD = 4.46) before
making their choices compared to the linear condition (M = 18.5, SD = 9.42). We observed
a large variation in the linear condition. In terms of the exploration time, we observed that it
was significantly longer in the graph condition (χ2 = 5.71, df = 1, p < .05). Therefore, in the
graph condition, participants spent more time on fewer bouquets. The results are shown in
Fig. 4.
Bouquets Visited
In terms of which bouquets the participants visited during the tasks, we analyzed the
following factors: (i) Diversity of bouquets with the diversity measure defined above and (ii) number of revisits to the same bouquets. For the diversity of bouquets explored, we observed a significant difference between the two conditions (χ2 = 5.71, df = 1,
p < .05) with the experimental condition having higher diversity. We also observed a significant difference between the two conditions in the number of revisits to the same bouquets
(χ2 = 15.6, df = 1 p < .001). The experimental group showed a higher number of revisits (M =
10.5, SD = 6.64) compared to the control group (M = 5.52, SD = 3.54).
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Figure 4: Comparison Between Graph and Linear Conditions
Learning Gain and Size Estimation
Regarding the effect of the graph-based interface compared to the linear-based interface,
we looked at the learning gain and the accuracy of the estimation on the design space size.
Although we observed positive learning gains in both the graph condition (M = 25.5, SD =
27.6) and the linear condition (M = 13.4, SD = 24.3), the difference between the two conditions was not significant (χ2 = 2.45, df = 1, p = .12). There was, however, a significant difference in the accuracy of the estimation on the design space size (χ2 = 12.3, df = 1, p < .001).
From the questionnaire, the participants in the graph condition showed significantly better
estimation on how many bouquet designs were present in a scenario (M = 52.8, SD = 12.1)
compared to the linear condition (M = 29.0, SD = 14.4). The actual number of bouquet designs in each scenario was 81.

5.2

Strategies in Graph Exploration

Categorization Based on Exploration Strategy
In order to investigate the strategies of the participants on the graph exploration, we first investigated how consistent they are in terms of their choice of the bouquets in the graph axes.
Fig. 5 shows the sequence of clicks in the graph condition. Using the measure of consistency
defined above, we divided the participants in the graph condition (N = 23) into two groups.
The group with higher consistency (N = 12) had 3.03 consecutive clicks in the same axis in
average (SD = 0.81) and the group with lower consistency (N = 11) 1.45 clicks (SD = 0.17).
The difference was significant (χ2 = 16.5, df = 1, p < .001).
With the categorization based on the consistency measure, we observed that the group
of higher consistency had significantly higher learning gain compared to the group of lower
consistency (χ2 = 5.77, df = 1, p < .05). Fig. 6 shows the learning gains of the two groups as
well as that of the linear group. The difference between the high consistency group and the
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linear group is also significant (χ2 = 7.26, df = 1, p < .01). Furthermore, another measure
we looked at with respect to the exploration strategy is the estimation of the space size. We
noticed that the consistency of their exploration was positively correlated to the accuracy of
the estimation (r = 0.48, p < .05).

Figure 5: Sequences of Clicks in the Graph Condition
Note. Each row represents one trial and the colors represent different attributes selected to change. Note that the
lengths of the sequences show the numbers of clicks, not the time.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the Learning Gains of the two Groups From
the Graph Condition Along With the Linear Condition
Note. The two groups from the graph condition are based on consistency measure of their exploration strategies.
The learning gain is calculated as the difference between the pre-test and post-test scores.

Visual Exploration and Prediction on Next Choice
Using the eye tracking data, we investigated visual exploration behavior of the participants.
The group of higher consistency showed the visual-explorative-ness of 1.82 (SD = 0.45) and
the group of lower consistency 2.41 (SD = 0.35). As individuals, we observed that the visualexplorative-ness is negatively correlated to the consistency in choices (r = –0.57, p < .05). In
other words, the participants with higher consistency in attribute choices were also visually
focused on each axis at a time. This result is logical and as expected since in order to be more
divergent in choices, one would consider more options visually.
Using this correlation observed between the gaze behavior and the choices they make, we
investigated whether we can predict the next choice in the navigation based on the eye gaze
data. We trained a prediction model using SVM, as described in the previous section. This
was done with different grouping – first on all participants in the graph condition then separately for the two groups with different strategies. In order to see how early we can predict a
learner’s next choice, we made the prediction every 2 seconds up to 12 seconds. The average
interval between two clicks was 11.2 seconds. Fig. 7 shows the test result of the prediction
models. The prediction accuracy for the high consistency group is the highest among the
3 groups and it reaches approximately 80% after 10 seconds. Overall, all 3 groups show a
reasonable performance and the prediction accuracy reaches 50% as early as the first 3 seconds and over 70% in 10 seconds.
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Figure 7: Prediction Result on the Attribute Choices
Note. Prediction is made every 2 seconds. The red vertical line shows average time taken before a click.

6

Discussion and Conclusions

The goal of this paper is to investigate how VET apprentices explore the design space and
how we can support this process. In order to achieve this goal, we designed a bouquet design exploration application for florist apprentices and conducted an experimental study. The
experiment was designed to answer two research questions on the effect of a graph-based
interface and the strategies adopted by participants in the graph exploration.
Regarding our first research question on the effect of the graph interface on the design
exploration, the analysis allows for a number of observations. First, the participants in the
graph condition went through fewer number of bouquets before selecting final designs, compared to the ones in the linear condition. This is logical since the graph allows more direct navigation than the linear presentation. It is debatable whether it is better to navigate efficiently
to the goal design or to be exposed to more designs (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Marsh et al.,
1996). But what it shows us is that the apprentices were able to navigate using the graph and
find their ways more efficiently. In terms of time, they spent more time on the intermediate
bouquet designs before making their final choices. This also gives a hint that they are not just
randomly selecting next ones on the graph, but trying to understand the structure. In terms
of which bouquets they went through, the participants were exposed to more diverse designs
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when using the graph-based interface. The graph group also showed a higher number of
revisits to the same designs while exploring. Overall, we interpret these observations as the
evidence of some strategy-driven behavior in the exploration that has been further investigated in the second part of the analysis. In terms of the understanding of the design space,
the participants who used the graph-based interface provided significantly better estimations
on the size of the design space after the activity. In summary, the graph-based interface led
to more efficient navigation towards the goal, exposure to more diverse designs, and better
understanding of the design space. These results are in agreement with the previous findings
on the advantages of structured and systematic design exploration in design-related learning
(Lee et al., 2010; Ritchie et al., 2011). Our findings show that the graph-based interface can
support the design exploration and the effectiveness of such design exploration tool can be
valid for VET learners.
The second research question was on the strategy in the graph exploration. With the
group-ing of the participants of the graph condition based on how consistent they are in
terms of their choices of attributes, we observed some interesting results. The participants
with more consistent strategy showed higher learning gains and they also had better estimation on the size of the design space. Consistency in the graph exploration appears to be
an effective strategy that leads to a better learning outcome in our measures. One possible explanation is that the disentanglement of dimensions allowed disentangled exploration
which lead to a better understanding of the design space. On the other hand, the participants
who had the strategy with lower consistency were less successful. Their behavior can be also
seen as jumping among different attributes and trying to be opportunistic in finding what
they like. It can be also interpreted as less strategic in the exploration. These results are in
agreement with the findings of Ball et al. (2004) and Najar et al. (2015) on the advantage
of strategic approach in design exploration. A schema-driven approach in example search
can be more desirable in a design-related task and our study demonstrates it in terms of the
understanding of the design space. Moreover, as we observed the correlation between the
visual exploration behavior and the choices they make, we trained a prediction model that
predicts the next bouquet choices with a reasonable accuracy using the visual features from
eye tracking data. In summary, the strategy adopted by the learners in the graph exploration
had a significant effect on the learning outcome in our experiment and the visual behavior
provided additional insight into their exploration behavior which opens new possibilities for
future studies.
Based on our analysis, the participants in both conditions showed positive learning gain
from the BloomGraph activity in terms of understanding of the design space. This finding
supports the idea of design space exploration as a means of enhancing the learning e xperience
of VET apprentices while demonstrating another practice of the Erfarraum model. When we
focused on the participants with graph-based interface, we observed that some of them be-
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nefited more from having the structured way of navigation. We found that the exploration
strategy adopted by the learners had a significant effect on the learning outcome. The question to be addressed now is how we can guide the learners so that they can maximize the benefit they take from the activity. One approach that could be suitable for digital applications
like BloomGraph is the use of automated feedback. The result of the prediction model we
presented in this study is interesting in this aspect. Based on the prediction of the behavior of
a user, we can provide online feedback while the user is using the application. In this way, we
can guide the learner so that they can adopt a desirable strategy in the exploration. It would
be interesting as future work to investigate the effectiveness of different types of feedback
such as direct/indirect or immediate/delayed feedback in this context (Corbett & Anderson,
2001; Roll et al., 2011).
The question we wanted to investigate in the experimental study was whether the apprentices in vocational education can understand conceptual design as a combinatorial problem
of different attributes and navigate through them using a graph interface. This might sound
as a trivial problem, but it might not be the case for the apprentices in vocational education as
the process requires a certain level of abstraction. One might argue that designing a bouquet
may not be a problem to be approached scientifically, but rather with a free mind of creativity.
However, creativity is not unrelated to the understanding of the design space. Understanding
what is available as a designer with the awareness of the constraints that exist in the problem
space is an important aspect for creativity (Joyce, 2009; Rosso, 2014). We believe that fostering a better understanding of the design space through supporting design exploration has a
positive impact on the creativity in a design task.
This paper demonstrated how a design exploration activity can provide an added value
in the learning of an apprentice in a design-related VET system. The contribution of this
paper is the validation of the idea with florist apprentices and we demonstrated how we can
support the process by investigating the effect of a structured interface and the exploration
strategy. Our results show that the apprentices can benefit from such activity by acquiring a
better understanding of the design space and the learning outcome can be further improved
by the graph-based interface as well as the strategy adopted in the exploration. The results
support the potential of design exploration as a means of enhancing the learning experience
of VET learners.
Although this work contributes to our understanding of designing digital activities for
VET learners, there are limitations to the study that should be considered and addressed
in future work. In this paper, we investigated the feasibility of design exploration for VET
learners while focusing on their behavior. As we validated the feasibility of the idea, the next
question is on how to design and integrate such activity to the learning journey of VET
students. It is another research question of how it can be used to enhance the learning experience in a broader scale and it needs further investigation. It requires exploring the fit of
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such digital activity to the dual-track VET systems, especially in connection to the real-world
experience. Another factor to be explored is the generalizability of the results to other professions. While the current study focused on florist education, there are many design-related
professions that could benefit from design space exploration and the cross-profession generalizability will be an interesting factor to investigate.
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Abstract
Context: Due to limited geographical mobility, opportunities for adolescents interested in
company-based training are primarily dependent on regional training offers. Competition for company-based training among adolescents varies regionally, and thus, the chance
to obtain a training contract varies as well. In this article, we investigate the opportunities
for adolescents to obtain company-based training depending on regional training market
conditions. We assume that the advantages of obtaining a company-based training place
exist in areas of decreased competition among interested adolescents. However, the question
is whether those advantages will differ between adolescents depending on characteristics
such as school achievement, socioeconomic status or migration background. Furthermore,
we assume that, above all, market-induced ease-of-access to company-based training exists
for occupations that face hiring challenges and indicates less occupational attractiveness.
Methods: The transition from school (after 9th and 10th grade) to company-based training
is analysed using data from the German National Educational Panel Study (NEPS, starting
cohort 4). This dataset is merged with the official regional training market data regarding
local supply and demand ratio for training places (called "SDR") in the dual system of Vocational Education and Training in Germany. Logistic regressions are used to predict the
probabilities of obtaining a training place. The focus lies on the interaction effects between
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SDR and adolescents’ education-related characteristics (school certificates and grade point
average), socioeconomic characteristics and migration backgrounds. Subgroup-specific
analyses of different clusters of hiring challenges for trainee occupations are used to examine
whether these effects are valid for all occupations.
Findings: The results confirm regional differences in obtaining a training place depending
on the SDR. Here, applicant hierarchies according to educational achievement continue to
exist if competition for company-based training among adolescents decreases. Beneficiaries
are better-qualified adolescents with poorer GPAs. SDR hardly influences social disparities.
However, the advantages of obtaining a company-based training place primarily exist for
training occupations with hiring challenges when competition for company-based training
among adolescents decreases. These occupations have a significantly lower occupational
prestige (ISEI-08) compared to occupations with fewer hiring challenges.
Conclusion: The results make it clear that market-induced ease-of-access to company-based
training is not necessarily an advantage. Because the findings indicate that the advantages
pertain mainly to low-prestige occupations, it can be assumed that career-path disadvantages can arise down the road. Future studies should investigate this in more differentiated
ways.
Keywords: Access to Education and Training, Equal Opportunity, Dual System, Training
Market, Statistical Analysis, Vocational Education and Training, VET

1

Introduction

Several countries (for example, Austria, UK-England, Finland, Germany, Hungary, and Switzerland) implemented Vocational Education and Training (VET) systems in cooperation
with companies (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP),
2018; Poulsen & Eberhardt, 2016). The companies benefit from this system as their direct
involvement and commitment to the training process meets their demand for skilled workers
(Poulsen & Eberhardt, 2016). For adolescents, vocational training is crucial because it has
been regarded as an initiator of vocational careers. Depending on the type of the training system, which differs between countries, adolescents could acquire their first vocational skills;
most systems even enable the acquisition of formal qualifications (European Commission,
2012; The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2010). Participating in a VET could initiate several positive labour market outcomes for adolescents,
including a faster transition into employment, a higher probability of first-job stability and
less risk of employment with a qualification mismatch (CEDEFOP, 2013). Thus, adolescents’
potential for individual occupational adjustments as well as the further guarantee of social
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status and equal opportunity depends on this phase of life (Baethge et al., 2006). There is a
large amount of evidence of the conditions necessary to achieving a company-based training
place (see, for example, Beicht & Walden, 2017, 2018, 2019; Forsblom et al., 2016; Glauser &
Becker, 2016; Goastellec & Ruiz, 2015; Holtmann et al., 2017; Seeber et al., 2019a). However,
international research on obtaining a company-based training place has paid little a ttention
to the effects of regional conditions within countries (like regional demography, educational context or economic structure) or shows mixed evidence (Holtmann et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, investigating these effects has to be seen as important because the geographical mobility of adolescents interested in VET is often limited. For example, a lack of family
support and financial resources or a poorly developed mobility infrastructure can impede the
willingness of an adolescent to accept a training contract in a more remote region. Thus, due
to mobility restrictions, adolescents often have to apply to regional training places.
Access to company-based training differs by country due to the different governance
structures in the training market. In many countries, the signing of a training contract is
common (European Commission, 2012; OECD, 2010; Poulsen & Eberhardt, 2016). The
initiation processes of contracting and the participation of contracting parties often differ
by countries. In addition to companies and applicants, in some countries, state institutions
(e.g. schools) can be involved in hiring decisions and training contracts. Public subsidy programmes such as training-place guarantees can also regulate the training market. Market-
mediated VET systems with training markets, which have a governance structure based on
regular labour market characteristics, primarily exist in Germany, Austria and Switzerland
(OECD, 2010; Kleinert et al., 2018). In these countries, adolescents actively apply to training
places, and companies are responsible for their recruitment. Training contracts are finalised
between companies and applicants by mutual agreement. Similar to traditional labour markets (see e.g. Borjas, 2013), the supply and demand for training places in such systems are
usually not well-balanced in regional training markets. On the one hand, an imbalance can
exist if the demand for training places (by adolescents) cannot be adequately satisfied by
the supply side (by employer, i.e., excess demand). This situation is characterized by a high
level of competition for company-based training among adolescents. On the other hand, the
supply of c ompany-based training may exceed demand (i.e., excess supply). In this case, adolescents can benefit if companies are confronted with hiring challenges due to fewer suitable
applicants. Thus, companies are faced with the decision of keeping training places vacant or
adjusting their hiring standards.1 However, as long as a sufficient number of unsuccessful
applicants remain available in the training market, one option that companies have is to
downgrade the expected requirement profile of applicants. As a result, the chance to obtain a
1 From a long-term perspective, companies have to reconsider recruitment strategies and enhance the attractiveness of their
vacant positions (Wieling & Borghans, 2001).
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training place depends not only on the adolescents’ performance potential but on the regional supply and demand for training places as well.
For example, in the German training market, current empirical analyses reveal that there are advantages for adolescents wishing to obtain a company-based training place when
there is a higher ratio of supply and demand for company-based training in the regional
training market (Beicht & Walden, 2017; Eckelt & Schauer, 2019; Lex & Zimmermann,
2011). The question is whether these general advantages apply to all adolescents interested in
company-based training. The analyses of regional disparities, however, requires consideration
of complex interaction effects. Eckelt and Schauer (2019) report that individuals without
higher education entitlements can benefit from an excess supply of training places if they
achieved a graduation certificate in comparison to an adolescent who left school without
a school certificate. This is surprising, because it shows that the extent to which school
certificates affect the access to VET depend on regional differences. Nevertheless, a more
differentiated view of adolescents’ characteristics (e.g., grades, migration and parental background) and their interaction with the regional conditions of the training market is necessary
and can enhance the current research (Baethge et al., 2016; Kleinert et al., 2018). Additionally, it must be supposed that the advantages for VET-interested adolescents are more
pronounced for less attractive occupations when competition for company-based training
among adolescents decreases. One indicator of attractiveness is the share of vacancies of training places in an occupation which indicates hiring challenges. Therefore, it is assumed that
occupations characterized by hiring challenges are less attractive and provide easier access to
company-based training, particularly when competition for company-based training among
adolescents decreases.
This contribution seeks to shed more light on these research gaps and investigates the
following research questions:
– To what extent do different regional training market conditions affect adolescents’
access to company-based training in market-mediated training systems?
– Do those effects interact with adolescents’ characteristics?
– Do those effects differ between different clusters of hiring challenges for companybased training programmes?
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Understanding the Matching Process in the Training Market

Matching in training markets is a complex process and is influenced by several frictions.
Following general assumptions of matching function in labour markets companies as well as
adolescents have to handle with different information imperfections, like identifying p
 otential
training contract partners and their heterogeneities (Petrongolo & Pissarides, 2001). Therefore, the commitment of adolescents and training providers in search and recruiting process
is a critical success factor of the matching process (e.g. Diamond, 1982; Mortensen, 1982).
This means, both, training providers and adolescents, have to engage and signal the willingness to enter in a training contract. Therefore, access to a training place is seen as a complex interplay of self- (i.e., the adolescent) and external- (i.e., company-based conditions and
training-market conditions) selection mechanisms. The major preconditions for a successful
training contract are the offer of a training place from a company, a training intention by an
adolescent and the acceptance on specific contract agreements by both parties.
In brief, an adolescent’s decision to apply for a company-based training place is shaped by
individual, institutional, and regional constraints and opportunities (Glauser & Becker, 2016)
as well occupational preferences, interests (e.g., Holland, 1997), and outcome expectations
(e.g., Lent et al., 1994).2 If adolescents choose a company-based training place over other
available educational options, the success of their application, however, is primarily determined by the training companies.3
In general, for marked-mediated training places companies aim to ensure the best p
 ossible
choice of applicants to fill their training places. Consequently, it is important to ensure that
the company training strategy, the training requirements and the personality traits of the
applicants (especially their competencies) are a good match. These imperatives are also important for minimizing any issues that may arise between the training seekers and providers
during the training process. According to the assumptions of the job competition model
(Thurow, 1972, 1975), applicants are ranked (in job queues) by their potential as workers on a
scale from best to worst. A training offer is given to those who are expected to fulfil the highest expectations of the company. Therefore, companies use different signals (i.e., changeable
attributes proven by school certificates or work references) and indices (i.e., unchangeable
attributes, such as gender) as selection criteria for the applicants (Spence, 1973). Even if an
adolescent has a relatively short curriculum vitae (CV), a variety of information is already
evident in their school certificates, which will be used to estimate their suitability. Schuler et al.
(2007) show that it is common to screen application documents for company-based t raining
places. In this regard, school certificates and grades are important (Forsblom et al., 2016).
2 Regarding the development of occupational preferences, an integrated perspective of sociological and psychological theories
is required (for an overview, see Brown & Lent, 2013).
3 Obviously, an adolescent can also reject the offer of a training contract. Nevertheless, companies have a more favourable
market situation as they can evaluate applications simultaneously, compare applicants and react more easily to unrealised
contracts with their preferred candidates.
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Studies in Germany show that the higher the applicant’s level of education, the more likely
it is that they will obtain a training contract (e.g., Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung,
2018; Busse, 2020a, 2020b; Holtmann et al., 2017; Protsch & Dieckhoff, 2011). Additionally,
it is well known that better grades favour obtaining a training place (e.g., Beicht & Walden,
2017; Busse, 2020a, 2020b; Holtmann et al., 2017; Protsch & Solga, 2015). From a theoretical
point of view, companies’ selection practices can partly explain the (re)production of social
inequalities as a result of the market-based inclusion mechanism. Numerous studies report
social and migration-related disparities in school-leavers’ access to company-based training
(Seeber et al., 2019a). The influence of social origin on students’ access to company-based
training can be partially revealed in the resources relevant for the access to VET (human,
social and cultural capital); migrants are more likely to have a lower s ocioeconomic status
(SES). Due to effects (the link between social background and school performance, Boudon,
1974), adolescents with low SES, as well as young immigrants, are less likely than adolescents with high SES or non-migrants to be successful in school in general. The label "no or
low school-leaving certificates" has been proven to be an obstacle for school-leavers’ access
to VET (Holtmann et al., 2017; Seeber et al., 2019a). The primary effects of social origin
and migrant background also lead to differences in the resources available to applicants for
company-based training (Beicht & Walden, 2019). Therefore, it can be assumed that companies are more likely to rank low-SES adolescents and immigrants in lower positions in the
application queue.

3

Fostering Disparities due to the Regional Training Market Situation

The regional nature of the training market reflects the complex effects of the contextual mechanisms of the training system. On the one hand, the regional economic structure and performance (industrial and occupational structure, enterprise density, company sizes, etc.) primarily determine the qualitative and quantitative structure of the supply side. On the other
hand, the adolescents interested in VET constitute the demand side (influenced in particular
by demography, level of education, and training alternatives; Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung [BiBB], 2018; Seeber et al., 2019b). Regional training market conditions may restrict or
improve an individual’s opportunity to achieve a training place (Baethge et al., 2016; Busse,
2020b; Eckelt & Schauer, 2019; Weßling et al., 2015). From the perspective of adolescents
interested in company-based training, regional competition is a central factor that affects the
chance to obtain a training place. Previous studies have already shown that a higher relationship of supply with the demand for training places fosters opportunities for obtaining a
company-based training place (Beicht & Walden, 2017; Lex & Zimmermann, 2011). Therefore, it is assumed:
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H1: The chances of obtaining a company-based training place increases when there is
reduced regional competition for company-based training among adolescents.
Theoretical assumptions regarding application hierarchies continue to apply to training
market situations characterized by reduced competition for company-based training among
adolescents. In this regard, Eckelt and Schauer (2019) show that advantages exist primarily
for better-qualified adolescents. We aim to expand the state of research and consider that
obtaining a training place depends on the interactions between educational qualifications
and grade point average (GPA).
H2a: Better-qualified adolescents continue to have the highest probability of obtaining
a training place if regional competition for company-based training among adolescents
decreases.
H2b: If regional competition for company-based training among adolescents decreases,
the first to benefit are the better-qualified adolescents with poorer GPAs. Lower-qualified
adolescents only benefit if they have a better GPA.
Additionally, we assume that social and migration-related disparities are more pronounced
in regional training market conditions characterized by a higher competition for companybased training among adolescents. To our knowledge, existing research provides no evidence
for the link between regional training market conditions on the one hand, and social and
migration-related disparities in access to VET on the other hand.
H3: Social and migration-related disparities in access to company-based training are
more likely to occur in regional training markets with increased competition.
We believe that the advantages of obtaining a training place due to reduced regional
competition among VET-interested individuals do not apply to the full range of occupations. From the perspective of market allocation, the most attractive training places are filled
when there is insufficient demand. This means that advantages in accessing training places
should be more likely for those occupations that are already characterized as having hiring
challenges. In previous research, this aspect was not considered. Therefore, we assume:
H4: The advantages of obtaining a company-based training place due to reduced regional
competition for company-based training among adolescents matter for occupations that
are affected by hiring challenges.
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4

Method

4.1

The German Dual System as a Research Object

To verify the hypothesis, we examined the German training market as the object of analysis.
In Germany, two full qualification training systems exist. Most full qualification VET programmes can only be completed through the German dual training system (326 training
programmes in 2018, [BiBB, 2018]; see [Solga et al., 2014] for an overview of Germany’s VET
structure). The dual training system is given a high priority as it provides a large proportion of Germany’s first-time vocational qualifications; in 2018, for example, 492,668 trainees
entered the dual training system (Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung, 2020). The
system is called dual because economic as well as public institutions are responsible for the
training programmes, with the learning venues shared between companies (e.g. in the private
and public sector as well as public administration) and vocational schools. In accord with
companies’ involvement, access to dual training places is controlled by the training market.
Officially, there are no prerequisites for applicant qualification in the dual training system.
However, despite this, the dual training system is predominated by trainees with intermediate
secondary school certificates (which are intermediate general educational qualifications); for
example, entering trainees in 2016 possessed an intermediate secondary school certificate
(47.4%); no or a lower secondary school certificate (27.4%); or a university entrance qualification (22.9%) (Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung, 2018). In Germany, there is also
a full-time school-based VET system (2018: 215,819 entering trainees [Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung, 2020]). Most training programmes are focused on the public sector
(especially for the fields of health, education and social services). The selection of apprentices
takes precedence over the examination of their formal requirements, such as school certificates (Michaelis, 2017). Because control mechanisms and access conditions for the full-time
school-based VET systems differ from those of the dual training system, the full-time schoolbased VET system is not considered in this paper.
The relation of supply and demand in the German training market is not balanced. Excess
demand for training places existed for years in Germany, but the nation has experienced a
trend of decreasing competition between applicants in recent years. For example, in 2012,
100 applicants were faced, on average, with 93.2 training places; in 2017, this increased to
94.8 training places (BIBB, 2013, 2018). These dates are based on official statistics. It should
be assumed that the real supply and demand is higher because not every training place and
VET-interested adolescent registers at the Federal Labour Office. Nevertheless, regional analyses make it clear that the relationships between supply and demand differ between training market regions (Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung, 2012; BiBB, 2018). Excess
demand conditions exist in numerous western German regions while excess supply for trai-
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ning places exists mainly in southern regions (Bavaria, Baden-Wuerttemberg) and eastern
German federal states. In this regard, some studies show that access to the German dual
training system may differ between local training regions (Eckelt & Schauer, 2019; Hillmert
et al., 2017). Additionally, event-history analyses even show that regional differences are,
thus far, more influential than temporary crises in the German labour market in relation to
gaining entry into dual training (Hillmert et al., 2017).

4.2

Data

For the following analyses, the Starting Cohort 4 (SC4, version 10.0.0) of the National
Education Panel (NEPS) is used (Blossfeld et al., 2011). This dataset contains 16,425 9th-
grade pupils in Germany who were interviewed using a longitudinal study design starting
in autumn 2010 (wave 1). Their individual development and educational and employment
experiences comprise the subjects of these interviews. The cohort is only partially representative of 9th-grade pupils in Germany. In this dataset, pupils in lower secondary education
(23.2% of wave 1), special needs schools (7.2% of wave 1) and comprehensive schools (17.2%
of wave 1) are over-represented (Steinhauer & Zinn, 2016). This is advantageous for this
contribution. Hence, the chances of lower-educated adolescents entering dual training could
be investigated more precisely.4
The dataset is limited to graduates and school-leavers from general educational schools
who graduated/left after the 9th or 10th grade. This limitation is necessary, as matching
problems concerning dual training programmes are more likely in this cohort.
The NEPS dataset includes different aspects of the CV (e.g., school episodes, pre-vocational programmes, vocational and higher education programmes, military enlistments, employment and unemployment, parental leave episodes, internships and gaps). The CV episodes of each study participant are sorted chronologically by their respective start dates. In the
dataset, there exists no direct variable with information regarding school-leavers according
to the grade level. Thus, the target group has to be determined approximatively. To do this,
school-leavers were identified based on their recorded grade level for each wave of the survey
as well as the type of school visited at the time. If a NEPS participant left a Hauptschule (lower
secondary school), Realschule (secondary school), Haupt- and Realschule (a combined
school), Gymnasium (school to obtain a university entrance qualification), comprehensive
school, Waldorfschule (common private school in Germany) or special needs school within
the first seven waves and obtained no university entrance qualification in a general education
programme, the participant was scored as a school-leaver after the 9th and 10th grade. In total, there were 6,561 school-leavers: 5.0% had no educational qualification, 4.9% left with an
4 In relation to the representativeness of the sample, it is important to use a weighting factor for descriptive distributions. Thus,
a calibrated cross-sectional weight is used which refers to the representativeness of 9th graders in wave 1.
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exam certificate from a special needs school (German: "Sonder- oder Förderschulabschluss"),
22.5% had a regular lower-secondary school certificate (German: "Hauptschulabschluss"),
13.8% had a qualified lower-secondary school certificate, and 53.8% had an intermediate
secondary school certificate (German: "mittlerer Bildungsabschluss") (distribution without
weighting factor).

4.3

Dependent Variables

The initial entry into the German VET system is considered. A successful dual training applicant is one who achieved a position in a skilled labour training or a dual training programme.
Here, all persons are excluded who entered into a full-qualifying school-based VET program
or non-company-based training programme or who started a training programme abroad.
The identification of unsuccessful training applicants is not possible in the NEPS dataset.
Although there were retrospective interviews to determine whether an NEPS participant
applied for a training place, this variable has several problems because it includes missing
values, does not contain any information about the application date and includes applications
for the full-qualifying school-based VET system. Therefore, for this analysis, NEPS participants are considered to be a reference group that entered into pre-vocational programmes in
the transition sector5 after leaving general school (9th and 10th grade). Due to compulsory
schooling regulations in Germany, adolescents enter into these programmes (in most federal
states) if they are interested in training but have not received a training place, or in some
cases, if they have not fulfilled their compulsory education requirements.
The dependent variable thus measures the initial entry into a dual training place or prevocational programme of the previously described sample. All the previously described
adaptions reduced the sample size to 4,608 adolescents (dual training sector: 2,874; transition
sector: 1,734).
When the months including July to September were used as a starting point for a training
year, most trainees started their pre-vocational programme or dual training between summer
2011 and summer 2013 (transition sector: 93.3%, dual training sector: 91.4%).

4.4

Independent Variables

To measure the impact of competition for company-based training among adolescents
on entry into dual training, each NEPS participant receives information on the regional
(employment agency district level) competition for training places. Therefore, the relationship between the ratio of supply and demand for training places (SDR) for the training year
5 This sector involves a variety of pre-vocational programmes that allow applicants to enhance their competences and gain
work experience through internships in order to improve their chances of entering a full-qualifying VET programme (Solga
et al., 2014).
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2012 is used.6 In Germany, the SDR is a popular indicator of vocational reporting. It indicates
the ratio of dual training opportunities offered (concluded training contracts plus vacant
training places) and dual training opportunities requested (concluded training contracts plus
vacant adolescents with intentions of obtaining training contracts) in a given training year
(BiBB, 2018).
School-leaving certificates are used to differentiate educational achievement after 9th or
10th grade. Three educational qualification categories are distinguished here; the h
 ighest
qualification level is the "intermediate secondary school certificate" (intermediate educational qualification, in German: "mittlerer Bildungsabschluss"). For low-level educational
qualifications, a distinction is made between "no or regular lower-secondary school certificate" (German: "kein Abschluss oder Hauptschulabschluss") and "qualified lower-secondary
school certificate" (German: "qualifizierter Hauptschulabschluss")7. The former includes adolescents without school certificates, adolescents with a certificate given by a special needs
school and adolescents with a regular lower-secondary school certificate (this category is
the lowest educational level). The student’s GPA is used to obtain differentiated information
concerning the quality of said school certificates. In Germany, grades are coded from 1 (very
good) to 6 (insufficient).
Three different variables are used to achieve information regarding the effects of social
disparities. First, a migration background is considered. Therefore, all participants who were
born abroad or had at least one parent born abroad are marked as having a migration background. Second, to control the socioeconomic background, parental education (whether both
parents achieved no or a lower-secondary school certificate), as well as parents’ maximum
value on the International Socio-Economic Index 2008 (ISEI-2008, Ganzeboom, 2010),8 are
considered. Regarding parental maximum ISEI-08 values, a distinction is made between
parents who achieved a maximum value of 30 on this scale and parents who achieved a value
higher than 30. This threshold has been used because most of the semi-skilled and lowprestige occupations are in the cluster with lower ISEI-08 values.
6 The matching of the NEPS data set with regional SDR values has been performed by the LifBi (Institution for data repository). However, a clear regional identification of NEPS participants for users of the NEPS dataset is generally prohibited (data
protection). This would be violated if both annual and region-specific training market data were merged with the NEPS data
set. Therefore, only SDR values of the training year 2012 have been merged with the NEPS data set. As described before this
does not fully cover the VET start years. Nevertheless, VET monitoring reveals that developments in the training market over
two years are only slight. Thus, it is assumed that the resulting bias is low (see e.g. BiBB, 2018).
7 In many federal states exist an extended version of the "lower-secondary school certificate". Depending on federal state
specific school law, there are federal state specific provisions for this certificate (for example, a further school year, additional
examinations or a certain grade point average). In NEPS all of these forms are labelled as "qualified lower-secondary school
certificate". However, for all variants it has been expected that this qualified school certificate fosters the chance to obtain a
dual training place.
8 This is an internationally recognised indicator based on the International Standard Classification of Occupations 2008
(ISCO-08). The ISCO-08 classifies occupations according to skill levels and specifications. On this basis, the ISEI-08 calculates a prestige value that considers the expected level of education and future income of an occupation (Ganzeboom, 2010;
Ganzeboom et al., 1992). This Index varies between 11.01 and 88.96.
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Control Variables

The NEPS dataset provides information about the basic cognitive dispositions of said
adolescents to obtain a differentiated insight into the abilities of the adolescents in this study.
The scales of the Domain General Cognitive Functions (DGFC) are considered (Haberkorn
& Pohl, 2013); the DGFC distinguishes between the dimensions of "reasoning" and "perceptual speed". For ease of interpretation, the DGFC scales were normalised to a mean of 0, with
a standard deviation of 1. To control the more sophisticated abilities of school-leavers, grades
in mathematics and German for the last interim report before entering in VET were also
used. Another control variable is the gender variable (reference category: Male adolescents).
Due to the federalism of Germany’s educational systems and the fact that educational
systems differ between federal states, as well as specific context factors for federal states
(economy, demography, etc.), the influence of federal states is controlled in all models. Therefore, dummy variables for the place of school at the level of the federal states are built (15
dummy variables, 1 federal state as reference). However, the data usage contract prohibits the
identification of federal state-specific effects. Thus, these effects cannot be reported.

4.6

Distribution of Independent and Control Variables

Table 1 includes information about the distribution of independent and control variables
(mean/standard deviation).
Table 1: Distribution of Independent and Control Variables (Mean/Standard Deviation)
Total sample

Dual training

Transition sector

SDR

93.901 / 7.094

94.828 / 7.227

92.023 / 6.420

Qualified lower secondary school certificate

.128 / .334

.119 / .324

.146 / .353

No or regular lower-secondary school certificate

.287 / .452

.175 / .380

.517 / .500

GPA

2.708 / .561

2.632 / .524

2.880 / .605

Migration background

.249 / .432

.210 / .407

.331 / .471

Both parents have no or lower secondary school certificate

.120 / .325

.120 / .325

.119 / .324

Max. parental ISEI < 30

.159 / .365

.148 / .355

.181 / .384

Grade in mathematics

3.061 / .926

2.963 / .919

3.28 / .904

Grade in German

2.945 / .770

2.903 / .757

3.04 / .792

Perceptual speed (DGFC)

.033 / .975

.067 / .960

-.042 / 1.00

Reasoning (DGFC)

.128 / .966

.245 / .914

-.126 / 1.03

Sex (female)

.396 / .489

.371 / .483

.446 / .497

Independent variables

Control variables

Note. Weighted but not imputed data.
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Analysis Strategy

Logistic regressions are used to analyse the initial entry into a dual training place against
the initial entry into the transition sector of 9th and 10th-grade school-leavers. A binomial
logistic regression analysis is built up stepwise to verify the hypotheses H1 to H3. In the first
model, only the influence of the regional situation of the training market (SDR) is examined
beside the control variables (M1). The next models (M2) examined a more sophisticated
influence of all independent variables (M2) and the interactions of those with the SDR (M3
and M4).
To verify hypothesis H4, all dual training programmes are clustered towards their value of
vacant training places to all offered dual training places in Germany for the year 2012.9 10 This
value indicates the extent of the hiring challenges for an occupational group. The entered dual
training programmes in the data set varies between .5 and 24.2% of vacant training places
(median = 4.3%, standard deviation = 5.1%). Dual training starters are clustered in three
comparable quantitative clusters: (1.) Low hiring challenges (vacant training places <= 2.5%,
ca. 33.6% of dual training starters), intermediate hiring challenges (2.5% < vacant training
places <= 5.0%, ca. 32.1% of dual training starters), higher hiring challenges (vacant training
places > 5%, ca. 34.3% of dual training starters). A multinomial logistic regression is used to
prove the influence of the predictors in achieving a training place in one of those groups with
different hiring challenges. For a better interpretation of these regression results, potential
future outcomes of relating occupations in the hiring challenge differentiated c lusters are
viewed. In NEPS, each occupation is assigned an ISEI-08 value. As explained above (section
4.4), this is a prestige value that considers the expected level of education and future income
of an occupation (Ganzeboom, 2010; Ganzeboom et al., 1992). Thus, in the last step, relating
ISEI-08 values of the hiring challenge differentiated clusters are compared.
Interaction terms with metric variables serve the risk to increase multicollinearity. A
practical approach is to centre the metric variables of the interaction terms on the mean
(Jaccard et al., 2003). Thus, centring on the mean is done for the GPA (mean = 2.71, SD = .56)
and SDR (mean = 93.60, SD = 6.96).
For the model output, the average marginal effects (AMEs) are presented. The AME
indicates the average change (of all group-specific observations), in percentage points, of a
predictor on the probability of the occurrence of an event (e.g., entry into the dual training
system) if the predictor increases by one unit.
9 Due to data availability this clustering is made on higher occupational aggregation, the 3-digital level of the KldB 2010.
Therefore, 95 occupational groups could be distinguished in the NEPS data set. The KldB 2010 (German: "Klassifikation der
Berufe 2010") is the standard occupational classification system in Germany (Paulus & Matthes, 2013).
10 In the case of missing in official data, the values of 2013 are used.
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However, interaction terms are difficult to interpret. Therefore, the influence of selected
(significant) interactions on the predicted probability of obtaining a dual training place is
visualized.
Missing values were estimated by multiple imputation (n = 10). A multivariate imputation
by chained equations is used. To predict the missing values, all the variables included in the
regression model, as well as individual competence values (in mathematics, reading, science
and ICT-literacy), are used as predictors.

5

Results

Table 2 presents the results of a stepwise binomial logistic regression, which are used to
explain the initial entry of 9th and 10th-grade school-leavers into dual training places.
Table 2: Binomial Logistic Regression to Explain the Initial Entry of 9th and 10th-Grade SchoolLeavers Into Dual Training Places

Model

(M1) Regional SDR

(M2) + educational
attainment & social
disparities

(M3) + interaction
terms

(M4) + differentiated
educational interaction

.0043**

.0076**

.0076**

Regional training market condition
SDR

.0061***

Educational qualification (reference category for the school certificate: intermediate secondary school certificate) and GPA
Qualified lower
secondary school
certificate

-0.1791***

-0.1839***

-0.1848***

No or regular lower
secondary school
certificate

-0.3766***

-0.3803***

-0.3810***

GPA

-.0601**

-.0574**

-0.1025***

Migration background

-.0671***

-.0676***

-.0687***

Both parents have no
or lower secondary
school certificate

.0153

.0200

.0205

Max. parental ISEI
< 30

-.0250

-.0241

-.0253

Social background characteristics

Interaction terms
Qualified lower
secondary school
certificate * GPA

.0859*

No or regular lower
secondary school
certificate * GPA

.0604*
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Qualified lower
secondary school
certificate * SDR

-.0026

-.0025

No or regular lower
secondary school
certificate * SDR

-.0066**

-.0065**

GPA * SDR

.0043*

.0074*

Qualified lower secondary school certificate
* GPA * SDR

-.0092^

Maximum regular
lower school certificate
* GPA * SDR

-.0033

Migration background
* SDR

-.0008

-.0006

Both parents have no
or lower secondary
school certificate *
SDR

.0058^

.0055^

Max. parental ISEI <
30 * SDR

-.0012

-.0013

Control variables
Perceptual speed
(DGFC)

.0250**

.0120^

.0122^

.0123^

Reasoning (DGFC)

.0750***

.0170*

.0177*

.0179*

Grade in mathematics

-.0430***

-.0314***

-.0315***

-.0301**

Grade in German

-.0457***

.0020

.0021

.0012

Sex (female)

-.0812***

-.0755***

-.0774***

-.0793***

Control for federal
states

x

x

x

x

Pseudo R²

.105

.233

.236

.238

Note. Reference group: Initial entry into transition sector; significance levels: The significance levels refer to the AME coefficients: p *** < .001, ** < .01, * < .05, ^ < .1; unweighted but imputed data.

M1 shows that the chances of obtaining a training place in the dual system increased with
lower regional competition for company-based training among adolescents. For each higher
percentage point in the SDR, the average probability of obtaining a dual training place
increases by approximately 0.6 percentage points, ceteris paribus.
M2 makes it clear that low-educational qualification, a poorer GPA, and migration background substantially limited the probability of achieving a dual training place.
In M3, it can be seen that the positive influence of the SDR on obtaining a dual training
place is also valid when an interaction of SDR and the educational qualification category is
generated. In terms of interaction, however, only the interaction term between SDR and the
lowest educational qualification category (no or regular lower secondary school certificate)
is significant. The associated AME is negative. This means that the probability function
of adolescents with no or regular lower secondary school certificates has a lower slope in
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c omparison to adolescents with an intermediate secondary school certificate when SDR is
increasing. Therefore, Figure 1 illustrates the interaction effect of educational qualification
categories and SDR in obtaining a dual training place.

Figure 1: Predicted Probabilities to Obtain a Dual Training Place for the
Interaction Terms of Educational Qualification Categories and SDR
Note. Based on the regression model M3; due to the centring of the SDR, no real SDR values can be printed. The 0.0 represent
approximately the SDR mean in the non-imputed data set (SDR = 93.60%); confidence intervals as grey lines.

Considering only the interaction between GPA and SDR (M3), a significant positive
interaction term is evident, meaning that the probability of obtaining a dual training place
for school-leavers with higher GPAs increases when SDR increases. Figure 2 illustrates this
interaction.
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Figure 2: Predicted Probabilities to Obtain a Dual Training Place for the Interaction of GPA and SDR
Note. Based on the regression model M3; due to the centring of the GPA and SDR, no clear grade levels and no real SDR values
can be printed; an SDR of 0.0 represents approximately the SDR mean in the non-imputed data set (SDR = 93.60%); for better
legibility without confidence intervals.

M4 extended the previous perspective by an interaction of SDR, educational qualification
category and GPA. The interpretation of all interaction terms has to be done with caution
because not every term considered in this interaction is significant. For an easier i nterpretation,
Figure 3 visualizes these interaction terms. Here, it becomes clear that adolescents with
intermediate secondary school certificates and poorer GPAs (higher GPA value), as well as
adolescents with qualified lower secondary school certificates and lower GPAs, benefit by an
increase in the SDR. Additionally, adolescents with no or maximum regular lower secondary
school certificates could also benefit from an increase in the SDR if they have a poorer GPA.
However, Figure 3 reveals that the predicted probability of those adolescents does not reach
the predicted probabilities of adolescents with higher school certificates in obtaining a dual
training place over most SDR values.
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Figure 3: Predicted Probabilities of Obtaining a Dual Training Place for the
Interaction of Educational Qualification Categories, GPA and SDR
Note. Based on the regression model M3; due to the centring of the SDR, no real SDR values can be printed. The 0.0 represent
approximately the SDR mean in the non-imputed data set (SDR = 93.60%); for better legibility without confidence intervals.

Regarding the influence of social disparities, two significant effects exist in the regression
analysis. First, there is a general significant discrimination effect for adolescents with a
migration background. For this group, the probability of obtaining a dual training place is on
average 6.7 percentage points lower than for adolescents without a migration background,
ceteris paribus (based on M2). However, the interaction between SDR and a migration background is not significant. Thus, the benefits of a lower SDR have an equal impact on adolescents with a migration background in comparison to those without a migration background.
Figure 4 illustrates this effect. Second, a significant interaction term between SDR and the
variable, whether both parents achieve no or a lower secondary educational school certificate
is measurable. This effect is positive, which means that the slope of predictive probabilities
depending on SDR for this group is higher than for adolescents whose parents achieved
higher school certificates. However, the relating significance level is only weak (< 10%) and
should be interpreted with caution. For parental ISEI-08, no effects are evident.
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Figure 4: Predicted Probabilities to Obtain a Dual
Training Place Depending on Migration Background
Note. Based on the regression model M3; due to the centring of the SDR, no real SDR values can be printed. The 0.0 represent
approximately the SDR mean in the non-imputed data set (SDR = 93.60%); confidence intervals as grey lines.

To prove H4, Table 3 shows the results of the multinomial logistic regression. The results
make it clear that any advantages in obtaining a dual training place due to increasing SDR is
significant and apparent for occupations that are characterized by a share of more than 5% of
vacant training places.
Table 3: Multinomial Logistic Regression to Explain the Initial Entry of 9th and 10th-Grade
School-Leavers Into Dual Training Places for Different Clusters of Hiring Challenges in Training
Occupations

Model

Low hiring challenges
(share of vacant training
places <= 2.5%)

Intermediate hiring
challenges (2.5% <
share of vacant training
places <= 5.0%)

Higher hiring challenges
(share of vacant training
places > 5%)

-.0014

.0033

.0055*

Regional training market condition
SDR

Educational qualification (reference category for the school certificate: intermediate secondary school certificate) and GPA
Qualified lower secondary school
certificate

-0.1263***

-.0484**

-.0005

No or regular lower secondary school
certificate

-0.2194***

-.0986***

-.0596***

GPA

-.0930***

.0040

.0296^

-.0368**

-.0125

-.0184

Social background characteristics
Migration background
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Both parents have no or lower
secondary school certificate

-.0159*

.0187

.0171

Max. Parental ISEI < 30

-.0259^

.0016

-.0009

Qualified lower secondary school
certificate * SDR

-.0028

.0028

-.0023

No or regular lower secondary school
certificate * SDR

-.0020

.0020

-.0061**

GPA * SDR

-.0001

.0013

.0030^

Migration background * SDR

.0002

-.0020

.0010

Both parents have no or lower
secondary school certificate * SDR

.0061

-.0018

.0017

Max. parental ISEI < 30 * SDR

.0016

.0004

-.0032

Perceptual speed (DGFC)

.0025

.0021

.0081

Reasoning (DGFC)

.0142*

.0110^

-.0070

Grade in mathematics

-.0317***

-.0118

.0125

Grade in German

.0137

-.0062

-.0062

Sex (female)

-.0828***

-.0718***

.0754***

Control for federal states

x

x

x

Pseudo R²

.071

Interaction terms

Control variables

Note. Reference group: Initial entry into transition sector; Significance levels: The significance levels refer to the AME coefficients: p *** < .001, ** < .01, * < .05, ^ < .1; unweighted but imputed data.

ISEI-08 values for the clusters with low und intermediate hiring challenges differ significantly
with the cluster with higher hiring challenges (evaluated by comparison of means, both tests
are significant on p < .001). For a more straightforward interpretation of this effect, Figure
5 includes box plots that compare the corresponding ISEI-08 values of the hiring challenge
clusters in the dataset. It becomes clear that adolescents in occupations with more than 5
percent of vacant training places have remarkably lower ISEI-08 values. Considering the results of Table 3, this indicates that easier entry conditions for dual training places due to a
lower SDR apply primarily for low-prestige occupations.
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Figure 5: Box Plot to Visualize Distributions of ISEI-08 Values in Hiring Challenge Clusters
Note. Due to outlier, the upper whisker is reduced to a maximum of 97.5% of the ISEI-08 distribution range.

6

Discussion

The analyses make it clear that the chances of obtaining a dual training place differ between
regional training markets and increase in competitive training markets with less demand.
This is in line with H1 and with previous research results (Beicht & Walden, 2018; Lex & Zimmermann, 2011). Nevertheless, the results reveal that the influence of the regional training
market condition becomes more apparent if the interactions with individual characteristics
of adolescents are modelled. In particular, beneficiaries are better-qualified adolescents. First,
adolescents with an intermediate educational qualification (intermediate secondary school
certificate) have the highest chances of obtaining a training contract in the dual system,
even if competition for company-based training among adolescents has decreased. Second,
the AME of adolescents in the lowest educational category (no or regular lower secondary
school certificate) is significantly lower than for adolescents with an intermediate educational qualification (intermediate secondary school certificate) in regard to obtaining a dual
training place if competition for company-based training among adolescents decreased. This
result is consistent with H2a.
The results in this article also allow for a more differentiated view in comparison to
previous research findings of the effects of regional differences in the training market. The
interaction of grades and the regional competitive situation in the training market is e specially
remarkable. If the predictive probability of obtaining a dual training place is p
 lotted a ccording
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to GPA levels and SDR for each educational qualification category (Figures 3) two effects become apparent. Adolescents with poor GPAs and intermediate educational qualifications, in
particular, benefit the most from decreased competition for company-based training among
adolescents, which is in line with H2b. For low-qualified adolescents, it depends on their
educational qualification category. The results for adolescents with no or regular lower secondary school certificates show only enhanced opportunities, even in cases where they have
poorer GPAs. Nevertheless, their probability of obtaining a dual training place generally remains under the level of both higher-level educational qualification categories. In sum, the
overall results show that applicant hierarchies (Thurow, 1972, 1975) are intact even in the
case of lower competition for company-based training among adolescents. This also means
that the integration of low-qualified adolescents into company-based training will rarely improve if competition for company-based training among adolescents decreases.
Different situations in the training market do not seem to influence the degree of social
disparities in accessing company-based training. In other words, when the competition for
training places is low, the likelihood of entering company-based training increases to the
same extent for both those who are more likely to face disparities in VET access (adolescents
of low-SES or with migration background) and for those who are not (adolescents of higher
SES or no migration background). Thus, the findings cannot support H3. Contrarily, the
results show little evidence for H3, as it applies to parental education. When training competition for training places is low, the likelihood of company-based training access increases to
a greater extent for adolescents whose parents were low-educated than for adolescents whose
parents were highly educated. It seems that the well-known disadvantages of low parental
education in access to VET (Seeber et al., 2019a) do not exist when competition for training
is low.
However, the analyses also illustrate that advantages in obtaining a dual training place
when lower competition for company-based training among adolescents arise especially in
occupations that are characterized by hiring challenges (confirmation of H4). Relating the
ISEI-08 values of those occupations indicates that those occupations characterized by low
prestige (against the background of the expected level of education and future income of
those occupations). This result is noteworthy because it shows that easier access to training
places due to relaxing market conditions should not always be interpreted as a gain in regards
to opportunity. Without participation in further training, trainees influenced by those advantages could be affected in their future career path with lower monetary outcomes as well
as social participation. However, this hypothesis requires further research.
Some further effects are remarkable in the order of the results of different clusters of
hiring challenges in training occupations. Regarding the access to lower-prestige occupations (training occupations with intermediate and higher hiring challenges), the migration
effect is not significant. This is noteworthy because this result indicates that an occupationally
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based segmentation effect exists for young migrants in company-based training. Therefore,
an occupational-based analysis of migration effects needs further engagement by research.
In addition, this study did not control for adolescents’ educational and occupational
choices. Adolescents (and their parents) likely consider the regional opportunity structures
in regard to deciding whether to apply for a training place (Glauser & Becker, 2016). Therefore, further research is necessary on the links between the educational and occupational
choices of adolescents on the one hand, and regional disparities in company-based training
access on the other. Additionally, the influence of market-induced ease-of-access in regards
to training offers on actual training success, labour market assessments, as well as career
development, have received little attention in research. Regarding the effects of this study,
less-demand competitive training markets could foster mismatches and therefore, frictions
in the training process as well as influencing career development.
We assume that our results allow international implications. Regional differences in
economic and demographic factors as well as limited geographical mobility of adolescents
do not only exist in Germany but also in other countries. Therefore, it would be promising
for further international research on the access to VET to additionally account for regional
training market conditions.
Moreover, the results are important for the understanding of developments of the
training market. Trends such as technological and sustainability transformation, structural-
economical change or global crisis like the COVID-19-Pandemic can change the supply for
as well as the demand for training places. On the one hand these trends and challenges lead to
changing qualification profiles and competences that are required of applicants. On the other
hand, adolescents’ expectations of VET can change. In this vein, training systems are facing
increasing pressure: In many countries within the OECD, a clear change in educational structures is visible (for example higher rates of tertiary education) (Musset & Kurekova, 2018;
OECD, 2014). As higher education and VET compete for potential demanders (Powell &
Solga 2010), the trend towards higher qualification can limit the demand for training places,
especially in countries with strong VET traditions. By decreasing the demand for companybased training places this development may lead to an excess supply of training places and,
thus, intensify the (regional) competition in the hiring of qualified trainees. However, in the
long term, this trend may also force more significant changes in the recruitment strategies of
companies, which is an additional future research objective.
Furthermore, educational policies for enhancing matching quality should be tailored
to prevent developments of the training market. For example, programs that enhance the
geographical mobility may be promising for those adolescents in training markets with excess
demand for training places. Another point concerns potential consequences of the training
process by a downgrading of hiring standards, because low-skilled adolescents have the
highest risk of a premature contract termination (Beicht & Ulrich, 2009; Rohrbach-Schmidt &
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Uhly, 2015). Therefore, strategies to promote the quality of training and professionalism of
personnel for in-company vocational training should be critically reflected. Furthermore, in
order to secure demand for skilled labour in the long term, strategies should be considered
to increase the attractiveness of VET.
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Abstract
Context: Dual VET systems are often praised for their labour market proximity because of
economic stakeholders’ involvement. However, when labour market requirements change rapidly, a lack of flexibility is attributed to them. This occurs in times of fast socio-technological
change like the current digital transformation. A repeatedly proposed measure to increase
system flexibility is to reduce the number of occupations and create broader occupational
profiles, for example, by combining similar occupations into so-called occupational fields.
However, little is known about actually establishing occupational fields.
Approach: Against this backdrop, we address the following research question: How was
an occupational field created? As Switzerland attempted to merge occupations over a
decade ago, we selected an information-rich and illuminative case concerning the research
question: The piano makers’ occupation as one of the first occupations required to merge
into an occupational field called musical instrument makers together with organ builders
and wind instrument makers. Based on a qualitative case study, we reconstruct the process of o
 ccupational field construction by combining expert interviews with comprehensive
document analysis and present its narrative.
Findings: Based on this case study, we contribute to the understanding of VET flexibilisation by detailing occupational field creation and identifying opportunities and challenges.
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Here, we pay special attention to the institutional work of the affected occupational association and identify the importance of preserving its collective occupational identity. Although
regulatory changes disrupted the piano makers’ occupation, the occupational association
reinstitutionalised it as part of the musical instrument makers’ occupational field. Over a
decade later, the piano makers reintroduced their former occupational title, which is deeply
connected to their occupational identity.
Conclusion: The results indicate that VET reforms that promote flexibilisation by creating
occupational fields encounter serious limitations in collectively governed dual VET systems.
In the Swiss system, occupational associations are core collective actors that rely on their
members’ voluntary work. To maintain these economic stakeholders’ necessary commitment to VET, their collective occupational identity, symbolized by their long-standing occupational title, needs to be preserved.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, VET, Flexibilisation, Occupational Association, Occupational Field, Institutional Work, Occupational Identity

1

Introduction

In collective skill formation systems such as those found in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, companies, intermediary organisations, and the state work together to provide vocational education and training (VET) (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012). To ensure VET is closely
linked to labour market needs, state actors delegate important tasks such as the definition of
occupational profiles to intermediary associations (employers’ or occupational associations
and trade unions), who assume an important role in administering, maintaining, and reforming these systems. These systems are also referred to as dual VET systems, because training
occurs not only at school but also in companies, mostly in the form of dual apprenticeships
(Gessler, 2017).
Further, dual VET systems are characterised by the occupational principle (Berufsprinzip),
which is a social identification and allocation instrument that ensures a close relationship
between certified occupational qualifications and employment activities (Severing, 2014;
Hellwig, 2008). Occupations impart a wide range of skills that go beyond a single firm’s needs
(Clarke, 2011; Clarke et al., 2013). This contrasts with, for example, liberal skill formation
systems such as the United States, in which VET is not collectively organised and comparatively narrow on-the-job training aimed at immediate workplace requirements prevails.
The close connection to the labour market via integrating economic stakeholders is o
 ften
seen as a strength of dual VET systems. Yet, when labour market requirements change rapidly, a lack of flexibility has recurrently been attributed to these systems. This is so, for
example, during fast socio-technological change like the current digital transformation. A
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repeatedly proposed measure to increase system flexibility is to reduce the number of occupations: For example, by defining core occupations or combining related training occupations
into so-called occupational families or occupational fields. This should broaden occupational
profiles to improve individual mobility in the labour market and increase training efficiency
(Maurer & Pieneck, 2013; Seufert, 2018).
In Switzerland, the flexibilisation of dual VET was attempted in the early 2000s (Häfeli &
Gasche, 2002). This allows us to examine an implemented process of flexibilisation in retrospect. As part of a major VET reform, the state administration wanted to reduce the number of occupations and to combine similar occupations into occupational fields and train
them together. As the occupational associations in Switzerland are responsible for defining
the occupational training content, this provoked substantial institutional work on their part.
Institutional work is the purposive action of individual and collective actors aimed at creating, maintaining, or disrupting institutions (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). The institutional
work perspective states that institutions—or, in our case, occupations—do not only need to
be purposefully and actively created and maintained, but their disruption and possible reinstitutionalisation also requires extensive work.
Against this backdrop, we address the following research question: How was an occupational field created? We investigate the case of the piano makers’ occupation, which had to
merge with organ builders and wind instrument makers into the occupational field of musical instrument makers, as an example of flexibilisation. The long-established traditional handicraft could not uphold the legitimacy of its individual apprenticeship and lost its distinct
occupational title in the merging process.
Based on this in-depth case study, we contribute to the understanding of flexibilisation
and occupational fields. We detail the process of occupational field construction and identify
opportunities and challenges. Here, we pay special attention to the institutional work of the
affected occupational association. A key finding is the importance of preserving its collective
occupational identity symbolised by its long-standing occupational title.

2

Conceptual Framework

2.1

Occupations and Collective Occupational Identities

Institutions are enduring elements of social life that provide templates for action, cognition,
and emotion (Lawrence et al., 2011). An occupation (Beruf) can be conceived of as being an
institution (Lawrence, 2004; Bechky, 2011). It is defined as "a formally recognized social category, with regulative structure concerning VET, qualifications, promotion and the range of
knowledge, both practical and theoretical, that is required to undertake the activities that fall
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within it" (Clarke, 2011, p. 103). It represents a division of labour, also referring to particular wage relations, social position, and social status. Apprenticeships define the educational
pathways that lead to occupations.
In collective skill formation systems, occupations are based on collective governance
where consensus-oriented and time-consuming decision-making involves key sectoral
stakeholders (Clarke et al., 2013). Particularly, intermediary organisations such as employer
organisations and labour unions occupy a pivotal role in collective governance. Employer
organisations are composed of firms or individual professionals and bring knowledge of the
skills required by the current economy into the negotiation of training content. Moreover,
they provide a platform for their members to exchange information and create shared understandings and normative expectations (Schmitter & Streeck, 1999). Thus, occupations are
social constructs resulting from negotiation processes, rather than mere representations of
activities found in the labour market (Dehnbostel, 2005; Schwarz & Bretschneider, 2014).
It is not only legal regulations but also norms, values, and cultural-cognitive elements that
underpin them (Nicklich & Fortwengel, 2017).
More particularly, occupations provide collective occupational identities. Identity, in general, can be understood as "a multi-dimensional classification or mapping of the human world
and our places in it, as individuals and as members of collectivities" (Jenkins, 2008, p. 5).
Occupational identity answers the question of who we are by way of what we do (Ashcraft,
2013). Occupations might be thought of as having collective selves and are distinguished
by collective identities. The definition of occupational competences implies constructing an
occupational image and shaping the respective professionals’ individual identities: "The occupational identity project (what is it that we do?) merges with occupational image (what do
we want them to think that we do?) and often entails a corresponding overhaul of individual
practitioner identity (who am I?)" (Ashcraft, 2013, p. 14). Individuals are influenced by a vocational habitus, which is informed by the respective vocational culture (Colley et al., 2003).
Consequently, individuals might also develop pride in their occupational affiliation.

2.2

Flexibilisation of Dual VET

In the last century, economic and technological development has led to an increasing number
of specialised occupations as a result of the differentiation and specialisation of work (Pahl,
2001). The increasing diversity of occupational profiles has repeatedly been a topic of VET
policy (Maurer & Pieneck, 2013). While employers are customarily interested in VET that
is closely tailored to their needs and allows apprentices to work productively as quickly as
possible, narrow occupational profiles can restrict individual mobility in the labour market.
Further, it is argued that constant technological change requires broader competencies. In
addition, a high number of occupations in dual VET systems raise costs for the public sector,
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as occupation-specific offers at VET schools are mostly publicly financed. The discussions,
therefore, revolve around how narrowly or broadly occupational profiles should be designed.
In the past, the social construct of "occupation" was repeatedly questioned (Wahle &
Walter, 2013). As a result of labour market changes over the last forty years, the erosion of the
occupational concept was discussed. In the 1970s and ’80s, flexibility was increased due to
the further mechanisation of the labour market and the pluralisation of employment careers.
In the 1990s, however, transformed in-company work organisation came into force, which
created a demand for broader vocational qualifications. Recent debates about individualised
employability were also seen as a departure from occupations as collective structural patterns
of the employment system. Nevertheless, the occupational construct proved to be resistant
and viable (Weiss, 2014).
Recently, demands for greater flexibility in VET have once more become popular (Seufert, 2018). It is argued that in the age of digital transformation, occupations change at high
speed, new occupations emerge, and existing ones die. More recent discussions relate the
flexibilisation of dual VET to reducing the number of training occupations by, for example,
grouping related occupations into core occupations, structuring occupations into occupational families or occupational groups, or to a (moderate to strong) modularisation of vocational training (Brötz et al., 2008; Euler & Severing, 2006; Hess & Spöttl, 2008; Pilz, 2005;
Seufert, 2018).
Constructing an occupational field is one attempt to raise flexibility and reduce c omplexity.
An occupational field unites occupations with certain similarities concerning activity, training path, and requirements (Häfeli & Gasche, 2002). In occupational fields, the training of
different occupations can be combined, but there also remains specialised content to account
for the peculiarities of individual occupations (Schwarz & Bretschneider, 2014). Constructing occupational fields should provide apprentices with broad skills, improve workers’ mobility within the field, and increase training and regulation efficiency. It should also improve
transparency by reducing the amount of information for young people who are about to
choose an occupation (Häfeli & Gasche, 2002). Further, there is discussion as to whether the
merging of related occupations into occupational fields calls for a new type of didactics in
VET schools (Barabasch & Baumeler, 2019).

2.3

Institutional Work and Disruption

As, in collective skill formation systems, occupations are negotiated by employer associations,
trade unions, and public authorities (Severing, 2014), collective actors perform institutional
work on their occupations. Therefore, flexibilisation measures of VET cannot be implemented
by the state without the concerned actors’ actual work.
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The institutional work perspective (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006; Lawrence et al., 2009, 2011,
2013) deals with various forms of institutional change and focuses on the role of actors in
these processes. It states that institutions need to be purposefully and actively created, maintained, and disrupted, and highlights the knowledgeable, creative, and practical work of
individuals and collective actors attempting to shape institutions. Institutional work involves reflexive awareness and effort and addresses cultural-cognitive, normative, and regulative institutional pillars (Scott, 2008). This theoretical perspective is especially interested in
studying institutional work that is "nearly invisible and often mundane, as in the day-to-day
adjustments, adaptations and compromises of actors" (Lawrence et al., 2009, p. 1).
The dissolution of a long-standing occupation is an institutional disruption process. Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) base their concept of institutional disruption work on Oliver’s
(1992) seminal contribution about deinstitutionalisation. She describes it as a "process by
which the legitimacy of an established or institutionalized organizational practice erodes or
discontinues" (Oliver, 1992, p. 564). From her perspective, organisations fail to continually
reproduce previously taken-for-granted actions. This might be the case when changes in
the political field, in laws and societal values, or functional economic considerations call
into question the legitimacy of a traditional practice. When the organisational environment
changes, deinstitutionalisation can be a pro-active and conscious response from organisations. If they have little influence on these changes, deinstitutionalisation can also be a
passive or even unconscious reaction.
Building on Oliver’s contribution, Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) identified practices that
actors use to disrupt institutions purposively, for example, disconnecting a practice from associated sanctions or rewards. With VET reform, such institutional disruption work occurs
if the state questions certain occupations’ legitimacy by redefining and re-regulating the process and requirements for designing occupational profiles.
However, it is also possible to disrupt existing institutions by developing new ones (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Deinstitutionalisation might foster institutional replacement (Oliver,
1992) or "repair work", which is maintenance work carried out to undo disruption (Micelotta
& Washington, 2013). Institutional replacement can also be achieved through reinstitutionalisation. Outsider-driven deinstitutionalisation, such as regulatory change, might destabilise
established practices (Maguire & Hardy, 2009; Greenwood et al., 2002). Organisations may
react by innovating and seeking solutions. These innovations need to be justified to gain
broader acceptance and legitimacy. New ideas and practices are only fully reinstitutionalised
when they become taken-for-granted as a natural and appropriate arrangement, embedded
and routinised, which allows their reproduction over time.
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The Swiss Context: VET Reform and Creating Occupational Fields

In the Swiss collective skill formation system, federal and regional authorities, the cantons, as
well as intermediary associations of labour market stakeholders are involved in VET governance. Federal authorities are responsible for strategically developing the VET system and
enacting the training ordinances, which are drafted by occupational associations. The 26
cantons organise and finance vocational schools, supervise host companies and offer career
counselling. In addition to training in firms and VET schools, inter-company courses provide training in industry-specific occupational skills.
Intermediary associations are the main actors concerned with defining occupational training content. This task is delegated to them based on the assumption that they know best
what the labour market needs and can ensure continuous VET adaption. Earlier research
identified three types of prominent associations in Switzerland, occupational associations,
which represent small firms and self-employed professionals, especially in the crafts and
domestic sector of the economy; company associations, which unite a sector’s firms; and
employee associations (Höpflinger, 1984). Contrary to other countries, intermediary associations in Swiss VET are typically organised along occupational (not sectoral) lines: Currently,
146 associations are responsible for at least one of the approximatively 240 initial VET occupations (Emmenegger et al., 2019; Jenkins, 2008). Occupational associations are, therefore,
important educational actors that shape the Swiss VET system (Strebel et al., 2019; Baumeler
et al., 2018).
Yet, a major vocational training reform in 2004 increased the role of the federal
administration regarding content definition: The administration introduced a standardised
procedure that all occupations had to follow by updating training content according to the
newly introduced training standards (Berner, 2013). One objective of this process was to
reduce the number of occupations. The demand for reducing the existing 300 occupations
emerged as a result of criticism of Swiss VET as being too inert, overregulated, and inflexible.
This would impede its adaption to rapid employment changes. In this context, it was expected that merging occupations would bring economic, educational, and regulatory benefits. It
would lead to broader basic training and less specialisation and, thereby, increase individuals’
employability and mobility on the labour market (Bundesrat, 2000). It was also argued that
higher numbers of apprentices per occupation and year would result in increased efficiency
in training, for example, in vocational schools. The public administration assumed that because of the smaller number of training regulations, there would be less documentation and
administrative work. This orientation was also informed by educational research (Häfeli &
Gasche, 2002). At the centre of the discussion were the 130 small occupations with fewer than
100 apprenticeships per year. Hence, the federal administration urged smaller occupational
associations to find synergies with similar occupations and carry out parts of VET together.
This led to the disruption of various occupations and the creation of new occupational fields.
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Method: Qualitative Case Study

We explore our research question by conducting a qualitative case study because we want to
identify how a flexibilisation measure—an occupational field—was actually created. Qualitative case studies provide a methodological approach that is especially suitable to answer
this question (Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2015). The aim of case study research is to conduct
in-depth analysis, focussing on the participants’ perspective (Harrison et al., 2017). It intends
to provide a comprehensive account that helps in understanding the phenomenon. Further,
qualitative approaches are suitable for the reconstruction of processes (Langley et al., 2013),
and involve questions such as how institutions, or occupations, emerge, develop, or terminate
over time.
We used purposeful sampling (Patton, 2015) to select a case that is information-rich and
illuminative concerning the research question: The piano makers’ occupation, which was one
of the first occupations that needed to merge into an occupational field after the 2004 VET
reform. In studying this case, we develop an in-depth understanding of the implementation
of a flexibilisation measure.
Typically, case studies use various data sources (Harrison et al., 2017). First, we analysed
official documents concerning VET reform to set the ground for our empirical study. Second,
we conducted semi-structured expert interviews (Bogner et al., 2009; Gläser & Laudel, 2010)
(see table 1) lasting between 47 and 127 minutes with a key representative of the occupational
association and two educational consultants who advised the occupational reform process.
The interview partners were selected for the following reasons: The key representative of the
occupational association was their managing director and the driving force behind the establishment of the occupational field. One educational consultant was active at the time when
the occupational field was founded and the other one at a later stage, at which the former
occupational titles were regained. We regarded them as experts because of their specialised
knowledge of the occupational reform process, which allowed us to reconstruct it.
We used an openly constructed interview guideline that encouraged interviewees to share
their experiences and their interpretations of the reform process. As we asked retrospective
questions about concrete activities in the disruption of the occupation, the creation of the
occupational field and the regaining of the former occupational title, we can reconstruct the
process according to their point of view from 2004 until today. We analysed the interviews
with regard to their perspective of key events in the process.
Although interviewees can provide information for detailing and interpreting activities
over time, they also have their shortcomings (for example, forgetfulness or inaccurate detail recollection, Roulston & Myungweon, 2018). Therefore, we triangulated our data with
a comprehensive document analysis (between-method triangulation, [Flick, 2018]). We included documents about the disruption of the piano makers’ occupation and the subsequent
creation of the occupational field called "musical instrument makers" from 1949 until today.
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Data sources were official communications (the magazines of the occupational association,
website, newspaper articles, government documents, and statistical information), as well as
documents that are not publicly available (minutes of meetings) (see table 1).
Table 1: Overview of the Various Data Sources
Expert Interviews

Archival Data

1 (127’), key representative of the occupational association
during the reform process

44 Magazines of the occupational association (2009-2020),

1 (49’), educational advisor of the reform process (early
stage)
1 (47’), educational advisor of the reform process (later
stage)

28 government documents (ordinances, education plans,
federal council decisions 1949-2019),
23 minutes of meetings of the musical instrument makers’
Commission for Occupational Development & Quality
(2010-2018),
13 newspaper articles,
2 statistical databases,
website of the occupational association musical instrument
makers

In total, we analysed 111 archival data. To characterise the broader context, data from two
statistical databases were used to determine the number of piano makers’ apprentices since
1965. The newspaper articles provided background information on the occupation and daily
work of piano makers and the international developments in the piano market.
To determine the chronology of the process, the analysis of the 28 official government
documents including ordinances, education plans and federal council decisions from 1949
to 2019, allowed the identification of the time course and the outcomes of the piano makers’
institutional work. Further, the analysis of the occupational association's website allowed the
identification of its self-presentation and statutes. Since 2009, the occupational association
has published its own magazine aimed at its member companies. Here, it was possible to
find more information about the main topics of the construction of the occupational field,
the opening of the VET school and the reasons for the re-implementation of the former
occupational titles. Furthermore, by accessing the minutes of the musical instrument makers’
Commission for Occupational Development and Quality from 2010-2018, we were able to
identify further information on decisions regarding adjustments to its apprenticeship.
In combining the different longitudinal data sources, we were able to reconstruct the process of occupational field construction. While the interview data made it possible to identify
the perspectives and explanations of key actors, we used the archival documents to identify
the context, chronology, outcomes and main topics of the process.
First, we ordered our data chronologically and identified three main stages of the reform process (disruption of the piano makers’ occupation, reinstitutionalisation within the
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 ccupational field, regaining their former occupational title). Second, we connected the difo
ferent phases with the interviewees’ interpretations. For each phase, we identified the major
themes that were important for the process, for example how it was decided which occupations should merge to an occupational field, what kind of institutional work was needed to
implement the occupational field and which processes and discussions led to the regaining
of the former occupational titles. As we used a qualitative research design, it also allowed
us to identify themes that emerged from the data, such as the importance of preserving the
collective occupational identity. The data was collected and analysed while abiding by ethical
research guidelines, such as informed consent and the preservation of anonymity (Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Soziologie, 2007).

5

Results

Piano making and tuning have always been a niche occupation with low numbers of apprentices. The association of the piano makers, founded in 1947, brings together around 240
piano makers and tuners from all Swiss language regions. It defines the content of vocational
training, arranges expertise, and organises events and further training. Management of the
association comprises mostly owners of small businesses who work on a voluntary basis.
Yet, while in the 20th century a piano still belonged in every good room, in the 1960s the
Swiss had to compete with imports from the Far East. Simultaneously, modern residential
construction meant larger pianos hardly found any room. Today, ten times more digital than
acoustic pianos are imported into Switzerland and musical instrument makers specialising in
the piano are mainly concerned with maintaining, repairing, and tuning these instruments
(Grossrieder, 2018).

5.1

Disruption of the Piano Makers’ Occupation

During the VET reform, the federal administration identified piano makers as one of the
small occupations that should be merged into an occupational field. They informed the
piano makers and tuners’ association that their occupation could no longer exist if it was not
integrated into an occupational field with other small craft occupations in the woodworking
sector. This started the outsider-driven deinstitutionalisation process and provoked substantial institutional work of the piano makers association.
Fearing their occupation would lose its recognition, the association first discussed p
 ossibly
abandoning their apprenticeship or stopping training in Switzerland and sending apprentices
to a German training centre. However, they rejected the latter idea with the argument that
training in Germany lasted only three years instead of four and thus would not offer the same
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training quality. Moreover, this training was not offered in French and, therefore, Frenchspeaking Swiss would be left behind.
Hence, the association decided to participate in the meetings organised by the public administration to determine whether merging with other wood occupations would be possible.
These first meetings revealed large differences in the individual occupational activities of
the present occupations. However, the occupations that built and maintained musical instruments showed more commonalities than other woodworking occupations. As the key
representative of the piano makers remembers:
So, we were the smallest occupations in the craft "working with wood". (...) We were
perhaps eight or ten occupations - and (the state administration) arbitrarily made this
division and put it in front of us. You are in this pot. And then, there was the phase of
anger and indignation. That was predicted to us in advance. Then, (…) the other occupations said, but you have 270 members. The organ builders’ association is also relatively
large. And the wind instrument makers are also bigger. They all only deal with music. And
we're supposed to have a common occupation? And we should learn how to tune? That's
nonsense. There was a lot of debate and there was the separation. Then we said, well, then
we'll found the occupational association of the musical instrument makers.
Consequently, as one of the first small occupations, the piano makers joined forces with the
wind instrument makers and the organ builders to create the occupational field of the musical
instrument makers, which implied founding a new umbrella occupational association. The
three occupational associations, the federal administration, and the cantons agreed to this
solution. Thus, they became pioneers in establishing an occupational field, which also meant
that piano makers started reinstitutionalising their apprenticeship within a larger framework.
However, merging came at a high price for piano makers. The federal administration did
not allow them to keep their long-standing occupational title. Instead, from then on, they
were called "musical instrument makers with a specialisation in piano making and tuning".
For the key representative of the piano makers, it was difficult and painful to communicate
this loss of identity to members of the association:
We are piano makers! We are not musical instrument makers! We didn't feel at home
there. But we had to swallow this toad. We on the board swallowed this toad at some
point and said: Okay, if there's no other way, then that's the way it is, then we'll bite the
bullet. But then, we suddenly had to stand there and present it to our people as if we were
deeply convinced of the whole story. That, of course, caused us trouble. That wasn't a
funny situation at all.
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5.2

Reinstitutionalisation Within an Occupational Field

Creating an occupational field involved merging three different occupational associations
with their respective apprenticeships, which required significant institutional work. The first
challenge was identifying common educational content for the different apprenticeships and
determining the areas in which occupation-specific education was required. Moreover, all
educational plans were to be elaborated in accordance with the new paradigm of competence
orientation, introduced in the early 2000s. The public administration supported the occupational reforms financially, which allowed for developing new educational plans and teaching
materials. An educational advisor was commissioned to provide support and the process was
initiated in accordance with the legal requirements. As the key representative of the piano
makers’ association remembers:
One of the most difficult tasks was to draw up the education ordinance and plan. We had
to be competence-oriented. We knew we had to glue, drill, mill, saw, regulate (...). And we
had to define the competences. We didn't know that. (...) We had to do this integration of
the different occupations. We had to determine which competencies we could teach at the
beginning and where it began to separate. It's like a pyramid that we have a wide stick at
the beginning. We all work with wood. We all have musical history. So at the beginning,
we could put all apprentices into one class and then with the years of the apprenticeship, it
separated more and more. We proceeded exactly according to this scheme. That was one
of the most difficult and demanding activities.
A reform commission, including representatives of the federal administration and the
cantons, the presidents and examination experts of the associations, as well as some teachers
and the Swiss trade association, was formed. They held detailed discussions on merging the
occupations because of the novelty of the procedure.
Further, the musical instrument makers had to find a location for their new vocational
school and training centre. Only the thirteenth attempt was successful. Whereas several
cantons rejected an application, one canton saw the musical instrument makers’ request as
an opportunity to revive a semi-vacant agricultural vocational school. To equip the school
with training material and a new workshop, the occupational association of the piano makers
convinced private sponsors who donated a considerable amount of money.
Implementing occupational reform reached the limits of the voluntary system. As the key
representative of the piano makers’ association states:
It has always gone sharp to the maximum pain threshold. So the hours we needed are
simply God's wages. Everyone knew that he was doing it for his occupation. That it was
like a matter of honour that you just do that. That one likes to do that. So, in the sense. But
we could never hire people at the wage they actually needed. Never.
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It became clear that professional management of the musical instrument makers’ umbrella
organisation was indispensable because the organisation’s members, who had previously
worked voluntarily, were no longer able to cope with the additional workload and the loss of
income while doing institutional work. As one educational advisor explains:
The piano makers are mostly sole proprietors. Few are employed in larger companies (...).
If someone (…) worked for the association, then nothing happened in his business and
he would earn no money.
This meant that paid staff had to be hired. However, the associations’ membership fees were
insufficient to finance the administration of the umbrella association. Because the VET Act
newly permitted establishing a mandatory VET fund to which all companies must c ontribute,
regardless of whether they train apprentices or not, the occupational association decided to
set up such a scheme to raise additional funds. This led to some contestations and, finally,
a person who did not want to pay was sued. As the key representative of the piano makers’
occupational association remembers:
There was also someone who wanted to take it to the extreme and said: I certainly won't
pay anything! I don't have any employees and I don't repair anything! Then someone he
didn't know brought him a trumpet and he said: Of course I can fix it! There we had the
proof! Then he went to court and then came the moment of truth. Does the system work?
We were anxious about this moment, because we thought if the court said no, then the
whole thing would collapse like a house of cards. But the court said that's right what you
did. It's quite clear, he has to pay.
In addition, the association argued that importers of musical instruments also benefitted
from the good education in Switzerland. Because they had an interest in skilled workers able
to maintain the instruments, the association got a levy from these firms.
Finally, the musical instrument makers’ apprenticeship with five specialisations (wind
instrument making, wind instrument repair, piano making, organ building, organ pipe
building) came into force in 2008. Since then, the training consists of a basic study course,
organised with other instrument makers, and specific learning content concerning piano
making and tuning. On average, 12 apprentices per year start the musical instrument makers’
apprenticeship nationwide. During their training, apprentices build an acoustic piano and
thus gain in-depth knowledge of the structure and interaction of the instrument’s individual parts. The lessons in the training centre are held bilingually and the learning material is
available in German and French.
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5.3

Regaining Their Former Occupational Title

The new VET Act stipulates that all training occupations must be reviewed and adapted
at regular intervals. In 2014, a review of the apprenticeship "musical instrument maker"
was carried out. Questionnaires for evaluating the apprenticeship were sent to workplace
trainers, VET teachers, and examiners as well as to apprentices. The results were pleasing and
the apprenticeship was rated as good to very good. Around 50% of the apprentices stayed
with their companies after completing their training. However, it was criticised that still no
common occupational identity as musical instrument makers had developed.
The association of the musical instrument makers decided to revise their apprenticeship and set up a new training ordinance. The most important aim was to regain their former occupational titles. Therefore, all competencies had to be newly described and approved s eparately for each occupation within the occupational field. The VET content did not
change much and cooperation between the individual occupations continued. However, they
were no longer called "musical instrument makers". Since 2020, the individual occupations
have again a diploma on which their former occupational title (for example, piano maker) is
written. As the key representative of the piano makers’ association explains:
Therefore, it's just—we then have our family name again. That's the most important thing
that changes that way. There are several other things that change, but that was for the
piano builder family and the organ builder family such a flaw. This flaw is now being
abolished.
Finally, from the point of view of an educational advisor, it was possible to find synergies in
cross-occupational competences (e.g., customer consulting, music history) and then train
them at a common school location. However, having created an occupational field did not
allow musical instrument makers more labour market flexibility because the occupational
competences remained too specific, even if partially trained together:
The public administration wants, (...) that there are synergies and that people become
more mobile. But an organ builder is completely different from a piano builder. Sorry, you
can't use an organ builder as a piano builder in a rush, and you won't be able to do that in
the future either.
Thus, in the case of the musical instrument makers, creating an occupational field only
reached one of the intended aims of the policy reform by increasing training efficiency, but
there was no higher labour market mobility for trained workers.
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Discussion and Conclusion

Dual VET systems are often praised for their proximity to the labour market because of economic stakeholders’ involvement. Nevertheless, they are criticised for being too complex and
slow in times of a rapidly changing world of work. The differentiation into many specialised
occupations is regarded as being inert, regulation-intensive, and inflexible. One repeatedly
proposed solution is to reduce the number of occupations. This is supposed to increase
training efficiency and workers’ mobility.
The case of the piano makers shows how a regulatory reform delegitimised the existence
of a long-standing handicraft occupation. Although the implementation of the flexibilisation measure was influenced by pedagogical concepts, it was carried out top-down by an
administrative logic. The piano makers, therefore, needed to merge with other occupations
into an occupational field. Yet, the occupation did not just disappear. Rather the piano makers’
association developed institutional work to reinstitutionalise their occupation.
Once the small occupations of the piano makers, wind instrument makers and organ
builders were disrupted by public administrations’ request to merge, their occupational
associations started developing innovative solutions. First, they established a new umbrella
association and identified synergies in the training content of the individual occupations. This
resulted in developing a new training ordinance. In addition, they had to establish the training infrastructure for common vocational schooling. The new training ordinance r equired
purchasing equipment and producing bilingual teaching materials to train all Swiss apprentices together in one location. In addition, VET schoolteachers and workplace trainers had to
attend further training. This preparatory work was needed for creating new training routines
and embedding the musical instrument makers’ apprenticeship in the existing e ducational
landscape. Yet, creating training regulations and establishing the new infrastructure demanded too much voluntary work. This led to professionalisation of the new umbrella association
for which paid staff was hired. Moreover, to finance the equipment and staff, the occupational
associations needed to raise additional resources.
Importantly, the federal administration initially obliged them to abandon their traditional
occupational title of piano makers in favour of the new occupational field title "musical instrument makers". However, the association members’ occupational identity and pride fuelled
their commitment and motivated them to work for their association voluntarily. Our case
study suggests their occupational title is so important to their identity that the piano makers were ready to face additional administrative workload to re-introduce it over ten years
following the creation of the occupational field. With this step, they completed their reinstitutionalisation work that finally resulted in establishing a new form of training together with
other occupations that, nevertheless, leads to the traditional occupational titles.
In sum, the case study of occupational field creation revealed the following o
 pportunities
and challenges: Synergies in the area of vocational schooling, which increased efficiency,
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were achieved. Yet, from the perspective of the association, this increased efficiency of VET
schooling was initially outweighed by the workload and need for additional financial resources for establishing the new training ordinance and infrastructure. Moreover, the attempt
to create a new collective occupational identity for musical instrument makers failed and
training in this occupational field does not seem to allow for greater occupational mobility.
What can we learn from this single case study about the broader topic of flexibilisation of
VET? How can the findings of the case study be transferred to other situations in different
contexts (in the sense of transferability as a qualitative approach to generalization [Maxwell
& Chmiel, 2014; Schreier, 2018])? As with every qualitative research, the presented case study
is highly contextualised.
Switzerland's collective skill formation system relies heavily on the involvement of
occupational associations to which central tasks are delegated (e.g., the definition of vocational curricula, responsibility for providing apprenticeships). Thus, implementing reforms
to flexibilise VET requires cooperating with these associations, which may develop institutional work to resist change, maintain their position, or reinstitutionalise their occupations.
Policy measures informed by educational-conceptual considerations may reach limits when
the motivations of the executing actors are not considered. To reduce complexity and the
number of occupations, public authorities are confronted with the specific needs of a large
number of, mainly small, occupational associations. Importantly, many of these occupational associations rely on members carrying out voluntary work. Our findings suggest that
members’ voluntary engagement is fostered by connection to their occupational identity and
pride. If their occupational identity is not preserved, occupational associations may engage
in institutional work to reinstitutionalise it or, if they fail to do so, they might no longer be
committed to offering apprenticeships and their members might lose their willingness to
train. Consequently, if flexibilisation measures, such as the creation of occupational fields,
threaten occupational identities, this may drive the system away from its voluntary c haracter
towards a system that is based on more professional, paid work—which may ultimately
increase training costs.
In conclusion, the flexibilisation measure of creating an occupational field at least partially calls into question the occupational principle that underpins dual VET systems. Thus,
such a policy measure cannot be implemented without considering the governance structure
of the respective VET system. Occupational titles that reflect the collective identity of occupational associations respect the crucial role of these intermediary organisations. Therefore,
this case study indicates that policymakers may need to strike a balance between searching
for training synergies and respecting occupational identities.
Our study points out that a reconstruction of the implementation process of other occupational fields could yield important insights for future flexibilisation measures. It highlights
aspects that should first be assessed together with the affected occupations when initiating
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the implementation of new occupational fields. Where are actual benefits to be expected?
What level of work and costs does such a reform trigger? Are apprentices also employable in
related occupations after training in an occupational field? The consequences of not respecting or consulting occupational experts may be that the measures taken are not sufficiently
labour market–oriented, and that implementation fails due to a lack of commitment on the
part of those concerned. For the associations of small occupations whose existence may
be threatened, this means that they must recognise important pillars of their occupational
identity at an early stage and protect them accordingly, vis-à-vis the authorities. In times
of reform and change, it is important that the associations involve their members in these
processes to secure their commitment. Finally, it is important to emphasise that there is also
something to be gained: The creation of occupational fields can certainly lead to positive
experiences and synergy with other, similar occupations, and trigger a surge of professionalisation. However, as only little is known about the actual implementation of flexibilisation
measures in dual VET, further research is needed to identify opportunities and challenges
within the different contexts of other dual VET systems.
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Abstract
Context: There are currently two low-threshold vocational education and training (VET)
options in Switzerland for young people at risk: A two-year programme for a Federal VET
certificate and a practical training programme designed for young people with special needs.
In the present study, we looked at transitions from these programmes to the labour market.
Possible influences on objective and subjective indicators of career success, such as social
background, personal disposition, and training, were considered.
Methods: Data were collected from 418 apprentices in the French- and German-speaking
parts of Switzerland at three measurement points: t1, at the beginning of training; t2,
upon completion of training; and t3, 10 months later. Participants responded to a written
questionnaire.
Findings: Ten months after completing their apprenticeships, the majority of participating
young people were either employed or continuing their education. Results of the multinomial logistic and linear regressions showed a differentiated, rather than uniform, picture
depending on the criteria for career success. The background factors of gender and school
(9th grade) were associated with objective success after the apprenticeship ended but not
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with subjective career success (hypothesis 1). For the variables concerning person disposition and agency (hypothesis 2), we found two plausible associations: A positive attitude towards life helped with unemployment avoidance and a highly self-rated school performance
was associated with later satisfaction. As predicted in hypothesis 3, situational factors related
to the VET company and school showed a number of significant but sometimes weak associations with objective and subjective career success. Additionally, competencies and support
of VET trainers related to continuance in the learned profession.
Conclusions: The career development paths of young people are influenced by various
background and personality factors, as well as the training situation. VET trainers should
be aware of their crucial role and understand how their interventions affect apprentices’
self-perceptions and perceptions of their learned professions, which consequently influence
their motivations and career aspirations. The situation at the VET school (as a learning and
social place) is equally important, especially because of the aim to increase permeability
for further training. Young people not in employment, education or training (NEET) are
of particular concern. Even though this group is smaller in Switzerland than in most other
countries, a number of problematic symptoms can be detected during apprenticeship that
point to the need for the prevention of a later NEET status.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, VET, Special Education, Career Development, Outcomes of Education and Training, Employment

1

Introduction

The transition from school to work has become a political issue in Switzerland because of its
lengthening and complexification (Bergman et al., 2011; Sacchi & Meyer, 2016). In this context, transition is an even bigger challenge for young people with special educational needs,
those with a migration background, and youth at risk in general (Hofmann & Schellenberg,
2019; Bynner, 2012; Schmid, 2020). These young people may have specific problems finding
suitable apprenticeships and fulfilling the relevant requirements. Furthermore, they have a
higher risk of dropping out of training programmes (Hupka & Stalder, 2011). This situation
is not unique to Switzerland; it is a concern for other European countries also (Bergman et
al., 2011; Fasching et al., 2017). Accordingly, there is much concern about young people who
do not succeed—those who are not employed or receiving education or applicable training
(NEET status; Carcillo & Königs, 2015). Moreover, there is still insufficient information
about the career development of youths with special educational needs, especially regarding
factors that facilitate the transition from VET to the labour market for this group.
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Qualifications at the upper secondary level have proven to be one especially important factor
for labour market opportunities (Carcillo & Königs, 2015). In this context, "dual" systems
for apprenticeship training with two learning places—the training company and the vocational school—have turned out to be particularly successful (Robson, 2010). In Switzerland,
two-thirds of young people follow this pathway after completing their compulsory schooling
(Stalder & Nägele, 2011). Youths with special needs, as well as those with linguistic or behavioural difficulties, are often guided towards a two-year programme with a federal VET
certificate, which is a low-threshold alternative to the three- or four-year federal VET diploma (Hofmann & Müller, 2017; Hofmann, 2019). Apprenticeship training follows a standardised programme focused on practical activities and can be fulfilled for approximately fifty
occupations. When this programme was introduced, experts in the field of special education
were concerned about the increased demands. As a consequence, the association of institutions for people with handicaps, INSOS (Nationaler Branchenverband der Institutionen
für Menschen mit Behinderung), introduced another two-year programme called "Practical Training" to bridge the gap to the basic federal VET programme. Both low-threshold
programmes aim to improve employability and to ensure that young professionals meet the
demands of the labour market in their learned professions. The results of a previous longitudinal study (Kammermann, 2010) confirmed that the chances of finding jobs in firms other
than the training firms have increased; permeability for further training has also improved.
Nevertheless, 12% of the young people in this study were unemployed after completing their
apprenticeships—a higher figure than the average unemployment rate of 6% for those aged
15-24 years in Switzerland (BFS, 2019).
This highlights the importance of knowing more about other important influencing
factors related to the transition from VET to employment. Besides social background and
individual resources, support and counselling are important for promoting a smooth transition for this special group of young people, according to previous studies (Kammermann,
2010). In this paper, we refer to a socio-ecological model in which dimensions of agency,
as well as social resources in the proximal settings of the social context (family, migration),
are considered (Schoon & Lyons-Amos, 2017). During the transition period, the training or
work setting can also be important (Fouad & Bynner, 2008). According to a previous study in
the context of low-threshold apprenticeships, skill variety and support from the trainer play
important roles in career development following the completion of training (Hofmann et al.,
2014). Moreover, a general question remains regarding how to measure career success or successful school-to-work transition for disadvantaged young people. Typically, career success is
differentiated by objective (e.g. status, salary) and subjective aspects (e.g. career satisfaction)
(Ng et al., 2005). However, Heslin (2005) avers that the different contexts of work life should
also be taken into account. For the training period, perseverance and successful completion,
as well as entry into a job or further training (e.g. higher vocational education), are important
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objective indicators (Häfeli & Schellenberg, 2009). It is also important to consider if young
people are finding adequate jobs in their professions or if they have to take any job they can
get. Subjective indicators are, for example, training satisfaction or later work satisfaction.

2

Theoretical Background

2.1

Social Background

First, we look at how background factors, such as socioeconomic status or parental interest,
migrant status, or region, influence career success early in one’s career. Research results confirm the persistent effect of socio-demographic factors that shape school and p
 rofessional
success and, especially, the pathway to higher academic education (Becker & Schulze, 2013;
Nägele et al., 2018). Specifically, in a comparison of different OECD countries (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development), NEET status is influenced by such
background factors as the socioeconomic level of parents (status) and parental education
(Carcillo & Königs, 2015). In British longitudinal studies, parental education and parental
interest in a child’s education play significant roles in predicting different educational paths,
especially NEET status (Bynner & Parsons, 2002; Schoon & Lyons-Amos, 2017). In the Swiss
TREE panel study, socioeconomic background, migrant status, gender, and region were
influential for career success (Hupka-Brunner et al., 2015; Meyer, 2018). A German study
shows disadvantages of migrant youth (especially the first generation) in a comparison with
non-migrant youth, even when other influencing factors, such as social origin, are taken
into account (Beicht & Walden, 2019). Finally, the influence of gender on career success has
repeatedly been demonstrated. In most measures, existing studies show disadvantages for
women (Meyer, 2018; Robson, 2010; Schoon & Lyons-Amos, 2017).
Another important predictor of NEET status (more generally, later career success) is
the individual’s educational achievement during compulsory schooling (Bynner & Parsons,
2002; Häfeli & Schellenberg, 2009). Educational achievement is influenced by socioeconomic
background and migrant status, but even when these factors are controlled for, early school
success is linked to later career success. This holds true also for students with disabilities
or special educational needs (SENs). Early tracking into special classes—compared to inclusive schooling—has negative long-term effects on VET entry or self-esteem for students
with matched abilities and family backgrounds (Eckhart & Sahli Lozano, 2014). However, in
another Swiss study, apprentices from SEN backgrounds had a similar rate for labour market
entry when compared with those of non-SEN backgrounds, even though they experienced
a slower start (Hofmann & Häfeli, 2015). These groups completed a two-year Federal VET
certificate, which seemed to be well-suited to the needs of disadvantaged youth.
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Individual Disposition and Agency

The literature on career success shows the influence of a variety of personality characteristics,
such as cognitive ability, personality traits, and learning motivation (Ng et al., 2005; Roberts
et al., 2007).
An American study shows that disability—specifically, cognitive/learning disability,
rather than physical disability—is strongly connected to disadvantaged pathways, mainly because it affects educational attainment and has effects consistently larger than several sociodemographic indicators (Erickson & MacMillan, 2018). In Switzerland, high Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA) reading literacy scores at the end of compulsory
schooling are strong predictors for enrolling in tertiary education later (Hupka-Brunner et
al., 2015; Meyer, 2018). However, results from the same dataset also show that even young
people with low or exceptionally low reading literacy scores can successfully complete vocational education in the Swiss context (Buchholz et al., 2012).
Noncognitive skills (i.e. personality traits, such as conscientiousness, emotional stability, and openness) are just as predictive as cognitive ability or socioeconomic background
for a range of outcomes, including educational attainment, labour market performance, and
health status (Ng et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2007). These general findings from meta-analytic
studies are supported in a review on NEET research (Carcillo & Königs, 2015). In a German
project, the important role of personality traits and vocational interests in securing success
(satisfaction and dropout intention) in the first months of VET is demonstrated (Volodina
et al., 2015). However, a Dutch study on vocational education cites no significant association between first-year dropout cases and, respectively, personality traits and cognitive skills
(Eegdeman et al., 2018).
Self-efficacy and learning motivation are concepts related to certain personality traits,
such as conscientiousness and emotional stability. School engagement and academic selfconcepts (as indicators of self-efficacy) are associated with distinct pathways (such as NEET),
according to an English study (Schoon & Lyons-Amos, 2017).

2.3

Factors Related to Vocational Training and Work

In addition to influences from social background or personality traits, situational factors
related to vocational training and work can be important (Humphrey et al., 2007). These
factors would be particularly relevant for the design and improvement of training. A first
characteristic of the interaction between the person and work situation is the person-
environment fit (PE fit). Results in a heterogeneous sample of French employees indicate that
PE fit relates positively to job satisfaction and negatively to burnout and turnover intention
(Andela & van der Doef, 2018). Among Swiss apprentices, perceived fit with the occupation
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is a good predictor of job satisfaction and the intention to complete training (Nägele & Neuenschwander, 2015).
Various workplace characteristics (e.g. learning opportunities, autonomy, and skill
variety) seem to have positive outcome effects (Humphrey et al., 2007). In a Swiss study
on VET careers, learning opportunities—not socio-demographic factors—predicted engagement in higher vocational education (Nägele et al., 2018). Additionally, job resources (influence at work and opportunities for development) seem to protect against occupational
turnover in the European nursing sector, whereas job demands (emotional demands and
work-home-interference) are positively related to turnover (Van der Heijden et al., 2018).
For Swiss apprentices with lower qualifications, skill variety relevant to the workplace and
absence of stress while in vocational school contribute to staying employed after VET or
continuing with further training (Hofmann & Häfeli, 2015; Stalder, 2012).
Finally, social support in the training environment is important, especially for young
people with learning or other difficulties (Hofmann et al., 2014). It has been shown to influence competency development in vocational school (Neuenschwander et al., 2007), selfesteem (Linnehan, 2003), and future career satisfaction (Ng et al., 2005). Results of a Swiss
study showed that the VET teacher’s support was directly and indirectly related to career
aspirations at the end of an apprenticeship, whereas the VET trainer’s support influenced
career aspirations only indirectly (Hofmann et al., 2014).

2.4

Hypotheses

The meta-analysis by Ng et al. (2005) showed that socio-demographic factors and "human
capital" (e.g. training/work-related experience) tended to influence objective career success,
whereas organisational support and stable personality traits were likely to predict subjective
career success. Accordingly, Schoon and Lyons-Amos (2017) argued that if the demands of
the developmental transitions are not matched to the capabilities of the individual or if they
amplify previous difficulties, there can be a negative effect on mental health and well-being.
This argument also refers to the concept of fit and perception of fit, a central theme in works
on transition and training paths (Neuenschwander & Gerber, 2014). The fit between the requirements of training paths and the skills and interests of targeted youths is an important
influencing factor on subjective and objective career success. Based on the literature cited, we
assumed the following:
1. Socio-demographic factors (e.g. gender, parental education, migration status) have only
a marginal influence on objective career success because earlier selection processes are
more crucial.
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2. Individual disposition (e.g. effort/concentration, life attitude) influence subjective career
success.
3. Training and work conditions (e.g. skill variety, fit perception) have an influence on
objective and subjective career success.
Figure 1 summarises the influencing factors relevant in the context of this study.
Apprenticeship Situation t1–t2
– VET company: Stress, competencies of VET
trainer, variety at work
– VET school: Stress, support from VET teacher,
variety at school
– Fit perception with learned profession
Backgroung (t1)
– Country of birth (Switzerland vs. foreign country)
– School career (last year at regular vs. special
school/school abroad)

– Gender

Person (apprentice) t1–t2
– Positive attitude towards life
– Effort/concentration at work/school
– Self-rated performance in work/school

Professional
Situation (t3)
Objective:
Work (learned
profession, other),
further education,
unemployed status
Subjective:
Satisfaction with
occupational
situation

Figure 1: Relationships Between Background, Apprenticeship
Situation, Persons, and Later Occupational Situation

3

Method

3.1

Participants and Procedures

Data were collected in the French- and German-speaking parts of Switzerland from four sectors of the federal VET certificate and practical training: Gastronomy, joinery, home economics, and building. These four sectors (out of approximately 50 occupations) were chosen for
different reasons. They are numerically important (number of contracts) and some were already taken into account in previous studies, which allows for comparisons. The sectors vary
in their content and in their gender composition. Furthermore, there is much concern about
the number of early interruptions of the training in the building and gastronomy sector,
which is an important question for the whole study. For our analyses, sectors were not taken
into account because there were no indications of differences between sectors c oncerning
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the question of how different factors relate to career outcomes. There were three measurement points. The first (Tt1) took place in autumn 2016 when participants were beginning
their two-year vocational training programme. T1 took place at the Vocational School with
788 participants that responded to a written questionnaire in a classroom setting (everybody present on that day, thus response rate was 100%). They were asked about their backgrounds, career choices, and current apprenticeship situations. The researchers were present
during data collection to provide assistance. T2 took place in spring 2018 at the end of the
training programme (714 participants)1. The procedure was the same as that for t1. Apprentices were asked about their situations at school and companies; additionally, they were asked
about their future perspectives. T3 followed in summer 2019, 10 months after training ended
(424 participants)2. Each participant received a letter and questionnaire. Those who did not
answer were contacted by phone and asked to respond orally to the questions. Again, they
were asked about their current situations.
In this study, data of persons who participated either in all three measurement points, or
at t1 and t3, or at t2 and t3, were included in the analyses (a total of 418 participants). The
mean age of participants at t1 was 18.97 years (SD = 4.33); 40.4% were females. Regarding
the qualification level, 81.6% were basic VET certificate learners and 18.4% were practical
training learners. Sectors were represented as follows: 23.4%, joinery; 19.9%, building; 29.7%,
gastronomy; and 25.4%, home economics. Additionally, 1.7% were from other training
sectors.

3.2

Measures

Background
At t1, all participants were asked about country of birth, educational backgrounds of their
parents, and school setting for each year of compulsory education (regular school, special
school, or special classes).
Stress at the VET Company
Stress at the VET company was measured with a scale based on research by Semmer et al.
(1999) consisting of five items (e.g. "Time-pressure at work is high", "I have to do difficult
things that I have not yet learned"). Participants answered on a Likert scale ranging from 1 =
"very rarely/never" to 5 = "very often". At t1, Cronbach’s α was .75; at t2, it was .76.
1 Some apprentices prematurely dropped out of the VET, others entered because they were downgraded from the VET d
 iploma,
thus the composition of the sample changed.
2 The analysis of missing data shows no significant systematic dropouts regarding gender, former school career, migration
background, sectors. This is also true for the scales that we used in our analyses with one exception: Perceived fit is higher for
participants compared to non-participants (only answering at t1 or at t1 and t2).
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VET Trainers’ Competencies
Participants responded to four items on a scale measuring the competencies of the VET
trainer, based on Neuenschwander et al. (2001) and adapted by Stalder et al. (2011). Sample
items included "My VET trainer is able to explain things well" and "My VET trainer has time
to answer my questions". Answers on a Likert scale ranged from 1 = "do not agree at all" to
4 = "fully agree". At t1, Cronbach’s α was .82; at t2, it was .87.
Skill Variety at Work
Variety at work was measured with a scale developed by Prümper et al. (1995). The three
items were as follows: "At work, I can learn a lot of new things", "My work varies", and "At
work, I can use my knowledge and my skills fully". Answers on a five-point-scale ranged from
1 = "very rarely/never" to 5 = "very often". At t1, Cronbach’s α was .69; at t2, it was .71.
Stress at the VET School
Stress while attending VET school was measured with a scale based on Semmer et al. (1999).
It consisted of five items (e.g. "The subjects of the lessons change so fast"; "I have trouble
keeping up"). Participants answered on a Likert scale ranging from 1 = "very rarely/never" to
5 = "very often". At t1, Cronbach’s α was .81; at t2, it was .78.
Support From the VET Teacher
Support from the VET teacher was measured with one item based on a scale developed by Frese (1999) and adapted by Stalder et al. (2011). The introductory question was "How interested
are the following persons in your training situation?", followed by a list of supportive persons,
including the teacher. Answers on the Likert scale ranged from 1 = "not at all" to 4 = "very".
Skill Variety at School
Variety at school was measured with a scale developed by Prümper et al. (1995). The two
items were as follows: "I can learn a lot in class" and "The lessons are varied". The answer
format was a scale ranging from 1 = "very rarely/never" to 5 = "very often". Cronbach’s α was
.58 at t1 (r = .42) and .58 (r =. 41) at t2.
Perceived fit
The person–occupation fit was measured with five items from Neuenschwander et al. (2013)
describing how well an occupation fits in terms of an individual’s personality and abilities
(e.g. "My apprenticeship training fits my personality"). The scale for responses ranged from
1 = "do not agree at all" to 4 = "fully agree". At t1, Cronbach’s α’was .82; at t2, it was .84.
Effort/Commitment at Work
Effort and commitment at the company were measured with two items: "Good performance
at the VET company is important to me" and "I show great effort at the VET company" (scale
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adapted by Moser, 1997). The answer format was a scale from 1 = "do not agree at all" to 4 =
"fully agree". Cronbach’s α was .55 at t1 (r = .39) and .59 (r = .42) at t2.
Self-Rated Performance at Work
Self-rated performance at the VET company was evaluated with one item (i.e. "How do you
assess your own performance at work?"); participants answered on a Likert scale ranging
from 1 = "very bad" to 6 = "very good".
Effort/Concentration at School
Effort and concentration at school were measured with four items based on an adapted scale
by Moser (1997). Sample items include "I show great effort at school" and "I concentrate fully
at school". The answer format was a scale from 1 = "do not agree at all" to 4 = "fully agree". At
t1, Cronbach’s α was.76; at t2, it was .80.
Self-Rated Performance in School
To measure self-rated performance in VET school, we developed a two-item scale with the
following: "How do you assess your own performance in occupation-specific knowledge classes?" and "How do you assess your own performance in general subject classes?". Answers on
the Likert scale ranged from 1 = "very bad" to 6 = "very good.". Cronbach’s α was .71 at t1 (r
= .55) and .66 (r = .49) at t2.
Positive Attitude Towards Life
A positive attitude towards life was measured with four items based on a scale from Grob et
al. (1991). Sample items include "Whatever happens, I can see the good side of it" and "I like
to live". The Likert scale ranged from 1 = "totally wrong" to 5 = "totally true". At t1, Cronbach’s
α was .72; at t2, it was .77.
Objective Situation at t3
The former apprentices described their actual occupational situations by selecting one of
several options (e.g. working in their learned profession3, undertaking further education in
the learned profession or another educational field, unemployed, etc.).
Satisfaction With the Situation at t3
Satisfaction with one’s situation was measured with an adapted item based on Kammermann
et al. (2009). The introductory question was different depending on the situation. For participants in work situations, it was "How satisfied are you with your situation at work?"; for
participants pursuing further education, it was "How satisfied are you with your training situation?". For all others (NEET), it was "How satisfied are you with your situation?". Answers
ranged from 1 = "extraordinarily unsatisfied" to 7 = "extraordinarily satisfied".
3 Learned profession means that the former apprentices work in the same field where their training took place.
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For our analyses, we computed the means of the two scales (t1 and t2) and entered these new
variables as independent variables. Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations
between all included independent variables are presented in Table 1. Correlations between
the variables were weak to moderate.
Table 1: Descriptions of and Correlations Between Independent Variables
N

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1

Stress at work

417

2.66

.67

-

2

Competencies of
VET trainer

409

3.34

.57

-.12*

-

3

Variety at work

417

3.92

.63

.02

.52**

-

4

Stress at school

414

2.28

.74

.42**

.04

-.01

-

5

Support from
VET teacher

414

3.33

.71

.07

.11*

.18**

.10*

6

Variety at school

417

3.94

.65

.00

.08

.29**

.01

.29**

-

7

Perceived fit w/
learned profession

416

3.20

.51

-.01

.35**

.44**

.06

.23**

.25**

-

8

Effort/commitment at work

418

3.44

.48

-.02

.33**

.44**

-.13**

.15**

.19**

.33**

-

9

Performance at
work (self-rated)

418

4.86

.64

-.05

.30**

.32**

.04

.15**

.13**

.36**

.21**

-

10

Effort/concentration at school

407

3.18

.48

.11*

.17**

.29**

.01

.25**

.45**

.35**

.37**

.19**

-

11

Performance in
school (self-rated)

418

4.70

.66

.06

.13*

.22**

-.16**

.17**

.27**

.30**

.17**

.31**

.41**

-

12

Positive attitude
towards life

415

3.98

.64

.02

.21**

.31**

.02

.16**

.21**

.32**

.21**

.30**

.31**

.31**

-

Note. *p < .05. ** p < .01; M = mean; SD = standard deviation; VET = vocational education and training.

4

Results

4.1

Occupational Situation After Apprenticeship

Ten months after their apprenticeships ended, around 80% of the former basic VET certificate learners and practical learners stated that they were either employed or continuing their
education. Table 2 shows the situation of both groups in more detail.
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Table 2: Occupational Situation at t3 (10 Months After Completion of Apprenticeship)
Basic VET
certificate learners

Practical
training learners

N

%

N

Total

%

N

%

Employed in learned profession

123

36.6

38

49.4

161

39.0

Other employment

33

9.8

21

27.2

54

13.1

Further training in learned
profession

89

26.5

6

7.8

95

23.0

Other further education

13

3.9

1

1.3

14

3.4

Unemployed

44

13.1

7

9.1

51

12.3

Other situation*

34

10.1

4

5.2

38

9.2

Total

336

100.0

77

100.0

413

100.0

Note. *e.g. military services, parenthood, illness; VET = vocational education and training.

When questioned, 39% of the former learners (both groups) were employed in their learned
professions, approximately 26% were pursuing further education, and 12% were u
 nemployed.
The situations for former basic VET certificate learners and practical training learners differed
significantly (χ2(5) = 30.41, p < .001). Former basic VET certificate learners were more often
receiving further training (mostly in their learned professions) compared to former practical
learners. Former practical learners were more often employed in their learned or other occupations. Additional analyses showed that 86.3% of the former VET certificate learners were
working in the first labour market compared to only 49.1% of the former practical learners.
The "unemployed" rate did not differ significantly (13% vs. 9%). In both groups, the number
of people not in an occupational situation but also not unemployed ("other situation", such
as parenthood or military service) was relatively high at 9%.

4.2

Influencing Factors on Later Occupational Situation (Objective Career Success)

To assess the association between background and apprenticeship situation and later
occupational situation, the latter was used as the dependent variable in a multinomial logistic
regression; the group with former learners working in their learned professions was the reference group (largest group; N = 132). For these analyses, we added VET certificate and
practical learners, but only four groups were considered—employment in learned profession,
other employment, further education in learned profession, and unemployed status—because
the two other groups (other further education and other situation) were rather small and
heterogenous.
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Table 3 presents the comparison between the reference group and the remaining three other
groups for the influence of background variables, apprenticeship situation, and individual
disposition/agency.
Table 3: Predicting Occupational Situation After Apprenticeship (Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis; Reference Group: Employed in Learned Profession, N = 132)4
Other employment

Unemployed
(NEET)

Further training in
learned profession

(N = 46)

(N = 45)

(N = 80)

B

Exp (B)

B

Exp (B)

B

Exp (B)

Gender (1 = female, 2 = male)

.76*

Country of birth (1 = Swiss origin, 2 = broad)

.16x

2.14

.36

1.44

.66*

1.94

1.18

-.09

.92

.21

1.24

School at 9th grade (1 = regular, 2 = special)

1.04*

2.82

.05

1.05

-.29

.75

-.17

.85

-.29

.75

-.39

.68

-1.12**

.33

-.27

.76

-.38

.69

.46

1.58

.26

1.30

.39

1.47

Background

Situation at the VET company
Stress at work
Competencies of VET trainer
Variety at work
Situation at the VET school
Stress at school

-.14

.87

.50t

1.65

-.47t

.62

Support from VET teacher

.43

1.53

.05

1.05

-.04

.96

Variety at school

-.49

.61

.10

1.10

-.08

.92

Perceived fit with learned profession

.23

1.26

-.75t

.47

.23

1.26

-.32

.83

.13

1.13

.37

1.40

Performance at work (self-rated)

.26

1.30

-.17

.84

-.28

.76

Effort/concentration at school

-.11

.90

-.03

.97

.24

1.27

Performance in school (self-rated)

-.25

.78

.25

1.29

.30

1.35

Positive attitude towards life

-.01

.99

-.61*

.54

-.22

.80

Person
Effort/commitment at work

Note. t p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01; Pseudo-R2(Cox & Snell) = .20; B = regression coefficient; Exp (B) = odds ratio5;
VET = vocational education and training; NEET=not employed or in education.

First, we compared former learners who were working in their learned professions (reference
group = 0) with former learners working in another occupation (=1). Regarding the back4 Parental education was included as an independent variable in our first analyses, but it reduced N substantially because of
missing values. Moreover, it was not a significant predictor in the analyses.
5 Exp (B) can be interpreted in terms of the change of odds: If the value is greater than 1 then it indicates that as the predictor
increases, the odds of the outcomes increase (conversely decrease when it is less than one, see also Cohen et al., 2003). E.g.
males probability of further training is nearly twice as high compared to women.
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ground variables, we found two significant associations: Being male as well as finishing
the 9th grade in a special school increased the likelihood of working in an occupation other
than the learned one. Regarding the apprenticeship situation, there was only one significant
effect: Those who rated the competencies of the VET trainer more positively were less likely
to work in another occupation. All other variables of the situation at the VET company and
VET school had no significant influence. Moreover, there was no significant effect of person
variables.
The second comparison concerned former learners who were working in their learned
professions (reference group = 0) and former learners who were unemployed (=1). None of
the background variables had a significant influence here. Situation at the VET company was
not relevant either. However, there was one nearly significant effect of the situation at the
VET school: Learners who experienced more stress while attending VET school were more
likely to be unemployed 10 months after their apprenticeships ended (p < .10). Additionally,
the perceived fit with the learned profession (rated at t1/t2) decreased the likelihood of being
unemployed later (p < .10). One significant effect was found with the person variable: Those
with more positive attitudes towards life were less likely to be unemployed 10 months after
completing their apprenticeships.
Finally, we compared former learners who were working in their learned professions
(reference group = 0) with former learners who were undertaking further education in their
learned professions (= 1). Concerning the background variables, we found that being male
increased the likelihood of such an undertaking. Apprenticeship situation had one n
 early
significant influence (p = .06): Learners who experienced less stress at VET school were
more likely to undertake further education in their learned professions. None of the person
variables reached statistical significance.

4.3

Influencing Factors for Later Satisfaction With the Situation (Subjective
Career Success)

To assess the association between the training situation and future subjective career success,
we chose the same independent variables as in the previous analyses and conducted analyses
with the same sample. Model 1 includes the background variables, apprenticeship situation,
and person variables. For Model 2, we added a dichotomous variable for the occupational
situation 10 months after the apprenticeship ended (see Table 2, employed/further education
groups [1–3] vs. unemployed/NEET [group 5]). Table 4 presents the results of the two linear
regressions.
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Table 4: Predicting Satisfaction With Situation 10 Months After Completion of Apprenticeship
(Linear Regression, N = 300)
Model 1

Model 2

ß

SE

ß

SE

Gender (1 = female, 2 = male)

-.16

.17

-.01

.14

Country of birth (1 = Swiss origin, 2 = abroad)

.03

.19

.01

.16

School at 9th grade (1 = regular, 2 = special)

-.02

.18

-.02

.15

Stress at work

-.08

.14

-.10t

.12

Competencies of VET trainer

-.06

.18

-.05

.15

Variety at work

.22**

.18

.23***

.15

Stress at school

-.02

.13

.06

.11

Support from VET teacher

.04

.13

.04

.10

Variety at school

-.12t

.15

-.10 t

.13

Perceived fit with learned profession

.12t

.20

.04

.17

Effort/commitment at work

.06

.21

.06

.18

Performance at work (self-rated)

.03

.15

.02

.13

Effort/concentration at school

-.01

.23

-.01

.19

Performance in school (self-rated)

.10

.16

.13*

.13

Positive attitude towards life

.08

.14

.01

.12

.53***

.20

Background

Situation at VET company

Situation at VET school

Person

Situation at t3
(0 = unemployed/NEET, 1 = employed/further
education)
Note. tp < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; ß = regression coefficient; SE = standard error.

The independent variables in Model 1 significantly explained satisfaction with the s ituation 10
months after the end of the apprenticeship (F (15) = 3.02, p < .001), but the overall explained
variance was small (i.e. R2 = .14; R2cor = .09). According to our analyses, skill variety at work
seemed to be the most influential factor. apprentices rating variety at work at t1 and t2 more
positively were also more satisfied with their situations at t3 (ß =.22, p < .01). Variety at
school had an opposite effect (ß = -.12, p < .10): Apprentices who rated variety at VET school
more positively were less likely to be satisfied with their situations at t3. Perceived fit with the
learned profession also had a weak effect in the expected direction: Apprentices perceiving a
better fit at t1 and t2 were more satisfied with their situations at t3 (ß = .12, p < .10).
Adding the situation at t3 as an independent variable to explain satisfaction at t3 led to a
much better fit of the model (F (16) = 11.68, p < .001): R2 is .36 (R2cor = .40). The situation at t3
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had the strongest effect: Young workers or students pursuing further education were far more
satisfied with their situations than persons of NEET status (ß = .53, p < .001). Even when
controlling for this variable, variety of work at the VET company was still important: Those
who perceived more variety at work during the apprenticeship were more satisfied with their
situations later (ß = .23, p < .001). In addition, stress at the VET company during apprenticeship had a weak, negative effect on later satisfaction with the situation in Model 2 (ß = -.10, p
< .10). Furthermore, the weak, negative effect of variety at VET school persisted in this model
(ß = -.10, p < .10). Finally, we found that performance at VET school significantly influenced
later satisfaction with one’s situation (ß = .13, p < .05).

5

Discussion and Conclusions

5.1

Discussion

Looking at the careers of young people in low-threshold VET programmes in Switzerland,
we found that 10 months after completing their apprenticeships, the majority (80%) were
either employed or pursuing further education. Already, the heterogeneity of occupational
pathways was evident, though these young people were in the early period of work life. In
our study, we took a broad perspective regarding possible influences on the pathways, which
included indicators of objective and subjective career success. We not only looked at social
background, personal disposition, and agency, but we also included the training situation,
thus expanding the socio-ecological model of human agency (Schoon & Lyons-Amos, 2017).
While trying to become independent from their families, young people aged 16–20 might be
especially receptive to workplace influences as well as those at the VET schools.
Results of the multinomial logistic and linear regressions showed a differentiated picture,
rather than a uniform one, depending on the criteria for career success. For example, background factors of gender and school (9th grade) were associated with one’s objective status
after completion of the apprenticeship but not with subjective career success (hypothesis 1).
As in other studies, young men, even at this early stage, demonstrated greater career success
than women by continuing their education at the next level (Hupka-Brunner et al., 2015;
Schoon & Lyons-Amos, 2017). The basis for this finding is probably related to the sectors in
which males were working, where further education is generally expected and valued by the
labour market. Their higher rates of occupational changes could be interpreted as the search
for better prospects regarding pay (Müller & Schweri, 2009) or a temporary solution until the
beginning of military service.
The influence of school background persisted even after completion of a standardised training programme. People from special classes and schools were less often pursuing further
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education and more often employed in occupations other than their learned ones. These
results confirm those of other studies: Early tracking and separation often continues after
compulsory education (Eckhart & Sahli Lozano, 2014). Young people with SENs are often
guided towards the secondary labour market, and apprenticeships take place in specialised
institutions; these situations influence future career success (Hofmann & Schaub, 2014).
For the variables concerning person disposition and agency (hypothesis 2), we found only
two plausible associations. A positive attitude towards life helps one avoid unemployment
(or more generally, NEET) and a high self-rated school performance is associated with future
satisfaction, which partly confirms the results of Schoon & Lyons-Amos (2017) and Volodina
et al. (2015). However, "agency" seems to be less important for the group of learners with
SENs than for other groups, probably because of a selection bias. Schoon and Lyons-Amos
(2017) found that people with higher aspirations were less likely to be in NEET status but
also less likely to be in VET or employed. Moreover, apprentices in low-threshold training
situations were usually more dependent on their social networks; generally, other external
factors (e.g. unemployment rate) could have played an important role at the time of entry to
the labour market (Müller & Schweri, 2009).
As expected (hypothesis 3), situational factors related to the VET company and school showed a number of significant but sometimes weak associations with objective and subjective
career success. So, competencies and support of the VET trainer were related to staying in the
learned profession. The VET trainer probably acts as a role model and motivates this choice
after apprenticeship. Surprisingly, the VET trainer’s influence did not work for undertaking
further education in our study, which contradicts findings of other studies (Hofmann et al.,
2014; Nägele et al. 2018) but can be explained by the high correlation with other independent
variables (e.g. skill variety) that mediate these associations. However, one of two predictors
of further education was stress experienced at VET school, which seems to undermine the
intention to continue one’s education. In view of the higher intellectual demands to obtain
a VET diploma, this is comprehensible. The other (even stronger) predictor is perceived fit
with the learned profession, which is confirmed by other studies (Andela & van der Doef,
2018; Nägele & Neuenschwander, 2015). Another important factor—not for objective but
for subjective career success—is skill variety at the VET company (Humphrey et al., 2007).
Apprentices who rated skill variety highly were more likely to be satisfied with their later
situations. Stalder (2012) also found that skill variety at the VET company was related to
satisfaction and successful transition to the labour market, but skill variety at VET school
did not have that effect. We found the same surprising result; apprentices who rated variety
at VET school positively were less satisfied with their later work situations. It is likely that
those who enjoyed being intellectually challenged missed this learning place, whereas more
practically skilled young people did not.
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Limitations and Further Research

Our findings should be interpreted in light of certain limitations. First, although we
conducted our research with a special sample that was representative of young people with
learning difficulties in four major fields of vocational training, this sample was not representative of young people in transition, nor did it represent young people with handicaps,
learning disabilities, and other difficulties in general. Second, we were faced with the problem
of missing responses at t3 (the labour market situation), which reduced our sample sizes,
particularly for different groups needed for our comparisons. Under these circumstances,
even large effect sizes might not reach statistical significance. Furthermore, there may be
an effect on our results even though we analysed missing data and did not find indications
of systematic drop-out. Third, we relied on self-reported data; some measures were based
on single items (i.e. less stable than multi-item scales); a few scales showed only modest
reliability. Finally, we observed only a short period for the transition to employment (i.e. the
first 10 months). Though this is a crucial period, further research should follow the changes
in transitions at later time points because former studies illustrated that the first years after
training are not very stable (Hofmann & Häfeli, 2015).

5.3

Practical Implications

Though the results of many studies point to various background and personality factors as
related to the career development of young people, our results indicate that the situations
at the VET company and VET school might compensate for some young people, especially
those with disadvantages or handicaps. First, VET trainers should be aware of their crucial
role and how their interventions affect apprentices’ self-perceptions and perceptions of their
learned professions, which consequently influence motivation and career aspirations. It is
important to be aware of apprentices with special needs in VET but it is also crucial not
to underestimate these young people because opportunities at the VET company (e.g. skill
variety) prepare them for future work situations and facilitate their transition.
The situation at the VET school (as a learning and social place) is equally important,
especially for increasing permeability towards further training. Because stress at VET school
seems to be a predicting factor, it is important to be aware of the aspirations and doubts of
apprentices. Furthermore, stress at VET school is also related to a later NEET status, which
points to the role of VET teachers in identifying young people at risk. Young people c lassified
as NEET are of special concern. Even though this group is smaller (12%) in Switzerland than
in most OECD countries (Carcillo & Königs, 2015), they show a number of problematic
symptoms during their apprenticeships (e.g. lower perceived fit with learned professions,
less positive attitude towards life) and are less satisfied with their situations after completing
VET. Programmes with a daily structure and training opportunities are important for pre-
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paring unemployed young people to enter the labour market. Assisting low-achieving youth
in this effort remains challenging; the training company and VET school must support these
vulnerable groups in their career development.
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Abstract
Context: This article focuses on teaching and learning processes in a vocational classroom
in Swedish vocational education. There are few studies within the field of vocational education that have a focus on how vocational learning is done in interaction in the vocational
classroom/workshop, and what vocational learning content is displayed in the interaction
between teacher and student, and thus made possible to learn. This article aims to fill this
gap by exploring the future-oriented movements that take shape when a vocational teacher
and vocational students negotiate how a practical task could, and should, be handled and
solved in vocational teaching situations in vocational plumbing school workshop settings.
An increased understanding of these processes can help to improve the actual teaching of a
specific subject content to support students in their vocational learning, aiming for learning
a professional trade.
Methods: The data consist of video recorded lessons from the Sanitary, Heating and Property Maintenance Programme in Swedish upper secondary school. Through concrete empirical examples from video recorded lessons the article explores the interaction between
teachers and students in vocational school workshop settings using CAVTA. CAVTA is
based on Conversation Analysis (CA) and Variation Theory (VT) and is a theoretical and
methodological framework that can be used together and integrated to reach understanding
of both how- and what-aspects of the learning process in practice, when analysing teaching
and interaction.
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Findings: Findings show how aspects concerning a specific vocational learning content
that revolves around a vocational practical doing compete for the space with a vocational
learning content of a more general nature. These general objects of learning are also related to work-specific vocational learning and knowledge in relation to the future profession,
but on a more general level than the task specific vocational knowledge. Altogether, this
illuminates how different layers of work-specific vocational learning are made visible in the
interaction, and how they mutually contextualise each other in the here and now.
Conclusion: This article illustrates that the specific and the general vocational learning
content can complement each other and open up for a more in-depth vocational learning.
In conclusion, this article emphasises the importance for vocational teachers to develop
teaching strategies to navigate between helping the students in their problem solving here
and now, and contextualising the specific vocational learning content and making vocational
learning relevant for future vocational occupation and working life.
Keywords: Vocational Learning, Vocational Teaching, Vocational Education and Training,
VET, CAVTA, Interaction

1

Introduction

A central feature of vocational education is the interaction that takes place between teachers
and students, which can contribute to the development of the specific vocational content of
the education and the profession (Andersson, 2019). Despite the proven importance of this
interaction for students’ learning and the development of vocational education, there is still
a lack of studies that focus on the interaction that takes place between teachers and students
when students learn a specific content in vocational education (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2020;
Schaap et al., 2012). In an ongoing research project, we shed light on precisely these issues by
studying what happens when a teacher and students interact about a specific learning content
in vocational education. In our data we can see that when students and teachers negotiate
how a practical task should be handled and solved in a vocational teaching situation, they do
not only orient themselves towards the practical doing here and now, but a lot of attention
is also directed towards what has already been done, and what is to be done next. A concept
used in conversational analytical research to describe these movements in time and space is
longitudinal orientation (Sahlström, 2011). According to Sahlström et al. (2010), o
 rientations
towards a longitudinally established content constitute one of the core aspects that enables a
situation to be described as a learning situation, not only analytically, but also for the participants there and then. These longitudinal orientations towards a specific content are thus very
common in the data we have collected on teachers’ and students’ interaction in vocational
education, and thus constitute central elements in the vocational education we have studied.
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In this article, we will further analyse some of the sequences from our material, with the aim
of increasing our knowledge and understanding of the future-oriented movements in the
interplay between teacher, students and a vocational subject content.

1.1

Research on Longitudinal Aspects in VET

In previous research on learning in vocational education one research strand is related to
how learning in vocational education can be relevant for a future working life. Within this research, it has been emphasised that vocational education is not only about learning to perform
a profession in a purely practical way, but that there is also a vocational content that is linked
to a future professional competence to adequately meet the market’s demands (Andersson,
2019; Nore, 2015; Tuomi-Gröhn & Engeström, 2003; Kilbrink & Bjurulf, 2013; N
 ylund &
Virolainen, 2019). Furthermore, previous studies have highlighted different kinds of learning
and knowledge within vocational education, where the specific vocational learning content is
one part, and learning for life in general is another (Baartman & de Bruijn, 2011; Illeris, 2009;
Kilbrink et al., 2014; Lindberg, 2003). These general competences include skills like arriving
on time, being a loyal employee who can work together with others, being able to reflect
on how specific practices may be integrated into other contexts, and having knowledge of
social order (Baartman et al., 2018; Eiríksdóttir & Rosvall, 2019). However, few studies focus
on how the learning processes in vocational education are set into play when teachers and
students interact in relation to learning a specific vocational learning content (Asplund &
Kilbrink, 2020; Kilbrink et al., 2021; Schaap et al., 2012).
Many studies that examine vocational education and its practice tend to focus on general
pedagogical issues such as how meaning is negotiated between teachers and students and
what communicative strategies teachers and students use when interacting with each other in
teaching situations (Khaled et al., 2016; Schaap et al., 2017; Öhman, 2018; Öhman & Tanner,
2017). Chan (2017), for example, focuses on the role of imitation in learning occupational
skills through the mutual relationships between learners and "model", and de Saint-Georges
and Filliettaz (2008), when examining the interactions in which apprentices engage, show
how individual learning in vocational education is also a collective process in that it takes
place in interaction with others.
What these previous research studies have in common is that they show the complexity
of the learning processes students are involved in when they interact with each other and/or
their teachers in different teaching situations. What many of these studies also show, a lthough
the focus in each study may be on other aspects, are the movements in time and space that
are initiated by teachers and students in the interaction. Kilbrink and Asplund (2018) for example, show how a VET teacher, when instructing a student in a plumbing workshop lesson,
relates to what has been done previously in a teaching situation, as welding instructions are
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given, thus using this movement in time and space as a resource in the teaching situation (see
also Jakonen, 2018) when instructing the student how to weld (eg. Sakai et al., 2014). Focusing on how knowledge transits between individuals across time and space, de Saint-Georges
and Filliettaz (2008) emphasise the role of close guidance as the way to untie the knots in
apprentices’ vocational learning trajectories. In their study, de Saint-Georges and Filliettaz
show how apprentices can take the role of "trajectory managers", re-figuring explanations
given to them by their teacher in the past when helping their peers – here and now – conducting a task that their peers experience as difficult.
In another study, Filliettaz et al. (2015) examine the role and place of guidance and mentoring in vocational education. Conceptualising mentoring practices as interactional accomplishments, Filliettaz et al. demonstrate that guidance is a complex process and that it can be
dynamically combined and evolve in time when mentors and students are doing guidance,
thus highlighting the importance of interactional competences for workers when "doing
guidance".
However, a large part of previous research on the interaction between teachers and students in vocational education has focused on workplace-based teaching and learning activities, and on the whole, there are few studies that direct a special interest towards the specific
content to be taught and learned in vocational education. Besides the work of scholars such
as Asplund and Kilbrink (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018, 2020; Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018), Gåfvels (2016) and Öhman (2018) who highlight specific dimensions of vocational learning, emphasising how it is often taught in interaction between teacher and student, and including an
aspect of handicraft as well as a concrete doing and practical experience, there are few studies
within the field of vocational education that have a focus on how vocational learning is done
in interaction in the vocational classroom/workshop, and what vocational learning content
is displayed in the interaction between teacher and student, and thus made possible to learn.
Not least, there is a lack of research that explores the movements in time and space that are
set into play when teachers and students interact about a specific learning content in vocational plumbing education. Hence, there is a need for studies that direct a special focus on what
happens when these movements are initiated here and now in interaction and what learning
content is made relevant in these situations. An increased understanding of these processes
can help to improve the actual teaching of a specific subject content to support students
in their vocational learning, aiming for learning a professional trade (Asplund & Kilbrink,
2018, 2020; Lucas et al., 2012). Hence, the aim of this study is to increase this knowledge and
understanding of the future-oriented movements in the interplay between teachers, students
and a vocational subject content. We will study longitudinal orientations towards a specific
content based on the following research questions: 1) How is a common understanding of
what is to be done and learned in vocational plumbing education established in the interaction
between a teacher and students? 2) What content is made relevant in these processes?
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Theoretical and Methodological Approach

In the article, we will use Conversational Analysis together with Variation Theory as a tool
to analyse the interaction that takes place in the classrooms between teachers and students.
When we combine these theories, we use the abbreviation CAVTA (Conversation Analysis
and Variation Theory Approach). We have previously used these theories together in analyses of teaching and learning processes in schools (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018, 2020; Kilbrink
& Asplund, 2018, 2020).

2.1

Conversation Analysis

The starting point for combining Conversational Analysis with Variation Theory into CAVTA is the now established view in contemporary conversational analytical research that
learning is something that is done in interaction between people, and between people and
artifacts in their specific surrounding (Melander & Sahlström, 2010; Sahlström, 2011). The
approach intersects with the learning theories that describe learning as a change in participation (Lave, 1993; Säljö, 2005). The conversation analysis is thus interested in how people
construct meaning and understanding in interaction with each other and artifacts in the surrounding context, and what communicative resources (both verbal and embodied) are used
in the interaction (Drew & Heritage, 2006; Goodwin, 2000, 2006; Schegloff, 2007).
A fundamental principle in the conversational analytical approach is participants’ work to
establish an understanding of each other’s actions when they interact with each other. In concrete terms, this means that participants themselves, when participating in interaction, analyse each other’s actions, there and then, and show their understanding of these actions turn
by turn. The participants’ work of demonstrating their mutual understanding of each other
thus gives the conversation analyst the opportunity to anchor the analysis empirically – i.e.
in the participants’ demonstrated understanding of the interaction. This so-called emic perspective (Duranti, 1997) which is sought in both data collection and the analytic work means
that the analysis only focuses on what the participants themselves orient to and which actions
and activities the participants themselves construct and make relevant in the interaction here
and now. Accordingly, as a conversation analyst you cannot make any claim to make any
statements concerning what conversation participants think or what they understand, nor
what they don’t understand, because the core of the Conversation Analysis approach is precisely to study phenomena from an "inside perspective" (eg. Sahlström, 2011).
In this article, we focus on the encounter between teacher, student and a specific content
to be learned, and it is in this meeting that these two perspectives – Conversational Analysis
and Variation Theory – can be used together, simultaneously and integrated in CAVTA in
our analysis of the interaction that will be studied.
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Variation Theory

In Variation Theory, the specific focus on the learning content is central. The learning content
in focus in teaching is called the object of learning, and it can differ between what the teacher
aimed for (intended object of learning), what was possible to learn in the teaching/learning
situation (enacted object of learning) and what the students actually learned (lived object
of learning) (Lo, 2012; Marton & Tsui, 2004). In our study, we solely focus on what is made
possible to learn in the enacted teaching/learning situation – hence, the enacted object of learning. Furthermore, the object of learning has a direct and an indirect aspect, related to how
the learning content should be learned, i.e. what ability (indirect aspect) is related to the learning content (direct aspect). For example, the object of learning can be about understanding
something (for example how you should weld) when someone else shows you, or about being
able to perform something on your own (for example put a weld). In the example, welding is
constant as the direct aspect, while the indirect aspects (understanding or performing) differ
(Asplund & Kilbrink, 2020; Kilbrink & Asplund, 2020).
One important aspect of teaching, emphasised in Variation Theory, is to make critical
aspects (things you need to discern in order to learn the object of learning, see Pang & Ki,
2016) visible to the learners by using different patterns of variation (Lo, 2012; Marton & Tsui,
2004; Marton, 2015). Contrasting, as a pattern of variation is related to comparing different
values of critical aspects, or to see how something could be done or not (e.g. you can hold
like this when welding, but not like this, see Kilbrink & Asplund, 2020); and generalisation
as a pattern of variation is about highlighting different kinds and aspects of a phenomenon
(there are for example different kinds of triangles) or ways of doing things (e.g. you can hold
like this, or like this when welding, see Kilbrink & Asplund, 2020).
Hence, critical aspects can vary (dimensions of variation) and every value of the dimension of variation is a critical feature. If colour is a critical aspect, blue can be an example of a
critical feature of the critical aspect. We have chosen to call what the teacher aims for ("the
target values of critical aspects", Pang & Ki, 2016, p. 324) in their teaching the targeted critical
feature (Kilbrink & Asplund, 2020). When several critical aspects are present and varied in
the teaching situation at the same time, the pattern of variation is fusion. Lo and Chik (2016)
elaborate the concept of fusion to concern internal and external horizons of fusion, where
internal horizons of fusion concern how the critical aspects of the object of learning interrelate, while external horizons of fusion are about how the object of learning and its critical
aspects relate to an external context (compare also Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018 concerning a
vocational example).
When combining Variation Theory with CA in CAVTA, we can analyse in great detail
how the enacted object of learning and its critical aspects and features are made visible (or
not) by the use of different patterns of variation in the interaction between the teacher and
learner(s).
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Data

The data collection for this study consists of video recorded lessons from the Sanitary, Heating and Property Maintenance Programme, which is a technical vocational programme in
Swedish upper secondary school. The programme aims to educate future plumbers, and we
have recorded the teaching that was conducted in school workshop sessions at two different
occasions in the same class for a total of 4 hours and 36 minutes. In this article, we have chosen two teaching situations from the programme where future-oriented movements are set
into play when the teacher and students interact in relation to a vocational subject content.
In Sweden, the vocational teacher has the responsibility for creating conditions for vocational learning for groups of up to 30 students, with limited access to tools, machines, space
and material, which often creates situations where students in the same class are engaged in
different tasks in the school workshop (Kilbrink et al., 2021). This was also the case when
we visited the Sanitary, Heating and Property Maintenance Programme. The students in the
Heating, Ventilation and Sanitation Engineering programme were engaged in various tasks
during the period we visited the class. Scattered in two large workshop classrooms, and in
different work booths, the students worked with elements such as assembling water heaters, toilet installations and boilers. The vocational teacher went from room to room to help
students in their practical work. For video recording purposes, we used two cameras; one
camera recorded two focus students (one at a time) and the other camera recorded the vocational teacher and his interaction with the students during the lessons.
When analysing the empirical data, first, the research group (the authors of this article)
watched the films of the recorded lessons several times, both individually and together in the
research group. After having categorised multiple clips in relation to longitudinal references
in time, mainly focusing on a future doing, the analytic decisions that the authors made were
presented, discussed and explored in several data sessions, until we agreed upon choosing
two examples for a closer, in-depth analysis for this article. This is a common analytic procedure within interactional studies (Stevanovic & Weiste, 2017).
In line with the CA approach that rests on a "methodological and epistemological naivety"
(Schegloff, 1997, p. 185) we have aimed to ground this microanalysis from the participants’
points of view. When identifying which actions and which learning content the participants
themselves orient to as relevant at a specific point in the interaction, and to show this in a
convincing way in the analysis, we have used the "proof procedure" method (Sacks et al.,
1974) that has been developed within CA, which takes into account the viewpoints of the
participants. This perspective involves the use of the participants’ demonstrated interpretations of each other’s actions as a resource in the analysis and as a means of enabling readers to
judge the claims of the analyst, thus striving for the emic perspective mentioned above. In relation to the examples in this article, the evidence used to construct our analysis of what some
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bit of conduct is doing will be located in the data itself, and presented after each example
below in a way that enables the reader to follow our analysis turn by turn (eg. Sidnell, 2013).
The chosen examples have been transcribed according to CA-conventions (eg. Hepburn
& Bolden, 2013) and analysed on a micro level using CAVTA, described above. Thereby,
we made a close and detailed analysis of the interaction (mainly based on CA-tools) and
the learning content made visible in the interaction (mainly based on tools from Variation
Theory). Through the analysis, we can reach an understanding of which content is made
relevant in the interaction and how it is oriented to here and now, but also in relation to the
future (and the past). In this article, we have an explicit focus on the interaction that takes
place in relation to the enacted object of learning, and we will therefore not discuss what
the teacher aimed for or what the students actually learned. We follow the ethical principles
stated by the Swedish research council (Vetenskapsrådet, 2017). For example, all participants
(the teacher and the students) have been informed about the study and have given their
written consent to participate, and the data reported from the study has been anonymised.

4

Results and Analysis

4.1

The Importance of Following an Instruction

In our first example, one of the students, John, has the task of assembling an underfloor
heating system in a smaller stand, and at the beginning of one of the work sessions he turns
to his teacher (T) to ventilate what he is to do:
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The example begins with the student initiating a movement towards the future doing by
asking the teacher if he should start by assembling the rails. The teacher affirms and then a situation develops where the teacher together with the student discuss how the student should
solve the task at hand, concerning the object of learning assembling an underfloor heating system. In the example, there are many clear explicit longitudinal orientations where the teacher
and the student together talk about what should be done, how it should be done, and why it
should be done in a specific way. In lines 2 and 4, the teacher suggests that an alternative for
the student would be to begin his work of screwing together "the distributor", whereupon he
in lines 8-11 urges the student to look in the "instruction papers" which tell how the whole
thing should be "assembled". This is what the student should "start with" (line 13), the teacher
points out, at the same time as he hands over the instruction papers to the student.
In lines 16 and 18 the teacher then says that the "most important lore" is to "read the
manual". The student then seeks confirmation from the teacher (which he gets on line 20)
when asking if it should "look like this" at the same time as he points to the drawing he has
just received from the teacher. The student then notices that the installation he should do
himself differs from the one in the drawing, and the teacher then confirms that the one the
student should work on "only" has "two loops". In this sequence, the work process emerges as
an object of learning that in parallel follows the concrete doing of this particular task – laying
underfloor heating. The teacher emphasises the reading of the manual as the central object of
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learning ("the most important lore") and that in it there is a process that must be followed in
order to reach a certain goal. Already in lines 21-23, however, a variation between the number of loops that are on the manual and the number of loops that the student should use – i.e.
a contrasting (as pattern of variation) of the number of loops as a critical aspect of assembling
an underfloor heating system – emerges in the interaction between the teacher and student.
In lines 24-27, the teacher once again orients towards the drawing, and he also invites
the student to do the same. This is followed by a longer sequence where the teacher and the
student together, based on the manual, discuss how the continued work should be performed. Given the teacher’s and student’s dialogue, it appears that the placement of the adjustment distributor in the drawing differs from the placement it has on the material the student
has to work with. Here, the teacher clarifies in line 40 that it is the manual that should be
given priority, and that the distributor therefore should be put on the run. The object of
learning that is in the foreground here is to follow the manual – but in relation to the content
of the task in relation to laying underfloor heating, we can see a form of generalisation as
pattern of variation, which concerns an interpretation where it is possible to conduct the
task in another way (according to the student’s suggestion, which is not clearly rejected by
the teacher, but following the manual is given preferential interpretation). Here the student
completes the teacher’s turn by more precisely in line 43 conceptualising where the distributor is to be attached: On the "injustment (.) inflow". The slight rise in intonation at the end of
the student’s turn indicates some uncertainty, but the teacher’s affirmative response leads to a
situation where the student, together with the teacher in lines 44-54, also focuses on what to
do next ("bend the pipes" to "the actual inflow" and "the return then".
After a longer break (4 seconds, not shown in the excerpt), the teacher points out that
a large part of the actual "thinking job" (line 55), and what is "complicated" (line 56) in the
work that the student is to perform is to "get it together" (line 58):
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Exactly what "it" is that is complicated is not made explicit verbally, but given the teacher’s
physical orientation towards the module which the student is to connect, and the manual they
both turn their attention to, it is probably about the work to be done based on the manual,
and which they just talked about. Here, too, the work process and following the manual as the
object of learning is given the foreground position in relation to the actual doing. What the
teacher calls the "thinking job" appears as an expected critical aspect (Kilbrink & Asplund,
2020), something that the teacher highlights as a potential difficulty in the u
 pcoming work of
laying the floor heating. Then the teacher orients towards – both verbally and physically – the
work of laying the loops along the floor (lines 58). However, this work, unlike the other work,
is a work that is "less complicated" (line 59) and the teacher receives support from the student who says that it is "not that difficult" (line 60). The teacher then makes another e xplicit
longitudinal orientation when he introduces the student with the help of his embodied postures (Goodwin, 2000) to the upcoming work the student should do by publicly moving one
arm back and forth in wide circular motions in the direction of the floor the student has to
work on (lines 62-64 and 66). At the same time as he does that, he says that the only thing
the student has to think about is to "count" the number of turns he should make loops, so
that he does not "end up in a place" (line 68) where he "can’t get back" (lines 68-69). When
the teacher does this, he uses direct reported speech (Holt, 1996), and thus puts himself in
the situation the student will end up in in the future. By counting the number of turns of the
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loops, at the same time as he reinforces the action by physically "simulating" the turns in front
of him (and the student), he visualises the future doing for the student. Here, the ability to
think ahead, to prepare and plan the work emerges as a critical aspect of the work process
linked to the specific task of assembling an underfloor heating system.
The analysis of the interaction that takes place in example 1A and 1B clearly shows that it
is the manual/instruction papers that should guide the student’s future work. As soon as the
student has shown the teacher that he wants to figure out how to handle the task he has in
front of him, the teacher’s and the student’s attention is directed (on the teacher’s initiative)
towards the instruction papers. Here, and throughout the example, the teacher positions
himself as the more knowledgeable (teacher) who knows what is important to consider when
the work is to be performed, while the student, already through his initial question to the
teacher, positions himself as the less knowledgeable who seeks support and guidance from the
teacher (Melander, 2012). The work to be done with assembling an underfloor heating system
is also not just something that the student is informed about merely by the teacher. Together
and socially they work to establish a common understanding (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2020)
of what should be done, how it should be done and why it should be done in a specific way.
When looking at this example as a coordinated interactional achievement, it is also apparent
that the teacher and the student collaborate on both a verbal and bodily level. For example,
in line 2 the teacher starts to explain what the student could start with, when the student
smoothly fills in with a one-word utterance that fits the open syntactic structure. However,
while indicating a word search (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986; Sacks, 1992), the teacher comes
in to help the student complete his turn and integrates the student’s contribution into his own
utterance. In the student’s next turn, both the repetition of the teacher’s "distributor" and the
definitive "yes", function to ratify that the teacher’s completion was an acceptable offering for
what the student was going to say.
There is also – throughout the example – a very clear longitudinal orientation towards the
future action – and we can see that special attention is directed to some critical aspects that
the student has to consider. The first is that the student "only" has two loops to work with and
connect, unlike what the manual says. The second critical step concerns the location of the
adjustment distributor, which differs from the manual. As soon as these two critical aspects
have been made visible, by contrasting them as pattern of variation, the teacher emphasises
that this is precisely the complicated work, as opposed to assembling an underfloor heating
system. But, even in this work, there are some critical aspects; namely to lay out the "right"
number of loops and to not end up in a situation where you "can’t get back" to the pump.
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Movements Toward the Future Vocational Working Life

In the next example, the student Liam has some difficulty unscrewing some pipe fittings. As
soon as the teacher (Roger) has finished a short conversation with another student nearby,
the student notes this and calls for the teacher’s attention:
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In line 1, the student initiates a longitudinal orientation towards the future doing by asking
the teacher what he should do to separate the pipe parts from each other. The teacher then,
after watching the student struggle with a pair of pliers, says that there are larger pliers (line
4, using a smiling voice and brief laugh particle (Jefferson, 1984)), and that the student’s
working position does not give him "much power" (line 8). The student then objects in a playful way, but then turns his gaze to the teacher who in line 12-15 develops a reasoning about
the importance of finding work positions where you do not have to "use all of your strength
(1.6) every day" (line 14). The teacher does this in relation to a longitudinal orientation towards the future professional life, and the argument put forward is that these are important
aspects to keep in mind if you want to have a "long working life" (line 13). The teacher then,
in lines 14-15, clarifies the whole thing by once again drawing attention to the tool and its
size: "The bigger tools you’ve got, the less you have to use your body", and that this "is also
important to keep in mind". Hence, in line 1 the student asks a concrete question that defines
the object of learning that is in focus here and now (linked to the task at hand – to separate
some pipe fittings), while the teacher then lifts up the question to an overall context and to a
more overall object of learning, which is about using the right tools in a way that does not put
strain on the body in order to have a long working life. In this overall context, the size of the
tool then emerges as a critical aspect in the work of unscrewing the pipes, where the teacher
uses contrasting as pattern of variation when comparing what the student does to what he
instead should do. In this sequence, the size of the tool is linked to the power that the person
using the tool can create. By applying more power from the tool, the user can put less strain
on their body, which increases the opportunities for a longer working life in the industry.
In line 18, the student starts screwing the pipe into a new position in the vice, but given
the teacher’s response in line 19 to the student’s action, there are other, and better ways of
doing this. The student objects, asking why and claiming that it "doesn’t move then". The
teacher, however, continues and starts instructing the student how he could do this in a better
and more ergonomic beneficial way. He does this by drawing attention to the future doing by
first correcting the student’s placement of the pipe in the vice (line 21-22) and then he says to
the student that he had "screwed it on that" (line 23). The student then displays a changed understanding (line 24), agreeing with the teacher, whereupon the teacher both physically and
verbally, first (in lines 25-26) shows how one can use the pair of pliers (which is p
 resented as
a less good way), and then he contrasts this way of doing with another way of using the pair of
pliers, which the teacher highlights as more efficient. Hence, to use terminology from Variation Theory; contrast is used as a pattern of variation in relation to the critical aspect, that concerns the way of using the pair of pliers, of the object of learning how to use the right tools in
a way that does not put too much strain on the body, in order to have a long working life. When
doing this the teacher also uses his body to show how he can use the weight of his body in order to get more power into the pair of pliers, at the same time as he moves his head and gazes
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towards the student (see line 31-32). Following the teacher’s instruction, the student and the
teacher establish a common stance around the object of learning on how to use the right tools
in a way that does not put too much strain on the body in order to have a long working life, whereupon the teacher leaves the student, but then turns around and reminds the student to use a
larger pair of pliers (which he does). Thus, in relation to working ergonomically sustainable,
the working position also emerges as a critical aspect (hence, something the student needs
to evolve in his work), and is highlighted by the teacher using different semiotic resources
simultaneously.
From the very beginning in the example, the student initiates a movement forward
towards the future doing by asking a concrete question to the teacher. What then takes place
is a situation where the teacher and the student together reason about how the work can
proceed in the best way. The analysis shows how the student’s actions initiate new movements
forward in that the teacher steps in and clarifies and corrects the student’s actions. Furthermore the teacher explains how to use the pair of pliers in a right way. There is also a clear
longitudinal orientation towards what is to be done even outside the classroom context. The
teacher thus broadens both the time and the space perspective when he draws the student’s
attention to the fact that the body is a work tool that should maintain a long working life, and
that this is something one must consider, as well as an approach one must apply to the work
already in the classroom.

5

Discussion

In this article, the focus has been on the teaching processes that are set into play when a
vocational teacher and vocational students orient towards future-oriented longitudinally
established learning content in vocational education when interacting in vocational plumbing workshop lessons. A prominent pattern in the analysed examples presented in this
article is how the teaching is characterised by two parallel processes, which the teacher and
the students have to deal with together and simultaneously. These parallel processes include
different learning contents, where one process is about how a task that the students are engaged in should be solved in the here and now, and where the other process concerns aspects
that are more explicitly linked to a future profession, but still in relation to the practical doing.
As mentioned above, previous research has highlighted different kinds of learning and
knowledge within vocational education, where the vocational specific learning content is one
part, and learning for life in general is another (Baartman & de Bruijn, 2011; Eiríksdóttir &
Rosvall, 2019; Illeris, 2009; Kilbrink et al., 2018; Lindberg, 2003; Nylund & Virolainen, 2019).
However, in our study we can also see how different kinds of vocational learning and knowledge areas are simultaneously made relevant and oriented to in teaching situations in voca-
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tional plumbing education by focusing on explicit orientations to longitudinal established
content in our analysis.
In all the examples in this article, we can see how the students direct their attention to the
practical doing here and now, while the teacher in his teaching simultaneously and in parallel
together with the students works to establish a common understanding of how the concrete
work should be executed here and now, also highlights another dimension in the teaching in
the form of an orientation towards a general object of learning. In the article’s first example,
we can see how the teacher highlights the work process itself and the art of following a manual in the work of assembling an underfloor heating system, where following a manual becomes
the more general object of learning. In the second example in the article, the teacher raises
issues related to ergonomics and thus draws the student’s attention to the importance of working with the body in a gentle and sustainable way to enable a long working life as a general
and overall object of learning, when the specific task is about unscrewing some pipe fittings.
In relation to our first research question that concerns how a common understanding of
what is to be done and learned in vocational plumbing education is established in the interaction
between a teacher and students, the analysis shows that the orientation towards the concrete
practical doing here and now in the teaching situations are student-initiated a ctions, while it
is the teacher who initiates movements towards a future oriented longitudinally e stablished
learning content. The analysis also shows that the teaching situations in the examples are
situations that are created by the students and the teacher together and socially by e.g.
positioning themselves as less knowledgeable (student position) and more knowledgeable
(teacher position) (Melander, 2012) and by orienting towards an longitudinal explicit
learning content (Sahlström, 2011; Sahlström et al., 2010). These two aspects – i.e. that the
students and the teacher position themselves as teacher and students and orient themselves
towards a specific learning content – are also the two necessary conditions for learning that
Marton (2010) argues that teachers through their actions must contribute to creating in a
teaching situation. According to Marton, one of the conditions is about the actual "learning
pact" (Marton, 2010, p. 238, our translation) between the teacher and the students. To enable
teaching and learning, the teacher must open up to supporting the students in the learning
process, while the students in turn must show that they want to learn and want to receive
the teacher’s support. The second condition for learning is that the students experience the
differences in content that are necessary for them to be able to discern the critical features
of the object of learning (Marton, 2010). These two conditions for learning are also interdependent – they intersect and work together – and they require work and effort on the
part of the teacher. Thus, the teacher must create conditions where he can interact with his
students when supporting their learning trajectories (eg. de Saint-Georges & Filliettaz, 2008;
Filliettaz et al., 2015; Jakonen, 2018; Tapani & Salonen, 2019), in relation to the specific learning content. Our analysis thus shows what happens when these two conditions for learning
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are created in the teaching situations we have analysed, and that they are the result of the
teacher’s and students’ interactional accomplishments. As such, and in relation to our first
research question, our findings are in line with those of Sakai et al. (2014) who emphasise
the importance of technical knowledge of plumbing, as well as participants’ interactional
competences when establishing a shared recognition of spatiotemporally distant events and
activities during the organisation and operation of a plumbing design in work settings.
On behalf of our second research question that concerns what content is made relevant
in these processes, we can also see that when the teacher adds new objects of learning in the
teaching situations, which in a sense is not something that is explicitly requested by the students, changed conditions are also created for the students’ learning. In one respect, it is also
conceivable here that the teachers’ actions complicate the learning process for the students,
as they are given more objects of learning that compete for the attention to relate to in the
interaction with the teacher. One could argue that the teacher highlights more simultaneous
aspects, which may make it difficult for students to experience the differences in content that
are necessary for them to be able to discern the critical features of the content. However,
with the support of Lo and Chik (2016) it is possible to argue that the teacher’s strategies on
the contrary can be strategies that can benefit students’ learning in several respects, as the
objects of learning and their critical aspects are handled and varied in relation to each other
(internal horizons of fusion) but also in relation to a wider context (external horizons of fusion). What the teacher actually does is that he uses the students’ commitment and publicly
displayed f ocus as a didactic resource by putting what is to be done and learned here and now
in a wider context. The specific learning content (object of learning) to which the students
focus their attention (to unscrew pipes and to assemble an underfloor heating system) is incorporated simultaneously in a more overall and general context. As Lo and Chik (2016) argue,
fusion in the external horizon may contribute to an understanding of how an object of learning is related to the wider context of the learning content in which it becomes a part. This
movement may also lead to situations in which learning becomes connected with "real-world
situation instead of isolated facts and knowledge" (Lo & Chik, 2016, p. 307). Thus, making
it possible for students to experience an object of learning as a part of a wider context of the
learning content may be a fruitful strategy to enable students to experience the same object
of learning in a more nuanced way, and to develop an understanding of the dynamic nature
of the specific object of learning. In our study, this is also related to a practical doing and
we can see how complex the interrelationship between different objects of learning is when
oriented to in interaction. Altogether, and linking back to our second research question, this
illuminates how the different layers of work-specific vocational learning are made visible in
the interaction, and how they mutually contextualise each other in the here and now.
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Conclusion

In order to create favourable conditions for learning, it is important that teachers, together
with students, establish a common understanding of what is to be learned, how it is to be learned and why it is to be learned in a specific way (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2020; Hudson, 2007;
Kilbrink & Asplund, 2020). The content to be learned must also be defined, specified and
communicated in order for students to be able to learn the content as well as possible (Marton, 2010). However, given the challenges students may encounter in practical doings in vocational work-shop sessions, vocational teachers may also consider the more general a spects
that may discern as critical objects in the learning and teaching situation. Our analysis shows
that this is not necessarily two different, separate, and countering processes that will complicate the students’ learning trajectories. Rather, and with the support of Lo and Chik (2016),
they can be used simultaneously and together, in order to open up for a more in-depth and
nuanced learning of the specific object of learning that the students are supposed to learn
in the teaching situation here and now. As such, our study emphasises the importance for
vocational teachers to develop teaching strategies to navigate between contextualising the
vocational learning content and making learning relevant for future vocational occupation
and working life, and helping students in their problem solving and practical doings here
and now.
In this study, teaching and learning has been approached as processes that include both
the what-aspect and the how-aspect of teaching and learning. The use of CAVTA has enabled
close and detailed analysis of these complex processes and made it possible to discern how,
and in what ways, issues regarding form and content in the Sanitary, Heating and Property
Maintenance Programme are closely interrelated and how they mutually contextualise each
other in the analysed teaching and learning situations.
Nevertheless, we do not make any claims on how much or what the students actually
learned, nor do we study what the teacher "really" intended with his teaching, limited as our
study is to considering local interaction from an emic perspective (Duranti, 1997). However, it would be possible to study the whole teaching process by extending the approach
taken in this study to teachers’ and student’s experiences of vocational knowing, and of the
learning and teaching processes that takes place, in order to broaden the analysis of the
local interaction in present. Another limitation with the study is that we are focusing on the
teaching and learning processes that takes shape during lessons in one vocational program.
Here, it would be fruitful to consider conducting more close studies of interaction in relation
to teaching and learning a specific content on other VET programmes as well. This could
contribute do a deeper knowledge and understanding of the complex processes that are set in
play when vocational teachers and students interact in relation to a learning content.
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Abstract
Context: A significant part of future specialists receive only practical skills without formal
practical exam situation. In this regard, there is a need to train a manager who can adapt and
be ready to carry out his/her activities in a specific profile interaction. The aim of the experimental study was to develop and test the advanced working hypothesis about the possibility
of effective formation of readiness for future self-realisation of future education managers.
Approach: The work uses mathematical methods for testing the hypothesis of testing the
readiness of education managers with verification of competency type.
Findings: The novelty of the study is determined by what the authors are considering "the
possibility of training a manager in accordance" including not only the standards for the
provision of educational services to the population, but also the possibility of introducing
world-class training standards. The authors show that the basis for such a development may
be the readiness to work in a globalised environment. The dynamics of changes in the indicators of the levels of readiness for professional self-realization of students studying in
the control and experimental groups from the first to the fourth year were compiled and
recorded. The methodology of vocational training of students for the purpose of their self*Corresponding author: yessenova4672@unesp.co.uk
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realisation during training has been specified. The practical significance of the study is determined by the fact that integration with the global educational environment should be
based on international standards for the provision of educational services.
Conclusions: The results of this research can be useful and interesting to international
readers, as the parameters of educational and methodological support have been developed
and tested, which contains a set of situational exercises to form readiness for professional
self-realisation for future education managers. Also, the conducted analysis indicated serious
problems with the employment of university graduates both in the Republic of Kazakhstan
and in the Republic of Lithuania.
Keywords: Education, Higher School Management, Educational Policy, Educational
Technology, Strategy, Vocational Education and Training, VET

1

Introduction

The formation of educational and scientific space is determined by world political and economic structures. The most important are the requirements for the training of qualified specialists in all fields of activity, in particular, in education (Kim & Lee, 2019; Chen et al., 2019;
Urbani, 2020). An important task is to produce a specialist who will have such competencies
as: The ability to make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and be responsible
for them, search for and use the information that is necessary for the effective performance
of professional tasks, use information and communication technologies, work in a team,
navigate the processes of technology development in professional activities, engage in selfeducation and constantly improve their skills. The high dynamism of the modern business
world, continuous and significant changes in technologies in the labour market and sales,
the formation of a single information space, the growing need for specialists in the economic
profile affect the nature of the requirements for the quality of modern education (Nalivayko
& Granina, 2019).
Of particular relevance in market conditions is the problem of training professional
personnel for the educational sphere, since significant transformations in all structures of
society and the general democratisation of life results in a reduction in the time needed for
graduates to adapt to work and increase their mobility and competitiveness (McDonald,
2000). In modern society, the level of professional training of a student is the main potential for professional growth, therefore, a future specialist must skilfully use the accumulated
knowledge (Altinay et al., 2017). The quality of education is a necessary component of the life
of a modern person, with intelligence and education, breadth and flexibility of professional
training, the desire for creativity and the ability to solve non-standard tasks (Guntzburger et
al., 2017; Shtyfurak & Shtyfurak, 2018). The task of modern universities is to educate a per-
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son who can integrate into reality, which is constantly changing, overcome difficulties and
achieve success (Basari & Altinay, 2018). Modern universities brought a new dynamism to
higher education to the benefit of students, staff and society. Higher education is faced with
the task of creating the conditions for students' self-realisation, developing their individuality
and creative potential, and ensuring the development of a professional and personal culture
of a specialist. The professional culture of a specialist is a combination of special knowledge
and experience of their implementation in professional activities. Special requirements are
now being set for the training of specialists in the field of management – managers, as the
most active subjects of a market economy (Morozova et al., 2016), who are able to actively to
the current conditions, leaders with strategic thinking and professional image.

2

Literature Review

A young specialist, an education manager who is equipped with basic knowledge after graduation, requires a lot of time in order not only to be ready for professional self-realisation, but
also to adapt to the conditions of professional activity in a particular place (Kusainov, 2017).
The existing system of vocational training for students receiving a speciality in higher education institutions pays the greatest attention to vocational training, where knowledge, abilities
and students‘ high level of skills are necessary to receive skills in general, which is not correct
since any higher education institution should offer basic skills to students and not expect
them to already have the skills/knowledge, while a young specialist in the process of labour
activity faces except for professional problems (the level of his knowledge, skills), problems
of a psychological and social nature (Macheridis, 2018; Liubaretz, 2019).
The preparation of the future education manager for professional self-realisation should
be based on the processes of transformation and adaptation to international requirements
and national expectations, in the context of the transformation of the entire education system
(Wei & Liu, 2015). From the need to bring schools that train managers to the standards of
international managerial education, it follows that managerial training should be based on
programs that take into account common problems of the economy and the organisations
operating in it, to prepare future specialists for professional activities in the domestic and international labour markets, to form a readiness for professional self-realisation in the future
activities of an education manager.
The phenomenon of readiness for professional self-realisation is considered in the mainstream of each of the professional fields of activity of a specialist. Readiness for professional
activity is a kind of "response" to the totality of professionally determined requirements for
a personality of an education manager (Davies, 1992). At the beginning of the last century, the problem of readiness became an important object of scientific research. Scientists
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 eveloped aspects of the theory of attitude. This phenomenon has been studied by scientists
d
in connection human mental processes (Teichler, 1995).
Professional self-realisation is an active process, therefore, in the study of the preparation
of the future education manager for professional self-realisation, we analysed the concept
of "psychological readiness for activity", which was introduced in 1976, in studies on engineering psychology and labour psychology (Kuoppakangas et al., 2019). Scientists highlight
the psychological component of professional readiness, which plays an important role in
mastering a profession (O’Donoghue & Heanue, 2018). This understanding has become an
important argument for using the concept of readiness as a result of preparing a specialist for
professional self-realisation (Agasisti, 2017; Tovkanets, 2019).
The problem of the student’s readiness for professional self-realisation remains one of the
urgent in modern psychology and pedagogy, and is a component of professional readiness
for professional activity (Alstete, 2006). An analysis of existing approaches shows that readiness is studied as a certain state of consciousness, psyche, functional systems in a situation
of responsible actions (Degn, 2015). Readiness is expressed as an opportunity, the ability of
a subject to act at a fairly high level, the decisive condition for quick adaptation to working
conditions, further professional development and professional self-realisation (Teehankee,
2018; Pryshlyak, 2018).
Professional readiness is a subjective state of a person who is considered capable and prepared to carry out a certain professional activity and striving to perform it at a high level with
the goal of self-realisation (Haines, 1973). Professional readiness is closely connected with
such a concept as professionalism in the field of economic activity (Riad Shams & Belyaeva,
2019). In this situation, the lack of prestige of knowledge, education and the lack of professional training of future specialists in Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of Kazakhstan
for professional self-realisation in all spheres of activity is of special urgency and significance
(Al-Zawahreh et al., 2019). The development of the problem of the formation of a value relation to professionalism has social (forms professionalism as a moral value, value relations in
all areas of human activity) and scientific (serves as a means of knowing the intellectual and
professional capabilities of people) significance.

3

Materials and Methods

The organisational scheme of the experimental study provided for the sequential implementation of three stages: Ascertaining, formative, and final. During the formative stage of the
experiment, the following problems were solved:
–

Development and testing of educational and methodological support, which contains authentic materials and a set of exercises for the formation of future managers of education
readiness for professional self-realisation;
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–

The methodology of vocational training of students with the aim of their self-realisation
during training was specified;

–

Certain pedagogical conditions and a model for the formation of professional self-
realisation of future education managers were implemented.

The organisation of the formative stage of the experimental study provided for the implementation of certain pedagogical conditions that contributed to the preparation of the future
education manager for professional activity. In the process of organising the experiment on
the formation of the readiness of future education managers for professional self-realisation,
we proceeded from that the studied process of forming the professional quality of a personality will significantly improve when the selected and justified pedagogical conditions are
introduced into the educational process.
Therefore, the aim of the experimental study was to develop and test the advanced working
hypothesis about the possibility of effective formation of readiness for future self-realisation
of future education managers. It was also revealed that the pedagogical experiment in our
study is a multicomponent hierarchically organised system process, the basis of which is the
study of the disciplines "Management in education", "Fundamentals of psychological and
pedagogical management", "Quality management of education at school", "Administration
of work in school", "Management of the content of education", "Economics and finance in
educational institutions".
In the pedagogical experiment, 3 stages were clearly defined:
–

Preparatory (selection of training materials, definition of tasks, preparation of tests to
determine the levels of formation of readiness for professional self-realisation);

–

Main (experiment);

–

Final (processing of the obtained results, their interpretation, preparation of methodological recommendations and their introduction into teaching practice at the faculty of
international business and management of an economic university).

The formative stage of the experiment was carried out in stages on the basis of the Al-Farabi
Kazakh National University during the 2017-2019 school year. For the experiment, control
and experimental groups of students with approximately the same composition and initial
level of knowledge of the majors were selected. In total, 216 students of 1-4 years of Al-Farabi
Kazakh National University, who studied in the second year (216 students) and in the fourth
year (186 students).
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Students were divided into control (CG) and experimental (EG) groups as follows: In the
second semester of the 2016-2017 school year, four experimental groups (104 students) and
four control groups (112 students) who studied in the first year were identified. In the 20172018 academic year, these same students studied already in the second year, but their number
decreased and amounted to 100 students in the experimental group and 105 students in the
control groups. In the 2018-2019 academic year, students of the EG, who were already 95
people, and control groups (98 students) studied in the third year. The final stage of the experimental study took place in the first semester of the 2019-2020 academic year with students
already in the fourth year. There were 92 students in the experimental groups and 94 students
in the control groups.
In educational institutions of the Republic of Lithuania, the education manager is defined
as specialisation in the same way as in Kazakh University where this direction acts only as
a discipline of a separate direction and part of a varied retraining cycle. In this regard, the
training program is considered as part of the specialisation in universities of the Republic of
Lithuania. Due to the fact that these training levels are not comparable and cannot be studied
in comparable parameters, the efficiency of employment is considered as an indicator of the
resulting type.

4

Results and Discussion

We determined the control group (CG) and experimental group (EG) according to the input
levels of students' readiness for professional self-realisation, which had approximately the
same values in the CG and the EG. This makes it possible to obtain reliable research results
in traditional and experimental conditions for the formation of future professional education
managers. In the experimental groups, students studied using innovative technology. In these groups, the preparation of the future education manager for professional self-realisation
was carried out. An experimental methodology was applied using authentic materials of a
professionally significant nature, role-playing games and a set of exercises aimed at developing the skills necessary for professional communication, which is especially important
for future education managers. In the control groups, training was carried out according to
traditional methods, that is, according to work programs.
In the process of research in the experimental and control groups, the classes were held by
the same teachers in each academic discipline, which ensured the uniformity of requirements
for the participants in the experiment, and also made it possible to purposefully control the
educational process. Other teachers (with pedagogical experience from 5 to 20 years) in the
role of competent mentors were also involved in the experiment, which contributed to the
objectivity of assessing knowledge, formed skills and abilities of students. During the formative stage of the pedagogical experiment, educational and methodological material and
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various types of educational activities provided for the Pedagogy and Psychology program
for students of 2-4 years and "pedagogical specialties" for second-year students were used.
Since an experimental study was conducted among students from the second to the fourth
year, therefore, the main attention was paid to the methodological support of the speciality
"Pedagogy and Psychology" for the preparation of students.
To conduct the formative stage of the experiment, authentic materials of a p
 rofessionally
significant nature were selected, on the basis of which complexes of classes from practical
courses were developed. The use of such training complexes contributed to the formation
of readiness for professional self-realisation among future education managers. Pre-
experimental and post-experimental tests were used. With the help of tests, we evaluated the
strength of students' assimilation of knowledge, understanding of the possibilities of their
application in professional activities. We adhered to the opinion of those scientists who believe that the content and types of tests should be the same both in the beginning and at the
final stage of the experiment. Only in this case it was possible to objectively compare the
results. Test assignments were offered in hard copy and performed by each student separately
on distribution cards. Before testing in each experimental group, students were given oral
instructions. With the help of testing, the level of knowledge of future education managers
was verified and the following were established:
–

Knowledge of management in education;

–

Knowledge of professionally guided pedagogy of terminology;

–

The ability to compose dialogues of professional communication;

–

Ability to write a message, resume, business letter;

–

Skills and ability to negotiate professional areas.

Given the fact that the level of assimilation of educational material is an indicator of the
cognitive activity of future specialists, in order to improve the quality of assimilation, it is
necessary, first of all, to direct work of students to use the knowledge that they already know
in practice. So, students can realise the need to acquire new knowledge. For this, three crosssections of knowledge were carried out. The first was carried out after the first course of
study – before stage 2. Its purpose was to establish the degree of formedness of the readiness
of future education managers for professional self-realisation after the first part of the experiment. The second cross-section was carried out after the end of the third course of study.
Its task was to determine the level of formedness of skills and professional communication
after the completion of experimental training and the effectiveness of our educational and
methodological support, which contains authentic materials and a set of situational exercises
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to form readiness for professional activity for future education managers. The third crosssection was made at the end of the first semester of the fourth year. Its task was to determine
the level of formedness of skills of a professional education manager after the end of the
experimental study in order to establish the effectiveness of our proposed methodology for
training future specialists. During the sections of knowledge, students performed the following types of tasks: Solving situational problems, case studies, communicative trainings,
and management seminars.
Educational and cognitive tasks that were created for the studied disciplines were focused
on the basic requirements that related to managerial skills. Basic requirements are requirements such as conceptual skills, that is, a person's skills to perceive an organization as a whole
and at the same time clearly understand the specifics and interrelationships of its parts, social
skills, that is, skills of working with people and achieving organizational goals with the help
of people and technical skills, which are special skills and which are necessary to perform
work tasks: Possession of methods, technologies, methods of solving problems, the ability
to use equipment. Therefore, educational texts, exercises, and cognitive tasks included the
lexical and grammatical material necessary to fulfil the professional functions of an education manager. The training complex was developed specifically to test the level of readiness
of future managers for professional self-realisation: Development of writing skills; form of
control – the ability to draw up plans, questions, annotations, resumes in thematic texts, writing private letters, essays, reports.
Students of the experimental groups performed situational exercises. The tasks used
during the experiment provided for the manifestation of student skills in writing texts that
contain given communication conditions and a description of the speech situation. An expert survey involved identifying the opinions of managers of practitioners and scientists
exploring this area on the problematic aspects of training education managers. The survey
suggested 12 key questions in blocks: Features of the training of education managers in the
country; design of training content, priorities; difficulties and prospects.
Practitioners and scientists from Kazakhstan and Lithuania were involved as experts. The
following is an analysis of expert responses. In the Republic of Kazakhstan, targeted training of education managers has been carried out for the past 10 years. Although, the first
experimental programs began to be implemented in 1998 on the basis of Al-Farabi Kazakh
National University at master’s level. Modern requirements for the level of training of education managers are not regulated by the standard, and there are no professional standards of
education managers in Kazakhstan. The difference between managers and directors, according to experts, is in functional responsibilities: Managers – directors and deputy directors of
educational organisations; directors – leaders of educational systems at the region or district
level. The functional responsibilities of an education manager are determined by the relevant
provisions of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan. At the
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same time, they note that directors of schools, colleges and kindergartens are taught management after being appointed to the post and there is not enough time for training. Training
reserve managers does not justify itself. Of these, no more than 4% are prescribed.
Assessing the modern system of training education managers, experts note that the basic
principles of educational design have remained unchanged, as they change as the goals of the
activities of educational organisations change. In the framework of university programs, the
quality of managerial training is low, because of the weak practical part. The parameters for
evaluating the development of programs are qualimetric in nature, although there should be
other evaluation systems. The state acts as the main employer in the training of education
managers, but it does not deal with the intended purpose and managers are trained at universities only because it is fashionable. There is no state order for this profession. The state order
remained after the Soviet planned economy. Government orders are orders for the supply
of goods, the provision of services, which are placed by state and municipal organizations.
These orders are financed from the state budget, regional and municipal budgets, as well as
extra-budgetary funding sources.
The training of education managers (for the functional purpose of this profession) in
the Republic of Lithuania began in early 2000 at the master’s level, and in general, advanced
training courses in management began to be offered in the country from the beginning of the
90s. As key requirements, experts highlight the ability of a manager to independently plan
his/her activities in an educational institution, pursue a financial policy, manage the learning
process at school, and manage material and human resources. In general, the requirements
for the education managers are enshrined in the legislative and regulatory documents of
Lithuania. The experts do not note a significant difference between managers and directors,
it is often used as synonyms. Purely theoretically, these concepts differ in that the activity of
a director is an activity aimed at streamlining of planned processes in a team, then the main
task of a manager is to create a self-organising team that will develop in any conditions.
At present, issues of professional suitability and the creation of a reserve of education
managers are relevant for Lithuania. For several years now, a system for testing applicants
has been introduced in the country: Those who want to occupy the positions of managers
in educational institutions must pass professional suitability tests. Tests are carried out in a
centralised way (the organisation under the Ministry of Education and Science is responsible
for them); passed tests receive confirmation of compliance with the requirements for the manager in the field of education (the requirements are expressed by a set of competencies, the
tests are designed in such a way as to identify these necessary competencies). Tested persons
form a reserve of potential managers and have the opportunity to nominate for managerial
positions. You can also highlight the problem of rotation of managers, which is associated
with the above. The main difficulties in the practical activities of education managers are associated with the perception and evaluation of the activities of leaders on the part of society.
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Frequent changes in the legislative framework and reforms have not quite a positive impact
on managers. There is also no standard in Lithuania.
Mainly, the following are distinguished as functional duties:
–

Organisation of the development of training programs in accordance with the needs of
students, society and based on legislative documents of the country;

–

Organisation of the development of a strategic plan for the development of the organisation
and its implementation on the basis of empirical research, evaluation of new ideas and
possible social consequences;

–

Creation of the necessary conditions and clear plans for further career growth of all
members of the organization and improving their qualifications.

In the structure of training, the following groups of competencies are distinguished as
guidelines: Management of the organisation’s policy and strategy; content management;
people management; resource management. As the leading technologies providing the
formation of these competencies in the university environment, project technologies, "case
study", mixed technologies and e-learning, etc. The main principles of designing the content
of training for the Ministry of Education are consideration of the current context, educational
policies, practical needs, as well as borrowing the experience of other countries. The quality
of training should be ensured by the integration of university education and professional
training. At the moment there is poor integration. Ideally, employers should be involved in
program design. There are examples when employers – local government administrations –
take the initiative to organise different courses, study for the closest reserve of school leaders.
However, this is not enough.
Experts do not see a significant difference in concepts between manager and e xecutive,
these words are synonyms, but in general semantics "direction" is a broader concept than
"management". Since education is practically not a subject of the market, in any case, the
principles of management can only be partially implemented. Difficulties in the work of
education managers are: An uncertain regulatory framework; lack of funds for material incentives; excess reporting; a large number of activities launched from the top, which are often complementary to the actual practice of the school, and therefore unnecessary; entrusting with the education managers a large number of economic functions in the absence of
specialists capable of performing them.
The functional responsibilities of an education manager, based on professional standards,
include four generalised duties, which fall into 52 labour. The planning function – orders,
recommendations, planning of the educational process, strategic planning, personnel planning, procurement planning, etc. The function of an organisation is to bring the decision
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(plan) to an executor, material and technical support for the possibility of implementing this
decision, coordinating this decision with the settings and needs of subordinates, delegating
authority. The function of motivation is the creation of a system of motivation and stimulation. The control function is the process of obtaining and processing information about
the progress and results of the educational process and making appropriate management
decisions on its basis (monitoring, studying, analysing, diagnosing and evaluating the performance of performers).
Among the relatively new principles for the content of training education managers:
The introduction of social partnership as a requirement (the need to involve employers in
the planning and implementation of educational programs); revision of pedagogical technologies used in the learning process (continued bias towards interactive forms); focus on
Softskills development; project approach; reduction in the percentage of lectures; increased
role of self-education; digitalisation. Unfortunately, evaluating the quality of training, experts
disagreed. It turns out that the strategic and innovation block is practically not in demand,
since managers are "sucked up" by solving operational problems, which is complicated by
the fact that the management apparatus in educational organisations, especially of secondary education, is small and loaded with reports. Employers do not evaluate the quality of
training, but the ability of managers to solve current problems. However, in the fact that the
weak integration of educational, scientific, and industrial activities leads to the separation of
theory from practice, experts have shown unanimity. The participation of employers in the
design of content is the same as in Kazakhstan: Employers review educational programs, take
students to practice, and participate in final certification. However, real participation in the
design of the content is weak and often it is formal.
To analyse the results of an experimental study, we recorded the dynamics of indicators
of levels of readiness for professional self-realisation of students studying in the control (CG)
and experimental groups (EG) from the first to fourth years (Table 1).
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Table 1: Results of the Formative Stage of Experimental Study
Indicators of students’ radiness for professional self-realisation
Year

Group

CG
1
EG

CG
2
EG

CG
3
EG

CG
4
EG

Stage of
control

High
(5 points)

Sufficient
(4 points)

Satisfactory
(3 points)

Low
(2 points)

Average

People

%

People

%

People

%

People

%

Entry
control

2

1.79

40

35.71

66

58.93

4

3.57

3.36

Final
control

3

2.68

42

37.5

65

58.03

2

1.79

3.41

Entry
control

2

1.92

36

34.62

63

60.58

3

2.88

3.36

Final
control

9

8.65

43

41.35

52

50.0

0

0

3.59

Entry
control

2

1.9

38

36.2

63

60.0

2

1.9

3.38

Final
control

3

2.85

40

38.1

61

58.1

1

0.95

3.4

Entry
control

7

7.0

40

40.0

53

53.0

0

0

3.54

Final
control

11

11.0

44

44.0

45

45.0

0

0

3.66

Entry
control

1

1.02

38

38.78

58

59.18

1

1.02

3.4

Final
control

2

2.04

39

39.8

57

58.16

0

0

3.48

Entry
control

7

7.37

39

41.05

49

51.58

0

0

3.56

Final
control

13

13.68

43

45.26

39

41.05

0

0

3.73

Entry
control

2

2.13

33

35.11

59

62.76

0

0

3.43

Final
control

5

5.32

35

37.23

54

57.45

0

0

3.48

Entry
control

11

11.96

41

44.56

40

43.48

0

0

3.69

Final
control

19

20.65

49

53.26

24

26.09

0

0

3.95

An analysis of the tabular data allows to conclude that regardless of the fact that the number
of students in the control and experimental groups changed annually, the effectiveness of the
formation of future managers of education for professional self-realisation in the experimental groups was determined by the best indicators at all levels than in the CG. Comparing the
dynamics of the average indicators that was observed in the CG and the EG throughout the
entire formative stage of the experimental study. At the beginning of the formative stage of
the experiment, it was found that the average readiness for future self-realisation of future
education managers in the control and experimental groups has the same value – 3.36 points.
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After completing training in the first year in the CG, this indicator increased to 3.41 points
(by 0.05 points), and in the EG – up to 3.59 points (by 0.23 points), which is 0.18 points more
than in control groups. It should be noted that according to the results of entrance control
in the second, third and fourth courses, the average indicator (like all other indicators of
students’ readiness levels for professional self-realisation) in the EG was higher (3.54 points
– 2 year; 3.56 points – 3 year; 3.69 points – 4 year) than in the CG (3.38; 3.4; 3.43 points,
respectively), which is explained by the positive influence of our experimental methodology
for training future education managers in experimental groups from the first year.
The dynamics of the average readiness indicator for future self-realisation of future education managers who continued to study in the second year was determined by the following
digital data: In the CG, the average indicator increased from 3.38 to 3.4 points (by 0.02
points), and in the EG – from 3.54 to 3.66 points (1.12 points), which is 0.1 points better than
in the control groups. In the third year, among future education managers who studied in the
CG, the average readiness for professional self-realisation increased from 3.4 to 3.48 points
(by 0.08 points), and in the EG from 3.56 to 3.73 points (0.17 points), which is 0.09 points
higher than in the CG.
At the final stage of the experimental study (in the fourth year), the average index of
readiness for professional self-realisation among students in the CG increased from 3.43 to
3.48 points (by 0.05 points), and in the EG from 3.69 to 3.95 points (0.26 points), which is
0.21 points better than in the CG. The dynamics of the average readiness of students for
professional self-realisation, which was observed during the formative stage of the experiment, is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Dynamics of Changes of Average Indicator of
Students’ Readiness for Professional Self-Realisation
Since in the process of the formative stage of the experimental study, progressive dynamics
of improving the results of the formation of readiness for future self-realisation of future
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education managers who studied in control and experimental groups was observed, we
analyse the generalised indicators from the beginning of the experiment (entry control in
the first year) to its completion (final control in the fourth year), which is reflected in Table 2.
Table 2: The Generalised Results of the Forming Stage of the Experimental Study
Indicators of students’ radiness for professional self-realisation
Groups

CG
EG

Stage of
control

High
(5 points)

Sufficient
(4 points)

Satisfactory
(3 points)

Low
(2 points)

Average

People

%

People

%

People

%

People

%

Entry control

2

1.79

40

35.71

66

58.93

4

3.57

3.36

Final control

5

5.32

35

37.23

54

57.45

0

0

3.48

Entry control

2

1.92

36

34.62

63

60.58

3

2.88

3.36

Final control

19

20.65

49

53.26

24

26.09

0

0

3.95

Analysis of the table data allows to admit the effectiveness of our experimental m
 ethodology
and its positive impact on the formation of readiness for future self-realisation of future education managers. Since the number of students in the CG and the EG constantly changed
throughout the experimental study, we consider it appropriate to compare these data in
percent, namely:
–

In terms of high level indicators in the CG, there was an increase in such students from
1.79% to 5.32% (by 3.53%), and in the EG from 1.92% to 20.65% (by 18.73%), which is
15.2% more than in the control groups;

–

In terms of a sufficient level in the CG, the number of students increased from 35.71% to
37.23% (by 1.52%), and in the EG from 34.62% to 53.26% (by 18.64), which 17.12% more
than in control groups;

–

In terms of a satisfactory level in the CG, the number of such students decreased from
58.93% to 57.45% (by 1.48%), and in the EG from 60.58% to 26.09% (by 34.49%), which
is 33.01% better than in the CG;

–

According to the low-level indicators in both categories of groups, upon completion of
the formative stage of the experiment, there were no students with a significant increase
in the level of readiness.

The dynamics of readiness indicators for future professional self-realisation of future
education managers who studied in control and experimental groups is reflected in histograms (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Dynamics of Readiness Indicators for Professional Self-Realisation of
Future Education Managers who Studied in Control and Experimental Groups
In order to verify the reliability of the results and to formulate conclusions, we used methods of comparative analysis and mathematical statistics (cluster analysis) to process the
results of a pedagogical experiment. The effectiveness of training future education managers
of control groups was compared with the same indicators of students who studied in experimental groups. To analyse and generalise the results of our work, the essence of the null and
alternative hypotheses of experimental research was determined. In the null hypothesis, it
was suggested that the positive dynamics of the results of the professional training of future
education managers who studied in control groups are a consequence of the natural learning
process. An alternative hypothesis of our study was the assumption that the improvement in
the results of professional training of students of experimental groups is determined by the
targeted use of the proposed methodology for the formation of future managers of education
readiness for professional self-realisation based on the acmeological approach.
In order to determine the reliability of the results of our study, we determined the F-
criterion for the experimental groups (empirical criterion) and compared with the theoretical F-criterion. F-criterion we determined by the (Eq. 1):

(1)

where σ12– variance at the input stage of determining the levels of readiness for professional
self-realisation of future education managers; σ22 – variance in the final control of the
effectiveness of the formation readiness for professional self-realisation of future managers of
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education on the principles of the acmeological approach at the final stage of the experiment.
The dispersion is determined by the (Eq. 2):

(2)
where f is the number of students whose grades 5, 4, 3, 2 reflect, respectively, high, sufficient,
satisfactory, and low levels of readiness of future education managers for professional
self-realisation based on the acmeological approach; (xi − x)– the difference between the
individual values of the estimates (5, 4, 3, 2) and the value of the average indicator for a
certain group and stage of control; N is the number of students in those categories of groups
(control or experimental) where the variance is calculated. The results of the calculation of
the F-criterion are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: The Results of the Calculation of the F-Criterion

Group

CG

EG

Stage of
control

Average
grade

Indicators for the calculation of the F-criterion
f
5

4

3

2

3.36

2

40

66

Final
control

3.48

5

35

Entry
control

3.36

2

Final
control

3.95

19

Entry
control

(xi − x)

∑f (xi

− x)2

σ2

5

4

3

4

1.64

0.64

-0.36

-1.36

37. 7143

0.3367

54

0

1.52

0.52

-0.48

-1.48

33.4575

0.3559

36

63

3

1.64

0.64

-0.36

-1.36

33.8365

0.3254

49

24

0

1.05

0.05

-0.95

-1.95

42.7283

0.4644

Femp

2

1.06

1.43

The analysis of Table 3 makes it possible to determine the following key indicators: In the
control groups at the stage of input control, the dispersion (σ12) is 0.3367, and at the stage of
final control (σ22) – 0.3559. Therefore, the F-test for control groups (Femp-CG) has a value of
1.06. Calculations to determine the dispersion in the experimental groups showed that at the
input control stage the dispersion (σ12) is 0.3254, and the variance of the final control (σ22)
is 0.4644. the empirical indicator of the F-criterion for the experimental groups (Femp-EG) is
1.43. To verify the reliability of these results, we compared the indicators of the empirical Fcriterion (Femp-CG and Femp-EG) with the theoretical F-criterion (Ferit), the numerical values
of which are given in the corresponding table. The indicator Ferit is established by the number
of degrees of freedom, and in our study, it has a value from 111 (112 students of the CG at
the stage of entrance control minus 1) to 91 (92 students of experimental groups at the stage
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of final control minus 1). Provided that the number of degrees of freedom of the numerator
will be in the range from 24 to infinity, and the denominator – from 60 to 120, the indicator
Ferit will have values from 1.7 to 1.3.
Comparing the values of Femp-EG with a standard indicator, its value of 1.43 is within
the specified limits. This means that the results of our experimental study on the formation
of the readiness of future education managers for professional self-realisation based on the
acmeological approach are reliable and confirm the reliability of the experiment. The Femp-KG
indicator with a value of 1.06 goes beyond reliability, therefore, we believe that a slight increase in the level of readiness of future education managers for professional self-realisation,
who studied in control groups, is associated with the conditions of the traditional learning
process. Thus, it can be argued that the effectiveness of the formation of the readiness of future education managers for professional self-realisation depends on the targeted application
of the proposed training methodology.
The observation showed that with a constant increase in the number of graduates, their
employment level decreased from year to year, which is confirmed by the data in Table 4.
Table 4: The Proportion of Employed Graduates of 2014-2019
Total

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

The Republic of Kazakhstan

87.2

94.7

92.7

92.1

90.9

85.6

70.4

The Republic of Lithuania

84.0

94.1

91.7

82.9

91.0

78.5

71.9

Note. Values are given as a percentage, % (Ņikišins, 2017).

Employment problems particularly intensified in 2018-2019, which reflects the difficult
economic situation in this period both in countries as a whole and in individual regions.
It should be noted that already in 2016, in the Republic of Lithuania the share of employed
graduates decreased to 82.9% (by 8.8 percentage points), and this despite the increase in
the total number of people employed in the Republic by 2.5 thousand people. (up to 1078.1
thousand people from 1075.6 thousand people in 2015). The rational and effective use of
graduates involves, first of all, their employment in accordance with the speciality received at
the university (the direction of training). In practice, this does not always happen, as can be
seen from the data in Table 5.
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Table 5: Employment of Graduates of 2014-2019 for the First Job Related to the Acquired
Profession (Speciality)
All graduates

Including
Higher
education on
programs for
personnel of
the highest
qualification

Higher
education on
specialist
programme
and
magisterium

Higher
education
on bachelor
programme

Secondary
vocational
programs
in training
specialists of
mid-level

Secondary
vocational
training
programs
for skilled
workers,
employees

The Republic
of Kazakhstan

59.9

85.3

64.2

60.3

55.7

52.2

The Republic
of Lithuania

59.7

100.0

62.8

75.8

51.9

48.7

Note. % of the total number of graduates of the corresponding level of education (Compiled by the authors).

The highest rates of employment for the first job related to the acquired profession (speciality)
are among people with higher education in higher education programs. The level of employment of graduates of a specialist programme and a magistracy is slightly higher than that
of a bachelor. It is noteworthy that graduates of secondary vocational educational institutions, especially in training programs for skilled workers, look less competitive in terms of
employment compared to graduates with higher education. And this despite the numerous
allegations of enterprise managers about the lack of skilled workers in the region’s e nterprises.
The main problems faced by graduates in employment are reflected in Table 6.
Table 6: Structure of Graduates of 2014-2019 With Higher Education Based on Difficulties 		
When Trying to Find Employment
The Republic of
Kazakhstan

The Republic of
Lithuania

Lack of work experience

71.5

73.8

Non-compliance with qualification requirements (in the level of training,
knowledge necessary to complete the work)

9.1

7.0

Could not find a job in the obtained profession (speciality)

23.5

16.6

Low wages offered

41.6

62.8

Lack of suitable jobs

27.2

28.2

Note. Values are given as a percentage, % (Compiled by the authors).

As follows from Table 6, the main problem with the employment of graduates is the lack of
practical work experience, which in most cases is the main requirement for employers. The
Republic of Lithuania as a whole is not very different from Kazakhstan in terms of employment
problems for graduates, with the exception of wages. Almost 2/3 of graduates indicated its low
level, which is much more than in Kazakhstan. Over the years, the average wage in the region
is 56-58% of the average European level. And the salary of graduates of 2019 employed in the
republic is about 2/3 of the average salary of young specialists employed outside the country.
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Conclusions

In the course of the study, the tasks that contributed to the preparation of the future education
manager for professional self-realisation have been solved: The parameters of educational and
methodological support have been developed and tested, which contains authentic materials
and a set of situational exercises to form readiness for professional self-realisation for future
education managers; the methodology of vocational training of students for the purpose of
their self-realisation during training has been specified; certain pedagogical c onditions were
realised according to the model for the formation of professional self-realisation of future
education managers.
The formative stage of the experimental study envisaged a generalisation of psychological
and pedagogical positions and achievements of advanced pedagogical experience and showed that the leading direction in the formation of readiness for professional self-realisation
is the creation of such pedagogical conditions under which a student can take an active
personal position and prove himself/herself to the greatest extent as a subject of educational activities and future specialist. Based on the analysis of the results of the experimental
research, the dynamics of changes in the indicators of the levels of readiness for professional
self-realization of students studying in the control and experimental groups from the first
to the fourth year was compiled and recorded. The generalised indicators of the forming
stage of the experimental have been analysed and the dynamics of the readiness indicators of
future education managers for professional self-realisation who were trained in control and
experimental groups, have been reflected in the histograms.
Our analysis indicates serious problems with the employment of university graduates both
in the Republic of Kazakhstan and to an even greater extent in the Republic of Lithuania. To
solve these problems, it is necessary to create a comprehensive mechanism for matching the
needs of the economy in personnel with the scope and areas of professional training at universities, since the education system must adequately respond to the demands of the labour
market. In our opinion, this problem cannot be shifted only to universities, it is necessary
to more actively involve both employers and administration of the governments to solve it.
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Abstract
Purpose: This study aims at investigating how digitalisation (in the sense of industry 4.0) has
changed the work of farmers and how they experience the changes from more traditional
work to digitalised agriculture. It also investigates what knowledge farmers require on
digitalised farms and how they acquire it. Dairy farming was used as domain of investigation
since it, unlike other industries, has strongly been affected by digitalisation throughout the
last years.
Method: Exploratory interviews with 10 livestock farmers working on digitalised dairy
farms were analysed using qualitative content analysis. A deductive and inductive coding
strategy was used.
Findings: Farming work has changed from more manual tasks towards symbol manipulation and data processing. Farmers must be able to use computers and other digital devices
to retrieve and analyse sensor data that allow them to monitor and control the processes on
their farm. For this new kind of work, farmers require elaborated mental models that link
traditional farming knowledge with knowledge about digital systems, including a strong
understanding of production processes underlying their farm. Learning is mostly based
on instructions offered by manufacturers of the new technology as well as informal and
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 on-formal learning modes. Even younger farmers report that digital technology was not
n
sufficiently covered in their (vocational) degrees. In general, farmers emphasises the positive
effects of digitalisation both on their working as well as private life.
Conclusions: Farmers should be aware of the opportunities as well as the potential drawbacks of the digitalisation of work processes in agriculture. Providers of agricultural
education (like vocational schools or training institutes) need to incorporate the knowledge
and skills required to work in digitalised environments (e.g., data literacy) in their syllabi.
Further studies are required to assess how digitalisation changes farming practices and what
knowledge as well as skills linked to these developments are required in the future.
Keywords: Work-Based Learning, Organisational Change, Digital Competences, Qualitative
Research, Digitalisation, Farming, Dairy, VET, Vocational Education and Training

1

Introduction

Digitalisation within professional contexts describes an ongoing process of introducing
computerised technology with the aim of automatising work processes. To be more precise,
the core quality of industrial digitalisation lies in the integration of software components
as well as mechanical and electrical hardware parts that can exchange information over a
network in order to add some kind of value, such as a flexible production system or reduced
manpower requirements (Harteis, 2018). With the help of sensor technology, actuators, and
elaborated software algorithms that are all integrated in a so-called cyber-physical system
(CPS), it is possible to represent and manipulate working processes on computers in such a
way that they can be automatised and controlled centrally from distance (e.g., Kagermann,
2015; see, for the agricultural context, Wolfert et al., 2017).
As with all technological changes in the past, it must be assumed that these digitalisation efforts have strong potential to transform the domain of work for many if not all
employees (Frey & Osborne, 2017; see however Pfeiffer, 2018). The scenarios concerning this
transformation discussed in the literature differ (Dworschak & Zaiser, 2014). While some
scholars assume in the automation scenario that digital technology will replace all tasks now
performed by humans—as long as it is not too complex to do so or if it is otherwise economically inefficient—others believe that work will mostly be relieved of menial or dangerous
tasks, allowing humans to take over meaningful work requiring creativity or other kinds of
cognitive capacity (specialisation scenario). Besides these disagreements within the literature,
however, consensus exists among a range of authors that digitalised workplaces will qualitatively change work practices and therefore also require knowledge and skills that are different
from before (Al-Ani, 2017; Letmathe & Schinner, 2017).
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Both scenarios similarly assume that manual work will largely be taken over by machines and
only special cases will exist in which humans still have to engage in such tasks. It rather seems
plausible that human workers are more often concerned with overseeing and controlling the
systems in use. In other words, most of the time workers must mentally analyse and interpret
data provided by the systems to make sense of it instead of physically manipulating tools and
artefacts. This requires workers to be digitally literate—that is, being competent both to deal
with computer systems that provide data as well as to use effectively the provided information units in meaningful and critical ways to manage production processes constructively
(World Economic Forum, 2016).
In addition, workers need a better understanding of production processes at work instead
of just being competent to engage in a particular set of concrete working tasks. Without good
knowledge about how production is organised, how the different parts of the p
 articular CPS
are integrated with each other, and how the decision-making within the complex system is
controlled by algorithms, it is hardly possible that workers are able to oversee and m
 anage
automatised production processes or to intervene in cases of problems and failure in a
competent way (Harteis, 2018). Taken together, work seems to become more knowledge demanding and, while some knowledge components might not be needed any more, others
that are related to the interaction with computer-based machinery and peripheral devices are
asked for much more.
It remains, however, largely unknown how workers who are directly affected by digitalisation acquire the knowledge and skills required to deal with computerised working and
production processes. Due to the cutting-edge nature of digitalisation it must be assumed
that neither the current (vocational) education system nor existing further education courses
are able to prepare workers adequately for what to expect in digitalised working environments (Harteis et al., 2019). It follows that especially the first generation of affected workers
must develop the required knowledge through (non)formal and informal learning directly
at work. The problem with this mostly experience-based learning is that it might not be very
efficacious in the context of digitalisation because automatised work processes run hidden
from their human end-users. As Billett (2018) argues, digitalised work can often not be experienced directly due to its opaque and abstract character. In the worst case, workers might not
be able to construct appropriate mental models that help them to understand the systems in
use. From an educational perspective this questions workers’ professional agency since they
are rendered ineffective to exercise control and to emancipate themselves effectively from
external forces (Eteläpelto et al., 2013; Harteis, 2018; Goller, 2017). From a more technical
perspective this could lead to the irony of automation describing workers as unable to respond effectively in cases where the digital system breaks down (Bainbridge, 1983).
Within the majority of work domains, efforts to digitalise production processes are either
still in the planning phase or have just begun. In stark contrast, agriculture—and e specially
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livestock farming—was one of the first major industries affected by digitalisation efforts
and many farmers can be described as pioneers in introducing integrated systems of sensors, actuators, and software algorithms to automatise working processes (Götz & Duda,
2018; Herlitzius, 2018; OECD, 2019). In fact, a high share of agricultural enterprises already
employs this technology—often under the label of precision or smart farming (Eastwood
et al., 2017)—to make use of available input resources both more efficiently and effectively
(see e.g., Sponchioni et al., 2019). For instance, within the context of pig or cattle farming,
automatised and individual feeding machines based on performance and health parameters
help to reduce fodder requirements while producing the same or even higher yields. Another
example is automatised gate systems that help to sort animals without the use of manpower.
One of the strongest distributions of digital technology, however, has been recorded in dairy
cattle farming (Vik et al., 2019). Besides the already described examples, it is the use of fully
automatised milking robots as well as wearable sensors that allow a range of relevant health
and performance data to be gathered and integrated within the herd management systems
that are commonly utilised in this context (OECD, 2019).
In general, most discussions around the effects of digitalisation on the world of work are
led either on speculative grounds or very general forecasts regarding job profiles (e.g., Frey
& Osborne, 2017). It is because of the cutting-edge character of the digitalisation in most
domains that almost no empirical studies exist about how the change from more t raditional
to digitalised work is experienced by workers, what knowledge is required, and how it is
learned (see, however, Fischer et al., 2018). And although the agricultural domain has been
affected by this digitalisation, only a few empirical studies shed light on these open issues
(Butler et al., 2012; Holloway et al., 2014; Vik et al., 2019). These studies, conducted mainly
in Norway and the UK, found the first evidence that digital farming increases flexibility
during the working day, requires more technical knowledge and skills, and also changes the
quantitative and qualitative relationship between farmers and their animals. Unfortunately, no comparable findings exist for the German context although it is one of the main
agricultural producers in the European Union. In addition, studies adopting an educational
perspective on digitalisation trends in farming are completely missing.
The aim of this study is to address this research gap with an explorative study in the context of German dairy farming. To be more concrete, several interviews with farmers whose
farms have undergone considerable digital change were conducted to answer the following
research questions:
(1)

How do farmers experience the changes from more traditional work to digitalised
agriculture?

(2)

What knowledge do farmers require on digitalised farms and how do they acquire it?
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By answering these research questions this study significantly adds to the existing literature
about the effects of digitalisation of farming from an educational perspective, especially by
taking the German context into account. The next section will describe the methodology
underlying this study, including the materials used. It is followed by a description and discussion of the findings.

2

Materials and Method

To answer the research questions this study used an explorative interview approach. To
find potential interview participants, a wide range of dairy farms in the north of North
Rhine-Westfalia and the south of Lower-Saxonia in Germany were contacted via phone
and mail. Criterion for potential inclusion into the sample was that the farms—the participants work at—introduced at least some kind of digitalisation in the last years that resulted
in automatised work processes as described in the theoretical part of this contribution. In
sum, 10 farmers (1 female) from nine different dairy farms that met this criterion agreed
to take part in the study (convenience sample). Both the size of the farms (on average 145
dairy cattle, Min = 60, Max = 400) and their commercial organisation mode (mostly family
owned) are quite typical for Germany (FMFA, 2016). All interview partners held at least a
vocational farming degree, while a few even earned some kind of university qualification
(mostly Bachelor level). Most farms had installed fully automatised milking robots (k = 6)
or at least automatised milk analysis technique (k = 8) as part of their digitalisation strategy
a few years ago. In addition, automatic scrapers and floor cleaning robots, automatised feeding m
 achines, heat identification sensors, calving monitoring, and automatised gate systems
were in use on some but not all farms. On most farms these technologies are interconnected
via intranet or internet and make use of a centralised farm management system. All interview
participants were familiar with both traditional and digitalised farming work.
The interviews were conducted using a semi-structured interview guideline containing
open questions regarding how the farming practice had changed due to the digital equipment
introduced, the changed knowledge and skill requirements, as well as how the necessary
knowledge and skills were acquired. On average the interviews took about 50 minutes (SD
= 24:30 minutes). After obtaining consent from participants, all interviews were recorded
and subsequently transcribed verbatim. The more than 50,000-word-long transcripts were
then analysed using qualitative content analysis based on the recommendations outlined in
Kuckartz (2014) and Schreier (2012). In a first step, a combined deductive and inductive
coding strategy was used to structure the interview material employing the following main
categories (see Table 1): (a) Digitalisation at the farm, (b) Changes of farming practice, (c)
Knowledge requirements, and (d) Learning modes. The transcripts were parallelly coded by the
first two authors. In a second step, all coding discrepancies were discussed. Using a consent
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approach, it was decided which category to use. In the third step the first author paraphrased
all remaining 317 codings and then summarised each coding in a single short proposition.
These propositions were then used for extracting the main themes emerging from the interview material that will be reported and discussed below.
Table 1: Categories Used in Qualitative Content Analysis
Main Category

Definition

(a) Digitalisation at the farm

All kinds of descriptions concerning what digital technology was introduced at the farm
and why.

(b) Changes of farming practice

All kinds of descriptions concerning how farming practices and work processes changed
due to the digital technology introduced at the farm (new tasks, ceased tasks, qualitative
change of tasks, changes concerning the relationship to livestock).

(c) Knowledge requirements

All kinds of descriptions about knowledge and skills that are required to cope with the
new digital technology at the farm as well as descriptions that contrast competence
requirements before and after digitalisation.

(d) Learning modes

All kinds of description of how the competences required to engage with digital farming
technology has been or is acquired.

3

Findings

3.1

Changes Induced by Digitalisation

All participants reported extensively and enthusiastically about the digital technology they
are using on their farms. The changes induced by digitalisation were strongly associated with
a new and desirable mode of working on their farms. Daily work routines on digitalised farms
were described as less physically demanding and as requiring less time to be spent within the
cowshed. To be more precise, it is the manual and labour-intensive milking p
 rocess especially
that has now been taken over by milking robots; as well, the frequent on-site monitoring
of cattle is now being done by sensor technology (e.g., checking whether a cow has eaten).
In general, farmers reported that they now have less direct contact with their livestock on
the farm. Animals have only to be checked upon if indicated by the digital system (e.g., because of unusual sensor data). In relation to this, work is now described as less dirty and
less s trenuous. In general, these changes were experienced as a positive development by the
interview participants.
Instead of the more manual work, farmers have now to engage more often in tasks that can
best be described as monitoring and controlling the technology in use. To be more precise,
farmers now spend a substantial part of their day analysing data reported by different sensors
available in their equipment (e.g., amount of milk given or certain health parameters, etc.)
and putting in new data required by the system (e.g., certain medication that lets the system
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know that the milk of a particular cow cannot be further processed). Data analysis is mostly
done by focussing on deviations from established norms or historical records (e.g., q
 uantity
or composition of milk). This way, cattle can be identified that might be ill or that show
other unusual tendencies (e.g., being in heat or pregnant) and that require the farmer to take
certain measures. Both data analysis and data input are done using either personal computers
or mobile devices like smartphones and tablets.
For example norm deviances regarding physical activity. A cow has a certain
amount of walking that it usually does. And if she is in heat, she is excited, has a
different kind of rhythm suddenly. And this more of physical activity that I get on
the computer in form of a graph. Graphs or plain numbers, but graphs are better,
because there I see peaks immediately and know "Ah, that is where I need to pay
attention". (Interview 5)
In regard to the digital technology used at the farms, the interviewees agreed that both
maintenance and cleaning of the machines are also part of their regular work. However, it
was emphasised that maintenance is constrained to mechanical issues like changing wearing
parts. In contrast, problems with the built-in electronics or software were described as out of
the scope of their capacities. If such issues occur the farmers need to get help from external
service technicians. Usually this maintenance service is provided by the manufacturer of the
technology in use.
Work on digitalised farms was described as affording more temporal and geographic
flexibility. The reasons for this increased flexibility lie in the interconnection of different sensors, machinery such as robots, and computers within a single system that allow to monitor
and control farm equipment as well as working processes remotely. Using a computer or
smartphone has made it possible for farmers to access data and to steer machinery without
being present on site. The highest degree of flexibility is linked to autonomous milking robots
that are being used at the farms. In this case, the daily work schedule is no longer determined
by the cattle’s need to be milked for two hours, once in the morning and once in the evening.
This newly gained time and the new degrees of freedom can be used for other duties or even
for recreational purposes.
At the same time, the farmers emphasised that the digital technology requires them to
be always online. They are required to make sure that they are constantly connected to their
digital system and able to react in the case of technical problems indicated by that system.
This is the only way the farmers can ensure smooth operating of their farms. This 24/7 type of
on-call duty was experienced as unpleasant and stressful by some of the interview partners.
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[T]his pressure to be always on duty, this level of on-call duty, that you have to
have, that is indeed psychologically stressful. The physical strains are less […] but
the psychological stress is much more. […] And because of this digitalisation step
we have taken, it is like this, that you always check "Ok, do I have my mobile phone? Do I have enough battery? Is it possible that the system can reach me? Am I
online?" And this, sure that is like, that you can never "switch off ". That is definitely
a critical issue. The other side of the coin. But actually, the advantages prevail, that
is why I accept it. (Interview 6)
Besides the disadvantages described and experienced by the farmers, not one of the interview
partners considered going back to a non-digitalised farm. Digitalised farming was perceived
as easier, more diverse, and more flexible work, and even more interesting, especially for
those farmers who showed some kind of technical affinity.

3.2

Knowledge Requirements

Farmers working in digitalised environments still need a strong background of agricultural
basics like nutritional requirements of cattle, symptoms of diseases, or typical care p
 rocedures.
At the same time, the interviewees emphasised that knowledge and skills connected to the
use of computers and other kinds of mobile digital devices have been gaining importance. In
general, it has been argued that farmers working on digital farms require some kind of basic
understanding of how technology works to take care of the tasks and problems at hand.
Yes, one should be computer literate and probably also be able to use touch technology. […] Yes, it is not an easy job any more as it used to be, now anything is done
by machines, so you need some understanding of these machines and how to work
the machines. (Interview 8)
Moreover, the relevance of knowledge and skills connected to the extraction, interpretation,
and usage of data provided by the different sensors on their farms was described as highly
important. Farmers are required to be able to distinguish relevant from less relevant data
and to interpret data in reference to established norms of certain parameters and/or changes
occurring over time. To do so, the data and information provided by the digital system need
to be integrated with more traditional knowledge about farming processes or animals.
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If the cow deviates from its normal parameters, that I want to know. I am not
interested whether it has slept 6 or 8 hours. I just want to know if she behaves
somehow abnormally. Is there something different than usual? And then I can see
this and draw my conclusions. What’s happening? Why is she behaving like this?
Sure, that, of course, requires experience. […] And for instance, if I have taken care
of their claws then the cows are a little bit confused, then the system is not helping.
The parameters provided by the system will change due to this disturbance. That is
why I must not over interpret the parameters on such days. (Interview 5)

3.3

Learning Modes

Most interviewees described that the knowledge and skills required to use the digital systems
on their farms had not been covered or were only marginally covered in their initial (vocational) education. Instead, the predominant modes to acquire this body of knowledge were
on-site training provided by the manufacturer of the digital farming technology as well as
experiential and other informal learning activities. First, all interview partners reported that
the manufacturers of the larger machines like milking robots provided a short but intense
training period after the technology was bought and installed. That training was usually one
to two days long; a trained service technician would spend the full 24 or 48 hours on the farm,
instructing the farming staff on how to operate the technology and jointly working with the
farmers to enable them to use the machines and computers in the context of their own farms.
Only in a few instances was it reported that manufacturers or other training providers offered
longer and more formalised learning opportunities. After the initial on-site training, learning
was mostly experience-based. However, other learning opportunities emerged from reading
professional literature like manuals or internet resources, and from discussions with befriended farmers that were usually related to some kind of trouble shooting.
I would say it like this, one gets the first instructions from the ones, that sells it
to you or in the case of our milking robot, for instance, there was this additional
person, when we switched, he was being here, he explained everything. The cattle
had to be used to it and then he was here 24 hours, the full time, and he explained
everything. (Interview 1)
Insights about the technological innovations existing in the farming domain and how such
technology can be used were acquired through reading farming journals for p
 ractitioners,
visiting trade fairs, or speaking with other farmers who had already digitalised their

businesses.
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Discussion

This section sets out to discuss the findings. For this purpose, the first two subsections answer
the research questions that guided this study: (a) How do farmers experience the changes
from more traditional work to digitalised agriculture? and (b) What knowledge do farmers
require on digitalised farms and how do they acquire it? It is followed by a short discussion
of relevant limitations underlying the empirical work conducted.

4.1

Experience of Digitalisation

Digitalisation has changed farming from an occupation that was characterised by manual
work involving mechanical tools into one that requires symbol manipulation using highly
automatised digital technology. In particular, it is the more menial and physical demanding
tasks that are taken over by machines (see, for similar findings, Butler et al., 2012; Vik et al.,
2019). Instead, farmers have to work more often now with computers that allow them to monitor and control these systems. This work can be described as mostly cognitive rather than
manual. In this way, the changes triggered by digitalisation can be interpreted as predicted in
the specialisation scenario described above (see also Dworschak & Zaiser, 2014). On the other
hand, this is only true for trained staff or the owners of the farms. Farming aides, especially
those without education who are appointed to manual routine tasks, may subsequently lose
their jobs to machines. This can then be interpreted as evidence for the automation scenario.
Taken together, these findings speak in favour of ideas put forward by Frey and Osborne
(2017): Digitalisation leads to a loss of jobs formerly held by mostly low-educated staff and
requires the remaining more capable workers to engage in more cognitively demanding work.
Another change in the daily work of farmers concerns the frequency with which they
are in direct contact with their cattle, as also described by Butler et al. (2012) and Holloway
et al. (2014). Due to shifts of tasks that require working with computers, farmers spend less
time in the cowshed together with their livestock. In other words, digitalised work becomes
more abstract and less concrete. Some authors would interpret this as a first sign of potential
tendencies of alienation, where farmers might lose the connection to their cattle and the
foundations of their work that then leads to a potential loss of meaning and identity (Holloway et al., 2014). At the same time, however, most farmers reported that they had the feeling
that the new technology gives them an even deeper insight into their farms which helps them
further to understand their livestock. The additional data bring them closer to their animals
than they have ever been before. This speaks against potential tendencies of alienation.
In line with the findings reported by Butler et al. (2012) and Vik et al. (2019), all interview participants emphasised that the new technology has afforded them a greater degree of freedom to decide when to work and from where to work (see also Steeneveld et al.,
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2012). This flexibility is gained mostly from the automation of processes as well as from new
opportunities to monitor and control incidents at the farm remotely. In general, this new way
of working is perceived as something desirable since it allows more self-determination and
work-life balance. Nevertheless, this flexibility comes with a greater need of being c onstantly
online so that the CPS may contact the farmer in the face of unexpected events or failure.
Some farmers experience this requirement to be constantly on call as stressful (see also
Butler et al., 2012). Within the digitalisation literature this phenomenon has been described
as blurring boundaries of the private and professional spheres (Harteis, 2018). At the same
time, one has to acknowledge that farming always has been an occupation where the private
and professional spheres have been strongly intertwined.

4.2

Knowledge Requirements and Learning

Farmers need to be literate to use computer technology and to engage in a range of datarelated tasks. However, computer and data literacy as such are not sufficient. To realise the
potential of the digital technology effectively and efficiently, farmers need to integrate knowledge of how digital systems of interconnected machinery and sensors work, including how
to analyse the provided data with professional farming knowledge. They need to construct
mental models that allow them to decide what data are relevant and how they are generated
by what sensors, how reliable the generated information usually is, and how it connects with
real-world phenomena of their livestock. Without such elaborated and fitting mental models,
farmers might not use the full capacity of their digital system or—in the worst case—might
make uninformed if not poor decisions, negatively affecting their cattle and business (after
all, the data provided by digital systems ought to support decision-making: Ayre et al., 2019).
Apart from that, and in line with the general literature on digitalisation of work (Harteis,
2018), farmers need a good understanding of all production processes on their farm. Such
knowledge is required to understand what data are automatically collected by the digital
system through sensor technology and what data must be gathered in some other way. For
instance, although certain illnesses can be detected using milk parameters, others do not
manifest this way. It follows that farmers have to understand what data are collected, what
conclusions can be drawn from the available data, and what additional data are required to
assess the health of livestock. At the same time, farmers need to know about symptoms of
health-related issues that can not be detected using the sensors in use but might only manifest themselves in sensual experiences (sounds, looks, smell etc.). A similar phenomenon
has been reported in studies with mechanics and truck drivers that heavily rely on listening to the sound of machinery or engines to diagnose problems (Bauer et al., 2006; Lewis,
2011). Such often implicit knowledge is usually acquired through long-lasting contact with
cattle that allows building up experiential knowledge structures that represent how healthy
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and less healthy cows look and behave (Boshuizen et al., 2020). The question of whether
such knowledge can be sufficiently constructed in settings in which farmers have less and
less direct contact with their livestock remains open. In the worst case, the predicted irony
of automation (Bainbridge, 1983) might become reality in which farmers are not able to
respond appropriately to particular issues on their farm, since digitalisation would have deprived them of drawing on relevant experiences that are compiled in implicit knowledge
structures (see also Billett, 2018).
In addition, farmers need to know about issues that affect the processes on their farms. A
typical example is when a cow gets antibiotics and its milk must therefore not be processed
any further. In such cases the farmer needs to inform the CPS about this fact, otherwise the
milk of the affected cow is put into the general tank and might spoil the whole daily yield.
Without knowledge of how the production process is structured, this could lead to relevant
financial losses for the farmer and health-related risks for their customers.
So how do farmers learn the knowledge and skills required to work in digitalised farming
environments? First of all, all the farmers in this study had completed at least some vocational farming degree and had some years of experience in traditional livestock farming.
So, they could all build upon a strong foundation of farming knowledge. At the same time,
it was reported that their education did not cover the use of digital systems, or only in a
very limited way. The knowledge and skills required to work with the machines were then
mostly acquired through short instructions provided by the manufacturer of the technology,
through daily experience, through reading codified information, and through discussions
with other farmers. The relevance of peer-to-peer communication in the context of digital farming has already been emphasised by Kernecker et al. (2020). However, the former
learning mode especially has to be assessed quite critically from an educational perspective.
Whether the manufacturer really has an incentive to empower farmers to use the system they
were sold in an independent way remains open for speculation. After all, it is normal practice
to sell farmers maintenance services. In the worst case, it could be argued, farmers are intentionally tied to a single manufacturer with the aim to purchase services continuously from
the very same company. From an educational perspective, this is largely undesirable since
farmers might lose their professional sovereignty.

4.3

Limitations

The following limitations should be taken into account when interpreting the findings of
this study: (a) Only 10 interview partners agreed to take part in this study, although a larger
number of farmers had been invited. It remains unclear whether the farmers who did not
agree to being interviewed would have answered differently due to different experiences with
or different attitudes towards digitalisation. From our perspective, a relatively high risk exists
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that farmers who participated in this study were satisfied with the changes on their farms
and felt rather competent with the digital technology in use. (b) Furthermore, the sample
has to be described as rather small and all farmers were located in a part of Germany that
has generally been quite open and welcoming to technological change in the recent past. It
therefore remains open how generalisable the findings are either to the German context or
the international one. (c) The interview participants all work on farms that are average size
for the German context. It is therefore open how the findings might hold for small or very
large farms.

5

Conclusion

The introduction of digital technology was perceived as something positive by the affected
farmers: Work has become less menial and more flexible, and it allows for a better worklife balance due to a shift from manual tasks towards work that comprises mainly symbol
manipulation and data interpretation. At the same time, however, the new technology
requires farmers to be permanently on duty, which was sometimes described as stressful. It
follows that farmers should be aware of both the positive effects of the introduction of digital
technology on their farms and also the potential risks connected to the change.
The successful management and operation of digitalised farms requires farmers to
construct elaborated mental models that contain traditional farming knowledge, a strong
understanding of the production processes at their farm, and technological literacy. It is
only such integrated knowledge that allows them to make full use of the new technology.
It r emains open how younger farmers, especially those who have not experienced traditional farming, build up such mental models. It is therefore required that both vocational and
academic schools appropriately cover traditional as well as digital farming and that they help
students to make the necessary connections between these knowledge domains. A stronger
coverage of digital technology within farming degrees should also help farmers to remain
more independent of manufacturers. A strong understanding of digital technology will
help farmers to assess critically the services offered by manufacturers and consequently to
maintain their professional sovereignty.
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Abstract
Context: Providing learners with quality resources at work and school is a key element
of apprenticeships and is essential for developing vocational competencies and successful
vocational careers. Drawing on previous research on situational and personal resources,
we first explored work-related and school-related resource profiles of apprentices’ learning
environments. We further analysed how core self-evaluations are linked to resource profiles
and examined whether learners’ apprenticeship satisfaction and occupational commitment
varied according to the resource profiles.
Approach: We used latent profile analysis and multinomial logistic regressions, applying
an integrative, person-centred approach. Our data came from the Swiss longitudinal study
"Transition from Education to Employment" (TREE). The sample consisted of 1,185 apprentices enrolled in the second year of their apprenticeship.
Findings: We found four profiles of situational resources (e.g., instruction quality, climate,
learning opportunities, autonomy, and demands) at the two learning locations. The profiles
embodied different patterns and levels of situational resources. Two profiles were characterised by overall high or average levels of situational resources at both learning locations; the
other two illustrated a stark contrast between the resources provided in the workplace and
at school. Learners with higher core self-evaluations were more likely to be in profiles with
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higher situational resources. Apprentices in more beneficial profiles were more satisfied with
their apprenticeships and more committed to their occupations than those in profiles with
lower resources.
Conclusion: The results confirm the importance of providing apprentices with challenging,
empowering, and supportive learning environments in the workplace and at vocational
schools. To support learning and positive career development in apprenticeships, educators
should strengthen learners’ core self-evaluations to empower them to shape their learning
according to their needs.
Keywords: Apprenticeship, Resources, Core Self-Evaluation, Satisfaction, Commitment,
VET, Vocational Education and Training

1

Introduction

It is well known that learners with high situational resources (e.g., supportive colleagues and
tasks that stimulate learning) and personal resources (e.g., self-efficacy) learn more and faster
(Corney & du Plessis, 2010; Zimmerman, 2000) and fare better in their careers (Stalder &
Lüthi, 2020; Taris & Feij, 2004). Educators in vocational education and training programmes,
researchers, and policy makers thus agree that all learners should be provided with favourable
learning conditions, including plentiful learning opportunities or sufficient guidance and
support (Filliettaz, 2011). This discussion pays increased attention to developing vocational
programmes that strengthen links between school-based and workplace learning experiences (Evans et al., 2011; Mulder, 2019; Schaap et al., 2011), such as apprenticeship-based programmes, which combine workplace and vocational school learning (Fuller & Unwin, 2011;
Markowitsch & Wittig, 2020).
Apprenticeships have been praised as optimal pathways for preparing young people for
qualified work, smoothing school-to-work transitions, and promoting the development of vocational competence and occupational identity (European Union, 2016; Markowitsch & Wittig, 2020). However, research also has highlighted the potential weaknesses and c hallenges of
apprenticeships, such as restricted learning opportunities in the workplace or at school (Fjellström, 2014; Fuller & Unwin, 2004; Stalder & Schmid, 2016), a lack of cooperation b
 etween
schools and companies (Gessler, 2017), and poor matches between workplaces and school
curricula (Aarkrog, 2005), resulting in an insufficient alignment of what is taught, trained,
and learned. This raises important questions about how learning in apprenticeships is organised, what learning resources are provided in workplaces and vocational schools, and how
learners’ personal resources contribute to gaining and utilising such resources for their learning. Particular challenges of apprenticeships are that methods of competence development
are organised differently at work and in school (Mulder et al., 2015; Schaap et al., 2011), that
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situational resources often vary considerably within and between work and school (Fuller
& Unwin, 2004; Stalder & Schmid, 2016), and that situational and personal resources are
intertwined (Mikkonen et al., 2017). Apprentices must adapt to and profit from the learning
provisions of both locations (Akkerman & Bakker, 2012), and learners with higher personal
resources might be more apt to shape their environments and more capable of handling
conflicting interests between school and work.
Although many studies about learning conditions in vocational programmes exist, previous research has often focused on resources in the workplace, whereas research looking at
apprentices’ vocational school resources is still rare (Schaap et al., 2011). This runs counter to
the assumption that resources from both learning locations, together with personal resources, are crucial for apprentices’ vocational development (Mulder et al., 2015; Powers & Watt,
2021; Stalder & Lüthi, 2018). Moreover, previous research tended to explore specific occupational domains (Chan, 2013; Fjellström, 2014), the learning situations of adult learners
(Powers, 2020), and countries, where school-based vocational programmes are predominant
and apprenticeships include smaller groups of learners (Ferm, 2021; Reegård, 2018). The investigated samples might not represent the full variation of apprentices’ learning situations,
individual skills, and learning potentials, resulting in findings that might limit generalisability. To address these issues, this study is based on a large sample of apprentices in Switzerland,
where about two thirds of all young people enrol in apprenticeships and programmes with
all levels of intellectual demands are offered in all occupational sectors (Stalder, 2011; State
Secretariat for Education, 2018).
In this study, we drew on the conservation of resources (COR) theory (Hobfoll et al.,
2018) to propose that workplace and school resources should be joined to analyse unique
resource patterns within and across learning environments, that learners' resources impact
their learning environments, and that those environments, in turn, influence learners’ attitudes towards their apprenticeships. We addressed these issues by exploring second-year
apprentices’ situational and personal resources, including a series of task-related, social, and
organisational/institutional resources that have been shown to be relevant for vocational
competence development (Mikkonen et al., 2017; Nisula & Metso, 2019) and a key personal
resource, core-self evaluations (Judge et al., 2003), the potential of which to shape job environments has been widely acknowledged (Judge & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2011). Finally, we
investigated whether and how being in a certain resource pattern affects two of learners’ key
attitudes: Apprenticeship satisfaction and occupational commitment (Messmann & Mulder,
2015; Nägele & Neuenschwander, 2014).
In sum, this paper makes four key contributions. First, we contribute to the emerging
literature on learning in different environments of initial vocational education and t raining
(IVET) by analysing the levels of situational resources in the workplace and vocational schools
and by exploring how resources are interlinked within and across the two learning locations.
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Second, we address the call to advance knowledge by determining how learners’ personal
resources affect their learning environments. Third, we provide a more global picture of
how workplaces and schools contribute to apprentices’ vocational development, especially
regarding their training satisfaction and commitment. Fourth, we provide methodological
advancements over existing studies by (a) using an integrative, person-centred approach
to explore patterns of situational resources in workplaces and schools; (b) examining how
apprentices’ personal resources predict membership in more or less favourable situational
resource patterns; (c) testing whether more beneficial resource patterns are related to greater
apprenticeship satisfaction and commitment; and (d) investigating a heterogeneous sample
of apprentices (N = 1,185), which enables the study of learning conditions in apprenticeships
more generally. As such, our study advances an integrative understanding of the variations
in resources that characterise apprentices’ learning environments and their core attitudes
towards their educational pathways.

1.1

Situational Resources

Situational resources are physical, psychological, social, or organisational characteristics of
the workplace or school that are located at the level of the task (e.g., task variety), the trainer
or teacher (e.g., instruction quality), coworkers or classmates (e.g., classroom climate), and
the organisation or institution at large (Bakker et al., 2007; Demerouti et al., 2001). S ituational
resources are functional in reaching work-related goals; they foster effective learning and
educational achievements and help individuals deal with challenges and demands (Bakker
& Demerouti, 2007). Regarding learning in apprenticeships, scholars have highlighted that
aspects such as high-quality instruction, guidance, and support and the opportunity to work
on varied tasks in a self-determined manner play key roles in the development of vocational
competencies and the formation of vocational identities (Mikkonen et al., 2017; Nisula &
Metso, 2019). Apprentices with higher situational resources not only learn faster and better,
they also evaluate their learning environments more positively, maintain interest and motivation, and cope better with challenges and demands that arise at work or school (Powers &
Watt, 2021; Reegård, 2015).
Demands refer to quantitative (e.g., high-workload and time-pressure) and qualitative
(e.g., high task complexity) aspects of work or school, which require energy and effort to
manage. Exceeding demands can be a barrier to learning (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007), for
example, when too much time pressure hampers a deeper reflection about solving a task
and learning from mistakes or when tasks are too difficult, such as that apprentices might
be inclined to give up early. Although there is no doubt about possible negative effects of exceeding demands, researchers also have posited that a certain amount of demands is pivotal
for competence development. Demanding tasks motivate individuals to engage in learning
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(Taris & Feij, 2004) if they value those tasks as challenging (Elfering et al., 2007; Tims et al.,
2016). Reegård (2015) discovered, for example, that sales assistant apprentices found it both
difficult and fun to interact with dissatisfied customers and that the challenge of handling demanding or multiple customers at once fostered the apprentices’ competence development.
In that sense, both quantitative and qualitative demands can function as learning resources
(Taris & Feij, 2004; Taylor & Watt‐Malcolm, 2007).
Although learning within and across different locations has been acknowledged as essential for competence development in vocational education and training (Aarkrog, 2005;
Akkerman & Bakker, 2012), research that jointly analyses resources in the workplace and at
vocational schools is still rare. Moreover, studies using large samples of apprentices have been
based mostly on variable-centred approaches (e.g., Elfering et al., 2016; Nisula & Metso, 2019;
Powers, 2020). These approaches typically describe how process (e.g., core self-evaluations
[CSE]) and outcome (e.g., satisfaction) variables are related when the effect of other variables is controlled for. Following Eye and Bogat (2006), we argue that it is necessary to use a
person-centred approach and to look at patterns of learning situations within subgroups of
an apprentice population.
Such an approach is supported by COR theory, which posits that resources often come "in
packs" and are thus intertwined (Hobfoll et al., 2018). It has been proposed, for example, that
individuals in jobs with higher learning opportunities might also have more job autonomy,
more working time flexibility, and more support for their career development (Bakker et al.,
2007). Studies of apprentices have confirmed that resources afforded at the level of the task,
the supervisor, and the social group are often closely related. They show, for example, that
learners who experience their tasks as meaningful and conducive to learning also perceive
their educators as highly competent and supportive (Hofmann et al., 2014; Mikkonen et al.,
2017; Stalder & Lüthi, 2018) and that increasing task complexity goes along with increasing
decision latitude and responsibility in learners (Reegård, 2015).
Whether the assumption of intertwined resources holds true only within a certain
learning location (i.e., the workplace) or across different learning locations (i.e., workplace
and school) has rarely been explored with greater samples of learners (see, e.g., Stalder &
Schmid, 2016). VET researchers have pointed to the different rationalities and conflicting
perspectives of theoretical and practical learning (Ferm, 2021; Schaap et al., 2011) and have
highlighted that learners often perceive schools and workplaces as separate environments
that have little to do with each other (Akkerman & Bakker, 2012; Reegård, 2015; Rintala et al.,
2019). Current studies focused mainly on processes, methods, and means to strengthen links
between theoretical knowledge, practical skills, and vocational attitudes (Aarkrog, 2005;
Baartman & de Bruijn, 2011; Evans et al., 2011).
In this study, our interest was to explore more closely whether apprentices perceive the
two learning environments as aligned or contrasting. In the first case—in line with COR
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t heory—high (low) resources in the workplace would be coupled with high (low) resources at
school, constituting an overall favourable (unfavourable) pattern of situational resources. In
the second, more plausible case, resource patterns would be homogenous within one learning
location, whereas resources across workplaces and schools would appear to be unrelated. Given the lack of evidence regarding resource patterns in apprenticeships and not knowing how
resources and demands in workplaces and schools are interlinked, we chose an explorative
approach and asked the following.
Research questions: How many resources’ profiles can be found in the data? What are
their main characteristics, and how do they differ in terms of workplace and school-related
resources?

1.2

Core Self-Evaluations

Personal resources are characteristics of the individual that refer to their personality and ability to control and affect the environment successfully (Hobfoll et al., 2018; Xanthopoulou et
al., 2009). Some of the most prominent and intensively studied personal resources are CSE.
CSE comprise a latent higher order trait that describes fundamental premises individuals
hold about their worthiness, effectiveness, and capabilities as persons (Judge et al., 2003).
They are composed of four interrelated dispositional traits: Self-esteem, generalised self-
efficacy, internal locus of control, and emotional stability (Judge et al., 2003).
Research has suggested that CSE affect learners’ situational resources in several ways.
First, CSE influence the way individuals perceive and process information about their environment (Chang et al., 2012). Persons high in CSE tend to pay more attention to positive
aspects of their situations, resulting in more favourable evaluations of their workplaces or
schools (see, e.g., Judge & Bono, 2001; Wu & Griffin, 2012). Thus, apprentices with high
CSE might perceive more or better situational resources in their workplaces and schools
than other learners. Second, CSE affect individuals’ learning environments directly, because
persons with high CSE are self-confident and highly adaptive and trust in their abilities to
influence their environments (Hirschi et al., 2015). If their jobs or workplaces do not reflect
the environments they seek, they engage actively in behaviours to change their job conditions
(Tims & Bakker, 2010) and take actions to make their workplaces more rewarding (Judge &
Kammeyer-Mueller, 2011). Following this, apprentices with high CSE might search more
proactively for challenging and complex tasks, ask more often for information and advice,
or demand more autonomy compared to apprentices with lower CSE. This was supported,
for example, in a study that found apprentices with higher CSE had higher autonomy than
other learners (Elfering et al., 2016). Other researchers have reported that apprentices who
successfully engaged in and completed challenging tasks felt confirmed in their self-efficacy
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and became more confident about their work; in turn, they sought actively to engage in even
more challenging tasks (Fjellström, 2014; Reegård, 2015).
In sum, higher CSE may thus be linked to more situational resources because apprentices
with high CSE have more optimistic views of their workplaces and schools and are more
likely to shape and adapt their learning environments proactively according to their needs
and interests.
As Hypothesis 1, we propose that CSE are positively related to situational resources, such
as that apprentices with higher CSE are more often found in beneficial situational resource
patterns than apprentices with lower CSE.

1.3

Satisfaction and Commitment

There is broad evidence that situational resources relate to a wide range of individual, workrelated, and educational outcomes, such as job and education satisfaction, performance,
engagement, and commitment (Nägele & Stalder, 2019; Pino-James et al., 2019; Truxillo
et al., 2012). In the context of apprenticeship programmes, it is of particular importance
to know how resources in the two learning locations affect learners’ satisfaction with their
apprenticeships and their commitments to their learned occupations. Apprenticeship satisfaction can be defined as learners' positive (or negative) evaluative judgement about their
apprenticeship situation (Weiss, 2002). Occupational commitment reflects individuals’ affective reaction to their occupation (Cohen, 2007) and indicates to what extent someone feels
connected to a certain occupational domain (Major et al., 2012). Apprenticeship satisfaction
and occupational commitment are both indicators and outcomes of high-quality education
and training (Fischer, 2014). They are linked to apprentices’ intentions to stay engaged, to
complete their apprenticeships, and to remain in their occupational fields after graduation
(Forster-Heinzer et al., 2016; Nägele & Neuenschwander, 2014; Stalder & Schmid, 2016).
Several studies have suggested that apprentices with more situational resources are generally more satisfied with their training (Messmann & Mulder, 2015; Taris & Feij, 2004) and
more committed to their learned occupations (Haasler, 2007; Nägele & Neuenschwander,
2014). In a study of apprentices in their final years of training, Kälin et al. (2000) found
that learners who reported higher job control felt more valued as colleagues and were more
satisfied with their apprenticeships than apprentices in less favourable environments. In
contrast, a lack of situational resources might be a barrier to competence development and
may correspond with negative attitudes towards the apprenticeship. For example, Stalder
and Schmid (2016) showed that apprentices in low-quality apprenticeships were less satisfied with their training and less committed to their organisations than apprentices in better learning situations. Although there is broad agreement that workplaces affect apprentices’ satisfaction and commitments, it is less clear whether and to what extent resources in
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v ocational schools m
 atter. Educational researchers have argued that optimal learning environments foster students’ positive emotions and engagement and show that a combination
of challenging and meaningful classwork, student autonomy, and high teacher support plays
an important role in this process (Shernoff, 2013). Studies with apprentices have suggested,
however, that resources at vocational schools seem to affect learners’ general attitudes towards their a pprenticeships to only a small extent (Stalder & Carigiet Reinhard, 2014). This
might be due to apprentices’ identification with their roles as "young workers in training"
rather than as school students (Rintala et al., 2019), resulting in a stronger bonding to the
workplace (Reegård, 2015), or more simply to the fact that apprentices spend more time in
their workplaces than in their schools.
Despite certain doubts about the influence of school-related resources, based on strong
evidence of workplace resources, patterns of situational resources can be assumed to be related to apprentices’ satisfaction and commitments. Thus, we expected that learners with
overall beneficial resource patterns (especially those with high workplace resources) would
evaluate their apprenticeships more positively than those in less favourable patterns.
As Hypothesis 2, we propose that apprentices in beneficial situational resource patterns
experience (a) higher apprenticeship satisfaction and (b) higher occupational commitments
compared to learners in less favourable patterns.

2

Method

2.1

Data and Sample

We relied on longitudinal data from the Swiss youth panel study "Transition From Education
to Employment" (TREE, 2016), which is a social science data infrastructure funded mainly
by the Swiss National Science Foundation and located at the University of Berne, Switzerland. The TREE study explores the postcompulsory educational and labour market pathways
of more than 6,000 learners, who participated in the "Programme for International Student
Assessment" (PISA) study in 2000 and were at the end of compulsory schooling at that time.
Data available to date include PISA 2000 and 10 TREE waves carried out between 2001 and
2019.
For this paper, we selected a subsample of 1,185 apprentices who had completed the written survey and were at the end of the second year of their apprenticeships in 2002 or 2003.
Wave-specific response rates in 2002 and 2003 were 88% and 87%, respectively. Learners had
a mean age of 18.1 years (SD = 0.65), and 43.6% were female. Two-thirds (66.2%) of them
had attended a type of lower secondary education with extended academic requirements
(basic requirements: 28.8%; schools without tracking: 5.0%). Of this sample, 47.8% were in
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apprenticeships with high intellectual demands (e.g., commercial employee, IT technician),
whereas 30.7% were in apprenticeships with medium intellectual demands (e.g., electrical
fitter, dental assistant) and 21.5% were in apprenticeships with lower intellectual demands
(e.g., retail sales assistant, cook, painter; Stalder, 2011). The apprentices lived in the German
(64.9%), French (24.0%), and Italian (11.1%) language regions of Switzerland.

2.2

Measures

Means, standard deviations, scale score reliabilities, and bivariate correlations of all variables1
are reported in Table 1.

2.2.1 Situational Resources
We used five indicators to assess situational resources in workplaces and at schools: Instruction
quality, climate, learning opportunities, autonomy, and demands.
Trainers and teachers’ instruction quality was assessed using five items each. Participants indicated their impressions of their vocational trainers and class teachers on a 4-point scale (1 = not at
all true to 4 = exactly true). Examples of items included, "If I ask a question, my vocational trainer
has time to explain it" and "Usually, my teacher tells me whether I solved a task well" (TREE, 2016).
Organisational climate was assessed with three items (e.g., "My company is a place where I
like to be") and climate at school was assessed with two items (e.g., "I appreciate how we treat
each other in class") on a 4-point scale (1 = not at all true to 4 = exactly true; TREE, 2016).
Learning opportunities were measured with three items each (e.g., "In the workplace/at
school, I can always learn something new" and "I can fully apply my knowledge and skills";
(Prümper et al., 1995; TREE, 2016) on a 5-point scale (1 = hardly ever to 5 = very often).
Autonomy in the workplace and at school was assessed with three items, each from the Short
Questionnaire for Job Analysis (e.g., "I take part in the decision-making about which tasks I have
to do" and "Overall, I am free to decide in which order I organise the various steps of my work";
Prümper et al., 1995) along a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree).
Demands were assessed with five items, each taken from Prümper et al. (1995), focusing on
qualitative demands related to the difficulty and complexity of tasks (e.g., "I must do tasks that
are too complicated for me") and quantitative demands related to time pressure and workload
(e.g., "I have too much to do") along a 5-point scale (1 = all the time to 5 = never). For demands
in the workplace, two separate scales could be built to distinguish between qualitative (three
items) and quantitative (two items) demands. School demands were summarised in a single
indicator.
1 Additional information on indicators and items can be requested from the corresponding author.
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2.2.2 Core Self-Evaluations
The TREE (2016) study assessed self-efficacy, self-esteem, and affectivity. These indicators
were used to form the higher-order construct CSE (Keller & Semmer, 2013). The fourth element, locus of control, was not assessed. Because locus of control generally tends to show
weaker convergent and discriminant validity compared with the other three traits, its inclusion in CSE is controversial (Judge et al., 2003; Keller & Semmer, 2013).
General self-efficacy was assessed with four items from the Schwarzer and Jerusalem
(2002) German General Self-efficacy questionnaire. The items were rated on a 4-point scale
(1 = strongly disagree to 4 = strongly agree; e.g., "I can always manage to solve difficult problems if I try hard enough").
Self-esteem was measured with eight items from the Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1979) on a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree; e.g., "I feel that I am
a person of worth").
Affectivity was assessed using 10 items from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(Krohne et al., 1996). Items were scored on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (very little/not at
all) to 5 (very much; e.g., "Over the last month, did you feel annoyed?"). Values inverted from
negative to positive. Affectivity is typically assumed to be a proxy for neuroticism, and the
two constructs are often used interchangeably (Judge et al., 2003).

2.2.3 Satisfaction and Commitment
Apprenticeship satisfaction was assessed with three items adapted from Bruggemann et al.
(1975). Items were rated on a 7-point scale (1 = very unsatisfied to 7 = very satisfied) in
response to questions such as "In general, how satisfied are you with your apprenticeship?"
Occupational commitment included three items, measured on a 4-point scale (1 = not
at all true to 4 = exactly true) (TREE, 2016). Participants indicated what they thought about
their occupations (e.g., "I am proud of the occupation, I’m trained in" and "I really like the
work that my occupation contains").

2.3

Analytical Procedure

All of the analyses were run with Mplus 8.3. Before addressing the research questions and
hypotheses, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was run to evaluate the empirical d
 istinctness
of the study variables and to test whether the theoretical measurement model fit the actual data. We applied the maximum likelihood estimator with robust standard errors for our
analyses. Model fit was assessed using the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the standardised root
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mean square residual (SRMR). Values above .90 and .95 for the CFI and TLI, respectively,
indicated adequate or excellent model fit, whereas values below .08 or .06 for the RMSEA and
SRMR support acceptable or excellent model fit, respectively (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
The situational resource measures first were examined separately for both learning locations. Regarding workplace resources, we tested a five-factor model, including demands
as a single scale, and a six-factor model distinguishing between qualitative and quantitative demands. Both models showed acceptable fit (five-factor model: χ2 = 669.45, df = 125,
p < .001, CFI = .91, TLI = .89, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .03; six-factor model: χ2 = 497.49, df
= 120, p < .001, CFI = .94, TLI = .92, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .04). We decided to keep the
six-factor model to analyse possible effects of the two kinds of demands. We ran a five-factor
model for school resources, which showed good fit (χ2 = 370.57, df = 109, p < .001, CFI =
.95, TLI = .94, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .03). Both the six-factor model for the workplace and
the five-factor model for school fit the data significantly better than a one-factor model or
different two- to four-factor models did. Finally, we ran an 11-factor model with all study
variables and obtained acceptable fit (χ2 = 1,350.27, df = 505, p < .001, CFI = .93, TLI = .92,
RMSEA = .04, SRMR = .04).
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Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, Scale Score Reliabilities, and Bivariate Correlations of all Study Variables
Study variables

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Situational resources
1

Trainer instruction quality

3.99

.85

.88

2

Organisational climate

4.13

.75

.53***

.74

3

Learning opportunities at work

4.05

.68

.41***

.45***

.76

4

Autonomy in the workplace

3.36

.84

.34***

.39***

.41**

5

Qualitative workplace demands

2.07

.61

-.20***

-.23***

-.06*

.58

6

Quantitative workplace demands

3.12

.87

-.09*

-.12***

.11***

-.03

.27

7

Teacher instruction quality

3.55

.88

.05

.09*

.18***

-.02

-.01

.06

8

School climate

4.07

.90

.06*

.17***

.11***

.04

-.05

-.03

.22***

.79

9

Learning opportunities at school

3.53

.69

.06*

.12***

.24***

.05

-.03

.01

.49***

.22***

.70

10

Autonomy at school

2.58

.89

.02

.00

.05

.04

.09***

.02

.18***

.10***

.14***

.72

11

School demands

2.28

.76

-.07*

-.03

.27***

.03

-.22***

-.19***

-.11***

.00

3.60

.47

-.30***

.00

.16***

.23***

.21***

-.01

-.36***

.75

-.07*

-.12***

-.18***

.31***

.36***

.70
.56
.87

.81

Personal resources
12

Core self-evaluations

.26***

.21***

Positive attitudes towards the apprenticeship
13

Apprenticeship satisfaction

4.54

1.09

.46***

.53***

.53***

.33***

-.19***

.00

.16***

.15***

.25***

.04

-.19***

.34**

.65

14

Occupational commitment

3.27

.57

.32***

.45***

.44***

.25***

-.15***

-.02

.14***

.07*

.17***

.00

-.15***

.25***

.52***

Note. N = 1,185 apprentices in their second year of IVET. Items for the instruction quality and organisational climate scales were recoded to a 5-point scale to fit the scale range of the other situational resources. Scale score reliabilities are in the diagonal.
*p < .05
***p < .001
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To examine the latent subgroups of homogenous profiles of apprentices’ situational resources, we performed latent profile analysis (LPA) using the scale means of the 11 resources from
the retained CFA measurement model. We compared model solutions with two to six profiles
using maximum likelihood estimation. To choose the best-fitting model (Table 3), we considered the Bayesian information criterion (BIC); the sample-adjusted Bayesian information
criterion (SABIC); the adjusted version of the Lo, Mendell, and Rubin likelihood-ratio test
(LMRT); and the parametric bootstrapped likelihood ratio test (BLRT). A good-fitting model
is usually indicated by lower BIC and SABIC values as compared to other model solutions,
and the LMRT and BLRT statistics should be significant at p < .05 (Geiser, 2011).
To test Hypothesis 1, we started from the final LPA solution retained, and we explored
the relationship between CSE and the probability of membership in the profiles. CSE was
included in the final model as an auxiliary variable, and a multinomial logistic regression
was run using the R3STEP command in Mplus 8.3. R3STEP shows whether an increase in
an antecedent makes an individual more or less likely to belong to one profile over another.
In that sense, CSE was treated as a latent profile predictor, regressed on each profile and
compared to one profile that was used as reference group (Vermunt, 2010).
To test Hypothesis 2, we modelled apprenticeship satisfaction and occupational commitment as auxiliary variables added to the final profile solution using the BCH command in
Mplus 8.3. The BCH procedure allowed us to test for mean level differences across the resource profiles.

3

Results

3.1

Situational Resource Profiles

The primary aim of the study was to examine whether distinctive patterns of situational
resources exist in apprentices’ workplaces and vocational schools (research questions). The
LPA suggested dividing group situational resources into three or four profiles. We opted for
the four-profile solution, given the fit criteria described above, theoretical aspects, the interpretability of the profiles, and the class sizes. It had a comparatively low SABIC (28,451.39)
and showed the least significant LMRT value (225.71, p < .05) before LMRT values became
nonsignificant (Table 2). Table 3 reports the means and standard errors of the 11 indicators
in the four profiles. Figure 1 depicts the means of the four profiles.
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Table 2: Fit Indices for the LPA Models
Number
of
profiles

LMRT
p-value

BLRT
p-value

28988.87

.01

.00

28632.94

.02

.00

28635.62

28451.39

.03

.00

28583.26

28360.91

.17

.00

28145.83

28301.72

.38

.00

BIC

SABIC

2

29096.87

3

28779.05

4
5
6

Table 3: Means of the Resource Variables Across Latent Profiles
High resources
(A)
N = 522, 44.1%

Average
resources (B)
N = 448, 37.8%

High work–
low school
resources (C),
N = 158, 13.3%

Low work–
average school
resources (D),
N = 57, 4.8%

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

Trainer instruction quality

4.42

.06

3.59

.11

4.35

.10

2.22

.17

Organisational climate

4.56

.05

3.71

.08

4.42

.14

2.52

.24

Learning opportunities at work

4.44

.03

3.74

.07

4.09

.15

2.93

.18

Autonomy in the workplace

3.64

.05

3.10

.06

3.65

.15

1.93

.20

Qualitative workplace demands

1.96

.04

2.23

.05

1.89

.10

2.44

.15

Quantitative workplace demands

3.15

.05

3.15

.06

2.95

.09

3.44

.18

Teacher instruction quality

4.03

.05

3.38

.11

2.60

.15

3.80

.19

School climate

4.37

.04

3.96

.09

3.56

.16

3.95

.18

Learning opportunities at school

3.89

.04

3.38

.08

2.91

.09

3.52

.13

Autonomy at school

2.72

.05

2.61

.06

2.19

.09

2.50

.13

School demands

2.07

.04

2.46

.07

2.40

.14

2.41

.12

Trainer instruction quality

4.42

.06

3.59

.11

4.35

.10

2.22

.17
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Figure 1: Four-Profile Model: Means of Apprentices’
Situational Resources at Both Learning Locations
The four profiles differ with respect to the general level of resources (high–low) and to specific
resource levels in the workplace and at school (e.g., low resources in the workplace and high
resources at school). Overall, resources vary greatly between profiles regarding the workplace, including large differences in work-related instructional quality, climate, and learning
opportunities, but less so for school (Figure 1). Workplace demands showed few variations
and were low to moderate in all profiles, as did autonomy at school, which was low in all four
profiles.
The profiles reveal that some apprentices estimated the resources at both locations to be
similarly high (Profiles A and B), whereas others found a stark contrast between situational
resources provided in the workplace versus at school (Profiles C and D).
Profile A (high resources), with 522 apprentices (44.1% of the sample), is characterised
by favourable situational resources at both learning locations; that is, the instruction quality provided by trainers and teachers at work and vocational school is high, many learning
opportunities are available, the organisational and school climate is conducive to learning,
and apprentices enjoy high autonomy in the workplace. Overall, apprentices in this profile
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indicated that they appreciated being in the workplace and school and that interactions with
VET educators and colleagues ran smoothly.
Profile B (average resources), including 448 apprentices (37.8%), is characterised by
instruction quality slightly above mid-level at both learning locations and moderate autonomy in the workplace.
Profiles C (high work–low school resources) and D (low work–average school resources)
cover smaller groups of apprentices, with 158 (13.3%) and 57 (4.8%) learners, respectively. In
Profile C, high resources are available in the workplace (similar to Profile A), whereas resources at school seem to be limited. The instruction quality at school is much lower as compared
to the other profiles, and the school climate and learning and decision-making opportunities
are at lower levels than the other profiles are.
In contrast, apprentices with Profile D report very low resources in the workplace, while
resources at school are average and comparable to those of Profile B. In the workplace,
apprentices with Profile D seem to be very poorly instructed and guided and have limited
opportunities for learning and very low autonomy.
Additional analyses were run to test whether profile membership was related to apprentices’ gender, lower secondary education, the intellectual demand of the apprenticeships, and
the language region. Significant differences were found for gender, with women being slightly
overrepresented in Profiles C (52.5%) and D (59.6%) and underrepresented in Profiles A
(36.8%) and B (46.4%), suggesting that women perceive the resources afforded by workplaces
and schools as aligned less often than men do. Profiles A and C differed to some extent in
terms of the intellectual demands of the apprenticeships. In Profile A, we found more learners in apprenticeships with low and medium intellectual demands (61.4%) than expected
(52.2%), and Profile C had more learners in apprenticeships with high intellectual demands
(69.0%; expected 47.8%). The profiles did not differ by apprentices’ lower secondary education or language region.

3.2

CSE and Situational Resource Profiles

Hypothesis 1 stated that apprentices with higher levels of CSE would more often be in a resource profile characterised by favourable situational resources than apprentices with lower
levels of CSE would. To test this hypothesis, we regressed CSE on Profiles A, C, and D and
used Profile B as a reference. The results confirm our hypothesis (Table 4).
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Table 4: Relationships Between CSE and Latent Profile Membership
Profile A vs B.

Profile C vs B.

Coefficient

SE

OR

2.62***

.29

24.20

CSE

Profile D vs B.

Coefficient

SE

OR

Coefficient

SE

OR

.90*

.43

5.78

-.76*

.34

.91

Note. Multinomial logistic regression. Coefficients correspond to logit values. OR values above 1 (below 1) indicate a
higher (lower) relative chance to be in Profile A, C, or D than in Profile B (reference group). * p < .05, *** p < .001

In line with what we expected, apprentices with higher CSE were much more likely found
in Profile A (high resources; OR = 24.2; p < .001), somewhat more likely found in Profile C
(high work–low school resources; OR = 5.78; p < .001), and less likely found in Profile D (low
work–high school resources) than in Profile B (average resources).

3.3

Resource Profiles, Satisfaction, and Commitment

Apprenticeship satisfaction and occupational commitment were modelled as auxiliary variables with the LPA to test differences between profile memberships (Table 5). Most of the
comparisons were statistically significant, supporting Hypothesis 2.
Table 5: Comparison of Outcomes Across Latent Profiles
Profile means

Profile comparison

A

B

C

D

Overall
effect

A vs B

A vs C

A vs D

B vs C

B vs D

C vs D

Satisfaction

5.10 B, C, D

4.08 A, C, D

4.58 A, B, D

2.97 B, C, A

260.93*

236.08***

30.70***

204.50***

27.41***

54.63***

97.73***

Commitment

3.50 B, C, D

3.04 A, C, D

3.37 A, B, D

2.72 B, C, A

111.78*

140.24***

6.69*

62.35***

37.51***

10.28***

38.60***

Note. The indicated values are scale means. The overall significance is a chi-square value with df = 3. Subscripts designate profiles that differ significantly at p < .05.

Levels of apprenticeship satisfaction and occupational commitment differed in a similar
manner across profiles, being highest among learners in Profile A and rather high in Profile
C, followed by the profile with average resources (Profile B), and was the lowest among individuals in the profile with low work and average school resources (Profile D).

4

Discussion

4.1

General Discussion

Based on a person-centred approach, we investigated apprentices’ situational resources in the
workplace and at vocational schools and explored how resource profiles are related to CSE,
apprenticeship satisfaction, and occupational commitment. Supporting previous research
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(Stalder & Schmid, 2016), our results show that distinct profiles of work- and school-related
resources could be identified among our large and heterogeneous sample of apprentices. We
found four profiles, characterised by different levels and combinations of work- and schoolrelated resources, which varied strongly regarding the workplace and, to some extent, regarding vocational school.
We assumed that situational resources are intertwined (Hobfoll et al., 2018) and proposed
two types of profiles. In the first profile, resources are interrelated across the learning locations (i.e., similar levels of resources in both locations). The second describes a profile whereby workplace and school resources are perceived as contrasting each other (i.e., dissimilar or
unrelated resources). Our results show that both types occurred. In Profiles A and B, which
included more than 80% of the learners, work- and school-related resources appeared to be
aligned. In contrast to concerns raised in previous studies (Ferm, 2021; Schaap et al., 2011),
our results thus suggest that the large majority of the apprentices perceived their workplace
and school as equally conducive to learning—at both the level of the tasks that provide opportunities for learning and the social level, including supportive educators and colleagues
and a favourable learning climate. This relatively high alignment might be explained by the
close matching of workplace and school curricula in Swiss apprenticeships (Stalder & Lüthi,
2018), apprentices’ acknowledgement of the value and importance of both theoretical and
practical knowledge, and educators who help learners to identify bridges between learning
environments (Baartman & de Bruijn, 2011; Evans et al., 2011).
The more misaligned profiles, C and D, include smaller proportions of apprentices, with
less favourable learning situations in vocational schools (C) or workplaces (D). Our findings
may be explained by fit-theoretical approaches, which posit that newcomers must establish
not only a fit to the occupation at a general level but also domain-specific fits to the organisation, the work tasks, and the supervisor (Jansen & Kristof-Brown, 2006). While learners
in Profiles A and B might have found an adequate fit to both the workplace and school,
apprentices in Profile C seem to fit well to the learning situation in the workplace but fit less
well to that at school. This might concern a group of apprentices who are highly engaged in
practice-based learning but have limited motivation to learn at school (Mulder et al., 2015).
In Profile D, the learners’ interests and needs appear not to correspond to the company’s
learning conditions. This group of learners seem to be poorly integrated and might have to
do tasks that lack challenge and meaning (Nägele & Stalder, 2019).
Following the theoretical considerations of resource theories (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007;
Taris & Feij, 2004), we argued that demands might function in two ways: As a barrier to or
a source for learning. In the first case, learners would report low levels of learning opportunities because they are overchallenged by overly complex tasks and too much time pressure,
or be underchallenged because their tasks are too easy, repetitive, or not meaningful (Fuller & Unwin, 2004). In the second case, apprentices would experience high levels of both
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learning opportunities and demands, in the sense that the demands challenge them to gain
new knowledge and skills (Messmann & Mulder, 2015; Reegård, 2015). Our findings do not
show a clear picture. Although, in Profiles C and D, having limited learning opportunities
in either schools or workplaces seems to go along with low demands, demands varied only
slightly between the profiles. Demands were low to moderate in all profiles, which suggests
that, in general, apprentices did not seem to be overchallenged when they were surveyed. At
the time of the survey, apprentices were at the end of the second year of their apprenticeship.
By then, adjustment processes were well advanced (Nägele & Neuenschwander, 2014), and
most learners seemed to cope adequately with the requirements of their schools and companies. Such an interpretation is supported by the fact that we did not find a profile with low
resources both in the workplace and at school. Because early leaving happens most often in
the first year of apprenticeships (Bundesamt für Statistik, 2019), we might have missed the
learners who started in a generally poor-fitting apprenticeship.
We were interested in determining whether school resources would matter for the profile
analysis. Our results show that they contributed to the building of the profiles, but to a lesser
extent than workplace resources did. This might be due to the school curricula and tight
lesson plans, which regulate teacher instruction and learning processes highly. In the workplace, learning is embedded in daily work processes. It is more informal and less structured
regarding the content and timing of the learning process (Nägele & Stalder, 2019). Another
explanation could be more straightforward: In Switzerland, apprentices spend more time in
the workplace (3–4 days a week) than at school (1–2 days), and the organisational conditions
shape their vocational identity and their commitment to the occupation (Haasler, 2007; Klotz
et al., 2014; Nägele & Neuenschwander, 2014). Thus, apprentices’ appraisals of the workplace
could be more pronounced and differentiated than their evaluations of the learning conditions at school, which would result in greater variation in the workplace resources.
Our results reveal that the relative chance of profile membership differed as a function of
apprentices’ personal resources, with higher CSE being related to more favourable resource profiles. In line with previous research, apprentices with high CSE might evaluate their
situational resources more positively (Judge & Bono, 2001; Wu & Griffin, 2012), and they
might be more confident asking for information, feedback, or more autonomy to achieve
even better learning conditions (Judge & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2011; Mikkonen et al., 2017).
Such learners shape their learning environments to improve their learning situation and
make it more rewarding (Hirschi et al., 2015; Judge & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2011; Powers &
Watt, 2021). Our finding that high levels of CSE are related to better resource profiles is also
in line with COR theory (Hobfoll et al., 2018), which stipulates that having resources facilitates the further accumulation of resources. While we proposed that higher CSE leads to
better situational resources, a reversed effect could also be plausible. Scholars have suggested
reciprocal effects of personal and situational resources, such that individuals with higher
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personal resources can secure more job or educational resources, which, in turn, would boost
individuals’ personal resources (Fuller & Unwin, 2004; Shernoff, 2013; Xanthopoulou et al.,
2009). Because our analytical model did not test for a reversed effect, we cannot exclude the
possibility of a bidirectional relationship between CSE and situational resource profiles.
Finally, our results revealed that the latent profiles were associated with apprenticeship
satisfaction and occupational commitment. In line with previous research, apprentices with
high resources at both learning locations were the most satisfied and committed (Stalder &
Schmid, 2016). Interestingly, the apprentices in Profiles A and C—both with high resources
in the workplace—evaluated their apprenticeships better than apprentices in the other profiles did. Workplace resources play a key role in educational success during apprenticeships
and seem to affect subjective evaluations more than school-based resources do (Hofmann et
al., 2014; Stalder & Carigiet Reinhard, 2014).

4.2

Practical Implications

Our results show, first, that resources come in packs (Hobfoll et al., 2018) and are intertwined
within and—for most apprentices—between learning locations. While the latter might be
particular to Swiss apprenticeships, our findings support recommendations from previous
research asking for closer matching between workplace and school curricula (Aarkrog, 2005)
or stronger guidance for students in seeing the value of and bridges between different kinds
of learning in different learning contexts (Evans et al., 2011).
Second, our findings confirm that high resources in both the workplace and school are
crucial for apprenticeship satisfaction and occupational commitment (Nägele & Stalder,
2019; Truxillo et al., 2012). To foster positive attitudes among apprentices towards their chosen pathway, it is important to take a global view on apprentices’ learning and how learning
contexts should be created. Understanding the interplay and connectedness of situational
resources—specifically, their patterns—may help teachers, trainers, and policy makers to
ensure high-quality programmes that provide learning-relevant resources at different levels.
Beneficial resource patterns include the possibility to work on a variety of meaningful tasks
throughout the apprenticeship; increasing opportunities to decide on what, when, and how
certain tasks should be done; and targeted guidance and support. In addition, it is important
to address the learning climate within the organisations, which should value learning and
career development among all their staff, and to ensure that schools have the means and expertise to support students with different learning needs.
Considering apprentices who perceive their learning environments as detached from each
other or who find themselves in less favourable resource patterns, teachers and trainers must
be aware that this misalignment might be inconspicuous or invisible in the other learning
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location (Stalder & Schmid, 2016). Thus, in such cases, it is important to strengthen the
cooperation between workplaces and schools and to give apprentices the support they need.
Finally, our results emphasise the importance of fostering apprentices’ personal resources. Apprentices’ ability, motivation, and engagement have long been seen as prerequisites
to learning (Billett, 2008; Mikkonen et al., 2017). Our results further show that apprentices
can and do use their own resources to shape their learning environment. Thus, teachers and
trainers can facilitate competence development and knowledge transfer from one learning
environment to the other, not only directly by establishing favourable learning situations but
also indirectly by empowering apprentices to change their environment proactively.

4.3

Limitations and Further Research

Although the current study presents several advantages over previous research, it also faces
some limitations. First, we relied on a sample of apprentices in Switzerland. Our findings
should be transferred to other countries and other types of apprenticeships with caution
(Markowitsch & Wittig, 2020). Second, we relied on self-report measures. Shared method
bias might have affected the observed relationships between the applied measures. Future
studies may include ratings from VET trainers and teachers to enrich the results and avoid
potential bias. Third, as with all cross-sectional studies, it is not possible to reach clear conclusions regarding the directionality of the associations among resource profiles, CSE, and
the attitudes towards apprenticeship.
The current study could not examine whether resource profiles and the chance to be in
a more beneficial resource profile are more likely in certain occupational domains or if they
were related to structural conditions of the apprenticeship programmes or to specific learner
characteristics. Further research might explore the extent to which resource patterns vary
among occupations and industries, the apprentices’ age groups and educational experiences, different types and sizes of enterprises, and national VET systems (Mulder et al., 2015).
Moreover, longitudinal research is needed to explore how resource patterns change over the
time. Such studies are necessary to show how learners gain and maintain resources, and how
they protect themselves against resource losses (Hobfoll et al., 2018). Changes to membership in profiles of work- and school-related resources during apprenticeships and after transition into employment could be explored to gain deeper insight into not only the frequency
of changes but also the antecedents and outcomes of changing profile membership, in terms
of satisfaction, commitment, and successful career development.
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Conclusion

This study contributed to the emerging research on learning in different IVET environments,
finding distinctive situational resource profiles across and within the workplace and school
and introducing the higher-order personality concept of CSE. We showed that learners in certain resource situations differ regarding their personal resources, apprenticeship satisfaction,
and occupational commitment. Our research is the first to investigate situational resources
using LPA, the most rigorous quantitative manner with which to explore interrelations and
combinations of resources (Geiser, 2011). Our study is also one of the few studies that looks
jointly at resources provided in the workplace and at school, thus taking into account that
learning and competence development are important across and beyond the boundaries of
specific learning environments (Akkerman & Bakker, 2012; Mulder et al., 2015). Our results
indicate that apprentices can use their personal resources to craft their learning environments. Thus, the study corroborates that both learners and educators from different settings
and institutions contribute to favourable learning environments together (Billett, 2008) and
thus are mutually responsible for the development of occupational skills and a meaningful
career.
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Abstract
Context: Sense-making, understood as meaning making or giving meaning to experience,
is an integral part of everyday life, work and learning, and is a process critical in enabling
people to recognise how and when to respond to situations appropriately so that they can
resolve problems effectively. Earlier studies on sense-making in educational or organizational settings tended to focus on the sense-making process per se in particular setting such
as classrooms or organizations, few of them have paid much attention to the sense-making
process in blended learning (BL). BL in vocational training mainly aims to enable adult
learners to apply what was learnt in classrooms to solve authentic problems in workplaces
or simulated settings. High quality of sense-making is crucial to help the learners achieve
the aim. This timely study is to offer a comparative look at how different dynamics of BL
interplay together to mediate the quality of sense-making in achieving learning outcomes.
The dynamics include industry and t raining connections, policy and institutional contexts,
the inhabited pedagogical practices and curriculum design.
Methods: This study adopted phenomenological and semi-ethnographic approaches, including semi-structured interviews, observations, analysis of relevant documents (e.g. curriculum and learning materials) to capture the rich data in case studies to understand learners'
sense-making experience in BL. Researchers focused on seeking to understand how different
environments, tools and artefacts mediate the quality of sense-making as the learners progressed through their learning journey. To triangulate the data, adult educators, curriculum
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designers and where possible, workplace supervisors, were also interviewed and observed
for their perceptions and behaviours in learners' sense-making in BL.
Findings: The findings from two different BL courses (ICT and HR) surface that the degree
to which learners' sense-making is fragmented (low quality) or seamless (high quality) is
mediated by the interplay of different contextual factors in BL in multiple ways, such as, the
connections (or not) with industry, the use (or not) of authentic problems and tasks.
Conclusion: The interplay between different dynamics in BL is of great importance to
mediate the curriculum design and pedagogical approaches used in BL for high quality of
sense-making of adult learners in vocational training.
Keywords: Sense-Making, Blended Learning, Curriculum Design and Pedagogies,
Vocational Education and Training, VET

1

Introduction

Sense-making is understood as finding a way of thinking about diversity, complexity, uncertainties, ambiguities and incompleteness (Dervin, 1998). Building on Dervin’s early work,
educational (e.g., Harverly et al., 2020) and organizational studies (Weick, 1995; Weick et al.,
2005) argue that sense-making is a sociocultural and cognitive process by which students/
teachers/workers in educational or organizational settings interactively and dialogically
make meanings and plausible explanations of their collective experiences of uncertainties
or ambiguities. In educational settings, researchers claim that sense-making is a process in
which students co-construct their understanding of the world as they generate, use, and
extend their ideas in the classroom (Maskiewicz & Winters, 2012).
In this article, I explore how different sense-making features are distributed in two
different blended learning courses: Information, Communication and Technology (ICT) and
Human Resource Management (HR Management) to bring about different quality of sensemaking, namely fragmented or seamless, for the learners in these courses. Additionally, I
examine the impact of mediating factors, such as industry and Training and Adult Education
(TAE) contexts, design and delivery of courses, on the quality of learners’ sense-making in
BL. The semi-ethnographic study (Bi et al., 2020) of six different courses by different training
providers, which this article refers to, was conducted in Singapore to investigate how adult
learners experience and translate sense-making across different blended environments.
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Sense-Making and Learning

Sense-making in this article is conceptualised as a cognitive, sociocultural process. Sensemaking occurs when people encounter something that is abstract, confusing, uncertain or
new (Malitis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al., 2005). The process is described as ongoing;
there is no clear stop and start point. The absence of a beginning (or end) in sense-making
means that people may not always consciously make sense of things – they just do so, as
events unfold within their experience (Weick et al., 2005). Dialogue and interaction are
integral to collective sense-making (Maskiewicz & Winters, 2012; Weick et al., 2005), and
serve as a springboard to action (Albolino et al., 2007).
Weick et al (2005) identify features of sense-making as; noticing difference (resulting
from, for example, feelings of uncertainty, that something is not quite right, new or abstract),
followed by attempts at categorising and then labelling (naming) what is happening. The
environment where sense-making takes place influences such processes, e.g. previous actions
of self and others, protocols that "need" to be followed, the culture of the organisation. Thus
sense-making is distributed across the organisation systemically. The next question asked
in the process of sense-making is "What do I/we do now?" This is the action part of sensemaking which is important in organizational sense-making; it always involves talking with
others; thus communication is central to sense-making as a social process. In sum, sensemaking,
1. Is noticing and bracketing organizing chaos;
2. Is about labelling and categorizing to stabilize the stream of experiences;
3. Is retrospective;
4. Connects abstract knowledge with the concrete instances;
5. Is social and systemic;
6. Is about organizing through communication; and
7. Is about what actions to take (Weick et al., 2005).
The different sense-making features identified in organizational studies represent strongly
how sense-making is both a cognitive and a social process. For instance, when noticing the
differences and labelling such differences in retrospective ways, workers may mainly rely on
their own cognitive thinking to figure out unfamiliar scenarios. However, such scenarios are
not existing independently within an organization, it may be related to other systemic phenomenon within the organization, therefore, individuals may have to make sense of such un-
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familiar scenarios in a more holistic and systemic way situated in organizational culture. Inevitably, workers have to communicate with the people around in these unfamiliar scenarios
to check if they are on the right track, e.g., their supervisors, peers in the organization. Therefore, sense-making is not only individualised but also collective. In the meantime, workers
may take some actions to experiment their observations and interpretations in the unfamiliar
scenarios. It is worthy to note that these features are not occurring in a linear way, all of them
may occur iteratively without a start or a stop, particularly in the changing organizations. As
a result, sense-making emerges as a critical capability for workers to quickly adapt and adjust
to the constant changes in organizations. However, organizational studies on sense-making
tended to only focus on such process per see, but not the quality of it and how organization
discourse and practice may mediate such a process.
Another body of literature related to learning shows some implicit links with s ense-making.
Vygotsky’s work provides a useful link, but somewhat different perspective from the work of
Weick and others. Vygotsky’s work was aimed at "generating an account of learning in which
mind is making sense and externalising understandings by acting on the world using the
tools available to change it for the better" (Edwards, 2010, p. 6). Action is mediated by the
cultural and physical resources in our environments (contexts). Language and thus communication are such cultural tools that mediate actions, which finds some common ground with
Weick et al.’s (2005) account of sense-making. Lave (1988) notes that cognition in everyday
practice is distributed over mind, body and settings. Researchers such as Lave and Edwards,
highlight the importance of mediation by cultural and physical tools in cognitive processes.
Weick et al.’s (2005) sense-making features such as noticing, categorising, retrospectivity and
so on, shows strong links with cognitive theories which provide further insights into sensemaking. Kolb’s experiential learning theory (1984) has been used in studies of high reliability
organisations (Owen, 2009a, 2009b, 2017), suggesting it may offer more enlightening insights
for the links between learning and sense-making.
Kolb’s classical experiential learning theory (1984) comprises four elements: Experience,
reflection, conceptualisation and experimentation. There is considerable connection between
the four elements and the features of sense-making as listed from Weick et al.’s (2005) work.
Ambiguity, confusion, uncertainty is a result of new experience; reflection and conceptualisation are where individuals and collectives look back, recall, make comparisons to begin the
process of naming, categorising, linking to what is known from their own experiences and
from theory; and active experimentation is putting that meaning–making into action. Such
explicit connections show that Kolb’s elements of experiential learning theory can be readily
linked to sense-making processes as outlined by Weick et al. (2005). As a result, the strong
links between sense-making and learning are well established in Kolb’s work.
Though the strong links with learning, there is more to sense-making that needs to be understood. Firstly, sense-making is mediated by contexts. As Edwards (2010) and Lave (1988)
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highlight, cognition is a socio-cultural process. Weick et al. (2005) identify culture and rules
of an organisation in which sense-making occurs, naming this process as social and systemic,
suggesting that sense-making is not just influenced by context, but mediated. Within any
given contexts, the cultural, social and material factors all influence individual and collective
sense-making, including actions which in turn influence the context/environment. Secondly,
sense-making is an important capability for workers to solve authentic problems in order to
adapt to the constantly changing needs at workplaces. From this perspective, sense-making
is more than understanding and interpreting the uncertainties in unfamiliar scenarios, but
with more emphasis on the appropriate actions that workers could be able to take to tackle
the authentic problems, particularly those related to workplace practice. Therefore, sensemaking emerges as an applicable and critical concept for further investigation in vocational
training.

3

Why Sense-Making Matters in Blended Learning

With the advancement of educational technology, BL has been prevalent for the past two
decades mainly in higher educational settings with the combination of both classroom and
e-learning to meet the diverse learning needs and provide more access to learning. Numerous
studies have been conducted to focus on the mediation of various factors, e.g. design features
(technology quality, face-to-face support and learning management system and resources)
(Beard et al., 2004; Kintu et al., 2017; Piccoli et al., 2001; Willging & Johnson, 2009); pedagogical approaches (Chen et al., 2019; Koh et al., 2016; Shorey et al., 2018; Strayer et al.,
2015) and curriculum design in BL (Ahmad & Orion, 2010; Bhatti & Kaur, 2010; Koponen
et al., 2011; Gleadow et al., 2015; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2015; Velada et al., 2007; Korhonen
et al., 2020) on BL experience and outcomes. For example, flipped-classroom approach has
been widely used in BL in Singapore and international higher education contexts. However,
the approach itself does not necessarily work well to achieve learning outcome if without
deliberate curation of contents by educators to link classroom and e-learning. Without such
deliberate curation, e-learning may only be used as a form of database to download learning
materials (Chen et al., 2019). Equally important is the design of BL. Simply putting classroom and e-learning together without thinking about the learning needs of the learners and
purpose of BL may cause challenges for learners to achieve their learning outcome. For example, face-to-face experiences form part of BL and learners’ favour for such sessions may
lead to better learning outcomes. Beard, Harper and Riley (2004) shows that some learners
are successful while in a personal interaction with teachers and peers thus prefer face-to-face
in the BL. In addition, the design of the activities in BL is of great importance to establish
links across the different settings (Gleadow et al., 2015) to enable learners to achieve the
desired learning outcome.
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Relating BL to TAE, the components of BL have been broadened to include (simulated)
workplace learning in many cases, but not all (IAL, 2016). Besides providing easy access
and meeting different learning needs, one of the most desired purposes of BL in TAE is to
enable the adult learners to take actions in applying theory into practice, so they are able to
solve authentic problems at their own workplaces. Therefore, the concept of sense-making
becomes highly relevant to BL in TAE, as its action feature is able to achieve such purpose.
A common assumption is that including (simulated) workplace learning in BL may bring
about the application and connection between theory and practices automatically (Chen et
al., 2019). Such assumptions are misguided, as it is not the different settings but changed
beliefs, provision of institutional support and opportunity that have an important role to play
in changing pedagogical practices and curriculum design to mediate learners’ sense-making
quality in BL. More deliberate design and pedagogical practices in BL for TAE need to be
planned and structured by considering the interplay of the dynamics beyond, e.g., broader
industry and TAE contexts, policy and institutional contexts. However, until recently few
studies have delved deeply into this area on the mediation of interplay of dynamics of BL
on the quality of sense-making. Bearing in mind the distinctive features of sense-making as
discussed in Section 2, therefore, the broadened BL in TAE pushes us to seek a more holistic
understanding of how the dynamics of BL interplay to mediate the quality of sense-making.
This article makes a timely attempt to fill this gap. The study (Bi et al., 2020) on which this
article is based, took place in Singapore where the government agency responsible for workforce development, SkillsFuture Singapore, was pushing forward an agenda to move from
predominantly classroom-based delivery (Bound & Lin, 2011) to recognising and v aluing
workplace learning and using technology as an enabler for learning in and across classroom
and work environments. A recent policy development, iN. LEARN (2020) emphasises the importance of promoting BL in Singapore’s Continuing Education and Training (CET) (similar
to Vocational Education and Training), as a way to enhance learners’ access to learning and
to meet their dynamic learning needs for the purposes of development for and in work. More
specifically, BL in Singapore context consists of any combination of two or more components
from classroom, tech-enabled, workplace learning spaces. In addition, to the ways in which
these policies mediate use of technology, learning design and so on, remain unclear to us.
Therefore, a deep and holistic understanding of how the interplay of the dynamics of BL
mediates the quality of sense-making is needed both theoretically and empirically. To fill this
gap, specifically, this article aims to investigate the following questions:
1. What are adult learners’ sense-making experiences in different BL courses?
2. How are different mediating factors working together for different sense-making
experiences of adult learning in different BL courses?
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Methodology

This study was drawn on different qualitative approaches to study adult learners’ sense-
making in BL; namely, phenomenology and semi-ethnography. Literally, phenomenology
is the study of "phenomena": Appearances of things, or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we experience things, thus the meanings things have in our experience
(Woodruff, 2018). A phenomenological approach provides rich descriptive data capturing
the phenomena of learners’ sense-making. A semi-ethnographic approach provides an interpretive lens moving beyond the rich description and themes identified from the phenomenological data collection and analysis (Hammersley, 2010), allowing an analysis of enablers and
constraints on learners’ sense-making.
The unit of analysis in the two case studies is learners’ sense-making experience in and
across blended learning environments (Bi et al., 2020). The two BL courses, across two industry sectors (ICT and HR Management) were selected because of adult learners’ distinctive
sense-making experience in the courses, the comparison of these courses p
 rovides a rich
description of the different impact of the mediating factors on learners’ sense-making. In
each BL course selected, three to four individual learners (anonymised) from each course
were invited to participate in the study upon their consent. Semi-structured interviews,
observations, and analysis of relevant documents (e.g. curriculum and learning materials)
enable the capturing of rich data to understand learners’ sense-making experience. Each
selected learner was interviewed and observed at least two or three times throughout their
entire course. Through these data, researchers focused on seeking to understand how d
 ifferent
environments, tools and artefacts mediate the activity of sense-making as the learners progressed through their learning journey. To triangulate the data, adult educators, c urriculum
designers and where possible, workplace supervisors, were also interviewed and observed for
their perceptions and behaviours in learners’ sense-making in BL.
Table 1: Participants in the Two Selected Courses
Industries/
Courses

Learners

Adult
Educators

Curriculum
Designers

Workplace
Supervisors

No of
Interviews

No of
Participant
Observations

ICT

1

4

1

1

0

10

3

HR
Management

1

4

3

1

0

12

4

Total

2

8

4

2

0

22

7

During preliminary data analysis using the seven features developed by Weick et al. (2005),
it was found the seven features of sense-making identified in organizational studies need to
be adapted and more nuanced in the setting of BL than the list provided earlier. Therefore,
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the present study refined the seven features to better cater to the data analysis of the present
study. Table 2 provides an explanation of each of the refined features evident in the data in the
present study. These refined seven features were used to analyse adult learners’ sense-making
in the present study.
Table 2: Sense-Making Features Reconfigured in the Present Study
Sense-Making Features

Explanation

Noticing

A process of observing, identifying and experiencing similarities and differences
across various situations, conditions and contexts.

Recalling

A process of recollecting, reconsidering and deliberating on past experiences.

Labelling

A process of grouping, comparing, naming and evaluating observed similarities
and differences in knowledge learnt, conditions and contexts.

Connecting

A process of making efforts to link the theoretical and practical knowledge,
individually or collectively.

Conceiving a systemic understanding

Developing ways of thinking to deepen understanding of aspects of professional
concepts and practice within a wider context.

Communicating

Social and inter-personal processes to further understand what is learnt, e.g.,
asking questions, posing considerations, predicting, seeking clarifications.

Taking action

Iteratively translating / applying the sense-made, and reflecting.

The seven features of sense-making do not take place in BL always in linear sequence and in
equal distribution. In different instances of sense-making, some features are more or less interrelated, more or less iterative, and some features may occur more frequently than the rest.
For example, communicating tends to be interrelated more with the rest of the features and
is thus a relatively prevalent feature in the sense-making process. In the literature discussed
above, action is an outcome of the sense-making process, and as in Kolb’s elements, may
result in repetitions of sense-making processes. It is therefore useful to capture frequency of
different features, as captured in Figure 1 and 2. These pie charts were generated by coding
the observation and interview data to calculate the frequencies of different sense-making
features evident in the data. As a result of different distribution of sense-making features, the
adult learners in different BL courses tend to have fragmented or seamless sense-making as
illustrated in the findings below. In addition, the various factors, e.g., the delivery and design
of the courses, the partnership between training providers and employers, mediating the distributions are also explored to explain why different distributions of sense-making features
in these BL courses are evident.
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Results

The analysis of classroom observation transcripts and interview transcripts with adult l earners,
adult educators and curriculum designers in the two selected BL courses d
 emonstrated how
the different patterns of seven sense-making features may bring about different quality of
sense-making for learner in these courses. The reasons behind the different patterns of sensemaking features were also explored from the perspectives of the design and delivery of these
courses.

5.1

ICT Learners: Why I am not so Confident to Apply What I Have Learnt
in Classroom Into my Workplaces?

For ICT course, the training provider claims that the learner will gain in-depth knowledge of
how SAP (System, Application, Products) ERP systems support business operations within
specific functional or technical domains in an enterprise. With the certificate gained on
completion of this course, learners are expected to be able to work as a SAP consultant whose
job scope is to maintain the components and functionalities for SAP applications to fulfil
customer’s demand and to customize SAP applications to find and fix issues and recover the
original functionality. The course is structured so that learners are engaged in e-learning
(80%), and they have 24/7 access to e-contents for each module for one month. Learners who
need help can approach tutors during tutorial sessions, where they are provided with oneto-one support regarding the course materials or technical matters. The remaining course
(20%) was conducted via face-to-face flipped class lectures aimed at providing guidance to
make sure that the learners are learning the correct skills and knowledge by themselves in
e-learning.
However, at the end of the course, the learners shared that they still lacked the competence
and confidence to apply for relevant jobs mainly because they were not p
 rovided with
opportunities to apply what they have learnt nor had they experienced application in authentic
settings. Their sense-making process as represented in Figure 1 explains why. F
 igure 1 is drawn
according to the distributions of the different sense-making features in ICT learners’ sensemaking processes. Besides the distribution of these features, the i nterrelationship among the
features is also marked by the dotted line. The interrelationship among the features means
that different features may occur together in their sense-making, rather than independently
all the time. Please refer to the legend in the figure.
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Figure 1: Sense-Making Process by ICT Learners
Figure 1 shows the adult learners in this ICT course spent most of their time noticing
differences (42%), recalling past experience (21%) and making comparisons and labelling
(13%). Comparatively, they seldom connected theory with practice (5%), or conceived a systemic understanding of the SAP program in relation to their organisation(s) or the context
of their industry (6%). Another less evident feature in the data was taking actions to apply
what they learnt (3%). All of the learners in this course spent much time recalling their past
experience of using accounting systems and trying to identify the differences between the old
and new systems, as well as identifying the discrepancies between the actual learning in the
course and their expectations based on the enrolment information. The dotted line indicates
that the sense-making features connected by the dotted line take place concurrently. In this
instance, recalling and labelling, communicating and labelling. This suggests that their sensemaking process are not well linked with different features, and thus limited.
Apple (one of the ICT course learners) commented that there was a mismatch between the
learning outcomes as claimed by the training provider and what was experienced by herself.
Their (school) aim is to equip the student to be an SAP consultant. I can tell you
that it’s really not up to the standard, if let’s say you really want to have an all-
rounded SAP. Unless you say that this consultant only focus on FI (Finance) and
only asking question and translating the question to the SAP consultant. However,
even so, we can only do the FI part, not the MM (Materials Management) or SD
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(Sales and Distribution) part. Just one part, so is it enough? Obviously if let’s say
like I said, unless you label this consultant only do FI, only do certain part. Otherwise, if you just put SAP consultant, I think, cannot. You don’t even know the MM or
SD. (Apple, Learner from ICT course)
Another learner, Sunny, had the same experience, stating that he did not feel qualified as a
SAP consultant after the course even though the training provider would certify them as a
SAP consultant:
Yes, user-wise, there is enough experience for me. Now I can do post journal,
everything that’s basically what you need to be an accountant, as a user. They are
teaching more as a user, than to be a consultant, but I don’t think they have reached
that level yet. Only classroom consultant yes, workplace consultant I don’t think
so…But you are certified as a consultant, you understand? Unless you have workplace exposure, experience, how the system works in the workplace, then you can
be straightaway a consultant, junior consultant. But my company doesn’t even use
this system, I only have classroom experience [...]. And if I go to the company and
say that I am an expert at this, which is ridiculous, I am only a classroom expert.
(Sunny, Learner from ICT course)
In addition to the insufficient content coverage, Sunny also commented that such a mismatch may also be due to the lack of workplace exposure or experience of using the SAP
ERP system. Such a comment echoed the low frequency of the feature of ‘connecting’ in ICT
learners’ sense-making. As shown in Figure 1, "connecting" appeared far less frequently in
the all the sense-making features. This was mainly due to use of classroom and e-learning
spaces, with no workplace learning or real case scenarios involved. The exercises the learners
completed on the e-learning platform were not authentic and versatile enough for them to
feel confident that they can become a SAP consultant in a company, as shown in another
learner’s (Berry) sharing:
They are using the e-books which provided by SAP, so the requirement by the SAP
is, that is a very good yardstick, so you really have to make sure you know all these
things so it’s good, another one is the, for us, practical session one, that is SAP
assessed, okay, for us to assume this is a SAP software when you go to a company,
this is for you to data entry, which is good, but we need someone to tell us in real
life this can be done in this way but you can also, you have to be apply this book's
knowledge and, to the real case job scenario. You mention that hospitals, that type
of practical session so it’s…Here don’t have, that is the gap. (Berry, Learner from
ICT course)
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Without authentic application of a SAP ERP system, Berry further shared that she was not
confident to apply for a relevant job with the certificate obtained from this course. The lack
of such a component in this blended learning course may also contribute to low frequency of
connecting theoretical knowledge and authentic practices by these learners. For example, all
the examples in e-learning platform for learners to practice were designed strictly following
the exercise on the textbook, which all the learners in this course felt that such exercises were
out of their working context which requires a lot of customization for specific workplaces.
Learner’s experience of BL in this course was one of frustration, and a huge gap between
the promised outcomes and the reality of the course not equipping them to become SAP consultants as promised in the course materials. Basics such as systems failures, not being able
to download materials readily, the reliance on workbooks, and the requirement that learners
had to complete modules in a short time frame were all common complaints contributing
to a focus on the lower quality of sense-making. Such complaints indicate disrupted and
fragmented experiences hindering these learners to make a conceptualization of a systemic
understanding of how the SAP ERP system may apply to their specific workplaces. Their
sense-making was relegated to a kind of rote learning to ensure the right buttons in the SAP
ERP system were clicked. Learners’ comments that there was no opportunity to apply theory
to practice suggest this is a missing element in the course design. What was taught in the
course did not incorporate the versatility of the SAP system and the ways in which it can be
applied differently in different settings. Instead, the course design and facilitation were very
prescriptive where learners had to strictly follow the procedural steps.

5.2

Why Fragmented Sense-Making for ICT Learners?

The observation of the flipped classroom learning explained such fragmented sense-making
for learners. During our observation, researchers noticed few classroom interactions b
 etween
adult educator and learners or between learners took place. The classroom teaching was quite
monologue with one-way feeding by the adult educator, who dominated and controlled the
instruction content and pace. In such didactic teaching (Walklin, 1990), learners were seldom
encouraged to ask questions, and share knowledge in some activities, e.g. groupwork discussions. Without the deliberate pedagogical approaches designed to encourage the learners to
ask questions and share with each other about their own workplace experience (Chen et al.,
2019), learners may lose the opportunism to make connections between theory and practice
in order to be more competent to use SAP in their own workplaces (Gleadow et al., 2015).
Consequently, there was limited opportunity to develop a deep understanding of the
possibilities for the deployment of SAP system in a company, which was the promised
learning outcomes at the end of the course. Learners reported instead that they could only
be a user, not operate at the higher level of consultant. Therefore, the learners explained that
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the curriculum content was not adequate to meet most employer’s needs and requirements
in the industry. They strongly recommended that some embedded hands-on learning in
between classroom and e-learning was necessary to help them achieve a holistic understanding of deploying SAP ERP system and be more competent and confident in applying for
related jobs. Additionally, there appeared to be limited opportunity for learners to engage in
purposeful dialogue. The following figure represents the fragmented sense-making experience of ICT learners in this course.

Figure 2: ICT Learners’ Fragmented Sense-Making Experience in Blended Learning
The lack of clarity on the purpose of using BL is a contributing factor to the fragmented sense-making experience of these ICT learners and of their limited sense-making
opportunities. At the time of data collection for this course, the course had been run by the
training provider for six years, however BL had been in place for only six months. Before
this, the course was delivered purely by classroom teaching over a nine-month period. The
change into BL was the Provider’s interpretation of policy changes; namely the government
initiative to incorporate blended learning in all full qualification WSQ (Workforce Skills
Qualifications) courses by Jan, 2017 in order to maintain the training provider’s training
subsidy. With such a change, the training provider appeared not sufficiently prepared to take
learners’ needs and capability development into consideration in terms of their own infrastructure and manpower readiness. Under such situation, the BL in this course appeared to
be based mainly on a business decision by the training provider to comply with government
policies and make the business sustainable.
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HR Management Learners: I know What to do After the Course!

The HR course was mainly for the HR professionals in public service with at least five years
of working experience. This course had three components of BL: Classroom, tech-enabled
learning and workplace application to solve authentic HR issues at learners’ own workplaces.
The course lasted about two weeks with a final check-in for the sharing of their final project
on authentic work-related issues four months after classroom teaching.

Figure 3: Sense-Making Process by HR Learners
Figure 3 shows that in the HR course, learners received more opportunities to make connections between theory and practices (24%) and to conceive a more systemic understanding of
the industry practice and job roles (18%) throughout the entire course as compared with ICT
learners. Comparatively, the rest of the features of sense-making were not so apparent in their
sense-making process. In between these sense-making features, communicating with others
was apparent too (29%). Most importantly, HR leaners were given the greatest opportunities
to take actions to apply what they have learned into their workplace practices (11%).
The following excerpts from the HR learners’ sharing are presented to show how the HR
learners were making sense of the course in the deepest way as described in Figure 3.
During the course we had quite a lot of speakers from public service division so
they came to share on different things, like the chief HRO shared on how the lands-
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cape is changing, and then as a HR practitioner, how our roles are changing. Traditionally people look at HR more of an administrative, support function, but going
forward, the trend that has been happening is, they are looking at HR as a change
agent, as a business partner at the same time, as a strategic partner at the same time.
So, there are a lot of roles that HR is expected to play, to take on in the future,
which was actually quite nicely shared with us and help us in a sense to prepare for
that thinking. Then with the new different technologies like automation all these,
so what is the role that HR is supposed to play. Then if you are talking about all
these technologies that organisations are pushing out, the fourth industrial revolution, how can HR bring value to this wave of change? So, we must be at the frontier
of it, that means to do so, we must be the ones who are able to embrace this change,
and probably pilot some of these changes at our own offices before we can ask the
rest of the organisations to adopt this change. (Wilkie, Learner from HR course)
The sharing by Wilkie above revealed that he gained a holistic and systemic understanding
of the future expectation and roles of HR professionals. By attending the sharing sessions
conducted by industry experts from both private and public sectors, he realised that HR
professional’s future role is beyond just doing administrative work, rather it involves many
different roles in order to adapt to the future trend of work. Specifically, HR professionals
may need to assume a frontier role to initiate the changes in the future of work. Such a trend
was inevitable for future HR professionals, going beyond common HR practices in certain
companies. Guest speakers contributed to helping Wilkie develop a more systemic understanding of the HR role. Besides, Willkie also valued the dialogic approach used in this course
as shown in the excerpt below.
Mainly for this course I realised that the learning is in a sense two-way. The lecturer,
actually I wouldn’t call them lecturers. They were more like facilitators. So, they
facilitate the discussion. It comes with their experience, what they have learnt
before, and what are the work experiences that they can share with us […]. Certain
perspectives and then from our perspective we are able to contribute. And then bounce
off the sharing from there. It is actually quite useful because the perspective that we
have may be very different and then a lot of us come from different g overnment agencies, so the background that we have are also quite different and the cases that we
manage are also quite useful. So that has been very helpful. (Wilkie, Learner from
HR course)
During participant observation, we noticed that classroom interactions were not only between
facilitator and the learners, but also between peers. All the learners in this course were from
different government agencies with different working background. By interacting with facilitators and peers, Wilkie realized that such communication or conversations turned out to
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be very helpful in terms of sharing the different perspectives on HR practices. Such communication gave him a more holistic view towards HR practices by enriching and broadening
his understanding of standard HR practices in different government agencies. Pedagogical
approaches and learner agency to initiate such communication in the learning process was
quite crucial. The above example revealed clearly that adult educator in this course assumed
a role more like a facilitator, rather than an authoritative lecturer dominating the classroom
interaction with predetermined answers in didactic teaching (Walklin, 1990). At the same
time, learners themselves also needed to take the initiative (and feel they are empowered to
have the opportunities to do so) for the sharing of different HR practices in order to reach a
broader and holistic understanding. The interview with the adult educator also revealed that
he himself would also like to step back to give the classroom interactions more to the learners
themselves to encourage their own sharing based on their own rich working experience.
In addition to the above features of sense-making process (connecting, conceiving and
communicating), the HR course also provided quite good opportunities for the learners to
apply what they have learned in the classroom to their workplace practices by doing a final
project to address their real work issues (taking actions) as shown in the excerpt below.
So, for my project, I’m actually doing HR analytics. When you talk about HR
analytics itself, it’s that we want to have an understanding of the profile of the organization. So, like for example in my company, we have like 2,000-over staff. So,
we want to have a better understanding of what’s the age group, what’s the length
of service, what is the gender, is there a trend that we are looking at? Even like
when they […]. You may even be able to drill down to the number of MC (medical
certificate) they have taken throughout the year and so on, to examine whether
there are certain patterns. Then it’s that […], because when you take a look from
analytics perspective, that it comes with a diagnostic, descriptive. Then what you can
actually use such analysis is to help you to be able to make certain decisions. Because
in the past, when people talk about the way HR makes decisions, it’s like this […],
not really being supported by the data. But if you see the trend nowadays for HR
movement, is we have gone big into like big data. We want to make more datadriven decisions. (Maisy, Learner from HR course)
At the time of interview, Maisy was at the stage of conceptualising the project. The process of
conceptualisation by Maisy revealed that she was trying to use data analytics to analyse HR
data she had to inform the HR decision-making in her own organization. She predicted what
kind of analysis she could do with her own data and what kind of information she would like
to gain from the data analysis. The final project was also part of the assessment for the course.
Such a design element in the HR course helped learners make connections between theory
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and practices effectively to apply such analysis to make changes in the organizations (features
of taking actions).
What appeared to be important in enabling such sense-making for HR learners was the
access to experiences that immersed learners in the complexities of the work they are learning
about, be it through guest speakers, their own work issues that they base their capstone project on or, complex simulated experiences that are linked to real work experiences of these
learners. Another important element in the such sense-making was the dialogic nature in the
delivery of this course, which encourages learners to share their thinking for adult educators
to "diagnose needs, devise learning tasks, enhance understanding, assess progress, and guide
students through the challenges they encounter" (Alexander, 2019, p.12).

5.4

Why Seamless Sense-Making for HR Learners?

As compared with ICT course, the HR course offered a seamless sense-making experience
for the adult learners. The course created more opportunities for learners to contextualise
their classroom learning to their workplaces. Again, such a seamless sense-making experience was created by the curriculum design and pedagogical practices shaped by the interplay
between industry and TAE contexts. The HR learners’ seamless sense-making experience is
depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: HR Learners’ Seamless Sense-Making Experience in Blended Learning
The curriculum in this course was designed using a consistent narrative to form the backbone connecting and bridging different modules of the course. In addition, for each of the
individual modules, there was a designated adult educator sitting through all the modules
to link the module to the previous module as well as the module that came after the current
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one. Learners from different agencies sat together to share experiences, deepening their exposure to different HR practices. In addition, HR experts from both the public and private
sectors were invited to conduct some sessions with rich industry examples and experiences
in the course. Importantly, learners were required to select an issue in their own workplace
and develop a project to address the issue. The linking of modules, access to industry experts, dialogue and interaction, authentic learning and assessment were important in helping
learners make seamless sense of HR practices from different perspectives.
One of the unique features of this HR course as shared by the curriculum designer was
that it deliberately mingled in the HR professionals with finance professionals to create communication between them and enable a better understanding of each other’s daily practices.
Finance professionals were from another course conducted by the training provider. This intentional aspect of curriculum design offered learners more exposure to what is happening at
workplaces in order to prepare them for future challenges and industry transformation. One
of the adult educators revealed that a need was rising in the corporate services for HR departments to move beyond being a supportive department dealing with administrative routines
and backend work, but to actively build collaboration with other departments related to resources, such as finance department, in order to serve the common goal of the organization.
The learners shared in a very comparative way between HR and Finance practices which
could facilitate better collaboration when they go back to their own organisations and have
to work with such professionals. Such an understanding could also help the learners step
out of the box of HR work as merely a supportive administrative process to instead, nurture
a growth mindset, to affect other departments’ work. Such a design of the blended learning
represented the most authentic and current practices for HR professionals. By mingling with
the financial professional, these HR professionals would be able to foresee what will happen
in real work setting in connection with their own work settings (connecting), so that they
would be prepared by the training to take appropriate actions (taking actions) if they encounter the same situation in their own work settings.
Another important feature of the curriculum design of this HR course was the incorporation of a workplace-related assignment for learners to solve their workplace issues by
applying whatever they have learnt from the course to solve a real issue at their own workplace. Such an assignment enabled the seamless sense-making because it enabled the l earners
to make connections between abstract theory and concrete practices (connecting). The example of using data analytics helped learners identify the gaps in their HR practices and
make decisions on what changes they can make at their own workplace. Such an assignment
helped them revisit their own workplace issues in the more scientific way and make more
informed decisions to enable the transformation in the HR industry to meet the needs for
such transformation. As a result, learners’ sense-making experience in this course tended to
be seamless as compared with ICT learners as they were able to use what they learnt in the
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course to make immediate application and take appropriate actions to address the issues at
their workplace (taking actions). All the above shows that there was a clear purpose in the
design and structuring of the course to help learners gain a deep understanding and make a
seamless application of the current HR industry trends and practices in this blended learning.
Besides taking into consideration learners’ needs in their curriculum design, the training providers’ belief about teaching and learning (embodied in Adult Educator’s pedagogical practices and training provider’s learning facilities), also played a role in shaping the
learners’ seamless sense-making experience. The sharing from the adult educator in this
course revealed that the training provider’s belief in dialogic teaching (Alexander, 2019)
and participative learning (Tsien & Tsui, 2007) embodied in the classroom setting tended
to enable the seamless sense-making for the learners. One of the adult educators shared that
he firstly had to establish his role in the classroom as a facilitator, rather than an expert.
This move signalled to the learners that they had to share and learn collaboratively based
on their own rich experiences which were highly workplace-related and authentic, by which
the learners were then able to contextualize and link what they had learnt in the course with
their workplaces and made more seamless transition and application between classroom
and workplace. Such a belief in teaching and learning and intended pedagogies benefited
learners’ sense-making experience in this course. One of the learners shared that such active
participation in learning with highly authentic case scenarios reminded her of the daily HR
routine of dealing with different colleagues in the organization. At the same time, this created
an authentic learning environment for her to move seamlessly between classroom discussion
and workplace communication.

6

Mediation of Sense-Making

As the examples illustrate, sense-making is not an individual activity happening solely in the
minds of learners. It is apparent from the literature on sense-making and the data examined
in this article that sense-making, is very much a social process, requiring access to opportunity to experiences that enable the use of all features of sense-making (Albolino et al., 2007;
Malitis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al., 2005). The previous sections have focused on
learners’ sense-making, this section attempts to summarize and visualize how the interplay
of these contextual factors may exert impact on sense-making.
Figure 5 illustrates the dynamic interplay in the TAE field between learning/curriculum
design and facilitation of learning, and specific system issues and discourses, that influence
sense-making opportunities. The nested ellipses in Figure 5 and the arrows between them,
represent the interplay between learners’ sense-making experiences and design and delivery
(pedagogical practices) in blended learning, and the wider context of relations between
training providers’ interaction with industry. These interactions may either support or limit
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currency of practices and knowledge in a given industry, and system matters such as funding, accreditation and discourses in the TAE sector. None of the players are powerless in
the face of system experiences. Maisy, for example, showed great agency in her identification of where to link theory and practices in order to both finish the assignment and also
tackle the real issues at her workplaces. The HR training provider and their educators were
also greatly agentic in developing close collaborations with the industry partners by inviting
industry experts and incorporating highly authentic industry-related project to create the
seamless sense-making for their learners. Both implicitly and explicitly, such close collaboration mediated adult educators’ pedagogical practices whereby they built up a facilitative role
to encourage the leaners to share their authentic experience with each other and, provide
opportunity for learners with authentic experiences enabling the use of the features of sensemaking c ontributed to seamless sense-making.

Figure 5: The Mediation of Sense-Making
Adult educators are the executors in delivering and facilitating blended learning courses; as
such they are an immediate influence of adult learners’ sense-making experience. Appropriate
design and pedagogical practices can make a difference (Beard et al., 2004; Gleadow et al.,
2015). As revealed by the findings, HR learners tend to experience seamless sense-making
when they are offered more opportunities to share ideas, gain different perspectives from
others and are exposed to different authentic workplace settings. Likewise, training providers
have important contributions to make in ensuring learners to have access to opportunities
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to engage in all features of sense-making. Their work and relations with industry partners
emerges as important for learners’ seamless sense-making in BL. As part of their everyday
practices and inherent in their business models, it is argued here that training providers have
a responsibility to ensure close working relations with their industry, use such relations as a
means for continuous feedback and updating of courses, currency of staff industry expertise
and to create supportive and meaningful experiences across different learning spaces of
classroom, work, online, practice spaces and so on.

7

Conclusions

Sense-making is prompted by experiencing ambiguity, a dilemma, uncertainty and so
on (Dervin, 1998; Weick et al., 2005) and achieving the high quality of sense-making is a
critical part of BL as discussed above. To achieve the high quality of sense-making in BL, the
implications for curriculum and learning designers, and facilitators of learning seem obvious.
Namely, that learners working with their own many experiences of unresolved ambiguities,
uncertainties and so on, provides a clear starting point in the design of teaching and learning.
Where this may not feasible, or not provide adequate challenge, then compiling complex
authentic dilemmas and/or providing materials and problems that prompt engagement in all
the features of sense-making is a ready alternative. Features of sense-making contributing to
seamless sense-making tended to appear more when work experiences or highly authentic
experiences are integral to the curriculum and when dialogic teaching (Alexander, 2019) and
participative learning are encouraged (Tsien & Tsui, 2007). However, what may seem obvious
may be the exception rather than common practice. While institutional and policy responses may look initially to the professional expertise of educators and curriculum designers
to address the issue, it is necessary to look beyond the issue of professionalisation. As evidenced in the accounts provided in this article, while curriculum and learning design and
skilled facilitation can do much to address the opportunities for learners to use all features of
sense-making, there are clear system issues and prevailing discourses and perceptions in the
training and adult education sector that limit such possibilities.
System limitations and funding structures strongly mediate the degree to which learners’ sense-making is fragmented or relatively seamless. Seamlessness of sense-making is
enhanced when learning experiences are authentic (Chen et al., 2019), when there is constant
feedback and communication from multiple sources (Alexander, 2019; Bi et al., 2020; Bound
& Chia, 2020; Walklin, 1990), and of course when materials are current. However, when there
is no requirement for regular updating of course content or design, and classroom funding
is most prevalent, then the profit-driven private training providers (the principal providers
in Singapore) will respond accordingly. Discourses and common practices such as just placing the tech-enabled learning to convert the course into BL, impact negatively on design
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decisions; albeit that it does indeed result in uncertainty and a prompt for learners’ sensemaking. However, this represents lost opportunities for development of deeper learning and
development of expertise. An alternative is provision for iterative movement b
 etween different
learning spaces (e.g. classroom, practice spaces, laboratories, online, work), but this would
need to be supported across the system. Both private and public providers, are subject to
sector discourse and quality assurance policies. At the time of writing, the government agency r esponsible for the training and adult education sector is putting in place reforms. Despite
system limitations, there are curriculum and learning designers and training providers who
do operate in the liminal spaces enabling use of all features of sense-making as a seamless
experience as shown in the HR BL course. In these ways, adult educators can challenge the
system from within.

8

Limitations and Future Studies

Factors mediating sense-making may be a good start for further research on how these
different systemic and contextual factors are working together to influence and mediate the
quality of sense-making in different BL settings both locally and internationally. The comparison of the two case studies shed promising light for future research on how important
the interplay of dynamic industry and TAE contexts are in mediating the quality of adult
learners’ sense-making. It reveals that simply putting different BL components together may
not the ultimate solution to enhance the adult learners’ sense-making. The intricate design
of these components and the embedded pedagogical approaches emerged as more crucial to
ensure the occurrence of all sense-making features, particular those enabling connection and
application, which are the key features for more seamless sense-making.
However, it may be challenging for the findings from only two case studies of sense-
making in BL in Singapore to be generalised broadly to international contexts with distinct
industry and TAE contexts. Drawing on the findings of the present study, subsequent
large-scale quantitative investigation on the correlations between these different systemic
and contextual factors and adult learners’ sense-making in various BL settings would be
worth for future exploration. The quantitative investigation is expected to make contribution
to a more holistic understanding of how system and contexts of BL mediate sense-making
of adult learners in large sample of BL courses across more industry sectors. Practitioners
and policy makers would also benefit greatly from such further quantitative exploration to
inform their better practices in BL regulation and execution.
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Abstract
Context: Vocational education and training (VET) plays a crucial role in the social inclusion
of refugees. The aim of this paper is to examine how the VET systems of Austria, Denmark
and Germany responded to the arrival of young refugees since 2015. VET in these countries
is categorised as system of collective skill formation, which offers apprenticeships in addition to school-based training. The article examines and juxtaposes the legal rights, the actual
opportunities and the barriers to refugees' participation in and completion of VET at upper
secondary level in the three selected countries.
Methods: The study is based on reviews of literature and an analysis of refugee policies in
the three countries. The literature search used a snowballing strategy and included policy
documents, research publications and grey literature from organisations of civil society. The
literature review employed a narrative, issue-focused approach to explore and compare key
categories relating to the research question. To elaborate, refine and structure the categories
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for each of the three countries we used an input-process-output model and a combination of
deductive and inductive analysis procedure.
Findings: The findings of the study are divided into six categories that structure the analysis:
Admission requirements, validation of prior learning, vocational guidance and preparation,
language training, social support measures and access to apprenticeships. The analysis reveals that both asylum seekers and recognised refugees have more opportunities in Germany than in the other two countries regarding the key categories. The findings show no major
differences in the position of the social partners in the three countries in relation to refugees'
participation in VET, however the national governments reacted differently to the influx of
refugees. In Austria and Denmark, governments with strong anti-immigration agendas took
office and reduced the access to and participation in VET for asylum seekers and refugees.
At the same time, the German government introduced various integration measures for
refugees in cooperation with employers with the aim of making VET more accessible to
refugees.
Conclusion: To access and complete VET, refugees depend on supporting measures to overcome a variety of barriers, e.g. regarding language training and access to apprenticeships.
Overall, reforms in Germany demonstrate promising initiatives to overcome the barriers
to the integration of refugees in VET, while reforms in Austria and Denmark have limited
refugees' opportunities to access and complete VET.
Keywords: Refugees, Social Inclusion, Vocational Education and Training, VET, VET System, Apprenticeship, Full-Time VET Schooling

1

Introduction

Between 2015 and 2018, more than 3.9 million asylum applications were registered in the
European Union (Eurostat, 2019a). Refugees have a high risk of becoming unemployed or
joining the expanding class of legal and illegal immigrants in low-wage and low-skilled jobs,
thereby contributing to the dualisation of the labour market (Heidenreich, 2016). In many
European countries, vocational education and training (VET)1 is assigned a key role in integrating immigrants and refugees into education and employment (Jeon, 2019). A strong
and attractive VET system is key to decreasing social inequalities and offsetting the growing
dualisation of labour markets (Busemeyer, 2014). VET is crucial for the social inclusion,
education and employment of young people from disadvantaged families who do not opt
for higher education (Preston & Green, 2008). This is particularly the case for refugees, who
1 When we use the term VET in this article, we refer to both initial and continuing vocational education and training.
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have often left behind their families, friends and social networks and have uncertain future
prospects in the host country. VET provides specific skills that are relevant for the labour
market and offers an effective and viable pathway to employment. The large majority of refugees have not completed any formal education beyond basic schooling (Winther et al., 2018),
but they often have practical work experience that may be recognised in VET. In addition,
during work-based learning in VET, refugees can enter the labour market and achieve a selfdetermined life in the host country.
Prior research, however, has indicated that migrants and refugees are disadvantaged in the
education systems in Europe (Hillmert, 2013; Preston & Green, 2008). Studies show that
migrants have lower achievement and higher dropout rates at the upper-secondary level and
are at a higher risk of not being in employment, education or training (Dicks et al., 2018;
Eurostat, 2019b). This is particularly the case in the VET sector (Beicht & Walden, 2019a).
Refugees face considerable barriers and are underrepresented in VET due to language problems, employers' reserved attitudes (Phillimore & Goodson, 2006), discrimination and
integration policy (Chadderton & Edmonds, 2015). In addition, low participation rates of
migrants in VET programmes also result from self-selection mechanisms and "ethnic choice
effects" (Tjaden & Scharenberg, 2017, p. 309). Due to their parents' high educational expectations and aspirations, many migrants decide in favour of academic tracks and against VET
at upper secondary level (e.g., Busse, 2020; Jackson et al., 2012; Lessard-Phillips et al., 2014).
This can be partly explained by immigrant optimism and information deficits with regard to
the education system of the host country (e.g., Becker & Gretsch, 2016; Hunkler & Tjaden,
2018). Therefore, social support, vocational guidance and pre-vocational preparation are
seen as important measures to ensure refugees' access to VET (Jeon, 2019).
The so-called "refugee crisis" of 2015 became a highly contested issue on national policy agendas. Strong anti-immigration forces questioned the previous humanistic position of
established political parties. Schemes for the integration, education and training of refugees
were opposed by demands for exclusion and repatriation. The outcome of these political
upheavals affected opportunities to organise effective VET measures for integrating refugees.
This makes it relevant to ask if the VET systems in the receiving countries are able to include
refugees and support their social integration and transition to the labour market.
The aim of this study is to examine the legal rights, actual opportunities and barriers to
refugees' participation in and completion of initial vocational education and training (IVET)
in three European countries: Austria, Denmark and Germany. The three VET systems are all
categorised as systems of collective skill formation, in which businesses and labour market
organisations, in collaboration with the state, play an important role in the governance of
VET (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012). Austria and Germany were among the European
countries that received the most asylum applicants per capita (above 2%) for 2014–2018,
while Denmark received less than half (0.84%) for the same period (Eurostat, 2019a). This
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paper describes and juxtaposes (as described in Bereday, 1964) how the IVET systems of these three countries responded to the arrival of high numbers of asylum seekers in 2015 and the
subsequent years, and it contributes to the discussion about the political economy (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012) of VET. So far, there is a lack of cross-European research on young
refugees’ access and barriers to IVET. Previous studies of refugees in VET have focused on
either individual countries (e.g., Beicht & Walden, 2019a; Rabl & Hautz, 2018), adult learners
and continuing VET (e.g., Chadderton & Edmonds, 2015) or specific learning settings (Choy
& Wärwik, 2019). Thus, Webb et al. (2016) emphasised the need to examine VET policy
differences regarding the integration of refugees and explore "how best to develop lifelong
learning education to support increased mobility" and "social and economic integration" (p.
214). Our study addresses this need by examining the following research question: What are
the central similarities and differences in access to and completion of IVET for refugees in
Austria, Denmark and Germany?
First, the paper describes the structure of the three IVET systems under investigation as
well as the position in VET of people with migration backgrounds in each country. We then
present the study's research design and the criteria for juxtaposing refugees' opportunities
and barriers in Austria, Denmark and Germany. Next, we explore the legal rights of refugees
to participate in IVET in each of the three countries. At the heart of the paper, we outline the
national refugee policy processes from 2015 to now along with the actual opportunities and
barriers that refugees encounter in each national VET system. The conclusion discusses the
capacities of the three national VET systems to include refugees and explores explanations
for the differences identified.

2

VET in the Three Countries

In addition to school-based programmes, VET in all three countries offers apprenticeships
(dual systems), where most of the training time (around 75%) is work-based. The apprenticing companies and the employer organisations are strongly involved in organising the training in close cooperation with the state. The close links between the education system and
labour market are associated with low youth unemployment rates and a fast transition to
employment after completion of the programmes (Preston & Green, 2008). The apprenticeship systems centre on practical and action-based forms of learning, and hereby, refugees
can acquire vocational skills even if they have limited mastery of the native language. As part
of their learning in the workplace, refugees can practise and develop language skills in realworld settings and extend their social networks.
While the three VET systems have many similarities, they also exhibit differences. In
Austria, VET programmes attract a larger share (70%) of all students in upper-secondary
education than in Germany (48%) and in Denmark (42%) (Cedefop, 2018, p. 61). While
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more students in Austria attend school-based VET programmes, the large majority of VET
students in the two other countries are in apprenticeships. In all three countries, apprentices
attend part-time vocational schools for 20–30% of their apprenticeship time to acquire theoretical knowledge to supplement the company-based training.
The Austrian IVET system differs from the other two systems in its unique combination of
dual apprenticeship training and full-time schooling (Graf et al., 2012). Apprenticeships and
VET schools allow for different qualifications in similar vocational fields for young people
at the upper-secondary level (e.g., Hautz & Thoma, 2021). Thus, VET in Austria provides a
greater variety of opportunities and pathways than VET in Germany and Denmark. Despite
this variety, it is traditionally difficult for non-EU immigrants to participate in education and
the labour market in Austria (Huddleston et al., 2015). Studies (e.g., Aschauer & Seymer,
2019) have indicated that people with a migration background are strongly disadvantaged in
the Austrian VET system. In particular, migrants from non-EU countries are underrepresented in the dual system and in full-time VET schools (Bichl, 2017). They mainly attend schools
with a lower qualification level, for example, those with one- to two-year courses that prepare
for social care or hospitality occupations (Herzog-Punzenberger & Schnell, 2012). Moreover,
the risk of dropping out of education and training is seven times higher for this group compared to non-migrants (Steiner, 2009).
In Denmark, apprenticeships are preceded by a preparatory year of school-based training
(a basic course) for basic vocational skills. In the second year, the students shift to an
apprenticeship in a company that alternates with short periods of school-based training. Ethnic minorities have higher dropout rates and face a variety of difficulties in the Danish IVET
programmes, especially in accessing apprenticeships. However, in some fields with labour
shortages, the situation is more favourable, and in VET for social and health care, ethnic
minorities make up 25% of the students (Danmarks Statistik, 2020). In addition to the IVET
system, Denmark has an extensive public system for continuing vocational training (CVET)
called AMU (Labour Market Training) (Andersen & Kruse, 2016). For immigrants and refugees, this system offers a variety of special targeted programmes with integrated language
training.
The German VET system is renowned for its strong dual system of apprenticeship, which
is highly valued in the labour market. In some sectors, such as the health and childcare sectors, VET is based on full-time school-based training (Hippach-Schneider & Huismann,
2019). In Germany in 2016, 29% of young people between 15–25 years of age had a migration
background (Federal Statistical Office, 2018). The German VET system differs from the other
two countries in the important role of vocational preparation, especially for disadvantaged
groups. The so-called transition sector includes young people who have already left general
education and want to prepare for a vocational training. There they learn vocational-specific
skills and at the same time they can obtain a higher school certificate. This system has a high
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proportion of young people with a migration background (Seeber et al., 2019), because they
have greater difficulty obtaining an apprenticeship and are less likely to be trained in their
desired occupation (Beicht & Walden, 2019b; Hupka-Brunner & Kriesi, 2013). In contrast,
people with migration background are more often overqualified for their training place and
are more likely to be offered training places in occupations that have a higher rate of contract
termination (Bundestinstitut für Berufsbildung, 2014).

3

Research Design

VET in all three countries is categorised as system of collective skill formation (Busemeyer &
Trampusch, 2012; Pilz, 2018). By comparing similar systems in the three different countries,
we can get a broad picture of how this type of VET system has responded to the arrival of
refugees, who represent a new group of potential students. We used a case-based approach
for comparison by examining each VET system as a whole in the national context (following
Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017).
First, we conducted a literature review with a narrative, issue-focused approach to search
a wide range of criteria and provide a dynamic review (as set out by Ferrari, 2015). This approach is particularly useful for comparative research because different terms in different
languages can be taken into account. Through a snowballing strategy, this extensive literature
review expanded to include policy documents, legal acts and research publications. It also included grey literature, for example, project reports, websites from non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and documentation of local refugee integration measures to gain insights
from the practitioner perspectives.
Second, we structured the findings of the literature review using an input-process-output
model (Adams, 1993) to allow better comparability between the findings for each of the three
countries. During this process, the capability approach (Nussbaum & Sen, 1993) was used
to filter out the relevant categories for the research question. To ensure that we also included
relevant unofficial publications prepared by civil society organisations and NGOs, we conducted a total of 16 interviews with experts and professionals in vocational schools and organisations. This gave access to a variety of empirical reports on barriers and success factors for
refugees in VET, including vocational preparation and guidance, language training measures,
job training and mentoring schemes.
Third, content analysis (Mayring, 2014) was used for the document analysis. We carried
out the categorisation based on a combination of deductive and inductive procedures. Central categories were determined during the literature review and were subsequently modified
and supplemented by categories inductively derived from the material. The findings of the
document analysis were divided into six categories: Admission requirements, validation of
prior learning, vocational guidance and preparation, language training, social support mea-
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sures and access to apprenticeships. To ensure the reliability of the analysis, the results of
the research from the individual countries were compared, discussed and agreed upon in a
reflective examination of the material within the framework of an "analyst triangulation" (as
described in Patton, 1990, p. 468).

4

Legal Rights for Refugees in VET

Refugees who are recognised, receive a residence permit and are guaranteed the right to education by international treaties ratified by the three countries. While it is clear that compulsory education must be freely available for all children, the treaties are less clear about the rights
of asylum seekers to attend upper-secondary and higher education (Willems & Vernimmen,
2018). In this section, we examine the legal rights of refugees to VET at the upper-secondary
level in the three countries.
Generally, asylum seekers are in a weak legal position concerning education and training,
though they have more opportunities in Germany than in the other two countries. In Austria
and Denmark, asylum seekers are excluded from apprenticeships. In Austria, access to IVET
for young asylum seekers is partially legally permitted, as they are only allowed to attend
full-time VET schools. During the asylum process, they are solely eligible for social welfare at a fundamental level (Asylkoordination Österreich, n.d.), and they receive no funding
for transport or school supplies beyond compulsory education. Moreover, in Austria, only
Syrian asylum-seekers "with high probability of being granted a residence permit" (Arbeitsmarktservice, 2021) are admitted to state-run integration courses that include vocational
preparation measures. In Denmark, asylum seekers must participate in a basic introduction
course 10 hours every week in the asylum centres. They can only participate in unpaid internships, not in regular VET programmes. In Germany, asylum seekers with expected residence permission already have access to integration courses during the asylum procedure.
After the first three months of their stay, asylum seekers can attend pre-vocational training
measures (Bergseng et al., 2019), and their opportunities for in-company training have improved with the Integration Act of 31 July 2016. If asylum seekers start an apprenticeship,
they can have their residence permit extended until the end of their training period (Granato
& Junggeburth, 2017).
If asylum seekers are recognised and receive a residence permit, they acquire most of
the same formal rights to education and training as native citizens in all three countries. In
Austria, they are entitled to social benefits and have free access to the labour market and,
thus, to all apprenticeships. For integration into the education system, the labour market
and social life in Austria, recognised refugees are obliged to participate in the "integration
year" (Arbeitsmarktservice, 2021), which includes language courses, pre-vocational training
measures and introductory courses to Austrian culture and history. In Denmark, recognised
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refugees must participate in a standard integration programme, and since 2016, they have
been required to start language and job training almost immediately. Refugees must cooperate with the municipality on a plan to become financially self-supporting. The methods vary
considerably between the municipalities (Danmarks Evalueringsinstitut, 2019), but they are
aimed mostly at acquiring employment within one year and only seldom at education in the
regular VET system. A smaller group of refugees attend short training courses in the CVET
system (AMU) that prepare them for un- and semi-skilled employment, or they attend the
special two-year apprenticeship programme for refugees (IGU), which also serves as preparation for regular apprenticeships.
In Germany, both asylum seekers and recognised refugees can receive the same support
from the Employment Agency as German nationals in terms of counselling, placement, support, activation and vocational integration (Der Paritätische Gesamtverband, 2017). They
can take part in apprenticeship training, but they must acquire a work permit from the immigration authorities. At best, this will contain a concrete written confirmation of employment
or a declaration of intent by the training company. For both asylum seekers and recognised
refugees, part-time vocational training and the adjustment of the training period are possible
as a way to enable the refugees’ acquisition of professional and language skills. This manifests
itself in an extension of the training period or in a reduction of regular in-company training
time to promote language skills (Prakopchyk, 2017).

5

National Refugee Policy: Tensions Between Integrative and
Exclusionary Strategies

In response to the arrival of a large number of refugees in 2015, the governments in all three
countries launched various new initiatives to support integration through VET. However,
at the same time, Austria and Denmark in particular introduced various anti-immigration
measures that inhibited the participation of refugees in VET.
In Austria, following a decree in 2013, asylum seekers up to the age of 25 could get a work
permit for apprenticeship training in understaffed professions. However, since 2015, the situation for asylum seekers has been very volatile due to political interventions. The Austrian
government, NGOs and civil society have launched several new initiatives to support integration into and through VET. A nationwide initiative to enhance refugees' access to VET
included the introduction of pre-vocational "transition classes" in 2015 (Bundesministerium
für Bildung und Forschung, 2016). In these classes, refugees between the ages of 15 and 19
who were no longer of compulsory school age were prepared for upper-secondary education.
However, this opportunity was abandoned in 2018 as part of the government's tightening of
refugee policy. Since 2016, the Austrian government has established a large number of antiimmigration measures to create "one of the toughest asylum laws in Europe" (Brickner &
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Krutzler, 2016). This included temporary asylum (limited to three years) and restrictions of
rights to welfare and family reunion. Moreover, the government implemented stricter access
to VET for refugees. The opportunity to get a work permit for apprenticeships was ended in
2018, and even repatriations for apprentices took place until the end of 2019 (Asylkoordination Österreich, n.d.). While a new act in late 2019 has enabled asylum seekers to finish their
apprenticeships also in cases of negative asylum decisions, no new apprenticeships can be
started by asylum seekers in Austria. In contrast with countries like Germany, asylum seekers
in Austria do not get any legal security or residence status during education and training.
For recognised refugees with a permanent or temporary residence permit, the situation is
better. They retain the legal right to take up apprenticeships in all sectors. Their opportunities in VET are mainly negotiated between the two chambers in Austria (i.e., the Chamber
of Labour and the Chamber of Commerce) and are less dependent on the political climate.
However, their real opportunities for participation in VET are impeded by a variety of barriers (Rabl & Hautz, 2018), as we will describe later.
In Denmark, the response of the new government in 2015 to the arrival of many refugees
was to introduce numerous reforms with two aims (Bredgaard & Ravn, 2018). One aim was
to discourage refugees from seeking asylum in Denmark through tough anti-immigration
measures, for example, significantly cutting their financial allowances. The other aim was
to promote refugees' fast integration into the labour market. This marked a significant shift
in integration policy from the previous priority of human capital investment in education
and language training. Following tripartite negotiations with labour market partners, various new initiatives were taken to organise supported employment, job-training initiatives
and new measures in VET. An innovation among these was the two-year Basic Integration
Programme for refugees, IGU, introduced in 2016 by the government in cooperation with labour market organisations (Bredgaard & Ravn, 2018). The IGU is a successful apprenticeship
programme with certification that combines language training, work-based training and fulltime school-based VET courses. However, these measures apply only to recognised refugees,
as asylum seekers are not allowed to take part in paid work or regular education. With a
reform in 2017, completing an education no longer improves refugees' chances of acquiring
a permanent residence permit. This is meant to give refugees more incentive to seek employment even though education has been shown to improve the long-term employability
of refugees (Arendt, 2018). In addition, the integration allowance for refugees was reduced
significantly to encourage them to find a job. A major reform of the integration policy in
early 2019 emphasised that, generally, asylum is only temporary, and the policy's overall aim
changed from integration to repatriation of refugees. This has made the future more uncertain for refugees and made it less useful to engage in education with a long-term perspective.
It has also reduced the inclination of employers to take on refugees in apprenticeships, which
typically have a duration of three years (Bredgaard & Ravn, 2018).
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In 2016, Germany passed a new Integration Act after receiving more than one million
asylum seekers. The act included measures and incentives to promote the participation of
refugees in training, language courses and active labour market measures. Access to VET was
previously not allowed for asylum seekers, as they did not have the required work permits
(Schroeder & Seukwa, 2017). This was changed in 2015. Starting in January of that year, the
German government reformed Asylum Package I. The reforms focused primarily on asylum
and residence law but also on new regulations, such as the revision of the Law on the Right
of Residence (Wissenschaftliche Dienste des Bundestags, 2016). A further change was that
toleration must be granted if an asylum seeker begins or has already begun qualified training,
and employment bans were lifted. In addition, since then, a residence permit is granted for
the total duration of the apprenticeship, as stipulated in the training contract. Asylum seekers whose asylum applications are rejected during training have the opportunity to receive
a "training tolerance period" to complete their training. In such cases, however, an individual
case examination by the Foreign Department is required (Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag, 2017, p. 13). After completion of vocational training, a residence permit is
issued for two years for the purpose of gaining employment that corresponds to the vocational qualification acquired. This legal innovation is known as the "3+2 regulation" (Deutscher
Industrie- und Handelskammertag, 2017, p. 28) and is intended to give asylum seekers and
employers more planning security, thus promoting integration through training. However,
tolerated persons from "safe countries of origin" (Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag, 2017, p. 28) who applied for asylum after 31 August 2015 are not entitled to this
regulation. In Germany, many different measures have been launched to support refugees'
participation in VET. For example, the programme Berufsorientierung für Flüchtlinge (Vocational Orientation for Refugees) (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2020)
prepares refugees for vocational training by teaching technical language and specialist skills
and providing individual mentor support. Another initiative called Companies Integrate Refugees is considered Germany's largest association in this field. The content includes knowhow on legal issues, funding opportunities, tips on cooperation and integration of refugees
into training and employment.
In all three countries, the so-called "refugee crisis" of 2015 placed VET in a field of political tension, where the governments launched numerous initiatives with two partly conflicting objectives. One was to make it less attractive to seek asylum in the country, for example,
by introducing temporary asylums, limiting access to education and lowering the financial
benefits and living conditions of refugees. The other was to support the social integration
of refugees and, in Germany, even of asylum seekers by introducing new programmes and
supporting measures in VET.
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Comparison of Actual Opportunities and Barriers for 		
Refugees in VET

Our examination has shown that asylum seekers have almost no formal rights to participate
in the regular VET programmes in Austria and Denmark. For recognised refugees, the situation is different. Generally, they largely have the same formal legal opportunities to participate
in VET as native citizens, though some rights might differ depending on their asylum status
(temporary, permanent or Geneva protection). In the period of 2015–2020, the three countries had favourable conditions for successful integration of refugees into the labour market
through VET because they had low unemployment rates and even shortages of labour in
some industries (e.g., hospitality, agriculture, cleaning, etc.).
However, our study of the three countries has found considerable barriers to refugees'
access to and completion of VET. The barriers are similar to those identified for immigrants
(Bergseng et al., 2019; Jeon, 2019). Some barriers are related to the refugees' prior experiences, which can include trauma caused by persecution in their homeland, their subsequent
flight and living under precarious and insecure conditions for extended periods. After arrival
in a European country, they might experience resettlement and acculturation stress due to
family separation, discrimination and the insecure situation of protracted periods waiting
for asylum (Bauböck & Tripkovic, 2017). Refugees are confronted with language and cultural barriers, and the government's emphasis on temporary asylum in Austria and Denmark
raises uncertainty about the future (Baranik et al., 2018). This can lead to disappointment
and demotivation and make it difficult for refugees to start VET and take control of their
lives in their new environment. In addition, our examination revealed various VET-specific
opportunities and barriers for refugees, which are described in more detail in the following.
Table 1 illustrates an overview of the most important differences between the three countries
regarding VET-specific opportunities and barriers.
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Table 1: Overview of Opportunities and Barriers in VET for Refugees
Austria

Denmark

Germany

Successful graduation certificate
for the 8th school year for access
to full-time school-based VET.
Completion of compulsory
education, but no school
graduation certificate, for access
to the dual system.

Successful graduation certificate
for the 9th grade with leaving
exam (Grade 2 or higher) in
maths and Danish (Level G) or
similar qualifications acquired
in another way.

Successful graduation certificate
for the 9th grade for access to
full-time school-based VET.
Different school-based training
programmes require different
school-leaving qualification,
details vary across the federal
states. Completion of compulsory schooling, but no successful
graduation certificate for access
to the dual system.

Not a standard part of regular
IVET programmes.

Basic screening of qualifications
by asylum centres; validation in
the regular IVET programmes,
but not a standard in the CVET
system.

Not a standard part of regular
IVET programmes; validation
process varies across the federal
states.

Vocational
guidance and
pre-vocational
preparation

Offered for recognised refugees
and Syrian asylum seekers with
expected residence permission
during the integration year.
Transition classes for refugees
were abolished by the
government in 2018.

Vocational guidance is not a
standard, but can be part of the
regular integration programme
for refugees. The IGU
programme can serve as prevocational preparation.

Preparatory vocational courses
are available in certain IVET
schools for school-age refugees.
Companies can apply for
funding for preparatory courses
for non-school-age refugees.

Language
training

Limited offers for asylum
seekers; mandatory for recognised refugees, but only offered
up to language level A2 by the
state.

Language training is an integral
part of special apprenticeships
for refugees and of some
programmes in the CVET
system.

Mandatory for all refugees, but
there is a lack of teachers and
poor standards for language
training providers.

Social
support

No nationwide support system;
depends on volunteers and
NGOs.

No nationwide support system;
differs among municipalities.

Various support measures are
provided for different stages of
IVET.

Access to
apprenticeships

Possible only for recognised
refugees; access limited due to
lack of support measures and
language skills.

Possible only for recognised
refugees; access is limited due
to lack of language skills and
support measures.

Possible for all refugees;
Welcome Guides support
companies in searching for and
integrating refugees.

Admission
requirements

Validation of
prior learning

6.1

Admission Requirements for VET

Due to language problems and incomplete basic education, it can be very difficult for refugees
to meet the entrance requirements in VET. In Denmark and Austria, inadequate language
skills make VET almost inaccessible for refugees, since language training for asylum seekers
beyond compulsory education is only available to a limited extent during the asylum procedure. Moreover, access to full-time VET in Austria requires a successful school graduation
certificate for the eighth school year, which many refugees are unable to prove. For access to
the dual system in Austria, the completion of nine years of compulsory education is required,
although school graduation is not. Apprenticeship companies determine further a dmission
requirements based on their own criteria. In Denmark, asylum seekers must participate in 10
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hours of weekly training in the Danish language and introduction to Danish society. However, the level of language training is much below the entrance requirements for IVET. In
1997–2017, after receiving a residence permit, it took, on average, around five years before
young refugees would start IVET (Nielsen-Gravholt & Jans, 2020). After the new restrictions
of 2016, early compulsory job training (work first policy) weakened refugees' opportunities
to acquire Danish language skills (Arendt & Bolvig, 2020). In addition, the VET reform in
2015 raised the entrance requirements (see Table 1) and reduced refugees' opportunities for
accessing IVET.
In Germany, refugees are required to have completed the compulsory schooling years,
but no graduation certificate is required before starting an apprenticeship. Companies select apprentices according to their own recruitment criteria (Granato & Ulrich, 2013). Some
companies do not recruit refugees due to their perceived poor German language skills and
lack of expertise (Werner, 2018). To participate in full-time school-based qualifying training
programmes, a certain level of language proficiency and completion of lower-secondary education is required. A specific school-leaving qualification is a prerequisite for certain types
of full-time school-based training programmes. The exact requirement varies depending on
the federal state.

6.2

Validation and Recognition of Prior Learning

Many refugees are unable to document their work experiences, and therefore, practice-based
forms of validation of their prior learning are required. The validation of prior learning is regulated by law in all three countries and is a standard part of regular vocational p
 rogrammes
in Denmark, but not in Germany and Austria, where validation is done at the refugee's request. Validation is not used systematically in the Danish CVET system (AMU), which is
most often used by refugees. Danish asylum centres must screen the refugees' qualifications
but are not required to ensure proper validation (Thomassen, 2019). In Austria, a study by
Eggenhofer-Rehart et al. (2018) showed that refugees' educational certificates are largely devalued by authorities and are assigned to lower levels of domestic education. In addition,
some qualifications in Germany can only be validated to a limited extent due to, for example,
different training systems (Winther et al., 2018).

6.3

Vocational Guidance and Preparation (Pre-Vocational Programmes)

Refugees have difficulties navigating the education system and need vocational guidance and
preparation to make informed choices and reduce the risk of dropping out. In all three countries, preparatory vocational courses for refugees are part of the integration programmes.
In Austria, vocational preparation and guidance are offered as part of the integration year
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for recognised refugees and Syrian asylum-seekers with expected residence permission who
have completed compulsory schooling (Arbeitsmarktservice, 2021). This pre-vocational programme lasts 6–12 months and includes career orientation, application training, training
for vocational qualifications, language skills and on-the-job training (Arbeitsmarktservice,
2021). Asylum seekers who are not from Syria, however, have only scarce offers from NGOs,
as they are not available throughout Austria. In Denmark, only limited vocational guidance
for refugees is included as part of the standard integration plan for the three- to six-week introduction courses and the following repeated internships in companies, which are typically
13 weeks (Bolvig & Arendt, 2018). In addition, the two-year apprenticeship programme for
refugees (IGU) can serve as preparation for the regular VET system. In Germany, preparatory vocational courses for refugees are available in some vocational schools for school-aged
refugees. Companies and other IVET providers can apply for funding for preparatory courses for non-school-age refugees. The focus is on combining language support with vocational orientation and support in finding a profession and initiating a training relationship
(Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge, 2017a). A basic course (PerJuF) lasts between
12 and 32 weeks. In all three countries, female refugees have far lower participation rates in
VET than males, and targeted guidance measures are required to support their participation
(Liebig & Tronstad, 2018).

6.4

Language Training Before and During VET

To keep up with the training, refugees typically need supplementary language training before
and during a VET programme. In Austria, language courses are only offered to a very limited
extent during the asylum process. Depending on the federal province, only one to four hours
of language training per week are offered free of charge by state institutions, and only a small
number of asylum seekers are reached by these measures, as transportation is not provided
(SOS Mitmensch, 2017). In 2017, language courses were made mandatory for recognised
refugees. These are usually only offered to language level A2 and, therefore, provide limited
support for starting and completing a VET programme. Some vocational schools and NGOs
offer advanced language training for refugees, which is provided freely by teachers and volunteers. The offer of more advanced German courses varies constantly, depending on funding.
The Danish IVET system is almost inaccessible to refugees due to language requirements and
the restrictive integration policy. In the Danish CVET system, Danish language training is an
integral part of various special courses for immigrants and refugees. In the two-year apprenticeship programmes for refugees (IGU), the Danish language is taught in close connection
with vocational training, which has shown very good results (Rambøll, 2018). In Germany,
the government responded to the increase in refugees by introducing numerous language
support measures through integration courses (Bundesamt für M
 igration und Flüchtlinge,
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2017b). Participation in these courses has been mandatory for refugees since 2016. However,
if the person has already begun vocational or other training in Germany or can prove participation in a comparable training programme, there is no obligation to attend an integration
course. In view of this rapid development in demand for language courses, the providers of
language courses have often been unable to find the necessary suitable teachers for all the
courses offered. The quality of the language courses suffers from the lack of teachers and the
poor standards of the providers (Kaufmann, 2016).

6.5

Social Support Measures During VET Training

To start a VET programme and successfully complete it, refugees require continuous social
support that covers all spheres of life. In Austria and Denmark, the social support offered for
refugees during VET differs considerably among municipalities and educational institutions
(see e.g., Asylkoordination Österreich, n.d.; Bolvig & Arendt, 2018). In the first years after
the 2015 influx of refugees, many municipalities established support teams to help refugees
manage their challenges. In both countries, some municipalities engaged integration guides
and mentors to support refugees and cooperate with vocational schools and employers. Danish municipalities have an undivided responsibility for the integration process, which promotes a holistic support (Thomassen, 2019). However, many of the Danish initiatives were
abandoned after 2016, when the number of refugees arriving dropped sharply. In Austria, the
continued existence of most initiatives depends on the efforts of volunteers and NGOs (Rabl
& Hautz, 2018). A comprehensive nationwide support system, which would help refugees
replace a missing social and family environment, does not exist in either of these two countries. In Germany, there are various measures to help companies integrate refugees. These
include the external support measure assistance during training A (AbH). AbH organises
support classes and socio-pedagogical assistance for training refugees. AbH also offers support to stabilise the training relationship and provides support for young refugees. However,
a study by the German Economic Institute (Werner, 2018) showed that many companies are
not aware of these support measures and only inform themselves when concrete problems
arise. Companies that know about the support measures employ significantly more refugees.

6.6

Access to Apprenticeships and In-Company Training

Compared to other students, refugees and immigrants have fewer chances of obtaining an
apprenticeship contract. Many apprenticeships are distributed via informal social networks,
and some employers are cautious about taking on ethnic minorities due to assumed cultural
and language barriers (Phillimore & Goodson, 2006). Therefore, refugees are in a disadvantaged position compared to native students in all three countries. Nevertheless, in Austria,
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apprenticeship for recognised refugees is the most promising option for successful participation in VET (Hosner et al., 2017). In most cases, however, access to dual training in Austria
is only successful if refugees are given intensive support by social workers and volunteers in
finding and applying for an apprenticeship, in bureaucratic matters and in finding accommodations (SOS Mitmensch, 2017). In the regular Danish IVET system, ethnic minorities
are overrepresented in the full-time school-based programmes. However, many vocational
schools and municipalities cooperate with employers to engage refugees in the special apprenticeship programme for refugees (IGU) aiming at industries with labour shortage (Rambøll, 2018).
In Germany, refugees have a greater chance of finding a training place in companies with
a shortage of skilled workers. Welcome Guides support these companies throughout Germany in the integration of refugees. They arrange contact with refugees and advise companies
that offer internships, training positions or employment opportunities for refugees. In addition, they inform companies about offers of assistance and support (Kompetenzzentrum
Fachkräftesicherung, 2020). Despite the various support measures for the integration of refugees in Germany, the prior experience of companies seems to play the most important role
in access to apprenticeships for refugees. This is because companies that employ staff with a
migration background and already have experience with refugees are often involved in this
process (Werner, 2018).

7

Conclusion

Asylum seekers arriving in Austria, Denmark and Germany came in a period of low unemployment and high demand for skilled workers in many industries. In all three countries,
labour market organisations generally supported measures to give refugees access to VET to
meet the demand for labour and to reduce the risk that refugees would add to the growing
precarious class of unskilled immigrants. As these organisations have a strong position in
VET, this could give VET a key role in the integration process. In all three countries, recognised refugees have the right to participate in school-based vocational education and apprenticeships on equal footing with native students. However, our study found that in Austria and
Denmark, the actual opportunities for recognised refugees to enter the regular IVET system
are very limited and that asylum seekers have no right to participate in the dual VET system.
In Austria and Denmark, reforms in response to the so-called "refugee crisis" have reduced
both groups' access to VET. This is due to new forms of temporary asylum, high admission
requirements and the work first policy. The response in Germany was to expand both asylum
seekers' and recognised refugees' access to VET, for example, by granting residence permits
for the total training period and two additional years of employment. In addition, extended part-time vocational training in Germany supports refugees' combined acquisition of
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l anguage and vocational skills. This is also possible in the special apprenticeship programme
for refugees (IGU) in Denmark, which was introduced parallel to the restrictive reforms.
How can we explain the differences between the three countries, whose VET systems have
many similarities regarding structure and governance? We have found no substantial differences in the position of the social partners in the three countries in relation to refugees, but
the governments have reacted differently. In Austria (from 2016) and Denmark (from 2015),
new governments took over with a strong anti-immigration agenda. In these two countries,
an exclusionary political response became dominant, and the governments' negative position on immigration and refugees took precedence over their interest in upskilling refugees
and immigrants in VET to meet the demands of the labour market. In contrast, the German
government introduced new integrative measures in cooperation with employers to improve
VET opportunities for refugees and asylum seekers.
All three countries have strong apprenticeship systems that are recognised and admired
internationally for providing easy pathways to employment for disadvantaged youth (Preston
& Green, 2008). However, our study has found that this does not include refugees because
they, similar to immigrants, lack social networks that provide access to apprenticeships and
are subject to discriminatory practices by some employers (Jeon, 2019). In addition, the shift
in Austria and Denmark to granting only temporary asylum gives refugees and employers
few incentives to enter into apprenticeships that have a duration of three to four years. A
variety of initiatives in Germany, such as the Welcome Guides and the Danish apprenticeship programme for refugees (IGU), are successful examples of measures to combat these
disadvantages.
Our study shows that, to access and complete VET, refugees depend on supporting measures to overcome a variety of barriers in all domains of life. This is especially the case for
women, who have very low participation rates in education and employment in all three
countries. We have highlighted some key barriers and some promising initiatives to overcome them in the three countries. It must be expected that refugees will continue to be a
challenge for Europe due to armed conflicts, climate change and global inequalities. Therefore, it is important to learn from the recent events in order to improve the general integration
policy and the specific measures for refugees in VET for the next "refugee crisis". This study is
mainly based on document studies in three countries. Further research is needed to explore
the experiences of VET in other countries and to include the voices of the refugees themselves more directly.
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Abstract
Purpose: Promoting the labour integration of people with functional diversity is a key
element to achieve their social inclusion. This meta-analysis aims to examine the effectiveness of experimental programs in developing employable skills for people with disabilities.
Methods: Literature searches up to June 2019 were conducted in four databases (Web
of Science, Scopus, PsycINFO and ERIC). Studies that met the following criteria were
selected: (1) The program should develop employable skills; (2) the participants should be
people with functional diversity; (3) the study should have a design with an experimental
group and a control group as well as pretest and posttest measurements; (4) the study had to
provide enough data to calculate the effect sizes; and (5) the study had to be written in
English or Spanish. 67 independent studies met the selection criteria, among 14 articles
published between 1998 and 2019.
Results: The results revealed mean effect sizes in favour of the experimental group for the
set of all studies according to data reported by people with functional diversity, as well as
according their relatives and teachers. The two dimensions of the programs with a
significant effect size in favour of the experimental group were interview skills and career
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planning. Furthermore, it was found that the programs showed a higher degree of effectiveness in groups formed only by people with intellectual disabilities, with a lower educational
level, whose duration ranged from six to twelve months. This was particularly the case with
participants from Spain and Australia.
Conclusion: Promoting the labour insertion of people with disability is a key element to
achieve their social inclusion. Programs that support and develop employability and that
are conducted upon experimental conditions do have a positive impact upon young people
with functional diversity. Upon the results, we discuss practical implications for integrating
disabled persons into the labour market.
Keywords: Employability, Transition From Education and Training to Employment, People
With Disability, Career Planning, Vocational Education and Training, VET

1

Introduction

Along history, the notion of disability and the legislation that addresses it have evolved and
have conditioned the actions and support provided to people with functional diversity. This
last concept, considered less offensive and more appropriate these days, refers specifically to
people who perform certain functions differently than the average population so they are different than the statistical norm due to some reason (Senent-Ramos, 2020), even though many
academic and policy documents use disability, like the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (United Nations, 2006) or the European disability strategy 2010-2020 (European Union, 2010). In the past decades, there has been an evolution towards conceptual
models that define disability in rather inclusive ways; a shift has been identified from a traditional individualist segregation model, where religious or magical explanations are provided,
towards a social model based upon the relevance of personal autonomy (López-Bastías, 2019).
This approach contributes to a practice that acknowledges the principle of equal opportunities,
and this favors self-determination of people with disability. Accordingly, in recent years there
has been an increase in actions and initiatives oriented towards diminishing inequalities that
people with functional diversity face both in personal and professional domains. Nevertheless,
despite the update of the notion of disability has implied a proliferation of legal and institutional measures regarding disability, these approaches are not exclusive and they are able to
coexist in a given time, in such a way that inequalities remain.
According to the statistics of the United Nations, 82% of people with disability who live in
developing countries are below poverty threshold (Martínez-Ríos, 2011). In Spain, according
to the National Institute of Statistics (2019) employment rate among people with disabilities
was 25.9% in 2017, while people without disabilities doubled that number, reaching 64.4%,
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similarly to previous years. Therefore, restrictions in access to employment have implied an
impulse for legal measures and other actions that attempt to reduce such inequalities.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities (United Nations,
2006) has established a new policy framework to strengthen their rights and liberties, whatever their condition. Furthermore, this organization suggested in 2015 the Agenda 2030, an
action plan with the aim to achieve the world commitment in favor of people, the planet and
prosperity. Among its aims, the acknowledgement and protection of rights of people with
disabilities (Madans et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, despite progress regarding equal opportunities, no discrimination and universal accessibility of people with disabilities; there are yet huge differences in employment
indexes of people with disabilities and the rest of the active population, as well as prejudice
and discrimination in work relations (Goldman et al., 2006; Schur et al., 2009). There are also
reports that show that recession and economic crisis have a negative impact upon this people,
with increasing wage differences with people without disabilities (Eurofound, 2013; National
Institute of Statistics, 2017) resulting in damages upon health and welfare.
Active participation in the labor market is one of the keys in quality of life of the population
and this is also the case for people with functional diversity (Novo-Corti, 2018), and this is more
the case in times of growing precariousness. Access to decent work is crucial in order to achieve
social inclusion. Labor integration of people with functional diversity has been and is an aim
of social policies and employment for international organizations and an increasing number
of countries adopt them (Douvitsa, 2020; Fici, 2020; Maffiioletti & Sato, 2020; Meira, 2020;
Salinas & Marhuenda, 2020). The social economy and Third Sector Organisations are playing a
major role here (Bengoetxea & Fajardo, 2020; Marhuenda, 2021). This requires not only technical competence, but also social and personal abilities that allow workers to be employable
or, in terms of Eraut (2004), to be competent in different domains or learning trajectories (job
performance, role performance, working in teams, understanding and awareness or personal
development among others). Findings about these possibilities with vulnerable groups have
already been published (Chisvert et al., 2018; Marhuenda, 2018). In this sense, learning to work
and becoming a worker are processes closely connected to becoming an adult and a citizen too,
not just in individual terms, but also in societal ones; as it is the status of worker what provides
acknowledgement for the status of citizen and of autonomous life, one free of dependency support provided by the administration, the families or volunteering practices.
In this regard, transition is a crucial dimension in our research, and it becomes the focus
of our search question too: Transition programs are holistic as they intend to provide different supports (education, housing, health, counselling and leisure among them), as Casal
(1996), Casal et al. (2015) and Merino (2007, 2019) have shown. Transition processes have
become a stage of its own (Walther, 2006), beyond their instrumentality in getting a job, and
it is in this context that employability gains relevance too: As a matter of fact, being employable
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does not guarantee getting a job, but it is an indicator of readiness. Employability has been discussed in its relation to work and education (Gonon et al., 2008) as well as specifically focused
upon people living in vulnerable circumstances (long term unemployed, people at risk of social
exclusion, people with disabilities) in its individual and contextual features (Córdoba et al.,
2013; Llinares et al., 2016). Transition programs try to foster employability rather than finding
a job in themselves, and they do so by improving personal and social skills of the individuals,
as well as their wellbeing along the process. This involves also addressing issues other than
work-related ones (Hofmann et al., 2021). At this point, dealing with personal expectations,
career guidance and planning, social skills to interact with other adults and self-confidence and
self-knowledge are important dimensions in these programs. Therefore, occupational training
is relevant, as well as the qualification level, but given limitations introduced by disabilities,
the kind of disabilities have an impact upon expectations and ability to learn (Badiola et al.,
2014; Elorriaga et al., 2019; International Labour Organization, 2016). Therefore, the kind of
disability, educational background and duration of the program are dimensions that could have
an impact upon intervention, as the country is also expected to do insofar there are specific
policies, regulations and protective measures that have to be considered. Therefore, transition
programs for vulnerable people often try to facilitate becoming an adult and an autonomous
citizen, not just a worker: Nowadays, training for the labour market consists also of preparation
for unemployment, even to increasingly precarious working conditions.
Much research has focused upon the study of transition into adult life of people with disability, without having the desired effect to improve social and labor inclusion (Dyke et al., 2013).
Therefore, Pallisera et al. (2018) took the effort to identify, through focus groups with people
with disabilities, their families and professionals in the fields of education and social work, the
main obstacles that they face. Among these, the need to offer them a more flexible curriculum
fostering their labor inclusion and the need to improve career guidance, particularly at the end
of Secondary Education. It is therefore worth paying attention to training addressed to improve
the employability of people with disability. Facilitating labor insertion of people with functional
diversity through training opportunities, information and practice of personal, social and technical skills to have access into the world of work is crucial in this regard. Vocational education
aimed at accredited qualification is key to equip youth with functional diversity to enter the
labor market (Gilson et al., 2017).
Several systematic reviews have rigorously explained the 'state of the art' about this issue.
Gilson et al. (2017) provided a systematic review through the analysis of 56 studies about different training methods for training employment skills among people with disabilities. They
identified 21 such methods, among which four stranded out: Assessment of performance
feedback, device-assisted instruction, response prompting and community-based instruction.
Engelbrecht et al. (2017) reviewed 99 documents on transition programs into work for people
with disabilities highlighting the need for further research. Several systematic reviews on peo-
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ple with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) pay attention to the features and results of actions
based upon employment programs, transition into work and occupational activities (Hedley et
al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2012; Walsh et al., 2017). Among these, Lee et al. (2018)
point to practice within these employment programs focused not only in fostering occupational skills and improving employability results, but which also provide collateral benefits improving mental health, self-confidence or time-management, among others.
Despite systematic reviews show results indicating scientific standards, objectivity, systematization and replicability (Botella & Sánchez-Meca, 2015), it is not possible to draw conclusions
based upon the measurement of effectiveness. In order to do so, meta-analytical studies allow
to apply statistical techniques to integrate results in a set of empirical studies with the aim to
establish the efficacy of certain programs and interventions.
Park et al. (2016) developed a meta-analysis with seven random controlled trials which
analyzed the effect of training students with disabilities in social skills related to employment.
Results pointed to a moderated effect size, and they found a larger effect in those studies applying direct instruction, particularly in cases with ASD, emotional or behavioral disorder and
intellectual disability. Among the limitation of this research, they analyzed the isolated effect
of social skills, without considering other relevant skills in access to the labor market. More
recently, Alson et al. (2019), conducted a survey among managers and human resource officers,
and they identified that the skills most demanded among people with disability are communication, teamwork, analysis and use of computer applications. Therefore, skills expected to
be found among people with functional diversity when accessing employment are wider than
mere social skills. Nonetheless, there have been no meta-analysis that analyze the effectiveness
of employment programs considering skills in a wider sense.
Upon review of scientific literature, we have detected and increase in the number of studies
conducted in recent years on access to employment of people with functional diversity. We
are also conscious of the different measures taken to improve the awareness and engagement
along the world to support the rights of people with disabilities. Nevertheless, employability
indexes of people with functional diversity do not reach the expectations that neither programs
nor research have cherished. Before this limitation, it seems adequate and timely to conduct a
meta-analysis to allow identification of how effective prove employment programs for people
with functional diversity and which are the conditions they embed that increase the success of
such measures.
Therefore, our aim is to conduct a meta-analysis to assess the efficacy of employment programs addressed to young people with functional diversity. The research question we attempt
to answer in our work is the following: What is the effectiveness of transition programs under
experimental conditions that develop employability skills for young people with functional diversity; where effectiveness consists of a statistically significant larger size effect in the experimental groups in relation to the control groups.
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2.1

Selection Criteria
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Studies that met the following criteria were selected: (1) The program should develop employable skills; (2) the participants should be people with functional diversity; (3) the study
should have a design with an experimental group and a control group as well as pretest and
posttest measurements; (4) the study had to provide enough data to calculate the effect sizes;
and (5) the study had to be written in English or Spanish.

2.2

Data Sources and Search Strategy

Studies were found using the Web of Science, SCOPUS, PsycINFO and ERIC databases for
studies published in English or Spanish up to June 2019. The search strategy used was (program* or intervent* or train*) AND transition AND (employment or job or work) AND
(disab* or autis*)1. No limitations in the search strategy were considered. In addition, other
sources (e.g., google scholar and the references' list of the theoretical reviews) were used to
rescue research that may not have been recovered from the afore mentioned databases.
Figure 1 presents the selection process followed by the PRISMA checklist. 3934 records
were identified, of which 3048 did not simultaneously appear in all the databases used. From
these studies, 2527 were excluded for not addressing the specified topic of research or for being
written in languages such as Korean and Russian. Thus, 521 works were subject to the inclusion criteria, identifying a final sample of 14 studies that developed employable skills through
programs for youth with functional diversity. The exhaustive reading of the articles allowed
us to confirm the choice of all 14 papers given that they met all the inclusion criteria. Some of
them included different measures of employable skills and other variables, so they were analyzed as independent meta-analyses. This study was developed in accordance with the PRISMA
diagnostic test accuracy checklist that provides specific guidance for reporting of systematic
reviews and meta-analysis (McInnes et al., 2018).
1 Following a reviewer's recommendation, we have checked in the four databases and stablishing the same time limit (June
2019, except in Scopus -through the year 2019-), to check whether including new keywords in the search strategy should
lead us to include new articles in the meta-analysis because of meeting all the inclusion criteria. We tested the following
search strategy (program* or intervent* or train*) AND transition AND (employment or job or work or employability or
"employment skills") AND (disab* or autis* or "special needs") and the results found were: Web of Science 1667 results (207
more), Scopus 1000 results all the year 2019 (86 more), ERIC 1209 results (334 more) and PsycINFO 1399 results (720 more).
Although the number of studies has increased, none of them meets the selection criteria reporting enough data to calculate
the effect size and be implemented with an experimental group and a control group as well as offering pre-test and post-test
measurements.
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Figure 1: PRISMA Flow Diagram for Study Selection
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Coding Moderator Variables

In order to analyze the heterogeneity between the results of the studies, the moderator variables that could be related with the effect sizes were coded. The moderator variables were
classified according to Lipsey's classification (1994) as (a) participants' variables, that include
personal characteristics of the samples (e.g. type of disability or disorder, the age range of the
sample, the gender distribution, intelligence quotient); (b) treatment's variables, which are
those that explain intervention characteristics (e.g. the magnitude of total duration, number
of weekly hours of treatment (frequency), proportion of participants, use of the technology,
teaching profile); (c) methodological characteristics, which have to do with the design of the
research and the implementation of the empirical study (e.g. randomly group formation or
not, type of control group (active versus non-active), number of participants in the control
and experimental groups); and (d) extrinsic characteristics, which, in principle, should not
relate to the scientific process, but that can be associated with the results (e.g. year of publication or country). The coding process was performed separately by two researchers in order
to finally obtain a reliable and accurate code relationship.

2.4

Statistical Analyses

In this meta-analysis a random effect model was used. This statistical model is considered
more appropriate because:
"Is more likely to ﬁt the actual sampling distribution, does not impose a restriction of a common
effect size, yields the identical results as the ﬁxed-effect model in the absence of heterogeneity and allows the conclusions to be generalized to a wider array of situation." (Borenstein et al., 2010, p. 107)

Typified mean change difference, d, was chosen as a measure of effect size (Glass et al., 1981).
Positive values of d reflected an improvement from pretest to posttest in the treated group.
The statistical analysis of the effect sizes was based on the model proposed by Hedges and
Olkin (1985), according to which each effect size is weighted based on the inverse of its variance, so that studies with higher sample sizes exert a greater specific weight in these analyses.
The mean efficacy was calculated and the heterogeneity was assessed using the Q test and the
index I2 (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). Statistical significance was set at p<.05 and significant
heterogeneity was considered with the following values p<.05 and I2>50%. The heterogeneity
will be explored through the influence of moderating variables. Statistical analyses were
calculated with the RevMan5.3 program (2014).
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3

Results

3.1

Descriptive Features of the Studies

Table 1 provides the descriptive features of the studies included in this meta-analysis. Fourteen studies met all inclusion criteria, among which 67 independent studies were identified,
given that most of this research analyzed data from more than a variable upon different evaluation tools. Research was published between 1998 and 2019, 85.7% being published in the
current decade.
Among features defining participants, age range varies between 12 and 55. Regarding sex,
most of the studies entail mixed samples. Only one of the studies was conducted with only
boys (Strickland et al., 2013) and there was also another study with only girls (Lindstrom et
al., 2013). Seven out of the 14 reports were shaped by people with autistic spectrum disorder,
one of them with people with intellectual disability, two in which participants had several difficulties and/or disabilities. Regarding intelligence quotient, while nine of the reports do not
provide these data, in those which do so, most participants were above 70. Six of the reports
do not inform about the educational background either, even though most of them point to
a basic mastery of reading and writing competences (Fernández-Solano et al., 2019; Hatfield
et al., 2017; Lindstrom et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2014), basic digital competences (Hatfield et
al., 2017) or having successfully completed secondary education (Hayes et al., 2015; Oswald
et al., 2017) and even post-compulsory and higher education (Mawhood et al., 1999). Nine
reports were conducted in the United Sates, two of them in Spain, two in Australia and one in
Japan. Only one of the reports provides evidence of previous work experience of participants
(Ipsen et al., 2019). Two reports include other participants in the study, through the views of
families (Hatfield et al., 2017; Powers et al., 2001) and two others take into account the views
of teachers (Murray et al., 2013; Powers et al., 2001).
In terms of methodology, all research reports used a quasi-experimental design and the
allocation of people to the experimental or control group was random except in three cases,
two of them with non-random allocation (Lindstrom et al., 2013; Verdugo et al., 1998) and
another one that does not specify this information (Mawhood & Howlin, 1999). Regarding
the activity of the control group during the implementation of the program, most research
proceed with the ordinary treatment of the group. Finally, several tools were used to assess
the progress of participants, and the skills most evaluated were those related to emotional
wellbeing, social skills, job expectations, skills for a job interview and career planning.
Regarding the features of the intervention programs, the length varies from 10 minutes
per session with a total of five sessions (Kumakazi et al., 2017), to programs cuya lasting up
to 24 months (Mawhood & Howlin, 1999). Most programs were applied individually or in
small groups; while two of them combined individual and group treatment (Powers et al.,
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2001; Verdugo et al., 1998). Five of the reports included the use of technologies, with online
programs (Hatfield et al., 2017), mobile phones (Hayes et al., 2015; Strickland et al., 2013) or
virtual reality (Kumakazi et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2014). Trainers were in most cases researchers supported by special education teachers, professional career guidance staff or human
resource managers. Six of the reports indicate that trainers received specific training for the
program (Lindstrom et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2013; O'Mally & Antonelli, 2016; Oswald et
al., 2017; Powers et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2014) and three of the research teams included
school teachers among them (Hatfield et al., 2017; Murray et al., 2013; Verdugo et al., 1998).
All reports indicate a theoretical and practical approach except the one conducted by Mawhood and Howlin (1999) where only a practical approach is considered.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the Studies Included in the Meta-Analysis – 1st Part
Participants
Authors
(year)

FernándezSolano et
al. (2019)

Methodology

Age, gender
and country

Type of
disability and IQ

Educational
background

Professional
training and
previous
labour
experience

Other
recipients

N experimental,
N control and
groups
formation
(random or not)

Activity in the
control group

18-36
Girls= 14
Boys= 11
Spain

Intellectual disability from mild
to moderate

Basic skills
such as
writing,
reading or
calculation

They were
enrolled in a
job placement
course

-

E= 12
C= 13
Random

Attended to
lessons about
vocational
guidance

Instrument' name, type (self-report, interview, etc.) and
specifically for people with disabilities

SF-36 Health Survey (Alonso et al., 1995).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Role Checklist (Colón & Haertlein, 2002).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Participants’ personal journals.
Focus groups.

Hatfield et
al. (2017)

12-18
Girls= 19
Boys= 58
Australia

Autism
Spectrum Disorder. Not intellectual disability

Basic
computer
skills and the
ability to write at a year 5
reading level

-

Parents

E= 39
C= 38
A quasirandomized
controlled trial

Regular transition
planning practice

AIR Self-Determination Scale (Wolman et al., 1994)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Career Development Inventory-Australia-Short Form
(Thompson et al., 1981).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI-SC)
(Cummins & Lau, 2005).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Learning Climate Questionnaire
(LCQ, Williams &Deci, 1996).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Transition Planning Objectives Scale
- Self-report. No Specific.
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Ipsen et al.
(2019)

Kumakazi
et al. (2017)

14-16 Girls=
487
Boys= 941
USA

18-25
Girls= 3
Boys= 12
Japan

Learning
disabilities and
speech and
language delays;
18.3%),
personality and
impulse control
disorders
(13.8%), autistic
disorders
(13.9%),
intellectual
disabilities
(8.2%), and
mood disorders
(5.9%).
-

-

Autism
spectrum
disorder
Social anxiety
No differences in
IQ between both
groups

-

Labour
experience is
assessed in
both groups

-

E= 724
C= 704
Random

They receive the
current services
offered by their
respective state
transition and
education systems
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American Institutes for Research Self-Determination Scale
(AIR-SDS) (Wolman et al., 1994).
-Self-report. No Specific.
Perceived Expectations
Employment items
-Self-report. No Specific.
Adaptation from a single item on the Youth Risk Factor
Surveillance System (YBFSS) (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2018)
-Self-report. No Specific.

-

-

E= 7
C= 8
Random

Read and answer
materials about
question
collection for
which was often
asked in real job
interview daily
for a minimum of
10 min

Autism Spectrum Quotient-Japanese version (AQ-J)
(Wakabayashi et al., 2004).
- Self-report. Specific.
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Fourth Edition or
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third Edition.
- Self-report. No Specific.
Questionnaires scored on Likert rating scales of self-confidence in performance
- Self-report. No Specific.
Salivary cortisol after the human interviewer sessions and
at the same time each day
- Participants provided salivary. No Specific.
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Lindstrom
et al. (2013)

14-21
Girls= 110
Boys= 0
USA

Disabilities and
other barriersLearning
disability (74%)
Autism
spectrum
disorder (8%)
Multiple
disabilities (7%)
Intellectual
disability (5%)
Other health
impairment (2%)
Visual
impairment (2%)
Hearing
impairment (1%)
Orthopedic impairment (1%).

Enrolled in
high school

-

-

E= 68
C= 42
Not random

Control group
received the
typical transition
services that were
available in their
high schools

PATHS survey
- Self-report. No Specific.
Two subscales from the Arc's Self-Determination Scale
(Wehmeyer & Kelchner, 1995)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Subscales from the Student Engagement Inventory
(Appleton et al., 2006)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Teacher Support Scale (Metheny et al., 2008)
Vocational Skills SelfEfficacy Scale (VSSE; McWhirter et al., 2000)
- Self-report. No Specific.
The Career Outcome Expectancy Scale
(COE; McWhirter et al. 2000).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Self-Advocacy subscale from the College Students with
Disabilities Campus Climate survey (Lombardi et al., 2011)
- Self-report. Specific. Seven focus groups

Mawhood
et al. (1999)

18-55
Girls= 3
Boys= 47
United
Kingdom

High
functioning
Autism or
Asperger Spectrum Disorder.
IQ 70 or above

Range from
bachelor's
degree or
higher at
university to
special needs
courses

-

Employers
Support
workers

E= 30
C= 20

-

Psychometric battery assessing: Cognitive and linguistic
skills, academic attainments and social understanding.
- Self-report. No Specific.
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory (Rosenberg, 1965)
- Self-report. No Specific.
A shorter battery (WAIS-R, British Picture Vocabulary
Scales and Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test)
- Self-report. No Specific.
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Murray et
al. (2013)

14-18
Girls= 87
Boys= 135
USA

Disability

-

-

Teachers

E= 122
C= 100
Random
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Received
"business-asusual" within
special education
settings

Student report
Vocational outcome expectations (VOCs) (McWhirter et
al., 2000)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Social Skills Rating System (SSRS) (Gresham & Elliott,
1990)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Teacher report
Occupational Skills
subscale on the Adaptive Behavior Inventory (Brown &
Leigh, 1986).
Social Skills Rating System (Gresham & Elliott, 1990).
Absences.
Teacher-rated school engagement, Research Assessment
Package for Schools (RAPS).
Teacher coverage of the WAGES curriculum

O'Mally et
al. (2016)

20-35
Girls= 32
Boys= 19
USA

Visual
impairments

Participant
should be
within a year
of graduation
and seeking
post-graduation employment.

-

-

E= 26
C= 25
Random

-

Job-Seeking Self Efficacy (JSSE) adapted from the JSSE
scale for people with physical disabilities (Barlow et al.,
2002).
- Self-report. Specific.
Assertive Job-Hunting Survey (AJHS) (Becker, 1980).
- Self-report. No Specific.
Career Adaptability Scale (CAS) adapted from the Career
Futures Inventory (Rottinghaus et al., 2005)
- Self-report. No Specific.
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Oswald et
al. (2017)

18-38
Girls= 13
Boys= 31
USA

Autism
spectrum
disorder.
Verbal IQ ≥ 70

Completed
high school,
had spoken
language and
not exhibited
evidence of
psychosis or
behavioral/
conduct
problems

-

Each
partici-pant
selected a
parent or
close relative,
referred to
as "Social
Coach", to
participate in
the concurrent caregiver
coaching
group

E= 28
C= 16
Random

Control group
received the
ACCESS Program
intervention
3 months after
the two treatment
groups had
completed the
program

Informant‑Report Measures Adaptive Behavior Assessment
System—Adult Form, Third Edition (ABAS-3) (Harrison &
Oakland, 2015)
- Self-report by Social coach. No Specific.
Seven Component Self-Determination Skills Survey (Carter
et al., 2013)
- Self-report by Social coach. No Specific.
Self‑Report Measures
Coping Self-Efficacy Scale (CSES) (Chesney et al., 2006)
- Self-report. No Specific.
ASEBA Adult Self-Report (ASR) (Achenbach & Rescorla,
2003)
- Self-report. No Specific

Powers et
al. (2001)

14-17
Girls= 13
Boys= 30
USA

Diverse
disabilities

-

With regard
to attendance
at educational
or transition
planning
meetings,
43% of the
treatment
group had
attended their
prior year’s
meeting while
41 % of the
wait list group
had attended
their meeting.

-

E= 21
C= 22
Random

Control group
would participate
during the
following
semester

Educational Planning Assessment (EPA) (developed by this
research)
- Self-report. No Specific.
The Transition Awareness Survey (Martin & Marshall,
1993)
- Self-report. No Specific.
The Family Empowerment Scale (Koren et al., 1992)
- Self-report. Specific.
Observational coding system evaluated student
participation in transition planning meetings.
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Smith et al.
(2014)

Strickland
et al. (2013)

18-31
Girls= 5
Boys= 21
USA

Autism
spectrum
disorder

16-19
Girls= 0
Boys= 22
USA

High functioning Autism
Spectrum
Disorders and
Asperger's
Disorder.
Not intellectual
disability

(1) have at
least a 6th
grade reading
level

-

-

E= 16
C= 10
Random
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Treatment as
usual

Repeatable battery for the assessment of
neuropsychological
status (RBANS) (Randolph et al., 1998)
Bell–Lysaker emotion recognition task (BLERT) (Bell et
al., 1997)

-

-

E= 11
C= 11
Random

None

Interview skills rating instruments
- A human resources professional completed the rating
scales based on participant. No Specific.
Social responsiveness scale (Constantino & Gruber, 2005).
- A human resource professional completed the rating
scales based on participant performance.
- It allows the quantification of symptomatology associated
with ASD.

Verdugo et
al. (1998)

18-45
Girls= 35
Boys= 49
Spain

Physical
disabilities and
deafness

They are
studying in a
professional
rehabilitation
center

Students of
fields related
to office
work, artistic
fields and
the practical
activities

-

E= 56
C= 28
Not random

-

My Vocational
Situation, (Holland et al., 1980).
- Self-report. No Specific.
The Employability Maturity Interview, EMI; (Morelock et
al., 1987)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Vocational Self-Awareness, (Farley, 1988)
- Self-report. No Specific.
Self-Image questionnaire Revised, OSIQR, (Offer et al.,
1992).
- Self-report. No Specific.
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Hayes et al.
(2015)

17-18
Girls= 2
Boys= 13
USA

Autism
Spectrum
Disorders

Senior year of
high school or
had graduated
high school

Receiving
services
from the
transition
program

-

E= 8
C= 7
Random

None

A rubric
Researchers transcribed
the research interviews for qualitative analysis

Note. IQ= Intelligence Quotient

Table 1: Characteristics of the Studies Included in the Meta-Analysis – 2nd Part
Intervention
Authors
(year)

Name of the
program or
intervention

FernándezSolano et
al. (2019)

Occupational Self-Analysis
Programme.
An adaptation of the 'Age
Doing' programme (Rodríguez-Bailón et al. 2016)

Hatfield et
al. (2017)

Better OutcOmes & Successful
Transitions for Autism
(BOOST-A™)

Duration

Proportion

Use of
technology

Teaching profile

Procedure

Assessment

Frequency and total

N / group
intervention

Used or not
Type
Access

Background
education

Knowledge in
research topic

Relationship
with
participants

Theory
and/or
Practice

Process or
final

90 minutes/week
9 months

Group

Not used

-

-

-

Theory
and/or
Practice

Initial and
final

12 months

Individually

Used
Online
program
Closed
Individual
login

-

-

School staff

Theory
and
practice

Initial and
final
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Ipsen et al.
(2019)

Achieving Success by
Promoting Readiness for
Education and Employment
(ASPIRE) consortium, one of
the six PROMISE sites.

Kumakazi
et al. (2017)

Android Robot-Mediated
Mock Job
Interview Sessions

Lindstrom
et al. (2013)
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12 months
24 months

Individually

Not used

Vocational
Rehabilitation
counselor

-

-

Theory
and
practice

Initial, 12
months
later and
24 months
later

10 minutes/day
5 days

Individually

Used
Android robot

-

-

-

Theory and
practice

Initial and
final

Postschool Achievement
Through Higher Skills - PATHS

50-minute class
77 lessons
18-week semester

Small groups

Not used

-

All PATHS
instructors attended
an initial 1.5-day
workshop, followed
by three 2-hour
training sessions
throughout the
18-week
implementation
period

No
relationship

Theory and
practice

Initial and
final

Mawhood
et al. (1999)

Supported employment project
for high-functioning adults
with autism

Range from 5 to 24
months

Individually in
a company

Not used

-

-

Support
worker

Practice

Initial and
final

Murray et
al. (2013)

Working at Gaining
Employment Skills (WAGES)

3 and 4 days per week
Approx.
4.5 months
(January-May)

Activities that
encourage
students to
participate
cooperatively

Not used

Special education
teachers,
vocational
rehabilitation
counsellors, or
other school
personnel

All teachers were
provided a free copy
of the WAGES
curriculum and
participated in a
paid (US$35 per
hour) 2-day training
about WAGES

Their
teachers

Theory and
practice

Initial and
final
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O'Mally et
al. (2016)

Career Mentoring on
Employment Outcomes

1 year

-

Not used

Mentors
included those
who were
currently employed
or recently retired,
legally blind, and
living in the United
States

Employment
mentoring manual
A 20-page
manual in electronic
format to
students and their
mentors

-

Theory
and
practice

Initial and
final

Oswald et
al. (2017)

Acquiring Career, Coping,
Executive control, Social Skills
(ACCESS) Program

1 hour and a half 19
sessions

Small groups

Not used

The supervisor was
a licensed
psychologist.The
Participant Group
leader, the Social
Coach Group
leader and the
co-facilitators have
advanced studies
and prior
experience
working with these
people.

Yes

-

Theory
and/or
Practice

Initial and
final

Powers et
al. (2001)

TAKE CHARGE For the Future

The intervention (a)
individual, 50
minute bi-weekly
coaching sessions for
youths, (b) monthly
community-based workshops, (c) community
activities, (d) telephone
and home visit support
for parents, and (e)
in-service education for
transition staff 4 months

Individually
and small
groups

Not used

The team included
an experienced
secondary
educator, a parent
support staff
person, and a peer
counselor from
the community
independent living
program.

The research teams
participated in a
three-day
training
program

Research
teams

Theory
and/or
Practice

Initial and
final
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Smith et al.
(2014)

Virtual reality job interview
training

Strickland
et al. (2013)
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5 sessions of 2 hours
2 weeks

Individually

Used
Virtual reality
Closed

-

Two research staff
members were
trained to
administer the
intervention using a
checklist devised by
the scientific team

-

Theory and
practice

Initial and
final

JobTIPS employment program

-

Individually

Used Online
program
Closed

Human resources
professional

-

-

Theory and
practice

Initial and
final

Verdugo et
al. (1998)

Program of vocational evaluation and guidance

18 sessions of 1 hour and
a half
27 hours

Individually
and groups

Not used

Teachers, the
signed language
teacher and other
volunteers

-

Teachers
from the
center and
other
volunteers

Theory and
practice

Initial and
final

Hayes et al.
(2015)

VidCoach

1 month

Individually

Used Mobile
video
modelling and
prompting
application
Closed

-

-

-

Theory
and
practice

Initial and
final
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Mean Effect Size and Heterogeneity Analysis

Table 2 provides the effect size and the statistics of heterogeneity of the meta-analysis
conducted. First, we analyzed the medium effect of the group of all studies upon data
provided by people with functional diversity. Second, we included two independent metaanalysis taking into consideration results provided by relatives and teachers respectively.
Third, we conducted five meta-analysis upon skills most often developed in these programs
and for which we had results in at least five studies. These consisted of interview, career
planning, emotional welfare, social skills and job expectations.
The effectiveness of treatment was measured through the effect size. For the group of all
studies, the average effect size was a value of .38, which indicates that programs that develop
labor skills for people with functional diversity proved effective for the experimental group.
Accordingly, results provided by relatives and teachers revealed values of global average effect size of .43 and .53 respectively in favor of the experimental group. These effect sizes
proved of low magnitude for the group of all reports and the viewpoint of relatives, while the
magnitude proved moderate for the case of teachers.
Regarding the areas promoted by the programs, an average effect size in favor of the
experimental group was found in interview skills, career planning and job expectations. The
magnitude of effect was moderate for career planning (d= .66) and low for interview skills
(d= .42), while it did not achieve a practical relevance in terms of job expectations (d= .09).
The average global effect for all studies showed a moderate magnitude of variability
2
(I = 74%), as well as for the area of career planning (I2= 68%). Furthermore, the degree of
heterogeneity was also moderate when the relatives reported (I2= 68%), while it was high in
the case of teachers (I2= 87%).
If the homogeneity test proves significative and the index I2 indicates heterogeneity in
the size effect, it is convenient to conduct analysis of possible moderating variables that
explain the heterogeneity. These analyses were conducted only on the set of all studies
(k= 67 studies), not being applied to data on the different areas nor those reported by relatives
(k= 9 studies) nor teachers (k= 5 studies) due to the reduced numbers within these categories.
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Table 2: Effect Size and Analysis of Heterogeneity in the Posttest
k

d

Q

95% CI
d1

du

df

Test for
overall

I2

effect (z,p)

Global effect

67

.38

.28

.48

258.09

66

7.45, <.001

74%

Family

9

.43

.16

.69

25.22

8

3.17, <.05

68%

Teachers

5

.53

.14

.92

38.03

4

3.88, <.05

87%

Interview skills

13

.42

.10

.75

19.03

12

2.53, <.05

37%

Career planning

8

.66

.34

.98

22.02

7

4.03, <.001

68%

Emotional welfare

6

.22

-.14

.59

10.24

5

1.21, .23

51%

Social skills

6

.30

-.06

.65

21.94

5

1.65, .10

77%

Labor expectations

5

.09

.01

.17

4.73

4

2.20, <.05

15%

Note. k= number of studies, d= mean effect size, CI= confidence interval, dl and du= lower and upper confidential limits
of the 95% confidence interval around the mean effect size, Q= homogeneity test, df= degrees of freedom of Q statistic,
I2= heterogeneity index

3.3

Analysis of Moderating Variables

The analysis of moderating variables was applied to the set of studies with data reported
by people with functional diversity. Thirteen variables were tested, which are classified in
participants' variables (age of participants, type of disability, educational background, other
participants in the study, training of the instructors, relation of the participants with the instructors), treatment's variables (length of the program, use of technologies, type of technologies), methodological characteristics (type of allocation to control/experimental group, type
of grouping for the intervention) and extrinsic characteristics (publication year, country).
The inter-category homogeneity statistic was significant for the variables type of disability,
educational background, length and country.
Regarding participant's variables the type of disability and educational background were
significant moderating variables. With regard to the type of disability, we compared the efficacy of treatments by differentiating four groups according to the type of disability or disorder of participants in the programs: (1) Autistic spectrum disorder, (2) intellectual disability,
(3) physical or sensory disability and (4) several disabilities or disorders in the same group
and program. The results revealed statistically significant differences between the four groups
(Qb= 10.68, p = .01), reaching a larger effect size of intervention when groups were shaped by
people with intellectual disability (d= .84; 95% IC: .38 and 1.31) before the remaining types
whose impact was lower, despite also significative.
Regarding educational background, we distinguished two groups (1) basic educational
level or young people enrolled in secondary education and (2) intermediate educational
background with a degree in secondary education or higher education studies. We obtained
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statistically significative differences between groups (Qb = 6.07; p = .01), where the group
with lower educational background achieved a larger effect size (d= .62; 95% IC: .36 and .88).
Regarding treatment's variables, the length of the programs was a significant moderating
variable. We distinguished four groups (1) less than 10 sessions or shorter than a month, (2)
11 to 20 sessions or between two to five months, (3) six to twelve months and (4) beyond a
year. Statistically significative differences resulted among the average effects of the groups
(Qb = 7.20; p = .03), where programs between six and twelve months (d = .68; 95% IC: .34 and
1.01) proved more effective than shorter and longer ones.
Finally, regarding the extrinsic characteristics, some words about the four countries in the
studies (1) United States of America, (2) Spain, (3) Australia and (4) Japan; results revealed
statistically significative differences among the groups (Qb = 8.50; p = .04), where Spanish
studies (d = .58; 95% IC: .36 and .80) and Australian ones (d = .55; 95% IC: -.08 and 1.17)
obtained a larger impact in comparison to the USA and Japan.
Table 3: Moderating Variables
Moderating variables
Type of
disability

IC 95%

Results

k

d

dl

du

ASD

28

.35

.09

.61

Qb = 10.68, p = .01

Intellectual disability

10

.84

.38

1.31

I2 = 71.9%

Physical o sensory disability

12

.45

.28

.61

Several

17

.21

.10

.32

Educational

Basic or high school skills

25

.62

.36

.88

Qb = 6.07; p = .01

background

Secondary completed or higher

16

.22

.03

.41

I2= 83.5%

Duration

Less than 10 sessions or up to 1 month

13

.22

-.04

.47

Qb = 7.20; p = .03

Between 11-20 sessions or 2-5 months

26

.38

.23

.52

I2= 72.2%

Between 6-12 months

20

.68

.34

1.01

More than a year

6

.05

.00

.10

Country

USA

38

.26

.16

.36

Qb = 8.50; p = .04

Spain

19

.58

.36

.80

I2 = 64.7%

Australia

7

.55

-.08

1.17

Japan

2

-.11

-.83

.62

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, k = number of studies, d = mean effect size. dl and du= lower and upper confidential limits of the 95% confidence interval around the mean effect size, Qb = inter-category homogeneity statistic,
I2 = heterogeneity index
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Discussion

The issue we have addressed in this paper is currently being discussed by the academy, and
85.7% of the articles reviewed have been published in the last decade. The fact that such
research is addressed by the scientific community is also an indicator of the growing weight
of fostering employability among people with disabilities in order to facilitate their access
into the labor market, as one more dimension having an impact upon social inclusion: There
is enough employability appraisal nowadays to allow for research to be conducted in the field.
That being the context for our research question, we can now discuss our results.
First, we can state that programs have a positive effect upon the experimental groups as
we can see in tables 2 and 3 Results obtained from the views of relatives as teachers provide
a statistically significant mean effect in favor of the experimental group. Furthermore, if we
take into account the skills developed in the different programs, we identified a mean effect
size in favor of the experimental group in the areas of career planning, interview skills and
professional expectations; while no significative effect was found in comparison with the
results of the control group for dimensions such as emotional welfare or social skills. Effect
sizes we found vary from small magnitudes for all of the reports, family perception and interview skills, to a moderating magnitude for the perception of teachers and career planning.
We did not find any large magnitude.
Nevertheless, we must consider that the struggle for social inclusion in the field of disabilities has been a history of small yet steady advances, rather than sudden improvements nor
high-impact solutions (López-Bastías, 2019). If we look back thirty years, work integration
of people with disabilities was not even an expectation, and we are now discussing not just
training for an occupation but even development of employability skills, the focus of our
review. This is a step beyond occupational training, as employability embeds social and personal skills that are useful both in work and in everyday life domains (Llinares et al., 2020a).
Second, we have to consider the assessment of teachers and trainers, who share a higher
perception of the impact of the programs under review. This is relevant for the fact that
teachers and trainers are able to compare and contrast among people who have taken part
in the experimental programs and those who have not, but also for they are able to compare
among these people ready to improve their employability and others with similar handicaps
whose employability is lower and therefore not appropriate to consider further preparation
for integration in the labor market. Given that employability can be measured (most employability assessment tools synthetize achievement in terms of grades), the perception and
evaluation of teachers becomes even more relevant; as families and people with disabilities
themselves do not have that comparative context. Teachers have specific training, they are
aware of labor market conditions, they know the results of integration into the labor market
of former cohorts of people attending their programs, and they can assess people's employability with less personal engagement and larger group reference.
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If we move now in the specific detail regarding dimensions, our results do not match the
previous study upon social skills (Park et al., 2016), as we have not found significative impact
in this domain. We suggest different explanations for this result: First, our study has focused
not only upon this dimension, and once we have conducted a broader search, we may have
missed some study. This is however a common limitation in meta-analysis studies known
as selection and publication bias (Sandoya, 2008) despite our methodological approach is
robust enough, as we have detailed above. However, social skills are not only trained for
employability purposes, and they can also be part of other integration and training programs
(Bundock & Hewitt, 2017).
Furthermore, social skills have the opportunity to be developed in most everyday activities also out of training programs, this being an issue that cannot be measured under experimental conditions: The more participation a person has in ordinary life in society, the more
chances to develop and improve social skills. In fact, there is literature on employability that
considers the advantages of developing social skills out of specific training measures (Ibáñez
& Mudarra, 2005).
Anyhow, the effect size has resulted significatively positive in favor of the experimental
group in the domains that can be linked to a greater extent to work, such as career planning,
interview skills and labor expectations. This is relevant for these are issues that, in contrast to
general social skills, are labor-specific and are part, as such, of any vocational education and
training program also for all kinds of people as well as for all levels of qualification (Hedley et
al., 2017; Jordan et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2018; Walsh et al., 2017). These are crucial in the preparation for employment and therefore these results are particularly relevant in our study, as
they do not deal just with social inclusion but directly with integration into the labor market.
In summary, these results contribute to encourage the research community (and practitioners in first place) to keep working in other dimensions surrounding employability such
as the emotional wellbeing and overall health, as these constitute the basis to strengthen the
impact of all other variables (Cavadel et al., 2017; Llinares et al., 2020a, 2020b).
Regarding the moderating variables, we found that four of the 13 variables analyzed had
a positive impact upon the effectiveness of the interventions: Where the participants have a
lower educational level and intellectual disability (participants moderating variables); where
the duration of the programs is between 6 and 12 months (treatment moderating variable);
and those from Spain or Australia (extrinsic moderating variable). It becomes evident that
participant variables, treatment variables and extrinsic characteristics do play a role, while
methodological features do not.
Lower educational level has a direct impact not only upon career expectations, but also
upon the qualification level to which one can prepare and, therefore, it introduces serious
limitations in prospective employments which are less demanding not only in terms of occupational skills but also of employability skills.
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Intellectual disability is well studied, it is different to mental illness and subject to medical
measurement that indicates degrees of impairment that have an impact upon job choices,
which is sometimes twofold: They can be obstacles to find proper jobs, though there are
companies that sometimes search for candidates with certain percentage of disability as this
provides social security and fiscal benefits for the company.
Duration of the training programs makes a difference as the impact of short-term programs upon long-term issues like career planning, career expectations and chances to engage
in the job-search process, that are not as frequent as desirable and are also subject to labor
market chances, as we have stated just above.
The country effect can be weighed by two different conditions: First, the cultural consideration that functional diversity has among the population and the overall awareness of
inclusion rights and practices. This will be consequently reflected in employment and employability policies. Second, the productive fabric of the different countries indicates different
labor market structures as well as labor relations which are also directly related to the chances
to hire people with functional diversity.
At this point, some limitations of this meta-analysis should be mentioned. As in this study, most conventional meta-analytic procedures assume independence among the effect sizes
(Cheung, 2014, 2019). The homogenization of the results was carried out by applying the
index of effect size typified mean change difference. Homogeneous and comparable quantitative index independently of the different tests used in the different studies, interpreting
them as typical units of separation between the means of the two groups (Sánchez-Meca &
Botella, 2010). However, averaging the effect sizes or selecting one effect size per study may
lead to missed opportunities to utilize all available data. In order to overcome this limitation,
multivariate meta-analysis and three-level meta-analysis have been proposed as a future research line to handle non-independent effect sizes (Cheung, 2019). Another limitation was
the scarce number of studies that fulfilled the selection criteria. Consequently, results need to
be interpreted with caution pending the publication of new studies in this field.
Finally, we would like to focus upon the social and educational implications of the metaanalysis we have conducted. First, without doubt, more experimental research is needed in
order to contrast the results showed so far. Furthermore, it would be advisable to produce
research that is applied to people with similar handicaps in different countries, something
which is possible particularly in short-term training programs, and several of them were
mentioned in our study. Second, this is also possible in relation to certain disabilities which,
in a way, contribute to homogenize the population and therefore the groups of people that attend such training interventions, allowing for more experimental design than research upon
training programs in other domains where there is much wider variability of conditions that
may have an impact upon the effects of vocational or employability programs. Third, longterm training programs are advisable if we want to strengthen issues like career planning
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and the development of vocational expectations and identities, as these are dimensions that
demand educational rather than training interventions.
Programs that support and develop employability and that are conducted upon experimental conditions do have a positive impact upon young people with functional diversity,
and this is a promising result in relation to the expansion of such programs in order to facilitate their access into the labor market and hence more and better chances for social inclusion
and participation as adult citizens.
Our contribution has intended to advance knowledge in this terrain, and it has also allowed us to identify the scarcity of programs and of experimental research in an area in
which, due to the medical diagnostic behind several disabilities, they might apply better than
in other circumstances surrounding vulnerable transitions, such as those caused by social
instead of biological factors.
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Abstract
Purpose: This article investigates female vocational students' strategies for becoming part of
a workplace community, what these strategies are and how they are tied to the formation of
vocational identities within male-dominated industrial work. Of particular interest is how
female students enrolled on Swedish upper secondary industrial programmes experience
workplace-based learning at industrial workplaces as part of their vocational education. The
theoretical framework derives from Wenger's concept of community of practice, but his
theoretical concept does not explicitly include gender dimensions. Therefore, the concept
of community of practice is also combined with Paechter's assumption of gender, whereby
femininity and masculinity can be considered as different communities of practice.
Methods: The article draws on evidence from a Swedish study based on interviews with
20 female students enrolled on the industrial programme at six upper secondary schools.
In this vocational programme, there is a distinct gender distribution and only a small
minority of the students on the programme are girls. In the analysis, the focus is on the female
students' strategies used during workplace-based learning to become part of the work
community which consists almost exclusively of male workers.
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Findings: The female students deliberately negotiated vocational identities as female
industrial workers to become accepted in the male-dominated work community. The
findings highlight three specific strategies that the female students used: Acting like
gender does not matter, acting like boys (not like drama queens), and acting tough and
joking around. The female students' strategies were part of – and tied to – a complex
vocational identity formation process that featured contradictory requirements. By taking
individual responsibility, they identified relevant information for becoming industrial
workers and chose to act like boys. The female students saw no problem with being a girl,
yet they struggled with implicit, diffuse and hidden gender structures and prejudices in the
male-dominated industrial companies. Nevertheless, they strived for what they perceived
to be an attractive vocational identity as industrial workers; it was an alternative, atypically
feminine way of being that attracted the female students.
Conclusions: The study concludes that female students mostly rely on their individual
agency when interacting with others in the male-dominated workplace community.
A "gendered vocational identity" is formed which shows that the identity formation of
female students is a complex double process, in which vocational and gender identities are
formed simultaneously and in parallel within the male-dominated workplace.
Keywords: VET, Vocational Education and Training, Vocational Identity Formation,
Gender, Student, Workplace-Based Learning

1

Introduction

This paper focuses on female vocational students' strategies for forming a vocational identity as industrial workers in the male-dominated industrial sector. Of particular interest is
how female students enrolled on the Swedish upper secondary industrial programme experience workplace-based learning at industrial workplaces as part of their vocational education. Workplace-based learning has been found to have a great significance for vocational
students' vocational identity formation (Helms Jørgensen, 2013; Klotz et al., 2014). As Klotz
et al. (2014, p.17) suggest, students "cannot form worthwhile, robust vocational identities
without experiencing work and without actively engaging and learning in workplaces". A
close relationship between students' workplace-based learning and their access to the work
community in industrial companies seems paramount for the potential strategies students
use to learn their chosen vocation and develop a vocational identity (Evans et al., 2010; Ferm
et al., 2018). Therefore, a vocational identity can be seen as a determination for becoming
a member of a vocational community (Armishaw, 2007), which implies actively engaging
in the workplace. With regard to the female students' minority position on the industrial
programme and during their workplace-based learning at companies, their gender position
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can have a significant impact on the formation of a vocational identity as industrial workers
(Ledman et al., 2020; Paola Sevilla et al., 2019).
The Swedish upper secondary industrial programme features a distinct gender distribution.
Only a small minority of the vocational students on the programme are girls. In the academic
year 2019/2020, 10.8 per cent were female. The number of female students has, however, increased slightly since 2011 when the programme was launched in its current form, but was at
its highest (11.6 per cent) in 2016 (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2020). Attempts
made by feminists, researchers and unionists to highlight the issue of gender segregation in
male-dominated vocational programmes and to illuminate the social and economic advantages of a higher percentage of female students have not yet had any significant impact on
the number of female students on such programmes (Struthers & Strachan, 2019). There is
growing interest in examining the implications of gender in vocational education (Lappalainen et al., 2012; Tanggaard, 2006), and more specifically the experiences of female students
in male-dominated vocational education (Paola Sevilla et al., 2019). However, studies of gender issues in different vocational education have had a primary focus on boys rather than
girls in gender-segregated education (Ledman et al., 2020). Few studies (if any) have focused
on female vocational students on the industrial programme and their preparation through
workplace-based learning to enter a male vocational domain such as industrial manufacturing companies. Vocational education that relies largely on students' workplace-based learning such as the industrial programme also reflects the overall gender order found within
the industrial sector and the labour market (Pleasant, 2019). Therefore, it is also important to
consider gender issues in general when studying vocational education, because the vocation
in itself can be gendered which affects the conditions for entering a specific vocation.
The knowledge gap presented above regarding female students' vocational identity formation, together with the strong gender segregation in industrial work and education, constitutes the background for this study. The aim of this article is thus to investigate female vocational students' strategies for becoming part of a workplace community, what these strategies
are and how they are tied to the formation of vocational identities within male-dominated
industrial work.
The female students who are the focus of this study will be referred to as girls in order to
reduce the number of repetitions. The paper draws on evidence from a Swedish study based
on interviews with 20 girls enrolled on the industrial programme at six upper secondary
schools. In the analysis, the focus is on the girls' strategies for becoming part of the work
community which consists almost exclusively of male workers in industrial companies. In
the discussion, we argue that girls on the male-dominated industrial programme negotiate
vocational identities as female industrial workers in a deliberate way during the workplacebased learning by using different strategies to become accepted as an industrial worker in the
workplace.
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Previous Research

This section presents previous research on barriers faced by girls on male-dominated vocational programmes, gender stereotypical expectations, and gendered discourses in vocational
education and work.

2.1

Barriers for Girls in Male-Dominated Vocational Programmes

There are a few studies that focus on the challenges and barriers girls encounter due to gender
in male-dominated vocational programmes. Paola Sevilla and colleagues (2019) have found
that girls in male-dominated vocational education were exposed to benevolent sexism in
the form of praise and protecting girls from hard work. Despite good intentions, this type
of sexism operates as a barrier by influencing the work tasks girls are offered and making it
difficult for girls to access learning opportunities and be accepted at workplaces (Paola Sevilla
et al., 2019). For vocational female students subjected to sexist treatment at male-dominated
workplaces, Tanggaard (2006) identified that their strategy was to participate in the male
discourse by answering back and treating the men in the same way as they were treated.
These female students actively refused to accept the role of an oppressed and intimidated girl
(Tanggaard, 2006). A similar strategy was identified by Ely (1995) among women in maledominated work, who dealt with sexist treatment by acting more like men and less in accordance with traditional femininity. Other studies have found that girls in male-dominated
vocational programmes are viewed as weak and are therefore excluded or questioned when
it comes to carrying out physically demanding work (Tanggaard, 2006; Åberg & Hedlin,
2015). Girls who chose to work in automotive engineering were seen as entering an overly
dangerous and demanding job, while at the same time they were liked just for being feminine
(Ledman et al., 2020). Korp (2011) discerned difficulties for girls on the male-dominated
transport programme in terms of being feminine, because this was seen as something odd
that boys made fun of.
Other studies have identified barriers related to vocational teachers' negative judgements
of girls' unsuitable characteristics in relation to male-dominated vocational education.
Lappalainen et al. (2012) found that female vocational teachers reproduced the stereotype
that there is a lot of gossip and drama in situations where women are in the majority. These
teachers viewed girls as more precise and prepared than boys, which they saw as characteristics that prevented girls from mapping important aspects of work in the same way boys did
(Lappalainen et al., 2012). Kontio and Evaldsson (2015) discovered that vocational teachers
on the vehicle engineering programme predicted that the few girls enrolled would drop out
within a year, as they risked being marginalised due to the masculine norms that pervade
the education. Girls who do not choose typically male vocations make a rational decision to
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avoid the risk of discrimination and harassment (Colley, 2006), while girls in typically maledominated vocational education seem to expect to have a harder time being accepted in the
workplace than boys (Paola Sevilla et al., 2019).

2.2

Gender Stereotypical Expectations

Gender stereotypical expectations refer to the types of vocations that are deemed suitable
(or unsuitable) for women and how women in traditional male-dominated vocational education and workplaces should behave and act, for example in construction and engineering
(Struthers & Strachan, 2019). As Joan Acker's (2006) seminal research has shown, gender
expectations are shaped in relation to the existing explicit and implicit gendered norms of
a particular profession. Struthers and Strachan's (2019) investigation of secondary school
girls' perceptions of the male-dominated automotive engineering and construction industries shows that they were exposed to gender expectations, suggesting that such vocations
were options for boys who did not fit into academia. These types of expectations led to doubts
about choosing education for a typically male vocation. These girls did not receive sufficient
information about male-dominated programmes and vocations before applying for upper
secondary school. The low status of male vocational education compared to academia was
a factor the girls contemplated because they could make alternative educational choices in
which they did not risk being intimidated due to their gender. These girls also were worried
about adopting the identity of a male vocation which was not compatible with their feminine
identity, and that they felt a fear of being stereotyping as unfeminine.
By contrast, Paola Sevilla et al. (2019) found that girls' choices of technical vocational education depended on their intention to do something that was regarded as atypically female.
Further, Paola Sevilla and colleagues imply that the girls opposed what society considers to
be typically feminine attributes by entering a traditionally male-dominated industrial specialisation. Resistance to a feminine identity was also a feature found among the girls studied by
Ledman et al. (2020). By resisting femininity, the girls moved their position closer to the selected male vocational identity. Masculine attributes such as competition and direct confrontation permeate vocational identities on traditionally male vocational programmes (Tanggaard, 2006). Others' expectations of female students shape the way they adapt to masculine
actions, and also when they had to provide a 'woman's touch' (Paola Sevilla et al., 2019) by
applying certain qualities that boys lack, for example being careful, thorough (Ledman et al.,
2020; Paola Sevilla et al., 2019). Such characteristics are also used as explanations why employers in male-dominated industries want to hire more female workers (Ledman et al., 2020).
Another gender expectation found by Korp (2011) was that girls on the male-dominated transport programme were supposed to handle the male banter. The female students
who could handle the male humour were highly valued. Participating in the male banter
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was something that the girls saw as an opportunity to present themselves as smart workers.
Sometimes these girls had to act like men to be able to fit in on the male-dominated programme (Korp, 2011). Kontio and Evaldsson (2015) affirmed the same pattern on the vehicle
engineering programme, where the girls were expected to participate in the male banter by
receiving and making comments in the same way as the boys did on the programme.

2.3

Gendered Discourses in Vocational Education and Work

In previous research, two significant discourses appear – an individualistic discourse and a
genderless discourse – in relation to vocational education and male-dominated vocations.
The individualistic discourse focuses on self-conceptions. In relation to gender, self-conceptions can foster an uncritical acceptance of faults that one attributes to oneself, for example
as a woman in comparison to men, to justify one's own 'negative' attitudes and shortcomings
(Wetherell et al., 1987). In a study of girls, Colley (2006) discovered that they tended to believe that equal opportunities existed regardless of gender in working life and in choosing a
vocation. At the same time, these girls were exposed to gender discrimination such as stereotyping and harassment in the workplace. As a consequence, they often blamed themselves,
as they thought that the derogatory treatment had something to do with them as individuals
rather than being related to gender inequalities and the contemporary societal structure.
Gustavsson and Fogelberg Eriksson (2010) found that gender inequalities in a male-dominated manufacturing company were attributed to individuals' shortcomings, which reinforced
the individualistic discourse and neutralised gender differences by stressing that everyone
has the same chance for advancement within the company. Similar findings were noted by
Korvajärvi (2002), who investigated clerical workers at an IT call centre and in a social work
office. These clerical workers regarded gender as a private part of their individuality and as
irrelevant to their work or anything that affected their opportunities to advance at work. Nevertheless, the gender structures created inequalities on a structural level, and gender issues
were treated as irrelevant for work which was a part of the workplace culture (Korvajärvi,
2002).
Depicting gender as irrelevant is closely related to the discourse of 'genderless gender'. This
discourse makes gender appear less important and suppresses the effects of gender by talking
about both men and women as merely "individuals" in order to downplay issues of gender.
In other words, gender does not matter (Lahelma, 2011; Lappalainen, 2012). The notion of
genderless gender appears in Lappalainen et al.'s (2012) analysis of vocational teachers' reflections on gender-related in the male-dominated technology and transport programme.
These teachers adopted a discourse of gender neutrality grounded in their professional code
and dismissed the importance of gender in their dealings with students and colleagues. By
contrast, the female vocational teachers had to deal with masculine vocational hierarchies in
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order to be respected as vocational teachers (Lappalainen et al., 2012). Gender neutrality can
be expressed through objective and professional ideals such as muting the role that gender
plays in work-related relationships and instead adopting a discourse that gender does not
matter (Risberg, 2004). Advocating inclusiveness in vocational education can also signify
that gender does not matter. Paola Sevilla et al. (2019) refer to "apparently inclusive discourses that, by reducing the importance of the student’s gender, obscure existing obstacles for
female students to enter the industrial area" (Paola Sevilla et al., 2019, p. 14). This implies that
there can be gendered structures in the shadow of equal conditions for individuals, creating
unequal conditions for female and male students.

3

Theoretical Framework

The concept of communities of practice is selected as a theoretical foundation for analysing
female vocational students' strategies for becoming part of a workplace community, what
these strategies are and how they are tied to the formation of gendered vocational identities
in male-dominated industrial work. Being a member of a community of practice implies a
commitment to participating and engaging in a joint activity within a specific area or domain
which defines the community's identity (Wenger, 2010). In this case, the community's identity is tied to male-dominated industrial work. A community of practice provides a foundation
for learning and collaboration, creating relationships and mutual trust among its members
(Wenger, 1998). Each community of practice develops its own repertoire of tools, methods,
routines and work activities by sharing knowledge and experiences (Wenger, 1998). When
entering a particular community of practice, apprentices (students) are legitimate peripheral
participants and, with experience, they become full participants who gradually develop identities (Lave & Wenger, 1991). An apprentice must be able and allowed to engage actively with
experienced workers and gain access to the joint repertoire used in the community of practice. However, as Fuller and Unwin (2003) argue, apprentices' participation in a community of
practice varies depending on whether they have access to a range of vocational qualifications
and whether formal arrangements are designed to support the apprentices' participation and
identity development.
Engaging with others entails active negotiation of ways of being and strategies for meeting
and dealing with the requirements of the community. As Wenger (2010) argues, in the process of negotiation every community of practice invites the apprentices into a new identity
that fosters certain ways of being and performing in the practice of the community. Evans
et al. (2010) suggest that vocational students who alternate between school and workplaces
form strategies when integrating what they have learned at school with experiences from collaborating with skilled workers during workplace-based learning. Strategies are not always
well thought out and rational. In fact, students can be unaware of the strategies used in work
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until they look back at their experiences in hindsight (Evans et al., 2010). As we have shown
elsewhere (Ferm et al., 2018), students' vocational identities are developed in response to
different strategies of learning, such as taking individual responsibility, asking questions and
finding role models to become a member in a community of practice.
While we recognise the relevance of the community of practice approach for analysing
the female vocational students' strategies for becoming part of a male-dominated community and vocational identity formation, we identify shortcomings in this theoretical approach
because it does not explicitly incorporate gender dimensions. In this regard, inspired by
Paechter's (2003) approach to communities of practice, we move to the idea that femininity
and masculinity can be regarded as different communities of practice. Looking at femininity
and masculinity as communities of practice means that the focus is on how gender is done
by participating in everyday situations (Paechter, 2003; West & Zimmerman, 1987). This
signifies that gender is connected to participation and, as Wenger (2010, p.141) puts it, "women who seek equal opportunity often find that the practices of certain communities never
cease to push them back into identities of non-participation". According to Wenger (2010),
non-participation is just as relevant as participation. He adds that non-participation does not
necessarily develop an identity as an outsider who is marginalised. However, it is not always
up to individuals to choose freely which communities of practice to participate in. Certain
communities may be reluctant or refuse to include certain people for various reasons.
Paechter (2003) argues that women and men form femininities and masculinities differently
within a community of practice. Therefore, femininity and masculinity are associated with local
ways of dealing with norms and ideals in a community of practice, and this is an important part
of individuals' identity formation (Paechter, 2003; Tanggaard, 2006). What is expected of male
and female members is constantly under negotiation, and they are not fixed roles (Paechter,
2006a). Within different communities of practice, the meaning of being a woman or a man is
constantly negotiated and reproduced (Paechter, 2003). This means that gender is continually
done by individuals in different communities (Paechter, 2003; West & Zimmerman, 1987).
Nevertheless, both women and men as individuals may do gender differently, depending
on which community they find themselves in, and new members learn what it means to be a
woman or man when entering the community. This learning process forms a shared practice
of trying to live up to norms and ideals of being a woman or a man in a specific community
of practice. This shared practice may also lead to the formation of localised masculine and feminine identities (Paechter, 2003). However, when individuals do gender, they do not always
live up to traditional expectations of femininity or masculinity. Even when they do gender in
untraditional ways, their behaviour is still interpreted based on their gender (West & Zimmerman, 1987). For example, not aligning to the ideals of what it means to be a woman or
a man in an established community of practice may lead to exclusion from the community
(Paechter, 2003).
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A community of practice can be maintained as long as there are forces of power that pervade
formal and informal gender structures. In this sense, belonging to a community of practice
means that one must identify with its recognisable power dynamics to form an identity (Wenger-Trayner & Wenger-Trayner, 2015). As Paechter (2006a) emphasises, power and gender
are closely connected and influence how communities of practice will function, the degree of
power they will have and who will be granted access to participation. Membership will only
be provided to those who fully grasp what it means to be a woman or a man in that specific
community, which involves being and behaving in ways that are accepted by the community
(Paechter, 2006a). Power and knowledge are always connected, and different types of knowledge are coded as masculine or feminine, but are also ascribed different statuses in different
communities of practice (Paechter, 2003). One way to claim power is to disconnect oneself
from femininity, and this distancing may include disidentification with women and identification with men (Paechter, 2006b).

4

Research Context

The study was conducted at six Swedish upper secondary schools offering the industrial programme. The industrial programme is male-dominated, and currently just under 11 per cent
of the students are female. In Sweden, each upper secondary programme lasts for three years
and the students enrolled are between 16 and 19 years old. Of the 18 programmes offered
within the Swedish upper secondary school system, six are higher preparatory programmes and twelve are vocational programmes. The upper secondary vocational p
 rogrammes
are offered as two different models, a school-based model and an apprenticeship model.
The school-based model must provide a minimum of 15 weeks of workplace-based learning, while in the apprenticeship model 50 per cent of the entire education must comprise
workplace-based learning. Formally, the time students spend on workplace-based learning
is different in the two models, but in practice this difference is not significant. Regardless of
the model, each school has considerable scope for manoeuvre to determine the length of
students' workplace-based learning. In other respects, there are no major differences. Both
models' main curriculum goals are to provide familiarisation with industrial work and the
role of an industrial worker. Both models lead to the same type of qualification.

5

Method

The study is based on a qualitative research approach, and includes 19 interviews with 20
girls enrolled on the industrial programme at six different upper secondary schools.
The research that is carried out in this study has been approved by the Regional Ethics
Board in Linköping (ref. 2014/438-31).
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Selection of Participants

The selection of girls was conducted in two steps. In the first step, carried out in 2015, eleven
girls were selected for the larger research project. At this stage of the project, both girls and
boys were selected since being a female student in the male-dominated industrial sector was
not an exclusive focus. The overall focus was on students' vocational learning and identity formation as industrial workers. During these first interviews with the eleven female students,
they described their experiences and feelings in relation to being a girl on a male-dominated
vocational programme and in male-dominated workplaces. In the second selection step in
2019, nine additional girls were selected.
In both selection steps, the girls were contacted through the principals responsible for the
industrial programmes at the six schools. The principals were provided with written information by email about the research study. After the principals had given their informed consent,
they informed the students. Girls who voluntarily decided to participate in the study were
contacted at the school by the researchers.
The interviewed girls were between 18 and 20 years old. Five of the girls were enrolled in
the apprenticeship model of the industrial programme, while the remaining 15 were studying
the school-based model. Fifteen girls were in their third and final year of the programme,
and five girls were studying their second year. All 20 girls had experience of workplace-based
learning within process industries and manufacturing companies of varying sizes, from a
few employees to multinational industrial companies with several hundred employees. The
most common vocational orientation amongst the girls interviewed (eight girls) was welding,
although other orientations were also represented such as operations and maintenance or
production and machine technologies.

5.2

Data Collection

All interviews took place at the schools and were conducted individually with the girls, with
one exception of two girls who wished to be interviewed together. The first interview round
was carried out by the two authors and a research colleague in the research project, and
the second round by the first author of this article. The interviews ranged from 24 minutes
to 85 minutes but lasted approximately an hour. The interviews were semi-structured with
guidance from an interview guide. The first round of interviews covered questions about
workplace-based learning, ways and conditions for learning a vocation and an identity as an
industrial worker. In the second interview round, the same interview questions as in the first
round were used, but additional questions that explicitly focused on gender were added, for
example: "What are your experiences of being a student in a male-dominated workplace?"
and "How do you experience the way that boys and girls are treated in the workplace where
you conduct your workplace-based learning?"
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The girls talked openly about their experiences, thoughts and feelings about the subjects, and
the researchers followed up by clarifying or providing supplementary questions to expand
the answers. All the interviews were recorded and transcribed.

5.3

Data Analysis

The analysis was carried out inductively in a sequence of steps inspired by Braun and Clarke's
(2006) qualitative thematic analysis. In the first step, all interviews were read repeatedly, in
order to become familiar with the material (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In the next step, extracts
where the girls mentioned experiences or thoughts that explicitly related to them being female or the gender division in the industrial sector were collected in a separate document
for further analysis. This document contained extracts from both the first and second rounds
of analysis and was interpreted as comprehensive material containing coherent empirical
data. The extracts were read several times and notes were taken during the analysis process,
focusing on parts of the interviews where the girls actualised gender issues on their own and
where the researchers introduced the subject of gender.
In the extracts, eight recurrent categories were identified: Advantages of being a girl, disadvantages of being a girl, gender does not matter, preferring the company of boys, the attitude of a female industrial worker, being treated as fragile, the importance of other girls,
and plans for the future. These categories were then further analysed. During this part of the
analysis process, it became evident that the categories shown that the girls had a high degree
of individual agency in the process of forming a vocational identity. This discovery led to a
further analysis step in which the categories were reduced into three strategies that illustrate
how the girls’ individual agency created ways to act in the workplaces to become a part of the
work community and form a vocational identity as industrial workers. These strategies are
presented in the findings section below.
In the presentation, the female students from the first round of interviews have been given
names beginning with A while the girls interviewed in the second round have been given
names starting with B.

6

Findings

The findings demonstrate three strategies that the female vocational students used during
their workplace-based learning for becoming part of a workplace community that consisted
almost exclusively of male workers. Using these strategies, the girls negotiated their gendered
vocational identities to be accepted as industrial workers in male-dominated companies.
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Acting Like Gender Does not Matter

One important strategy used by the girls was to downplay gender issues by talking about
how gender does not matter. The girls approached gender issues by pointing out that gender
did not create any problems; gender was thus viewed as a non-issue. The gender expectations the girls placed on themselves were to repeatedly act in ways which showed that gender did not matter, for example by answering that it made no difference to their workplacebased learning and that the gender division of the industrial education and vocation did not
matter much to them. The girls said that they did not think of gender because it was not a
relevant issue for learning the work as an industrial worker or gaining access to working
life e xperience. Instead, it was important for the girls to employ a strategy that focused on
expressing a neutral identity as an industrial worker rather than focusing on themselves as
belonging to an underrepresented gender.
Bella: I don't usually think about things like why there aren't that many girls here, you know, I
mostly think about what I'm about to do, my work. It doesn't matter that much to me.

The girls' focus was on the work and on alignment to the workplace culture, rather than on
gender issues related to the vocation. Many female students perceived that they were treated
in the same way as the boys who were vocational students at the workplaces. The girls saw no
difference between them and the boys in terms of how they were instructed by the workers
or when it came to receiving help when needed. The girls often emphasised that they were
not excluded due to their gender.
Britta: Everyone is very nice over there (at the workplace), it's not like you are excluded just
because you are new or a girl or anything like that, we usually play cards or just sit and chat.
Bea: They treat me very well, it makes no difference to them whether I'm a girl or a boy, they believe in me regardless. It's nothing special at all.

Later in the interviews, despite the fact that the girls often used the strategy of acting like
gender does not matter in order to gain acceptance in the workplace community, it was apparent that they were sometimes treated differently due to their gender. This treatment could
be both positive and negative, bring both advantages and disadvantages when entering the
male-dominated workplaces. Some examples of advantages that the girls mentioned were
that they were seen as attractive employees by companies that strived for a more even gender
distribution. They were also considered to possess qualities that boys lacked, such as being
thorough and precise when performing certain tasks. Examples of disadvantages the girls
described were that they were seen as too fragile for industrial work or as outsiders who did
not have a natural place in the company.
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In the interview below, two girls who had experienced being treated negatively due to their
gender discuss the question of what it is like being in a male-dominated workplace.
Bea: Well, I actually don't care that much.
Becky: No, me neither. I was raised with men.
Bea: Yes. I'm there to work, I don't care if… = if there is ((laughing))
Becky: … if there aren't any girls.
Bea: I can kind of work with anyone.
Becky: It's like, nothing special.

The two girls found explanations that reinforced that gender did not matter, such as that they
did not care and they could work with anyone even though they could be treated differently
in a negative way. The strategy of acting like gender does not matter was a way to convince
themselves and others that gender was not a problem. Aligning with the work community implied not focusing a lot on gender issues, but rather adopting the traditionally masculine culture
of the workplaces. The gender neutrality façade was a beneficial way to gain acceptance, but in
some situations the girls felt that they were treated differently due to their gender.

6.2

Acting Like Boys – Not Like Drama Queens

Another strategy that the girls used to fit into the male-dominant community was to adopt
masculine behaviours and to distance themselves from the negative image of girls as drama
queens. For example, they actively engaged in establishing masculinity, such as participating
in the industrial jargon, making fun of the other workers and coping with being joked with,
getting their hands dirty and working with heavy tasks. Some girls felt more natural and
comfortable in the company of boys than with other girls.
Belinda: I didn't play a lot with dolls or Barbies or things that are thought of as girly, I was more
out playing in the sandbox and with cars. I played a lot with my big brother when I was little.
So, I guess it's been a part of my upbringing, that I haven't played that much with girly things,
so for me it's completely natural that… I think it's nice that there are only boys.

Adopting traditionally masculine ways of acting allowed the girls to distance themselves
from the "drama" that they perceived other girls often created in social situations, such as
talking behind each other's backs or being easily offended by banter. Some girls felt that boys
did not engage in such activities to the same extent as girls, which is why the female students
often tended to prefer the company of boys.
Anna: It is mostly nice because there are just lads in the class… there are no girl dramas. I guess
there have been some, but none that I have participated in.
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One way for the female students to distance themselves from traditional femininity was
to act like relaxed workers who did not participate in drama. Being relaxed also involved
dissociating themselves from a 'feminine sensitivity', a way of acting among women that was
often considered to results in insults and conflicts.
Bella: My sense of humour is more like that of a boy.
Researcher: What does that mean?
Bella: Well, some different things I suppose. It's kind of like… most boys don't care that much
about what they say and who might feel offended by it. But with girls, if you say something
wrong, most of them are like 'You can't say that, what if he feels offended or what if she feels
like that'. I think that is kind of hard.

The girls were often attracted by industrial work because they wanted to do something that was
not typically feminine. Therefore, they saw male-dominated industrial work as an alternative
way to change their identity and not be seen as a 'little girl' anymore, as one of the girls put it.
One girl explained that she "wanted to do something that not all other girls do". Another girl
expressed that she found enjoyment and satisfaction in being the only girl on the shop floor
among the male workers.
Agnes: I didn't mind it at all, being the only girl on the floor. It didn't bother me at all, it was
almost just fun to get to feel what it was like to be alone. To not be able to go to somebody and
cry about how someone was mean to me, because you don't exactly do that to a boy if you are
a girl.

As the quotation illustrates, feeling enjoyment at being the only girl in the work community
also indicates that it was not necessary to have female workmates. Despite being biased in their
actions towards masculine gender forms, the girls did not necessarily disengage from other
girls. Later in the interviews, some girls suggested that in order to attract more girls to enrol
on the industrial programme there could be female ambassadors to rectify the low number of
girls in industrial work. On the other hand, the girls explained that other girls could have a bad
impression of industrial work as being heavy and dirty, which was considered an incorrect perception as industrial work had changed. Due to the misleading image of industrial work, their
opinion was that more girls would be encouraged to apply to the industrial programme and
work at companies if they had the opportunity to experience what it really was like.

6.3

Acting Tough and Joking Around

The third strategy that the girls used was to adopt an attitude of acting tough and joking
around, to fit into the male-dominated work community and to deal with the resistance
they sometimes encountered in workplaces due to their gender. For example, several girls
described experiences of being seen as more fragile than boys in situations where they were
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faced with heavy lifting or being subjected to masculine banter. As a consequence of this female attribution, they felt that their capacity to execute the work was questioned, as was their
ability to deal with the banter in the work community. Part of the strategy was not to take
things personally or be offended and to ignore the male workers' negative perceptions about
female workers in general. Instead, the girls expressed that a useful way of dealing with the
men's jokes was to show that they appreciated the banter.
Anna: You have to show that you think their jokes are funny and that it's OK to joke with me,
and that you're not shy but can handle most things. […] It's a lot of, well it can be everything
from racist jokes to sex jokes, so you have to take it with a pinch of salt.

If one part of the strategy of acting tough and joking around was to not care in a passive way
or give any thought to unfair treatment due to negative stereotypes about women, another
part was to participate actively in the banter and make jokes in the same way that the men
did. The girls said it was important to show that they could deal with banter in accordance
with workplace norms and expectations. Being able to handle banter from male workers
meant receiving comments without showing feelings of being insulted or becoming emotional, as well as giving quick replies and making jokes back to the men. A common way to deal
with the banter was to treat the men in the same way that the men treated the girls.
Belinda: I handle the banter like, well I treat them like they treat me. If they make a comment, I
make a comment that's much worse and then you kind of start to laugh about it.

Encountering banter from male workers was something the girls were used to, and something
that they had to learn in order to access tasks in the workplace. An important attribute for the
girls to endure the pressure was to be strong in order to profile themselves as capable workers.
Amanda: There's a lot of special treatment, like: 'Can you really handle that, are you strong
enough?' And you don't get to prove it so you're just like 'Well yes, I can take care of myself '. But
you just have to tell them off and then you get to take on the job yourself anyway.

Standing up for oneself was a way of acting tough, and sometimes it also included developing
their own solution that served as a tool for breaking through the reluctant male culture. One
girl described her longstanding efforts to gain acceptance from male workers as follows.
Alice: It was mostly guys between 30 and 35, maybe up to 40, that had problems, but they
didn't do anything, they just glowered and walked past me, didn’t say hello. But that wasn't a
problem, I don't take it personally.
Researcher: But you said that you finally got the guys to say hello. How did you do that?
Alice: I don't know, I always walked around and tried to smile a lot, simply trying to make
them say hello, make them laugh a little, kind of letting go of that stiff feeling. So finally, it
worked.
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This girl also described that it required a great social effort on her part to get the male workers to simply greet her in the morning. Despite being ignored by the men, she continued
to smile and show a happy face when meeting them. Eventually, she persuaded the men to
greet her by using her gently humorous manner. It was important for the girls to be able to
demonstrate that they could handle jokes and banter, to win appreciation and to be seen as a
colleague in the work community.

7

Discussion

The findings of this article provide an insight into female vocational students' strategies for
becoming part of a workplace community within male-dominated industrial work. As our
findings suggest, the female students' agentic attitudes and actions created strategies to gain
access to the workplace community and to position themselves as industrial workers. The
findings highlight three specific strategies that the girls used: Acting like gender does not
matter, acting like boys (not like drama queens), and acting tough and joking around. These strategies served as a basis for creating relationships and achieving acceptance that gave
the girls access to the male-dominated community of practice (Paechter, 2003). The female
students' active engagement in the male-dominated community implied a commitment to
participate in a joint work activity (Wenger, 2010) to achieve a vocational identity for work
in industrial vocations that they often found very attractive. Although the girls approached
what they perceived as an attractive vocational identity, the strategies can also be understood
as a response to distance themselves from traditional femininity in their bid to compensate
for negative gender prejudice and seek equal opportunities as men (Wenger, 2010).
The strategy of acting like gender does not matter seemed to be a way to maintain gender
neutrality as part of the formation of a vocational identity, despite the fact that the girls were
treated differently. By not paying attention to gender issues or how structures and hierarchies
of gender could affect them, they saw themselves as solely responsible for being accepted in
the workplace community. The girls' self-responsibility and neutralisation of gender to become part of the masculine workplace community seems to be in line with an individualistic
and genderless discourse found in previous research (Colley, 2006; Gustavsson & Fogelberg
Eriksson, 2010; Lahemla, 2011). It was up to the girls to prove that they were suitable for
the vocation. Therefore, the girls' own explanations repeatedly drifted towards gender not
mattering in relation to the vocation, in order to gain access to tasks and guidance from
experienced workers and to fit into the community of male workers. The girls downplayed
gender issues and effects by saying: "Everybody is nice and treats me well", and "I am not
excluded because I am a girl" (cf. Lahelma, 2011; Lappalainen, 2012). Nevertheless, ambiguities were found in the girls' interview responses. They also talked about being exposed
to unequal treatment that led to both advantages and disadvantages of being a girl in the
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male-dominated workplace. One explanation for the ambiguity between showing a strategic
attitude to fit in and their experiences of actual treatment may be that conversations about
gender were not an accepted issue of the male-dominated working culture (Korvajärvi, 2002;
Risberg, 2004); a masculine community of practice (Paechter, 2003) in which the girls actively tried to become full participants and form a vocational identity (Lave & Wenger, 1991;
Wenger, 2010) as industrial workers. The strategy of acting like gender does not matter seems
to contradict the other two strategies, which focus on behaving like men in order to become
accepted in the community of practice, but all three strategies seem to operate in parallel.
The difference is that the strategy of acting like gender does not matter is about not engaging
in gender issues but perceiving oneself as a worker rather than a girl, and thus adopting the
discourse of genderless gender (Lahelma, 2011; Lappalainen, 2012). On the one hand, this
implies that the girls' gender is irrelevant to the work. On the other hand, it contradicts their
experiences of being treated differently to male workers.
It has been shown that masculine attitudes may force female students in male-dominated
vocations to behave like boys (Ely, 1995; Korp, 2011). In contrast to previous research, the
girls in this study often felt comfortable with the masculine attitudes in the workplace community. Choosing to act like boys and not like drama queens was the female students' second
strategy, suggesting that they appreciated the masculine environment. A drama queen was
an image or identity attributed to other girls, not to girls who participated in the industrial
programme. Expressing not being a drama queen served as a way to disconnect oneself from
the traditionally feminine way of being (Paechter, 2006b) and doing something that was seen
as atypically female (Paola Sevilla et al., 2019). The girls actively positioned themselves as
girls who preferred to work in the industrial sector, getting dirty and not complaining about
arduous tasks. Working in such circumstances and together with men made them feel freer
and more relaxed than in female contexts. The girls were often proud and found freedom in
their future vocational identity. It can therefore be said that they also moved their position
closer to becoming an industrial worker (cf. Ledman et al., 2020).
Industrial work was valued by the girls as an attractive job. It therefore also became important to the girls to prove that they could tolerate jokes from male workers and cope with
the pressure of acting tough in order to break through the male-dominated workplace culture. This type of strategy was apparent in some of the female students' concrete suggestions
for finding their own solutions to prove themselves worthy of male workers' acceptance. They
were not allowed to present themselves in the role of an intimidated girl (Tanggaard, 2006).
Yet, the findings indicate that the girls more or less consciously struggled against gender
structures and prejudices. Gaining acceptance in the male-dominated workplace community
sometimes meant a long journey for the girls, because it involved challenging established
female stereotypes such as what women could do and also questioning dominant male ideals. Girls were often required to participating in male banter and humour, which also has
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been identified in other male-dominated vocational programmes (Kontio & Evaldsson, 2015;
Korp, 2011). Female students who met the requirements to participate in banter seemed to
gain access to the repertoire of tools and guidance needed to learn the vocation. As they were
often the only girl in the workplace, they had to find out for themselves what it was like to
be a woman in this masculine workplace community (Paechter, 2003). It was up to them to
negotiate the vocational identity (Wenger, 2010), and they therefore also developed their
personal agency to make a difference and become a participant to count on in the workplace.

8

Conclusions and Implications

Forming a vocational identity as an industrial worker required the female students to meet
challenges and fulfil different expectations due to their gender as part of their workplacebased learning. In order to do so, the girls mostly relied on their individual agency while
interacting with others in the male-dominated workplace. As we have shown, the girls' strategies were part of and tied to a complex vocational identity formation process that involved
contradictory requirements. By taking individual responsibility, the girls identified relevant
information for becoming industrial workers and choosing to act like boys. They saw no problem with being a girl, but they struggled with implicit, diffuse and hidden gender structures
and prejudices in the male-dominated workplace. Following these findings, the conclusion is
that the girls seemed to form a 'gendered vocational identity'. This means that the vocational
identity formation of the female students can be seen as a double process, in which vocational and gender identities were formed simultaneously and in parallel, interlaced within
the male-dominated workplace. The girls strived for what they perceived to be an attractive
vocational identity as industrial workers that were far removed from a typically feminine way
of being. The male-dominated workplace community provided the girls with an alternative
way of being a girl. Nevertheless, it could be hard for them to figure out what it meant to be
a female industrial worker, but with the help of their strategies they actively negotiated the
gendered vocational identities for changing their conditions as women in the workplace. In
accordance with the girls' self-responsibility, the conditions they could change seemed to affect only themselves. The girls could not confront the general stereotype of women not being
able to do industrial work – even though they behaved like men, leading to the reproduction
of gender roles.
However, it is important to remember that these girls enrolled on the industrial programme were attracted by working in vocations in the industrial sector. Therefore, one of the
implications of the findings of this study is that it is important for providers of vocational
education to focus on learning conditions in local workplace environment in which students
carry out their workplace-based learning. This requires engaging in a dialogue with industrial companies about how to create inclusive workplace environments that attract girls just as
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much as boys. One way to attract more girls into the male-dominated industrial sector can
be to change attitudes to women working in manufacturing and process industries. Perhaps
this is an overly extensive suggestion that requires measures to address gender segregation
in the labour market in general, and in the male-dominated industrial sector in particular. A
less modest suggestion is that girls on the industrial programme can be important female role
models who can inspire by showing opportunities for girls who are considering working in a
male-dominated industrial vocation.
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Introduction

Given the broad scope and heterogeneity of the findings, a summative conclusion would
hardly be appropriate. Nevertheless, with regard to the model of the 'triadic conception of
purposes in comparative VET research' that represents a heuristic for describing the purposes of international VET research, we conclude with an emphasis on a need of more criticality. In this context, one finding can be pointed out as an example: One review study
found that most studies (here, with reference to VET transfer) refer to the recipient country
without a comparative perspective. Thus, there is a clear demand for more comparative research following a critical-reflective approach.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, Bronfenbrenner Model, Curriculum, Quality, Cooperation, Culture, Artefacts, Literature Review, European VET Policy, Transfer of
VET, VET Research

Introduction
In contrast to general and higher education, which have (at least in parts) comparable curricula as well as comparable structures and institutions across countries and cultures, vocational education and training (VET) is often strongly regionally and nationally oriented, with
diverse histories, self-conceptions, objectives, curricula, structures and practices. Internationally, VET is a parcelled field. This situation might explain the fact that no research network
representing the academic discipline of VET has yet to be established at a truly international
level. This could also be a reason why studies on VET are predominantly local, regional or
national in their focus and scope. In comparison, other academic disciplines, such as medicine or economics, have a completely different and much more self-evident approach to the
dimension of internationalisation. Since VET is linked to the world of work, however, this
state of affairs is remarkable, as companies and labour markets are no longer primarily national but rather globally organised.
Whilst this noteworthy diversity poses a problem in developing a coherent international
understanding and conceptualisation of VET, such heterogeneity has facilitated the emergence of an intensive form of VET cooperation in the field of development aid over the last 70
years. The predominantly asymmetrical cooperation usually occurs from North (donor) to
South (recipient) or from industrialised to developing countries. Almost at the same time, a
second type of predominantly symmetrical VET cooperation with a regional focus has emerged. An example of this type of cooperation is CINTERFOR in Uruguay, the Inter-American
Centre for Knowledge Development in Vocational Training, founded by the International
Labour Organisation in 1963. Besides others, one major difference characterises these two
forms of cooperation: Whilst donor-oriented programmes usually work on the basis of temporary projects (with all the accompanying challenges, such as the lack of possibilities to
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work in a long-term and sustainable way as well as to accumulate knowledge, expertise and
experience), the cooperation-oriented CINTERFOR approach is institutionalised, i.e., it offers the possibility of creating a regional network based on long-term cooperation, trust and
mutual learning.
In VET cooperation, "Germany is currently the world's largest bilateral donor in the
TVET sector. The German official development assistance (ODA) allocated for TVET (€ 231
million in 2017) even exceeded the corresponding contributions of the European Union and
the World Bank" (Edel, 2020, p. 291). Whilst the German government has invested considerable resources in VET cooperation since the 1950's, interest in its effectiveness (detected
by evaluation) and in gaining knowledge about the cause–effect relationships (detected by
research) has been extremely limited.
The first selective evaluations did not begin until the 1990s (Stockmann, 1992). At the
same time, VET cooperation had rapidly declined in the realm of political interest. Since
the dissolution of the former VET Cooperation Department in the Ministry of Economic
Development and Cooperation in the 1990s, VET cooperation has been considered only as a
complementary instrument of economic development (Wolf, 2009). The reactivation of the
commitment to VET cooperation after two decades can be attributed to two factors: (1) The
financial, economic and social crises that started in 2007 and the international appreciation
of the German VET system in this context1 and (2) the cooperation of the Ministry of Education and Research and the Ministry of Economic Development and Cooperation.
With such renewed commitment (thus leading to the actual status of 'leading bilateral
donor'), VET research was declared and established in 2013 as the fifth guiding principle of
the German international VET cooperation. The first four principles are as follows: (1) Joint
responsibility of the state, industry and social partners; (2) learning in the work process; (3)
acceptance of national occupational, training and examination standards; and (4) qualified
training personnel in companies and vocational schools. The fifth principle includes institutionalised VET as well as labour market research and consultation on VET. Within the
framework of international VET cooperation and with reference to these five principles, the
German government thereby supported other countries in integrating elements of practiceoriented or apprenticeship-oriented VET into their respective systems (BMBF, 2013, 2019).
This new strategy employed by the German federal government has enabled a funding
programme that promotes VET research at an international level. The programme "Research
on the Internationalisation of Vocational Training", funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), serves to strengthen and expand institutionalised
VET research in Germany and abroad as an instrument for international VET cooperation.
In particular, this funding programme aims to (1) sustainably strengthen the expertise of
1 For example, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) noted that youth unemployment "certainly tends to be less often a problem (relative to adult unemployment) in countries like Germany with strong 'dual' apprenticeship systems." (OECD, 2010, p. 34).
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universities and other research institutions in international VET research, (2) integrate this
expertise more closely into the BMBF’s international VET cooperation and make it accessible
to foreign partners via established structures and, (3) support reform processes abroad in
the direction of more practice-oriented initial and continuing VET (BMBF, 2017). The first
funded projects in this programme began in 2019. The articles in this special issue originates
from this research programme.

Conceptual Framework
To structure the contributions of this special issue, we use an adapted version of Urie
Bronfenbrenner's ecological systems theory. Bronfenbrenner published the first systematic
exposition of his theory in the 1970's and further refined and developed it in the following
years (e.g. Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000; Bronfenbrenner & Morris,
2006). A central assumption of this theory is that a system consists of nested subsystems that
are "each inside the next, like a set of Russian dolls. At the innermost level is the immediate
setting containing the developing person. This can be the home, the classroom, or as often
happens for research purposes–the laboratory or the testing room." (Bronfenbrenner, 1979,
p. 3)
Bronfenbrenner (1979) calls this innermost level the "microsystem", which is "a pattern of
activities, roles, and interpersonal relations experienced by the developing person in a given
setting with particular physical and material characteristics" (p. 22). Within the microsystem,
processes that are more or less effective can be distinguished in terms of development and
learning. In effective processes, which are also called ‘proximal processes’, interactions "occur
on a fairly regular basis over extended periods of time" (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006, p.
797). Learning settings are such proximal processes. Two types of outcomes can then be distinguished, namely, competence and dysfunction:
The term 'dysfunction' refers to the recurrent manifestation of difficulties on the part
of the developing person in maintaining control and integration of behaviour across
situations, whereas competence is defined as the demonstrated acquisition and further
development of knowledge and skills–whether intellectual, physical, socioemotional,
or a combination of them. (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006, p. 803).
Proximal processes enhance individual competences and reduce degrees of dysfunction. The
next level, the mesosystem, is "a system of microsystems" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 25). A
mesosystem is established based on interrelations between two or more immediate settings
in which a person is an active participant. Participation in immediate settings (e.g. school
and workplace) emphasises embeddedness and thus the concept of role (e.g. learner and
worker), which is now visible in the diversity of institutional contexts. According to Bronfen-
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brenner (1979), "The developmental potential of participation in multiple settings will vary
directly with the ease and extent of two-way communication between those settings" (p. 216).
The next level, the exosystem, consists of "settings that do not involve the developing
person as an active participant but in which events occur that affect, or are affected by, what
happens in that setting" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 237). Finally, the macrosystem contains
the belief system or ideology of the given system levels (micro, meso and exo) and the integrational consistency. These generalised patterns that comprise the macrosystem represent the
"manifestation of overarching patterns of ideology and organisation of the social institutions
common to a particular culture or subculture" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 8).
The basic assumption of Bronfenbrenner’s theory is that people develop whilst interacting
with their environment. The approach, which has been transferred to German VET research
(e.g. Kell, 1990), has been employed ever since (e.g. Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia, 2005; Lange,
2019). Here, we refer to Kell's interpretation from 1995. Kell distinguishes between work
processes that are oriented towards the development and change of the environment and
learning processes that are oriented towards the development and change of the self: "This
separation and demarcation presupposes that there are (at least) two differently structured
(organised) microsystems in which persons (can) develop differently: The workplace and the
learning place. Both 'places' as specific environments stand in different (topologically nested)
systems (environments)" (Kell, 1995, p. 376, translation by the authors).
Following Kell, teaching and learning arrangements can be classified as e.g. problem- and
project-based learning, collaborative online learning and microlearning. Clustered arrangements then form the microsystem 'learning place', which can be located in a school or at a
company. Workplaces are also never independently of their contexts but are elements of an
organisation based on the division of labour. Moreover, workplaces are interconnected structurally (hierarchy) and procedurally (work process) and form the integrated microsystem of
a company. These microsystems can be institutionally integrated into different mesosystems.
For example, a microsystem 'learning place' can be located in a school or in a company.
Hence, it is crucial that the conditions of the mesosystem influence the conditions of the microsystem without necessarily determining them. For example, a training centre in a company can be integrated into the production system or also define its identity at a distance from
and in contrast to the production system.
Interactions also exist between the higher-level exosystem (e.g. the employment system)
and the mesosystem. The Berufsprinzip (occupational principle) in Germany can serve as an
example of these interactions. In particular, the orientation of VET in Germany at the mesosystem level towards the principle of Berufe (professions) is possible because the employment
system at the exosystem is guided by this principle (Kell, 1995, pp. 376–382). Meanwhile,
Streeck (2011) discussed other structuring principles of the employment system, such as tripartite cooperation or the social prestige of skilled workers. In the 'learning processes' pillar,
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the education system forms the relevant context of the corresponding institutions. Examples
of these structuring principles include the permeability between vocational and academic
education, the share of general education in vocational education or the equivalence of vocational education on the one hand and higher education on the other.
At this point, it becomes evident how strongly the macrosystem affects the structuring of
the exosystem level (and the levels below): E.g., the German dual apprenticeship system is a
structure (on the exosystem level) and a historically grown cultural pattern (on the macrosystem level). Hence, the continued functioning of the dual system is based on both the belief
in this system and the established social structures. Thus, if the social structures are removed,
such as when a German company establishes a subsidiary abroad, but the belief system is
retained because e.g. the CEO in the subsidiary is a German, then there is a higher likelihood
that the company will implement a dual system abroad, although it will be a modified one
(Gessler, 2017).
Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework and the articles.

Figure 1: Structure and Articles of the Special Issue, based on Kell (1995, p. 377)
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On the basis of this outlined conceptual framework, we structured the first four articles. To
this foundation based on first-order research, we added three articles focussed on secondorder research (literature reviews), with the goal of integrative knowledge interpretation, clarification and aggregation in a particular area of first-order research.

The Articles of the Special Issue
This section briefly introduces the seven contributions to the special issue, which will be published successively until the end of 2021. We begin with the first-order research and the four
articles on the micro-, meso-, exo- and macrosystem levels.

Microsystem Level
International curriculum comparison in vocational education and training: A collaborative development of an analysis instrument by Pujun Chen, Anastasia Goncharova, Matthias Pilz, Dietmar Frommberger, Junmin Li, Olga Romanova and Yueru Lin:
The article focusses on the curriculum – a concept that is less well-defined than might be
expected. Hence, the different meanings of a curriculum need to be distinguished from one
another. In their analysis, the authors referred to a theoretical framework introduced by Van
den Akker et al. (2010) and subsequently distinguished between an intended and an implemented curriculum. The intended curriculum can be seen as an element of the meso system
level and thus acts as a mediator between the teaching/learning activities of the micro system
level and the structures of the exosystem level (What should be learned and how should the
output be measured?). In contrast, the implemented curriculum maps the actual teaching/
learning activities at the micro level (The 'curriculum in action' – What is taught and learned
and what outputs are created?).
The (intended and implemented) curriculum approach can be thought of and implemented in different ways. The authors used a framing device introduced by Sturing et al. (2011),
called the 'Revised Model of Comprehensive Competence-Based Vocational Education'.
Using this framing device facilitated their theoretical–conceptual comparison of the curricula in Russia and China. Then, the stages 'Building the Analysis Framework' and 'dapting the
Analysis Framework' (with the sub-steps Operationalisation of Categories Using Additional
Literature Research, Data-Driven Adjustment of Categories, Reorganising Categories and
Adding Categories Inductively) enabled the authors to trace step-by-step how the analytical tool to compare intended and implemented competence-based curricula in China and
Russia was developed.
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Mesosystem Level
Measuring quality in Indian VET institutions: Development steps towards a framework
adapted to the national context by Muthuveeran Ramasamy, Julia Regel, Harshil Sharma,
Anjana Rajagopalan and Matthias Pilz:
The four major modes of the VET system in India consist of private training institutes, apprenticeship training, secondary, higher secondary schools and polytechnic colleges, and
industrial training institutes (ITIs). The VET system in the country has grown significantly
in the last 15 years. In particular, IITs have grown from less than 2,000 facilities in 2007 to
almost 15,000 facilities in 2020. This rapid quantitative expansion, however, has been accompanied by negative feedback from the labour market (e.g. skills mismatch), thus leading
to the problem of how the quality of VET institutions can be measured, controlled and improved. The authors, an Indian–German team of researchers, used a design-based research
approach to investigate 44 mostly Asian and indigenous Indian quality models, of which 14
were selected for further analysis. Then, on the basis of over 400 indicators and criteria, the
authors cross-referenced process dimensions (Input, Process, Output, Outcome) and content
dimensions (Institutional Sphere and Context, Personnel, Educational Planning, Provision
and Assessment, Learning and Teaching, Leadership and School Management, Industry Linkage and Learner Achievements), resulting in a matrix. In addition to model development,
the model was adapted to the national context, a process that played a central role in the study. Culture and educational institutions are closely interwoven elements, which is why cultural conditions are particularly necessary when designing educational institutions. In this
sense, cultural patterns ground normative decisions. As the society in India is characterised
by high inequality and exclusion, the aspect of ‘Inclusion, Access and Equity’ has emerged as
a central quality aspect of the model.

Exosystem Level
Cooperation between learning venues and its limits: The hotel industry in Cancún (Mexico) by Beke Vogelsang, Natascha Röhrer, Martina Fuchs and Matthias Pilz:
Cancún is a tourist hotspot in Mexico with about 1,000 hotels and over six million tourists
every year. The hotel industry, therefore, has significant regional and national importance as
an employer and economic factor. Although the hotel industry is a major employer, this industry is not a driver for the development of high-quality jobs for highly qualified employees
due to low average wages. This circumstance, together with the high level of local competition, has led to a great demand for skilled workers. At the same time, this has led to a staffing
shortage, especially at the middle level, including receptionists and service personnel. Due
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to the existing demand, the hotel industry is participating in a government initiative aimed
at improving VET within the legal framework of the 'Modelo Mexicano de Formación Dual
(MMFD)' by intensifying cooperation between educational institutions and the industry. A
central research question and problem of VET research arises precisely from this focus: How
can cooperation between two institutions and their actors succeed if they pursue different
goals based on their interests and functions (training versus profit)?
On the basis of a theoretical framework proposed by Billet et al. (2007), the authors of
this article conducted qualitative interviews to examine the principles of successful cooperation. Their analysis focussed on the following three principles: building and maintaining
shared purposes and goals, building and maintaining relations with partners and building
and maintaining partnership governance and leadership.

Macrosystem Level
Social representation of non-academic work in Mexico in the light of cultural artefacts by
Ute Clement, Paola García Fuentes, Stefan Gold, Claudia Hunink and Lydia Raesfeld:
This contribution is also focused on Mexico and is linked directly to the contribution of
Vogelsang et al. (2021) at the exosystem level. The term 'non-academic work' was used in
this article for a broad field of activities (e.g. agriculture or industrial activities) requiring
competences not acquired at the university. Even though such non-academic work forms the
backbone of any economy and society, it is often considered in Mexico (and in other countries) as something deficient and inferior, especially when compared to academic work. This
perception is a historically and culturally shaped social construct that is very powerful and
influences the education and employment systems equally.
Certainly, there is consensus in this general form of description. The difficulties arise as
soon as deeper questions are asked (e.g. What exactly is the social representation of nonacademic work for (young) people in Mexico?). For their analysis, the authors used the
theoretical framework model by Abric (1993), who distinguished between stable and rigid
core elements and unstable and fluid peripheral elements. Social representations are shaped
by human actions in artefacts and thus become visible; in turn, these artefacts shape social representations and thus become effective. This reciprocity between social representations and
artefacts makes it possible to capture the social representations that are influenced by them
via the analysis of artefacts. In analysing and presenting the results, the authors considered
three categories in more detail: Competencies (e.g. Which knowledge does the working person show?), Habitus (e.g. What is the working person proud of?) and Working Conditions
(e.g. Which context conditions are visible?).
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The following three articles are review studies considered as second-order research. Here, we
refer to the definition of literature reviews as "systematic syntheses of previous work around
a particular topic" (Card, 2010, p. 725).

Review Study: European VET Policy
Mapping research on European VET policy with a systematic literature review method: A
pilot study by Ianina Scheuch, Sandra Bohlinger, Anne Bieß and Hoang Long Nguyen:
European VET policy is a heterogeneous field of knowledge that is difficult to delineate. This
article has two aims: (1) To test the extent to which the method of a systematic review is suitable for use in such a complex research field, and (2) to assess the application of the method
to systematise and measure the field of knowledge, even if the results may not be conclusive.
As a methodological framework, the authors used the approach of Gessler and Siemer (2020)
with the following four phases: (1) Definition of the scope, (2) data selection, (3) data processing and (4) data reporting. The search criteria are deliberately narrow. In particular, the
search is for a combination of 'VET' or 'vocational education and training' in combination
with 'polic*' or other suitable terms (e.g., 'governance').
The authors worked with curated databases (e.g. Scopus) and found 70 articles in English
for the period 2000–2020 after screening. Of these, 30 studies remained after performing
another round of screening and controlling eligibility, thus building the grounding of the
analysis. After a count (e.g. articles published per journal), a matrix was developed to group
the existing articles in terms of topics and methods. Three major clusters were distinguished:
(1) Governance in European VET policy at the EU-system level, (2) European VET policy
and cross-country comparisons in the EU and (3) European VET policy implementation at
the national level. Finally, the authors reflected on their experiences in applying the review
method during the four phases of the review. The authors' critical review thus applies an interpretative scheme that captures the method in combination with the topic.

Review Study: Transfer of VET
Transfer in international vocational education and training research: A systematic literature review by Miriam Toepper, Olga Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia and Carla Kühling-Thees:
The authors conducted a systematic review to examine the topic 'transfer of VET' from one
place to another, which can include, e.g., ideas, concepts, structures and practices. The search
terms used were combined with the term 'transfer', such as 'policy transfer', 'educational transfer' or 'transfer of training'. This demonstrates the diversity in which the term is being used in
research. With the additional aim of including the transfer of the German dual system abroad
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(e.g. the articles on Mexico in this special issue), the search terms 'German dual system'
and 'dual apprenticeship' were also used.
The search yielded 230 German and English language studies published from 2010–2020. In
addition to a database search, the 'snowball sampling technique' was also used. After abstract/
full-text screening and application of the inclusion criteria, 40 studies were included in the analysis. These 40 articles were systematically analysed using the following criteria: (1) Aim of the
study, (2) method, (3) sample, (4) countries involved and (5) reference. From these 40 studies,
six studies were of a theoretical–conceptual nature. However, the methodological basis of the
other empirical studies was not always ascertainable. For example, the research methods and
samples were not always precisely described. The analysis was thus condensed with regard to
the 'key challenges in VET transfer' and 'key success factors in VET transfer'. The authors concluded by reflecting on the limitations and formulating implications for future research. Notably, most studies are based on recipient countries or companies, which is why the authors recommend a greater focus on comparative transfer studies with different countries in the future.

Review Study: VET Research
Scoping review of vocational education and training research: A longitudinal large-scale
bibliometric analysis by Michael Gessler, Christof Nägele and Barbara Stalder:
Large-scale scoping reviews or mapping reviews are still rare in VET research. Nevertheless, the
first few systematic knowledge mapping approaches have already been introduced. For example,
Bezerra et al. (2020) conducted a worldwide mapping of work-based learning research (period
covered: All years, N=410). The current paper, meanwhile, has an even broader focus: VET research. Thus, 'work-based learning' was included as a search term. Alternative terms (e.g. 'skill
formation' or 'technical education') were also considered because VET is a widely used but sometimes criticised and, therefore, sometimes substituted term (Dougherty & Lombardi, 2016).
The study deals with the research question: How has VET research evolved in the last decade? Within this broad scope, the authors concentrated on four aspects: the actors, the knowledge base, the major themes and the evolution of the themes in time. The search was limited
to English-language and peer-reviewed articles published between 2011–2020. Finally, the authors obtained 5,487 articles, which they subsequently considered in the analysis. This study
used bibliometric analysis, a technique that has increasingly been used as a tool and basis for
monitoring the research content and performance of scientific disciplines. Various tools were
used for different purposes, such as biblioshiny for bibliometrix, an R-tool for science mapping
analysis (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017) to perform descriptive bibliometric analysis and the software SciMat for mapping analysis within a longitudinal framework to identify major themes
and the evolution of the themes in time (Cobo et al., 2012).
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Conclusion
The model of the ‘triadic conception of purposes in comparative VET research' (Evans 2020)
represents a heuristic for describing the purposes of international VET research. In this
model, two strands of research are linked: (i) International and intercultural comparative
VET research, which focusses on mutual learning and exchange along the dimensions of
similarity and difference, and (ii) development studies, which focus on a contextualised understanding of change and pursue concrete development goals, such as poverty reduction
('improvement'). These approaches have in common that they are based on the importance of
understanding and communication as necessary conditions. Ultimately, international VET
research differs from other fields of enquiry in the way it achieves 'criticality', which is at the
centre of the triadic purpose. The triadic conception of the purposes of international comparative VET research is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Triadic Conception of Purposes, Source: Evans (2020, p. 16)
While German international VET cooperation lacked any form of evaluation and reflection
until the 1990s (see Introduction), from 1990-2010, international VET cooperation lacked
something even more fundamental: Attention. Since the 2010s, political attention has returned, and with this turnaround, research funding has also begun again (with the first projects
starting in 2019), and with research, criticality has finally returned. Criticality means countering uncritical assumptions of unilinear development perspectives and dominant discourses. It is the value of international VET research that lies precisely in this tension between
existing interests and practices, as exemplarily illustrated in this special issue.
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Abstract
Context: International comparative research on Vocational Education and Training (VET) is
gaining importance, as global cooperation and mutual learning in VET grows. However, it is
characterized by a high degree of complexity, due on one hand, to the heterogeneity of the VET
sector, and on the other hand to the unique challenges of international comparisons. In addition, comparative research projects are increasingly conducted in the form of cross-border collaborations, which have their own particular organizational and methodological considerations,
opportunities, and challenges. This paper presents an example of a cooperative research process,
aimed at investigating the complex phenomenon of the competence-based approach in Russian
and Chinese VET. In providing an example of developing an instrument for curriculum analysis
and comparison, we discuss and reflect on the methodological and organizational peculiarities
and challenges of the research process conducted collaboratively by an international team.
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Method: The instrument for analysis and comparison of curricular documents, was
developed in an iterative multi-stage process, combining deductive and inductive steps. The
embeddedness of the elements of a competence-based approach in curricular documents
is investigated, using qualitative content analysis. To develop a coding frame, we started
with a comprehensive partially systematic literature review of international, Russian and
Chinese discourses on competence-based curricula. The frame was built on the selected
model of competence-based education, and on accumulated results of the literature analysis
of national discourses. Furthermore, during the first coding process, an iterative adaptation
of the developed instrument took place.
Results: The result of this process was the development of an analysis instrument which,
on the one hand, is well-adapted to each national context and, on the other hand, allows a
comparison of results along the same dimensions of analysis, in our case, elements of the
competence-based approach in curriculum.
Conclusion: Developing an analysis framework for a cross-cultural comparative investigation of such a diffuse and heterogeneous construct as the competence-based approach, can
pose a methodological challenge for an international team of researchers. However, an effective application of own team resources such as proficiency in different languages, insider
and outsider perspectives, along with continuous intensive communication and a flexible,
iterative research process, allows development of a well-adapted analysis instrument for international comparison.
Keywords: International Comparative Research, Vocational Education and Training, VET,
Competence-Based Education, Curriculum, Analysis Instrument
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Introduction

The interest in the experience of other countries in the educational field has a long tradition;
however, globalization has been continuously intensifying the pursuit of a more profound
understanding of different education systems. Governments support and invest in development of various forms of international cooperation and partnerships in the educational
fields, in order to exchange good practices, or bring their educational know-how to foreign
markets (Lauterbach, 2003a; McDonald, 2012). Playing a crucial role in workforce preparation for the labor market and, therefore, in the country's economic prosperity, the sector of
Vocational Education and Training (VET), as could be expected, is gaining a lot of interest as
a sphere of cooperation and mutual learning. In light of these processes, the importance of
comparative research on VET is growing (Lauterbach & Mitter, 2018). This research contributes to a deeper understanding of different VET approaches and systems, their functioning,
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 evelopment, stakeholders, relationships to general and higher education and so forth, prod
viding the necessary foundation for further international cooperation and research processes
in the VET field, and valuable information for political decisions (Lauterbach, 2003a). In
addition, one of the further intentions associated with comparative (VET) research is to gain
lessons from successful practices abroad in order to improve own education system (Phillips,
2009).
The international VET field is far more heterogeneous than general education, often with
very different organizational forms, curriculum approaches, constellations of involved actors and modes of regulation, around the world (Billett, 2011; Pilz & Li, 2020). The variety of terms used to describe this educational sector reflects this diversity, among which
are technical and vocational education and training, technical-vocational education, further
education and training, vocational and technical education, or career and technical education
(MacKenzie & Polvere, 2009). In some national contexts, the field of VET is clearly defined,
while in others, there is no clear distinction from other fields of education or spheres of
workforce preparation (Grollmann, 2009). Fischer (2020) points out that terms representing
comparable facts, can be missing in different national contexts, while in some cases, the same
words can be used to define different elements of reality. Consequently, international comparative research in the field of VET is characterized by great complexity. Researchers face
various methodological challenges and organizational problems, on one hand specific to international comparative educational studies and, on the other connected to the VET sector’s
described heterogeneity. Consequently, obtaining comprehensive, transparent and comparative research results, becomes more challenging when VET systems of different countries are
addressed in the research (Pilz, 2012).
At the same time, some researchers point out that comparative VET research is still a
relatively new (sub-)discipline, where conceptual and methodological approaches are not
yet well developed (Evans, 2020; Lauterbach, 2003b; Lauterbach & Mitter, 1998; Pilz & Li,
2020). In this regard, Lauterbach (2018a) critically points out that there is still a tendency
to classify different national systems of VET through judgmental ethnocentric perspective
evaluation, with broad structuring criteria in comparative VET research. Such an isolated
analysis of specific factors can lead to the creation and reinforcement of stereotypes. Frommberger (2000) underlines, that the value of international comparison lies not only in a simple
juxtaposition of the national systems, based on the common denominator and production of
the general conclusions valid and applicable across borders, but especially in the interesting
findings resulting from the identification of differences (Frommberger, 2000). A cross-border
exchange between researchers through the analysis process, particularly during the interpretation of results, should facilitate international comparison (Frommberger, 2000).
Against the background of Frommberger’s considerations, in recent years a positive development in the organization of comparative investigations, which allows a more efficient
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and fruitful exchange between researchers, can be identified. More and more comparative
VET research projects are conducted cooperatively by research teams from different countries rather than by researchers from one state (Pilz et al., 2020). Methodological approaches
of such studies are usually different. Combining different expertise, external and internal
perspectives on VET systems or aspects thereof, benefits the quality of the research, and helps
to overcome ethnocentric perspectives. However, the organizational, cultural and linguistic
diversity in such teams usually requires a more complex research process, and has specific
methodological implications.
In this paper, we present an example of the research process in international comparative research on VET, conducted cooperatively by a team of researchers from three different
countries. Taking it as an example, in this paper we aim to describe and to reflect how, under
the condition of great complexity of VET as a research subject, an analysis instrument can
be cooperatively developed, which can be applied for an international comparative study
and, at the same time, be nationally adapted. This paper will start with a presentation of
the overall research context within which the presented analysis framework was developed.
After, central theoretical concepts of the research will be outlined. Further, the development
and adaptation process of the analysis framework will be presented. Finally, we will discuss
the lessons we learned from our experience. Therefore, this paper contributes to discussion
of the methodology of comparative research. The state of research into this topic as well as a
presentation of the analysis results of the study are not within the scope of this paper.

2

Research Context

This paper presents a part of the comparative study conducted within an international research project on the competence-based approach in commercial VET. Within the framework of the project, five universities from China, Germany and Russia are participating in
the research collaboration, which is: Conducting an international comparative study of the
competence-based approach in commercial VET. In China and Russia, the competencebased approach has been introduced as part of the VET modernization policies in recent
years. This research project aims to investigate whether the envisaged reform intentions are
successfully incorporated in practice in both countries. Therefore, two central consecutive
research questions of the whole research project were formulated:
1. Which elements of the competence-based approach are established in didactic-curricular
planning of educational processes (intended curriculum, see Section 3)?
2. To what extent is this planning realized during teaching and learning processes in the
classroom (implemented curriculum, see Section 3)?
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The research results should contribute to a better understanding of the development and the
implementation of competence-based approach in VET curricula in both countries. Based
on these research results, recommendations for the further development of competencebased curricula will be elaborated.
In the context of the research project, the competence-based approach serves therefore as
the tertium comparationis for comparing VET of China and Russia. Tertium comparationis
refers to the similarity of different elements to be compared, and is considered a prerequisite
for systematic comparison (Kosmützky et al., 2020; Parreira do Amaral, 2015; Raivola, 1985).
Following the central research questions, the meta tertium comparationis is further divided
into two sub-elements: (1) Embeddedness of the elements of the competence-based approach
in VET curricular documents, and (2) implementation in teaching-learning processes in a
classroom. Accordingly, the research processes are designed in two phases (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Focus of Different Research Phases and Corresponding Methods
In the first research phase, the embeddedness of the elements of the competence-based approach in target curricular documents from both countries is analyzed and compared, by
using a qualitative content analysis method, which is understood as a method for describing
selected text meanings through a process of organizing information into categories related
to the central research questions, and identifying themes or patterns (Bowen, 2009; Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005; Kuckartz, 2014; Mayring, 2000; Schreier, 2014). Qualitative content analysis
has proved to be a well-suited method for curriculum analysis in several studies (Pilz et al.,
2016; Levander & Mikkola, 2009; Malekipour et al., 2017; Pilz & Li, 2012; Shkedi, 2009). It
can be applied to various types of written texts and, therefore, is suitable for analyzing the
intended curriculum in our research. The system of categories for the analysis of intended
curriculum, was developed with a mixed approach combining both concept-driven categories and data-driven categories (Kuckartz, 2019).
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The second research phase is dedicated to analysis of the implementation of the competencebased approach in teaching and learning processes, by using the methods of structured classroom observation, and interviews with the involved teachers in selected vocational schools
in both countries. Classroom observation is seen as a common method in studies of teaching
and learning practices, to explore the reality of what occurs in the classroom (Guo & Pilz,
2020; Wragg, 1999). Structured observation is especially suitable for studies with specific research questions or focus (Phellas et al., 2011), which in our case is the implementation of the
competence-based approach. The categories developed in the first research phase are used to
build the structured observation instrument, to scrutinize the actual implementation of those elements of the competence-based approach identified from the intended curriculum in
real teaching and learning processes. Afterwards, the teachers involved are interviewed with
the purpose of reflection on the observed teaching and learning processes, with reference
to the competence-based approach. This paper is dedicated to the first phase of the research
processes, focusing on developing the instrument for analysis and comparison of intended
curriculum.

3

Theoretical Background

Two central concepts underlying our research should be briefly clarified.

3.1

Curriculum

The concept of curriculum is used as a theoretical basis for the question of planning and implementing educational processes. In the literature on curriculum theory, there is no common
definition of curriculum. Referring to the complexity of the curriculum concept, Adamson
and Morris (2014) describe curriculum as "multifaceted, operating at a variety of focal points
and in diverse manifestations" (p. 310). The word curriculum originates from the Latin for
a short running track (Adamson & Morris, 2014). A variety of curriculum concepts range
from a very narrow understanding of curriculum, understood as normative documentation
containing educational intentions (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, 2010), to vast conceptions, including various levels and representations. An example of
the broad definitions is Model of Goodlad et al. (1979), which classifies the curriculum into
six classes: Ideal curriculum, formal curriculum, perceived curriculum, operational curriculum, experienced curriculum, and attained curriculum. Van den Akker et al. (2010) proposed a simpler typology of curriculum representations by further developing the model of
Goodlad et al. (1979). He distinguished between three broad curriculum representations:
Intended, implemented, and attained curriculum. The International Bureau of Education of
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the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (IBE-UNESCO) also
provides definitions of these three curriculum representations.
Among narrower definitions of curriculum, which describe certain aspects of education
process, and broader definitions and typologies, covering various aspects of educational processes, experiences and outcomes, for our research we intended to select a curriculum concept which corresponds to the scope of our research question and at the same time which
can be general enough to be used in a comparative study and be applied in different national contexts. The threefold classification of the curriculum is chosen as most applicable for
our research, because the conceptualization of the first two levels closely covers the focus
elements of our main research question, namely planning and implementing the educational processes in VET. More precisely, the definitions from IBE-UNESCO were adopted as
working definitions of intended and implemented curricula for our research (see Table 1).
The definitions are broad enough and at the same time provide a good orientation for data
selection on different stages of the study.
Table 1: Working Definition of Curriculum in CodeVET
Intended
Curriculum

"A set of formal documents which specify what the relevant national education authorities and society
expect that students will learn at school in terms of knowledge, understanding, skills, values, and attitudes
to be acquired and developed, and how the outcomes of the teaching and learning process will be assessed.
It is usually embodied in curriculum framework(s) and guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, content
of tests and examinations, regulations, policies and other official documents …" (IBE-UNESCO, 2013).

Implemented
Curriculum

"The actual teaching and learning activities taking place in schools through interaction between learners
and teachers as well as among learners, e.g., how the intended curriculum is translated into practice and actually delivered. Also defined as the 'curriculum in action' or the 'taught curriculum'" (IBE-UNESCO, 2013).

3.2

Competence-Based Approach

Competence-based education, is becoming one of the leading paradigms for modernization
of contemporary professional, vocational and continuing education, at both system-level and
the level of educational processes (Biemans et al., 2004; Hodge et al., 2019; Wesselink et al.,
2010). Broad recognition of the competence-based approach in VET is explained by an expectation that it contributes to narrowing the gap between educational and professional spheres,
and allows an easier transition from school to work (Biemans et al., 2004). However, a concept
of competence, which underlines the competence-based approach in education, is still very
diffuse (Baumeler, 2019; Hodge et al., 2019). There is no universally accepted definition of
competence, which can cover a large variety of the ways in which the term is used (Weinert,
2001; Winterton, 2012). Weinert (2001) conducted a study exploring different theoretical
approaches to the concept of competence for the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD)’s international and interdisciplinary project DeSeCo (Definition
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and Selection of Competencies: Theoretical and Conceptual Foundations). He d
 istinguished
nine different ways in which a concept of competence is defined or interpreted theoretically:
General cognitive ability, specialized cognitive skills, competence-performance model, modified competence-performance model, motivated action tendencies, objective and subjective
self-concepts, action competence, key competencies, and meta-competencies (Weinert, 2001).
Boahin et al. (2014) further point out, that different organizations and countries use the same
term of competence but conceptualize it differently based on their institutional structures and
labor processes. Le Deist and Winterton (2005) argue that national contexts influence understanding of competence; however, Winterton (2012) underlines that even within countries,
there are diversities in the understanding and use of competence approaches across sectors
or between different education spheres. Consequently, its essential features and modalities
within national VET systems and internationally are heterogeneous (Baumeler, 2019). Due to
the heterogeneity of the competence concept, no single competence concept was chosen as a
basis for the research from the start. Instead, the understanding and conceptualization of the
competence-based approach in the English-speaking world, as well as Russian and Chinese
theoretical discourses, will be explored and elaborated (see Section 4.1).

4

Collaborative Development of the Analysis Framework for
the First Research Phase

The development process of the analysis framework for content analysis of intended
curriculum represents a complex multistage process, with both deductive and inductive steps,
which is presented below in Figure 2. The development process of the analysis framework
was carried out collaboratively by the whole research team.
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Figure 2: The Development Procedure of the Analysis Framework

4.1

Building the Analysis Framework

In the first stage, the whole team, with researchers from Germany, China, and Russia, worked
cooperatively to construct the joint analysis framework. The process started with a literature
analysis of the international (published in English language), Russian and Chinese discourses
on competence-based (vocational) education. The literature analysis included an evidence
review, also called systematic review (Gessler & Siemer, 2020), and a research on various
models of competence-based education.
The goal of the evidence review was to identify the main features of the competencebased approach at different curriculum levels in VET from recent scientific discourses on
competence-based education. The results of the literature review of international discourse
were to build the foundation for the analysis framework development for intended curricula.
Furthermore, the results from the analysis of Russian and Chinese discourses aimed to provide the basis for the extension of the analysis framework to target national contexts.
Results gained from the international discourse analysis were evaluated, and several problems regarding their usability for framework development were identified. First, the ar-
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ticles in the sample of international discourse, were mainly from English-speaking countries. F
 urthermore, in the accumulated results, conceptualizations of a competence-based
approach from several countries, in particular from Australia, Netherlands and the USA,
were predominant, due to the number of articles in the sample dedicated to them. Therefore,
the derived features reflect the international discourse on competence-based education only
to a limited extent.
Thus, various models in the international discourse, containing characteristics of competence-based VET, were researched as an alternative foundation for building a curriculum
analysis framework. The following models were identified: Watson (1991), Deißinger and
Hellwig (2005), Wesselink et al. (2007), Wesselink et al. (2010), Sturing et al. (2011). Owing
to space constraints, all models cannot be presented here. Although a relative similarity characterizes these models in respect of their constituent features, the model of Sturing et al.
(2011) was assessed by our research team as potentially the most suitable foundation for
constructing an analysis framework. Here we should clarify our choice:
The Revised Model of Comprehensive Competence-Based Vocational Education (Revised CCBE Model) of Sturing et al. (2011) represents the result of years of research on competence-based vocational education by a Dutch research community. It was revised several
times based on the results of constituent studies, which use various empirical data and methods, and therefore it is characterized by a high validity and credibility. Among the considered models, the Revised CCBE Model is the most comprehensive and validated model for
evaluation of the "competentiveness" (Sturing et al., 2011, p. 193) of educational programs
with a solid theoretical background.
Furthermore, the Revised CCBE Model was recently applied in other national contexts, for
instance in Indonesia (Misbah et al., 2019) and in Ethiopia (Solomon, 2016). The successful
utilization of the Revised CCBE Model outside of the Dutch VET context is further argument
supporting the choice of the Revised CCBE Model in our research.
Another argument concerns the concept of competence underlying the model, which
is oriented on the holistic understanding of competence and social constructivist view of
learning (Sturing et al., 2011). Although in both countries researched in this project, Russia
and China, there is no unified definition of competence in scientific discourse or educational
policy documents, a holistic understanding of competence dominates. In Russian scientific
literature on VET, competence is often defined as an integrative whole of knowledge, skills
and personal qualities, ensuring professional activity (Goljaeva, 2011; Trofimova, 2013; Zeer
& Symanjuk, 2005). Some others underline experience as another important element of competence (Zeer & Symanjuk, 2005). Such an understanding of competence is also used in some
normative documents in VET. For instance, recently developed methodological recommendations for actualization of educational standards for VET competence are defined as "ability
to apply knowledge, skills and practical experience for successful activity in a certain area"
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(The Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, 2015, p. 2). Under the holistic view in the Chinese context, competence emphasized in the VET field is regarded as the
integration of knowledge, skills, and attitudes, embodied in an individual’s professional work
performance, combined with specific work situations (Chen, 2010; He, 2003; Pang, 2010). In
most VET policy documents, competence is usually understood as professional competencies which are referred to as the integration of knowledge, skills, attitudes and physical abilities
necessary to perform professional activities (Pang, 2010). Therefore, the concept of competence behind the Revised CCBE Model does not contradict the understanding of competence
in the researched countries. Furthermore, the comparison of the features of a competencebased curriculum derived from analysis of national discourses, and the characteristics of
competence-based VET of the model, demonstrated a considerable conformity.
Taking all the above-mentioned arguments into account, namely the holistic understanding of competence, the comprehensiveness and credibility of the model, as well as its
applicability in different national contexts, this Revised Model of Comprehensive Competence-Based Vocational Education was chosen as the basis for the analysis framework,
which however still needs further modification by additional characteristics for Russian and
Chinese contexts.
The Revised CCBE Model consists of ten principles of competence-based vocational education (Sturing et al., 2011):
1. The study program is based on core tasks, working processes and competences (the
qualification profile).
2. Complex vocational core problems are central.
3. Learning activities take place in different concrete, meaningful vocational situations.
4. Knowledge, skills and attitudes are integrated.
5. Students are regularly assessed.
6. Students are challenged to reflect on their own learning.
7. The study program is structured in such a way that the students increasingly self-steer
their learning.
8. The study program is flexible.
9. The guidance is adjusted to the learning needs of the students.
10. In the study program attention is paid to learning, career and citizenship competences.
Initially, these principles represented the analysis categories of the common part of the analysis framework. Its applicability in Chinese and Russian contexts was evaluated through
interviews with national experts from both countries in the VET field. Their opinion was,
that the analysis framework is applicable, but should be further adapted for country-specific
contexts. In addition, a pilot study on selected German VET curricula was carried out to test
the applicability of the analysis framework for intended curriculum; results demonstrated
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that the analysis framework could be used for the analysis of intended curriculum. However, in spite the model’s comprehensiveness, some of the concepts behind the principles,
for instance self-steering or self-reflection are not sufficiently operationalized to be used for
our research purpose. Therefore, a further literature review was necessary to operationalize
the selected concepts. Furthermore, the direct use of principles as analysis categories was
problematic during the pilot study. In this sense, principles should rather serve as a starting
point for determining characteristics of the competence-based curriculum which should be
analyzed. For this purpose, the analysis categories and their descriptions were formulated,
based on the theoretical foundation of the model. Additionally, the country-specific characteristics with corresponding categories added to the joint part of the analysis framework.
Finally, the analysis framework was evaluated during the discussions with project partners
in both countries.
As a result of the steps described, the first version of the analysis framework was completed.
A typical suggested cross-language translation process (Guillemin et al., 1993) was not included in our development process, because the analysis instrument is applied directly in
English for the Chinese and Russian curricular documents by the researchers who are native
speakers of Chinese and Russian as well as proficient in English.

4.2

Adapting the Analysis Framework

In the second stage of the analysis framework development, the developed system of categories was applied to empirical data. After analysis of half of the collected curricular
documents, various difficulties in the application of the instrument were identified (see
Sections 4.2.1–4.2.4). Therefore, a further adaptation process was required. Compared to
other procedures of cross-cultural adaptations of research instruments carried out before
instrument application (Gjersing et al., 2010), the majority of adaptation steps in our research were performed during the first application of the developed analysis instrument. The
procedure of qualitative content analysis in this study, particularly regarding construction
of categories, does not strictly correspond to any procedures presented in the literature on
content analysis, but rather represents several ideas and steps combined to best suit the specific methodological requirements of our comparative study (see Figure 3). In this regard,
Mayring (2000) emphasized that while conducting a qualitative content analysis, researchers
should keep in mind that a research question should take precedence over the proposed steps
in the procedure of content analysis. If necessary, the procedure can be adapted to fit the
specificity of the research better.
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Figure 3: Adaptation Process of the Analysis Framework
Using several examples, different kinds of procedure in the adaptation process of the instrument for the curriculum analysis in our research are presented below.

4.2.1 Operationalization of Categories Using Additional Literature Research
Principles and their descriptions, as explained earlier, built a basis for deriving characteristics
of the competence-based curriculum, and categories to analyze them, as well as descriptions of the categories. However, we noticed during the first coding round, that descriptions
of some categories, especially the ones concerning teaching and learning, were too general
and were difficult to apply to the data. The reason for that lay in the insufficient operationalization of the underlying concepts of the principles. The model was not created for the
analysis of curricula, neither did it offer comprehensive instructions regarding realization of
didactic principles. Therefore, a literature review of the most relevant scholarly sources on
the concepts underlying the principles, was conducted. These concepts are: Self-reflection
and self-steering in learning, flexible curricula and learner-centered teaching and learning,
curriculum integration, life-long learning, citizenship and career competencies. Due to limited space, we will only provide two examples.
Category of Self-Reflection
The principle of self-reflection in the Revised CCBE model emphasizes that students should be
motivated and provided with opportunities to reflect on their learning process and results (Sturing et al., 2011). The reflection practice allows students to understand the connection between
specific learning experiences and successful performance in practice (Wesselink et al., 2007).
Wesselink et al. (2017) suggest that critical reflection is essential for the development of competences because it facilitates the necessary processes of that deepening and expanding of learning experiences. However, the model does not provide concrete specifications of the didactic
implementation of the principle, and implications of the principle for the intended curriculum.
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Through further literature research, the most influential and highly cited literature on the
concept of reflective learning (Boud et al., 1985; Boyd & Fales, 1983; Dewey, 1938; Kolb,
1976) were overviewed to operationalize the concept of self-reflection, for the purpose of our
research. Several didactic implications were derived from these publications and are reflected
in the set of indicators for the description of the category self-reflection (see Table 2).
Table 2: Common Category of Self-Reflection and its Description
Curriculum Characteristic:
Curriculum prescribes that students have to be stimulated to practice self-reflection on their learning and achievements
(explicit manifestation) or/and includes methods and activities involving self-reflection of own learning process and achievements by students (implicit manifestation).
Analysis Category:
Self-reflection
Category Description:
This category includes
a

statements (didactic recommendations, suggestions or prescriptions) in the intended curriculum about the stimulation or encouragement of students to reflect on their learning experience and achievements (explicit);
AND

b

statements in the intended curricula containing learning and assessment activities, methods and approaches involving
self-reflection of students on their learning results and achievements (implicit).

Indicators of Such Methods, Activities or Didactic Recommendations are:
–
Students review learning contents and reflect on their previous and current learning experience;
–
Students are encouraged to actively relate their understanding of tasks to previous knowledge (recollecting);
–
Teacher encourages students to interact actively with learning materials;
–
Students reflect on their strength and weakness in relation to learning goals;
–
Students are encouraged to be open for new information from various sources (internal and external);
–
Students are encouraged to establish continuity of self with past, present and future;
–
Debriefing or similar reflection writing technique is used in the learning process;
–
Students are encouraged to re-examine their experiences;
–
Teachers encourage students to understanding implication of their personal actions on results/outcomes;
–
Teachers encourage students to observe the learning situation or problem from a variety of perspectives;
–
Etcetera.

Category of General Competencies
The principle underlines the importance of the development of the learning, career and
citizenship competencies during the study program (Sturing et al., 2011). The general understanding of these competencies, which can be derived from the theoretical background of the
model, is that they are not the competencies needed for a specific occupation but required
for continuous personal and career development as well as for successful work and social life.
However, the authors of the model did not explicitly define or operationalize the competence
groups described in the principle. Therefore, for our research purposes, a further operationalization was required.
We started with a literature review of the concepts of learning, citizenship and life-long
learning competencies. In the effort to operationalize the learning, career and citizenship
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competencies we faced a conceptual problem. Operationalizing these competencies s eparately
based on different resources would lead to the partial loss of the comprehensive objective
behind the principle. Furthermore, the theoretical differentiation between two competency
groups, learning and career competencies, was not totally clear.
Around the globe on national and supranational levels, there are different concepts of
competencies, which can be compared to the understanding of the competence groups
presented by the authors of the model. These groups of competencies are, in their meaning,
similar to the concept of general, key, generic, transferable, multidisciplinary or cross-
curricular competencies, which have been widely discussed in the research and political discourses for some time. We considered and compared the usage of different frameworks: The
framework Key Competencies and New Literacy (Dobryakova et al., 2020), the framework
of Key Competencies for Lifelong Learning developed at the European Union level (Council
of the European Union, 2018), as well as the international and interdisciplinary framework
of the key competencies developed within the project DeSeCo (OECD, 2005). Although the
frameworks represent conceptually suitable options for our research, and are internationally
developed, there were some limitations to their applicability. The European framework is
characterized especially by its regional distinctions in respect to its development and application. Although the DeSeCo model was internationally developed, Russia and China were not
involved in this process. The framework Key Competencies and New Literacy was recently
developed by an international team of researchers and experts from eight countries including
Russia and China, who analyzed more than 180 national and international frameworks of
competencies, was reviewed (Dobryakova et al., 2020). We considered this framework as a
potentially suitable option for our research due to the participation of Russia and China in
the development process. However, as with other above-mentioned frameworks, it represents
a conceptual instrument, developed theoretically, based on other existing frameworks and
still not implemented in the educational contexts of Russia and China.
After consideration of advantages and disadvantages of utilizing the described options, it
was decided to concentrate on the essential idea behind the principle, namely on the importance of development of the non-vocational competencies along with occupation-specific
competencies. In that way, the main idea of the principle is reflected in our analysis framework. At the same time, a further enlargement of the category system through utilization of
a specific conceptual framework could be avoided. The term general competencies was pragmatically selected for our research. To operationalize the term general competencies, the overarching objective of this competencies group described in the model was brought into focus,
instead of using a classification or building various sub-groups of competencies (see Table 3).
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Table 3: Common Category of General Competencies and its Description
Curriculum Characteristic:
In the curriculum the attention is paid to the development of various general competencies.
Analysis Category:
General competencies
Category Description:
This category includes statements, referring to the development of competencies which are not directly connected to the
chosen profession/vocation, but useful for the professional success and fulfillment in any kind of future professional activity,
for the personal fulfillments as well as for life-long learning. This group includes all competencies in the curriculum, which
are not directly connected to the chosen vocation.

4.2.2 Data-Driven Adjustment of Categories
During the first coding process, researchers were often confronted with the problem that a
category description or name did not fit the data well, and had to be adjusted. The step of
further development and adjustment of categories based on data is typical for a q
 ualitative
analysis procedure (Kuckartz, 2014). However, while working with material in different
languages in our research, every change in the common system of categories needed to
be discussed and approved by a team to fit for coding in both contexts, instead of making
adjustments independently. For this, questionable coding examples from Russian and Chinese curricular documents were translated into English and discussed, until researchers found
a consensual solution on how a category should be modified to fit both data. Additionally, a
joint coding guideline containing coding examples from Russian and Chinese curricula in
original language, and their translations into English, was created and constantly updated,
during the first coding process (see Table 4). Through this approach the subjective reasoning
of researchers, which is otherwise not available due to the language aspect, could be made
more transparent for the whole team.
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Table 4: Example of Coding Guideline
Analysis
Category

Categories’
Description

Anchor Examples
Russia

Coding Rules

Anchor Examples
China

Coding Rules

1a.
Qualification
Profile

a1.
Statements
indicating that
qualification
profile is used
in the
curriculum
development
process

"Forms and methods of
assessment of
professional competence formation,
indicators, and assessment criteria are
developed in
accordance with the
requirements of
professional standards."
"Формы и
методы оценки
сформированности
профессиональных
компетенций,
показатели и
критерии оценки
разработаны в
соответствии с
требованиями
профессиональных
стандартов."

Coded:
Mentioning of
professional
standards of
any kind

"The accounting
training programs
are [...] closely
combining the
requirements of
talents training
in the accounting
professional qualification profile."

Coded:
Mentioning any kind
of use of vocational
qualifica-tions or
national vocational
standards in
curriculum

" 会计专业紧
密结合了会计
职业资格对人
才培养的要
求 ."

Categories derived from Principle 4 of the model demonstrate an example of such adjustment. The principle emphasizes that knowledge, skills and attitudes, which are elements of
competence, should be integrated in the learning and assessment processes (Sturing et al.,
2011). Two initially formulated categories were: Integration of knowledge, skills and attitudes
in learning and integration of knowledge, skills and attitudes in the assessment. Lauterbach
(2018b) points out that while developing analysis instruments, as well as the analysis process,
and interpretation of results in comparative studies on VET, researchers should take into
careful consideration that the same or similar terms and assignments can have different
connotations in different national contexts. During the coding process it became clear that
elements of competence can vary in different national contexts. In Russian curricula documents, a competence does not include an attitude aspect. Instead, in addition to knowledge
and skills it contains an element practical experience. Therefore, a slight semantic adjustment
of formulations of corresponding categories was made, by replacing the part of the text
"knowledge, skills and attitudes" with "elements of competence". Curriculum characteristics
and corresponding analysis categories became more universal for analysis without changing
the original core idea of the principle.
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4.2.3 Reorganizing Categories
Categories and Sub-Categories
During the coding process, the need to reorganize, split or combine some categories was
identified. One example represents curriculum characteristics 1a and 1b and their corresponding analysis categories. One of the characteristics derived from the first principle was
initially formulated as "The study program is based on core tasks, working processes and
competences (the qualification profile)". The first round of coding demonstrated the need
to modify the characteristic and analysis category. In curriculum qualification profiles for
instance, professional standards in Russian curricula, were often mentioned. In addition, segments indicating use of competencies, working processes or tasks from the labor market in
the curriculum design were found. However, in many cases, especially in Chinese curricula,
it was unclear from the data, whether the mentioned working processes, competencies or
tasks were derived from qualification profiles. To avoid misleading interpretations, it was decided to separate this characteristic into two elements, without loss of the essential meaning
of the principle—synchronization of the study program with the labor market through its
design: (1) Qualification profile is used in curriculum development and (2) curriculum is based
on working processes, tasks and/or competencies.
Another example of reorganization is the flexibility characteristic. It was operationalized
based on the results of a literature review in terms of adaptability and accessibility, which
demonstrate the degree to which a curriculum can be adjusted to meet students’ needs and
capabilities (Jonker et al., 2020). Adaptability is connected to flexibility regarding the what
and how aspects of learning, while accessibility of curriculum concerns flexibility in the
where and when aspects of education. Based on these four elements, sub-categories were
built: Content flexibility, flexibility of pedagogies and didactics, location flexibility and time
flexibility. During the coding process it became clear that along with elements of flexibility,
corresponding to the built categories, curriculum flexibly was often formulated explicitly. In
order to include such elements, and avoid further enlargement of the analysis framework,
categories were turned into indicators of flexibility, along with the explicit prescription of it.
This allowed a more efficient coding process and helped to minimize the complexity of the
analysis framework.
Constructing Clusters
The first coding process demonstrated the difficulty in effectively orienting in the system of
more than 30 common and country-specific categories. Application of the thematic clusters, which classified curriculum characteristics and corresponding categories into four big
groups, allowed a more structured and organized category system. The clusters were adopted
from the previous research conducted by Misbah et al. (2019), who used the system of clustering to optimize the presentation of their study results: Cluster 1: Competencies, core tasks,
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and linkages to the labor market; Cluster 2: Teaching and learning in competence-based
education; Cluster 3: Competence assessment, and Cluster 4: Career, lifelong learning and citizenship competencies. All country-specific categories were integrated in the cluster system.
Comparing and Combing National Categories
Country-specific characteristics, derived from the analysis of national discourses on competence-based curricula, and not coinciding with the models’ principles, were added to the
analysis framework before the first coding process. They were further adjusted based on the
analyzed data, and assigned to clusters. A comparison of categories and coded units demonstrated that some of the Russian and Chinese characteristics and categories could be combined. So, three common additional characteristics were added to the analysis framework
and assigned to clusters. For instance, a common characteristic "Labor market experts or
actors are involved in the curriculum development, evaluation and implementation (including assessment)" was formulated and integrated into Cluster 1. Accordingly, the analysis
category involvement of labor market actors and experts was created with two corresponding
sub-categories: (1) Involvement in curriculum development and evaluation and (2) involvement in curriculum implementation.

4.2.4 Adding Categories Inductively
Finally, several country-specific curriculum characteristics and categories were added to the
analysis category system inductively during the first round of analysis. These units were a dded
to analysis frameworks either through a direct indication of the connection of their idea with
the competence-based approach, or because they were suited to the clusters’ overarching
themes. For instance, a curriculum characteristic "Curriculum prescribes that e ducators responsible for a professional part of the program, should have professional experience in the
field they teach" and the corresponding category were added to Cluster 1 as an additional
Russian category (see Table 5). The above-mentioned curriculum characteristic was added
to Cluster 1 due to the reasoning that teachers who possess professional experience of the
labor market in the occupation for which learners are being prepared, are familiar with the
real vocational practice and problems, and therefore, can contribute to the approximation of
learning processes with their practical insights.
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Table 5: Russian Country-Specific Category of Professional Experience of Educators
Curriculum Characteristic:
Curriculum prescribes that educators responsible for professional part of the program should have professional experience
in the field they teach.
Analysis Category:
Professional experience of educators
Category Description:
This category includes statements in the curriculum indicating that educators have to possess a professional experience in
organizations, the direction of activity of which corresponds to the field of professional activity of future graduates.

A further example of an inductively added category representing a country-specific maincategory for analysis of Chinese curricula, was named "Requirements for team of educators".
It was developed from curriculum prescriptions concerning specific requirements expected
of the team of educators for professional courses, which are aimed to strengthen the connection between the study program and working practice. In similar vein to the reasoning of the
Russian example described above, characteristics and corresponding analysis categories of
this curriculum were added because they are seen in the curriculum as a means to contribute
to the objective of orienting the program toward practice (see Table 6). The elements were
afterwards added to Cluster 1. However, we decided not to combine these two inductively
developed curriculum characteristics, and corresponding analysis categories in common
country-specific units, as in the above-described example of the characteristic (see Table 5),
due to a broader meaning of the Chinese curriculum characteristic.
Table 6: Chinese Country-Specific Category of Requirements for Team of Educators
Curriculum Characteristic:
Curriculum prescribes different requirements expected of a team of educators responsible for the professional courses in
study program, to strengthen the connection between the study program and real work:
–
Double qualifications and work experience requirements for school teachers;
–
Required involvement of experts from company.
Analysis Category:
Requirements for team of educators
Category Description:
This category includes statements, recommendations or requirements about the double qualification of teachers, who are
involved in teaching this study program; statements or requirements describing that the teachers for professional courses
should have enough working or practical experience in his/her teaching area; statements or requirements that the teacher
team should be set up with both experts from enterprise or industry (part-time) and the well-educated teachers with practical
experience (full-time).
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Reflection and Conclusion

As Pilz et al. (2020) showed, a research process conducted by an international team is usually
different from the one done by a single researcher or a team from one country. The development
of the analysis framework for comparing Russian and Chinese curricular documents within our
study is an example of how a comparative instrument for an international multi-language study
can be cooperatively developed in an international team. Although some steps are not unique
and characteristic to comparative research or the procedure of qualitative content analysis, definite issues were connected to the particularities of conducting an international comparative
study with a team of researchers from different countries. In this sense, we would like to reflect
on our experience of collaborative development and adaptation of an analysis framework, as
well as on methodological challenges we described in this paper.
In the context of this research, the instrument for curriculum analysis was first developed
deductively, based on a comprehensive review of English, Russian and Chinese literature and
further adapted, based on the empirical material. This process of adaptation of the analysis
instrument was a laborious iterative multistep procedure, and was conducted collaboratively.
In this approach, the organisation of the research process and language aspects played an essential role. The importance of language proficiency of the researchers conducting international
comparative research was emphasised by Bereday (1961) more than half a century ago (Pilz,
2012). The sequence described above, and the combination of steps in the process of framework creation, application and adaptation for national contexts, were only p
 ossible because
team members are native speakers of Russian or Chinese languages, and at the same time are
also proficient in English, which is the common language of the team. So, in our research, the
analysis instrument was developed and applied in the English language. Furthermore, a linguistic competence in Russian and Chinese allowed the team direct access to literature and data
in the original languages. Thus, it was possible to complement a common analysis framework
with country-specific dimensions, based on the analysis of corresponding national scientific
discourses, to conduct interviews with national experts for framework validation, as well as
to perform a data-driven adaptation of the analysis framework, based on analysis of the original (national) curricular documents. The translation of the analysis framework from Russian
and Chinese language before its application was not necessary. Neither was a translation of the
curricular document into English, as the common language, necessary, with the exception of
coding examples. Potential problems caused by flawed translation could therefore be avoided.
However, assuring the concepts’ equivalence while applying a developed framework in national contexts was still a challenge. Working with the jointly operationalized concepts instead of
translated terms, which can cause different connotations in different national contexts (Lauterbach, 2018b), helped researchers assure each concept’s equivalence while applying a developed
framework in national contexts.
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A data-driven adaptation of the instrument was only possible through continuous intensive
communication, since none of the team members could speak both languages of the target
countries and therefore could not directly access all the analysed material. To partly overcome
this given limitation of the study, the team discussed every required adaptation step in the common part of the analysis instrument and made each decision together. This approach enabled
the data-driven adjustments of the common coding frame (see Section 4.2.2) or combining
similar national-specific categories in common categories (see Section 4.2.3).
In our experience, the relatively small size of the research team proved to be an important
factor, as this helped facilitate the comprehensive iterative adaptation process. The two team
members primarily responsible for the second stage of analysis framework development, namely its adaptation during the first round of coding, could work closely during the whole process. Although the researchers belonged to German universities, which were initiators of the
research, they had the advantage of being native speakers of the Chinese and Russian languages.
Continuous support from research colleagues from target countries during the whole adaptation process, for instance through a discussion of doubtful coding, allowed the team to combine
both outsider and insider perspectives to evaluate and reflect on adjustments made (Pilz et al.,
2020). Creation of the common coding guidelines, containing examples in original languages
and their translated versions from both countries, supported the transparency of the process
for all participants, and improved the calibration of coding logic within the team. The effects of
researchers’ ethnocentric perspective, which are often emphasised in the research community
(Lauterbach, 2018a; Mason, 2014; Pilz, 2012), could be reduced.
During the collaborative development of the analysis framework for the research, we also
experienced some organisational and methodological limitations of the process. First, such a
close cooperative process creates co-dependency between researchers, and requires a certain
degree of synchronization of their working. Thus, an iterative adaptation process of the analysis instrument required a concurrent application and testing of changes in the coding frame
on data and the following discussion (see Section 4.2.3). Second, the procedure is time-consuming. Probably, a more time-efficient procedure could be achieved through an alternative
approach by adapting the created framework separately for every targeted national context.
However, that would result in two considerably different analysis frameworks, which would
eventually make the follow-up comparison of the results from both countries more complex,
and less transparent. Finally, a framework consisting of joint and country-specific analysis categories can become very voluminous and complex. Therefore, its utilization can be very challenging for researchers, since it requires simultaneous consideration of many categories. Alternatively, it is possible to divide the framework into manageable parts and go through the material
several times. To avoid such implications, we came to some pragmatic decisions to combine
main categories into clusters, and optimize the number of categories by converting selected
sub-categories into a description of one main category, which was helpful for the research team.
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To conclude, we would like to emphasize that a cooperative and iterative framework development and adaptation process has many advantages, but also some challenges. The analysis
framework finally developed, represents an instrument that is, on the one hand, well-adapted to
each national context, and on the other hand, allowing a comparison of results along the same
dimensions of analysis, in our case, elements of a competence-based approach in curriculum.
In our research, such an approach was only possible due to the continuous intensive communication and collaboration of team members who were responsible for different national contexts,
and constant reflection of the process.
However, we would like to emphasize that the intention of this paper was not to offer a universal recommendation for developing and adapting the analysis framework for an international study. Instead, based on reflection on our experience, we plead for a flexible approach that
allows the research team to use their full potential and maximize the benefits of outsider and
insider perspectives, language competencies, and organizational opportunities.
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Abstract
Purpose: The quality of vocational education and training (VET) processes plays an important role in international education policies and research. In India, issues of quality came
into focus in recent years due to an increased demand for skilled workers, and continuing
challenges in the area of quality of VET. Existing quality assurance mechanisms of VET in
India are characterised by a lack of comprehensiveness and uniform standards. This paper addresses the contextualised development of an Indian-specific approach for quality
measurement. It centres on following research question: Which quality areas, criteria and
related indicators are of relevance for measuring quality comprehensively?
Approach: Design-based research substantiates the research objective, which is to develop a
model that is theoretically and technically sound, as well as adapted to the national context.
The question of how to create "cultural-fit" was essential for the research process illustrated
in this paper. Starting point for the development of the approach was to build a structured
review, and following analysis, with reference to existing models and approaches to quality
management. The initial search examined national and international academic sources for
quality management in business and education, as well as governmental sources for quality
management strategies in VET. A significant number of models were selected, based on
inclusion criteria, and these models were aggregated to provide a source for a first own conception of an approach.
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Results: Quality dimensions and criteria were collected and identified with reference to
distribution across models. In total, seven major quality areas are identified, namely Institutional Sphere and Context; Personnel; Educational Planning, Provision and Assessment;
Learning and Teaching; Leadership and School Management; Industry Linkage and Learner
Achievements. In addition, 40 quality criteria are determined under these major quality
fields, and relevant quantitative and qualitative sub-indicators for measurement are derived.
Conclusion: The actual results will be a basis for the following pilot-based implementation
in India. The model can provide meaningful feedback and data-based recommendations
for continuous improvement of the Indian VET system and may furthermore provide for a
reflected and contextually adapted implementation in other countries
Keywords: Quality, Vocational Education and Training, VET, India, Polytechnic Colleges,
Industrial Training Institutes

1

Introduction

While Indian economic growth has been consistently high during the last three decades, the
country is currently in a position where both the employers requiring skilled workers on an
intermediate level, and those seeking employment, are facing issues (Kumar et al., 2019; Ramasamy & Pilz, 2020). Because vocational education and training (VET) programmes have
gained a place of national importance as a means for gaining employment (Kumar, 2016;
Mehrotra et al., 2013; Pilz, 2016b), it becomes imperative for VET institutions to nurture
trained and skilled manpower, to meet the demands of different sectors of the economy
(Goel, 2011; Ramasamy & Pilz, 2019).
The VET system in India operates through the following four major modes, namely:
1. Secondary and higher secondary schools and Polytechnic Colleges,
2. Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) which may be public or private,
3. Private training institutes under the National Skill Development Corporation, and
4. Apprenticeship training in different schemes under the Apprentices Act.
Among these, ITIs and Polytechnic Colleges (which may be public or private) are of major relevance in the sector (Agrawal, 2012; Malik & Venkatraman, 2017). Both institutions
stand for different strands of formal VET in India which can be categorised into vocational
education and vocational training, the two sections being managed by different ministries.
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At the level of higher technical education, Polytechnic Colleges in India have recently been
structurally affiliated to the Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) in
relevant sub schemes (MSDE, 2020). However, until September 2018, Polytechnics in India
were administered by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD1) and accreditation processes and curricula are to date still regulated by the All India Council for Technical
Education under the MHRD.
Over the past two decades, the Indian government has made several efforts to increase the
quantity of formal VET measures. Thus, the number of ITIs in India has grown dramatically
across the country, from under 2,000 in 2007 to 14,779 in 2020, of which 11,715 are private
(MSDE, 2021). The increase in the number of private ITIs has been much greater than that
of public ITIs (MSDE, 2015).
In 1947 there were 43 Polytechnic colleges with an intake capacity of 3,400 students, and by
2018 there are around 3,440 Polytechnics in India with an intake capacity of 1.5 million students (MHRD, 2019). Nevertheless, although Polytechnics have an essential role, they have not
been a main focus of research on the VET system in India (Schneider & Pilz, 2019; Venkatram,
2016). By reason of limitations of space and a different focus for this paper, the section on VET
in India will not be further elaborated here. For general information about the Indian VET
system, refer to overviews of Pilz (2016a), Wessels & Pilz (2018) and British Council (2016).
The ITIs and Polytechnics in India are facing a number of problems in terms of quality
(Goel, 2011; Kumar et al., 2019; Mehrotra, 2014a) which will be discussed in the following sections. In order to avoid the risks inherent in the rapid increase of VET institutions over the past
decade (see MSDE, 2015; Venkatram, 2016), stringent regulation and a nationally unified quality assurance system is vital. Consequently, in 2017, the MSDE launched the National Quality
Assurance Framework (NQAF) aimed at improving the quality of all education and training
and skills programmes in India. But, at this stage, no empirical evidence as to the extent of
implementation and outcome of NQAF is found. Thus, measuring quality comprehensively
is important for the VET system in India, where not much research has been carried out. This
research gap, owing mostly to gaps in data and measurement issues, thus needs to be targeted.
The overall objective of the research project discussed here is to address the need for significant data collection and to design a comprehensive approach to quality measurement in ITIs
and Polytechnic Colleges in India. Research and development activities focus on the micro
(teaching and learning processes) and meso (organisational/institutional) level of VET institutions in contrast to approaches that target the system- and thus national level of educational
governance. Hence, an approach is to be developed that provides for bottom-up processes of
institutional development and may be used for external and internal evaluation.

1 The name of the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) was changed to Ministry of Education in August 2020
(MHRD, 2020). However, the authors use the prior term MHRD in this article.
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This paper addresses the first steps of the design of the approach for comprehensive quality
measurement. It focuses on the development of quality areas, criteria and related indicators, to
build a framework that is theoretically and technically sound as well as adapted to the Indian
context.

2

Quality of VET in India: Current Status and Challenges

The quality of VET is frequently highlighted in view of globalised economies and the competitiveness of nations (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
[CEDEFOP], 2009; Watters, 2015), the systems of education and training being regarded
as "the most critical" condition (Galvao, 2014, p. 5) for development and growth of countries around the world. Regarding quality assurance in VET, recent and ongoing international developments concern the establishment of national qualification frameworks, the
internationalisation of national qualifications (Watters, 2015), as well as the implementation
of quality management approaches in education (Galvao, 2014), like ISO 9000 or other Total
Quality Management based models. These developments in VET are partly reflected in Indian educational policies, but in reality are implemented to different degrees.
Quality Issues in Indian VET Institutions
In India, ITIs are perceived as having a lower standing from a social point of view (Agrawal &
Agrawal, 2017; Ajithkumar & Pilz, 2019). In addition, the quality issues of VET institutions in
India are of great concern, and reforms have been introduced to address the challenges of both
increasing the employment opportunities by upskilling a large percentage of young people,
and to ensure availability of a skilled workforce to meet regional and national labour market
demands (Kotamraju, 2014; Majumdar, 2008; Mehrotra, 2014b; Pilz & Gengaiah, 2019; Ramasamy & Pilz, 2019). Nevertheless, many studies (Agrawal & Agrawal, 2017; Neroorkar &
Gopinath, 2019; Rao et al., 2014; Schneider & Pilz, 2019; Tara et al., 2016; Zenner et al., 2017)
have pointed out that ITI graduates have very low employability due to factors such as poor
resources, outdated curricula, the competence of teaching staff and obsolete equipment in the
VET institutions.
A study by Mehrotra et al. (2013), surveyed 43 companies in the states of Karnataka, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu and found that most of the firms pointed out that their employees came
without practical skills, but well versed in theory. In addition, the study by Tara et al. (2016)
on the quality of state-run ITIs in Karnataka, Orissa, Tamil Nadu and New Delhi, found that
the ITIs have not been meeting the required quality standards, and focus only on theory rather
than practical components, with little or no relation to practice or modern technology. They
also concluded that infrastructure and equipment in ITIs were inadequate (Tara et al., 2016).
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The study conducted by Mehrotra et al. (2014) also found that the majority of students who
graduate from Polytechnics lack application-oriented knowledge and problem-solving skills,
and could, therefore, not meet the demand of industrial skills. Rao et al. (2014) noted a
similar view, that employers are not satisfied with ITI graduates as they lack in technical
skills, practical skills and soft skills. Studies revealed that a large percentage of ITI graduates
in India face major difficulties in entering the labour market or even remain unemployed
despite of their training certificate (Ajithkumar & Pilz, 2019; Joshi et al., 2014; Neroorkar &
Gopinath, 2019; Prakash & Gupta, 2002).
Another major problem in VET institutions is the availability of qualified instructors
(Ajithkumar, 2016). Many instructors had not received any pedagogical training, are not prepared enough for teaching (Jambo & Pilz, 2017; Pilz & Gengaiah, 2019; Zenner et al., 2017)
and were employed on a part-time or term contract basis, which again turned out to be an
issue impacting teaching and learning.
A study by Tara et al. (2016) found that 50% of the principals interviewed at government ITIs, responded that they had difficulty in finding qualified trainers, and therefore they
are forced to employ temporary instructors lacking in adequate skills, which impacted the
teaching and learning process. They further argue that "if the teaching is of poor quality,
and the competences taught in the ITI programmes are not meeting the needs of the labour
market, vocational training will not be recognised by employers as suitable" (Tara et al., 2016,
p. 11).
As Joshi et al. (2014) claim, qualified and motivated teachers and instructors are the bottom line of any training system, and the standard of teaching and training personnel is one
of the key indicators to measure the quality of training. There is a huge demand for teachers/
instructors in the country´s VET system (Mehrotra, 2014b) which is substantiated by official
numbers of the MSDE, reporting 95,000 vacant instructor positions in ITIs in 2020. However,
despite of several government efforts to qualify higher numbers of instructors, the present
capacity for the training of trainers under the Craft Instructor Training Scheme (CITS) is
7,776 per annum only. Furthermore, seats are frequently not completely filled and u
 tilisation
numbers did even decrease by 4% to 81% from 2017 to 2019 (MSDE, 2018; MSDE, 2020).
Currently, only 15% of the teaching and training personnel in ITIs has a CITS certification.
One reason of trainer shortage lies within insufficient capacities for training. However, other
factors can be identified in a complex interaction of the low attractiveness of the vocational
education and training system and hence respective teacher positions, entry requirements for
CITS training (see MSDE, 2020), and working conditions that need improvement, especially
in private ITIs (Pilz & Gengaiah, 2019; Tara et al., 2016). The shortage of (qualified) trainers
has major implications on the actual quality of training. Addressing input factors such as the
quality of instructors, which impacts directly on learning outcomes, and thus employability,
is a great challenge. This can be resolved only if the training quality is enhanced by making
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provision for development of well-trained teachers and instructors, with pedagogical skills
and experience from the world of work (Mehrotra, 2017; Pilz & Gengaiah, 2019).
The above literature review reveals that despite various skill development initiatives by the
government at state and federal level, VET institutions in India suffer due to a range of issues.
This affects the overall functioning and quality of vocational training institutions in India
(Agrawal & Agrawal, 2017; De, 2019); hence, there is a need for regulation and strengthening
of the VET system by ensuring quality training (Chakravorty & Bedi, 2019; De, 2019).

3

Development Process of Model Design

Institutional quality management based on comprehensive models to initiate and steer educational and organisational development processes, as well as a general "culture of quality",
are not well-established in the context of VET in India (Tara et al., 2016). The transfer of
educational systems and practices is subject to context-dependent difficulties and obstacles
that cause demand for contextualisation (Broadfoot, 2000; Vogelsang & Pilz, 2020). Cross-
national policy borrowing frequently involves processes of adaptation (Phillips & Ochs,
2003), and often policies cannot be transferred entirely (Li, 2017; Pilz, 2017).
The current approach is based on a concept of prospective evaluation (Li & Pilz, 2019)
in the form of an extensive pilot-based test to substantiate and enable a successful transfer
of the model. Furthermore, it incorporates cultural and practical adaptation processes from
an early stage of development, blending theoretical, practical and culture-specific aspects
of development. Therefore, a research approach was chosen that provides for openness and
flexibility, allows for a continued cycle of development, and the integration of practical experience within the research process.

Figure 1: Development Process of Quality Model
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The paradigm of Design-Based Research (DBR) builds the foundation for recurrent processes of analysis, design, evaluation and revision of the concept, as it considers the practical
approach and relevance (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003; Euler, 2014) of the development objective. The chosen methods were shaped around the overall aim, to develop a
model that is technically sound, as well as adapted to the cultural and socioeconomic context.
DBR investigates "the manner in which the desirable objective can best be attained in a given
context through an intervention yet to be developed" (Euler, 2014, p. 17). Thus, research
steps and processes were guided by the need to balance and combine scientific necessities,
the integration of practical necessities and realisation of "cultural-fit" (Lewis, 2007). The core
research group consisted of Indian as well as German researchers who worked constantly in
a bilateral team. Two guest researchers from India were invited to join the project; they spent
time with the research group at the University of Cologne, and assisted with field research
in India. In addition, four Indian project partners from relevant areas, served for constant
intercultural and professional feedback (Pilz et al., 2020). The specific composition of the
research team as well as the close cooperation with Indian universities and project consultants enables genuine ownership of the model. Such collaboration in design-based research
allows practitioners and researchers to work together to bring about meaningful changes in
the context of practice, and helps to refine key components of an intervention (Design-Based
Research Collective, 2003).
The first steps of model development involved the elaboration of a theoretical and conceptual base, guided by reciprocal processes of convergence and alignment. These were deliberately structured by oral and written communication and mediation processes.
Taking an organisational perspective to educational institutions, an extensive literature
search was conducted, with a focus on national and international quality management approaches in education. Relevant approaches were identified, analysed and summarised. Existing models of school quality, were selected according to deductive and inductive criteria,
in order to create a basis for the development of an own approach. Criteria utilised relate to
the acceptability (Proctor et al., 2011) of the approach in the Indian context, comprehensiveness (Alexander, 2008) and overall elaboration of the model, as well as the conceptual base of
models.
Thus, for example, a one-sided concentration of models from German-speaking countries
was avoided; instead, internationally recognised, and extensively implemented frameworks,
relevant models from Asia, as well as indigenous Indian approaches were included. A total of
44 models were identified and analysed, out of which 14 models were selected for further aggregation. These jointly provide a sound basis for measuring quality, base on a complex and
multilevel quality construct, and correspond to the underlying understanding and definitions
of educational quality. The approach was supplemented by an extensive literature review,
and collection of findings from international school effectiveness and school improvement
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r esearch, as well as research into teaching and learning. Indian national education policy and
pedagogic research sources, were collected and reviewed in order to specifically include national approaches so as to address significant cultural context and premises (Broadfoot, 2000), and
reduce the risk of ethnocentrism (Alexander, 2008, p. 40). By analysis of the selected models,
core areas of school quality were identified and consolidated in an iterative process. The adoption of the system and nomenclature of a specific approach was avoided for matters of accessibility, acceptability (Proctor et al., 2011) and connectivity. Institutional core areas of educational
quality were merged with respect to broad but consistent fields of organisational actions and
processes, to enable a potential subsequent alignment to different quality management approaches. Countries across the world have distinct VET and labour market practices and, based
on the industrial growth and socio-economic development of the respective countries, they
ascribe a different meaning to the concepts and approaches to the VET system (see CEDEFOP,
2009; Pilz & Li, 2014; Winterton, 2012). Consequently, approaches to quality management, definitions and context, vary according to the culture of the specific country; VET policy, framework, institutional structure and educational system. Thus, a specific consideration of existing
Indian models and country-specific needs, guided by intercultural feedback from the Indian
research partners, lead to the definition of a main quality area relating to the involvement of the
private sector in vocational training and education. In the next step, selected models served for
the identification and analysis of quality criteria.
By comparing and aggregating more than 400 indicators and criteria, main criteria and
related indicators were identified, evaluated and bundled in a staggered process. A primary
selection feature related to the applicability of criteria (Alexander, 2008) with respect to their
fit regarding necessities and potentials for measurement at the targeted system level. For the
current purpose, criteria had to be selected that target the meso and micro level of the VET
system. Aspects were chosen that have the potential to be influenced by individual institutions,
in order to provide for a developmental function of the framework. As a next step, further selection features were developed with regard to acceptability (Proctor et al., 2011), social validity
(Nastasi & Hitchcock, 2016), feasibility and appropriateness (Proctor et al., 2011) of criteria.
Acceptability was, among others, related to relevance regarding identified problems of the VET
system, fit with regard to systemic features and national requirements, as well as compliance
with the underlying quality definitions. Social validity addressed content-related aspects regarding culture-specific contexts and values, with regard to the target group. Feasibility included
aspects of measurability, data access and the competencies of stakeholders in the intervention
setting. Appropriateness was considered separately, as criteria or entire approaches may be accepted but can still prove inappropriate, for example with regard to resources and structures
on site or individual needs of consumers or organisations (Proctor et al., 2011). Aspects of the
contextual and cultural fit of criteria, related to the complexity of quality aspects (e.g. measuring social competences), linguistic changes with regard to the fundamental understanding
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of the content, or negative connotations due to current systemic problems (e.g. the notion of
"recognition of prior learning", which is basically perceived as a policy facet), aspects that are
culturally considered unsuitable (e.g. promotion of learner self-assessment) or the transfer of
Western pedagogical concepts that have no meaning, or a different meaning in the national
context (e.g. the German notion of work-process orientation as a pedagogical concept). Here, it
needs to be underlined that the omittance of specific terms and concepts like, e.g., the German
"vocational concept" which, among others, comprises a highly holistic understanding of the
notion of "occupation", does not necessarily lead to a low comprehension and likewise reduced
construction of the concept of educational quality. In the past, there have been many attempts
by Indian educational authorities to import elsewhere successful policies as part of VET and
general education reform efforts (see e.g. Brinkmann, 2015; Mehrotra et al., 2014). However,
those attempts, e.g. the expansion of dual apprenticeship structures following the German dual
system, could not be implemented as intended until today- or stayed on the level of theoretical policy recommendations (see e.g., Mehrotra et al., 2014). These examples from the Indian
context are in line with general findings from educational policy transfer research that show
that the export or import of foreign models does not prove successful without appropriate contextualisation (Li, 2017; Steiner-Khamsi, 2012). The approach taken here involves a contextual
and cultural adaptation that enables a successful transfer of the model, but does not alter the
core component of the approach (Nastasi & Hitchcock, 2016), which is to measure educational quality comprehensively, according to a holistic and empirically substantiated definition of
VET quality. Therefore, 40 criteria of school quality were determined, which were underpinned
by further qualitative and quantitative sub-indicators. This process of selection and elimination
enabled the researchers to identify relevant contextual factors, and enhanced the researcher’s
understanding of the intervention (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003).

4

Structure and Content of the Model

The basic structure of the model integrates input, process and output, as well as outcome
factors of educational quality (see Heneveld & Craig, 1996; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 2002) that have been transferred
into quality criteria, and supplemented with respective indicators. The underlying approach
was extended and systematised by means of an organisational perspective to institutional
management and quality. The model encompasses seven areas of institutional quality in vocational education and training. Six areas relate to characteristics of institutional processes
and themes, while one additional area addresses results and outcomes with a focus on learner
achievements. Areas include: Institutional Sphere & Context; Personnel; Educational Planning, Provision & Assessment; Learning & Teaching; Leadership & School Management; Industry Linkage and Learner Achievements.

Output/
Outcome

1.2 Student Support &
Provisions
• Student Support Services
• Pre-enrolment & Career
Counselling

Process

1.3 I nclusion, Access &
Equity
• Availability & Assistance: Schemes for VET
Access
• Participation of Underrepresented Groups

1.1 Facilities & Resources
• General Facilities
• Learning Facilities &
Resources
• Resource Management

Input

1
Institutional Sphere &
Context

2.4 Cooperation & Teamwork
• Cohesion & Cooperative Teamwork

2.3 Training & Development
• Investment & Engagement in
Training
• Further Training

2.2 Working Environment & Job
Security
•W
 orking Conditions Teaching Staff
•W
 orking Conditions Non-teaching
Staff

2.1 Personnel Competence & Attitude
• Educational Personnel Qualification

2
Personnel

4.3 Holistic Vocational Focus
• Practice & Occupation Orientation
• Knowledge Application & Recontextualisation Focus

4.2 Learner Orientation
• Learning Climate
• Frequent Individual Feedback
• Individual Support & Differentiation

4.1 Quality Classroom Teaching & Management
• Lesson Preparation
• Appropriate Methodology Mix
• Transparency & Structure
• Active Learning Activities & Time

4
Learning & Teaching

5.4 External Relations & Communication
• Public Relations

5.3 Quality Assurance &
Development
• Quality Management Initiatives
• Evaluation & Improvement of
Educational Quality

5.2 Effective & Cooperative
Leadership
• Institutional Strategy & Vision
• Cooperative Leadership

5.1 Effective Institutional
Organisation
• Supportive & Efficient
Institutional Processes

5
Leadership & School
Management

Figure 2: Structure and Content of Quality Model

3.2 A
 ssessment Concept
& Practices
• Regular Assessment
• Holistic Assessment

3.1 E
 ducational Provision
& Curricula
• Demand-Orientation of
Course Programme
• Quality School Syllabus

3
Educational Planning,
Provision & Assessment
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6.2 Placement Coordination
& Monitoring
• Functional Placement &
In-service Coordination

6.1 Industry Engagement
• Identification of Industrial
Training Needs
• Industry Engagement
• Functioning IMC Committee (ITI only)

6
Industry Linkage

7.2 Transition & Participation
• Academic Progression
• Transition into Work

7. 1 Competencies &
Qualifications
• Employability
• Learner Performance

7
Learner Achievements
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The structure of the model involves four levels that allow for the operationalisation of quality
with different degrees of abstraction. Within the analysed approaches, areas that comprise
primary characteristics of institutional actions and processes were specified with a certain
variation in the degree of their comprehensiveness. Here, a two-level approach for the definition of quality areas was chosen, and the distinction between an evaluation area and a
quality dimension was introduced. This distinction allows for a further specification of dimensions of institutional quality, which serves to increase accessibility of the model, and
enables a focus on selective areas, with reference to specific institutional development processes. A quality dimension is a further, more specific, domain of an evaluation area. Quality
dimensions comprise thematically related qualities and activities of evaluation areas, and
encompass a range of criteria that have been identified as relevant for educational quality
in the specific context. Example quality dimensions within the area of Learning & Teaching
are: Quality Classroom Teaching & Management, Learner Orientation and Holistic Vocational Focus. Quality criteria indicate distinct attributes of institutional and educational quality
(Watters, 2015). They may refer to processes, input or output factors, and are specified with
reference to institutional and educational objectives. Here, they are conceptualised as complex constructs, generally composed of a range of indicators. An example of a criterion in
the dimension Educational Provision & Curricula would be Demand-Orientation of Course
Programme. Indicators serve for specific measurement purposes. Criteria are operationalised
by qualitative indicators and—where appropriate—substantiated by quantitative measures.
Example indicators for the criterion Employability cover "utilised skills at the workplace (in
internships, after final placement)", "employer satisfaction regarding job readiness and actual
skill sets", "satisfaction of graduates with trade or occupation acquired" as well as "percentage
of graduates entering in designated or related industries" and "percentage of graduates who
are in wage employment, self-employed or family business."
Evaluation areas, quality dimensions and related criteria are assumed to have different
direct and indirect effects on the quality of individual learning processes. School effectiveness research identified several main influence factors that primarily relate to school context,
teachers and instruction (Creemers & Reezigt, 1996; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Scheerens
et al., 2013), mapped in the current approach. Bell et al. (2004) argue that DBR enables the
researchers to capture iterative exploration and refinement of the educational elements in
different places where learning occurs. With this context, despite the quality dimensions,
criteria and indicators are adapted from school context and educational settings; the developed quality model is contextualised, with the intention to analyse and meet quality issues
pertaining to (formal) VET institutions in India and not general education.
As has been discussed in the literature review, the majority of learners who graduate from
VET institutions are unemployed, even those who enter into the labour market lack the skills
expected to perform at the workplace. VET institutions need to monitor institutional ac-
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tions with reference to results and the transition to the (formal and informal) labour market
(Tara et al., 2016). Essential for the quality of learning processes and related outcomes, are
instructional processes at the classroom level (Creemers & Reezigt, 1996; Hattie & Yates,
2014). Teacher performance is related to competence, personal motivation and institutional
context conditions (Rowan, 1996; Yukl, 2002). Within the current framework, the quality
of teaching and learning at the classroom level is viewed as the core factor for educational
outcomes and, in addition, builds the primary service of institutions from an organisational
perspective. Quality dimensions that relate to personnel, institutional context, organisational
and leadership aspects as well as stakeholder impact are organised around this service, having
a direct or indirect impact on the quality of direct teacher-student interaction (Wahlstrom
et al., 2010).
Contextual Adaptations in the Model
Culture and education are complex phenomena (Giorgetti et al., 2017) and education systems are part of the culture of a country. Thus, cultural context is one of the more significant
influential factors influencing the functioning of educational institutions, the methods used
in the classroom teaching-learning process and teacher-student roles (Akbaş, 2011) and their
interactions (Sandoval & Bell, 2004). The cultural context also affects VET practice and behaviour, as well as outcome of programmes, thus, development of such quality models requires
an open approach (Rose, 2005). These considerations are important, as the culture has a
significant influence on VET, and value and social attitude to VET in India are different from
other countries (Pilz, 2016b; Wessels & Pilz, 2018). As Rose (1991) recognised, the formulation of a programme or model is best reflected as a creative act rather than a process of copying; therefore, some adaptation is required on account of local circumstances (Rose, 1991).
With this backdrop, the quality model in this study was developed, with some adaptation
based on the local circumstances and deep understanding of the socio-cultural dimension.
The contextual adaptation of the model is illustrated in the following section.
India is a highly diversified country in terms of language, religion and caste systems, and
also has particular influence exerted by the traditional hierarchical social, cultural and economic structure (Chauhan, 2009; Wessels & Pilz, 2018). The inclusive growth strategy of
India has aimed at ensuring that individuals across society have equal opportunities in access
to education and VET, irrespective of gender, age, caste, ethnicity, religion, socio-economic
status and family background, to acquire skills and find employment in the labour market (Goel, 2011; Mehrotra, 2017; World Bank, 2008). Possible students or trainees from the
lower ranks of society are often excluded from VET because of their obligation to financially support family members. Furthermore, they often lack general support as well as access
to information on VET measures. These considerations are reflected, and some measures
are taken, through national policy agendas. The very recent National Policy on Education
(MHRD, 2020) document, has also outlined the actions aimed at addressing disparities in ac-
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cess to education and vocational training on the basis of gender, or for any underrepresented
groups (MHRD, 2020). Therefore, the researchers perceived "Inclusion, Access & Equity" as
one of the key quality dimensions which is included in the current model, to assess actions of
institutions to enable access to VET for the poor, rural population and other disadvantaged
groups (World Bank, 2008), by providing necessary information on admission requirements,
various scholarship schemes and career counselling services for students.
Often, many of the students and also their parents, particularly from lower social strata,
poor families and those from rural regions, are largely unaware of the availability of VET, its
relevance, job opportunities, and employability potential. The quality criterion "Participation
of Underrepresented Groups" under the aforementioned quality dimension, and indicators
such as "participation of underprivileged students", "ratio of female students in different vocational courses" and their graduation rates, are included for measurement.
Similarly, the quality criterion component of "Facilities & Resources" in the "Institutional
Sphere and Context" evaluation area, encompasses available general and specialised facilities,
as well as equipment in VET institutions. It involves the process related to utilisation and
planned maintenance and service of equipment and facilities. Further, maintaining and managing these resources is equally important and ensures facilities should be safe, in an orderly
state and hygienic, and correspond to given standards for learning and working processes.
In India, the sanitation and hygiene in educational institutions often does not meet required
standards, due to lack of resources and/or inadequate institutional support (Rakesh et al.,
2014) and therefore, may pose a risk of communicable diseases (United Nations Children's
Fund, 1998). Therefore, the researchers considered this criterion as one of the important
aspects in the model, to ensure a conducive learning environment; learners and employees
are provided with basic amenities such as clean drinking water, toilets, uninterrupted power
supply, as some VET institutions in rural regions, face regular power supply issues (Neroorkar & Gopinath, 2020; Ramasamy, 2016). The discussion above shows that this model design research approach aimed to capture the iterative exploration and adaptation of quality
elements in the model, based on local customisation and relevance (Bell et al., 2004), in line
with issues associated with the socio-cultural context of the country.
The overall system as well as individual VET institutions in India display weak links to
local companies and occupation related industries (Pilz & Wiemann, 2020), which results in
skill mismatch (Bisht & Pattanaik, 2020; Majumdar, 2008), outdated curricula and missing
links to current occupational practice (Neerorkaar & Gopinath, 2019; Ramasamy, 2016). A
fundamental goal of the first National Policy on Skill Development in 2009 was to intensify
the private sector involvement in formal VET measures. Therefore, the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC), a public-private partnership, was built under supervision of
the MSDE (British Council, 2016). The main task of the NSDC is to initiate and coordinate
actions and the involvement of the private sector in VET as well as the development of Sector
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Skill Councils. The corporation is involved in curriculum development and the qualification
of trainers, and is to function as an information system for the government (MSDE, 2020).
However, several initiatives for a higher involvement of the private sector in Indian formal
VET, including those related to the NSDC, have not proven successful overall (MSDE, 2016;
Pilz, 2016c). The evaluation area "Industry Linkage" takes the engagement of industries and
trade on the institutional level into specific consideration. In contrast to systemic approaches
to public-private involvement, the model emphasises a bottom-up approach of direct interaction and cooperation between VET institutions and local employers. In addition, it addresses the participation of industry and trade members in consulting and steering activities. An
important quality dimension of the area relates to "Placement Coordination & Monitoring".
The dimension subsumes all activities that relate to final placement after graduation and the
coordination of in-service training and internships during education and training. Furthermore, it involves the joint coordination and supervision of apprenticeship training under
the Apprentices Act. The involvement of industries and trade does also relate to curricula
design and adaptations as well as industry exposure through visits and guest lecturers, and is
therefore addressed by specific indicators under the criteria "Demand-Orientation of Course
Programme" and "Quality School Syllabus", located in the evaluation area "Educational Planning, Provision & Assessment". A further crucial aspect with regard to actual competencies of
teaching-personnel is covered by the indicator "years of practical industry- or trade-related
experience" under the criterion "Educational Personnel Qualification". Practical working experience of teachers does not only relate to skills and competencies, but in addition contributes to an enhanced openness from the perspective of personnel, regarding the engagement of industry and trade. These examples do also illustrate the interconnectivity of quality
areas and dimensions, and exemplify that education and training quality in VET is always a
complex interaction of different factors which call for a comprehensive approach for quality
measurement.

5

Outlook

The basic aim of the entire study is to develop an approach to measure quality that is tailored
to the national context. Following the first research phases described in the sections above,
the next step is to evaluate the first version of the quality model in Indian ITIs and Polytechnic Colleges. Institutions for the pretest and following pilot will be located in Delhi and
Bangalore. The sample will consist of private as well as governmental institutions at different
levels of excellence and configuration, to cover a great variety of VET institutions. As cultural
and contextual fit is of major relevance for the study, guaranteed field access, compliance with
the qualitative and participative research approach, and the support of the research network
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on site, led to the choice for both geographical regions. In addition, the sample was supposed
to explicitly cover two different federal states and urban regions in India.
In the pilot-based implementation, the relevance, and appropriateness, of identified quality dimensions, criteria and indicators to the Indian conditions will be validated. A designbased research approach views a successful innovation as a joint product of the designed
intervention and the context (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). Thus, the approach
will be evaluated by the research team under close participation of local stakeholders at different levels (district authorities, school management, teachers, and administrative personnel)
with regard to content, feasibility and acceptability. Likewise, relevant data on quality will
be collected. It is the advantage of a design-based approach, that it does not only focus on
how developed models function in specific settings, to document success or failure, but also
on processes and interactions that refine the researchers and practitioners understanding of
the phenomena in a natural setting (Bell et al., 2004). Therefore, results from the pilot will
be analysed and, the model, as well as the criteria and the measurement parameters, will be
further adapted and refined.
The optimised model will be implemented in the field, with substantiated insights on context-specific measurement of quality. The revised and finalised approach will be transferred
to a quality analysis toolbox, and made available with open access, on an internet homepage
in English, to enable easy access and utilisation by Indian vocational training practitioners.
The final scientific results of the developed quality model and instruments will also be disseminated through Indian researchers and relevant political actors. Data on quality collected
in the main pilot will provide insights for the development and improvement of the VET
system. Furthermore, based on the prospective evaluation of the implementation, recommendations for possible systemic changes to enable a successful future implementation of
comprehensive quality management approaches in India may be given.
There are significant limitations in this study. The study is planned only in the selected
regions of Indian states; therefore, it is encouraged to examine this quality model in other
regions considering the diverse culture and distinct economic development within the country. As Li and Pilz (2019) argue, the success of an educational policy transfer or model, is
highly dependent on factors such as the extent of contextual adaptation and complex interactions. Limitations also exist with reference to the assessment of long-term implementation
outcomes like impact and sustainability of the current approach The impact of an implemented model has been defined by Alexander (2008) as "the intended and/or unintended consequences of the use of the instrument, especially for those—teachers and learners—to whose
activities the instruments are applied" (p.15) and can be differentiated with regard to impact
in application, and impact in reporting. While detection of certain effects in the pilot-based
quality model implementation is to be expected, and revision of the approach with respect to
unintended effects will be undertaken, a comprehensive evaluation of impact with r eference
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to effects on quality data and possible institutional development is not feasible within the current research design. The same holds for sustainability, which describes the extent to which
an implemented programme is integrated and maintained within an organisation (Proctor et
al., 2011). Still, factors that may hinder or contribute to a successful and possibly sustainable
implementation can be identified during the pretest and pilot-based implementation and
turned into recommendations for future adopters of the model.
Testing the model in two separate institutions is a novel approach and will provide valuable insights. A framework that includes a wide range of input, process, and output factors,
including process variables in the area of teaching and learning, has not been implemented
in Indian VET yet, which distinguishes the current study from existing non-implemented
concepts for quality measurement in India. In such processes, "soft" factors such as key stakeholders in the intervention setting and capacity building activities, are equally important
(Li & Pilz, 2019; Ramasamy & Pilz, 2019). These prerequisites provide a substantial base for
long-term implementation and initiation of institutional development processes on site.
The joint research project allows researchers to gain insights on key quality issues of VET
institutions in India, the reiteration process between both Indian and German research partners, while identifying the quality areas and criteria, has provided an opportunity to understand socio-cultural aspects of both the countries, and experience an exchange of knowledge
(Pilz et al., 2020). The success of any programme or model, depends on the specific context
of the country, particularly cultural values and assumptions (Rose, 2005). Thus, the developed quality model may be implemented in other countries to analyse the quality of VET
institutions, with an adequate degree of contextual adaptation and customisation, based on
education and training policy and the VET system of the specific country.
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Abstract
Purpose: Recently, high-quality vocational education and training has attracted much attention in Mexico. In this context, more practically applied skills are taught "on a dual basis",
combining classroom-based training with practical, on the job, training within the company. Dual practices are expected to modernize the skill formation system, and simultaneously
support companies, while ensuring provision of skilled workers. For this reason, the Mexican vocational training system has been reformed in recent years. Hence, it is necessary for
vocational schools and universities interact closely with companies in order to coordinate
their activities. The aim of this paper is to examine the cooperation between learning venues
of vocational education in the hotel industry in Cancún (Quintana Roo, Mexico), one of the
most important tourism destinations in Latin America. By using this empirical case, the study contributes to research in vocational education and training about the principles that are
necessary for successful cooperation between learning venues. This study thereby critically
discusses the setting of common goals, communication between companies and training
organizations, and governance.
Method: In an exploratory approach and based on a qualitative framework, ten face-to-face
expert and semi-structured interviews were conducted in Cancún. The interviews were then
fully transcribed and evaluated using qualitative methods. The exploratory and qualitative
study is complemented by further document analysis.
*Corresponding author: matthias.pilz@uni-koeln.de
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Findings: The results show that for successful cooperation between learning venues, the
coordination of a common goal (to secure the availability of skilled workers) between different actors, and communication between companies and educational organizations (vocational school/university), are particularly important for successful cooperation. Furthermore, it seems that companies are taking on a dominant role, so that vocational training
organizations must be more in line with the wishes of the hotels. The results indicate that
partnership-based action is not very obvious. Accordingly, the aspect of governance plays a
subordinate role regarding the cooperation between hotels and educational organizations.
Conclusion: There are general findings, which can also be useful for other regions. This
study shows that learning venues cooperation are possible with both vocational schools and
universities. In order for learning venues cooperation to be successful, certain principles are
needed. However, these principles are related to the specificity of a region or a particular
industry.
Keywords: Tourism, Hotel Industry, Cooperation Between Learning Venues, Limits, Mexico, VET, Vocational Education and Training

1

Introduction

Tourism is very important in the economy of many regions in Latin America, and it is growing
constantly there (López, 2020a). In 2018, Mexico generated around 22.5 billion U.S. dollars due
to international tourists alone (López, 2020b). The relevance of the sector is also evident from
the gross domestic product (GDP), 8.5% of GDP is generated by tourism (OECD, 2017).
In recent years, the tourism sector in Mexico has provided employment for more and
more people, and at the beginning of 2020 the number of people employed in tourism was
approx. 4.5 million. About 9% of all employees in Mexico work in the tourism industry (SEDETUR & INEGI, 2020). Because of its relevance to the country, the promotion of tourism
is considered a priority of the Mexican government.
In order to further expand this sector, not only a corresponding tourism infrastructure is
needed, but also a well-trained workforce (e.g. Brown et al., 2001; ILO, 2011; OECD, 2018).
Especially the tourism sector needs skilled workers at the intermediate level; thus, the importance of vocational training is coming into sharper focus (Baum, 2002; Budría & TelhadoPereira, 2009).
The efforts being undertaken in this regard in Mexico are a good example. The Mexican
government reformed the national vocational training system in the 2010s, and introduced
a Mexican model of dual training (Modelo Mexicano de Formación Dual, MMFD), to impart practical work experience. For this purpose, the combination of classroom-based and
workplace-based training is important. During this reform process, the involved actors also
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developed training concepts for the tourism sector (BIBB, 2015; CAMEXA, n.d). In the literature about different training modes, the design and interaction of the two learning venues
is repeatedly presented as particularly successful in combining theory and practice in the
learning process (Fürstenau et al., 2014). Very often, the dual apprenticeship system in the
German speaking countries is regarded as a role model for a fruitful combination of the different learning venues (Barabasch & Heller, 2020; BMBF, 2013; Lassnigg, 2017; Smith, 2019).
However, cooperation between learning venues is only one aspect of the German dual system
(e.g. Gonon, 2013; Pilz & Fürstenau, 2019; Raggatt, 1988).
The study presented here takes up the focus of vocational training research, and examines exclusively the cooperation between learning venues, since this is also one important
goal for MMFD in Mexico: "Implementation and improvement of dual vocational education
and training in schools and Business" (BIBB, n.d.). Since German actors are involved in the
implementation and consolidation of MMFD, and the German dual system is considered a
model for MMFD (BIBB, n.d; Wiemann & Fuchs, 2018), the German concept of cooperation
between learning venues will be presented (see section 2.1). Nevertheless, the concept of vocational education is still further developed and continues to be modified.
The emphasis of the study is on the principles which positively influence the cooperation
between the different learning venues. Callan and Ashworth (2004) write for instance: "Open
and regular communication is central to successful training partnerships" (p. 52). Important
principles are already being discussed not only in various disciplines, but also specifically for
the tourism industry (e.g. Augustyn & Knowles, 2000). Therefore, even cooperation between
learning venues seems to need certain principles to be successful. Previous international research, however, shows that cooperation between learning venues is often not realized, or is
difficult to arrange and maintain (Pilz & Wiemann, 2021). Reasons cited from a company's
point of view include inadequate quality (for example of teacher’s education or technical
equipment in the vocational schools) or inadequate standardization of curricula (Pilz, 2016;
Pilz, 2017).
After all, the tourism sector in Mexico has not yet been researched from a training perspective. Therefore, part of this investigation will be to examine the principles which are
particularly important for cooperation between learning venues, thereby focusing on the
tourism sector in one important region for tourism in Mexico (Cancún).
The focus of this study on Cancún is due to the region's growing importance for the
Mexican economy in recent decades (OECD, 2017). Until the 1960s, Cancún was still characterized by a peripheral rural appearance (Carte et al., 2010; Torres & Momsen, 2005a),
which changed fundamentally with the initiation of the Mexican government's master plan
for tourism development (Torres & Momsen, 2005b). Since then, the city of Cancún has been
steadily expanded, with an associated hotel zone located along a lagoon about 20 km long. In
the meantime, the number of hotels has risen to around 1,000, and over six million tourists
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visit the region every year (SEDETUR, 2019; Statista, 2020). The region around Cancún has
developed as one of the most important international tourist destinations of Latin America
in just under 40 years (Statista, 2018). This development is also due to state support and promotion (Brenner & Aguilar, 2002; Torres & Momsen, 2005a).
The tourism boom has attracted many workers from other parts of the Yucatán Peninsula, which is strongly influenced by the Maya population, and workers from other areas of
Mexico. As a booming tourist destination, Cancún therefore is characterized by many young
(interregional) immigrants, who sometimes are regarded as socially uprooted (Reyes Miranda & Cazal Ferreira, 2009). In addition, some studies criticize that the increase in economic
growth has only limited effects on the social welfare of the region (Torres & Momsen, 2005b),
since only few employers have offered regular employment contracts with better pay in the
past, and the vast majority of jobs are on temporary low-wage contracts (Bianet Castellanos,
2010). As a result, the local hotel industry lacks semi-skilled employees, such as receptionists, advanced housekeeping and service personnel, who are used for demanding and complex tasks. Therefore, the provision of vocational training, especially in terms of cooperation
between learning venues, could be an opportunity for enterprises to obtain sufficiently trained personnel.
In the following, the state of research concerning the cooperation between learning venues and the principles necessary for successful cooperation is presented. After an explanation of the methodology used, the two actors and their cooperation are discussed with
reference to the establishment of dual practices. The following also explains the point of view
of the interview partners about the key principle of successful cooperation. Afterwards, the
findings will be assigned to the principles and then discussed.

2

Learning Venues and Principles of Successful Cooperation
in the Literature

2.1

Cooperation Between Learning Venues

As discussed in the introduction, the combination of classroom-based and workplace-based
training has recently started to spread in Mexico, and the German dual system serves as role
model for the Mexican actors. In this study, the German dual system will be used and critically discussed as a reference to detect and define cooperation between learning venues. For
this reason, it is important for readers who are not familiar with the German dual system,
that the concept "cooperation between learning venues" be briefly described.
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The terms learning venues or locations of learning (in German language called "Lernort") have
gained popularity to describe learning at two places (company/school) in Germany (Deissinger, 2010; Gessler, 2017a; Pilz & Fürstenau, 2019). The term cooperation between learning venues, introduced by the German Education Council in 1974 (GEC, 1974) to describe duality
(company/school), has become established, although in 1964 already the German Committee on Education System defines duality on the basis of the learning places (German Committee on Education System, 1966). But often more than two learning venues are included
(e.g. training workshop, virtual classroom) (e.g. Gessler, 2017a; Deissinger, 2010). However,
cooperation between learning venues is only one element of duality inside the German dual
system (e.g. Pilz & Fürstenau 2019; Raggatt, 1988).
In the literature, especially with a focus on the transfer of a dual approach, the following
criteria are discussed, which are important for the transfer of a dual system: The willingness of a company to provide training is crucial. Additionally, the existence of a legal framework, which allows the integration of such practices, on part of the host countries is relevant.
Besides, not only scientific-based theoretical knowledge, but also experiential knowledge
should be utilized. Cooperation between the state, the economy and the social partners is
mentioned as a further criterion (Emmenegger et al., 2019). The focus should be on a holistic
occupational profile, and vocational training should serve as a career-relevant measure (Fortwengel & Jackson, 2016; Gonon, 2013; Lewis, 2007; Valiente & Scandurra, 2017). Therefore,
many actors are involved in vocational education (Billett & Seddon, 2004) and the singular
focus on the learning venues in this study is a strong reduction of the duality in the German
dual system in order to gain initial insights.
In other countries, even without a widely implemented German dual system, cooperation
between learning venues is also discussed (Markowitsch & Wittig, 2020). For example, the
polytechnics in India focus on a stronger link between theory and practice (Schneider & Pilz,
2019). But it is not only system structures that involve a stronger link to practice, companies
also want to implement dual practices. Often there are multinational companies, which, due
to their specific organizational structure, initiate a form of duality locally, in order to be
able to transfer their existing training programs and practices (e.g. Fortwengel & Jackson,
2016; Pilz & Li, 2014). For example, such cooperation is intended to train workers (Mitchell,
1998). Therefore, in the international context, cooperation between companies and vocational schools or universities and colleges, has already gained in importance and attracted
scholarly attention (e.g. Graf & Powell, 2017; Pilz, 2017; Valiente & Scandurra, 2017). Based
on the international context, this study expands the term of cooperation between learning
venues to include academic courses, as well as vocational schools (see also section 3).
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Necessary Principles for Successful Cooperation Between Learning
Venues

In this paper, cooperation between learning venues in Germany is critically examined. In particular, the lack of engagement on the part of schools and companies to promote cooperation
between learning venues is criticized (Gessler, 2017a). Fürstenau et al. (2014) write: "The coordination on the local level between individual schools and companies is not regulated and often
either happens by chance or is instigated for specific reasons, e.g. misbehavior of the apprentice
in matters such as daily attendance" (p. 434).
Various principles, important in order for cooperation to be successful, are mentioned in
the scientific discourse (e.g. Berliner, 1997; Kanter, 1994). As a result of the scientific discourse,
a range of literature exists which "proceeds with steps to take to ensure 'successful' partnerships"
(Davies & Hentschke, 2006, p. 211). Kanter (1994) writes as follows: "Successful partnerships
manage the relationship, not just the deal" (p. 96). In particular, successful partnerships were
also given attention in vocational training research. One example is the study by Billett et al.
(2007). Based on a study conducted in Australia, the researchers identified five principles that
ensure the establishment and maintenance of cooperation within vocational education and training (Billett et al., 2007). Australia basically has a dual system, but it differs from the German
dual system in several aspects such as different applied policies (Harris & Deissinger, 2003). The
first principle mentioned by the authors Billett et al. (2007) is: Building and maintaining shared
purposes and goals. Accordingly, the interests of the actors involved must first be analyzed in
order to be able to agree on a common strategy. The set objectives are derived from the identified local challenges. Through the identification, possible solutions are able to be developed. For
example, actors enter into a cooperation because they are dissatisfied with the existing quality
of the vocational school system. The second important principle is: Building and maintaining
relations with partners. Within this principle, factors are mentioned that support the establishment and continuation of a relationship. According to this principle, for example, communication between the involved participants, mutual respect or the appreciation of (partial) success,
are named. The third principle is: Building and maintaining capacities for partnership work. This
includes infrastructure as well as resources that are relevant for cooperation. The defined goals
can only be achieved if various resources are available. The researchers cite building and maintaining partnership governance and leadership as the fourth principle. Governance here means
operating in partnership. Therefore, rules are necessary which define the respective roles. This
definition should also prevent the pursuit of particular interests. Furthermore, actors must act
sensitively, since the respective actions can also cause concern or even mistrust within the cooperation partners. The last principle named is: Building and maintaining trust and trustworthiness. The partners should be involved in confidence-building. The exchange of information can
also have a positive effect in building trust. In addition, the development of a strategic plan,
honesty and respect can help to build trust.
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Since the major focus here is on vocational training research, and our study is a pilot study,
only three principles identified by Billett et al. (2007) are followed in our study: Building and
maintaining shared purposes and goals, building and maintaining relations with partners,
building and maintaining partnership governance and leadership. Since dual practices have
not existed in Cancún for long, the other two principles are not considered in this study. For
example, trust must be built over time (e.g. Dyer & Chu, 2000), which in turn can have an
impact on the provision of resources.
Even though the major focus here is on vocational training research, these three principles for successful cooperation are also cited in other disciplines. Economic geography can
be mentioned as one example. While often, there only isolated actors in a region or country
who try to change the institutional system of skill formation ('institutional entrepreneurs'),
as in Vietnam (Wrana & Revilla Diez, 2016), sometimes there is broader cooperation on
vocational education and training, as for example in Mexico’s manufacturing sector (Wiemann & Fuchs, 2018). Economic geographers emphasize that space usually implies regional
disparities, with growing regions as centers, and less prosperous regions that are in peripheral
positions; thus, often a focus is on the particular conditions for regional growth and development. Examples are metropolitan areas and clusters. Porter (1998) inspired research on
clusters in economic geography, as a possible target to study reduced costs that companies
have when they have access to local skilled labor. As a result, enterprises and vocational training organizations can identify the training of skilled workers as a common objective, so that
the region also benefits. The relationship between the partners also plays a role. For example,
Bathelt et al. (2002) focus on local buzz, the diverse exchange of knowledge between actors
on a local level, as fundamental for cooperation, where for example, rumors are exchanged.
Reputation is a relevant resource for networking, and at the same time results from mutual
interaction (Glückler, 2007; Glückler, 2014).
In addition to continuous ongoing cooperation, temporary personal face-to-face contacts
are important (Ponds et al., 2009). All this contributes to successfully overcoming existing
frictions (Bathelt et al., 2018). Accordingly, the various forms of communication must be
taken into account for a successful cooperation. Governance is also discussed and recognized as relevant with reference to cooperation in vocational training (Glückler et al., 2011).
Glückler et al. (2011) place the actors (e.g. companies and vocational schools) with their different roles and tasks, in the center of attention. This relates to broader fields of international
research on how organizations can overcome institutional differences in space (Cantwell et
al., 2010; Krzywdzinski & Jo, 2020).
It is evident from these references that across disciplines, the definition of common
goals, the formation of relationships and governance are considered important principles
for successful cooperation. Although "guidelines for building better partnerships" (Callan &
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 shworth, 2004, p. 59) were provided in the scientific discourse of vocational education and
A
training, the need for further research is mentioned (Callan & Ashworth, 2004).
Consequently, the three principles of the study by Billett et al. (2007) serve as a starting
point for our study of successful cooperation between learning venues in Cancún. The relevant research question in this paper is therefore: Are a common goal, communication between
actors and joint action, equally important in cooperation between learning venues in Cancún?

3

Methodology

The research question was investigated by an interdisciplinary research team consisting of
two senior and two junior researchers from the department of vocational education and of
economic geography. For this study, a qualitative approach was chosen to gain explorative insights in order to approach the research subject. Besides, the qualitative approach is useful in
order to distil and complete the important influencing variables in relation to answering the
research objective. This contributes to results, in which relevant factors are not overlooked
(Hollstein, 2011). Therefore, the study comprised qualitative interviews in Cancún in August
2019. The interviewees were selected on the basis of an intensive internet search, which took
place in advance.
The interviews were conducted and interpreted as described in the following. Ten faceto-face and semi-structured interviews were conducted as bilateral or group interviews,
with a total of 14 experts, such as five Human Resource managers from different hotels (two
Mexican and three international hotels), three experts on the administrative level of two
business-related authorities (municipal tourist office, tourism ministry), five persons of two
educational organizations (headmasters and dual training coordinators of a university and
a vocational school) and an expert of an employers' association, in order to gain a broad
comprehensive picture of the players in the network of vocational training work in the hotel
sector. The experts were selected for the semi-structured interviews because they have insider expertise and knowledge due to their work position (Bogner et al., 2009). A university
is also involved in order to pursue this research question, because in Mexico not only companies, but especially universities seem to be very interested in the introduction of a dual
system approach (Graf et al., 2014). Accordingly, various forms of combinations of locations
of learning, including work-based learning activities (Evans et al., 2006) are considered here.
The questions for the semi-structured interviews were developed on the basis of theoretical literature of both disciplines, vocational education and economic geography, which is
quoted in the second section. The focus of the questions was mainly on the macro- ("institutional structures and economic, social and political framework") and meso-level ("organisational and regulatory design of TVET") (Pilz & Wiemann, 2021, p. 98). For example, the
connection to the vocational school system or the training strategy of companies were in the
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foreground (Pilz & Wiemann, 2021). The micro level was also considered in the interviews
such as questions regarding training of learners in the hotels or the educational organizations,
but the focus of this paper is on the other two levels. For this reason, questions were asked,
for example, with whom cooperation are entered into and what the structure of the respective
cooperation is. The interviews also included questions regarding the financing of vocational
education. The interviews took place in Spanish and were subsequently fully transcribed. A
total of about twelve hours could be evaluated; guided visits to the hotels or the educational
organizations are not included in these hours. The evaluation of the interviews was carried
out using qualitative content method in order to do justice to the specificity of the subject
matter, the conceptual approach and the openness of the questions (Kuckartz, 2014). The
transcripts allowed for case summaries that were closely aligned with the statements and did
not show any evaluations. With the help of these summaries, categories and tables could be
formed to achieve an analysis (Kuckartz, 2014).
Multi-star hotels in the Cancún hotel zone along the lagoon were included for the semistructured interviews. These hotels are primarily aimed at international guests, the majority
of whom come from the USA (SEDETUR, 2019). The hotels in the city of Cancún (on the
mainland beyond the lagoon), which are aimed primarily at business or individual travelers,
were not included. The focus was on the 4- and 5-star hotels in the hotel zone, because these
make up the majority of rooms available in the state in these two categories and therefore
form the main agglomeration area (SEDETUR, 2018). The hotel companies located in the
region are largely owned by US, Spanish, German and Mexican hotel chains. For this reason,
the selection of the hotels was also based on the listed company headquarters. This procedure
allows an overview of the cooperation between learning venues. The contact persons in the
companies were Human Resource managers or the training officers. Since many actors are
active in vocational education in Mexico (e.g. Wiemann & Fuchs, 2018), business-related
organizations, which promote vocational education (SEDETUR, n.d.; SEMS, n.d.), were also
included in our study. In these organizations visited, interviews were conducted with people
at the administrative level.
In order to better place the interview statements in the local context, an intensive web
analysis was carried out, comprising an analysis of newspapers such as El Universal (a very
popular Mexican newspaper) or databases from INEGI (National Institute of Statistics and
Geography). Accordingly, various documents were reviewed for their content regarding vocational education and tourism in order to supplement and secure the knowledge. Both the
interviews and the different documents complete the picture of vocational education in the
tourism sector in Mexico, since this study uses different data sources (triangulation) (Bowen,
2009).
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Presentation of the Findings for Cooperation Between 		
Learning Venues in Cancún

In order to answer our research question, the cooperation between learning venues in the
hotel industry in Cancún is presented first. Since it is an exploratory study, the findings of the
study will be presented before they are discussed in the following part (section 5) and there
assigned to the three principles.
First, the decision regarding learning venues cooperation lies with the local hotels; they
are not influenced by the headquarters. The learning venues cooperation exist between the
hotels and the vocational school as well as between the hotels and the universities in order
to provide dual approaches. Only if contracts persist between the hotels and the vocational
training organizations, learners can gain practical learning in the hotels. On the one hand,
the vocational school offers a Mexican dual system (MMFD). MMFD means that apprentices
learn both in vocational schools and in companies (BIBB, 2015). Over half of the learning
content are vocational subjects (Kis et al., 2009). In particular, companies and vocational
schools play a significant role in training of learners. In the companies at least one person is
responsible for the coordination of the learners and employees (called tutors), who should
show the work to be done to the learners. Also, the vocational schools have on the one hand
teachers who teach the contents and on the other hand a person who is in close contact with
the companies (e.g. SEMS, n.d.). In Cancún, the vocational school, which can be assigned
to the secondary school level, offers two training courses in the tourism sector, each lasting three years. During the first two years, apprentices are taught entirely at the vocational
school, in the final year they spend four days a week in companies and one day at vocational
school. The dual training is carried out for the apprentices in areas with rather low formal
qualification requirements, such as assistant cook. At the end of the MMFD, the learners also
receive their high school diploma in Cancún, through which they can enter university.
On the other hand, there are learning venues cooperation between the hotels and the
universities. The local universities offer tourism related courses of study such as tourism
management, which send interns for practical phases. The internships for students who also
have English language skills, for example, take place at stations such as the reception, and
other areas with direct customer contact. This allows a distinction to be made between vocational schools, providing apprentices for entry level occupations and universities providing
interns for middle-level positions.

4.1

Building and Maintaining Shared Purposes and Goals

The interviewees mention principles that are important for cooperation between learning
venues and which will be described in detail in the following. Firstly, it should be noted that
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the two actors (hotels and educational organizations (vocational school, university) have different interests and motives in relation to the vocational training, which is why it is important
to set common goals. As already mentioned, there is a significant increase in the number of
hotels in Cancún. Therefore, hotels are looking for skilled workers, which educational organizations are trying to prepare for their future professional life. Due to the shortage of skilled
workers, both of the actors (hotels and educational organizations) not only have a common
challenge but also a common objective, which is why they establish contact with each other.
For example, hotel interviewees point out that practical training units prepare learners better
for the future. According to one business-related authority the entire region becomes more
competitive due to training measures. However, in spite of a common goal, own interests can
also be pursued. The vocational training organizations have got their own motives such as the
preference for larger local hotels:
"We are looking for large hotels that are recognized nationally and internationally. We want them
because of their experience in the hotel business. So, we look for these hotels so that the learners
have the opportunity to belong to a large, recognized hotel and that is what we look for too."
(Educational Organization 1)

In addition to the educational organizations, the hotels also have their own motives. Some
human resources managers emphasize their own, and the hotel's commitment to the training
during the practical phases. Other interviewees express interest in the fact that the apprentices and interns represent a reserve pool for later recruitment needs. Still others openly
admit that the apprentices and interns are cheap labor for the company. Almost none of the
hotels pay a salary to the apprentices and students, apart from food, uniforms, and transport
expenses. In contrast, students are obliged to pay their study fees.
Despite the different individual interests of the actors such as the hotels and the educational organizations, the vocational training for the students can only be implemented when the
actors cooperate and pursue the common goal, as it is done in this example, by concluding
contracts. The pursuit of a common idea is regarded as an essential principle, and the ideas of
the two actors must therefore be in harmony.

4.2

Building and Maintaining Relations With Partners

Several interview partners point out the significance of communication between the cooperation partners. Face-to-face or other channels of communication can promote exchange
between the hotels and educational organizations. The actors for example connect through
messaging services such as Skype, telephone and regular meetings. Communication can be
used as a tool in order to achieve a common goal and to sort out the contracts between the
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hotels and the educational organizations. Also, through communication positive results can
be achieved for all concerned:
"That there is always communication, that we can always have a meeting […]. As long as there is
that part of communication, we can get better results from each member." (Hotel 1)

Through communication the actors can also agree on common objectives and all players
can be informed of what is expected of them. For example, several hotels argue that they are
reluctant to accept apprentices and interns for the practical phase in their companies for less
than three months, because it would not be worthwhile. In their opinion, learners can gain
more insight over a longer period of time.

4.3

Building and Maintaining Partnership Governance and Leadership

Not only the possibility of communication must be available, but also the areas of responsibility must be clearly established in order to be able to conclude contracts. Therefore, each
cooperation partner should know what role they have in the cooperation. For example,
two companies argue that learners in educational organizations need to be prepared for
the business environment. In this context they should be taught the seriousness of practical learning, where the focus is once again shifting to communication in order to generate
such coordination and avoid contract cancellations. Through the meetings, the vocational
education organizations can ask what the hotels expect from the teachers. Only through
communication can cooperation be successful, such as the training of a skilled worker. One
interviewee describes this as follows:
"The communication between [Educational Organization] and hotel, working together to have a
better product that, in this case, is the learner. That the learner goes well prepared to the hotel so
that the hotels tell us: 'This is the perfect learner. This is what I need for my hotel'. So, I think that
communication is the most important thing." (Educational Organization 1)

At the same time, this quote illustrates the responsibility of vocational training providers to
prepare learners accordingly. This highlights the importance of the reports that provide information to the vocational education organizations. In these reports persons responsible for
the learners in the hotels note the state of the learners as well as cases of inadequate student
behavior. The training organizations receive the reports about once a month. This implies
that a good preparation of the learners in the vocational education organizations is of a high
priority in Cancún. As a result, the learners are no longer accepted for practical phases in
their hotels, if the hotels are not satisfied with the "product":
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"Maybe these learners did not behave in the right way and then there is a problem. Because if a
learner does not behave in the right way and provoke a situation inside the hotel that is not the
right one, then we can cancel the training." (Hotel 2)

The hotels can terminate the contracts quite easily because they can train their employees
independently. The hotels allow their employees a high degree of upward mobility through
their own training offerings, which means that not every hotel relies on cooperation partners.
Nevertheless, a vocational training organization expresses the need for a division of responsibilities between the cooperation partners of the learning venues. According to this, the
aspect of governance seems particularly important for vocational training organizations:
"The other scheme is operational work, collaboration: Neither can we leave all the responsibility
to the hotel for the formation of the student, nor should the hotel leave it to us. It is a matter of
collaboration and balance." (Educational Organization 2)

Besides, the interviews also show that the contracts between the hotels and the vocational
training organizations mainly include the legal aspects, for example, what happens when a
learner has an accident at work or that the learners continue to have a pupil or student status.
The contracts convey less of the contents. In the hotels, the department heads of the respective stations are responsible for the learners. Therefore, the department heads decide which
practical skills are taught to the learners.

5

Discussion of the Findings

In the following, the findings from the previous section will be assigned to the three principles of Billett et al. (2007), which are in focus. The findings are thus structured according to
the three selected principles. As the following shows the findings are related to the theoretical
framework presented in chapter two.

5.1

Building and Maintaining Shared Purposes and Goals

In order to present the aspect of common objectives precisely, a separation of two different
perspectives concerning the actors is crucial. On the one hand the focus can only be on the
same group or type of actors (different hotels), and on the other hand between the different
types of actors (educational organizations versus hotels). This distinction highlights differences which have an influence on the setting of common objectives.
If the hotels in Cancún alone are considered, it can be concluded that even though the
great demand for skilled labor in the tourism industry is obvious, the hotels do not enter
into agreements among themselves to train skilled workers jointly. Due to the strong local
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competition, the hotels are afraid that their staff will move away. This is also illustrated by the
following quotation:
"As here is a lot of supply, the workers suddenly say: 'They will pay me 300 pesos more or 200 pesos
more over there. […] I'm going because they're going to pay me more there'." (Hotel 2)

Consequently, the liberal labor market with little regulation, a high rate of labor-turnover,
and the risk of poaching (Mohrenweiser et al., 2013; Muehlemann & Wolter, 2011) not only
has an influence on the setting of common goals. Due to the high level of competition, hotels
do not seem to pursue common goals among themselves. This indicates that the hotels do not
cooperate with each other in this respect.
However, if the aspect of common goals between various groups of actors is examined,
a different result emerges. The individual hotels and the vocational training organizations
both have an interest in skilled workers, so that the common goal is found. This goal in
particular may become more important in the future, as more hotel zones are being built
around the city, which means that more skilled workers are needed. Only when the potential
cooperation partners realize that they will benefit from more intensive cooperation, more
specific measures can be identified and implemented. There are a lot of hotels entering into
partnerships with vocational training organizations in order to train skilled workers together.
Therefore, if the different groups of actors are at the center, the results of Billett et al. (2007)
can be confirmed. The different interests can be pursued together because they harmonize
with the common goal. Thus, hotels get skilled workers and vocational training organizations
have got more learners, who in turn pay tuition fees.
In addition, the community can also be mentioned as another actor that aims to promote
regional development. Cooperation between learning venues can enable this goal. Finally,
the entire region can benefit from the common goals of different players (Porter, 1998). Thus,
the definition of common goals between the actors is crucial. The insight of the involvement
of different actors should be understood in the further course of the work in relation to
common goals.

5.2

Building and Maintaining Relations With Partners

A difference to the study by Billett et al. (2007) can be seen with regard to the principle of
"building and maintaining relations with partners", because it seems that communication in
particular, stands out as an important principle. Common goals for the different actors can
only be set through communication. Vocational training organizations in particular require the
exchange of information with the hotels, as this enables them to prepare learners accordingly.
Consequently, vocational training organizations especially are dependent on knowing what
the hotels expect from them. Discussions can set out the expectations. Therefore, our results
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suggest that Callan and Ashworth's (2004) statement that communication between actors is
important is confirmed. Likewise, the necessity of local buzz is evident (Bathelt et al., 2002).
In Cancún, vocational training organizations seem to depend more on the contracts with
the hotels, because only in this way are practical phases possible. For this reason, perceived
challenges must also be communicated so that both actors can act. Billett et al. (2007) cite
mutual respect as one key to fostering the relationship. In Cancún, this respect is only perceptible to a certain extent, since, for example, legal contracts can be concluded quickly, but
at the same time can be revoked easily. Likewise, the appreciation of partial successes is not
mentioned. Therefore, all forms of communication seem to gain in importance.
Tynjälä (2008) writes with regard to relationship between schools and companies: "It is
important that school-based and work-based learning enter into a closer relationship" (p.
150). This is possible if there is a stronger link between companies and vocational training
organizations. Accordingly, communication may be essential if relationships between partners are to be strengthened (Kanter, 1994). The findings therefore indicate that the relations
between cooperation partners are probably not very close. It should be examined whether
more commitment from the actors is required (Gessler, 2017a) or how the relationship can
be further strengthened.

5.3

Building and Maintaining Partnership Governance and Leadership

With regard to the principle of "building and maintaining partnership governance and leadership", further conclusions become evident if we focus on the case of Cancún. First of all,
it becomes obvious that there is no partnership-based action between the hotels and the educational organizations. The hotels are in a dominant position because there are about 1,000
hotels on site, which are in competition with each other. Therefore, there is cost pressure on
the part of the hotels in order to remain competitive. Hence, they can also quickly terminate
contracts with vocational training organizations, if, for example, the learners do not behave
according to expectations. The contracts indemnify the hotel if the students are involved in
an accident at work. In addition, the hotels ensure that the learners are not employees and
that they maintain their learner status. Thus, the hotels do not have to pay the learners a
salary. There is also no clear outline of what the learners should learn where. From these remarks, it is evident that the cooperation between learning venues in Cancún is not a matter of
partnership; because hotels can train their own employees completely, and an employee can
advance from dishwasher to director, it is obvious that the vocational training organizations
are dependent on the hotels whereas hotels are not dependent on the training organizations
to the same extent. The responsibility is therefore not shared equally.
Since the dual training system is still quite young, and has only been implemented in
recent years, the understanding of the other roles may need to be sharpened. Accordingly,
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a common consensus would have to be developed in the future to define the various roles.
Furthermore, it is not quite clear how the goal of training skilled workers by the different
actors is to be achieved. Possibly this is a further point of view, which must be considered in
more detail in the future. However, studies already show that even in Germany equal partnerships with regard to cooperation between learning venues do not exist to any large extent
(Fürstenau et al., 2014; Gessler, 2017a); thus, this aspect is not unique to Cancún.
Contrary to an earlier study (Baum, 2002), the different actors in Cancún are not dependent on each other. Rather, our data show that the willingness of companies is particularly
important in order to enter into cooperation. If more companies are motivated, for example
by vocational training organizations taking greater account of the needs of companies (Billett,
2000), then the aspect of governance can become more relevant. For this reason, vocational
training organizations have a primary responsibility towards learners in Cancún.
In summary, it can be concluded that the most important principles for successful cooperation between learning venues are that the different actors have common goals and that
there should be good communication between the cooperation partners. It is also apparent
that the governance aspect between hotels and educational organizations is not yet strongly
developed in Cancún. In addition, however, it also becomes evident that hotels are reluctant
to set common goals with other hotels because of the fear of losing employees.
It can be concluded that this study provides some indications not only for Cancún, but for
tourism in Mexico, and, for example, for further regions in Latin America. But the transfer
of findings can only be done very cautiously, as country and local specifics have to be taken
into account, which, however, cannot be discussed here. In general, the findings show and
literature underlines that cooperation between learning venues can contribute to improve
local skill formation systems (Mitchell, 1998). Recently, companies have successfully started cooperation between learning venues with both universities and vocational schools (e.g.
Graf & Powell, 2017; Pilz, 2017; Valiente & Scandurra, 2017). But efforts are always needed
to strengthen collaborations (Thelen, 2004). In particular, maintaining relationship as well
as maintaining partnership governance are central if collaborations are to be successful in
the future. For this reason, actors must rely on a variety of mechanisms to achieve common
goals.

6

Conclusion

The results indicate that the cooperation of the different actors, which the paper considered
very important at the beginning on the basis of the previous research findings, is also of central importance in the empirical case. In particular, the findings show that certain principles
are needed. The definition of common goals by the different players, as well as the communication between the hotels and the vocational training organizations, are both necessary
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for successful cooperation between learning venues. Furthermore, it seems that there are
no complex governance structures. This is particularly due to the fact that hotels are in a
stronger position, and dominate the vocational training organizations. It may be important
to point out that the state has little influence because the government sets only basic standards. In particular, the state seems to have little influence on the curricula in detail or the
contractual arrangements for learners, so that the hotels have a powerful role. Consequently,
the constellation of actors must be considered in order to obtain more information about
cooperation in Cancún (Emmenegger et al., 2019).
As a result of our study in Cancún, we assume that cooperation between learning venues
is advantageous not only for the entire region, but also for the hotels, vocational schools and
universities. Hotels can select their future staff from the pool of learners, and vocational
education organizations can offer these training courses. The interviewees state that learners
benefit from such cooperation because they gain practical experience. Nevertheless, we do
not exclude on the basis of these results, that other successful training arrangements may also
exist (e.g. Gessler, 2017b; Peters, 2019).
Specifics in other regions and industries may influence the actions of actors, so different
principles may be needed for successful collaborations. Accordingly, external factors must
be considered. External factors are country-specific contextual influences which can have
an impact on the training measures of companies. For example, external factors such as the
local labor market or connectivity to the vocational school system must also be considered
(Vogelsang & Pilz, 2021) in order to determine the required principles. As a consequence, it
is important to identify the necessary principles before attempting to bring about a cooperation in order to make it successful. Amery (2000) describes this as follows: "Organizations
might wish to consider ways to foster partnership working, such as joint training initiatives
with partner organizations or professional groups […]. It will be important to identify those
factors that enable sustained commitment to working together" (p. 30). It is therefore evident
that each partnership needs different principles in order to be sustained, but which must be
agreed upon. By identifying the necessary principles, partnerships can exist in the long term,
because the actors are satisfied with the cooperation (Anderson & Narus, 1990). Thus, the
cancellation of cooperations can be prevented.
However, there are limitations in our study, as only ten expert interviews were conducted,
in one city. It should be pointed out that Cancún is a special tourist region, so the statements should be considered with caution. Therefore, further research is needed to investigate
whether similar results would be achieved in other regions. Similarly, a long-term study can
identify whether, for example, other necessary principles are relevant. Further research is also
necessary with a view to a broader network. This raises the question of whether governance
in a larger network should be given greater importance.
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Abstract
Context: Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) has attracted increasing
interest in recent years due to its potential to address productivity and equity challenges, such
as better employment prospects, as outlined in the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Despite the potential of such programmes, the enrolment rate in vocational
training at upper secondary level in Mexico is 38.2%, i.e. below the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) average of 45.7%. This raises the question of possible
reasons for the low enrolment rate.
Approach: Based on the assumption that attitudes towards non-academic work are culturally
anchored in Mexican society, which also shapes the educational and career aspirations of
younger generations, the project named Cultural Practice of Non-academic Work in Mexico
(KuPraMex), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF),
investigates social representations of non-academic work in Mexico. This is done through the
analysis of artefacts such as films, murals, etc., as these are part of the tangible culture of a
society. As materialised products of human activities or cultural practices, artefacts can be
understood as objectifications of social relations and conditions. Therefore, in this context, it
is assumed that through the analysis of cultural artefacts, a deeper understanding of how nonacademic work is thought, felt, and valued in Mexican society will emerge.
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Findings: It has been found that the topic on non-academic work is often associated with
informality. Moreover, the representations and narratives in cultural artefacts often show
that non-academic work, apart from office work, is physically challenging but cognitively
undemanding. In terms of access to a company, social networks seem to have enormous
relevance. Hierarchies seem rigid and opportunities for promotion limited. However, narratives with more positive attributions regarding non-academic work can also be identified,
which state that young people experience a habitus transformation through work.
Conclusion: Nevertheless, non-academic work in Mexico seems to lack prestige, which
may affect young people's educational and career aspirations and choices. This could mean
that those who can afford it prefer to pursue a career in tertiary education rather than opt
for a TVET programme. At the macro level, the mentioned lack of prestige could hamper
attempts to offer such programmes.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, VET, Non-Academic Work, Artefacts, Social
Representation, Mexico, Culture

1

Non-Academic Work From a Culturally Informed Perspective

Educational politics often seem to target mainly academic education and university degrees.
However, the productivity of a society also – and literally – lies in the hands of blue-collar
workers and administrative staff. In this article, labour in production, agriculture, health,
tourism and other services or administration which require competences not acquired in
universities, will be subsumed under the umbrella term of non-academic work. There is a lot
of evidence that Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) investment pays
off, not only in terms of social effects and increased efficiency of economies, but also in terms
of individual wages (Almeida et al., 2015; Icardi, 2021; OECD, 2019). Nevertheless, when
it comes to formal educational and career aspirations, non-academic labour is sometimes
perceived as a second-best choice. Young people and their families in many South American
countries show little inclination for vocational training and artisan careers. Also, for Mexico,
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2019) reports that
despite the potential of TVET programmes mentioned above, the enrolment rate in vocational programmes at upper secondary level is only 38.2%, below the OECD average of 45.7%.
This phenomenon, sometimes labelled as white-collar syndrome, may lead to serious mismatches between educational systems and labour market, and hence has severe repercussions for
economies, companies, and individuals (Almeida et al., 2015).
Often, biographical decisions are not very rational. We visualise our potential future based
on fantasies, experiences and emotions, rather than figures and empirical projections. If educators and policymakers want to understand (and perhaps influence) educational decisions,
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it is therefore necessary to understand culturally shaped and therefore irrational-seeming
motives that underlie the decisions. This is especially important in a time when the power of
family traditions in career choices seem to diminish in many communities.
The culturally anchored picture of normal work helps people to guide their career decisions and to coordinate their educational efforts. Normality assumptions provide the foundation of how people look for work, integrate themselves into the world of labour, and submit
to work requirements or defend themselves against unreasonable demands. In this way, the
normality assumption of work is both the result of social action, and its guideline. Such cultural patterns are "rooted in societies" (Becker, 2004; Giesecke & Wotschack, 2009), even
though – as social phenomena – they can also be the subject of changes and social dynamics
(with regard to Germany cf. e.g. the contributions to Behringer, 2004; Brose & Wohlrab-Sahr,
2018 or Voß, 1998).
Assumptions about normality regarding labour are not only directed to specific working
places or jobs (i.e. referring to the question of how it is to work as a plumber, electrician or
nurse), they are also based on institutionalised structures and rules of labour markets. Our
beliefs regarding the quality of a workspace, income, career chances, etc. depend on how
normality of workspaces, income and career chances are constructed and passed on in institutionalised surroundings.
However, in the study presented here on social representations of work in Mexico which is
part of the project entitled Cultural Practice of Non-Academic Work in Mexico (KuPraMex)
supported by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), we are keen to dig
even deeper and to find out more about thoughts, beliefs, and emotions, which are culturally
bound to certain non-academic jobs. We want to understand how people of the cultural context of Mexico perceive non-academic work. In order to do so, in a first step we analyse cultural artefacts such as films, murals, etc. because they belong to tangible culture of a society.
We want to better understand the central core of social representations in Mexican society,
especially of the youth, regarding non-academic work.
What contributions can such a culturally informed perspective bring to comparative vocational education research on a scientific level? On first sight, this question does not seem
very reasonable nowadays. Comparative vocational education research has been withdrawing from cultural topics since the turn of the millennium. In view of the globalisation of
population movements and production sites, it seems more appropriate to focus less on conditions and more on the results of vocational education and training: Competencies. Even
before experts in Europe started to design, discuss, and coordinate a European competency
framework, systems for the recognition of previously acquired competences and their classification into competency frameworks had been created in Chile, Argentina, Colombia and
Mexico.
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The reasoning was compelling: If it no longer matters in which institution and in what period of time a competence is acquired, but only what a person knows and can do, then people
could be appropriately allocated across system boundaries. Moreover, if competencies could
become the one and most important currency in labour market, social borders – for example,
between general and vocational education system or between informal and formal education –
could also be overcome.
Despite its merits, the debates about competency frameworks had a completely unintended effect: Comparative research into vocational education came out of focus due to the
concentration on the output. In the 1980s and 1990s, there had been endeavours to analyse
foreign systems of vocational education for shedding new light on one's own (see the fundamental considerations at Lauterbach, 1994; studies such as Georg, 1997; or the systematisation at Deißinger & Frommberger, 2010). As well, research in Latin America such as Arnold (1989), Clement (1999a), Greinert (1997), Lehner (1994), Wallenborn (2001) and Wolf
(2011), was barely followed up. Studies on the informal sector (for a summary see Bayón,
2008) were overshadowed by the promise that the competence orientation would overcome
even these barriers between formal and informal sectors.
Since the euphoria regarding the competence frameworks has been slowly subsiding
(Clement, 2016), comparative vocational researchers have been re-establishing the earlier
traditions. For Latin America, more recent research restoring these traditions comprise, for
example Clement and Oelsner (2016), Oelsner and Richter (2015), Schoenstedt-Maschke
(2013), Sevilla (2017) and more specifically for Mexico, for example Cáceres-Reebs and
Schneider (2013) as well as Wiemann (2018).
Nevertheless, the criticism of competence orientation has also left its mark on comparative
educational research. If training and employment systems are analysed by describing institutional structures (types of school, certificates, authorisation systems) and empirical data (labour market, education), something essential is missing – this has become i ncreasingly clear.
Sociological concepts such as the description of labour market regimes and governance, or
psychological approaches, for example on professional identity or self-concept, indicate that
there are also social connections beyond the level of institutions and structures that make
the interaction between education and the labour market work. The complex coordination
between educational and career aspirations and selection, labour market and allocation, demand and supply, norms, interests and emotions, state, private and individual action, etc.
cannot be understood only by the precise description of structures. People do not make decisions (e.g. when choosing a profession, selecting personnel, etc.) as the bottom line of a structure. Rather, they have socially shaped perceptions, normality assumptions, expectations and
values based on their own culture, in which such structures (often shortened) are condensed
and reflected, but not exhausted. In this way, a culturally informed perspective is highly promising for analysing non-academic work in a country like Mexico.
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Context of Young People in Mexico

Both conceptions of non-academic work and work itself are social constructions that develop
in a socio-historical context. Currently, this topic has gained relevance in academic circles
and in the world of work due to the profound transformations in organizational and technological changes that have been taking place. The causes of these changes are attributed to policies that favoured deregulation, flexibilization and the incorporation of new technologies. As
a consequence of a successive implementation of the neoliberal model, young people are not
only prevented from accessing an occupation or professional profile, but they enter the world
of work in a globalized market characterized by uncertainty and instability and are exposed
to high rates of unemployment and job insecurity today.
The choice of young people as the unit of analysis responds to the need not to fall into
universalism when approaching the relationship between subjects and work. Youth is considered as a socio-cultural category, of which duration and characteristics are determined by
the respective society. "[Y]outh and age are not self-evident data but are socially constructed,
in the struggle between the young and the old" (Bourdieu, 1993, p. 95). Youth has become
a focus of interest in social studies, and it represents a particularly interesting object of investigation in a society in which social representation of non-academic work seems to be
reformulating. Whereas young people suffer from exclusion from parts of the labour market,
many of them are forced to work at early age, also as a result of the conditions of poverty.
The main people affected by unemployment in Mexico are young people. Official numbers
show that the majority of those who cannot find work are between 14 and 29 years. One tenth
of young people are unemployed. The problem is aggravated by the fact that one out of four
people in the country is young and young people represent one third of the economically active population (EAP, calculated at 47 million 131 thousand 536 individuals) (INEGI, 2020).
Due to low economic growth and insufficient labour market policies, the country could not
effectively incorporate youth into the formal labour market. This leads to a loss of social and
economic capital, and to young people being forced to work at young age and without social
and labour protection, making them subject to precarious conditions.
This makes young people face various exclusion situations: Exclusion from the labour
market due to the barriers they find; economic exclusion due to their inability to generate
income; institutional exclusion due to the lack of support from state programs; cultural exclusion due to the inability to live in accordance with socially accepted norms and values.
In summary, working conditions can be assumed to have an impact on the significations of
non-academic work among young people, taking into account that work is an activity that
generates significance. The meanings attributed to work vary from one society to another and
over time, since they are determined by historical, social and cultural variables.
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Non-Academic Work and its Social Representation as Fields
of Investigation

Economic research points out that labour markets and corporate actions should also be analysed against the background of socio-cultural differences. For example, Sagiv and Schwartz
(2007) formulated that organisations are shaped by the societies around them, the personal
values and priorities of their members, and the type of core tasks of the organisation. Cameron and Quinn (2006) developed their "Competing Values Framework" based on empirical
studies on the characteristics of organisational culture and extensive factor analyses. Wolf et
al. (2011) proposed an analytic scheme specifically related to the relationship between vocational training and the labour market. It describes six dimensions (labour regime, labour law,
technology, collective actors, social security, and institutional order), which helps to describe
the work-cultural background of employment qualification.
Research and practice have acknowledged the importance of working individuals for organisational and business success for a long time. On the research side, evidence exists that
a committed workforce that is more likely to engage in learning leads to improved business
performance (Cillo et al., 2019), and other organisational performance indicators such as
decreased turnover intention (Santhanam & Srinivas, 2019). Work identity, job satisfaction,
competence acquisition, as well as commitment and engagement of blue-collar workers are
critically connected to the societally shared and culturally anchored picture of their jobs as
well as the employment-structuring institutions such as recruitment regimes, remuneration
schemes and control systems (Pries, 2010).
In this light, the subject of analysing social representations of non-academic work in
Mexico through various forms of cultural artefacts gains its particular relevance not only for
TVET research but also organisational research and business practice. Understanding the
cultural and institutional underpinning of blue-collar jobs may help workers engage in techniques of self-affirmation (Elsbach, 2003) that enhance their cognitive performance and their
decision-making (Hall et al., 2014). At the same time, knowledge about the ideas and cultural
significance workers hold about the jobs they carry out may guide organisations and managers in facilitating so-called holding environments; such holding-environments provide psychological safety and may help workers cope with threats of financial insecurity, harassment
and other assaults to a person’s integrity and dignity (Kahn, 2001). Finally, cultural analyses
of blue-collar jobs, together with the work relations they are embedded in, may inform effective control and appraisal systems that lead to worker motivation and empowerment rather
than a dichotomy of compliance or resistance (Curchod et al., 2019), both of which do not
entail worker engagement in their jobs.
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Social Representations and the Relevance of Cultural Artefacts

The aim of the BMBF-funded project KuPraMex is to find out which collectively shared images, conceptions, ideas and knowledge concerning non-academic work dominate in Mexican
society, composed of individuals of all ages. However, the focus in this context is primarily
on young people who are before or in transition to working life and must make educational
and career choices in line with their collectively shared ideas, images, values and cultural
significance.
It is precisely these collectively shared ideas, images, meanings and values that are closely
associated with the concept of culture. The first definition of the term culture at the end of the
19th century, made by Tylor (1891, p. 1), states that culture "in the broad ethnographic sense,
is that complex whole which includes knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, law, customs, and all
other habits and capacities acquired by man as a member of society", i.e. the tangible and
intangible manifestations of society. The conceptualisation of the term has since been discussed in numerous disciplines1 . The differentiation between tangible and intangible culture
leads us to recognise the symbolic character of culture, in which symbols and meanings are
the framework of social action and according to Geertz (1973, p. 89) culture is understood
as "a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men
communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes towards life", as
to say "a web of meanings". The analysis of culture must therefore be an interpretative science
in search of these meanings, which for us are expressed through cultural artefacts and the
social representations that society develops precisely about them.
In this respect, the concept of social representations – introduced into social psychology
by Moscovici in the early 1960s – proves to be particularly valuable. This is because, as the
following citation shows, the concept focuses on the elementary form of social knowledge
(Araya Umaña, 2002; Schützeichel, 2007):
"Social representations […] concern the contents of everyday thinking and the stock of ideas that
gives coherence to our religious beliefs, political ideas and the connections we create as spontaneously as we breathe. They make it possible for us to classify persons and objects, to compare and
explain behaviours and to objectify them as parts of our social setting" (Moscovici, 1988, p. 214).

Moscovici (1988) sees social representations as a component of social organisation that also
frames the perception of individuals in relation to social structures and performative acts.
The extent to which social reality is dependent on the particular framework of interpretation is made clear by the example of drug use. It can be perceived as a collapse of a family or a religious ceremony, as in several Mexican indigenous cultures. Consequently, social
1 See the article by Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) in which more than 164 definitions of the concept of culture were collected
and summarised, as well as the discussion of the conceptualisation of the term culture in the context of indigenous cultures
in Mexico by Mendoza et al. (2020).
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r epresentations are always context-dependent and expressing the cultural values, beliefs and
symbols. In addition, they represent dynamic entities that are constantly updated by performative acts. At the same time, social representations have a certain autonomy in the production of meaning (Moscovici, 1988; Schützeichel, 2007). In other words, social representations
to a certain extent lead "a life of their own" (Moscovici & Duveen, 2001). Moreover, social
representations are attributed to the function of transforming the unknown into the familiar:
The so-called process of "anchoring" (Moscovici, 1988; Araya Umaña, 2002).
Considering the fact that the concept of social representations unites pairs of opposites, it
sometimes seems paradoxical. Social representations are stable with simultaneous instability,
rigid and fluid, etc., which is why Abric (1993) divides them into a central core and peripheral elements. The peripheral elements refer to those aspects of social representations that
are characterised by flexibility and mobility. Consequently, peripheral elements are directly
related to an individual’s experiences, and constitute an interface between the outside world
and the central core. At the same time, they act as protective shields, preventing the central
core, to a certain extent, from change. For example, repetitive experiences or profound impacts that deviate from the central core may change it. In general, however, the central core
of social representations is characterized by relative stability2.
However, the concept is not limited exclusively to those social representations "which
are formed by the medium of language" (Schützeichel, 2007, p. 451; translation by the authors), but increasingly considers visual knowledge as well as the material world and the
artefacts existing in it (Moscovici, 1988; Schützeichel, 2007). Artefacts are objects that are
created, used, or modified by means of human action (Lueger & Froschauer, 2018). In other
words, "artefacts as materialized products of human action [...] embody objectivations of
social relations and social conditions; they represent the activities by which they were created" (Lueger, 2010, p. 92; translation by the authors). Accordingly, artefacts are – consciously
or unconsciously – placed in the material world by humans and form part of the tangible
culture. However, their creation does not remain without consequences in the social world
either but has an effect on the thoughts and interaction of individuals as externalisation of
humans (Lueger, 2010; Lueger & Froschauer, 2018). Consequently, people live in a material
world, which is partly created by them, but also influences their social world and vice versa
(see following figure).

2 Against the background of the relatively stable constitution of the central core, Abric (1993) recognizes a certain connectivity
to the approach of collective memory. According to Erll (2017), this concept has become one of the most widely discussed
in cultural studies memory research. Assman’s (1988) concept of collective memory is constituted by communicative and
cultural memory. In this context, however, the approach of collective memory will not be discussed further.
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Figure 1: Reciprocity Between Individuals and Artefacts
(own elaboration according to Abric, 1993)
Given the demonstrated interaction between social representations and produced artefacts,
the social relevance of artefacts is undeniable. Accordingly, social distinction can be established through dress codes, value systems or the meaning of non-academic work can be
manifested in different types of cultural artefacts. Given their prominent social relevance, the
inclusion of artefacts in social analyses is important. Even more, a broader understanding of
culture and society is only possible through a combination of language-based methods, like
interviews, and artefact analysis (Lueger & Froschauer, 2018). A study of cultural artefacts
can provide clues to the patterns as well as the central core of social representations of a
society composed of individuals of all ages. This was done for the cultural context of Mexico.
The methodological approach will be described in the following section.
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Methodical Approach

The artefact analysis proceeds along four phases (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Working Process of the Artefact Analysis (own elaboration)
In the first phase, a pre-selection of cultural artefacts as social representations of non-
academic work took place. In the context of this study, cultural artefacts are primarily understood as those that transport narratives or forms of representation of non-academic work,
such as films, murals, songs, etc.; however, tools from working contexts are not considered
as cultural artefacts. The search was not limited to a specific type of cultural artefact because
there was ex-ante uncertainty about whether and to what extent the topic of non-academic
work could be found in artefacts. In this regard, Mexican film rankings, studies, etc. were
included. For example, based on the 2017 study Estudio de Consumo de Medios y Dispositivos
entre Internautas Mexicanos3 (IAB, 2017), the artefact type of Memes was also included in the
analysis. The cultural artefacts found were screened to see if they contained representations
of work. So far, 77 artefacts have been sighted, which, after a pre-selection within the international research group, were subjected to further investigation and discussion to ensure that
only artefacts significant for the purpose of the study were analysed, leading to the second
phase of artefact analysis.
In the second phase of work, the artefacts to be analysed were narrowed down further.
Thus, not only non-academic work in general should be represented, but particularly the
areas of administration, gastronomy, tourism, and metallurgy. This is in line with Lueger
and Froschauer (2018), who postulate that the selection of artefacts must be significant for
answering the research question. Another criterion is related to the production of the respective artefact. Accordingly, a person originally from Mexico (or someone intimately familiar
with Mexico) had to have produced the artefact; this was to ensure that the representation
of non-academic work was framed according to the cultural context. Other selection criteria
that were applied to the analysis material are listed below, whereby these can partly occur in
combination, but must at least be contained individually.

3 Study of media consumption and devices between Mexican Internet users (IAB,2017)
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The artefact:
–

Has a certain reach,

–

Recurs in other contexts (recurrence),

–

Has intertextual passages,

–

Is up-to-date, or

–

Occupies a place in the collective memory.

After filtering the 77 artefacts according to these criteria, 44 remained. Table 1 gives an
overview over the types of artefacts included into the analysis.
Table 1: Types of Analysed Artefacts (own elaboration)
Artefacts

Category

Movies

Comedy

Total
8

Drama
Documentaries

Cultural

5

Series

Comedy

7

Literary novels

Drama

4

Memes

Urban Myths
Parody
Mexican culture

3

Songs

Ranchera/Cumbia
Hip-pop

2

Murals

History

8

Monument

Historical

1

Blog

Cultural

1

Talk-show

Cultural

1

Compendium Proverbs

Cultural

1

Essay

Books

2

Tele-Novela

Drama

1

Total

44

Due to diversity and heterogeneity of artefacts, it was necessary to develop different analysis
patterns in the third phase. In this respect, the elaboration of the analysis patterns was guided
by the key questions proposed by Lueger and Froschauer (2018) regarding the artefact's conditions of existence, the everyday contextual embedding of the meaning, distanced structural
and descriptive analyses. Furthermore, reference was made to the German concept of Beruf,
which served as a contrast to non-academic work (Clement, 1999b; Kutscha, 2008; Matthes
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& Vicari, 2018), also making reference to Pries' (2010) conceptual reflections on the field of
gainful employment. The comparison of non-academic work with the aforementioned German
concept revealed differences that formed the starting point for generating specific q
 uestions that
were added to the analysis pattern. In addition, depending on the type of artefact, we b
 orrowed
from other disciplines in some cases. For example, art scientific methods offered an adequate
frame for analysing and interpreting e.g. murals (Held & Schneider, 2007). Figure 3 depicts an
example of an analysis pattern for cinematic material. Finally, in the third phase, the analysis
was done on the basis of the developed patterns.
Title:
Author:
Year:
Genre:
Entire Duration:
Exact Location of Finding:
Is work somehow a subject of discussion/ visualised in the material?
Which sectors (e.g. tourism, gastronomy, metal technology, administration, etc.) are focused in the material?
Describe the scene or the scenes referring to the following questions/topics!
(always mention the exact minute and duration for every scene)
Work Tasks
What does the person do?
What kind of problems is she or he facing?
How significant/critical are these problems for others/for society?
What is the risk/the worst outcome if problem solution fails?
Who has interests in solving/not solving the problem? Who is involved in the working process?
How are the Work Tasks structured?
(Highlight the appropriate term)

Holistic
Complex
Problematic Task
Contextualised
Secially Relevant

Fragmented
Simple
Routinized
Standardised
Exploitation Interest

Competencies
Which knowledge does the working person show?
What is she or he able to do? How are skills described or visible?
On the base of which external signs/symbols do others recognize the competencies of this person?
Where does the know-how or skills find limits?
Habitus
What is the working person proud of?
How does their identity get visible?
Which conditions/communication form does he or she accept? Which not?
Which physical, verbal or physical expression does the identity of the working person show?
Which traditions become visible?
Working Conditions
Which context conditions are visible, e.g. in terms of recruitment, pay, contractual basis, employment status, hierarchical position,
promotion opportunities, gender etc.?
Institutions
Which institutions does the working person belong to? Which memberships are shown?

Figure 3: Example of an Analysis Pattern for Cinematic Material (own elaboration)
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The perception of each individual (i.e. the subjective constructions of reality) is dependent
on cultural as well as social positions and other factors such as age, gender, etc., while these
aspects are hardly reflected in everyday life. There is a term in the scientific field that describes this phenomenon: Situatedness4 (Kleemann et al., 2009). However, the phenomenon of
situatedness does not only affect individuals outside the field of science, but also researchers.
Consequently, at least two members, male and female, of the project team conducted the
analysis of each artefact.
The analysis in teams of two was followed by the fourth phase, in which the processed
patterns of analysis were discussed. Five to seven people regularly took part in the research
group setting5, with at least half of the participants coming from the respective cultural context, while the rest were from outside the context. In this way, blind spots resulting from
situatedness could be eliminated or at least mitigated (Kleemann et al., 2009). Within the
research group, narratives were reflected and hypotheses about the social representations of
non-academic work were discussed and scrutinized. The assumption was that repetitive narratives, behaviours, etc. refer to socially shared knowledge and thus expose the central core
of social representations.

6

Findings

Based on the analysis of our sample of 44 artefacts, we present and discuss its findings through
a selection of cultural artefacts that have proved particularly telling regarding the perception
of non-academic work in Mexico. The findings are presented along the categories of habitus,
competences, and working conditions, as reflected in the analysis pattern (Figure 3). These
three categories could be best illuminated by the analysis of our sample of cultural artefacts.
Because of the findings' tentative and preliminary character, follow-on research will have to
elaborate, corroborate, refute or refine them.
For the category of habitus, it showed that everyday language gives many hints regarding
social representations within Mexican culture. Known expressions and phrases result from
a mix of cultures which have formed the idiosyncrasy of Mexicans over time. Mexicans use
innumerable phrases to express all types of emotions and actions, although there are some
expressions that are used more or less according to the social class or environment of a particular person. With good humour and typical eloquence, regardless of age, gender or race,
Mexicans often express their views and perceptions with phrases that they only understand.
The most recurrent and emblematic phrase to represent work in Mexico is chamba6; that is
4 Original German term: Standortgebundenheit.
5 Besides the authors, Allistair Fritz López Mercado and Francisco Padilla Reyeros participate in this group.
6 Chamba is used colloquially to call for a job in Central America, Ecuador and Mexico. One of the most widespread versions
states that its origin dates back to the 1940s when the governments of Mexico and the United States reached a temporary
agreement: Mexicans would go to work in U.S. fields, where men were scarce due to that country's participation in World War
II. The treaty lasted from 1942 to 1964 (Ramos y Duarte, 1898).
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to say the Mexican is not going to work, "but is going to chamber", not looking for work, but
looking for chamba. In contrast to the more physical and informal chamba, academic work
may be connoted with self-fulfilment, autonomy, a better standing in the social and organisational hierarchy or personal development. Meanwhile, non-academic labour in Mexican
society is mainly seen as medium to survive in an often risky environment and is correspondingly less prestigious.
With respect to the positioning in the field of gainful employment, it becomes apparent
that higher positions are, so to speak, hereditary and consequently tend to be reserved for
individuals of higher social classes. In the film "Mirreyes vs. Godinéz", most employees, except for the protagonist (a young hard-working deputy director), accept this logic. When
the owner dies unexpectedly, the son – without ever having worked, not to speak of having
worked in that particular company – becomes the managing director or, colloquially, the
patrón7. There seems to be a heavenly given order of things that provides every human being
their position. Good workers will humbly accept this position and place: "Dónde manda el
capitán, no gobierna marinero8". The expression "ser ubicado9", is widespread and often been
used to describe a person’s good character. In such a predetermined world, there is little point
in being in a rush. "No hay que comprar el fuete, antes que el caballo10", and "no por mucho
madrugar, amanece más temprano11".
Overall, the analysed artefacts indicate limited promotion opportunities. In this respect,
individuals might feel resigned to a certain extent, which could have a demotivating effect.
Especially non-academic work is perceived as a necessary, but laborious fact of life. Proverbial wisdom tells people to stay in their jobs even if it is linked to hardship, because having
a job is precious in order to make ends meet. Even if payment is bad, the proverb says "Cuando puedas trabajar, no lo dejes, aunque no te den lo que mereces12". This narrative is also
taken up in other artefacts such as Roberto Bolaño's novel "Los Detectives Salvajes" and many
of the analysed movies. As a result, the characters pursue the work activity out of material
constraints, which means a purely pragmatic perspective of work.
Humour is a very telling cultural expression; by breaking expectations and rules it gives us
important hints about what those implicit regularities are. If Cantinflas (a very well-known
Mexican comedian from the 1950/60s, deeply anchored in the collective memory) is shown
as a person who constantly avoids work and only accepts it in economic crises, he will gain
the sympathy of all the people who feel they work for the money and not much else. In the
famous series of "El Chavo del Ocho" from the 1970/80s, one of the main characters, Don
7 According to the Real Academia Española (2020), Patrón means; m. and f. Defender, protector. The word Patrón is culturally
embedded in the Mexican context and is seen as a protector or paternal figure in companies.
8 Where the captain is ruling, the sailor will not.
9 	 Know what her or his place is.
10
You do not have to buy the fort before the horse.
11
No matter how early you get up, the sun won’t rise.
12
If you can work, do not leave it, even if they do not give you what you deserve.
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Ramón, prefers to hide when the landlord comes to collect the rent rather than work and
pay it off. Apart from the fact that it is an older series, the figure Don Ramón seems to be
emblematic of the attitude and the avoidance of work. This is also illustrated by numerous
Memes in circulation that take up this character in the light of such work topics. On the one
hand, this fact underpins the assumption that some series, even though they are older, still
have a certain actuality and are deeply anchored in the collective memory. On the other
hand, it supports our thesis that the core of social representations on non-academic work are
relatively stable and anchored in Mexican society, to which all age groups belong, also youth.
Consequently, such cultural artefacts have descriptive and explanatory power with regard to
the attitudes, thoughts and ideas of young people towards non-academic work.
While the character of Don Ramón is regarded with sympathy and a wide feeling of understanding, there are other people who avoid work, just because they can. In the more recent
movies like "Nosotros los Nobles" or "Mirreyes vs. Godinez", it is clear that employment will
be avoided, if social status allows it. Interestingly, there is an established term in Mexican society for the rich children of the Mexican economic elite, as the second film suggests: M
 irreyes
(meaning as much as my kings). The circulating narratives about the so-called Mirreyes tend
to be negatively framed. Thus, they appear unpleasant, lazy and with a certain lack of empathy towards less well-situated people. However, the narratives show a change at the point
where there is a need for the Mirreyes to work seriously. Through the work, they experience
the moment of catharsis, so to speak, because the Mirreyes discard their attitudes, a habitus
transformation takes place, which causes a change in culturally embedded values. And in the
end, they also show solidarity with people from lower social classes.
As for the category of competences, we identified that being diligent, skilled and experienced comes to be one well-recognised way to maintain dignity in work. Like in many
European cultures, we find proverbs about the importance of practice and perseverance in
learning a trade. "La práctica hace al maestro13" or "más sabe el diablo por viejo, que por diablo14 ". Being competent in Mexican society also includes the ability to manage difficult situations, improvising and finding solutions in nearly impossible situations. Improvisation plays
a prominent role in Mexico’s everyday life and work contexts. Films like "Grand Hotel I" or
"Nosotros los Nobles" show with a lot of humour how Mexicans get out of difficult situations
by accepting jobs, even in informality, and taking the most unlikely chances to improvise.
In terms of working conditions, many proverbs show physical work as demanding and
dirty, in multiple ways comparing it with the duties of donkeys. In a society with a colonial
background, which in important parts was shaped by large-scale agronomy and a sharp division between landowners and workers, the strict hierarchies are still perceptible today. These
crystallise in numerous artefacts, such as in the movies "Roma" or "Buenos días Acapulco".
13
14

Practice makes the expert.
The devil knows more from age than from being a devil.
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However, other artefacts, such as the murals of the artist Diego Rivera, focus on egalitarian
social utopias, which propagate the breaking up of these anachronistic social structures while
at the same time heroizing the worker. This kind of representation, however, is directly related to the ideology of the artist – he was an avowed communist.
Thus, despite some exceptions, strict hierarchies are evident in most artefacts. They also
manifest themselves in the dressing habits of the people. In the cultural context of Mexico,
however, the hierarchies also manifest themselves through the medium of language. This
becomes clear from the colloquial terms patrón and peón. The term patrón, which is a traditional expression for a landowner, is even valid in the contemporary labour market, where
almost every boss or company owner is still called patron.
In addition to the perceived hierarchies at the social and organisational level, it is striking
that ascension within these is only possible, if at all, under difficulty. Moreover, filling higher
positions within a company appears to be less based on meritocratic principles. Instead, it
can be observed that the degree of kinship, including the for Mexican culture very important
ritual kinship, described by Pries (2010) as compadrazgo-system, and gender play prominent
roles. Another aspect which, up to a certain point, leads to promotion within the company
seems to be the length of time they have been with the company. Consequently, the principle
of seniority applies alongside the degree of kinship.
In Mexico, the culture of labour seems to be strongly embedded in social networks. A
lot of proverbs about reciprocity and loyalty talk about favours. "Entre bomberos no se pisan
las mangueras15" or "tú que sabes y yo que sé, cállate tú que yo me callaré16" are well known
advices in Mexican society. The line between loyalty and complicity appears to be thin. Social
networks also appear to be of immeasurable value in the recruitment and employment of
personnel. In the novel "Los Detectives Salvajes" it is noticeable in various passages that a few
characters in the novel tend to activate family, friends and/or acquaintances when looking
for work. By means of social networks, the transition to a working relationship appears to be
easier and more promising. The relevance of social capital on the threshold of employment
seems to be enormously high. Furthermore, it is clear from the film "Nosotros los Nobles",
for example, that the recommendations made mean double protection for the employer, as
he or she has two contact persons at the same time. This increases social pressure and reduces possible misconduct of the newly hired employee. The phenomenon of social pressure is
visible in numerous scenes of this film. When the female character (formerly a rich daughter) complains about the poor working conditions at the beginning of her employment, the
person who recommended her holds her back. Furthermore, the recommender demands
humility and gratitude for having given her a job in the first place that she has a job at all.
She then rows back and accepts the poor working conditions. These are such that she recei15
16

Between firemen, you do not step on the hoses.
When you know and I know, you shut up and I'll shut up.
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ves no basic salary and works only on the basis of tips. There is also no written employment
contract, which could indicate that this is a normality assumption regarding non-academic
work in Mexico. Apart from the employment conditions mentioned above, the female film
character is obliged to wear a work uniform. She dislikes this very much, as the women's
uniform, unlike the men’s uniform, is quite provocative. This observation can also be made
for other artefacts. According to this, differences between the sexes are manifested in terms
of dress practices in the realm of work. For women, the principle of "sex sells" is therefore
particularly common.
Besides the aforementioned dress practices, gender stereotypes play a strong role not only
in cultural artefacts but also in Mexican everyday language. The frequent use of sexualised
and sometimes cruel language to describe social positions or characterise situations, for example as the colloquial terms chingón17 for good or chingada18 for bad – as the novel "El
Laberinto de la Soledad" of Octavio Paz states – may bewilder foreigners strongly. In cultural
artefacts about labour, women are often shown as physically attractive, but rather useless in
their job, or – on the contrary – overly dedicated to work and by this way neglecting private
lives and partnership. In the film "Loca por el Trabajo" a working woman is successfully promoted, but harshly criticised of being too ambitious and "crazy for work". Although she is
successful in her job and has achieved financial independence, she is considered a loser after
her husband leaves her. This highlights the pressure on her to perform as perfectly as possible
in all roles. This refers to her roles as a passionate wife, loving mother, etc. In view of these
numerous demands, the protagonist can only fail. What is astonishing, however, is that her
male former colleague, who works just as much as she does, is not abandoned by his wife and
perceived as a winner.

7

Discussion and Conclusions

The assumption that cultural artefacts, through their omnipresence in the material world,
shape the attitudes and social representations of people in a society, including those of young
people, is the starting point for this study. At the same time, cultural artefacts can be understood as reconstructions of reality that provide information about the patterns of perception of their producers. For this reason, one criterion for analysing the artefacts is that they
were produced by people closely connected to the cultural context of Mexico. Interestingly,
most of the analysed artefacts featuring forms of representation and narratives about nonacademic work were created almost exclusively by persons of male gender. For this reason,
a predominantly male-framed perspective on the object of non-academic work opened up,
which on the one hand can be read as a weakness of the artefact analysis conducted. On the
17
18

Violator.
Violated.
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other hand, the low female presence in relation to the subject matter also reflects, in a certain
way, the low participation of women in the formal labour market in Mexico. For example,
according to OECD (2019), Mexican women are significantly less involved in formal employment than men. Moreover, females are significantly more likely to be neither enrolled in the
education system nor in employment or training (NEET). Overall, the aspect of machismo
prevalent in Mexico has not gone unnoticed in the forms of representation and narratives on
non-academic work, as numerous artefacts contain and reproduce gender stereotypes.
As already described, it is assumed in this context that narratives and forms of representation in relation to non-academic work can give an indication of the cultural imprints and
normality assumptions towards the object of study. Based on the findings presented here, it is
possible to make some preliminary hypotheses about the social representations prevalent in
Mexican society that affect the young population. For example, young people might perceive
non-academic work as relatively unattractive because it is often informal, implying a lack of
security, poor wages, etc. Furthermore, the representations and narratives show that, apart
from office work, non-academic work is physically demanding but cognitively unchallenging. In terms of access to a company and promotion, social networks seem to have enormous relevance - the so-called compadrazgo-System (Pries, 2010) is often visible. Hierarchies
seem rigid and opportunities for promotion limited. However, a narrative with more positive attributions regarding non-academic work can also be identified, which state that young
people experience a habitus transformation through work. Nevertheless, non-academic work
in Mexico seems to lack prestige, which could also have an impact on young people's educational and career aspirations and choices. This could mean that those who can afford it
prefer to pursue a career in tertiary education rather than opt for a TVET programme. At
the macro level, for example, the aforementioned lack of reputation could hamper attempts
to implement such programmes, even though the training programmes are seen as offering
great potential at many levels (OECD, 2019).
With the help of artefact analysis, interesting insights into culturally anchored social representations can be gained, whereby the forms of representation of non-academic work
become visible in different depths. Regarding the method, it can be said that artefact analysis
seems to be a good way to approach a new field of work or an unknown cultural context.
However, the representations and narratives refer to the perspective of those social actors
who are in certain positions of power and can therefore make themselves heard in the chorus
of cultural artefacts. In summary, artefact analysis offers an interesting approach to a research
object, but like any method, it has limitations, which can, however, be partially overcome in
combination with other methods such as biographical interviews.
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Abstract
Purpose: A systematic literature review has neglected for years in both national and
international vocational educational and training (VET) policy research. Recently, scholarly
interest in and the need for such a review has increased rapidly. This review introduces the
application of the systematic literature review method, with a focus on research work completed in European VET policy.
Approach: To investigate the value and applicability of the systematic literature review method in European VET policy research, we conducted a pilot study following the guidelines
and procedures presented by Gessler and Siemer.
Findings: First, the process of conducting a literature review and its major methodological
steps are described, followed by a descriptive analysis of the sample and characteristics of the
studies reviewed. Second, initial insights into the research methodology and the topics that
emerged during its application are presented. Altogether, we documented a first attempt to
systematize research on European VET policy, including lessons learned from conducting a
systematic literature review.
Conclusion: The review revealed that although research on international European VET
policy research has increased in recent years, hardly any systematization of the current
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research has been proposed. Instead, most research has been limited to identifying specific country-related factors. By comparison, we propose a systematic approach to reviewing
research on European VET policy, being well aware of the strengths and limitations of the
proposed method and the results. Thus, this systematic review presents a substantial starting
point and research agenda for further studies on this topic.
Keywords: Systematic Literature Review, Education Policy, Europe, VET, Pilot Study,
Vocational Education and Training

1

Introduction

In recent decades, VET policy and governance have attracted growing interest in international and comparative studies, such as country case studies or cross-national comparisons.
Some studies have addressed the internationalization of VET (Smith & Smith, 1999; Tran,
2013), whereas others have examined the international transfer of VET (Euler, 2013; Mewaldt, 2014). Further, some studies have focused on VET in Europe in general (e.g., with
country reports provided by the Cedefop), with many of these addressing VET policy in
relation to the Lisbon strategy (Ante, 2016; Walkenhorst, 2005). Some review articles have
emerged in the past years, indicating a highly complex and fragmented field (Busemeyer &
Trampusch, 2011; Li & Pilz, 2021). Although these studies have provided a partial overview
of the field, it remains somewhat vague how such literature reviews were conducted methodologically. Thus, despite mounting research on education policy (Bohlinger et al., 2016;
Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2011) and attempts to systematize methodological and theoretical
approaches to investigating governance and policy transfer in VET (Barabasch, 2010; Li &
Pilz, 2021), few studies have examined the current state of research in the field by conducting
systematic literature reviews (see for example, Caves et al., 2019).
Against a backdrop of the vast volume of literature, the aim of our pilot study was to apply
a systematic literature review method in the field of international (in detail: European) VET
research. We explored whether and subsequently how the method could be used to map the
current state of research. To investigate the value and applicability of the systematic literature review in examining such research, we performed the methodological steps proposed
by Gessler and Siemer (2020). In particular, we were concerned with reporting the process
of applying a systematic literature review to research addressing European VET policy and
assessing its practicability. To that end, we focused on the methods used and their applicability, not on expanding the discourse on VET policy in Europe. The remainder of this paper
proceeds as follows: First, we present the methods used in this study. Second, we report our
pilot findings and explain the limitations of our review. Finally, we articulate the implications
for future research.
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Methodology

The pilot study was undertaken as a systematic literature review using the methodology proposed by Gessler and Siemer (2020). Inspired by systematic reviews in other fields (e.g., medicine), this approach allows other researchers to replicate and update the literature by providing a transparent account of the reviewers' procedures (Booth, 2016; Hart, 2018; Moher et
al., 2009). In accordance with Gessler and Siemer (2020, p. 104; see Table 4), the procedure of
a literature review consists of the following four steps (Figure 1):
1. Defining the scope (i.e., specifying the research problem and research question).
2. Selecting data (systematic search and eligibility screening: Defining the sources and
search terms, including the relevant research, and screening and reading the selected
research to exclude ineligible research).
3. Processing the data, involving critical appraisal (i.e., assessing the quality of the selected
sources to exclude poor or inappropriate ones), analysis (i.e., selecting the relevant data
from the different texts and critically evaluating the data extracted), and synthesis (i.e.,
synthesizing and reanalyzing the pooled data).
4. Reporting the data (presenting the findings and discussing the conclusions and limitations of the review).
We used four steps of the review process to create a review protocol to conduct the pilot
study. In the following steps, we provide insights into our pilot results by reflecting on the
application and suitability of the literature review method in our specific topic area.

Figure 1: Steps of a Systematic Literature Review (adapted from Gessler and Siemer, 2020)
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2.1

Mapping Research on European VET Policy

Step 1: Defining the Scope

The pilot study focused on the European VET policy and aimed to identify relevant literature
following a clear, sound methodological approach proposed by Gessler and Siemer (2020).
Our aim was not to detail research on European VET policy in terms of comparative education. However, this study provides an additional step in mapping the landscape and scope of
research on European VET policy research, while applying and testing the methodology in
a heterogeneous field. In particular, we sought to answer the following research questions:
1. What literature can be identified by applying a systematic literature review method of
research on European VET policy?
2. What are the main characteristics of the identified studies?
3. Which research methodologies were followed in the selected studies?
4. Which research topics can be identified from the studies?
5. What are the strengths and limitations of the systematic literature review method applied
to research on European VET policies?

2.2

Step 2: Selecting the Data

The literature search for the review, conducted from August to November 2020, involved
searching databases for relevant studies in peer-reviewed literature. We selected the following
databases: Academic Source Complete (EBSCO), Web of Science (WoS), VOCEDplus, ERIC,
and Scopus (all databases frequently used by researchers across various disciplines and mentioned by Gessler & Siemer, 2020). To search titles, abstracts, and keywords, we developed
a search query by breaking the main topic down into search terms. We searched for "VET"
or "vocational education and training"1 in combination with "polic*" (and other appropriate
terms, e.g., "governance" or "system*", and "reform*"). We limited our search to English peerreviewed academic articles published from 2000 to 2020, being aware that there might be
numerous non-English articles.2 We also restricted the document type to "journal articles"
and used only sources that were available in full text. In doing so, we attempted only a pilot
1 In Europe, the common term for skills development in institutionalized pathways refers to "vocational education and training" (VET). We are well aware that terms such as "industrial training", "work-based-learning", and "apprenticeship" are
common in other contexts. However, as our focus is on policy and governance in vocational contexts in Europe, our main
search focused on the terms "vocational education and training" either in combination or as single terms.
2 Our first attempt at the systematic literature review aimed at identifying meta-studies (meta-analyses), which presumably
would have been in English only. However, because we could not identify any meta-studies addressing European VET policy
or VET policy per se, we expanded our scope towards non-meta-studies but kept English as the sole language of publication.
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search of the literature (i.e., limited to most representative articles in peer-reviewed journals),
not a comprehensive literature selection.
Figure 2 represents the stages of selecting sources from the literature. First, the titles,
abstracts, and keywords of the journal articles were scanned for any connection to our chief
topic. All articles related to other fields (e.g., veterinarian research) were excluded. Of the
remaining 75 articles, five duplicate articles (i.e., the same article indexed in different databases) were eliminated. After this initial check, we assessed the remaining articles in two
stages. The first stage involved evaluating the abstracts based on predefined criteria. One
author marked the articles of exclusion based on the criteria, which were double-checked by
another author. Accordingly, 28 of the 70 articles were excluded. The second stage comprised
evaluating the relevance of the full-text articles. Ultimately, 30 articles remained for further
investigation.

Figure 2: Flow Diagram of Article Selection
To be included in the review (i.e., pilot study), the articles had to fulfill four criteria:
1. Focus on research addressing the VET policy. Because we aimed at a comprehensive
understanding of the topic, we did not exclude any research context and consciously included all kinds of articles, regardless of their disciplinary perspective.
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2. Provide insights into the European context at national, international, and/or systemic
levels.
3. Include a clear description of the theoretical approach taken, or the methodology in the
case of empirical studies.
4. Be published in English in (double-blind) peer-reviewed journal articles from 2000 (i.e.,
commencing with the Lisbon Strategy) to 2020.

2.3

Step 3: Processing the Data

The third step included critical appraisal, extracting relevant data, data analysis, and synthesis. After identifying our main sources, selected articles were evaluated based on predefined
criteria3 by two authors separately. Their individual results were discussed and agreed upon.
Subsequently, a data extraction form was developed to process the data. To characterize
the literature examined in our pilot review, chief characteristics were extracted from each
study (i.e., authors, source, date of publication, and first author's country of residence), the
study was summarized and research questions were noted. To analyze the articles, we first
structured and classified them based on evident data (e.g., date of publication or journal
background) and assessed their overall relevance in Microsoft Excel. Based on our research
questions, we developed an overview of the themes emerging from the articles. For this purpose, we analyzed the content based on their similarities and differences (Aveyard, 2010) on
a broader level and grouped similar themes into main categories. After that, we developed
a brief summary of the aim, approach, and major findings of each article and wrote a short
statement on the findings. Finally, we undertook a critical discussion and systematization of
the emerging themes.

2.4

Step 4: Reporting the Data

In the final step, a descriptive analysis of the sample and the characteristics of the articles
were reported. To characterize the literature included in our review, we used six categories:
(1) Date of publication, (2) first author's country of residence, (3) journals and subject area,
(4) type of articles and research methods, and (5) emerging topics and systematization of
content. Given that our study was a pilot study, we focused on the application of the method
and the reporting of the data, rather than the interpretation of data.
3 Critical appraisal tools are available for many kinds of research studies (see Gessler & Siemer, 2020). For the purpose of our
pilot study, we only focused on our predefined selection criteria.
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Results

3.1

Date of Publication
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Articles published between 2004 and 2020 are depicted in Figure 3. The majority of them
were published after 2010, with the highest number of sources found in 2010 (four a rticles),
2015 (four articles), and reached a peak in 2018 (five articles). The trend line and constant
presence of publications in the last five years indicated that the publication of articles is
increasing. This emphasized the issue and the nature of the debate about adapting to changing environments, implying growing interest in scientific research and publishing in peerreviewed journals. This supported the findings of the European VET policy becoming the focus of researchers, particularly after 2000, perhaps being influenced by developments in EU
policy (Lisbon Strategy, Europe 2020). As earlier research on European VET policy focused
primarily on these developments from a broader perspective over the years, the focus shifted
towards the question of how VET is governed at supranational and national levels.

Figure 3: Number of Articles by Year of Publication

3.2

Country of Residence of First Author

In this classification, we examined the background of each first author to provide more insights into their country of residence. As can be observed in Figure 4, nine articles originated
in Germany, followed by four articles produced in the UK. Studies were located from Estonia,
Switzerland, Italy, and Norway. Numerous contributions from Germany can be explained
by both the relatively high number of researchers in the field emanating from Germany's
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high number of inhabitants and an extensive national research interest in VET. Since we
only focused on articles published exclusively in English, the data also illustrated countries
current general interest to publish in English. However, this classification did not provide an
explicable finding, since the origin of a study can be attributed to the increasing international
cooperation of universities and research institutions. Most of the studies were written by a
single author, with few studies produced in cooperation with other scholars.

Figure 4: Country of Residence of First Author

3.3

Journals and Subject Areas

By limiting the articles to only double-blind peer-reviewed journals, we were able to determine the most important current journals in this area. The publications were classified by being
divided into two groups: Educational and policy-related journals. Twenty-seven sources were
published in leading educational journals with a clear focus on VET. However, as exhibited
in Table 1, three articles were published in policy-related journals. The journals Research in
Comparative and International Education (RCIE), International Journal for Vocational Education and Training (IJRVET), and Journal of Vocational Education and Training (JVET) were
well represented with between four and six articles. European Journal of Vocational Training
(EJVT), European Journal of Education (EJE), and Journal of Education and Work (JEW),
with a European focus were also well represented with two to three articles. The remaining
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j ournals were represented by only one article each. The high distribution in different journals
can be explained by the fact that VET is a highly heterogeneous field and has been researched
by various disciplines with theoretical and empirical approaches.
Table 1: Journals and Subject Areas
Journal (educational focus, VET)

Abbreviation

#

Research in Comparative and International Education

RCIE

6

International Journal for Vocational Education and Training

IJVETR

5

Journal of Vocational Education and Training

JVET

4

European Journal of Vocational Training

EJVT

3

European Journal of Education

EJE

2

Journal of Education and Work

JEW

2

Journal of Adult and Continuing Education

JACE

1

Empirical Research in Vocational Education and Training

ERVET

1

International Journal of Lifelong Education

IJLE

1

Journal of Comparative and International Education

Compare

1

Oxford Review of Education

Oxf. Rev. Educ.

N (total)

1
27

Journal (policy-related focus, others)

Abbreviation

#

Governance: An International Journal of Policy and Administration

Governance

1

European Journal of Industrial Relations

Eur. J. Ind. Relat.

1

Transfer: The European Review of Labour and Research

Transfer

N (total)

3.4

1
3

Types of Articles and Research Methods

Another classification of articles was provided based on the type of article and the research
methodology used. The articles were first categorized into applied research articles and theoretical articles to examine whether the articles were either conceptual or empirical in nature.
For some articles, the author did not state which method was applied. These characteristics
were assessed after reading the articles. Articles were classified as theoretical papers if there
was a limited or absent empirical component. If a clearly elaborated methodological and
empirical component existed, the article was classified as empirical research. Overall, the
majority of articles were empirical in nature, with less research providing only a theoretical
(conceptual) analysis.
A close examination of the methodology of the articles revealed that the majority were
qualitative or explorative in nature, with a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. Almost half of the articles involved single-or multiple-case studies. The preferred methods for
collecting data were interviews and questionnaires. Other forms included the analysis of
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political documents and other historical or national data. Common data analysis methods
involved content analysis or country-based analysis. This wide range of research approaches
and methods emphasizes the growing interest of researchers from different backgrounds and
perspectives.

3.5

Emerging Topics and Systematizing the Content

Following the planned steps, the articles were classified by assessing the similarities of topics and methods used. In the first preliminary analysis, we identified three main categories
(or primary topics): EU policy and EU governance, comparison of countries, and impact of
policy on Member States—and three methodological instruments—content analysis, comparative analysis of countries, and single-country studies (Figure 5). Although they overlap in
scope and content, they provided initial insights into the content and state of research on the
topic. Due to wide ranging topics that emerged in the pilot study, we briefly summarized the
articles in each category.

Figure 5: Emerging Topics and Systematization of Content
(1) Governance in European VET Policy at the EU System Level
Regarding content, 12 articles were assigned to the first category. The topic of EU policy or
governance in VET was examined at the European meta or macro level. At this level, the
specifications and implementation of VET policies in Europe were analyzed. Contextually,
the question of the success of established governance structures and processes was relevant,
being measured by the outcomes and structures of VET systems and their functionality
(Barabasch, 2010). We found diverse article topics such as implementation of qualifications
frameworks, VET policies and governance structures, comparisons of training models, and
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more. The methodological approach of these articles employed content analysis, historical
overviews, and qualitative analysis of relevant documents.
Specifically, Bohlinger (2012) and Ure (2015) analyzed countries' experiences with learning outcomes and its efforts to establish or reform qualifications frameworks according to
the European Qualifications Framework (EQF). We revealed the emergence of a learning
outcomes orientation from an EU policy perspective and reviewed countries' anticipations
and expectations regarding the development of qualifications frameworks and instruments
to validate learning outcomes. The focus of both papers is on governing VET policy, for
example, by means of the Open Method of Coordination (OMC). Similarly, Grollmann and
Ruth (2006) address the Lisbon Agenda and its implications for VET. Their article covers the
relevant EU policy topics, including the Bruges-Copenhagen Process, the ECVET (European
Credit System for Vocational Education and Training), the EQF, and the OMC as a means
to attain the Lisbon Goals. The authors showed that there was "no standard European path
for achieving the Lisbon Goals, but rather that there are considerable variations depending
on the prevailing VET systems and the respective VET policy" (Grollmann & Ruth, 2006, p.
366). From the aforementioned EU policy topics, the ECVET is dealt with in greater depth
in another paper. Ryan et al. (2018) focused on the equivalency and compatibility between
the ECVET and the ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) by reviewing the findings of 11
EU-funded projects. The authors concluded that the projects were successful in identifying
several points of compatibility and developing useful tools and frameworks to facilitate permeability between the two systems. While achieving credit equivalency between the ECVET
and the ECTS does not seem feasible, the findings indicated that using a learning outcomebased equivalency framework seems a more promising approach.
Greinert (2004) and Clarke and Winch (2015) analyzed "design philosophies" (Clarke
& Winch, 2015, p. 543) of VET policies and VET structures. The authors identified and
compared national VET structures and training models (mostly the German apprenticeship
scheme and the Anglo-Saxon training model) against other countries' VET structures in
light of their historical emergence. Contrary to the EU's dominating VET policy aims, they
conclude that "the effectiveness of the European tools and their successful implementation at
occupational and sectoral levels […] will rest on incorporating employee interests and greater educational content into VET systems" (Clarke & Winch, 2015, p. 604). Similarly, but with
a stronger focus on decision-making processes, Oliver (2010) applies a framework of governance (Pierre & Peter, 2005) "to assess the impact of complexity in VET governance systems
by focusing on how complexity affects the four governance system outcomes: A
 daptability,
coherence, inclusiveness, and accountability" of VET systems in England, Australia, the
United States, Germany, Spain, and Denmark (Oliver, 2010, p. 270). While Greinert (2004)
and Clarke and Winch (2015) contrast mostly different training models, Emmenegger et
al. (2019) compare similar training models—so-called collective skill formation systems in
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Austria, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. Their conceptual article focuses on corporative and decentralized governance structures where the authors develop a
"framework for the analysis of cooperation in decentralised collective skill formation systems" (Emmenegger et al., 2019, p. 23) that is "helpful for the analysis of those areas of political economies in which actors face cooperation dilemmas within decentralised governance
contexts" (p. 39). Cooperation as a condition of success is also emphasized in an article by
Šćepanović and Artiles (2020). The concept of dual VET is discussed by explaining the competing logics behind it and providing an overview of the EU's policy approaches to VET. They
claim that VET represents a special kind of formation, which requires high levels of coordination among all stakeholders to ensure quality and comparability. However, many European
countries lack necessary institutional prerequisites. Consequently, "despite the investment of
significant resources into the promotion of 'dual' VET, the results so far have been, and are
likely to remain, highly uneven" (Šćepanović & Artiles, 2020, p. 24).
Rauner and Wittig (2010) also compared corporativist VET systems and structures in
Austria, Denmark, Germany, and Switzerland. Similar to Greinert, they focus on the incorporation of work process knowledge in VET structures and its implications for governing
VET structures. Their overview of a theoretical framework to identify plural governance
structures in VET (in particular in apprenticeship schemes) concludes that "complexity associated with different governance processes and the ways they have evolved demonstrates
a need to distinguish between complexity relating to decision-making processes and policy
instruments and processes for allocating resources and generating feedback" (Rauner & Wittig, 2010, p. 271).
Viertel (2010) explored international VET cooperation and made the case for considering
sustainable development to be a policy obligation for the European Training Foundation
(ETF) and VET reform efforts in its partner countries as "adjusting VET to today's complex
sustainability challenges is a major, but essential task" (Viertel, 2010, p. 231). Based on a discussion of economic practices from a sustainability perspective, the author investigated what
impact on knowledge and skills could be derived from this. Implications for VET reforms,
especially those supported by the ETF, include the application of inclusive practices, the reconsideration of competences for sustainable development, and the design of appropriate
didactical approaches to foster them.
The article by Kämäräinen (2017) is somewhat different from the other articles in that it is
a tribute to David Raffe's lifetime achievement on VET research, VET policy, and European
cooperation.
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(2) European VET Policy and Cross-Country Comparisons in the EU
The second category examines the European VET policy and comprises cross-country
comparisons. Ten articles were identified in this category, which were heterogeneous regarding content. There were articles that provided general insight into recent developments in
VET policy in the EU, presenting problems and challenges using country-specific examples. Further, other articles explored cross-national variations with formally institutionalized
"feedback mechanisms". There was also often a sector-specific focus, such as a study on VET
in the construction sector comparing several European countries. Other articles focused on
national VET systems, their structures, coherence, and educational reforms in specific European countries. Although the contents of this category differed greatly, their methodological
approaches were similar and mostly employed comparative analyses.
Trampusch (2009) and Souto-Otero and Ure (2012) focused on a system-related perspective exploring how European VET policies were reflected in different national VET
systems. The authors compared two countries based on a case study analysis. Trampusch
(2009) analyzed the effects of the Copenhagen process on vocational training policy in Austria and Germany. Embedding the analysis of Europeanization in a more general analysis of
institutional change and building upon a comparison of Germany and Austria, the author
offered insights into two divergent dynamics of Europeanization in two similar VET systems.
In Germany, Europeanization occurs as reform policies and politics. However, in Austria,
Europeanization occurs more as institutional change by default, without strategically enacted
reform initiatives shaped by the EU. Similarly, based on a two-country comparison, SoutoOtero and Ure (2012) explored differences in governmental ambition in Norway and Spain
to increase coherence, defined as "the internal connections of individual educational strands
and the points of contact between strands," (Souto-Otero & Ure, 2012, p. 92) of their VET
systems. The authors provide two conceptualizations of coherence (vertical and horizontal
coherence) and illustrated that while both countries sought coherence, the roots of their striving for it, the ways that they operationalized the term, and the emphasis of their actions differed substantially. This can be related to how VET interests and stakeholders are organized
in each country. In comparison, Heikkinen (2004) determined the need to use a historical
and contextual approach to understanding VET systems through discussions on continuing
education in Nordic countries and Germany.
Following a comparative perspective, other studies focused on the investigation of the
European VET policy convergence through specific elements, tools, and topics, e.g., "modularisation" and "formal feedback mechanisms". In a cross-country comparison, Pilz et al.
(2018) compared the experiences of modularization in seven European countries. The authors described different pathways and indicated that while modularization in some countries takes a radical form, other countries follow a mixed approach. The authors concluded
that no two countries have adopted the same form of modularization, yet some countries
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have cited common challenges in the modularization process. Similarly, Markowitsch and
Hefler (2018) addressed the topic of feedback-mechanism building through a comparative
analysis of 15 European countries to enhance an understanding of cross-national variations
in formally institutionalized "feedback mechanisms" between VET and the labor market.
The study identified four different formal feedback mechanisms that represented the main
types found in European countries: 1) The liberal model, explained by VET in England and
higher VET in Austria; 2) the statist model, explained by school-based VET in Austria; 3)
the participatory model, explained by VET in France; and 4) the coordinated model, explained by apprenticeship training in Germany and Austria. Other authors attended to different
patterns of social dialogue over VET and their implications for qualifications and workforce
mobility. For Winterton (2007), qualification and related processes played different roles and
were given different degrees of attention in the agendas of social partners across countries,
depending on the model of social partnership. For example, state-regulated systems (such as
Germany and France) facilitate a clearly prescribed role for social partners, whereas market
systems (such as Italy and the UK) are associated with uneven involvement. Social dialogue
in school-focused systems (e.g., Italy and France) is inevitably less developed than in workplace-focused systems (e.g., Germany and the UK) because schooled VET is divorced from
the domain where the social partners have the most competence.
Further, there were articles examining specific occupational foci or providing insights
from micro-level perspectives. Clarke et al. (2020) drew on a study of VET regarding lowenergy construction (LEC) developments in 10 countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, and Spain), which analyzed current provisions in the context of near-zero energy building (NZEB) implementation, the construction
labor market, workforce characteristics, and national VET systems. Roosmaa (2019) analyzed
how the choice of upper-secondary education and training specialization, general or vocational, enabled future participation in non-formal education (NFE) based on EU Labour Force
Survey data from 28 countries. Misra (2011) shed light on VET teacher training systems
across European countries by offering insights into policies and approaches adopted in the
EU to train VET teachers. Drawing on results from document analyses and interviews (e.g.,
with VET teachers, representatives from VET teacher unions, and VET policy makers at the
government level), the author identified core VET teacher training challenges in Europe and
recommended several strategies for the continuing professionalization of VET teachers.
Although most studies focused on the differences between the countries concerned and
the EU Member States, some scholars provided insights into the integration and implementation of the Lisbon Strategy and differences between the partner countries4. For example,
Masson (2007) provided an overview of recent developments and challenges faced by VET
4 The term "partner countries" refers to the use of the word in the context of the article. The term is not to be equated with
the European Member States, it refers to the partner countries of the European Training Foundation (ETF) such as Serbia,
Romania, Turkey, Tunisia, Hungary etc. (see Masson, 2007, p. 48f.).
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systems in the Western Balkans, Turkey, and other countries covered by the "wider European
neighborhood" policy. This results in diverse situations across the Union and new Member
States and is even greater in partner countries. The results also establish that the messages
from Copenhagen have already begun to take hold in some of these countries. Their systemic
value has increased awareness and acted as a catalyst for reform.
(3) European VET Policy Implementation at the National Levels
Of the 30 identified articles, eight could be assigned to the third main category. A common
theme of all articles in this category was the tracing of the Europeanization processes of VET
systems. In this context, the impact of the European VET policy on specific education policy
mechanisms or effects on the VET or education systems of specific national Member States
were investigated. Thus, these studies examined the effects of the EU VET policy (decisions,
directives, recommendations, etc.) on Member States and were conducted as country studies
or case studies. Due to the consideration of such processes at a specific country level, only a
limited summarizing consideration of the contents of the articles was feasible.
Some articles dealt with the impact of education policy processes at a supranational level
(EU level), such as the Lisbon Strategy and the Copenhagen Process, to a national level. For
example, Cort (2010) examined the interactions between the Copenhagen Process, European
VET, and Danish VET policies. Based on analyses of policy documents, research reports, and
social actor-level interviews, Cort highlighted institutional changes in VET. Consequently,
she drew conclusions about potential changes that need long term consideration. In examining the impact of European policy processes, other articles addressed policy instruments in
particular and their application in specific European Member States.
Deissinger (2015) focused on the institutional field of vocational education. Regarding
the effects of the alignment of national VET systems, he analyzed supranational governance
instruments in the context of the EQF. Using Germany as an example, he examined the forms
and practices of nongovernmental institutions in the vocational education system and drew
conclusions about their responsibility for preserving the culture of the dual system.
De Paor (2018) used the results of an explanatory case study in the context of the outcomes of Erasmus+ and the strategic partnership with QUAKE to examine the role of the
professional development of teachers in VET. The findings, drawn from the views of Irish
VET teachers, demonstrated the importance of the use of European tools such as ECVET in
teachers' professional development, which can facilitate making professional development
an integral part of the teaching and learning process, ensuring more successful adoption of
educational change.
The effects of the Bologna Process on the Dutch dual higher education system were the
focus of van Houten (2018). His analysis focused on the effects on employment opportunities
in the labor market. In this context, it highlights opportunities and tensions in employment
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relationships for students and employers. Through his findings, van Houten uncovered a gap
between higher vocational education and secondary vocational education, which reduced
the employability of low-skilled workers and contributed to the inequality of employment
opportunities for vocational graduates.
Two of the articles dealt with the impact of European professional policy on professionalization processes of the heterogeneous professional group of adult educators and the
standardization of the recognition of competences in this field. Mikulec (2019) analyzed the
formulation of requirements for adult education by the European Union and examined their
impact on Slovenian adult education. Within the framework of a document analysis, efforts
to conceptualize the recognition processes of adult educators' professional competences in
Slovenia were traced. He found that unified recognition processes were unlikely due to the
unmanageable heterogeneity of professional roles and competences to be recognized. Paulos
(2015) focused on the EU's contribution to the definition of adult education policy at a country level. Using the example of education policy structures in Portugal, the author explained
that the professionalization of adult educators in Portugal was in a process of alignment. A
need for evidence-based policies to create structures for the professional development of
adult educators was identified.
Rein (2017) also dealt with competence recognition. His research related to the increasing science-related demand for company specialists and managers and the resulting design of the professionalization of these professions. By examining learning outcomes in dual
vocational study programs in Germany, he found characteristics of overarching vocational
competencies and defined relevant requirement areas in initial and continuing education and
training. These are seen as important prerequisites for enabling the connectivity of qualifications and transitions within and between education systems.
Loogma (2016) dealt with educational policy mechanisms in general. This author explored the process of Europeanization of the VET policy in terms of policy learning and
policy transfer in general. To make the implementation of these processes transparent, she
examined the process of redesigning an educational space through the influences of Europeanization of VET policy, using Estonia as an example. In this case study, the increase in
the implementation of VET institutions, the shift toward active learning by the EU, and the
introduction of standardized policy instruments were made evident.

3.6

Limitations of the Systematization of the Content

We are aware that the three main categories presented above overlap somewhat with one another and with other topics identified in the sample. For that reason, the basic purpose of any
literature review—that is, to compare contexts and provide a mapping of existing knowledge
in a field—could be fulfilled only to a limited extent. In particular, some core topics adjacent
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to the three main categories were European tools, policies, and instruments to govern VET,
the professionalization of VET staff (teacher training, adult educators), and models and structures of VET (i.e., VET regimes). Other articles covered topics such as the modularization
of VET or the Bologna process in higher education. At the same time, our analysis revealed
no overarching (theoretical) framework or academic discipline upon which the articles had
been built. Research in the field refers to various (educational) political contexts, contains
reform strategies, and, in some cases, follows different methodological logics. Because the
methodological approaches to research in the field exhibit fragmentation, any systematic literature review of this field would be characterized by certain challenges and may be regarded
as an additional step in accessing and systematizing such a complex research topic.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

Research on European VET policy can be described as a highly heterogeneous field that
challenges systematic investigations in the literature. In our pilot study, we found that the
systematic literature review method was difficult to apply given numerous limitations and
restrictions, which will be discussed critically and considered for future research in this field.
In this section, we review our experience with the process of conducting a systematic review.
We structured our discussion according to the four-step model as introduced in Section 2.
Although more research is required, we highlight some lessons learned from our pilot study.
First, any systematic literature review should begin with a number of research questions
and a clear scope. In the fragmented, heterogeneous field of European VET policy, research
questions for systematic literature reviews should seek to help synthesize current knowledge
and offer a state-of-the-art overview of research in the field. However, overly broad research
questions can result in massive amounts of information, thereby making literature reviews
unmanageable. Consequently, narrowing the scope of research and focusing on a subtopic
or more specific research questions in the area of interest could be helpful (see for example,
Caves et al., 2019). Beyond that, a type of review (e.g., narrative review, scoping review, metaanalyses) suitable to the scope should be chosen (e.g., Gessler & Siemer, 2020).
Second, data selection is a critical step for any systematic review, and our attempts to
follow the process of a systematic literature review have highlighted several domain-specific
challenges in data selection. Within the scope of our pilot study, we searched certain databases and focused only on double-blind peer-reviewed English journal articles. Our search
was also restricted to a span of 20 years, and as a result, the search results were limited.
Grey literature (e.g., working papers and conference presentations), which often provide new
and current scientific findings (in this particular field), was not integrated into our review.
Moreover, we excluded monographies, anthologies, and political documents, such as directives, recommendations, or guidelines, which are indispensable sources in the field. Based
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on our pilot study, only a few articles covered a 20-year period of research. Moreover, some
relevant research articles were clearly missing from our sample, although we are aware that
such literature exists (e.g., Bohlinger, 2019; Brockmann et al., 2009). Our oversight can be
explained by our selection criteria, which were highly restrictive. Combinations of search
terms such as "VET" and "policy", "VET" and "governance", "VET" and "system" may have
netted some of the more obvious titles in literature in the field. Unfortunately, a great deal
was also excluded, such as articles on VET policy that do not contain the term "VET" or have
titles where VET is paired with a relevant term (e.g., "competence"). Future research should
focus on the selection of keywords and the overall search strategy. The selection of keywords
should be derived from the research questions obtained from known primary studies and
cross-checked in terms of terminology and cultural differences in cross-country studies.
Depending on the purpose of the review, the search can be more comprehensive (scoping
review) or selective (i.e., meta-analysis). For a comprehensive stand-alone literature review,
the literature search should include multiple databases, be conducted with backward and forward searches, and include additional relevant literature indicated by snowballing or experts
in the field, among other strategies.
Third, data processing needs to be extracted and synthesized in an accurate manner, suitable for the research questions. While our sample was small and extremely diverse in scope, it
did not reflect the importance of the topic or the relevance of some literature in the field. For
example, we decided against ranking the final list of articles according to their H-factor or
the number of citations in Google Scholar. Moreover, as we excluded articles by i nternational
stakeholders such as the OECD or the European Commission, we are unable to derive any
statement about the importance of the articles in our sample. Our general data extraction was
an essential, helpful step to deconstruct the range of studies and facilitate their comparison.
The central result of the application of the literature review method is that EU VET policy
research is a heterogeneous field concerning academic disciplines, theories, and research approaches. As Barabasch and Wolf (2009) concluded in their study on policy transfer in VET,
methodological research on European VET policy is equivalent to an investigative research
approach because receiving access to information sources and background information is
demanding. Furthermore, the interests of the individual countries in education policy are
highly diverse; hence, political discourse can hardly be depicted in its entirety (e.g., Barabasch & Wolf, 2009, p. 23). Due to the inter- and transdisciplinary nature of our sample, the
results of our analysis are more general, and we have only been able to provide a descriptive
systematization in the field. Although we did not perform a detailed content analysis, our
work marks a starting point for future research on this topic. Even Gessler and Siemer (2020)
have underscored the importance of more quantitative reviews, and to be appropriate for
statistical meta-analysis, studies have to be as similar as possible to the questions that they try
to answer and the methods that they use. Considering the state of recent literature and our
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initial findings, we believe that a scoping review or narrative review that involves applying
qualitative analytical techniques for synthesis could be an appropriate method for further
reviews on European VET policy.
Fourth, reporting data allows a presentation of the findings of a review and the process of
conducting it. It allows other researchers to follow the same steps and potentially achieve the
same results. The literature review should not only follow a clear structure that ties studies to
key topics, characteristics, and categories, but also indicates opportunities and directions for
future research.
In this paper, we have documented an attempt to conduct a systematic literature review
in the field of international VET research with a focus on European VET policy. We aimed
to explore the extent to which this method is helpful in mapping the current state of research
and systematizing knowledge in this field. Our experiences with attempting systematic literature reviews have confirmed that the basic stages of the review process appear to be useful. However, some modifications and extensions could significantly improve its value as a
research method for future studies on VET policy, especially in Europe. Although our study
highlights some challenges and future directions regarding applying the method proposed
by Gessler and Siemer (2020), our pilot study also revealed some issues relating to the topics addressed in the individual articles reviewed. The core topics in the field of VET governance and European VET policy are governance mechanisms and the impact of European
VET policy and related policies, including learning outcomes, qualifications frameworks,
the Copenhagen process, and, to some extent, the Bologna process. Moreover, one of the
core topics refers to the analysis of systems and structures of VET, including VET models
and the collaboration and cooperation of stakeholders, and conceptualizing the coherence
in VET and VET teachers and trainers. These are the starting points for mapping the field of
European VET policy.
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Abstract
Context: The transfer of vocational education and training (VET) has a long tradition and
can be based on various conceptual and methodical approaches. Transfer process and success can be influenced by numerous factors at different levels (systemic, institutional and
individual). However, the existing research on the challenges and success factors of VET
transfer is very heterogenous and fragmented.
Method: To provide a comprehensive and structured overview of the current state of the
international research on transfer in the context of VET, we conducted a literature review,
which is presented here. Using the method of systematic literature review, a total of 231
studies were found and 41 studies were selected based on the defined criteria for full text
analysis.
Findings: Various specific research foci and analytical approaches used on the included studies were identified and documented. The transfer of a dual VET system or its elements is
based on different approaches and perspectives of the recipient country and the transferee.
Major challenges for the transfer of dual VET systems include the social reputation of VET
in the recipient countries and (language- and culture-related) communication difficulties
between the involved parties. For a successful transfer of VET, a deeper knowledge of the
contextual conditions in the recipient country are of particular importance, as well as a close,
longstanding cooperation between the involved parties.
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Conclusion: The generated knowledge about key contextual conditions at the individual,
company and systemic level in the context of VET transfer can provide a valuable basis for
future VET cooperation.
Keywords: Vocational Education and Training, VET, Transfer, Literature Review, Professional Competence, Success Factors

1

Theoretical Background to Research in International 'VET Transfer'

The process of internationalization is becoming increasingly important in the area of vocational education and training (VET) (Frommberger & Baumann, 2019). In particular, international cooperation in VET has been regarded as an essential way of shaping internationalization for decades, as the practice of transferring educational structures internationally has
a long tradition (Barabasch & Wolf, 2011; Frommberger & Baumann, 2019).
In this context, the transferability or exportability of VET systems or its elements to other
countries has been investigated for many years, for instance (Barabasch & Wolf, 2011; Clement, 2012; Wiemann et al., 2019). Research and scientific studies in this area have increased
in recent years (Dobischat & Düsseldorff, 2018), while numerous international cooperation
projects have been ongoing for years, for example in the United States or India (Gessler, 2017;
Pilz, 2016). In the literature, very different understandings, conceptualizations, and models
of 'transfer' in VET research can be found. At the same time, rather limited knowledge about
the heterogeneous models and approaches leads to a fragmentation of the research landscape
(Wiemann et al., 2019). To bridge this gap, it is necessary to structure, systematize, compare
and, if necessary, integrate different disciplinary research approaches.
In regard to the significance of the topic in terms of research, practice and policy, the
primary goal of this article is to prepare a comprehensive, structured overview of the current
state of international literature on transfer in the context of VET research. The authors systematically analyze the current international state of research on transfer with a multidisciplinary and multi-level perspective by using the method of "systematic literature review" (Gessler & Siemer, 2020; Grant & Booth, 2009). The identification of thematic and methodological
foci and of semantic and/or structural links between the various approaches, theories and
best practice models is a central focus of this article. Furthermore, indications of international networking and synergy potential in this field of research are taken into account.
Concept of (Professional) Competence and Understanding of VET Transfer
To provide a comprehensive and structured overview of the current state of international
research and to analyze the multidisciplinary perspectives on transfer in the context of VET,
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in a first step, it is necessary to define the understanding of the two core concepts in VET
research, namely "transfer" and "(professional) competence".
With the globalization of the labor market, an increase in the importance of harmonized
educational, and especially VET, systems became evident. This refers to the international innovation and competitiveness of organizations involved in VET as well as to the importance
of ensuring competences for (international) professional mobility and self-reliant living of
citizens and enabling lifelong learning, which is necessary in an increasingly changing societal and technological environment (e.g., Baethge et al., 2006; DIHK, 2015).
The harmonization trends in VET call for an internationally comparable (high) level
of qualification in the respective national VET systems (e.g., Cedefop, 2011; Dunkel & Le
Mouillour, 2013). In the last decade, the European Union has intensified its efforts to create
more transparency within the VET systems in Europe and to regulate the harmonization
of vocational qualifications with the development of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) and the European Credit Transfer System (ECVET). Furthermore, as part of
an international comparative feasibility study on VET (the so-termed 'VET PISA'), a largescale assessment framework was developed in response to the increased importance of the
VET systems to assess their learning outcomes, i.e. professional competencies. This feasibility
study impressively showed that competences targeted in VET have to tow the line between
meeting the requirements for both national particularities and international comparability
(Baethge et al., 2006).
This tension also applies to the sense of the transferability of nationally established VET
concepts to other countries. Since in-company instruction and training programs tend to be
heterogeneous and less formalized, teaching-learning and examination approaches, adaptation and transfer in VET systems are accompanied by a variety of challenges (e.g., Kuper &
Schrader, 2013).
The concept of transfer is defined differently in various disciplines and contexts (Gräsel,
2010). Educational transfer is based on the conceptual nuance of transference and is defined
by Gessler (2012) as the transfer of educational ideas, structures, and practices from one system or institution to another. The term transfer in an educational context is primarily a term
used in German-speaking countries, although export is also frequently used as a synonym
(Geiben, 2017). In the international context, the general term policy transfer is primarily used
to describe this concept (Wiemann et al., 2019). While policy transfer encompasses educational transfer, it is often described in a broader sense as the transfer of concepts or procedures.
In addition, policy transfer can be further differentiated to refer to policy learning, policy
borrowing, policy diffusion, policy reception and policy lending, depending on the academic
discipline and the scope of the transfer (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Geiben, 2017; Wiemann
et al., 2019).
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Referring to the definitional approaches, Geiben (2017, p. 23) defines transfer in the context
of VET cooperation as "the transfer of ideas, practices and products as well as assumptions
from one or more countries to one or more different countries." This article, which aims to
comprehensively review existing research literature on this topic, is guided by this broad
definition.
The VET system, for instance in German-speaking countries, represents a historically
evolved complex constellation of participating institutions and actors that cannot easily be
exported (Geiben et al., 2017; Strittmatter & Böhner, 2019). In the context of international
VET research, many studies therefore concluded that the transfer of a VET system cannot
take place as a one-to-one transfer (Stockmann, 2013; Stockmann & Silvestrini, 2013). In this
regard, the transfer process cannot be seen as a copying process but needs to be designed as
a selection and adaptation process that supports partner countries in adapting elements of
their existing systems (Euler, 2013).
In this context, another important core concept in VET research, also at the international
level, refers to the concept of competence. The term competence has become a fashionable
term in the social and educational sciences (Klieme & Hartig, 2007). A broad use of this term
can also be found in educational policy and research. However, the term competence, has different meanings in literature and everyday understanding, and it is neither used nor applied
consistently in research and practice. Even in research dealing with educational and learning
processes, competence is not defined synonymously, and is conceptualized and operationalized differently (Hartig, 2008; e.g., contributions in Blömeke et al., 2013).
The definition of the construct competence is a fundamental prerequisite for empirically
sound investigations of learning and educational processes. However, it is precisely in the definition of competence as well as in the development of well-founded theoretical competence
models that the challenges of empirical competence research become evident (e.g., Blömeke
et al., 2015). These difficulties are partly due to the different and partly incompatible roots of
the concept of competence across disciplines (Klieme & Hartig, 2007).
This is particularly true for VET that is characterized by a high heterogeneity of domains
as well as participating institutions and actors. Moreover, the VET research is based on different (in parts nation-specific) traditions and conceptual and theoretical approaches, leading
to a variety of (domain-specific) definitions of competence, including (i) competence in a
purely organizational sense with regard to responsibility in an institution, (ii) psychological
understanding of competence as disposition (e.g., professional knowledge), (iii) general understanding of competence as expertise, (iv) specific vocational skills or a holistic concept of
(professional) performance (e.g., Shavelson, 2013).
In German-speaking countries, competence is often understood as the comprehensive
ability to act and to master a specific (e.g., professional) situation, which can be subdivided,
for instance, into domain-specific, personal, and social competence. This triad is specifically
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taken up and further developed in German VET with the concept of 'vocational action competence' (Jude & Klieme, 2008; BiBB, 2010). In this context, action- and problem-oriented
learning, the orientation toward professional competence in the sense of a broad holistic
understanding of competence, as well as the training of trainers, and the development of
cooperation between institutions involved in VET are established as core elements in the
German dual training system (Angles & Lindemann, 2019).
In the current research, the German funding program ASCOT (Technology-based Assessment of Skills and Competences in VET) systematically analyzed, among others, competence characteristics of trainees at the end of their training. Based on technology-based
assessment instruments for competence diagnostics (mostly computer-based simulations),
evidence on the performance of trainees at the end of their VET is available for various occupations. The findings from the assessments indicate that the required higher-order skills
such as problem-solving and reflective competencies are not consistently achieved in VET
(see contributions in Beck et al., 2016; Seeber & Seifried, 2019).
Not only on a national level but also on an international level, there is a great variety in
usage of the term competence, of definitions of competence, and its modeling. The diverse
conceptualization of this term on an international level is also reflected in the various classification systems and systematizations of definitional approaches (e.g., Le Deist & Winterton,
2005; Mulder et al., 2007). In this context, classification systems for countries and regions
show different approaches to defining competence with regard to VET, such as behavioral
competencies including functional and cognitive competencies (USA), an occupational
(functional) competence model including cognitive and behavioral competencies (UK), and
more holistic approaches (France, Germany, and Austria) (Le Deist & Winterton, 2005).
To summarize, the concept of competence in international VET research is a prominent
yet relatively new paradigm that is anchored in the respective socio-cultural context and,
thus, shaped by national or even regional context- and domain-specificity. This makes the
transfer of VET systems even more challenging.

2

Methodological Approach

2.1

Systematic Literature Review

The aim of a systematic literature review is to provide an overview of the current state of
research on a particular topic and to draw theoretical and/or practical implications from it
(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007; Xiao & Watson, 2017). In this context, Oakley (2017, p. xiii)
highlights the benefits of a literature review compared to a single study: "The aim of syste-
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matic research synthesis is to generate a more comprehensive and trustworthy picture of the
topic being studied than is possible from individual studies".
This article presents a systematic analysis of the current international state of research on
VET transfer with a multidisciplinary and multi-level perspective by following Gessler and
Siemer (2020). According to their categorial definition, a systematic literature review covers
the four following steps: (1) Definition of the scope, (2) data selection, (3) data processing,
and (4) data reporting (Gessler & Siemer, 2020). The following part presents the literature
review and its results according to these four categories.

2.2

Scope Definition

The scope definition specifies the research problem and derives central research questions.
Within this literature review, the authors systematically analyze theoretical-conceptual as
well as empirically oriented research on VET transfer with a multidisciplinary and multilevel perspective (Euler, 2019; Phillips & Ochs, 2003; Rappleye, 2006; Tanaka, 2005). The
identification of thematic and methodological foci as well as semantic and/or structural links
between the various approaches, theories and best practice models are a central focus of
this article. Furthermore, indications of international networking and synergy potentials in
the research field are taken into account. The central research aim of this literature review
is to analyze the international state of research and to structure the knowledge base for the
description of the object of investigation, "transfer research in VET," as well as a downstream
analysis of its contextual conditions and determinants (i.e., major challenges and key success
factors of transfer in international VET research).

2.3

Data Selection

The next step, data selection, entails a systematic search and eligibility screening. The sources
and search terms have to be defined and the relevant research has to be selected, screened and
read, whereas the ineligible research should be excluded. The determination of relevant sources to be included was done through a multi-step approach. To ensure a systematic and replicable approach to the analysis of the international state of research, central relevant literature
databases such as Education Resources Information Centre (ERIC) and Google Scholar were
used. In addition to the systematic literature search, the "snowball technique" was applied to
collect additional references from identified papers (Waddington et al., 2012): After reviewing the first set of relevant literature, keywords and keyword combinations were determined
to find further relevant publications. Thus, the approach of the review presented here is based
on an extensive search from central education-research-specific online databases: Fachinfor-
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mationssystem Bildung [Education Research Portal] (FIS Bildung), ERIC as well as the VET
Literature Database of the BIBB [Federal Institute for VET] (LDBB) and Google Scholar.
Based on the research question, keywords were extracted to specify the search and to thus
make it easier to identify relevant publications. Different authors (Bayliss & Beyer, 2015; Xiao
& Watson, 2017) emphasize the importance of keywords in the search for relevant literature.
In addition to the degree of precision of keywords, the use of the Boolean operators "AND"
and "OR" is also crucial for a targeted search (Ritschl et al., 2016). In our search, the keywords
listed below were combined by means of these logical links. Furthermore, the use of different
terms within the national and international research landscape was taken into account, as the
term transfer has different variations (see Table 1).
The identification of relevant studies was also complemented by drawing on project publications and reports as well as the "snowball system" to find additional literature to complement the formally published research (Adams et al., 2017). Especially in the context of vocational education, Haßler et al. (2019, p. 34) emphasize the importance of including different
publication outlets, as "numerous important activities are not covered in professional journals." To find publications of this kind as well as other relevant studies, Google Scholar was
used. In addition, using the snowball system meant that references in previously identified
papers were sifted through, further contributing to the completeness of the documentation of
the current state of research (Waddington et al., 2012; Xiao & Watson, 2017). Related terms
and synonyms in the context of VET transfer were therefore also searched for. This approach
led to the definition of a number of German and English keywords (see Table 1). This procedure also resulted in a large number of search results, as irrelevant literature could not be
avoided in the hit list. Furthermore, due to searching several databases and using similar
search strings, duplicates were also elicited, which were excluded in a first step (Sturma et al.,
2016; Tonhäuser & Büker, 2016).
Table 1: List of Keywords in German and English
German Keywords:

English Keywords:

International

"Vocational Education and Training"

Berufsbildung

VET

Transfer

TVET

"internationale Zusammenarbeit"

"Dual Apprenticeship"

"Berufliche Bildung"

"Transfer of VET"

Internationalisierung

Transfer

Berufsbildungszusammenarbeit

"Policy Transfer"

Berufsbildungsexport

"Transfer of Training"

Berufsbildungstransfer

"German Dual System"

Berufsausbildung

International
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"Duales Ausbildungssystem"

Internationalization

"Duales System"

"Comparative education"

Deutschland

"Educational transfer"
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"Internationalisierung der Berufsbildung"
"vergleichende Berufsbildungsforschung"
Transferforschung

2.4

Data Processing

The third step, data processing, focuses on critically assessing the quality of the selected literature to exclude unsuitable search results and to select the relevant data from the consulted
resources, and then critically evaluate the (preliminary) selection of sources. This step also
involves synthesizing and re-analyzing the selected data.
Accordingly, the next step of our literature review was to analyze the titles and abstracts of
the publications identified by the database search with regard to their relevance. Obviously
thematically irrelevant papers could then be excluded, while publications that were significant for answering our research question were examined more closely in their entirety. In
addition, the relevant publications that were identified using the "snowball system" and the
search for "gray literature" were also read in full.
Finally, the remaining articles were selected based on predefined inclusion criteria
(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007; Sturma et al., 2016). To be included in the next step of the
systematic review, studies had to meet the inclusion criteria listed below (see Table 2). Consequently, the criteria also served as exclusion criteria, i.e., if a study did not meet these criteria,
it was excluded.
Table 2: Criteria for the In- and Exclusion of Studies

–

The study is written in German or English.

–

The study was published between 2010 and 2020.

–

The thematic focus of the study is on transfer of VET systems and/or elements.

–

The study has been published in a peer-reviewed journal or book
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The final selection and systematization of the studies is based on a criterion-guided classification into several higher-level categories such as study focus, research method, sample,
participating countries (for an overview, see Table 4 in appendix).
In the course of the systematic literature search, the selected search terms (see Table 1)
were entered and combined both as keywords and as free text, as this approach proved to be
particularly effective. In this way, a total of 331 studies were identified. Of these, 325 studies
had been found through the database search, while the remaining studies resulted from the
"snowball system" and the search engine Google Scholar. Since the databases are constantly
updated, this can lead to a different number of hits for the search query at later dates.
Doublets were checked using the reference management program Citavi, and we subsequently conducted a duplicate comparison. This eliminated 100 doublets of potentially relevant and irrelevant studies, which resulted in a remaining number of 231 studies for the title–abstract screening, in which the relevance of the studies was assessed based on their titles
and abstracts. After this screening, 140 publications were excluded from the review as it was
evident from the title and/or abstract that they did not address the topic of VET transfer in a
narrow sense. Among the remaining publications were studies that, for example, dealt with
the transfer of knowledge from theory to professional practice (Frey et al., 2014) or focused
on the international mobility of apprentices in the context of internationalization (Friedrich
et al., 2010).
As a result, 91 studies remained that were deemed relevant. The full-text versions of these
studies were obtained and read. Based on the predefined inclusion criteria (see Table 2), 41
relevant studies were identified that proved to be thematically and methodologically relevant
and were therefore included in the present literature review. Thus, 50 publications were excluded which could not yet be rejected during the title–abstract screening, but which turned
out to be less relevant in the full-text review. In addition, the analyses of the full texts revealed
that relevant information ensuring the research quality of the studies, i.e., basic information
on the method, sample size, and analysis approach, was often missing or not described sufficiently. Hence, about one dozen of the studies that initially appeared relevant could not be
included in the review due to fundamental information missing and/or obscured.
Table 3: Criterion-Guided Literature Selection
Database

Hits

FIS Bildung

59

ERIC

157

LDBB

109

Google Scholar

6

Doublets

Abstract
Screening

Full-text
Screening

Inclusion

100

231

91

41
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Data Reporting

The final step of our systematic literature review focuses on data reporting, and it involves
presenting the findings and implications as well as the limitations of the review and discussing the conclusions.
In the following section, an exemplary selection of the included studies is presented, taking into account theoretical or conceptual and application-oriented studies. The key findings and implications are presented and discussed as well. The final part of the step data
reporting, namely presenting the limitations, is presented in Section 4.

3

The Current State of Research in VET Transfer

The aim of international VET research is to identify the central challenges in implementing
innovation potentials in VET and to develop concrete action points to improve the structures
of VET. Research on international VET is generally conducted at discipline level and national
level, with corresponding delimitations, exclusions and limitations resulting in the fragmentation of the research landscape. VET research is highly diverse, which is reflected in the fragmentation of research approaches and disciplines, which are organized in very different ways
internationally. Overall, limited international resources are available in the VET research
field. The rather few available systematic reviews and evaluations of VET at the international
level reveal significant research gaps. Furthermore, strong political and economic interests
have led to the dominance of application-oriented research foci in VET research. Methodological research questions concerning the optimization of transfer possibilities outweigh
fundamental theoretical and conceptual reflections on the nature of transfer processes in the
present research landscape. With regard to specific topics, in recent years, international VET
research has focused primarily on dual VET as well as "training-on-the-job" approaches,
while hybrid qualifications with university and vocational components (Deißinger, 2015; Powell et al., 2012) have only recently received (renewed) attention.
The central research aim of our literature review is to analyze the international state of
research and to structure the knowledge base for the description of the object of investigation "transfer research in VET", as well as to conduct a downstream analysis of its contextual
conditions and determinants (i.e., challenges and success factors of transfer in international
VET research). In the following part, the central key findings will be summarized and their
implications for our research question will be discussed.
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Key Findings

In the following, we present an exemplary selection of the included studies consisting of
theoretical or conceptual and application-oriented studies. The 40 studies included in this
research literature review (see Table 4 in appendix) address the topic at different levels. The
majority of studies included (approximately three-quarters) deal with transfer processes on
a systemic level and approximately one third examine transfer from a corporate or entrepreneurial perspective and/or at a VET institutional level; approximately one-sixth of the
selected studies considered both levels. As defined in Section 2, all studies, regardless of their
specific focus in the area of transfer research in VET, were initially included in the mapping
procedure. To structure and systemize the studies and their findings, we summarize them
and present key challenges and key success factors of VET transfer as stated in the research
papers. Thereafter, the studies were categorized and classified according to their methodological approach, identifying six studies that addressed the topic of transfer on a theoreticalconceptual level, 30 studies that dealt with the topic empirically, and four meta-studies that
examined transfer processes based on literature reviews or a meta-analysis (see Table 4 in
appendix).
In the literature review, we identify several studies dedicated to the implementation of
a dual VET system with different approaches. In addition to ideas for a possible business
model to promote and commercialize dual vocational education (Jonda, 2012), other studies
focus on VET policy transfer (Barabasch & Wolf, 2011), on piloting a scientific transfer model in practice (Bohlinger & Wolf, 2016), or they identify training strategies used by German
companies abroad (Körbel et al., 2017).
Another central focus in various studies is the transfer recipient country and the perspective of the transferee (Barabasch & Wolf, 2010; Bohlinger & Wolf, 2016; Euler, 2019).
Here, a common finding is that the understanding of duality needs to be clarified and core
challenges need to be addressed as part of the design of the transfer process. The insight that
the transfer cannot take place as a one-to-one copy is the result of many studies (Euler, 2013;
Hummelsheim & Baur, 2014; Stockmann, 2013). Instead, VET transfer is about adapting to
the context of the recipient country and introducing appropriate, for instance, dual training
elements (Euler, 2013; Ramasamy, 2020).
The analysis of the research literature shows that there is not just one way of implementing
specific, for example competence-oriented, training structures. Rather, there is a variety of
different approaches to establishing VET elements (that are based on, e.g., the German model). Different VET elements can be introduced at different levels. The examined implementation approaches range from the development of a business model idea at the system level
(Jonda, 2012) to the establishment of an autonomous qualification center at the individual
company level (Krzywdzinski & Jürgens, 2019). Therefore, the analysis of the transfer conditions plays a major role in transfer approaches. These strategies include a systematic further
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development of vocational education at the micro, meso and macro levels. According to the
analyzed studies, the development of legal frameworks could be identified as an implementation measure on the macro level (Barabasch & Wolf, 2010, 2011; Krzywdzinski & Jürgens,
2019); on the meso and micro level, measures included the modification of certifications
and curricula and the creation of further training measures for students and teachers (Bohlinger & Wolf, 2016; Krzywdzinski & Jürgens, 2019). The choice of the respective strategy is
conditioned by internal as well as external influence factors, i.e., that the implementation or
transfer approaches can vary considerably from country to country or even from company to
company (Körbel et al., 2017).

3.2

Key Challenges in VET Transfer

One of the key challenges in the transfer of VET elements is the low social standing of the
VET system in many countries. In this context, the included studies observed that the acceptance of VET institutions as an equitable alternative to academic education is low in many
target countries (Fraunhofer MOEZ, 2012; Van der Burgt et al., 2014; Welfens, 2016). As a
consequence, companies are less willing to invest in complex VET elements, which results
in generally low investments in the VET system in the respective countries (Wiemann, 2020;
Wiemann & Pilz, 2020).
Furthermore, a central challenge in VET transfer is rooted in communication difficulties
(Fraunhofer MOEZ, 2012; Haering et al., 2014; Pfaffe, 2019). These communication barriers
can be attributed to both linguistic and cultural differences (Li, 2017). For example, in many
target countries there is a lack of English language skills on the part of trainees, trainers and
project officers, which can have an aggravating effect on transfer activities (Haering et al.,
2014). Since the transfer process requires a great deal of coordination between the involved
parties, successful communication is essential (Peters, 2019a). Here, the support of technical,
linguistic, and cultural experts in both the recipient and transferring countries is needed (Li,
2017).
In addition, some studies indicate that transfer activities can be met with distrust and resistance from different stakeholders (Bohlinger & Wolf, 2016; Krzywdzinski & Jürgens, 2019;
Pfaffe 2019). This skepticism can be attributed to different causes: In addition to different
traditions in the recipient countries to which the participants want to adhere, negative previous experiences with transfer activities can also lead to resistance (Bohlinger & Wolf, 2016;
Krzywdzinski & Jürgens, 2019; Eichhorst et al., 2012).
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Key Success Factors in VET Transfer

Beside the challenges listed above, the literature reviewed also reveals success factors for
the transfer of VET elements to other contexts. According to numerous reviewed studies,
knowledge of the contextual conditions and the resulting adaptation to the conditions in the
target country is a prerequisite for the successful implementation of VET elements (Bliem et
al., 2014; Fraunhofer MOEZ, 2012; Peters, 2019a, 2019b; Pfaffe, 2019). This is consistent with
the notion that transfer must be a process of adaptation and adjustment. In this context, the
example of Stockmann (2019) points to the importance of flexible project management that
reacts to changing environmental conditions and does not stick too rigidly to the original
model.
Furthermore, close cooperation between the involved parties is stated as an important
basis for successful VET transfer (Aring, 2014; Gessler, 2019). Therefore, constant communication is necessary to prevent misunderstandings and conflicts of interest. Furthermore, a
reliable basis of trust between the participants can be established through constant exchange
(Peters, 2019b). This relationship-building is not limited to bilateral cooperation between
national and international partners. All stakeholders involved should also cooperate closely
with each other and show a similar understanding of as well as trust in the targeted transfer
project.
In addition, the role of individuals and the competence of instructors as well as other decision-makers is an important influencing factor (Dowling et al., 2008). In particular, knowledge of how the relevant VET system works has a significant impact on the success of the
transfer process (Wiemann & Pilz, 2020). Here, the participation of trained and experienced
expatriates or trainers, especially at the beginning of the transfer activities, constitutes a positive influencing factor for a successful transfer (Körbel et al., 2017).
Another success factor consists of having a goal-oriented organization with transparent
structures. In this context, it is important to clarify responsibilities and the associated accountability at both state and private-sector level (Bliem et al., 2014; Peters, 2019b; Stockmann,
2019). Considering the large number of actors involved in VET transfer, it is of great importance that the organizational structures and the distribution of tasks are presented transparently to create binding framework conditions for the dual system (Krekel & Walden, 2016).
A number of studies also draw attention to the importance of companies' willingness to
provide training (Bliem et al., 2014; Gonon, 2014; Krekel & Walden, 2016). Only if companies are willing to invest in training activities can the potential of VET structures be tapped.
To ensure the commitment of involved companies, the training costs incurred must be outweighed by corresponding training benefits for the companies (Bliem et al., 2014; Krekel &
Walden, 2016; Langthaler, 2017).
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Implications

The systematic literature review of international VET research indicates that ex-ante evaluations of key concepts and approaches underlying one particular VET system and its central
contextual (e.g., socio-cultural) factors should be conducted before beginning a transfer process to assess the transfer project's chances of realization and at the same time to be able to
provide effective training in accordance with the local labor market (demands) (e.g., Stockmann & Silvestrini, 2013). The primary objective of this evaluation is to provide a broad
prospective analysis of both the situation in the transferee and recipient country before the
transfer activities begin, so that possible barriers can be identified before they occur (Wiemann, 2020). In this context, an analysis of the various local institutions and actors involved
should take place (e.g., Pilz, 2017). Gessler (2017) suggest that by analyzing the financial
situation of potential trainees in advance, effective measures could be developed to create
an incentive to take up and complete training. Furthermore, the respective national framework conditions must be examined, as these in turn impact the demand for specific training
structures and targeted outcomes (Pilz, 2017). In addition, legal regulations and institutional
responsibilities in the transferee countries must be evaluated in terms of whether they are
compatible with the system in a recipient country.
The adaptation of VET approaches to the actual conditions in the target countries is closely linked to the aforementioned ex-ante evaluation of the contextual conditions. Adaptation
processes require, in particular, flexibility in transfer that responds to the changing influencing factors (e.g., Stockmann, 2019; Wiemann & Pilz, 2020). It is essential that the reference
model is not followed too rigidly and that appropriate adaptations are developed within a
local cooperation (Wiemann & Pilz, 2020). As part of the adaptation processes, for instance
the infrastructural requirements or the economic structures of the target country must be
taken into account to adapt the transfer approach accordingly.
The results of the present analysis of the state of international VET research clearly show
that individual persons involved in the transfer process, can have a great influence on VET
transfer. The findings indicate that the professional expertise of the actors involved should
be examined and, if competences are lacking, measures should be established to effectively
address these deficits. In particular, the training of teaching staff is of great importance in
the context of VET transfer. The quality of trainers can be consequently improved through
higher-level training or education opportunities based on international standards (e.g., Gessler, 2019; Körbel et al., 2017; Peters, 2019b).
Another important aspect to ensure successful international cooperation and VET transfer is the communication between participants involved. Particularly with regard to the sustainability of the transfer process, continuous communication and cooperation between VET
practitioners from various institutions is required. In this context, the socio-cultural impact
of communication is often underestimated, giving way to misunderstandings (e.g., Lange &
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Hohnwald, 2008). As a result, in the course of VET transfer, the communication culture of
the countries and institutions involved should be examined and considered in the adaption
to the recipient country (Li, 2017). For instance, when translating into local languages, it
should be ensured that the translators are familiar with the cultures involved and can thus
assure a translation that is appropriate to the meaning, i.e., functional equivalence (Li, 2017).
The research analysis suggests that communication is a central influencing factor in VET
cooperation and transfer on several levels. For example, transparent organization of responsibilities should ensure communication between various stakeholders, including the state,
private businesses, trade unions, educational institutions, educational staff, and trainees.
Therefore, instruments that enable or promote the exchange between the participants involved are required, and relatively flat hierarchies and constant communication should be paid
attention to (Kenzhegaliyeva, 2018). In the future, digital solutions to support supra-regional
communication and cooperation in VET should be further developed and systematically
implemented.

4

Limitations and Outlook

This section outlines limitations of the presented literature review in terms of theoretical
and methodological issues as well as regarding the systematic processing and analysis of the
studies. Finally, an outlook on further research needs is provided.
Although the review was guided by established methodological and research standards to
ensure a methodologically sound approach, it cannot be ruled out that some relevant studies
were not found and included (Sturma et al., 2016). Although the systematic search approach
using several keyword combinations in different databases reduced the likelihood that relevant studies were disregarded, there is still a risk that relevant publications were not included
in the present literature review (Ritschl et al., 2016). In general, using the inclusion criteria
applied may be accompanied by the exclusion of potentially relevant studies. This might be
due to the fact that only publications in German and English were included in the review,
thus possibly leading to an exclusion of relevant literature in other languages. In addition,
only studies published in a specific time period (2010-2020) were considered. These decisions were necessary due to time and cost constraints and for efficiency reasons, as a translation of studies published other languages would have exceeded the available scope. However,
since the transfer of VET is controversially discussed internationally and hence there may
be literature available in languages other than German or English, it would be interesting to
consider these studies in future work.
As a further general limitation, Sturma et al. (2016) emphasize that the involvement of
several people in the search, selection and evaluation process can significantly increase the
objectivity and thus the quality of the literature review. Thus, the objectivity of the sub-pro-
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cesses of the present review must be considered critically, as both the choice of databases
and the formulation of the inclusion criteria are based on the national perspective of the
authors. The same applies to the definition of the keywords and the literature search itself.
The objectivity of the present work could have been increased by involving external experts
from the same research discipline in the process, especially when creating the search terms
(Klatt, 2019).
There might also be limitations regarding the processing and analysis of the included
studies. As the literature review using a narrative approach by Li and Pilz (2021) has shown,
VET transfer research is based on various academic disciplines. Overall, Li and Pilz (2021)
provide a broad understanding of VET transfer and underline the high complexity and challenges of VET transfer. In the review presented here, we used a similar broad approach to
transfer in VET in our analysis. The studies included here can certainly be analyzed in greater
depth. One common finding regarding the methodology of the assessed literature is that the
majority of the included publications is based on a case-study approach (Gessler et al., 2019;
Krzywdzinski & Jürgens, 2019; Peters, 2019a). This method is not without controversy, and
its representativeness and generalizability are often challenged (Hildenbrand, 1991; Simons,
2009). In addition, there is criticism that case studies often show a certain inaccuracy and
lack of objectivity (Rowley, 2002; Yin, 2009). However, case studies allow for "deep insights
into the object of investigation" (Peters, 2019b, p. 83) and accurate and in-depth research in
socio-political contexts (Kelle & Kluge, 2010).
Overall, the studies examined differ in their methodology and in their sample composition, in some cases considerably. The broad mapping approach was chosen to obtain a comprehensive overview of the current state of research. However, this affects the comparability
of the results. Even though the present study attempted to systematically arrange the studies
according to the level at which they address transfer, it cannot be assumed that their respective results are directly comparable with each other. For future reviews, it would be conceivable
to include only those studies that are based on the same methodology and/or focus on the
same source and recipient countries.
Furthermore, our analyses demonstrate a general limitation: a significant number of the
studies screened during the literature review did not provide sufficient fundamental information that would be expected by any research publication, i.e., precise descriptions of research methods, procedures used, sample descriptions, materials, and evaluation approaches
(see also Section 2.4). This limitation indicates that higher compliance with research quality
standards need to be ensured for the future publication of research results in this area. This
is also a necessary prerequisite to ensure stronger connectivity of studies to the current state
of research as well as replicability of the findings. A greater emphasis should be placed on the
call for these requirements in the future research in this field.
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One focus of this review was the German dual VET system as a transfer object. In future research, it would be useful to compare the implementation approaches and success conditions
for the transfer of the German VET system to those for the transfer of comparable dual vocational training systems. In this way, fruitful findings regarding the respective vocational training transfers could be made compatible for practitioners in the field of VET cooperation.
In general, the majority of the included studies is based on an investigation of a recipient
country or company. Future research activities should therefore focus more on a comparative approach that compares and analyzes the transfer of dual vocational training in different
countries and/or companies.
Despite these limitations, the present work succeeded in combining and analyzing research publications on the transfer of VET systems with regard to implementation approaches and the framework of conditions at different levels of observation. Thus, a comprehensive overview of implementation approaches and conditions for success was provided, which
offers important insights for VET practitioners. The generated knowledge about important
contextual conditions on an individual, company and systemic level in the context of vocational training transfer can offer numerous starting points for future vocational training
cooperation or vocational training export to make transfer even more target-oriented. There
is no single solution – but versatile approaches and strategies can serve as orientation aids
to enable the successful transfer of vocational training systems across borders in the future.
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Aim of the Study

Investigating the policy transfer process in the context of
vocational training cooperation in three countries

Further developing and applying a theoretical model for
the analysis of the policy transfer process using three
examples

Examining how CARICOM members relied upon the
policy tool of 'cooperative educational transfer' at the
regional level; Analyzing how authoritative action in the
movement of policy ideas is undertaken across national
educational policies

Answering fundamental questions related to the transfer
of German vocational training in the context of the project
"WEB-TT" in Egypt

Presenting lessons learned from the experiences, results
and successes of the work performed by the "Regional
Association for Technical and Vocational Education"
(RAVTE) in the ASEAN region; perspectives for the use
and development of regional structures for VET research,
systems, and cooperation

3

4

5

6

Identifying key processes related to the transfer of core
elements of the German dual training system to the SENATI training program

2

1

Theoretical-conceptual

No

Table 4: Overview of the Included Studies

Appendix

Descriptive report

Practice-oriented analysis (demand
pull and technology push)

Case study: Summative content
analysis of policy discourse

Document analysis of gray and
scientific literature; filtering for relevant topics using "indexing" method

Analysis of the VET policy transfer
process

Document analysis

Method

27 member universities from 8 countries
in the ASEAN region

3 inter-company training centers for the
construction industry; further partners:
Factories construction industry in Egypt

Educational policies of 13 CARICOM
members

Documents and studies of SENATI;
Comprehensive documentation of the
vocational education and training
cooperation (1998-2003)

Sample

Toepper, Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia, Kühling-Thees

Asian countries
(ASEAN countries)

Germany, Egypt

Caribbean Community
(CARICOM)

Germany, China,
Turkey

Germany, Egypt,
Malaysia, Korea

Germany, Peru

Countries Involved

Schröder (2019)

Meyser (2014)

Jules (2015)

Barabasch & Wolf
(2011)

Barabasch & Wolf
(2010)

Angles & Lindemann
(2019)

Reference
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13

12

11

10

9

8

7

Identifying and presenting driving and inhibiting factors in
the export of German vocational training services

Analyzing how multinational companies (MNCs) implement dual training structures in the U.S.

Investigating how partnerships have been developed
between three major industry sectors and schools at a
systemic level

Investigating whether policy transfer can reduce structurally induced unemployment

Identifying key success factors that are necessary for the
successful and sustainable establishment of dual vocational
training

Describing and reflecting on practical experiences
regarding the feasibility of transferring the dual
apprenticeship system to other countries

Examining the effectiveness of dual vocational education
in the U.S. through an analysis of case studies with a focus
on their strengths and weaknesses

Empirical

Interviews

Qualitative case study; interviews

Semi-structured interviews

Case study

Interviews; content analysis

Observation; author acted as an
external advisor or representative of
the donor agency

Case study based on literature
review; interviews with various
parties; site visits

14 collaborative projects (49 subprojects)
as basis interviews with 39 subprojects
participated 3 regionally oriented focus
group meetings with the collaborative
partners

Apprenticeship Network: network of 8
companies partnering with local
community college, the State Department
of Labor and High Schools
n = 14 interviews and 167 documents

50 school and industry members, e.g.
school principals and teachers, workplace
and school coordinators, or industry
project officers

Greek hospitality industry: 2 locations, i.
e. Athens and Heraklion, 170 apprentices
in 35 training companies

Representatives of training companies
and potential training companies as part
of the SMART NET project

Apprentices from: Nicaragua/the Phillippines (small and micro-enterprises in the
informal sector); Bolivia (local business
associations); Burkina Faso (workshop/
workplace of the master)

Various participants in apprenticeship
training at BMW, Siemens, and VW in
the USA

Sample

Method

No

Aim of the Study
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Germany

Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, USA

Australia

Germany, Greece

Austria, Germany,
Switzerland, Slovakia

Nicaragua, Bolivia, the
Philippines, Burkina
Faso, Switzerland

Germany, USA

Countries Involved

Fraunhofer MOEZ
(2012)

Fortwengel & Jackson
(2016)

Flynn et al. (2015)

Bohlinger & Wolf
(2016)

Bliem et al. (2014)

Batliner (2014)

Aring (2014)

Reference

19

18

17

16

15

14

No

Case studies;
semi-structured interviews;
document analysis;observation at
production level

Interviews

Investigating the training strategies of German companies in emerging countries and identifying obstacles and
success factors

Document analyses; content
analysis; interviews

Case study based on document
analysis; expert interviews; site visits

Case study; analysis of registered
unit standards in terms of level and
credits provided by the NQA

Expert interviews

Method

Examining to what extent recruitment and qualification
measures are adapted to the respective country-specific
conventions

Investigating whether vocational training transfer from
Switzerland to India is possible

Investigating a vocational training transfer from a German
company to a plant in the U.S.

Analyzing the transfer of competency-based education and
training (CBET) to Namibia

Examining the strategies of multinational companies
(MNCs) for transferring strategies used in German
vocational education and training to the international level

Aim of the Study

16 German companies with a foreign
location in Southeast Asia, Africa or
Latin America

2 medium-sized companies in China
(automobile, textile, and consumer goods
industries: Krones Machinery (Taicang)
Co., Ltd. Kern-Liebers (Taicang) Co.,
Ltd); interviews with: German companies
(n=4), Chinese vocational schools (n=2),
Chinese company (n=1), Chamber of
Commerce Shanghai (n=1)

Explorative interviews with the main
project partners (n = 8) in Switzerland
(e.g. directors, founders, ministries)
Interviews with project partners in India
(n = 80) Interviews with additional
companies and associations (n = 7)

Document: Tuscoloosa News,
documentation from the factory itself
(DaimlerChrysler) and academic studies
of the factory¸ expert interviews (n=6);
site visits (n=2)

Analyzing the registered unit standards
of the National Qualifications Framework
(NQF): (n = 1,277)

Experts: Subsidiary managers, human
resource executives, training managers
Germany: n=15; Mexico: n=105; India:
n=67; China: n=73

Sample

Toepper, Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia, Kühling-Thees

Holle (2019)

Körbel et al. (2017)

Germany, developing
and emerging countries
in Southeast Asia, Africa and Latin America

Haering et al. (2014)

Gessler (2017)

Gessler & Peters
(2020)

Fuchs (2020)

Reference

Germany, China

Switzerland, Germany,
India

Germany, USA

England (Germany),
Namibia

Germany, Mexico,
India, China

Countries Involved

165

25

24

Investigating an education transfer within a company
(Mercedes-Benz) and how success criteria can be defined
and assessed in the context of international educational
transfer

Obtaining information on the entire education and training landscape in Germany and using this information to
gain important pointers for successful foreign business in
the future

Policy transfer at the institutional level: examining the
extent to which there is potential to transfer the
evaluation concept of peer review in TVET to China;
deriving supporting and inhibiting factors from the study

Investigating the extent to which a comparison between
the original policy in the donor country and the
transferred policy in the recipient country could be used to
further develop the policy

22

23

Examining the impact of international technical
standardization and regulation on the design, organisation
and delivery of apprenticeships in the aeronautical and
aerospace sectors in England and Germany

Case study; document analyses;
semi-structured expert interviews;
site inspections

Interviews

Participant observations; qualitative
interviews

Ex-ante evaluation; using pilot
studies as examples to analyze the
implementation of the VET peer
review process in the two countries

Observation of apprentices in the
workplace; semi-standardised
interviews with apprentices, trainers
and managers

Case study; interviews

Identifying possibilities and limitations of vocational
training transfer to BRIC countries

20

21

Method

Aim of the Study

Document analyses, expert interviews
(n = 10), site visits (n = 3)
Mercedes-Benz (MBSA plant in
Germany, USA and South-Aftrica)

164 education and training providers
involved in education exports

4 participating TVET schools providing
teaching in administration, health care,
and the craft sector; evaluation of peer
teams comprising 4 members: the
coordinator, the deputy coordinator, and
one peer for each of the subject areas
selected by the school

3 German schools (in North Rhine-Westphalia) and 4 Chinese vocational schools
(in Shanghai)

Germany, USA, South
Africa

Germany

Germany, China

Germany, China

England, Germany

Germany, Brazil, Russia,
India, China

11 VW and Toyota factories in BRIC
countries: a total of n=353 interviews
conducted by parties involved at different
levels
Large companies with well-developed
apprenticeship programs: England: n=3
companies, Germany: n=4 companies

Countries Involved

Sample
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Peters (2019a); see
also Peters (2019b)

Pfaffe (2019)

Li & Pilz (2019)

Li (2019)

Lahiff et al. (2019)

Krzywdzinski &
Jürgens (2019)

Reference

30

29

28

27

26

No

Transfer of a competency-based approach to rural Indian
sewing courses; examined to what extent a competencybased sewing skills curriculum is beneficial for vocational
skills development of (female) learners in rural areas

Analyzing the importance of the curriculum design and
teaching-learning arrangements at the micro level in the
curriculum development process from a comparative VET
perspective

Analyzing the vocational and training behaviors of
German corporations at their subsidiaries in the USA,
China and India

Investigating the training strategies of German companies
in the U.S. with regard to their convergence or divergence
from strategies used in the U.S.

Investigating the training practices of German companies
in the USA, China, India and Japan, focusing on initial
training

Aim of the Study

Group and individual interviews;
questionnaire; pilot study of newly
developed curriculum: 8-week
courses in all 4 villages; evaluation

Qualitative semi-structured
interviews; group discussions

Semi-structured exploratory expert
interviews

Expert interviews

Semi-structured exploratory expert
interviews

Method

Pilot study - Phase 1: 4 villages in 2 rural
areas in the state of Tamil Nadu in South
India; Phase 2: 10 experts about
individual sewing skills to explore
curriculum framing and teaching–
learning arrangements from a pedagogical perspective

11 focus group discussions and 15 oneto-one interviews in the villages with
project partners at the local level; Expert
interviews with 4 different categories of
experts: Vocational training institutes
(n=2); vocational training providers
(n=2); garment indstry (n=1);
self-employed (n=1)

Training experts as company
representatives
USA: n=10
China: n=11
India: n=15

Representatives of German companies in
the U.S. (n=10)

Training experts as company representatives
USA: n=10
China: n=11
India: n=15
Japan: n=5

Sample

Toepper, Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia, Kühling-Thees

(South) India

Western countries,
India

Germany, China, USA,
India

Germany, USA

Germany, China, USA,
India, Japan

Countries Involved

Ramasamy & Pilz
(2019)

Ramasamy (2020)

Pilz & Li (2014)

Pilz & Li (2019)

Pilz (2016)

Reference

167

35

34

33

32

31

168

Investigating the extent to which German manufacturing
companies have transferred the dual vocational training
model to three countries and which influencing variables
affect this possible transfer

Investigating the transfer of dual initial training practices
and further training measures in German multi-national
companies

Examining the effectiveness of the German model of dual
apprenticeships when transferred to different national
settings

Analyzing the qualification practice of German companies
in their foreign locations in Japan, India and China

Investigating the transfer of a specific training system, the
Manufacturing (M) Powered program, from Minnesota
in the United States to South Africa; describing which
features were important in the successful transfer of
M-Powered to TDM-Powered

Qualitative analysis; expert
interviews

Expert interviews

Evaluation approach; interviews

Expert interviews

Case study: Questionnaires,
interviews, documents

Interviews with 149 training experts
and managers of the human resources
departments of subsidiaries of German
production companiens; 86 companies in
China, India and Mexico and responsible
persons in public and private vocational
training institutions

46 training managers in 12 active
companies in all 3 countries

Mexican Model of Dual Apprenticeships
(MMFD): n = 32
2 phone interviews with apprentices who
had graduated from the programme in
2015/16 (1 structured survey and 1
semi-structured interview)

Interviews with decision-makers (e.g.
HR managers, training managers) for the
area of education and training in German
companies in Japan, India, and China
In Japan: 5 interviews
In India: 15 interviews
In China: 11 interviews

Stakeholders who undertook to transfer
M-Powered over to South Africa: 6 from
USA, 8 from South Africa, 1 South
African expatriate living in Minnesota
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Germany, China, India
and Mexico

Germany, China, India,
Mexico

Germany, Mexico

Germany, Japan, India,
China

USA, South Africa

Wiemann & Pilz
(2019)

Vogelsang & Pilz
(2020)

Valiente et al. (2020)

Van der Burgt et al.
(2014)

Stuart (2013)

Aim of the Study

Describing and analyzing the educational transfer project
with a private company WEB-TT in Egypt and the "Trainthe-Trainer Made in Germany" interventions to investigate
employment qualification in the Egyptian construction
industry

41

40

39

38

37

Developing a key variable model of central success factors
for sustainable vocational training projects

Investigating how Germany, as a transferor, can transfer
elements of the dual system to Asian countries

Analyzing the question to what extent dual vocational
training can be exported and examining the future of dual
vocational training in German-speaking countries

Analyzing the constitutive elements of the German dual
system and their (re-)design when transferred to other
countries

Analyzing the existing literature on VET reform implementation for key determinants, trends, and gaps using
a determinant framework and synthesizing the available
evidence on reform implementation in VET to summarize
the work in this field

Meta-analytical

No

36

Meta-evaluation

Meta-analysis; descriptive analysis

Meta-analysis of the current state of
research on transfer (elements) of
apprenticeship models

Literature analysis of the relevant
legal sources

Systematic literature review of
reports and studies accessible in
electronic research databases on
VET and general education,
academic databases on related
topics, or international organisations
doing VET research

Method

Observations on construction sites;
interviews with experts; evaluation
of literature using methods of
qualitative social and vocational
training research; design and
implementation of training activities

Vocational training projects between
1997 and 2010

14 GIZ VET projects in 10 Asian
countries: Afghanistan, China, East
Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Mongolia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Vietnam

Reflection of transfer examples from
Switzerland, Austria, Netherlands,
Denmark, Norway, Luxembourg, England

Literature review of 1,835 sources, coding
177 for 1,538 data points (including
publications from 1984 - 2017). Of the
177 coded sources, 62 are peer-reviewed
literature, and 115 are non-peer-reviewed
sources including 49 books and 66 others
(e.g. policy reports)

Sample

Interviews with managers and engineers
of the construction company; expertinterviews with construction engineers
from German companies; discussions
with local engineers and managers to
understand the structure and regulations
of Egyptian construction work

Toepper, Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia, Kühling-Thees

Euler (2013)

Caves et al. (2019)

Reference

Wolf (2013); see also
Wolf (2017)

Germany, Latin America, China

Germany, various Asian
countries

Stockmann (2019)

Hummelsheim &
Baur (2014)

German-speaking countries with dual vocatioGonon (2014)
nal training system

Germany

Europe, Asia, Africa

Countries Involved

Germany, Egypt
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Abstract
Context: The research field at the boundary between learning and working is multidimensional, fuzzy, dynamic, and characterized by high growth. A study that comprehensively maps
and aggregates this research field is missing.
Approach: Using tools of bibliometric analysis (bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis
and co-occurrence analysis), we map the research at the boundary between learning and
working in a scoping review study. Our study considers peer-reviewed articles published
between 2011 and 2020 and recorded in Scopus. In total, 5,474 articles are included in our
analysis.
Findings: Focusing on the intellectual structure of the research field, we identified the most
publishing and most cited countries, journals, and authors, as well as latent collaborative
networks among countries, journals, and authors. Furthermore, we used references and keywords to identify the conceptual structure of the research field and distinguished four types
of conceptual clusters: motor clusters, highly developed and isolated clusters, emerging or
declining clusters, and basic and transversal clusters.
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Conclusions: Research at the boundary between learning and working is highly parcelled
out internationally. This scientific parcelling represents a disadvantage for exchanging ideas
and accumulating knowledge. In addition to forming a parcelled field, a dividing line runs
between centre, periphery and excluded countries and scientists. Especially scientists from
developing countries and nations, economies in transition and those from post-conflict
situations are excluded from the international discourse. This situation is more than just a
disadvantage for the exchange of ideas and the accumulation of knowledge. Instead, there is
a systematic bias in the research landscape here.
Keywords: Scoping Review, Mapping Review, Bibliometric Analysis, Work-based Learning,
Workplace Learning, Technical and Vocational Education and Training, VET

1

Introduction

Vocational education and training systems and practices, unlike higher or general education,
are considerably national in scope, which is why the field of vocational education and training (VET) practice and governance is highly parcelled out internationally (OECD, 2014).
This has implications for research: the research field itself is broad, fuzzy, dynamic and characterised by high growth (McGrath et al., 2019). One reason for this growth and fuzziness
is the multidimensionality of the interface of working and learning: Economical, political,
institutional, social, and individual issues are at once affected. A second reason is that the
economic-social crises of recent years have been particularly evident at this interface, which
is why solutions are being sought precisely at this interface. This led to a massive increase in
societal, economical, political and scientific importance of VET and VET research (Cedefop
& OECD, 2021). Despite this high and growing importance, it is largely unknown how this
vibrant field of research is structured intellectually and conceptually. The purpose of our study is to fill this gap to some extent by mapping and aggregating ten years of research at the
boundary between learning and working, particularly in VET research.
The review type used is the scoping review, which is "used to map existing literature in a
given field in terms of its nature, features, and volume. As such scoping reviews have also
been called mapping reviews." (Peters et al., 2015, p. 141). Colquhoun et al. (2014) define a
scoping or mapping review furthermore as "a form of knowledge synthesis that addresses an
exploratory research question aimed at mapping key concepts, types of evidence, and gaps in
research related to a defined area or field by systematically searching, selecting, and synthesizing existing knowledge" (pp. 1292–1293).
Scoping reviews are still rare in the vocational education and training research landscape (Gessler & Siemer, 2020). Nevertheless, some mapping approaches exisit: Bezerra et
al. (2021) conducted a mapping of work-based learning research (period covered: no spe-
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cific period, papers included N=410). Very close to this focus, Moosa and Shareefa (2020)
executed a mapping of the most-cited publications on workplace learning (period covered:
1970–2019, papers included N=100). Further mapping reviews have focused on vocational
education and training reform implementation (period covered: 1984–2017, papers included
N=177) by Caves et al. (2021), digital technologies for situating vocational education and
training (period covered: all years, papers included N=17) by Dobricki et al. (2020), transversal competences (period covered: 2010–2019, papers included N=34) by Calero López and
Rodríguez-López (2020), Nordic research on educational and vocational guidance (period
covered: 2003-2016, papers included N=290) by Haug et al. (2019), collaborative technologies for initial vocational education (period covered: all years, papers included N=26) by
Schwendimann et al. (2018) and transfer of training (period covered: 1990–2015, papers
included N=79) by Tonhäuser and Büker (2016).
The mentioned scoping reviews capture a specific aspect of research at the boundary between working and learning with either smaller (N=17, 26, 34, 79) or larger units of analysis
(N=100, 177, 290, 410). To date, no study has attempted to map the entire field of vocational
education and training research internationally. Such approaches inevitably lead to studies
encompassing a large number of publications.
Using tools for bibliometric analysis, we mapped the research field at the boundary between learning and working in a scoping review study. The scoping review provides the methodological framework, ranging from database selection, article collection, analysis (here:
using bibliometric analysis), interpretation, and conclusion. Another name for this type of
research, which is a combination of scoping review and bibliometric analysis, is science mapping: The aim of sience mapping is to build bibliometric network and/or cluster maps which
help to describe how a particular field of research is intellectually and conceptually structured (Cobo et al., 2011a.). Our first research question is therefore: How is the research field
intellectually structured? To determine the intellectual structure, we analyse latent networks
of countries, journals, and authors. Our second research question is: How is the research field
conceptually structured? To determine the conceptual structure, we analyse the density and
centrality of clustered references and keywords. We apply both research questions to research
published between 2011 and 2020.

2

Data Selection and Data Analysis

This study uses bibliometric analysis, a technique that is increasingly being used as a tool
and basis for monitoring the research content and performance within scientific disciplines
(Zupic & Čater, 2015). The purpose of bibliometric mapping is "to provide an overview of the
structure of the scientific literature in a certain domain" (van Eck, 2011, p. 1). We performed
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a bibliometric field analysis to discover the intellectual structure and a bibliometric concept
analysis to discover the conceptual structure of the field:
(1) The bibliometric field analysis was conducted to identify the most productive and most
cited countries, journals and authors and their relatedness. Using the software VOSViewer
(van Eck & Waltman, 2010), we first executed the descriptive analysis, followed by a network
analysis based on bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis. Finally, we clustered the
units of analysis (countries, journals, authors).
(2) The bibliometric concept analysis was performed to identify the most cited references and
the most commonly used keywords and their relatedness. Using the software SciMAT (Cobo
et al., 2011b; Cobo et al., 2012a?), we first conducted a descriptive analysis, then a strategic
map analysis based on a co-occurrence analysis, and finally clustered the units of analysis
(references and keywords).
In the first step, we will describe the process of data selection, then the data analysis with the
software (VOSViewer and SciMAT) and the bibliometric methods used (bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis and co-occurrence analysis).

2.1

Data Selection

Data Source
Major databases for bibliometric analysis are Google Scholar (free access), Scopus (paid access, curated by Elsevier) and Web of Science Core Collection (paid access, curated by Clarivate). For the analyses in this paper, we relayed on Scopus, because Google Scholar "simply
crawls any information that is available" (Harzing & Alakangas, 2016, p. 802). Google Scholar
lacks quality control. On the other hand, Scopus is curated, has a fine-grade classification of
document types, and the metadata for our analyses are available in good quality (Visser et al.,
2021). Compared with the Web of Science Core Collection (WoS), Scopus has more comprehensive coverage, especially in Social Sciences (Martín-Martín et al., 2021). Overall, Scopus
is better suited for our analysis than WoS.
Search Terms
The terms vocational education and training (VET) and technical and vocational education
and training (TVET) are widely used internationally; nevertheless, the multidimensionality of the interface mentioned at the beginning require an expansion of the search term.
In this study, we used the following terms to scan the title and the keywords: Vocational
education, vocational training, VET (and excluded veterin*), TVET, work-based learning,
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workplace learning, apprentice*, skill formation, further education, further training, industrial education, industrial training, technical education and technical training.
Delimitation of the search area
The search was limited to the document-type article and review and the period from 2011
to 2020. Another limitation was the subject area, which was restricted to the social sciences.
Publications without country information of the author were excluded, and the source type
was limited to journals, as these are the most widely noticed and therefore most accurately
reflect the state of knowledge. The publication stage (final and in press) and the language (e.g.,
English, Spanish, French, German) were not restricted. The last search update took place on
June 5, 2021. Delayed 2020 articles added to Scopus after that date were not included.
Eligibility and Appraisal
One strength of scoping reviews is that they can provide an overview of a research topic
or area. Our study considers peer-reviewed articles published between 2011 and 2020 and
recorded in Scopus. In total, 5,474 articles are included in our analysis. However, scoping
reviews also have weaknesses. A central one is that scoping reviews "do not, for example,
assess the quality of the evidence in primary research reports in any formal sense" (Arksey
& O´Malley, 2005, p. 30). For this reason, the data source used (here: a curated database,
Scopus, containing only peer-reviewed articles) is particularly important. As we relayed on
papers published in peer-revied journals, recorded in Scoupus, we did no further qualityrelated check of the content of the papers. All identi ed studies from the eld of social sciences that matched the search terms were included in our analysis without further quality
control.

2.2

Data Analysis

fi

fi

In a comparative analysis of nine bibliometric software tools (Bibexcel, CiteSpace, CoPalRed,
IN-SPIRE, Leydesdorff ’s Software, NetworkWorkbench Tool, Science of Science [Sci2 –Tool]
VantagePoint and VOSViewer) the developers of SciMAT found that "not all the software
tools are able to extract all the bibliometric networks, and, so, different tools have to be used
to analyze a field from different perspectives" (Cobo et al., 2011a, p. 1400). We used two bibliometric software tools: VOSViewer and SciMAT. The strengths of VOSViewer lie in the
visualisation of clusted networks (here: networks of countries, journals, and authors). Whereas we used SciMAT for the concept analysis (here: references and keywords). First, we will
present the software then the techniques used for the extraction of data from the data corpus.
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2.2.1 VOSViewer and SciMAT

fl

VOSViewer is a software tool for constructing and visualising bibliometric networks. The
strengths of VOSViewer lie in the visualisation of clusted networks. The software is the result
of the PhD project of van Eck (2011), in collaboration with Waltman (van Eck & Waltman,
2007) at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
Calculation of the relatedness of objects: The analysis starts in VOSViewer with the production of a data matrix based on bibliographic coupling, co-citations or co-occurrences. Normalisation of the relatedness scores: This data matrix is normalised in a second step to yield a
similarity matrix. To calculate the similarity of the two items, the association strengths technique is used. In direct comparison, the probabilistic measures of the association strengths
technique exhibit better normalisation than the set-theoretic measures of, for instance, the
Jaccard index (van Eck & Waltman, 2009).
After construction of the data matrix, the network is visualised by means of, first, VOS
mapping technique and, second, VOS clustering technique. In a comparison of the VOS
mapping technique with more familiar multidimensional scaling (MDS), the authors found
that MDS is prone to circularity, whereas VOS does not have this problem. "We have found
that maps constructed using the VOS approach provide a more satisfactory representation
of the underlying data set than maps constructed using either of the MDS approaches" (van
Eck et al., 2010, p. 16).
Nodes (and their relations) in a map can be either graph-based or distance-based in terms
of how they are visualised. "Distance-based maps are maps in which the distance between
two items re ects the strength of the relation between the items. A smaller distance generally
indicates a stronger relation" (van Eck & Waltman, 2010, p. 525). For graph-based maps, the
criterion for visualisation is not distance or proximity to show the strength of relationships
but aesthetically pleasing graphs, which is why unlimited iterations are possible in approximating the visual optimum (e.g., Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991). In short, distance-based
representations are more informative than graph-based maps. VOSViewer produces distance-based maps and uses a mapping technique for the construction of the maps, which the
authors call visualisation of similarities (VOS).
The VOS clustering technique can be regarded as an alternative to other clustering techniques, such as hierarchical clustering (van Eck, 2011, p. 19). Clusters can produce conflicts;
for example, "having well-separated clusters of items may conflict with having distances that
accurately reflect the similarity or relatedness of items" (van Eck, 2011, p. 117). Mapping and
clustering can nevertheless be viewed as complementary: Mapping produces detailed maps
on continuous data, while clustering produces coarse maps on binary data (Waltman et al.,
2010). A cluster "is a set of closely related nodes. Each node in a network is assigned to exactly
one cluster. The number of clusters is determined by a resolution parameter. The higher the
value of this parameter, the larger the number of clusters" (van Eck & Waltman, 2014, p. 295).
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Waltman and van Eck use an algorithm they call a smart local moving algorithm to detect and
optimise the clusters (Waltman & van Eck, 2013).
SciMAT (Science Mapping Analysis Software Tool) was developed at the University of
Grenada in Spain by Cobo, López-Herrera, Herrera-Viedma and Herrera (Cobo et al., 2012).
The workflow is comparable with the described process of VOSViewer: Network extraction
with a data matrix as a result, normalisation with a similarity matrix as a result, mapping
combined with clustering and, finally, the visualisation. Different network extraction techniques are offered, such as co-occurrence, coupling and direct linkage, and different normalisation techniques can be used, such as association strengths, Salton’s cosine and the Jaccard
index. To get the map and its associated clusters, a clustering technique must be applied. The
developers implemented, among other techniques, the simple center algorithm, which we
used in our study for two reasons: The simple center algorithm is an accepted and often used
algorithm in co-word-studies. Furthermore, "the simple centers algorithm automatically returns labelled clusters, so a post-process to label the clusters is not needed." (Cobo et al.,
2011b, p. 149). The labels of the clusters in Figures 7 and 8 have their origin in the application
of this algorithm.
We used SciMAT for the concept analysis. SciMAT adds another analysis step to the already described analysis process: Callon’s density and centrality measures, as network measures
are detected for each identified cluster (Callon et al., 1991; Cobo et al., 2012). The result of
this additional analysis is a strategic map with four sectors (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Strategic Map (Based on Cobo et al., 2012, p. 1618)
Themes in the quadrant motor clusters (top right) with high density and high centrality measures "are both well developed and important for the structure of the research field" (Cobo
et al., 2018, p. 265). Themes in the quadrant of highly developed and isolated clusters (top left)
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with high density and low centrality are highly specialised, with intense internal ties within
the cluster but weak external ties with other clusters. Themes in the quadrant emerging or
declining clusters (bottom left) are "both weakly developed and marginal. The themes in
this quadrant have low density and low centrality and mainly represent either emerging or
disappearing themes" (Cobo et al., 2018, p. 265). Themes in the quadrant basic and transversal clusters (bottom right) have high centrality but low density. Themes in this quadrant are
important, with mainly general, basic themes.

2.2.2 Bibliographic Coupling, Co-Citation Analysis and Co-Occurrence Relations
Bibliographic coupling is "about the overlap in the reference lists of publications. The larger
the number of references two publications have in common, the stronger the bibliographic
coupling relation between the publications" (van Eck & Waltman, 2014, p. 287). It is defined
as follows: "A single item of reference used by two papers was defined as a unit of coupling
between them" (Kessler, 1963, p. 10). Therefore, if two entities (e.g. authors) share the same
reference(s), they are bibliographically coupled. The strength of the link increases with the
number of shared references. Another method to identify similarities between entities is via
popular co-citation analysis (Figure 2). Co-citation "is defined as the frequency with which
two documents are cited together" (Small, 1973, p. 265).

Figure 2: Comparison Between Bibliographic Coupling and Co-Citation Analysis
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Co-citation analysis relies on a third document (Figure 2: Doc C) to identify links between
documents. Because of this prerequisite, it is di cult to discover links between documents
that have been published recently. Bibliographic coupling is, conversely, "able to cluster very
recent papers" (Boyack & Klavans, 2010, p. 2391). In the search for the most accurate cluster solution of "pure citation-based approaches, bibliographic coupling gave the most accurate solution, followed closely by co-citation analysis" (Boyack & Klavans, 2010, p. 2402).
Bibliographic coupling was used to identify the thematic similarities or latent collaboration
between countries and journals. To identify the latent collaboration between authors by detecting the most cited authors, we used co-citation analysis. Bibliographic coupling and cocitation analysis are used to analyse the intellectual structure of the scienti c research eld
with a focus on networks of countries, journals and authors (Cobo et al., 2011a).
A co-occurrent relation is, in contrast to bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis,
"established between two units (authors, terms, or references) when they appear together in
a set of documents; that is, when they co-occur throughout the corpus" (Cobo et al., 2012,
p. 1611). The more frequent the number of common occurrences or co-occurrences, the
stronger the relation between the units (here: References and keywords). A third document
(figure: Doc C), as in the case of co-citation analysis, is not required. In addition, an identical
match, as in the case of bibliographic coupling, is not required. Co-occurrence analysis can
detect latent patterns linking different entities. Co-occurrence analyses are used to analyse
the conceptual structure of the scientific research area with a focus on references and keywords (Cobo et al., 2011a).
The processing of cited references is a challenging task because the form of citations can
differ. "VOSviewer starts by parsing cited references in order to identify their constituent
elements, such as author names, publication years, source titles, volume numbers, and so on"
(van Eck & Waltman, 2020, p. 31). After parsing the references, a match key for each reference is constructed by combing the name of the first author, the publication year, the volume
(if not available the journal title) and the beginning page number (or, if the beginning page
number is not available, the article number). If no match key can be constructed, the DOI
is used, and if no DOI is available, the raw reference string is used as the match key. Match
keys were constructed for each document. If matching match keys between documents exist,
a bibliographic coupling link is established. Bibliographic coupling links between countries,
journals and authors are "aggregated from the level of individual documents to the aggregate
level" (van Eck & Waltman, 2020, p. 32).
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Data Corpus
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Basic information about the selected data is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Data Corpus

The number of articles has increased by 731 in 10 years, from 830 to 1,561. This represents
an increase of 88%. While the growth of articles was moderate from 2011 to 2018, there has
been considerable growth since 2019. Furthermore, the number of authors has risen even
more sharply, by 2,230, from 1,654 to 1,561 in 10 years. This represents an increase of 135%.
Overall, it can be noted that the number of indexed actors in the field has increased. The
figures show that the subject area studied has gained considerable scientific importance over
the last 10 years.
The number of single-authored articles increased only slightly by 45 articles over the study period, from a total of 320 in 2011 and 2012 to a total of 365 articles in 2019 and 2020. This
small growth corresponds to an increase of 14%. In contrast, the number of multi-authored
articles increased massively by 686 articles over the study period, from a total of 510 articles
in 2011 and 2012 to a total of 1,196 articles in 2019 and 2020. This growth corresponds to
an increase of 135%. While the ratio of single-author articles to multi-author articles was
39.61% in 2011/12, the ratio in 2019/2020 is 23.77%. The number of authors per article has
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also grown from about 2 in 2011/2012 to 2.5 in 2019/2020. How are these values to be interpreted? Harzing and Alakangas (2016) found in their study that social sciences and humanities academics published papers with 2 to 2.5 authors. The determined number of 2.5 authors
per article is thus not conspicuous in the context of these disciplines. However, it should be
noted that the number of authors per article is increasing, which may be an indicator that the
problems studied have become more complex. In addition, the scientific field as a whole can
be described as cooperation-oriented, with almost 80% of articles being multi-author.

3.2

Analysis of Countries

3.2.1 Local Most Productive and Most Cited Countries
Based on a bibliographic coupling link analysis, the local (in the data corpus) most productive (in the sense of the number of papers published) and most cited countries are shown in
Table 2. In the bibliometric data, each author is indicated with his or her institutional affiliation, which in turn determines the country affiliation. Thus, the country affiliation does not
refer to the nationality of the scientist, but to the nationality of the science environment, the
science institution and community hosting her of him.
The threshold for including a country in the analysis was set to a minimum number of
30 published articles per country. Thirty-four countries met the threshold. For each of the
34 countries, the number of articles (Art.) and citations (Cit.), the article effectiviness (AE)
and the total bibliographic coupling links strengths (TBCLS) were calculated. The number of
articles for a country refers to the total number of articles in the selected local data corpus.
The number of counted citations of a country refers to the total number of citations of an
article that Scopus records for the respective article. The counting method used to calculate
the TBCLS was fractional. Fractional counting means that the weight of a bibliographic link
is fractionated and thus proportionally divided and distributed among the countries of the
co-authors. If multiple author countries are involved in an article, for example, and the total
number of author countries is 3, then the bibliographic coupling links of a co-authorship
country has a weight of 1/3. The countries in Table 2 are sorted in descending order according to the total bibliographic coupling link strengths (TBCLS).
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Table 2: Local Most Productive and Most Cited Countries

The country with the highest number of publications (N=965) and citations (N=8440) is, by
far, the United Kingdom, followed by the United States of America and Australia. The country with the highest publication effectiveness is the Netherlands (14.2), followed by Canada
and Belgium. The country with the highest total bibliographic coupling links is again the
United Kingdom (12360) followed by the United States of America and Germany.

3.2.2 Bibliographic Coupling Between Countries
Bibliographic couling means that if two documents share the same reference(s), they are bibliographically coupled. Since the representation of the visualisation in Figure 3 is distancebased, this means that the closer two countries are in the network, the more similar the
literature references used. We made the following assumption: The similarity of the used literature references between countries can be interpreted as the similarity of thinking between
countries. After the calculation of the strengths of the total bibliographic coupling link, we
clustered the network two times: The first time with a resolution of 1.0 (Figure 3a) and the
second time with a coarser resolution of 0.8 (Figure 3b). The distance-based graph does not
change, as this graph is based on the bibliographic coupling links between each country, but
the clusters are different.
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Figure 3: Bibliographic Coupling Between Countries (Weights: TBCLS)
Brief summary of the method – the key parameters used to calculate and visualise the country
network and clusters: The type of analysis is a bibliographic coupling. The unit of analysis is
countries. The threshold is a minimum of 30 documents from one country. We selected all
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countries that resulted (N=34). Relatedness was calculated using the fractional count method
and an attraction coefficient of 2 and a repulsion coefficient of 1. Normalisation of relatedness
values was performed using the association strength technique. Cluster resolution was set to 1.0
in Figure 3a and 0.8 in Figure 3b.
In Table 3, the two solutions (Figure 3a and Figure 3b) are presented. The countries are
sorted within the cluster in descending order based on their total bibliographic coupling link
strengths.
Table 3: Clusters of Countries Based on Bibliographic Coupling

The seven-cluster solution (Figure 3a) partly confirms assumptions of homogeneity: The
German-speaking countries Germany, Switzerland and Austria are grouped within one cluster (cyan), and the Romance-speaking countries Spain, France, Italy, Portugal, Brazil and
Chile are grouped in another cluster (blue). Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand together form
a Southeast Asia cluster (purple), but this cluster also includes Taiwan and Nigeria. Nigeria
is surprising at first glance, but understandable because Nigeria and Malaysia have a great
closeness in TVET development and cooperation (Mohammad & Ismail, 2019). Taiwan is
more closely situated to China in the distance-based map (therefore a high bibliographic
coupling) but, after clustering, placed together with Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, and Nigeria within one cluster (purple). The researchers from Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark form another regional cluster (yellow), as do the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and Ireland, together with Turkey and Slovenia (green). The Netherlands, Belgium and
South Africa together form a small sixth cluster (orange), and the United States of America,
along with the Russian Federation, Canada, China & Hong Kong, India, Greece, South Korea
a seventh large cluster (red). In the four-cluster solution, some clusters remain largely stable
(red, blue, green and yellow), while others merge: the German-speaking and the Romance-
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speaking countries are forming a joint cluster, the clusters led by the United Kingdom and
the Netherlands, and the clusters led by the United States and Malaysia form another cluster.
The similarity of thinking appears to be influenced by historical-cultural, regional-economic and/or political factors (e.g., Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark; Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand; United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand). Partial correspondence
exists with typologisations that also lead to clusters: In the seven-cluster version, the Germanspeaking cluster (Germany, Switzerland, and Austria) can be clearly identified as countries
with a collective skill formation system; however, while the UK and USA are in our analysis in
different clusters, both should be situated in one cluster named liberal skill formation system.
Also, Sweden and France are in different clusters in our analysis, but both countries should
be merged in a cluster named the statist skill formation system (Busemeyer & Trampusch,
2012; Busemeyer & Iversen, 2012). Greinert (1999, 2004) distinguishes three prototypes of
vocational training regimes: A dual-corporatist model, as implemented in Germany; a stateregulated bureaucratic model, as implemented in France; and a liberal market economy model, as implemented in the United Kingdom. In the seven-cluster solution, our analysis agrees
with Greinert’s, but in the four-cluster solution, Germany, and France merge into one cluster.
Only the United Kingdom is in a different cluster. Also, the typology of Pilz does not fit to
the identified clusters: Pilz (2016) assigns the USA, India, and China to different purposes.
In both cluster analysis versions, these countries form a common cluster. However, this need
not be a contradiction insofar as the typologisation by Greinert and Pilz represents a finer
level of detail than the clusters presented here. Furthermore, despite the diversity of Scandinavian VET systems (Jørgensen et al., 2018), researchers from Finland, Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark form a joint cluster. We can draw the following conclusion: Despite the diversity
of vocational education and training systems in different countries, there is a high degree of
convergence within clusters and divergence between clusters in thinking, which is expressed
in the formation of different bibliographic coupled clusters.

3.3

Analysis of Journals

3.3.1 Local Most Productive and Most Cited Journals
Based on a bibliographic coupling link analysis, the local most productive and most cited
journals are shown in Table 4. The threshold for including a country in the analysis was set
to a minimum number of 5 published articles per country. The 30 journals with the highest
bibliographic coupling link strengths were selected. For each of the 30 journals, the number
of articles (Art.) and citations (Cit.), the article effectiviness (AE) and the total bibliographic
coupling links strengths (TBCLS) were calculated. The number of articles for a journal refers to the total number of articles in the selected local data corpus. The number of citations
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counted for a journal refers to the total number of citations of an article that Scopus records
for the respective article. The counting method to calculate the TBCLS was full counting:
Each bibliographic coupling link of a journal has a weight of 1. The coverage period in Scopus
(Cov.) was checked, as not all journals cover the full period from 2011 to 2020. The coverage of
the Journal of Technical Education and Training started in 2016, and the coverage of the International Journal for Research in Vocational Education and Training in 2014. The journals in Table
4 are sorted in descending order according to the total bibliographic coupling link strengths
(TBCLS) of the individual journal.
Table 4: Local Most Productive and Most Cited Journals
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The journal with the highest number of publications is, by far, the Journal of Vocational Education and Training (N=281) followed by the journals Higher Education, Skills and WorkBased Learning (N=146) and the Journal of Workplace Learning (N=132). The journal with
the highest number of citations is also, by far, the Journal of Vocational Education and Training (N=2232) followed by Vocations and Learning (N=1330) and Journal of Workplace
Learning (N=1115). The journal with the highest publication effectiveness is Medical Education (68.38), followed by Medical Teacher (43.31) and Teaching and Teacher Education
(35.53). Despite this high effectiveness of the medical journals, the Journal of Vocational
Education and Training, Vocations and Learning and the Journal of Workplace Learning
show the highest total bibliographic coupling link strengths, which means that they have the
highest bibliographic embeddedness in the considered research field.

3.3.2 Bibliographic Coupling Between Journals
To identify the reference overlap between journals, we again used the bibliographic coupling
method. Since the representation of the visualisation in Figure 4 is distance-based, this means that the closer two journals are in the network, the more similar the literature references
used.
Brief summary of the method – the key parameters used to calculate and visualise the journal network and clusters: The type of analysis is a bibliographic coupling. The unit of analysis
is journals. The threshold is a minimum of 5 articles from one journal. We selected the 30
journals with the highest total link strengths in the data corpus. Relatedness was calculated
using the full counting method and an attraction coefficient of 2 and a repulsion coefficient
of 1. Normalisation of relatedness values was performed using the association strength technique. Cluster resolution was set to 1.1 in Figure 4 and 1.0 in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Bibliographic Coupling Between Journals With six Clusters (Weights: TBCLS)
After the calculation of the total bibliographic coupling link strengths, we clustered the network with a resolution of 1.1 (greater detail) and received 6 clusters (Figure 4) with 8 (red), 7
(green), 5 (blue), twice 4 (purple and yellow) journals and one cluster with 2 journals (orange).
The biggest cluster, with 8 journals (red), can be considered "VET research with high reference
to educational research". The second core cluster, with 7 journals (green), can be described as
"VET research with a focus on workplace learning and professional development". Accordingly,
the third cluster (yellow), "VET research in medical education", is located close to this second
green cluster. Equally appropriately, the purple cluster with 4 journals is positioned close to
the second and third clusters, with its focus on "work-based learning and higher education".
This purple cluster is followed by a blue cluster that focuses more on "higher education and
continuing vocational education and training". The smallest orange cluster is unusual because
the respective journals are embedded in other clusters due to the high bibliographic coupling
link strengths with other journals. Regionality1 could be an explanation for this phenomenon.
1 The International Journal for Training Research focuses on VET in Australia and internationally, and the Technical Journal of
Edcuation and Training on VET in the the South Asian region and internationally.
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In the second approach, we clustered the journals with a regular resolution (1.0) and received a
three-cluster solution (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Bibliographic Coupling Between Journals With Three Clusters (Weights: TBCLS)
The three-cluster solution (Figure 4) reinforces the trend already visible in the six-cluster solution: The cluster "VET research with high reference to educational research" (red) has increased;
the clusters "VET research with a focus on workplace learning and professional development"
and "VET research in medical education" merged into "workplace learning, professional development and medical education" (green); and the two clusters "work-based learning and higher
education" and "higher education and continuing vocational education and training" merged
into "work-based learning, higher education and continuing vocational education and training"
(blue). The small orange cluster (Figure 4) has dissolved and is now embedded. It is recognisable that the research field as a whole is not mono-disciplinary, with only one scientific approach,
but multi-disciplinary.
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Analysis of Authors

3.4.1 Most Productive Authors
The most productive authors within our data sample, along with their most cited articles
published between 2011 and 2020, are listed in Table 5.
Table 5: Most Productive Authors With 10 or More Articles
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Of the 16 authors, three are from the United Kingdom, three from Australia, two from the
Netherlands, two from Sweden and Switzerland and one each from Canada, Germany, and
New Zealand. The most productive authors are Pilz from the University of Cologne in Germany followed by Cattaneo from Swiss Federal University for Vocational Education and
Training in Switzerland and de Bruijn from Open University in the Netherlands.

3.4.2 Most Cited Authors
To identify the most cited author, we used co-citation analysis. Co-citation analysis relies on
a third document to identify links between two other documents. The citation analysis is not
limited to the publications included in the data corpus: the articles in the corpus have references within the data corpus but also outside of it, especially from a temporal perspective.
Thus, its limitation is not based on the decade considered, as in the above analysis of the most
productive authors of the last decade, but on the authors’ assumptions about which authors
are relevant to their own work. We set the threshold to 50 citations of an author, calculated
the total co-citations links strengths, and selected the 250 authors with the greatest total cocitations link strengths (TCCLS). The resulting co-citation network is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Co-Citation Analysis of the 250 Most Influential Authors (Weights: TCCLS)
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Brief summary of the method – the key parameters used to calculate and visualise the cited author network and clusters (Figure 6): The type of analysis is a co-citation analysis, and the unit
of analysis is cited authors. Threshold: An author must be cited at least 20 times. We selected
the 250 cited authors with the highest total co-citation link strengths in the data corpus. Relatedness was calculated using the fractional counting method, an attraction coefficient of four
and a repulsion coefficient of one. Normalisation of relatedness values was performed using
the association strength technique. Cluster resolution was set to 1.0.
Of the 250 authors, we selected the 30 most cited authors within our data sample (Table 6).
Table 6: The 30 Most Cited Authors

Interestingly, 14 of the 30 most influential authors were from the UK. Of these 14, six (Unwin, Fuller, Young, Guile, Clarke, Evans) were associated with the University College London
(UCL). When researchers from the United States (3), Australia (3) and Canada (1) were
included, a total of 21 researchers came from the context of liberal skill formation systems,
which "combine low levels of public investment in VET with little firm involvement. In these
educational systems, VET is subordinated to academic education" (Busemeyer and Iversen,
2012, p. 218). It is likely that the research strength of researchers from the aforementioned
countries significantly influence the discourse on research at the boundary between learning
and working.
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Analysis of References

In this step, using SciMAT, we performed a co-occurrence analysis of the references, clustered
the references, and developed a strategic map based on the centrality and density measures
of the reference networks and clusters. For normalisation, we used the association strength
method. For mapping, we employed the union mapper method, and for clustering, we used
the simple center algorithm and limited the network size to four references with a limit of
three references. The strategic map is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Strategic Map of Clustered References (Weight: Documents)
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A major cluster or theme in the motor clusters (top right) quadrant is the Boud and Middleton (2003) cluster with its focus on workplace and informal learning. Another large cluster is
Hodkinson et al. (2008) with its focus on apprenticeship training considering, for example,
principles of individual and social learning. The largest cluster, Billett (2001a), in the basic
and transversal clusters (bottom right) quadrant, which is also the largest cluster in the entire
field, provides the foundations for specific additional research applications (e.g., informal
learning, learning from others in the workplace) with a focus on situated learning and communities of practice. The second largest cluster in this quadrant, Fuller and Unwin (2004),
represents the learning opportunities and learning constraints in the context of work and
work systems. In the highly developed and isolated clusters (top left) quadrant, two clusters
are prominent – the Crouch et al. (1999) cluster, which considers the system level and the
political economy of skill creation (macro system level), and the Collins et al. (1991) cluster,
which analyses the level of teaching and learning based on the cognitive apprenticeship (micro system level) approach. Within the emerging or declining clusters (bottom left) quadrant,
the Young (2008) cluster focuses on relationships between educational policy and practice,
between vocational (upper-secondary) education and employment and between learning
culture and identity. In this cluster, perspectives on sociology of education are addressed.
The Schön (1987) cluster also focuses on a relationship but, here, it is that between higher
education and work-based learning. The other clusters and their topics should only be briefly
addressed. The Aarkrog (2005) cluster focuses on the connection between work-based and
school-based learning and the objects at the boundary. The Biemans et al. (2009) cluster
represents the discourse on competence-based vocational education and its dilemmas and
practical tensions, and the Guile and Griffiths (2001) cluster covers learning through work
experiences and workplace learning. The Wolter and Ryan (2011) cluster concentrates on
the economics of vocational education and training, such as costs of training and unemployment in relation to labour market conditions and/or willingness of companies to train. The
focus of the Eraut (2000) cluster is the relation between professional education and learning
in the workplace with slightly deep insights on adaptive and developmental learning as well
as emotional and practical learning. The Brockmann et al. (2008) cluster focuses on comparative research of educational systems and their similarities and differences in the context
of liberal and coordinated economies, unifying processes, such as the creation of political
frameworks (e.g., European Qualifications Framework), and system reforms. The clusters
briefly characterized above and shown in Figure 7 are presented in Table 7 along with other
related references.
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Table 7: Centrality and Density of Clustered References

In our next and final step, we analyse the keywords.

3.6

Analysis of Keywords

We used SciMAT and the co-occurrence analysis to identify the most used and most important keywords in our data corpus. We included keywords with a minimum frequency of 20 in
our analysis. For the normalisation of the data, we employed the association strength method
as in all other analyses. We mapped the documents using the union mapper technique and
clustered the keywords and labelled the clusters using the simple center algorithm and a maximum network size of four. The measurement of the density and centrality of the clusters relative to the other clusters resulted in a strategic map of used keywords as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Strategic Map of Clustered References (Weight: Documents)
Major clusters or themes in the motor clusters (top right) quadrant are the keyword clusters
occupations, postgraduates, learning pathways, employability, digitalisation, undergraduates, cognitive apprenticeships, trainers and close to the sector highly developed and isolated clusters (top
left) finally the cluster policy issues. Major clusters in the basic and transversal clusters (bottom
right) quadrant are the workplace learning, evaluation study, apprenticeships, apprentices, youth,
leadership, work-based learning and professional development keyword clusters. The following
keyword clusters are prominent in the highly developed and isolated clusters (top left) quadrant:
internationalisation, self-regulated learning, educational guidance, employment, socio-economicstatus, governance, motivation and close to the quadrant emerging or declining clusters (bottom
left) the cluster young adults. Finally, the emerging or declining clusters (bottom left) quadrant
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includes the knowledge, educational reform, competence/competency, teacher training, curriculum, identity and e-learning clusters.
The keyword clusters and their parameters (centrality range coefficient, centrality coefficient, density range coefficient, density coefficient, number of mapped documents per cluster)
are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Most Used Keywords
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When the identified keywords are compared with a comprehensive keyword systematization,
such as the guide to VOCEDplus subjects and keywords (NCVER, 2021), it can be determined that the 52 subjects mentioned in VOCEDplus are covered. Nevertheless, subjects such
as equity, demographics, disability, disadvantaged, innovation and specific keywords such as
informal apprenticeships, informal economy, green skills seem to be underrepresented.

4

Limitations and Further Research

At the outset, we noted that VET structures and practices are very nationally oriented, which
is why the field of VET is parcelled internationally. This distribution has implications for
research: international VET research is equally parcelled. In our analysis, we identified these
intellectual parcels as country networks and clusters, as journal networks and clusters and
as author networks and clusters. This scientific parcelling represents a disadvantage for the
exchange of ideas and the accumulation of knowledge. In addition to the formation of parcels, there is also a dividing line that runs among the positions of centre, periphery and exclusion. Especially scientists from developing countries and nations, economies in transition
and those from post-conflict situations are excluded from the international discourse. This
situation is more than just a disadvantage for the exchange of ideas and the accumulation
of knowledge. Rather, there is a systematic bias in the research landscape here. Against this
background, the parcelling of the discourse and the structuring of the discourse into dominance-periphery-absence, it becomes clear that the presented conceptual structure cannot
capture an international perspective but only the perspective of a dominant discourse. The
analysis is therefore not wrong, but incomplete and biased.
Bibliometric analysis is a powerful tool for examining large datasets. Techniques such
as bibliometric coupling and co-citation analysis visualise latent structures (relations and
clusters). However, identifying latent structures does not mean that the detected structures
can be explained. For example, our analysis identified a new system for clustering countries, but sufficient interpretation and explanation is not yet available. In this regard, the
SciMAT tool performs better than VOSViewer as it orders the identified clusters based on
their centrality and density values in a strategic map whereby meaning is created. However,
VOSViewer is more efficient than SciMAT, since it parses the examined units (e.g., authors)
in advance, whereas in SciMAT, the majority of the data preprocessing and structuring has
to be manually performed. VOSViewer is also substantially better than SciMAT at displaying the network itself. In addition to the strategic concept analysis that we have conducted,
SciMAT allows, in turn, the comparison of groups of years to identify trends between two
time periods. This analysis technique was not employed here. Indeed, this technique would
enable an examination of the dataset not only in one cross-section, as we have achieved, but
also in several cross-sections based on the number of time periods chosen, which collectively,
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would enable a longitudinal perspective. Feasible bibliometric analysis always relies on the
capabilities of the software in question and the targeted control of the analyses. We employed
therefore Bibliometrix only for the basic analysis of the dataset as we considered the possibility of data cleaning or data preprocessing for an analysis of references (cited authors and
articles) limited. However, Bibliometrix is suited for a comprehensive analysis if the source
dataset is well structured.
In a comparative analysis of nine bibliometric software tools, the developers of SciMAT
determined that "not all the software tools are able to extract all the bibliometric networks,
and so, different tools have to be used to analsze a field from different perspectives" (Cobo
et al., 2011a, p. 1400). We can confirm this conclusion. Various software can perform basic
techniques, such as bibliography coupling and co-citation, to create a bibliometric network.
The differences are shown in the details: Certain analyses (e.g., bibliographic coupling of
journals) and specific measures (e.g., association strengths, instead of the, e.g., Jaccard’s index) are not available. The combination used here (Bibliometrix, VOSViewer and SciMAT)
has been proven viable.
As described in section 2.1 Data Selection, using only Scopus for the collection of articles
had advantages. However, this choice also had disadvantages: A developmental analysis of
the research field over time was not possible with our desired tool, CitNetExplorer, as it could
only analyse data from the Web of Science Core Collection. Therefore, a temporal analysis is
still an open and interesting perspective in the research field presented here. Other disadvantages include the limited coverage of non-English literature in Scopus (Aksnes & Sivertsen,
2019), and the origins keywords. As a rule, authors assign keywords to their articles. Scopus
(similar to the Web of Science Core Collection) supplements the authors’ keywords. These
supplemental keywords have different names: Index keywords, keywords plus, or in SciMAT,
a source´s keywords. These keywords extend the author´s keywords to help readers find articles. For example, if an author uses the keyword workplace learning, Scopus splits this keyword into two index keywords: Workplace and learning. The original designation becomes
more non-specific, which is a disadvantage for bibliometric analysis. Hence, we only applied
the authors’ keywords.
The scoping review with the mapping focus is utilised for aggregation, which is both a
strength and drawback. Aggregation enables researchers to capture the research field regarding its breadth but only slightly regarding its depth. A critical review, which is performed
for interpretation, has opposite strengths and weaknesses. A critical review can only cover
the field to a very limited extent but can cover a particular depth. This review paradox cannot
be resolved but requires a choice between breadth and depth. Hopefully, these contradictory
target perspectives will be better connected in the future using, for example, machine learning methods (López Belmonte et al., 2020). A review that combines the methods applied
here with machine learning methods will certainly achieve greater depth. Instead of key-
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words, data mining of the whole article could be conducted to enrich the dataset to be analysed. At the interface of data mining and bibliometrics, a new analysis technique is currently
being established: bibliomining (Fernández & Bonilla, 2020).
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